NOTICE OF DETERMINATION

□

TO:

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

~

FROM:

City of Corona

or

400 S. Vicentia Ave, Corona, CA 92882

County Clerk

Phone: 951-736-2201

County of Riverside
4080 Lemon Street, Riverside, CA 92501

~

TO:

Office of Planning and Research
P. 0 . Box 3044
Sacramento, CA 95812-3044

Lead Agency (if different from above)
Address:

Sent via state.cleari ngho use(a,opr.ca.gO\
(overnight or hand delivery)

0
SUBJECT:

1400 Tenth Street, Rm. 113
Sacramento, CA 95814

Contact:
Phone:

Filing of Notice of Determination in compliance with Section 21108 or 21152 of the Public Resources
Code.

State Clearinghouse Number
(If submitted to SCH):
2020050497
Project Title: City of Corona Reclaimed Water Master Plan (RWMP) Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR)

Project Applicant: Ulises Escalona

Specific Project Location: Corona

General Project Location (City and/or County): City of Corona, County of Riverside
Project Description: The proposed RWMP is a long-term plan that will assist the City with meeting it's goals for
reclaimed water use by recommending the implementation of appropriate projects, programs, and additional studies.

This is to advise that the (~ Lead Agency or O Responsible Agency) has approved the above described
project on
May 5, 2021
and has made the following determinations regarding the above described project:
1.

□

The project will have a significant effect on the environment.

~

The project will NOT have a significant effect on the environment

Notice of Determination

FORM "F"

2. [gj

3.

□

A Negative Declaration was prepared for this project pursuant to the provisions of CEQA and reflects the
independent judgment of the Lead Agency.

□

A Mitigated Negative Declaration was prepared for this project pursuant to the provisions of CEQA and reflects
the independent judgment of the Lead Agency.

□

Mitigation measures were made a condition of the approval of the project.

[gj

Mitigation measures were NOT made a condition of the approval of the project.

4 . [gj

5.

A Supplemental Environmental Impact Report was prepared and certified for this project pursuant to the
provisions ofCEQA and reflects the independent judgment of the Lead Agency.

A Mitigation Monitoring or Reporting Plan was adopted for this project.

□
□

A Mitigation Monitoring or Reporting Plan was NOT adopted for this project.

[gj

A Statement of Overriding Considerations was NOT adopted for this project

6. [gj

□

A Statement of Overriding Considerations was adopted for this project.

Findings were made pursuant to the provisions of CEQA.
Findings were NOT made pursuant to the provisions of CEQA.
This is to certify that the Final EIR with comments and responses and record of project approval, or the
Negative Declaration, is available to General Public at: Corona City Hall, Community Development
Department, 400 S. Vicentia Avenue, Corona, CA

Date:

5 /kl2c2.\

s,£i1a &!tAAt-dia
Sylvia Edwards, City Clerk

Date Received for Filing:
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Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
Introduction
This section contains revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) for the
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP) based on (1) additional or revised
information required to prepare a response to a specific comment, (2) applicable updated
information that was not available at the time of Draft PEIR publication, and (3) typographical
errors. This section also includes clarifications to the Biological Resources Technical Report and
Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources Technical Report and corresponding Draft PEIR sections
in response to consultation with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority
and tribal consultation pursuant to Assembly Bill (AB) 52.
Pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15088.5(a), recirculation of
a Draft BIR is only required when significant new information is added to the Draft EIR after
public review of the Draft EIR but before certification. Significant new information may include
changes to the project or environmental setting and additional data or other information. New
information added to a Draft EIR is not significant unless the Draft EIR is changed in a way that
deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment on a substantial adverse effect of the
project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including feasible alternatives) that
the project proponents have declined to implement. Recirculation is not required where the new
information merely clarifies, amplifies, or makes insignificant modifications (California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15088.5).
All modifications to the Draft PEIR were evaluated to detennine whether new or more severe
impacts were identified and whether feasible mitigation or avoidance measures were identified but
rejected. None of the changes made would add any new significant information; therefore,
recirculation is not required.
Changes made to the Draft PEIR are identified in strikeout text to indicate deletions and in
underlined text to signify additions.

Draft Program Environmental Impact Report Revisions
The following sections of the Draft PEIR have been revised in response to comments received on
the Draft PEIR, consultation with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority,
and tribal consultation pursuant to AB 52.
Executive Summary
Table ES-5, Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project, has been revised as follows.
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Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
Aesthetics

Substantial Degradation
of the Existing Visual
Character or Conflict
with Applicable
Regulations

AES-1: Landscape Plan. To screen aboveground project facilities
during facility design, the design consultant shall prepare a
Landscape Plan for each aboveground project facility identified in the
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan, including the Chase Tank
facility. The Landscape Plan shall include measures to restore
disturbed areas by re-establishing existing topography, including
replanting trees or reseeding with a native seed mix typical of the
immediately surrounding area. The Landscape Plan shall include a
required seed mix and plant palette. Vegetation screening shall be
included in the Landscape Plan to shield proposed aboveground
facilities from public view. The Landscape Plan shall include a
Monitoring Plan to ensure that site restoration and vegetation
establishment is successful.
Biological Resources

Sensitive Plant Species

BI0-1 : Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency
Less than Significant
Analysis Report Sensitive Plant Species Surveys. For projects
proposed in the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan
on undeveloped land. including the Western Riverside County
Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline. and Research Pipeline. a Western Riverside
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis
Report site-specific biological resources survey shall be completed
during the project design phase. The Consistency Analysis Report
shall be prepared for each project to demonstrate consistency with
the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation
Structure and shall include project-level existing conditions
documentation consisting of vegetation mapping and identification of
sensitive habitats (non-native grassland, riparian and riverine areas,
and vernal pools), plants, and animals (including burrowing owl
(Athene cuniculariall on the project site.
The Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the basis for
determining if a project is subject to a Joint Project Review and is
required to complete a Joint Project Review Application. The Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report
template and requirements can be accessed on the Western
Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority Document Library:
https://www.wrc-rca.org/document-librarv/. The Western Riverside
County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Perrnittee
Implementation Guidance Manual (2007) shall also be reviewed and
followed to ensure project consistency with the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan requirements.
If ORO or more seRsiij>Je fllaRt Sf)esies Ras IRe flOlenijal lo oss1:JF OR
tRe Western Ri·,orsiEle C01:JAt)' RegieRal Wastewater Al:jtRoFity i;1ow
Control IFRflFOYeFAonls, PromeRaElo Pif)olino, anEl RosearsR Pif)oliRe
f)FOjosl sites, fosuseEl SflOSios s1moys sRall so sonEJ!:jstoEl sofore
sonslruction lo Elolermino tRe f)Fosonco anEl assense of tRose
SflOSies lo aEle(luately 01i1aluato flOlonlial Eliresl or inElirest iFRf)asts to
tROSO SflOGies.
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Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
SeAsili>,e 13laAI s13esies s1:1r.<eys sllall be s0Ad1:1sted by a q1:1alified
biologist retaiAed by the City of CoFOAa d1:1FiAg tile a1313Fo13r-iate seasoA
to detest lRe spesies as paFt of Ille 13FOjesl desigA pllase. S1:1r.<eys sllall
be flor-istis iA Aall.I Fe aAd iAsl1:1de lists of !Re 13laAtS ideAlified iA tile
s1:1r.<oy aFoa. S1:1r.<oys sllall bo soAd1:1stod OR fool, offi13loyiAg a le>,<ol of
offoFt s1:1fficioAI to pFO>,<ido soffifJFOhoAsivo coYoFago. TRe lasatioAs aAd
13F0•1aleRco (ostiffiatod tatal Al:lffibors aRd 130FSeAI so•,eF, as a1313licablo)
of soRsilivo 13laRls sllall bo FOGOFdod. TRo soAsiti>,<o 13laAt s13ocios
s1:1r;oys sllall bo ,,alid foF 3 yoaFS.
If silo s13ocific s1:1r.<oys aFo ROI rnq1:1iFod bosa1:1so a s1:1FYey was
s0Rd1:1sted witlliA tile last 3 yeaFs, iffif)ast assessffieAt aAd
ffiiAiffiii!alioA aAd rnitigatioA FOEjl:liFeffioA!s sllall bo based OR tho rnost
rocoAI a•,ailablo s1:1FYoy. Tllosa FOEjl:liFOffieAls st'lall also iAcl1:1do aR
aRalysis of the fJOtOAlial for SOASili>,<O 13laAI SfJOGios to OGGl:IF OR site
based oA 011isliRg silo soRditioRs aRd sllall bo OORsisloRI with tho
rnost FOGeRI U.S. FisR aRd 1/'Jildlifo SoNiGO aRd Califol=Aia D013aFtrnoRI
of FisA aRd VVildlifo Sl:IFYOY fJFOtosols.
If seRsitive 13laRI s13ecies are obseNed, lRey shall be a•.ioided if
13ossible. If s13esies saRRot bo a~1oided, iFR13asts sllall be mitigated
thF01:1gt'l coRsor.iatioR of habitat that s1:113130Fts lRo irn13actod s13ocios iR
accordaRco with MiligatiaR Moas1:1ros BIO 2 aRd BIO 3.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

810 2: Permanent lmpaGts to NoA Nati•,e Grassland. PorFRaRoRI
iFR13acts to sonsiti•,o RSA Rati•10 grasslaRd sl:lall bo mitigated thro1:1gh
lRe 13Feser.<atioR of l:labitat, llabitat GFeatiaR, or eRhaRGeFReRt, er
carnbiRatiaR llloroof, iR !Ro City of CoroRa OF off silo thrn1:1gll l:labitat
asq1:1isitioR aRd 13rosoFYatioR or p1:1rchaso of cFodits frorn aR a1313F01.iod
soRser.iatioR baRk. MitigatioR for im13asls to Ron nali•,e gFasslaRd
shall bo iR kiRd 1:1sing Rati,;o gFassos. PorFRaRORt im13acts lo soRsiliYe
ROA Rati•,o gr:asslaRd sl:lall eo mitigated at a r:atio of 0.5:1.
Far OR site rnitigatioR, a detailed MitigatioR PlaR shall bo fJFOJ:larod
boforo tho staFt of constructioR (Roi a1313lisablo to ffiiligatioR rnot
lhrn1:1gl:l tile 131:1FcRase of srndits fFoffi aRa1313ro•,1od wotlaAd ffiitigatioA
eaAk). The MiligalioA PlaA shall incl1:1do at a FRiAiFR1:1FR tho 13ro13osod
locatioA of the FRitigation areas, site fJFe13aratioA, a 13laRI 13alette,
iRslallation prosod1:1ros, sl:Jcsoss sFitOFia, feRciRg aRd signago,
FHoniloring roq1:1irernenls, and otl:ler details of the l:labitat FesloFation
offaFt and shall bo pFoparod by a q1:1alified biologist.
810 3: Temporary lmpaGts to Non Native GraS&land. Torn13orary
IFR13acls to Aon Aali•.io gFassland shall bo rostorod in 13laso OF
elsowllOFe on tl:le projest site at a 1:1 reJ:)laceFRent ratio 1:1siAg AaliYe
grasses s13osios.
A Ro•.iogotation Plan shall bo 13reparod. TRo RoYegolation PlaR sl:lall
iAcl1:1de site 13r013aratioR s130sifisations, a fllaRt 13alette, installation
13rosed1:1res, d0Yolo13rnont of reasonable s1:1ssoss critoria, a1313ro13riato
FRORiloriRg aREl repoFtiRg protosols, iFRfJIOffiORtalioR tiFRoliROS, aREl
coRliRgonsy rnoas1:1ros iR tho eYoRI of FOsloralioR fail1:1re. TRo City of
CoroRa shall proYido g1:1iElaRco for aREl SYOFSight of 11:lo Re,.,egotation
PlaR aREl iFRf)lernentatioA.
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Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
IA the e•,eAt that A0A Aati•,e §Fasslamj ¥e§etati0A saAA0t Ile Fest0Fed
iA plase 0F elsewheFe 0A the pFejest site after s0Asln,isti0A, these
iFApacts wmild Ile ooAsidemd per:maAeRt, aRd Mili§ati0R Measllre
BIO 2 W0llld 00 iFRpl0FReAled.
The Q.a:1 p0r:maAeAt iFApa61s aAd 1:1 teFAp0Fary iFApacts FAili§ati0R
rali0s fer the preject w0llld fell0w the acs0pted rati0s estaelish0d ey
the WesteFA Ri¥0rside C0llAI)' Mlllliple Spesies l=laeitat C0As0PJati0R
Plan 10 r0dllse p0tentially si§nifisaAI iFRpasls 10 sensili¥0 1,0§elati0A
s0FAFRllRiti0s 10 less than si§nificanl.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

BIO-i4: Invasive Plant Species Prevention. During construction of
the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
projects, the following measures shall be implemented to minimize
the spread of invasive plant species:
• Construction equipment shall be cleaned before coming
to the project sites.
• Weed-free straw wattles shall be used for erosion control.
BIO-~: Flagging and Fencing. If sensitive biological resources are
identified on or adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, the construction limits
shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and flagged on
the project sites to ensure impacts to sensitive biological resources
are avoided or minimized to the extent feasible. Before implementing
construction activities, a qualified biologist shall verify that the
flagging clearly delineates the construction limits and sensitive
resources to be avoided.
BIO-~: Contractor Training Program. If sensitive biological
resources are known to occur on or adjacent to the Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites, a project-specific contractor training program shall be
developed and implemented to educate project contractors on the
sensitive biological resources on and adjacent to the project sites
and measures being implemented to avoid or minimize impacts to
these species. A qualified biologist shall develop and implement the
contractor training program.
BIO-¥,: Biological Monitor. If sensitive biological resources are
present on or adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control lmprovernents, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, and impacts may occur
from implementation of construction activities, a qualified biological
monitor may be required during all or a portion of the construction
activities to ensure impacts to the sensitive biological resources are
avoided or minimized to the extent feasible. The specific biological
monitorina reauirements shall be evaluated on a oroiect-bv-oroiect
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Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area

Sensitive Animal
Species

Mitigation Measure(s)
basis. The qualified biological monitor shall be approved by the City
of Corona based on applicable experience with the sensitive
biological resources that may be impacted.
BI0-16-; and BIO-~ through 810-§1.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Less than Significant

810 8: 81mawing 0wl SuF¥eys. A BUFR:JWiR§ awl sleaFaRse suflt<ey
stiall ee saRsustes eefeFe any §R:JURs sislumiR§ asli1,ilies iR
assaFsaRse •Niltl ltle GalifeFRia blapaFtFReRI af Fist! aRs \t\lilslife 2012
Staff RepaFt aA BuFrnwiR§ Gwl Mili§alieR. +we pFeGeRslR:1sliaR
sleaFaRGe suflt<eys slrnll ee saRsusles 14 30 says aRs 24 tiauFs
llefaFe §R:lllAS sis!llFBiA§ aG!i¥ilies !a sasuFReR! !Re saR!iRues
assense af smFawiA§ awl fraFR !Re pFajeG! sites. +Re eurrawiR§ awl
suF¥eys stlall ee valis fer 1 yeaF.
BIO-~: Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys. To the extent
feasible, grubbing, trimming, or clearing of vegetation from project
sites shall not occur during the general bird nesting season (January
15 through September 15). If grubbing, trimming, or clearing of
vegetation cannot feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting
season, a qualified biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting
bird survey at project sites with vegetation supporting nesting birds.
Nesting bird surveys shall occur within -WI days before the start of
vegetation clearing or grubbing to determine if active bird nests are
present. If no active bird nests are identified on the project sites or
within a 300-foot buffer of the project sites, no further mitigation is
necessary, If active nests of bird species covered by the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act are detected on the project site during the -WZ:day
preconstruction survey, construction activities should stay outside of
a 300-foot buffer around the active nest. For raptor species, this
buffer is expanded to 500 feet. It is recommended that a biological
monitor be present to delineate the boundaries of the buffer area and
to monitor the active nest to ensure that nesting behavior is not
adversely affected by the construction activity. Once the young have
fledged, and a qualified biologist has determined the nest is inactive,
normal construction activities can occur.
BIO-I-1-0: Night Lighting. If temporary night lighting is necessary
during construction adjacent to sensitive vegetation communities,
construction contractors shall ensure lights are directed away from
sensitive vegetation communities and shielded to minimize
temporary lighting of the surrounding habitat and should be of the
lowest illumination necessary for human safety.
Riparian Habitat or
Other Sensitive Natural
Community

BI0-12 and 810 3.
810 11: 8ielagisal ResauFGes SuF¥e~#Mahitat .6,ssessment. F8F
prajesls pR:ipases iR!Re 20H! Reslaiffiea Waler Master PlaA eA
uRsavalapes laRs, iRsluaiR§ ltla WeslerR Ri~•ersise GeuR!y Re11ieRal
Waslewa!eF AulReFily Flew GeR!ral IFRprn¥eFReR!s, PreffieRase
PipeliRe, aRG ResearsR PipeliRe, a site spesifis eiala§isal FeSellrses
T l-.'"- "
"
~

A ,0 -
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Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area

Jurisdictional Aquatic
Resources

Mitigation Measure(s)
lliele§isal Feso1ffses Sl:lP,ley sRall Ile saRdl:lG!ea lly a ~l:lali~ea
lliole§iSI aRa SRall iRGll:lae Bill nol llo limilea le !Re fellewin§:
• ,0.R aRalysis of a1,ailallle lileFall:lFo aRa Biel8§isal aalaBases,
Sl:lGR as IAe Galifemia ~lall:lFal Qii,ieFSil,' QalaBase, le
aeleFmiRe seRsiti11e Biel8§iGal FSSel:lFGBS IRal Ra>,<e lleeR
F8fl9Flea Rislefisally !Fem IRe flFS~sea f)rejeG! >,<iGiRil,'.
• A FB>,<iew el1Gl:lFFeRI laRa l:lSB ana laRa owneFSRif) wilRiR
IRB fll'GjOG! 1isinily.
• AR assessmeRI aRa maf)f)iR§ el "'e§elalieR samml:lRilies
fJFSSBRI will:iiR 11:ie f)Fef)esea fJFojesl i,iisiRil,'. If >,<B§BlalieR
GOmFAl:lRil,' FAaf)f)iR§ l:ias ROI BBBR GORQl:lGIBa OR IRB sile
iR IAe fJFe•iiel:ls J yoaFs, l:lf)aalea \'S§elalioR maf)fliR!J sl'lall
Be GOR9l:lGlea lly a ~l:lalifiea lliele§iSI as f)aFI of IRe flFOjeG!
f)laRRiR§ aRa eni,iiFORFRBRlal FB\<iow flFOGBSS. IJO§BlalioR
somFRl:lRilies sRall Be maf)f)ea aoooFsing lo IAe Manl:lal of
Galifeffiia Ve!JelalioR al !Re alliaRso le•iel, ans a
sFSsswalk laBle wilJ:1 HollaRs ve§etalieR seffiFRl:lnilies sRall
Ile f)Fe...isea.
• A geReFal assessFReRI el !Re fJSlential feF a~l:latis
Fesomses, insll:lain!J wetlands ans Fi13afian Rallitals, ta
eGGllF en site.
• An e>,<ah,iation of 13otenlial losal ana FO!Jional 1,•~ldlife
moYeFRenl saffiaeFS.
• If 11:ie flFojesl siles SllflflOFI \•egelation somFRl:lnities IRal
may flF01,•ise l'laBitat feF 13lant oF aniFRal s13esies, a fosl:lsed
l:iaBilal assessFRenl sonallGles lly a ~llalified BiOIO§iSI lo
seleFFRine IRe 13olenlial foF sensiti11e 13lant OF animal
s13esies to OGGllF en OF adjasent lo 11:ie flFOjeG! sites.
TRe Fesl:llts of 11:ie lliolo§isal s1:1F¥ey sRall Be flFesented in a lliologisal
s1:1F¥ey lelleF Fe13OFI.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

BI0-1.
BI0•,!!12: Aquatic Resources Delineation. If sensitive aquatic
resources are identified on the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a qualified biologist shall
conduct an aquatic resources delineation following the methods
outlined in the 1987 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual and the Regional Supplement to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West Region to
map the extent of wetlands and non-wetland waters, determine
jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts. The results of the delineation
shall be presented in an Aquatic Resources Delineation Report and
shall be incorporated into the California Environmental Quality Act
documents required for approval and permitting of the proposed
project. The Aguatic Resources Delineation ReQort shall be included
as a comQQnent of the MultiQle S~ies Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis ReQQrt (Mrtigation Measure B10-1).
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Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
B10-~4-3: Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency. If the Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would impact
sensitive aquatic resources, permits and authorizations shall be
obtained from the U.S. Army Corps Engineers, California Department
of Fish and Wildlife, or Regional Water Quality Control Board. The
regulatory agency authorizations would include impact avoidance
and minimization measures and mitigation measures for unavoidable
impacts. Specific avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures
for impacts to jurisdictional resources shall be determined through
discussions with the regulatory agencies during the proposed project
permitting process and may include monetary contributions to a
mitigation bank or habitat creation, restoration, or enhancement.
In addition, consistent with the Western Riverside Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan and as a component of the Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure 810-1), a Determination of Biologically
Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be prepared to
identify mitigation that demonstrates equivalent or superior function
and value. including re-establishment. establishment. and/or
permanent conservation of aquatic resources. as feasible. The
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation
Report shall be included as a component of the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BI0-1).
Cultural Resources

Historic Resources

CUL-1: Construction-Related Vibration. Construction Plans for
individual projects under the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan
shall include a requirement that no vibratory equipment be operated
within 40 feet of a structure eligible or listed on the National Register
of Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, or
Corona Register. Instead, alternative construction equipment shall be
used, such as smooth wheel rollers without a vibratory component.
This requirement shall be included on individual project Construction
Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, for review before approval of final design.
For structures that have not been previously evaluated, the City
Engineer shall consult with a qualified Architectural Historian,
approved by the City of Corona, to conduct an evaluation of the
structure. If the structure is determined eligible or already eligible or
listed in the National Register of Historic Places, California Register
of Historical Resources, or Corona Register, structural evaluation
shall be conducted by a Professional Structural Engineer to identify
maximum allowable levels of vibration during construction. If a
historic determination is required, the engineer shall provide
recommendations on approaches to stabilization in conjunction with
vibration monitoring . Permanent stabilization measures shall follow
the Secretary of the Interior's guidelines for the treatment of historic
properties. If the buildings are temporarily stabilized for the duration
of construction activities, when removed, the buildings shall be
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Archaeological
Resources

Mitigation Measure(s)
restored to their preconstruction condition when the stabilization
measures are removed.
CUL-2: Project-Specific Archaeological Survey. Projects identified
in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan should be reviewed by the
City of Corona to determine if a site-specific archaeological survey
should be conducted. Site-specific archaeological surveys should be
conducted for individual projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan that are in areas that have not been previously
developed or would impact land with visible ground surface, or
projects that may impact built environment resources that meet the
age threshold for eligibility. A Native American monitor shall be on
site during the site-s~cific archaeolggical surveys.
If cultural resources are identified during the site-specific
archaeological survey, then evaluation of the resources for the
California Register of Historical Resources and the Corona Register
should be conducted in conjunction with the Native American monitor
to determine if the resource is significant under the California
Environmental Quality Act and would be adversely impacted by the
project. A Native American monitor from a culturally affiliated tribe
should be present during any archaeological excavations involving
prehistoric cultural resources. If no significant resources are found,
and site conditions are such that there is no potential for further
discoveries, then no further action is required. Resources found to be
non-significant as a result of a survey and evaluation shall require no
further work beyond documentation of the resources on the
appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation site forms and
inclusion of results in a technical report.
If significant resources are present, consulting tribes or bands should
be notified and consulted with on treatment. ~6voidance,
preservation in place, or a data recovery program is recommended.
The data recovery program is subject to the provisions outlined in
California Public Resources Code, Section 21083.2. The data
recovery program should be conducted in accordance with the Office
of Historic Preservation's Archaeological Resource Management
Reports: Recommended Contents and Format and Guidelines for
Archaeological Research Designs. The data recovery program must
be reviewed and approved by the City.
If no significant resources are found, but if there is a potential for
unknown archaeological resources, or tribal cultural resources to be
uncovered during construction activities, then implementation of
Mitigation Measure CUL-3 is recommended.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Less than Significant

CUL-3: Archaeological and Native American Monitoring
Program. Because there is always a potential for encountering
cultural and tribal cultural resources during excavation, the creation
of an archaeological and Native American monitoring program is
recommended for projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water
Master Plan that would conduct new ground disturbance in areas
identified as moderate or high sensitivity for cultural resources,-aR4
for project components that are within 100 feet of previously recorded
archaeolooical resources, and for those nroiects where tribal
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Mitigation Measure(s)
consultation has identified traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural
landscapes. Prior to the commencement of ground-disturbing
activities below the road base. the City of Corona, Public Works
Department. shall enter into an agreement with the consulting tribes
or bands for Native American monitors. The Native American monitor
shall be approved by the Gabrieleiio Band of Mission Indians - Kizh
Nation. Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians, and Rincon Band of
Luiseiio Indians- the tribes that consulted on the project pursuant to
Assembly Bill 52 (consulting tribes or bands). A copy of the executed
contract shall be submitted to the City of Corona prior to the issuance
of any permit necessary to start a ground-disturbing activity.
The Native American monitor shall be on site during all initial grounddisturbing activities and excavation of each portion of the project site.
including clearing, grubbing, tree removals, grading. and trenching.
Monitoring will not take place within the imported fill soils in the road
base and for potholing above known utility lines. In conjunction with the
archaeological monitor, the Native American monitor shall have the
authority to temporarily divert. redirect. or halt the ground-disturbing
activities to allow identification. evaluation. and potential recovery of
cultural resources. The on-site monitoring shall end when all grounddisturbing activities on the project site are completed or when the tribal
representatives and Native American monitor have indicated that all
upcoming ground-disturbing aclivities on the project site have little to
no potential for impacting cultural or tribal cultural resources. Upon
discovery of any tribal cultural resources. construction activities shall
cease in the immediate vicinity of the find (not less than the
surrounding 100 feet) until the find can be assessed. All tribal cultural
resources unearthed by project activities shall be evaluated by the
qualified archaeologist and Native American monitor approved by the
consulting tribe or band. If the resources are Native American in origin.
the consulting tribe or band shall retain it/them in the form and/or
manner the consulting tribe or band deems appropriate for educational,
cultural. and/or historic purposes.
If a non-Native American resource is determined by the qualified
archaeologist to constitute a "historical resource" or "unique
archaeological resource.• time allotment and funding sufficient to
allow for implementation of avoidance measures or appropriate
mitigation must be available. The treatment plan established for the
resources shall be in accordance with the California Environmental
Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15064.5/Q. for historical resources
and California Public Resources Code, Sections 21083.2/b). for
unique archaeological resources.
Preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of
treatment. If preservation in place is not feasible. treatment may
include implementation of archaeological data recovery excavations
to remove the resource along with subsequent laboratory processing
and analysis. Any historic archaeological material that is not Native
American in origin shall be curated at a public. non-profit institution
with a research interest in the materials. such as the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County or the Fowler Museum. if such an
institution aarees to acceot the material. If no institution accepts the
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historic archaeological material. ii shall be offered to a local school or
historical society in the area for educational purposes.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall obtain a fully
executed agreemenl(s) with the consulting tribes or bands to ensure
compliance with this mitigation measure. This agreement shall not
modify any condition of approval or mitigation measure.~
archaoolo9ical aREI ~lati>;o ArnoricaR rnoRiloriR9 program shall seRsist
of !ho full time prosoRco of a ~ualifioEI archaoolo9isl aREI tmElitioRally
aREI culturally affiliateEI ~lali•;e ArneFicaR moRitor EluriR9 Rew grot,.mEI
Elistur-biA9 acti•,•itios. ~low 9rouREI Elist1:1rl:JaAco caR iAcl1:1Elo ROW
treRchiA9 or expaREliR9 pre1Jiously exca•,ateEI trnRches, 9raEliRg, aREI
•1e9etatioR rerno\1al. The archaeolo9ical aREI Nali•,•e ArnericaA
rneRileriA9 pre9rarn sheulEI iRcl1:1Ele the fellewiA9:
1. NotiA9 ardlaeel09ical aREI Nati¥e AmericaA rneAiteriA9 OR applical:Jle
conslfl:lclion EloCllrnents, iAcluElin9 plans, shall l:Jo m~uireEI.
2. The archaeolo9isl aAEI ~lati1,e ArnericaA rnoAitor shoulEI attenEI the
preconstruction rneolin9 with the con!faslor or the City or Corona.
J. The arcRaeolo9ist sRall rnaiAtaiA 0A9oin9 sellal:lorati1Je
c0As1:1ltation wilh lhe Nali\1e ArnericaA rnoAilor El1:1FiA9 gro1:1AEI
Elistwr-biA9 or allerin9 asli1Jilios as iEleAlifieEI al:Jo1Je.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the consulting
tribes or bands shall develop an Archaeological Monitoring Plan to
address details, timing, and responsibilities of all archaeological
activities that will occur on the project site when it is determined by
either the City of Corona, Public Works Department, or the consulting
tribes or bands to be necessary. The Archaeological Monitoring Plan
shall Include the following:
1. The development of a schedule in coordination with the City of
Corona, Public Works Department, the project archaeologist, and
the consulting tribes or bands for Native American and
archaeological monitoring during ground-disturbing activities on the
site, including the scheduling, safety requirements, duties, scope of
work, and Native American monnor's authority to stop and redirect
grading activnies in coordination with all project archaeologists.
2. The protocols and stipulations that the City of Corona, Public
Works Department. the consulting tribes or bands, and project
archaeologist would follow in the event of inadvertent cultural
resources discoveries, including any newly discovered cultural
resource deposits that shall be subject to a cultural resource
evaluation. Such procedures include the following:
a. The archaeologist or Native American monitor may halt
ground-disturbing activities if archaeological artifact deposits or
cultural features are discovered. In general, ground-disturbing
activities shall be directed away from these deposits for a short
time to allow for identification, evaluation, and potential
recovery of cultural resource$ a eeteFFRiAalioA or potential
significaAce, tho suejosl of which shall so EletermiAeEI by the
archaeologist and the Native American monitor. Grounddisturbing activities shall not resume until the archaeologist, in
consultation with the Native American monitor and the Citv of
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Mitigation Measure(s)
Corona, deems the cultural resource or feature has been
appropriately documented and protected.
b. All discovered resources shall be temporarily curated in a
secure location on site or at the offices of the project
archaeologist. The removal of any artifacts from the project site
will need to be thoroughly inventoried with Native American
monitor oversight of the process.
c. The City of Corona, Public Works Department shall relinquish
ownership of all cultural resources, including sacred items,
burial goods, and all archaeological artifacts and non-human
remains, as part of the required mitigation for impacts to
cultural resources. The City of Corona, Public Works
Department. shall relinquish the artifacts through one or more
of the following methods and provide the consulting tribes or
bands with evidence of the same:
i. Accommodate the process for on-site reburial of the discovered
items with the consulting tribes or bands. This shall include
measures and provisions to protect the future reburial area from
any future impacts. Reburial shall not occur until all cataloging
and basic recordation have been completed.
ii. A curation agreement with an appropriate qualified repository
within Riverside County that meets federal standards per
Title 36, Part 79, of the Code of Federal Regulations and,
therefore, would be professionally curated and made
available to other archaeologists/researchers for further
study. The collections and associated records shall be
transferred, including title. to an appropriate curation facility
in Riverside County to be accompanied by payment of the
fees necessary for permanent curation.
iii. If more than one Native American tribe or band is involved
with the project and cannot come to a consensus on the
disposition of cultural materials, the cultural materials shall
be curated at the Western Science Center.
d. At the completion of grading, excavation, and ground-disturbing
activities on the site, a Phase IV Monitoring Report shall be
submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works Department
documenting monitoring activities conducted by the project
archaeologist and Native American monitor within 60 days of
completion of grading. This report shall document the impacts to
the known resources on the property: describe how each
mitigation measure was fulfilled: document the type of cultural
resources recovered and the disposition of such resources:
provide evidence of the required cultural sensitivity training for
the construction staff held during the required pre-grade meeting:
and in a confidential appendix, include the daily/weekly
monitoring notes from the archaeologist. All reports produced will
be submitted to the consulting tribes or bands, Eastern
Information Center, and interested tribes or bands.
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4. .0,Fsl1aeala§isal isalales aAEI ASA si§AifisaAI FAaleFials sRall ee
FAiAiFAally ElasuFAeAleEI iR !Re fielEI, aREI §FaunEI ElisluFtlanse sRall
ee allaweEI la FesuFAe.
+tie a1,1aiElaRsa aREI pFaleslian af Elissa•,<eFeEI uRknawR aAEI
si§nifisaAI sulluFal resa1:JFses aREl/aF 1:JRiEJl:l8 aFGRaeala§isal
resauFses is IRe pFafeFaele FAili§alien faF IRe pFepaseEI prejesl. II
a1,1eiEla11se is Rel leasiele, a Qata ResaYef¥ l=llaR FAay ea
au!ReFii!eEI ey !Re Gity af GaFaRa as !Re leaEl a§ensy l:lREleF !Re
GalifaFnia eA•liFaRFAeRlal Ql:lality Ast.
e. BefaFe IRe Felease ef aRy eaAEls assesialeEI wilR IRe sanslruslien
af !Ae pFajesl seFApeReRls, a ManilaFiR§ RepeFI aF e\•al1:Jalian
RepaFI !Ral ElessFiees !Re res1:Jlls, aAalysis, aREI s0Rsl1:Jsi0As ef IRe
aFGRaeale§isal anEI ~lali•,<e AFAeFisaR FAenilaFin§ pFe§FaFA
(insl1:JElin§ Bl:ll nal liFAileEI la a Elala Fesa~•ef¥ pFe§FaFA) sRall ee
sueFAilleEI ey !Re aFGRaeale§isl, alan§ wilR !Re Mali1,e /i,FAaFisaA
FABRilaF's Rates anEI saFAFAenls, la !Ae Gity af GaFana faF appFeYal.

Impact Detennination
After Mitigation

a.

Human Remains

Less than Significant

CUL-2 and CUL-3.
CUL-4: Identification and Treatment of Human Remains. In the
event that human remains, er possible human remains, and/or grave
goods are encountered during any work associated with the projects
identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan, ground
disturbance within ~100 feet of the remains shall immediately halt
The groject Qrollilnent shall then immediately inform the Riverside
County Coroner and the Ci!Y of Corona, Public Works Degartment,
and the Coun!Y Coroner shall be germitted to examine the remains
as required by California Health and Safe!Y Code, Section 7050.5(b).
Section 7050.5 rgguires that excavation be stogged in the vicinity of
discovered human remains until the Coun!Y Coroner can determine
whether the remains are those of a Native American. If human
remains are determined to be of Native American origin, the
agglicant shall comgly with the state relating to the disgosition of
Native American burials that fall within the jurisdiction of the
California Native American Heritage Commission (California Public
Resources Code, Section 5097}. The Coun!Y Coroner shall contact
the California Native American Heritage Commission to determine
the most likely descendant. The most likely descendant shall
comglete their ins~ction and make recommendations or greferences
for treatment within 48 hours of being granted access to the site. The
disllilsition of the remains shall be overseen by the most likely
descendant to determine the most aggrogriate means of treating the
human remains and any associated grave artifacts. The s~cific
locations of Native American burials and reburials will be grogrieta[Y
and not disclosed to the general gublic. The Coun!Y Coroner will
notify the California Native American Heritage Commission in
accordance with California Public Resources Code, Section 5097.98.
According to California Health and Safety Code, six or more human
burials at one location constitute a cemete[V (Section 8100), and
disturbance of Native American cemeteries is a felony (Section 7052)
as determined in consultation between the groject grogonent and the
f"I,
.
most likelv descendant. -·- --"'
J
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GuiEleliAes, SeelioA 1aQe4.a{e); Califarnia Pl:lblis Resol:lFse CoEle,
SeclioA §QQ7.Q8; aAEI California 1,-jeallh anEI Safely CoEle, SeclioA
7QaQ.a, shoulEI be falloweEI. If Native l\meriean r:emains aFe
Eliseo,..eFeEI, the FeFAains shall be kef)t in situ {iA f)laee) OF iA a seel:lFe
loeation af)f)FOvoEI by Iha ~lati,..a l\mariean maAiloF UA!il Iha
Fef)alriation f)Faeess ea Abe GOFAf)leleEI.
Geology, Soils, and Paleontological Resources

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Seismic Hazards

GE0-1 : Site-Specific Soil and Geotechnical Study. The City of
Corona shall prepare a site-specific soil and geotechnical
engineering study before final design of individual projects under the
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that would involve ground
disturbance, including grading and excavation. Each study shall be
performed by a licensed professional, including but not limited to a
geologist, certified soil scientist, certified agronomist, registered
agricultural engineer, registered civil or structural engineer, and/or
certified professional erosion and sediment control specialist with
expertise in geotechnical engineering issues, who is registered
and/or certified in the State of California, to determine site-specific
impacts and to recommend site-specific mitigations. Feasible
recommendations addressing potential seismic hazards and soil
constraints shall be implemented.

Less than Significant

Geological Stability

GE0-1 .

Less than Significant

Expansive Soils

GE0-1.

Less than Significant

Paleontological
Resources

GE0-2: Paleontological Monitoring. Paleontological monitoring
during excavation, grading or trenching shall be required for all
projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that
would excavate to a depth of 10 feet or more in areas identified as
having a high paleontological sensitivity. Before the approval of
project-specific construction documents for each project, the City
Engineer shall retain a qualified professional paleontologist to
observe all earth-disturbing activities in areas greater than 10 feet in
depth. Fossil materials recovered during paleontological monitoring
shall be cleaned, identified, cataloged, and analyzed in accordance
with standard professional practices. The results of the fieldwork and
laboratory analysis shall be submitted in a technical report and the
entire collection transferred to an approved facility. If no resources
are found during the monitoring effort, a monitoring summary shall be
submitted to the City Engineer within 4 weeks of completion of the
monitoring effort.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Less than Significant

Accidental Release of
Hazardous Materials

HAZ-1: Preparation of Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment.
Before construction of the Rimpau California Pipeline, River Pipeline,
Sampson Pipeline, Buena Vista Tenth Avenue Pipeline, and Klug
Pipeline, the City of Corona shall conduct a Phase 1 Environmental
Site Assessment. The Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment shall
be prepared by a registered environmental assessor or equally
qualified professional to assess the potential for contaminated soil or
groundwater conditions at the project sites and along conveyance
alignments. The Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment shall

Less than Significant
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Mitigation Measure(s)
include a review of appropriate federal and state hazardous materials
databases and relevant local hazardous material site databases for
hazardous waste in on-site and off-site locations within a one-quarter
mile radius of the project sites and along conveyance alignments.
The Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment shall also include a
review of existing or past land uses and aerial photographs, a
summary of results of reconnaissance site visits, and a review of
other relevant existing information that could identify the potential
existence of contaminated soil or groundwater. If no contaminated
soil or groundwater is identified, or if the Phase 1 Environmental Site
Assessment does not recommend any further investigation, the City
of Corona shall proceed with final project design and construction.
If existing soil or groundwater contamination is identified, and if the
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment recommends further
review, the City of Corona shall retain a registered environmental
assessor to conduct follow-up sampling to characterize the
contamination and to identify any required remediation that shall be
conducted consistent with applicable regulations before any earthdisturbing activities. The registered environmental assessor shall
prepare a report that includes but is not limited to activities performed
for the assessment, a summary of anticipated contaminants and
contaminant concentrations at the proposed construction sites, and
recommendations for appropriate handling of any contaminated
materials during construction.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

HAZ-2: Halt of Construction Work if Hazardous Materials Are
Encountered. Before construction, workers shall be trained on how
to identify hazardous materials and procedures if undefined,
suspected contaminated soil or groundwater is encountered.
If unidentified or suspected contaminated soil or groundwater is
encountered during construction activities of the projects identified in
the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan, the construction contractors
shall immediately stop surface or subsurface activities in the event
that potentially hazardous materials are encountered, an odor is
identified, or considerably stained soil is visible. Contractors shall
notify the City of Corona Public Works Department Project Manager
immediately and follow the applicable local, state, and federal
regulations regarding the discovery, response, disposal, and
remediation of hazardous materials encountered during the
construction process. This requirement shall be included in individual
project Construction Plans and submitted to the City of Corona Public
Works Department for review before approval of final design.
Emergency Response
Plan or Evacuation Plan

HAZ-3: Prepare and Implement a Construction Traffic Control
Plan. The construction contractor shall prepare and implement a
Construction Traffic Control Plan for roadways and intersections
affected by the individual projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. This
requirement shall be included on individual project Construction
Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona Public Works
Department for review before approval of final design. The
Construction Traffic Control Plan shall comply with local agency
reauirements with iurisdiction over oroiect construction and shall
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include but not be limited to the following elements based on local
site and roadway conditions:
• Provide street layout showing location of construction
activity and surrounding streets to be used as detour
routes, including special signage.
Post
a minimum 72-hour advance warning of construction
•
activities in affected roadways to allow motorists to select
alternative routes.
Restrict
delivery of construction materials to non-peak
•
travel periods (9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.) as appropriate.
• Maintain the maximum travel lane capacity during nonconstruction periods and provide flagger control at
construction sites to manage traffic control and flows
Maintain
access for driveways and private roads, except
•
for brief periods of construction, in which case property
owners shall be notified.
Require
temporary steel plate trench crossings as needed
•
to maintain reasonable access to homes, businesses, and
streets. When required by the applicable encroachment
permit, maintain the existing lane configuration during
nonworking hours by covering the trench or jack pit with
steel plates or by using temporary backfill.
• Require appropriate warning signage and safety lighting
for construction zones.
• Access for emergency vehicles shall be maintained at all
times. Police, fire, and emergency services shall be
notified of the timing, location, and duration of
construction activities that could hinder or delay
emergency access through the construction period.
• Coordinate with regional transit agencies, including Corona
Cruiser and Riverside Transit Agency, to plan as needed
for the temporary relocation of bus stops or detour of transit
routes on affected distribution pipeline alignments.
• Identify detours where available for bicyclists and pedestrians
in areas potentially affected by project construction.
Provide adequate off-street parking locations for worker
vehicles and construction equipment where on-street
parking availability is insufficient.
• Repair or restore the roadway right-of-way to its original
condition or better upon completion of work.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

•

Wildland Fire

HAZ-4: Maintain Construction Area Clear of Combustible
Materials. During construction, the contractor shall ensure that
staging areas, welding areas, or areas slated for construction using
spark-producing equipment shall be cleared of combustible
vegetation or other materials that could serve as fire fuel. Vegetation
clearing shall be coordinated with a qualified biologist before
removal. The contractor shall keep these areas clear of combustible
materials to maintain a firebreak. Any construction equipment that
normally includes a spark arrester shall be in qood workinQ order.
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This includes but is not limited to vehicles, heavy equipment, and
chainsaws. This requirement shall be included on individual project
Construction Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona Public
Works Department for review before approval of final design.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

HAZ-5: Provide Accessible Fire Suppression Equipment. Work
crews shall be required to have sufficient fire suppression equipment
readily available to ensure that any fire resulting from construction
activities is immediately extinguished. Off-road equipment using
internal combustion engines shall be equipped with spark arrestors.
This requirement shall be included on individual project Construction
Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona Public Works
Department for review before approval of final design.
Land Use and Planning
Conflict with Land Use
Plan, Policy, or
Regulation

AES-1, BI0-1 , BI0-2, BI0 -3, BI0-4, BI0 -5, BI0-6, BI0-7, BI0-8,
BI0-9, 810 10, 810 11, 810 12, 810 13, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3,
CUL-4, GE0-1, HAZ-3, and NOl-1.

Less than Significant

Noise
Exceedance of Noise
Standards

NOl-1: Construction Noise Reduction Measures. Individual
projects under the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan shall
implement construction noise reduction measures to ensure
compliance with the City of Corona's Noise Ordinance. The following
measures shall be included on individual project Construction Plans
and be submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works Department,
for review before approval of final design:
• Construction equipment shall be properly outfitted and
maintained with manufacturer recommended noise
reduction devices.
•
Diesel equipment shall be operated with closed engine
doors and equipped with factory recommended mufflers.
•
Mobile or fixed "package" equipment (e.g., arc-welders
and air compressors) shall be equipped with shrouds and
noise control features that are readily available for that
type of equipment.
• Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of
pneumatic or internal-combustion powered equipment,
where feasible.
• Unnecessary idling of internal combustion engines (e.g.,
in excess of 5 minutes) shall be prohibited.
• Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging,
parking, and maintenance areas shall be located as far as
practicable from noise-sensitive receptors.
• The use of noise-producing signals, including horns,
whistles, alarms, and bells, shall be limited to safety
warning purposes only.
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•
•

•

•

•

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

No project-related public address or music system shall
be audible at any adjacent sensitive receptor.
The City of Corona shall notify residences within 100 feet
of the construction area in writing at least 2 weeks prior to
any construction activity such as concrete sawing, asphalt
removal, or heavy grading operations. The notification
shall describe the activities anticipated, provide dates and
hours, and provide contact information with a description
of a complaint and response procedure.
In the event that a complaint is received, noise monitoring
shall be conducted to determine whether hourly average
noise levels during construction exceed ambient noise
levels by more than 5 A-weighted decibels Equivalent
Energy Level. A 1-hour noise measurements shall be
taken during a normal weekday without construction
activity, and a 1-hour measurement during typical
construction. In the event that the above measures do not
reduce noise levels to 5 A-weighted decibels or less
above ambient conditions at the affected receptor,
temporary sound barriers or sound blankets may be
installed between construction operations and adjacent
noise-sensitive receptors. Due to equipment exhaust
pipes being approximately 7-8 feet above ground, a
sound barrier at least 10 feet in height above grade would
be required to mitigate noise to an acceptable level.
The on-site construction supervisor shall have the
responsibility and authority to receive and resolve noise
complaints. A clear appeal process for the affected
resident shall be established before construction begins to
allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be
immediately solved by the site supervisor.
All construction activities, including deliveries and engine
warm-up, shall be prohibited between the hours of 8:00
p.m. and 7:00 a.m., Monday through Saturday, and 6:00
p.m. to 10:00 a.m. on Sundays and federal holidays.

Excessive Groundborne
Vibration and Noise

NOl-2: Vibratory Equipment Limitations. Construction Plans for
individual projects under the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan shall
indude a requirement that no vibratory equipment be operated within 40
feet of a structure eligible or listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, California Register of Historical Resources, or Corona Register.
Instead, alternative construction equipment shall be used, such as smooth
wheel rollers without a vibratory component This requirement shall be
induded on individual project Construction Plans and be submitted to the
City of Corona, Public Works Department, for review before approval of
final design.
Transportation

Less than Significant

Conflict with Program,
Plan, Ordinance, or
Policy

HAZ-3.

Less than Significant
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Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area
Inadequate Emergency
Access

Mitigation Measure(s)

Impact Determination
After Mitigation
Less than Significant

HAZ-3.
Tribal Cultural Resources

Tribal Cultural
Resources

Less than Significant

CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4.
Utilities and Service Systems

Relocation or
Construction of New
Facilities

AES-1 , BI0-1 , BI0-2, BI0-3, BI0-4, BI0-5, BI0-6, BI0-7, BI0-8,
BIO-9, 810 10,810 11, BIO 12,810 13, CUL-1 , CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL4, GE0-1, GE0-2, HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, HAZ-4, HAZ-5, NOl-1, and
NOl-2.
Wildfire

Less than Significant

Emergency Response or
Evacuation Plan

HAZ-3.

Less than Significant

Uncontrolled Spread of
Wildfire

HAZ-4 and HAZ-5.

Less than Significant

Requirement of
Installation or
Maintenance of
Associated Infrastructure

HAZ-4 and HAZ-5.

Less than Significant

Chapter 2, Project Description
In Section 2.4.1.1, WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, the following clarification has been added.
This source of supply project would replace the existing booster pump station that completes the
transmission system loop between the existing WRCRWA Plant at 14634 River Road in the City
of Eastvale and existing WRFl Tank and would provide reclaimed water to the 833 Subzone.
Final design would meet the requirements of the agreement between the WRCRWA and the
City, which includes delivery of 2.4 million gallons per day ofreclairned water. This project was
evaluated in the 2010 Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
Enhancement and Expansion Project Environmental Impact Report.

Section 3.4, Biological Resources

In Section 3.4.2.3, Local, the following text has been included in the Western Riverside County
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan subsection.
Within the Western Riverside County MSHCP Plan Area, the City is within the Eastvale Area
Plan and the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
The Western Riverside County MSHCP area plans are organized into the following components:
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Criteria Areas: Areas within Western Riverside County

in which land can be

acquired for the MSHCP.
•

Core Areas: Large habitats within the reserve that have the resources to support the

species covered under the MSHCP. Existing areas consist of conserved land, such as
national forests, wildlife refuges, and wilderness area. Proposed Core Areas will be
assembled from the land acquired within the Criteria Area. Noncontiguous Criteria
Cells are connected by Linkages. Additional reserve lands will come from these areas.
•

Linkages: Land bridges between two Core Areas are called Linkages. These

narrower strips of land allow wildlife to travel between conserved habitat.
•

Criteria Cells: Series of grids used to organize and track development and
conservation within the Criteria Area.

In combination, these components are intended to result in a MSHCP Conservation Area
configuration that provides significant blocks of habitat, minimizes internal fragmentation and
edge effects, and maximizes the ratio of surface area to perimeter.

In Section 3 .4.4.1, Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species, the following clarification has been added.
Sensitive plant species have been documented in the water service area. Implementation of
the projects included in the 2018 RWMP in developed/disturbed land would not impact
sensitive plant species. Although the likelihood is low, implementation of some projects
included in the 2018 RWMP in undeveloped areas have the potential to impact sensitive
plant species. The WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline,
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
projects are proposed on undeveloped sites that may contain sensitive plant species. The
WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline projects were
previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010 Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project EIR (WRCRWA 2010)
and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona 2016), respectively. No further
analysis of these projects is required or provided in this PEIR. The WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites contain
non-native grassland habitat that could support sensitive plant species. Impacts to nonnative grassland habitat that could support sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites would be
potentially significant.
In Section 3.4.4.1, Threshold I : Sensitive Plant Species, the following text has been included in the
Mitigation Measures subsection.
The mitigation measures in this section were clarified following consultation with the Western
Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and in response to public comments
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received during the 2018 RWMP PEIR public review period. Mitigation Measure BIO-I was
renamed and refined to more accurately describe the Western Riverside County MSHCP
Consistency Analysis Report process and components. Mitigation Measure BIO- I, Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report, includes requirements for
identifying the presence of sensitive plant and animal species, including burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia), and potential sensitive habitats. It was determined that Mitigation
Measure BIO-1 would mitigate for potential impacts to sensitive plant species, sensitive
habitats, and burrowing owl. Separate mitigation measures were previously included to address
potential impacts to sensitive plant species (previous Mitigation Measure BIO-I), sensitive
habitat (previous Mitigation Measures BIO-2 and BIO-3), and burrowing owl (previous
Mitigation Measure BIO-8). Consistent with CEOA Guidelines, Section 15088.S(b), and
following consultation with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority,
these separate mitigation measures were determined not to be necessary because they are
included in the requirements of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and, therefore, have been removed.
These mitigation refinements resulted in removing previous Mitigation Measures BIO-2, BIO3, BIO-8, and BIO-11: renaming and refining Mitigation Measure BIO-I: and renumbering the
remaining mitigation measures. Additional language was added to clarify Mitigation Measures
BIO-8 and BIO-9 (previously Mitigation Measures BIO-12 and BIO-13) by including the
applicable requirements for jurisdictional aquatic resources identification under Mitigation
Measure BIO-1, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report.
The equivalent mitigation measures in the Biological Resources Technical Report (included as
Appendix C) were revised to be consistent with the clarifications made in this PEIR section.

In Section 3.4.4.1, Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species, the following text and Mitigation Measure
BIO-1 have been revised as follows in the Survey Requirements subsection.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO- I, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would req1:1i-re include identification of sensitive plant species
and potential surveys for projects including the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. 1f sensitive plant species are
identified on the project site during implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-I, potential
impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including conservation
easements for avoidance areas and preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or
Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures.
BI0-1:

Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report SeAsiti•Je
PlaAt Spesies SYrveys. For projects proposed in the City of Corona 2018

Reclaimed
Water Master Plan on undeveloped land, including the Western Riverside County
Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline.
and Research Pipeline, a Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat Conservation
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Plan Consistency Analysis Report site-specific biological resources survey shall be
completed during the project design phase. The Consistency Analysis Report shall
be prepared for each project to demonstrate consistency with the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation Structure and shall include project-level
existing conditions documentation consisting of vegetation mapping and
identification of sensitive habitats (non-native grassland, riparian and riverine
areas, and vernal pools), plants, and animals (including burrowing owl [Athene
cunicularia]) on the project site.
The Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the basis for determining if a
project is subject to a Joint Project Review and is required to complete a Joint
Project Review Application. The Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report template and requirements can be accessed on the
Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority Document Library:
https://www.wrc-rca.org/document-library/. The Western Riverside County
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Permittee Implementation Guidance
Manual (2007) shall also be reviewed and followed to ensure project consistency
with the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan requirements.
If one or more sensitive plant species has the potential to occUf on the 'Nestern
Ri¥erside CoUHty Regional Wastewater Al¼thority Flmv Control Imprnvemeats,
Prnrnenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline praject sites, focl¼sed species sUP,reys
shall be conducted hefore construction to detenniee the pFesence and absence of these
species to ade(ll¼ately evall¼ate potential difect or i.adifect impacts to these species.
SensitiYe plant species su£¥eys shall he conducted bJ' a qualified hiologist retained
by the City of Corona dl¼ring the appropriate season to detect the species as part of
the pFaject design phase. Sur,.e:ys shall be floristic in nature aed include lists of the
plants identified in the oorvey area. Sur1eJ'S shall be conducted on foot, employ-i.ng a
le,.,el of effort sufficient to prnvide compFeh011Si¥e covernge. The locations and
prn¥alence (estimated total numbers and percent co>,•er, as applicable) of sensitiYe
plants shall be recorded. The sensitive plant species smveys shall be ,•alid for 3 years.

If site specific sur. eys are not requifed because a surveJ' 'Nas conducted ,,yithin the
last 3 yeaFs, iffipact assessment and llH:1li:A1ization and m.-itigatioa re('J:uirements shall
be based oa the most Feceat a¥ailable sun'eJ'· These re(luifements shall also inolude
an analysis of the potential foF sensitive plant species to occl¼F on site based oft
existiRg site comlitioRs aRd shall be coRsistent with the most recent U.S. Fish aad
Wildlife Service aad California DepartmeRt of Fish aRd Wildlife sun,rey prntocols.
1
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If seasiti't'e plant species are obsen•ed, th~• shal-1 be a't•oided if possible. Ifspecies cBP.aot
be aif'oided, impacts shall be mitigates thfough coooep.•atioR of habitat that fffipports the
impacted spee~es in accm=aance with Mitigation MeBS\:lfes BIO 2 and BIO 3.
In Section 3.4.4.1, Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Habitat Mitigation Requirements subsection under Pennanent Impacts, and Mitigation
Measure BI0-2 has been removed.
If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or
animal species during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BI0-1), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant
species protection policies, conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a
Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation
measures. Implem.entation of l\4itigation Measure BIO 2 Nould reduee peFB.'umeB.t impacts to
Ren aati1,'e grasshrnd that could support sessiti1,'e plant species OR the \l/RCRWA Flow Control
lmpro1,'ements, Promeaade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projeet sites to less than signifieant.
1

810 2:

Permaaeat impaets to sensitiYe non
aative grassland shall be m.itigatea through the preservatioe of haeitat, habitat
ereatioa, or enhaeeemeat, or combmation thereof, in the City of Corona or off site
through haeitat acq-uisition aad presen'ation or purohase of eredits from. an
appro1,•ed eosser,ration bank. l\4itigation for im.paets to non natiye grassland shall
be in kind using native grasses. Permaneat impacts to sensiti1,•e non native
grassland shall be mitigated at a ratio of 0.5: 1.
Permanent lmpaGts ta Nan Nati¥e Grassland.

For on site mitigation, a detailed l\4itigatioa Plan sllel! be prepared before the start of
eosstruction (not applicable to m.itigatioa met through the pureHOSe of credits from an
approYed wetland mitigation bank). The ~4itigatioa Plan shall in.elude at a minimum the
proposed loeatioa of the m.itigatioa areas, site preparation, a plaB.t palette, installation
proced~ires, !ffieoess oriteria, feacing ana signage, moaitoring requiremeats, and other
details of the habitat restoratioa effort and shall be prepared by a qualified biologist.
In Section 3.4.4.1, Threshold I : Sensitive Plant Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Habitat Mitigation Requirements subsection under Temporary Impacts, and
Mitigation Measure BI0-3 has been removed.

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or
animal species during preparation of the Western Riverside County MSHCP Consistency
Analysis Rep011 (Mitigation Measure BI0-1 ), potential impacts shall be documented
consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including project-level vegetation mappmg,
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adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies, conservation easements for
avoidance areas, and preparation of a Detennination of Biological Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures. lmplementatiofl: ofMitigatiofl Measure
BIO 3 •uould reduce temporary impacts to fl.On nath'e grassland that eould support sefl:sitive
plafl:t speeies to less thafl: sigmficant.
810 3:

Temperary lmpaGts ta NeA Nati•1e Grasslami. Temporary irnpaets to fl.OB fl:ative

grasslafl:d shall be restored in plaee or elsewhere Ofl: the prajeet site at a 1: 1
replacemefl:t ratio using Hati:1,•e grass species.
A Re,·egetation Plan shall be prepared. The Re>regetatiofl: Plan shall iaclude site
preparatioR specifieations, a plant palette, installatiofl proeedures, de,•elopmeat of
reasonable sHceess eriteria, appropriate mofl:i.toring and reporting protoeols,
implementation timelines, and eontingeney measw:es m. the e\•ent of restoration
failure. The City of Corona shall provide guidance for and o•<'ersight of the
Re:i,'egetation Plan Bftd implementation.
In the e•,•ent that non nati,•e grassland vegetation cannot be restored in place or
elsewhere on the praject site aftor coBstructiofl, these impacts would be eonsidered
permanOfl:t, afl:d }.<litigation Measure BIO 2 would be implemented.
The 0.5: l permanent iffipaets and 1: l temporary impacts mitigation ratios for the
praject would follow the accepted ratios established by the Western Riverside
Goun:ty MHltiple Species Habitat Conser¥ation Plan to reduce potentially
sigfl:ificant impacts to sensitive Yegetetion commllftities to less thafl: sigmficaBt.

In Section 3.4.4.1 , Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Construction subsection, and Mitigation Measures B1O-4, B1O-5, B1O-6, and BIO-7
have been renumbered.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures B1O-2_4, BIO-Ji-, B1O-16, and B1O-1-'.7 would
minimize construction impacts to sensitive plant species, including the spread of invasive nonnative plant species, during the implementation of the WRCR WA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.
810-14:

Invasive Plant Species Prevention. During constrnction of the Western Riverside

County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects, the following measures shall be
implemented to minimize the spread of invasive plant species:
•

Construction equipment shall be cleaned before coming to the project sites.

•

Weed-free straw wattles shall be used for erosion control.
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Flagging and Fencing. If sensitive

biological resources are identified on or adjacent
to the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, the
construction limits shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and flagged
on the project sites to ensure impacts to sensitive biological resources are avoided
or minimized to the extent feasible. Before implementing construction activities, a
qualified biologist shall verify that the flagging clearly delineates the construction
limits and sensitive resources to be avoided.
If sensitive biological resources are known to occur
on or adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites, a project-specific contractor training program shall be developed and
implemented to educate project contractors on the sensitive biological resources on
and adjacent to the project sites and measures being implemented to avoid or
minimize impacts to these species. A qualified biologist shall develop and
implement the contractor training program.
Contractor Training Program.

B10-§1:

Biological Monitor. If sensitive

biological resources are present on or adjacent to the
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, and
impacts may occur from implementation of construction activities, a qualified
biological monitor may be required during all or a portion of the construction
activities to ensure impacts to the sensitive biological resources are avoided or
minimized to the extent feasible. The specific biological monitoring requirements
shall be evaluated on a project-by-project basis. The qualified biological monitor
shall be approved by the City of Corona based on applicable experience with the
sensitive biological resources that may be impacted.

In Section 3 .4.4.1, Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures 810-1 through BIO-~+, impacts to sensitive
plant species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS from implementation of the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects
would be reduced to a less than significant level.

In Section 3.4.4.2, Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection under Burrowing Owl, and Mitigation Measure 8108 has been removed.
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Implementation of Mitigation Measw-e BIO-18, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would require burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential
focused clearnaoe surveys on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites to reduce potential impacts to burrowing owl to
less than significant. If burrowing owl is identified on the project site during implementation
of Mitigation Measure BIO-I, potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the
MSHCP requirements, including preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or
Superior Preservation Report to ensure that an appropriate mitigation strategy would be
implemented, preparation of a Burrowing Owl Protection and Relocation Plan, and
coordination with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and CDFW
prior to implementation of proposed mitigation measures.
810 8:

BurrowiRg

o,,,., Surveys. A burrowing owl olearanoe Sur¥ey shall be ooeduotedbefore

any ground disturbing aotiYities in aooordanoo 1Nith tho California Departmoftt of
Fish and '.Vildlifo 2012 Staff R~ort oa BmTO't'llHg Owl :t-.4itiga-tioa. Two
preool½Struetioe olearnnoe ffi,1:rveys shall be ooeduoted 14 30 days aHd 24 hours before
groued disturbing aotivitios to dooum:ent the oontinued absenoe of burrowing ocwl
from the projeot sites. The burrowing owl surveys shall be valid for l year.

In Section 3.4.4.2, Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection under Nesting Birds, and Mitigation Measw-e BIO-9
has been renumbered.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-§9 would reduce potential impacts to nesting birds
protected by the CFO Code and MBTA to less than significant.
B10-§9:

Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys. To the extent feasible, grubbing, trimming,

or clearing of vegetation from project sites shall not occw- during the general bird
nesting season (January 15 through September 15). If grubbing, trimming, or
clearing of vegetation cannot feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting
season, a qualified biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting bird survey at
project sites with vegetation supporting nesting birds. Nesting bird sw-veys shall
occw- within Ml days before the start of vegetation cleruing or grnbbing to
determine if active bird nests are present. If no active bird nests are identified on
the project sites or within a 300-foot buffer of the project sites, no further mitigation
is necessary. If active nests of bird species covered by the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act are detected on the project site dwing the Ml-day preconstruction survey,
construction activities should stay outside of a 300-foot buffer around the active
nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded to 500 feet. It is recommended that
a biological monitor be present to delineate the boundaries of the buffer area and to
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monitor the active nest to ensure that nesting behavior is not adversely affected by
the construction activity. Once the young have fledged, and a qualified biologist
has determined the nest is inactive, normal construction activities can occur.
In Section 3.4.4.2, Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection under Construction Lighting, and Mitigation Measure

BIO-10 has been renumbered.
Construction is expected is occur primarily during the daylight hours. However, if night work
is needed near sensitive biological resources, implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O-1+-0
shall be implemented at the project sites to reduce potential nighttime lighting impacts to
sensitive animal species to less than significant.
810-Z-W:

Night Lighting. If temporary night lighting is necessary during construction adjacent

to sensitive vegetation communities, construction contractors shall ensure lights are
directed away from sensitive vegetation communities and shielded to minimize
temporary lighting of the surrounding habitat and should be of the lowest
illumination necessary for human safety.

In Section 3.4.4.2, Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species, the following text has been revised as
follows in the Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 and BIO-J_~ through BIO-1-l-O, impacts to
sensitive animal species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS would be reduced to a less
than significant level.

In Section 3.4.4.3, Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community, the
following text has been revised as follows in the Impact Analysis subsection under Direct Impacts.
Potentially significant impacts to ene sensitive vegetation communitiesy, including non-native
grassland, could result during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline. As described in Mitigation
Measure BIO-l~, a Consistency Analysis Report shall be prepared for each project to
demonstrate consistency with the MSHCP Implementation Structure and shall include projectlevel existing conditions documentation of vegetation mapping and identification of sensitive
habitats (non-native grassland, riparian and 1iverine areas, and vernal pools), plants, and
animals (including burrowing owl) on the project site a mitigetioa rntio of 0.5:1 would be
apf)lied following the accepted ratios established by the Western Riverside Col:lnty MSHGP to
reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitive vegetation communities to less than
significant. TemtJorer,' impacts to eon natiYe grasslaad would be restored in place or else>,yhere
on the praject site at a mitigation ratio of l: 1, as described in Mitigation Measure BlO 3.
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Impaets to non natiYe grassland totaling less H½aR: 0.10 acre f)er eoastruction phase would sot
be considered significant and would not reqwre mitigation l:lflder CEQA because the small si:ee of
the impact Vl'ould not be coHSidered a substantial adveme efiect E~weptions to the pnwiously
described thresholds \Yould be for f)roj ects impacting habitat occupied by federally or state
listed endaegered or threatened species, which wowd be coR:Sidered significant regardless of
the acreage impacted.
In Section 3.4.4.3, 1breshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community, the
following clarifications to the text have been added.
Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the projects included in the 2018
RWMP and post-construction operations. Potential indirect impacts to sensitive vegetation
communities from implementation of the project includes decreased water quality (e.g.,
through sedimentation, contaminants, or fuel release). The majority (25 of 29) of the
projects anticipated in the 2018 RWMP would be situated in currently developed (nonsensitive) areas of the water service area. However, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station,
WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are planned in non-native grassland habitat. As
previously discussed, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline projects were previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010 Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project EIR
(WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona 2016).,_
respectively. No further analysis of these projects is required or provided in this PEIR.
In Section 3.4.4.3, Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community, the
following text has been revised as follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 + would minimize impacts to sensitive nonnative grassland vegetation associated with the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects through the preparation of an MSHCP
Consistency Analysis Report. If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied
habitat for sensitive plant or animal species during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency
Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-1), potential impacts shall be documented
consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping,
adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies, conservation easements for
avoidance areas, and preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures. Mitigatioe Measu-res BIO 2 aad BIO
3 would reduce pefffiaeeet aed teffiporary impacts to non aatiYe grasslaed to a less taae
significaet le~•el.
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In Section 3.4.4.3, Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community, the
following text has been revised as follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection under Temporary
Impacts, and Mitigation Measme B1O-11 has been removed.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-I+ would reduce temporary impacts to non-native
grassland to less than significant through the preparation ofan MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report.
BIO 11:

Bielegisal Reseurses SurveytMabitat Assessment. For 13rojecffi pro13osed in the 2018
R~claimed Water Master Plaa on 1:1Bd01,,elo13ed land, iflclud,ing the 1.Vestern R.i,,erside

Coumy Regional Wastewater PtHthority Flov,r Control Impr01,,ements, Promenade
Pi13eliBe, aed Reseaf€fi Pif)eline, a site s13ecific biological resources sun•ey shall be
conducted dur.ng the project design :13hase. The biological resources sun•e;' shall be
coRducted b;' a ~ified biologist anei shall inclueie but Rot be lirniteel to the follo•Ning:

•

An analysis ofayailable literarure aaei biological Eiatabases, such as the California
~~arural DiYersity Database, to EieteHE:ine seBsitiYe biologieal resourees that hw,,e

beeR re13011ed historieally from the 13ro13oseei :13roject Yicinity.
•

A re¥ie>N of eurrent lan:Ei use a0Ei lanei O'n'Rershi13 withifl the projeet Yicinity.

•

All assessment and ma1313ing of ¥egetatioR eommunities 13resent within the
proposeei projeet , •icinity. If egetation community mappin:g has aot been:
1, 1

eoneiueteei on the site in the 13re>i1iol¾s 3 years, u13dated Yegetation ma1313ing shall
be eo0dueted by a qualified biologist as part of the projeet 13lam»ng and
enYironm:ental review proeess. Vegetation eom.munities shall be ma13ped
aecording to the M(lflual of California Vegetation at the alliaace le1,cel, and a
crosswalk table with HoUanei vegetation communities shall be pro>,1ided.
•

A general assessment of the 13otential for aquatic resources, inelueiing wetlands
and ri13arian habitats, to occur on site.

•

An e>i•ah:1ation of 13otential loeal anei regional wildlife mo>i•emeflt corridors.

•

If the project sites support vegetation eommuRities that may proYiEie habitat for
plant or animal species, a focused habitat assessment eonducted by a qualifieei
biologist to determine the 13otential for se0sifr,1e plant or a0imal speeies to ocelH·
on or adjacent to the projeet sites.

The results of the biological survey shal:l be presented in a biological sur.'ey letter report.

In Section 3.4.4.3, Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community, the
following text has been revised as follows in the Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
With implementation of Mitigation Measure.s BIO 2, BIO 3, aad BIO-I+, impacts to sensitive
natural communities would be reduced to a less than significant level.
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In Section 3.4.4.4, Threshold 4: Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Impact Analysis subsection.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline are
proposed on undeveloped land that could support jurisdictional aquatic resources, although
unlikely. During implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-I+, if the potential for
jurisdictional aquatic resources to occur on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites is identified, impacts to state or
federally protected jurisdictional aquatic resources could occur through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means. £rnpacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources could be
considered significant under CEQA depending on the type of aquatic resource and the extent
of the proposed impact.
In Section 3.4.4.4, Threshold 4: Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection, and Mitigation Measures BIO-12 and BIO13 have been revised and renumbered.
In the event that jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified during implementation of
Mitigation Measure BIO-1 +, Mitigation Measw·es BIO-~H and BIO-.2:H shall be implemented.
BIO-~:

Aquatic Resources Delineation.

If sensitive aquatic resources are identified on the

Weste.m Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a qualified
biologist shall conduct an aquatic resources delineation following the methods
outlined in the 1987 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual
and the Regional Supplement to the U.S . Army Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual: Arid West Region to map the extent of wetlands and nonwetland waters, determine jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts. The results of
the delineation shall be presented in an Aquatic Resources Delineation Report and
shall be incorporated into the California Environmental Quality Act documents
required for approval and permitting of the proposed project. The Aquatic
Resources Delineation Report shall be included as a component of the Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BIO-I).
B10-~43:

Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency. If the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Auth01ity

Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects
would impact sensitive aquatic resources, permits and authorizations shall be
obtained from the U.S. Almy Corps Engineers, California Depa1tment of Fish and
Wildlife, or Regional Water Quality Control Board. The regulatory agency
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authorizations would include impact avoidance and minimization measures and
mitigation measures for unavoidable impacts. Specific avoidance, minimization,
and mitigation measures for impacts to jurisdictional resources shall be determined
through discussions with the regulatory agencies during the proposed project
permitting process and may include monetary contributions to a mitigation bank or
habitat creation, restoration, or enhancement.
In addition, consistent with the Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan and as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-1 ), a
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be
prepared to identify mitigation that demonstrates equivalent or superior function
and value, including re-establishment, establishment, and/or permanent
conservation of aquatic resources, as feasible. The Determination of Biologically
Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be included as a component of the
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure BIO-I).

In Section 3.4.4.4, Threshold 4: Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1, B1O-~Ri and BIO-2.H, impacts to stateor federally protected aquatic resources through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means would be reduced to a less than significant level.

In Section 3.4.4.6, Threshold 6: Local Policies and Ordinances, the following text has been revised
as follows in the Impact Analysis subsection.
As discussed in Sections 3.4.4.1 through Sections 3.4.4.4, the projects' potential impacts to
sensitive plants, animals, and vegetation communities would be less than significant with
incorporation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-.2_H. Therefore, the projects
included in the 2018 RWMP would comply with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal ER-6 and Policies ER-6.1 through ER-6.5 regarding protection of plant and animal
species and sensitive vegetation communities in the City and its Planning Area.

ln Section 3.4.4.7, Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Impact Analysis subsection.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites are not within Western Riverside County MSHCP C1iteria Areas, Core or Linkage
Areas, Criteiia Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands (Figures 3-1 through 3-3, County
of Riverside 2003). Therefore, implementation of these projects would be consistent with the
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Western Riverside County MSHCP and would not result in impacts to the Western Riverside
County MSHCP conservation and preservation goals. These projects would be required to
implement Mitigation Measure BIO-1 to prepare an MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report
once project design is available. At this time, it is not anticipated that these projects would
require submittal of a Regional Conservation Authority Joint Project Review Application due
to their anticipated location outside of Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core
or Linkage Areas, Criteria Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands.
The a1t•oiaanee, minimi2ation, aad mitigation meas'l¾fes proposed ie Seetioas 6. l .1 through
6. l .4 'NOHld redl.ice potentially sigmfioant impaets to sen-siti1re plant aed animal species,
seesitive vegetation eomHnmities, and jurisdictional aquatie resouroes to a less th0fl: sigmficant
lei,·el. Beeause the pre:jects would aot contribute to the loss of sen-sitii,•e vegetation or sensiti1,·e
species, the pre:jeet 'NOHld eomply with the Western RiYerside County MSHCP. Therefore,
~ Prior to the implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures
proposed to reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitive plant and animal species,
sensitive vegetation communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources as detailed in Section
3.4.4.4, potentially significant impacts would occur from conflicts with Western Riverside
County MS HCP and other regional conservation plans and mitigation would be required.
In Section 3.4.4.7, Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
Before implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BIO-.2H, the projects'
potentially significant impacts to biological resources would result in conflicts with the
Western Riverside County MSHCP and other regional conservation plans and would be
potentially significant.

In Section 3.4.4.7, Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Mitigation Measures subsection.
Mitigation Measures BIO- 1 through BIO-.2H would reduce potentially significant impacts to
biological resources to a less than significant level and avoid conflicts with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP or other regional conservation plans.

In Section 3.4.4.7, Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning, the following text has been
revised as follows in the Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BIO-.2H, impacts from conflicts
with the Western Riverside County MSHCP or other regional conservation plans would be less
than significant.

In Section 3.4.5.1, Cumulative Threshold I: Sensitive Plant Species, the following text has been revised.
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The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive plant species is the
area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact would
occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse impact on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP,
approved in the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 20202040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western
Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to sensitive plant species as
appropriate. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.1, potentially significant project-level impacts to
sensitive plant species would be reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-~.'.t. Since cumulative projects and the 2018 RWMP
would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional
conservation requirements, and project-specific mitigation measw·es would be implemented to
reduce the project's impacts to sensitive plant species to below a level of significance, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
In Section 3.4.5.2, Cumulative Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species, the following text has
been revised.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive animal species is
the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse
impact on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the
2018 R WMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona
2020b) and the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to
sensitive animal species as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects,
would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional
conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.2, potentially significant project-level
impacts to burrowing owl and nesting birds would be reduced to a less than significant level
with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-l~ through BIO-1.W. Therefore, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
In Section 3.4.5.3, Cumulative Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural
Community, the following text has been revised.

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural communities is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A
significant cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a
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substantial adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified
in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS . All projects,
including the 2018 R WMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent
with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of
Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County MS HCP and to provide mitigation for impacts
to riparian habitat and sensitive vegetation communities as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as
with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside
County MSHCP regional conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.3, potentially
significant project-level impacts to non-native grassland habitat would be reduced to a less than
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO 2, BIO 3, and BIO-1+.
Therefore, the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
In Section 3.4.5.4, Cumulative Threshold 4: Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources, the following text
has been revised.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to jurisdictional aquatic
resources is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant
cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a
substantial adverse impact on a state or federally protected wetland through direct removal,
filling, hydrological intermption, or other means. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP,
approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona
2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the
Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to jurisdictional
aquatic resources as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would
be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation
requirements and implement project-specific mitigation measures to reduce significant
impacts. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.4, potentially significant project-level impacts to
jurisdictional aquatic resources would be reduced to a less than significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1+, BIO-~~, and BIO-.2.H. Therefore, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

In Section 3.4.5.6, Cumulative Threshold 6: Local Policies and Ordinances, the following text has
been revised.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to local policies and ordinances
is the City. A significant cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative
projects would conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP,
approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona
2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the
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Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for conflicts with local policies
and ordinances as appropriate. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.6, with implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-2_.i.;, the 2018 RWMP would have a less than
significant impact from conflicts with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance. No project-specific mitigation would
be required. Therefore, the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

In Section 3.4.5.7, Cumulative Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning, the following text has
been revised.
The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the
Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements and provide mitigation
for significant impacts as appropriate. Consistency with regional conservation plans and
mitigation measures, as appropriate, must be demonstrated in order for the project and other
cumulative projects to be approved. Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-2.g would
reduce project-level direct and indirect impacts on sensitive plants and animals, nesting birds,
sensitive vegetation communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources. Implementation of
these mitigation measures would reduce project-level impacts and ensure the project would
not contribute to cumulatively significant impacts from conflicts with regional conservation
planning. The project would comply with the Western Riverside County MSHCP and would
not contribute to loss of sensitive vegetation communities or sensitive species. Therefore, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

In Section 3.4.6, Conclusion, the following text has been revised.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-,2.+ would reduce potentially
significant direct and indirect impacts to sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. These
mitigation measures would require preconstruction sensitive plant species surveys, mitigation
ffities for permanent and temporary impacts to non-native grassland that could support
sensitive plant species, and prevention of the spread of invasive plant species during
construction. General construction mitigation measures, including flagging and fencing, a
contractor training program, and a biological monitor, shall be implemented for the projects
included in the 2018 R WMP to minimize potential impacts to sensitive plant species.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1~ through BlO-1-1-G would reduce potentially
significant impacts to sensitive animal species at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. General construction mitigation
measures (Mitigation Measures BIO-J~ through BIO-,2.+), including flagging and fencing, a
contractor training program, and a biological monitor, shall also be implemented for the
projects included in the 2018 RWMP to minimize potential impacts to sensitive animal species.
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Potentially significant impacts to non-native grassland that could support burrowing owl would
be mitigated by requiring burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential focused clearance
surveys at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites (Mitigation Measure BIO-l&). Implementation of Mitigation Measure
BIO-§9 would reduce potentially significant impacts to nesting birds by conducting nesting
bird surveys before construction of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP if construction
activities occur during the general bird nesting season (January 15 through September 15).
Potentially significant impacts to sensitive animal species from nighttime lighting during
construction would be minimized with Mitigation Measure BIO-1-W on the project sites.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO 2, BIO 3, and B1O-1-l- would reduce potentially
significant impacts to the non-native grassland sensitive vegetation community on the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites. If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant
or animal species during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BIO-1 ), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant
species protection policies, conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a
Detennination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed
mitigation measures. Mitigatioe Measw:0s BIO 2 aed BIO 3 would i1Rf)l0m0nt mitigation and
replacement ratios for perrnEm:ent and temporary impacts to non natiY@ grassland. Mitigation
Measure B1O-1 + would require habitat assessments, including vegetation mapping, to be
conducted before construction of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1, BIO-~~ and B1O-2-H would reduce
potentially significant impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources if identified on the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites during p1·econstruction habitat assessments as part of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis
Report (Mitigation Measure B1O-1+). Ifjurisdictional aquatic resow-ces are identified, aquatic
resources delineations (Mitigation Measure BIO-~-H) and pennitting and MSHCP consistency
analysis (Mitigation Measures BIO-1 and B1O-2-H) would be conducted before construction
of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-9, impacts from conflicts
with the Western Riverside County MSHCP or other local and regional conservation plans
would be less than significant.
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With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-.2.H, direct and indirect
impacts to sensitive biological resources from implementation of the projects included in the
2018 RWMP would be reduced to a less than significant level.

Section 3.5, Cultural Resources

In Section 3.5.4.2, Threshold 2: Archaeological Resources, the following text has been revised as
follows in response to tribal consultation pursuant to AB 52.
As shown on Figures 3.5-la through 3.5-ld, much of the water service area has been identified
as having a moderate to high sensitivity for cultural resources. Sensitivity is based on
previously recorded archaeological findings and has not included ethno-historic or ethnobotanic research to further identify traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. As
described in Section 3.5.1.4, 96 previously recorded cultural resources are in the water service
area. As shown in Table 3.5-4, 13 of the resources are within l 00 feet of a project identified in
the 2018 RWMP, and an additional 3 resources are intersected by a project identified in the
2018 RWMP.
In Section 3.5.4.2, Threshold 2: Archaeological Resources, the following mitigation measures
have been revised as follows in response to tribal consultation pursuant to AB 52.
CUL-2:

Project-Specific Archaeological Survey. Projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed

Water Master Plan should be reviewed by the City of Corona to determine if a sitespecific archaeological survey should be conducted. Site-specific archaeological
surveys should be conducted for individual projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan that are in areas that have not been previously developed or would
impact land with visible ground surface, or projects that may impact built
environment resources that meet the age threshold for eligibility. A Native American
monitor shall be on site during site-specific archaeological surveys.

If cultural resources are identified during the site-specific archaeological survey,
then evaluation of the resources for the California Register of Historical Resources
and the Corona Register should be conducted in conjunction with the Native
American monitor to determine if the resource is significant under the California
Environmental Quality Act and would be adversely impacted by the project. A
Native American monitor from a culturally affiliated tribe should be present during
any archaeological excavations involving prehistoric cultural resources. If no
significant resources are found, and site conditions are such that there is no potential
for further discoveries, then no further action is required. Resources found to be
non-significant as a result of a survey and evaluation shall require no further work
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beyond documentation of the resources on the appropriate Department of Parks and
Recreation site forms and inclusion of results in a technical rep011.
If significant resources are present, consulting tribes or bands should be notified
and consulted with on treatment. ~Avoidance, preservation in place, or a data
recovery program is recommended. The data recovery program is subject to the
provisions outlined in California Public Resources Code, Section 21083 .2. The data
recovery program should be conducted in accordance with the Office of Historic
Preservation's Archaeological Resource Management Reports: Recommended
Contents and Format and Guidelines for Archaeological Research Designs. The
data recovery program must be reviewed and approved by the City.

If no significant resources are found, but if there is a potential for unknown
archaeological resources, or tribal cultural resources to be uncovered during construction
activities, then implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-3 is recommended.
CUL-3:

Archaeological and Native American Monitoring Program. Because there is always

a potential for encountering cultural and tribal cultural resources during excavation,
the creation of an archaeological and Native American monitoring program is
recommended for projects identified in the 2018 RecJaimed Water Master Plan that
would conduct new ground disturbance in areas identified as moderate or high
sensitivity for cultural resources~ ane for project components that are within 100
feet of previously recorded archaeological resources, and for those projects where
tribal consultation has identified traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural
landscapes. Prior to the commencement of ground-disturbing activities below the
road base, the City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall enter into an
agreement with the consulting tribes or bands for Native American monitors. The
Native American monitor shall be approved by the Gabrieleiio Band of Mission
Indians - Kizh Nation, Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians, and Rincon Band of
Luiseiio Indians-the tribes that consulted on the project pursuant to Assembly Bill
52 (consulting tribes or bands). A copy of the executed contract shall be submitted
to the City of Corona prior to the issuance of any permit necessary to start a grounddisturbing activity.
The Native American monitor shall be on site during all initial ground-disturbing
activities and excavation of each portion of the project site, including clearing,
grubbing, tree removals, grading, and trenching. Monitoring will not take place
within the imported fill soils in the road base and for potholing above known utility
lines. In conjunction with the archaeological monitor, the Native American monitor
shall have the authority to temporarily divert, redirect, or halt the ground-disturbing
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activities to allow identification. evaluation, and potential recovery of cultural
resources. The on-site monitoring shall end when all ground-disturbing activities
on the project site are completed or when the tribal representatives and Native
American monitor have indicated that all upcoming ground-disturbing activities on
the project site have little to no potential for impacting cultural or tribal cultural
resources. Upon discovery of any tribal cultural resources, construction activities
shall cease in the immediate vicinity of the find (not less than the sunounding 100
feet) until the find can be assessed. All tribal cultural resources unearthed by project
activities shall be evaluated by the qualified archaeologist and Native American
monitor approved by the consulting tribe or band. If the resources are Native
American in origin. the consulting tribe or band shall retain it/them in the form
and/or manner the consulting tribe or band deems appropriate for educational,
cultural. and/or historic purposes.
If a non-Native American resource is determined by the qualified archaeologist to

constitute a "historical resource" or "unique archaeological resource," time
allotment and funding sufficient to allow for implementation of avoidance
measures or appropriate mitigation must be available. The treatment plan
established for the resources shall be in accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15064.5(£), for historical resources
and California Public Resources Code, Sections 21083 .2(b), for unique
archaeological resources.
Preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment. If
preservation in place is not feasible, treatment may include implementation of
archaeological data recovery excavations to remove the resource along with
subsequent laboratory processing and analysis. Any historic archaeological
material that is not Native American in origin shall be curated at a public, non-profit
institution with a research interest in the materials, such as the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County or the Fowler Museum. if such an institution
agrees to accept the material. If no institution accepts the historic archaeological
material, it shall be offered to a local school or historical society in the area for
educational purposes.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall obtain a fully executed
agreement(s) with the consulting tribes or bands to ensure compliance with this
mitigation measure. This agreement shall not modify any condition of approval or
mitigation measure. The arehaeological and ~~ati\'e A.meric1m morutoring 13rogram
shall consist of the full ti:11'le presence of a q1,ialified archaeologist Clfld traditionally
and culturally affiliated NatiYe Aillerican monitor during new ground disturbing
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activities. l'-fov,r grolffld disR¼rbaHce caH include aew treachi:B.g or e~(f)aHding
pre¥ioHsly e~,c&Vated treaches, gradiHg, and. 1,zegetation removal. The archaeological
aftd }lati'>'e Americaft monitoring program should. inck:ide the following:

1. 1-foting archaeological 0Hd Nati ,ze Americaa monitoring oa applicable
1

constraction docmneats, including plans, shall be required.
2. The archaeologist and Native American monitor should attead. the
precoHstruction meeting with the contractor or the City of Corona.
1. The archaeologist shall maintain ongoing coUabornti,•e consultation with the
NatiYe American monitor duriHg groHnd d.istl:¼reing or altering activities as
identified. abo1re.

The City of Corona. Public Works Department, and the consulting tribes or bands
shall develop an Archaeological Monitoring Plan to address details, timing, and
responsibilities of all archaeological activities that will occur on the project site
when it is determined by either the City of Corona, Public Works Department, or
the consulting tribes or bands to be necessary. The Archaeological Monitoring Plan
shall include the following:
1. The development of a schedule in coordination with the City of Corona, Public
Works Department, the project archaeologist, and the consulting tribes or bands
for Native American and archaeological monitoring during ground-disturbing
activities on the site, including the scheduling. safety requirements, duties,
scope of work. and Native American monitor's authority to stop and redirect
grading activities in coordination with all project archaeologists.
2. The protocols and stipulations that the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, the consulting tribes or bands, and project archaeologist would
follow in the event of inadvertent cultural resources discoveries, including any
newly discovered cultural resource deposits that shall be subject to a cultural
resource evaluation. Such procedures include the following:
a. The archaeologist or Native American monitor may halt ground-disturbing
activities if archaeological artifact deposits or cultural features are
discovered. In general, ground-disturbing activities shall be directed away
from these deposits for a short time to allow for identification, evaluation,
and potential recove1y of cultural resource~ a determination of potential
significance, the subject of which shall be determined by the archaeologist
and the Native American monitor. Ground-disturbing activities shall not
resume until the archaeologist, in consultation with the Native American
monitor and the City of Corona, deems the cultural resource or feature has
been appropriately documented and protected.
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b. All discovered resources shall be temporarily curated in a secure location
on site or at the offices of the project archaeologist. The removal of any
artifacts from the project site will need to be thoroughly inventoried with
Native American monitor oversight of the process.
_g_.,_ The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish ownership
of all cultural resources, including sacred items, burial goods, and all
archaeological artifacts and non-human remains, as part of the required
mitigation for impacts to cultural resources. The City of Corona, Public
Works Department, shall relinquish the artifacts through one or more of the
following methods and provide the consulting tribes or bands with evidence
of the same:
1.
Accommodate the process for on-site reburial of the discovered items
with the consulting tribes or bands. This shall include measures and
provisions to protect the future reburial area from any future impacts.
Reburial shall not occur until all cataloging and basic recordation have
been completed.
11. A curation agreement with an appropriate qualified repository within
Riverside County that meets federal standards per Title 36, Part 79, of
the Code of Federal Regulations and, therefore, would be professionally
curated and made available to other archaeologists/researchers for
further study. The collections and associated records shall be
transferred, including title, to an appropriate curation facility in
Riverside County to be accompanied by payment of the fees necessary
for permanent curation.
m. If more than one Native American tribe or band is involved with the project
and cannot come to a consensus on the disposition of cultural materials, the
cultural materials shall be curated at the Western Science Center.
d. At the completion of grading, excavation, and ground-disturbing activities
on the site, a Phase IV Monitoring Report shall be submitted to the City of
Corona, Public Works Department, documenting monitoring activities
conducted by the project archaeologist and Native American monitor within
60 days of completion of grading. This report shall document the impacts
to the known resources on the property; describe how each mitigation
measure was fulfilled; document the type of cultural resources recovered
and the disposition of such resources; provide evidence of the required
cultural sensitivity training for the construction staff held during the
required pre-grade meeting; and in a confidential appendix, include the
daily/weekly monitoring notes from the archaeologist. All reports produced
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will be submitted to the consulting tribes or bands, Eastern Information
Center, and interested tribes or bands.
4. Arehaeological isolates and eon significant materials shall be minimally
documeBted in the field, and g'FO\ffid dismrbaBce shall he allo•.ved to resl:lffie.
~ The a•,,oidance aad protection of discoi,rered W00101,'IH and significant c1:1lmral
resoHFces and/or l.llliqHe archaeological resoHFces is the preferahle mitigation for
the proposed pre:ject. If a'f•oidaBce is not feasihle, a Data Reco'<•ery Plflfl: may be
a1:11:hori,3ed by the City of Cornea as the lead ageecy l:lflder the California
EnYironrnental Q1:1ality Act.
6. Before the release of any heeds associated wiili the eonstruetion of the pre:ject
componeets, a Monitoring Report or Eval1:1atioF1 Report that describes the res1:1lts,
analysis, and conelesioR.s of the archaeological and Native AmericaR. monitoring
program (incl1:1dieg b1:1t not limitee to a data recovery program) shall be submitted
by the archaeologist, along •Nith the Nati¥e Americoo moeitor's aotes and
commeR.ts, to the City of Cornea for appmval.

In Section 3.4.5.3, Threshold 3: Human Remains, the following mitigation measure has been
revised as follows in response to tribal consultation pursuant to AB 52.
CUL-4:

In the event that human remains~
er-possible human remains, and/or grave goods are encountered during any work
associated with the projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan,
ground disturbance within ~ 100 feet of the remains shall immediately halt. The
project proponent shall then immediately inform the Riverside County Coroner and
the City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the County Coroner shall be
permitted to examine the remains as required by California Health and Safety Code,
Section 7050.5(b). Section 7050.5 requires that excavation be stopped in the
vicinity of discovered human remains until the County Coroner can determine
whether the remains are those of a Native American. If human remains are
determined to be of Native American origin, the applicant shall comply with the
state relating to the disposition of Native American burials that fall within the
jurisdiction of the California Native American Heritage Commission (California
Public Resources Code, Section 5097). The County Coroner shall contact the
California Native American Heritage Commission to determine the most likely
descendant. The most likely descendant shall complete their inspection and make
recommendations or preferences for treatment within 48 hours of being granted
access to the site. The disposition of the remains shall be overseen by the most
likely descendant to determine the most appropriate means of treating the human
remains and any associated grave artifacts. The specific locations of Native
Identification and Treatment of Human Remains.
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American burials and reburials will be proprietary and not disclosed to the general
public. The County Coroner will notify the California Native American Heritage
Commission in accordance with California Public Resources Code, Section
5097.98. According to California Health and Safety Code, six or more human
burials at one location constitute a cemetery (Section 8100), and disturbance of
Native American cemeteries is a felony (Section 7052) as determined in
consultation between the project proponent and the most likely descendant.--aad
California En11ironmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15064 .5(e); California
Public Resource Code, Sectiofl 5097.98; afld California Health arn:J Safety Code,
Section 7050.5, should be follo•,r,red. If Jl.~ati,•e American reffiains are discovered,
the reffiains shall ee kept in situ (in place) or in a secure location appro11ed e~· the
Jl.lati•,re American ffi.Omtor UB:ti:l the repatriation process can be completed.
Section 3.11, Land Use and Planning

Table 3.11-2, Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies,
has been revised as follows.
Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
Land Use Element

Policy LU•4.5. Manage the timing of development and allow
development to occur only when public infrastructure and
services needed to support that development are available,
will be provided concurrently, or are committed to be
provided within a reasonable time frame.

Consistent. The project would expand and improve the
City's reclaimed water program and implement system
improvements to better serve existing and future City
demands.

Policy LU•15.4. Ensure that the City's public buildings, sites,
and infrastructure are designed to be compatible in scale,
mass, character, and architecture with the district and
neighborhood in which they are located and pertinent design
and development characteristics specified by this plan.

Consistent. The project includes the operation of
belowground pipelines and aboveground facilities, including
the Chase Tank and Chase Booster Pump Station,
WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, and WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements Projects. Upon completion of
construction, pipelines would be buried underground,
trenches would be backfilled with on-site material, and the
surface elevation would be restored to match the original
ground surface and pavement elevations.
The Chase Booster Pump Station and the WRCRWA
Booster Pump Station would include aboveground turbine
pumps necessary to deliver reclaimed water from
reclamation treatment plants to the reclaimed system, and lift
water from lower zones to the higher zones. The WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements would include aboveground flow
control valves and flow meters to manage the flow of
reclaimed water. These facilities would be colored purple
because the City uses purple pipes to distinguish reclaimed
water facilities from potable water infrastructure. These
facilities would have a low profile and would be relatively
small in nature. In addition, the Chase Tank would be
artiall buried based on the elevations of the ro·ect
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
Project Consistency Evaluation
location. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would
require the development of a Landscaping Plan, which would
require visual screening of aboveground facilities from public
views.
Policy LU-16.3. Protect viewsheds by prohibiting the
placement of electrical transmission lines, substations, and
other types of overhead or at grade heavy infrastructure into
public open space or other sensitive areas.

Consistent. Project components include water storage
tanks, pump stations, and distribution pipelines that are
primarily in or adjacent to existing facilities or public ROWs
and would not be constructed In public open space or other
sensitive areas.

Policy LU-16.5. Require that improvements required to be
placed in open space areas (e.g., reservoirs, lighting, and
other infrastructure) be designed to minimize the impact on
the landscape, avoid obstructing viewsheds, and be shielded
to the extent feasible by landscaping, trees, and other natural
forms.

Consistent. The projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would
be confined to existing facilities or easements or in existing
ROWs and would be designed to minimize the impact on the
landscape and avoid obstructing viewsheds. Distribution
pipelines would be buried underground, trenches would be
backfilled with on-site material, and surface elevation would
be restored to match the original ground surface and
pavement elevations. The aboveground facilities would have
a low profile and would be relatively small in nature. In
addition, the Chase Tank would be partially buried based on
the elevations of the project location. Furthermore,
implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would require
the development of a Landscaping Plan, which would require
visual shielding of aboveground facilities to the extent
feasible.

Policy LU-23.4. Review proposed projects within the airport
influence area of the Corona Municipal Airport for
consistency with applicable airport land use compatibility
plan policies adopted by the Riverside County Airport Land
Use Commission and City of Corona.

Consistent. The following projects identified in the 2018
RWMP would be constructed in the Airport Influence Area of
the Corona Municipal Airport: Monica, Klug, Citation, Glider,
Helicopter, Cessna, Airport Circle, and Jenk small distribution
pipelines and the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements
project. These projects would be outside the 60-decibel
contour lines and would not be in the Airport Safety Zone.
Historic Resources Element

Policy HR-1.1. Continue to implement and expand upon, as
feasible, the following historic resources management
strategies:
• A local Corona Historic Register that includes significant
"Landmark" properties, "Historic Districts," and "Historical
Markers" as prescribed in the Corona Municipal Code.
• A Corona Heritage Inventory that includes surveyed
properties meeting all of the criteria as prescribed in the
Corona Municipal Code to be considered a local historic
resource.
• Procedures and criteria for determining the eligibility for
listing properties on the Corona Historic Register and the
Corona Heritage Inventory.
• Standards and regulations governing the identification,
protection, restoration, maintenance, alteration, relocation,
or removal of historic resources.
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Consistent. As discussed in Section 3.5.4.1, construction
that would involve use of vibratory equipment within 40 feet
of a historic structure eligible for the NRHP, CRHR, or
Corona Register would have the potential to result in
damaging vibration levels, which would have the potential to
result in a substantial adverse change in a historic resource.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-1 requires that no
vibratory equipment be operated within 40 feet of a structure
eligible or listed on the NRHP, CRHR, or Corona Register.
For structures that have not been previously evaluated, the
City Engineer shall consult with a qualified Architectural
Historian, approved by the City, to conduct an evaluation of
the structure.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation

Policy HR-3.1. Require appropriate treatmenUpreservation
of archaeological collections in a culturally appropriate
manner, in accordance with state and federal standards, and
in consultation with interested Native American tribes that
have traditional cultural affiliation with the project area and/or
the resources affected by the project.
Policy HR-3.2. Require that development proposals
incorporate specific measures to identify, protect, and
preserve cultural resources in the planning, environmental
review, and development process.
Policy HR-3.3. Archaeological resources found prior to or
during construction shall be evaluated by a qualified
archaeologist and appropriate mitigation measures applied,
pursuant to Section 21083.2 of CEQA, before the resumption
of development activities. Any measures applied shall
include the preparation of a report meeting professional
standards, which shall be submitted to the appropriate
CHRIS [California Historical Resources Information System]
information center.
Policy HR-3.4. Any project that involves earth-disturbing
activities in an area determined to be archaeologically or
culturally sensitive shall require evaluation of the site by a
qualified archaeologist. The applicant shall implement the
recommendations of the archaeologist, subject to the
approval of the City. Planning Department.
Policy HR-3.5. Any project that involves earth-disturbing
activities in an area determined to be archaeologically or
culturally sensitive shall require consultation by the applicant
with interested federally recognized American Indian Tribe(s}
that have a traditional cultural affiliation with the project area
and/or the resources affected by the project, for the purposes
of determining resources impacts and appropriate mitigation
to address such impacts. Applicant shall also arrange for
monitoring of earth-disturbing activities by interested
federally recognized American Indian Tribe(s} that have a
traditional cultural affiliation with the project area and/or the
resources affected by the project. if requested.
Policy HR-3.8. In the event of the discovery of a burial,
human bone, or suspected human bone, all excavation or
grading in the vicinity of the find shall halt immediately and
the area shall be protected and the project applicant
immediately shall notify the Riverside County Coroner and
comply with provisions of the Health and Safety Code §
7050.5, including PRC§ 5097.98, if applicable. If the find is
determined to be Native American human remains, the
applicant shall consult with the Most Likely Descendent to
determine appropriate treatment for such remains.
Policy HR-3.6. Any project that involves earth-disturbing
activities in soil or rock units known or reasonably suspected
to be fossil-bearinq shall reouire monitorinq bv a qualified
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Consistent. As discussed in Section 3.5.4.2, the water
service area has been identified as moderate to high for
cultural resources and tribal cultural resources.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-2 requires that a
site-specific archaeological survey be conducted for the
individual projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that are in
areas that have not been previously developed, that would
impact land with visible ground surface, or that may impact
built environment resources that meet the age threshold for
eligibility. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-3
requires an archaeological and Native American monitoring
program for the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that
would result in ground disturbance in areas identified as
moderate or high sensitivity for cultural resources and that
are within 100 feet of previously recorded archaeological
resources. Finally, implementation of Mitigation Measure
CUL-4 would provide for the identification and treatment of
human remains if found during construction activities.

Consistent. The water service area contains rock formations
with varying levels of paleontological sensitivity.
Implementation of the oroiect includes the construction of
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
Project Consistency Evaluation
paleontologist retained by the project applicant for the
distribution pipelines, storage tanks, and pump stations that
duration of excavation or trenching.
would result in ground disturbance, including excavation,
grading, and backfilling, in known and unknown sensitive
Policy HR-3.7. Paleontological resources found prior to or
areas. Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1 , which
during construction shall be evaluated by a qualified
paleontologist, and appropriate mitigation measures applied, requires paleontological monitoring during construction,
would prevent the harm or destruction of potentially valuable
pursuant to§ 21083.2 of CEQA, before the resumption of
paleontological resources and allow these resources to be
development activities. Any measures applied shall include
properly documented and preserved.
the preparation of a report meeting professional standards,
which shall be submitted to the Riverside County Museum of
Natural History.
Circulation Element
Policy CE-1.4. Design and employ traffic control measures
to ensure City streets and roads function with safety and
efficiency.

Consistent The project is anticipated to generate minimal
construction traffic, which would be temporary and would not result
in long-term degradation in operating conditions on area roadways
or at area intersections. During construction, temporary full or
partial lane dosures may be necessary, especially for distribution
pipeline projects. The full or partial lane closures could result in the
redistribution of traffic along adjacent and su1TOunding roadways.
During construction, the City would maintain, to the extent feasible,
continuous, unobstructed, safe, and adequate pedestrian and
vehicular access to and from public facilities (e.g., public utility
stations and community centers). To mitigate this impact, the
project would prepare and implement a Construction Traffic
Control Plan consistent with Mitigation Measure HAZ-3. Following
the installation of the individual projects identified in the 2018
RWMP, affected roadways and driveways would be restored to
pre-project conditions. A temporary asphalt material may be
installed to allow traffic to use the roadway immediately after
construction, followed by a permanent overlay. Once operational,
the individual projects would not result in any significant, long-term
impacts to the local roadway network.

Policy CE-1.10. Require a traffic analysis to be prepared in
accordance with the City's adopted Traffic Impact Study
Guidelines and require projects to mitigate impacts on the
City's circulation system that exceed the City's adopted
service thresholds for near term and future conditions.

Consistent. Minimal construction-related traffic and
maintenance trips would result from the reclaimed water
infrastructure projects; therefore, the project would not result
in the need to prepare a traffic analysis or to mitigate impacts
to the City's circulation system.

Policy CE-1 .12. Consider the effects on transportation
systems of public utility improvements, including extensions
of underground pipelines and overhead transmission lines
and associated utility rights-of-way.

Consistent. During construction, temporary full or partial
lane closures may be necessary, especially for distribution
pipeline projects. The full or partial lane closures could result
in the redistribution of traffic along adjacent and surrounding
roadways. Depending on the roadways affected, the
redistribution of traffic could result in additional delay at one
or more roadway segments or intersections. Therefore,
project construction-related activities could result in
intermittent decrease to the level of service in the local or
regional transportation system. The project would prepare
and implement a Construction Traffic Control Plan pursuant
to Mitigation Measure HAZ-3 to minimize the effect on
transportation systems. Following the installation of the
individual projects identified in the 2018 RWMP, affected
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
roadways and driveways would be restored to pre-project
conditions. Once operational, the individual projects identified
in the 2018 RWMP would not result in effects to the
transportation system.

Consistent. Pipeline projects identified in the 2018 RWMP
would be buried underground. Trenches would be backfilled
with on-site material, and the surface elevation would be
restored to match the original ground surface and pavement
surface elevations.
Infrastructure and Utilities Element

Policy CE-1 .13. Ensure that, to the extent possible. all
pipelines and electrical transmission lines are placed
underground.

Policy IU-5.8. During construction projects, ensure
compliance with all terms and conditions outlined in the
NPDES [National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System]
permit, including the implementation of the latest best
management practices and determination of need for any
additional water quality management plans to reduce
pollutants and urban runoff flows to the maximum extent
practicable.

Consistent. Construction of the projects identified in the 2018
RWMP would involve the use of heavy-duty machinery for
surface preparation, excavation, surface restoration, and
construction of aboveground facilities. Pollutants associated
with construction activities that could result in water quality
impacts include soils, debris, other materials generated during
clearing, fuels and other fluids associated with the equipment
used for construction, other hazardous materials, and asphalt
materials. The project would employ BMPs that address
pollutant source reduction and provide measures and controls
necessary to mijigate potential pollutant sources.
Construction-related BMPs include but are not limited to
the following:
• Proper storage, use, and disposal of construction
materials
• Regular removal of sediment from surface runoff before it
leaves the site by silt fences or other similar devices
around the site perimeter, with particular attention to
protecting impaired water bodies listed on the 303(d) list
for sediment and protecting downstream environmentally
sensitive habitats, such as wetlands
• Protection of storm drain inlets on site or downstream of
the construction site to eliminate entry of sediment
• Stabilization of cleared or graded slopes
• Diversion of runoff from uphill areas around disturbed
areas of the site
• Prevention of tracking soil off site through use of a gravel
strip or wash facilities at exit areas
• Protection or stabilization of stockpiled soils
• Continual inspection and maintenance of the specified
BMPs throughout the duration of construction, with special
emphasis before and after rain events

Policy IU-5.2. Reduce pollutant loading through passive
treatment systems such as vegetated filter strips, grass
swales, and infiltration/ sedimentation areas in suitable open
space areas, overland flow channels, and landscaping
adjacent to parking lots and streets.

Consistent. The new facilities would be incorporated into the
existing maintenance schedule, which consists of daily
maintenance checks for the pump stations and weekly
maintenance checks for the water storage tanks, and would
not contribute to water quality contamination . The use of
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City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
passive treatment systems would be implemented as
necessary on a project-by-project basis.
Public Safety Element

Policy PS-1.2. In areas subject to seismic and geologic
hazards, require development proposals to include a
geotechnical hazard analysis and specific mitigations to
reduce risks to acceptable levels as a condition of approval.

Consistent. Projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would be
designed to withstand seismic conditions anticipated to occur
in the water service area. In addition, Mitigation Measure
GEO-1 would require the completion of site-specific
geotechnical engineering studies to identify potential
constraints and recommend methods to construct, install,
and design water storage tanks, booster pump stations, flow
controls, and distribution pipelines to minimize risks from
seismic and geological risks.

Policy PS-1.4. Require adherence to the latest California
Building Codes and associated regulations in the City's
Municipal Code; update local codes and development
requirements periodically for the latest best practices.

Consistent. The project would comply with the California
Building Code and the Corona Municipal Code.

Policy PS-2.4. Locate, when feasible, new essential public
facilities outside of flood zones; for those that must remain or
are built in flood hazard zones, harden structures to maintain
the structural and operational integrity of such public facilities
in case of flooding.

Consistent. No projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would
be in a flood zone.

Policy PS-9.4. Maintain safe and accessible evacuation
routes throughout the community; take precautions and
ensure backup or mitigations for routes crossing high hazard
areas (e.g., Hood, seismic, high fire, etc.).

Consistent. During construction, temporary full or partial
lane closures may be necessary, especially for distribution
pipeline projects. The full or partial lane closures could result
in the redistribution of traffic along adjacent and surrounding
roadways. As construction progresses, access for
emergency vehicles could be impaired as result of reduced
roadway widths (or capacity) and increased volumes of
construction-related traffic or redistributed traffic. As a result,
construction could impair or physically interfere with adopted
Emergency Response Plans or Emergency Evacuation
Plans. To mitigate this impact, the project would prepare and
implement a Construction Traffic Control Plan as described
in Mitigation Measure HAZ-3. Following the installation of the
individual project components, affected roadways and
driveways would be restored to pre-project conditions. A
temporary asphalt material may be installed to allow traffic to
use the roadway immediately after construction, followed by
a permanent overlay. Once operational, the individual
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would not result in any
significant, long-term impacts to the local roadway network.

Policy PS-10.1. Locate, when feasible, new essential public
facilities outside of high fire risk areas; if not feasible, require
construction and other methods to harden and minimize
damage for existing/planned facilities in such areas.

Consistent. The proposed distribution pipelines would be
installed underground. For aboveground facilities that are
situated in high-risk fire areas, these facilities would maintain
adequate City-required brush clearance areas to protect
facilities from damage.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
Noise Element

Policy N-1.4. Require municipal vehicles and noisegenerating mechanical equipment purchased or used by the
City to comply with noise performance standards consistent
with the latest available noise reduction technology to the
extent practicable and cost-effective.

Consistent. As described in Section 3.13.4.1 , with the
exception of two new pump stations, most of the projects
identified in the 2018 RWMP would be passive, new, or
upgraded pipelines and water storage facilities and would not
result in any new sources of operational noise. The flow of
water through underground pipes and water storage does not
generate audible noise. The two new booster pump stations
would be installed with an enclosure and would not exceed
the daytime threshold of 55 A-weighted decibels beyond 55
feet from the pump stations.

Consistent. Construction of the projects identified in the
2018 RWMP would result in a temporary increase in the
ambient noise environment and would be noticeably audible
to existing nose sensitive uses in the vicinity of the active
project. Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOl-1 would
require construction noise reduction measures that would
ensure compliance with the City's Noise Ordinance.
Healthy Community Element

Policy N-2.7. Require construction activities that occur in
close proximity to existing "noise sensitive" uses, including
schools, libraries, health care facilities, and residential uses,
to limit the hours and days of operation in accordance with
the City Noise Ordinance.

Consistent. An Air Quality Impact Analysis (Appendix B) and
Policy HC-2.5. Require the preparation of air quality, noise,
Noise Impact Analysis (Appendix F) were prepared for the
and vibration technical studies to determine the impact of
project.
proposed new development on adjacent and surrounding
land uses and to identify the appropriate measures required
to mitigate such impacts.
Environmental Resources Element
Policy ER-1.2. Require all public and private grading and
construction activities to minimize adverse impacts on the
City's water resources through the use of best management
practices, as established and updated from time to time by
the City of Corona.

Consistent. The project would implement constructionperiod BMPs, which include the implementation of erosion
and sediment control BMPs to prevent contamination of
hydrologic resources and minimize impacts on water
resources.

Policy ER-1.4. Prohibit the discharge of toxins, debris,
refuse, and other contaminants into watercourses, other
drainages, water bodies, and groundwater basins. Work with
appropriate entities to ensure the cleanup of contamination of
existing water resources.

Consistent. Operations and maintenance activities would
include the continuation of the existing condition assessment
program of pump stations and water storage tanks. No
ground disturbing activities are expected. In addition, there
would be no use of generators or portable pumps in the
reclaimed system. Operation and maintenance activities
would not contribute to water quality contamination.

Policy ER-4.2. Avoid altering floodways or channelization
wherever possible; however, limit alterations to those that
meet the following criteria:
• Alterations necessary for the protection of public health
and safety only after all other options are exhausted
• Alterations essential to public service projects where no
other feasible construction method or alternative project
location exists
• Projects where the primary function is the improvement of
fish and wildlife habitats

Consistent. The installation of pipelines, pump stations,
water storage tanks, and flow control improvements would be
adjacent to existing infrastructure or in existing public ROWs
and would not alter floodways or channelize waterways.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies
City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
Project Consistency Evaluation
Policy ER-5.1. Prohibit encroachment of development into
wetlands; provide buffer zones, setbacks, or other effective
techniques in project siting and design to minimize direct and
indirect effects to wetland habitats.

Consistent. Implementation of the project is not expected to
impact jurisdictional aquatic resources and would not
encroach into wetlands. However, the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline are proposed on undeveloped land that could
support jurisdictional aquatic resources, although ii is
unlikely. Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-~ and
BIO-~ would minimize direct and indirect effects to wetland
habitats.

Policy ER-6.2. Preserve the wildlife and plant species and
habitats listed in Tables 4-12 and 4-13 of the Technical
Background Report for the General Plan and EIR
[Environmental Impact Report] (City of Corona 2020) and
those that may be considered by the City of Corona in the
future.

Consistent. The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites
would contain non-native grassland habitat that could
support sensitive plant species listed in Tables 4-12 and 4-13
of the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan. In addition,
potential indirect impacts to sensitive plant species from
implementation of the project include colonization of invasive
plant species and fugitive dust. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures 8IO-1 through 810-§1- would reduce impacts to
less than significant.
Non-native grassland vegetation on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites has the potential to support sensitive
animal species, and implementation would result in
potentially significant indirect impacts from noise and
nighttime lighting on burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) and
nesting birds. Implementation of Mitigation Measures 810-13,
BIO-~, and 8IO-I-W would reduce impacts to less than
significant.

Policy ER-6.3. Ensure that new developments and
circulation improvement demonstrate compliance with state
and federal regulations concerning the status, location, and
condition of significant and sensitive biological species and
habitats and riparian and riverine corridors, Biological
surveys, as required and defined by the Western Riverside
County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan, should
identify potential impacts on biological resources and include
mitigation measures to protect/replace resources in like kind.

Consistent. Mitigation Measure 810-1+ requires the
preparation of site-specific Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report for the
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that would be located
on undeveloped land, including the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline,
during the project design phase. The surveys would identify
potential impacts on biological resources and include sitespecific mitigation measures.

Policy ER-6.4. Ensure that new developments through the
development review process adhere to the Western
Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation
Plan, the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation
Plan, and other habitat plans as appropriate to conserve
biological diversity through protection of natural communities.

Consistent. The project would be consistent with the
conservation goals outlined in the Western Riverside County
MSHCP. The project's compliance with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP is discussed in detail in Section
3.4.4.7.

Policy ER-6.5. Preserve wildlife habitat of significant natural
open space areas, including expanding habitat ranges,
movement corridors, and nesting sites by adhering to and
implementing the core biological linkages identified in the
MSHCP for parts of the Any proposed recreational use of
those areas such as trails shall be designed to not interfere
with the preservation efforts established in the MSHCP.

Consistent. Projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would be
confined to existing facilities or easements or in existing
ROWs. However, potentially significant impacts to one
sensitive vegetation community, non-native grassland, could
result during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline. Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1baoo
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
BID-J..would reduce potentially significant impacts to
sensitive vegetation communities to less than significant.
Federally and state-protected nesting birds have the potential
to occur on or adjacent to the projects included in the 2018
RWMP, including projects in developed/disturbed land.
Implementation of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP
would have the potential to impact nesting birds (including
raptors) through direct removal of nesting habitat and
disturbance to nesting birds from substantial sources of noise
generated at the start of new construction during the nesting
season. Implementation of Mitigation Measures 810-1& and
BIO-~ would reduce impacts to less than significant.
No significant impacts to natural open spaces, including
movement corridors, is anticipated. In addition, no
recreational use is proposed as part of the project.

Policy ER-7.1. Require that public and private construction
activities be conducted in a manner to minimize adverse
impacts on natural resources and biological resources in
proximity to MSHCP conservation areas and adhere to the
MSHCP Guidelines pertaining to Urban/Wildlife Interface for
drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive barriers, and
grading [MSHCP Section 6.4.1].

Consistent. The project would be consistent with the
conservation goals outlined in the Western Riverside County
MSHCP. The projects' compliance with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP is discussed in detail in Section
3.4.4.7,

Policy ER-8.5. Conserve the oak tree resources in the City
to the extent feasible.

Consistent. No oak trees were identified to be impacted by
implementation of the project.

Policy ER-9.2. Conserve existing wetlands and wetland
functions and values in the Temescal Canyon Wash, Prado
Basin, and the Santa Ana River with a focus on conservation
of existing riparian, woodland, coastal sage scrub, alluvial fan
scrub, and open water habitats.

Consistent. The project does not propose development in
the Temescal Canyon Plan Area, Santa Ana River, or other
regional washes.

Policy ER-9.3. Conserve existing known populations of least
Bell's vireo and southwestern willow flycatcher in the
Temescal Canyon Area Plan, including at Prado Basin,
Santa Ana River, and Temescal Canyon Wash. Maintain
existing breeding habitat for these species at Prado Basin,
Santa Ana River, and Temescal Wash where applicable to a
particular project and location.
Policy ER-9.4. Conserve and manage suitable habitat for
species known to exist in the Temescal Canyon Area Plan of
Western Riverside County's Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan.
Policy ER-9.5. Conserve clay soils supporting sensitive plant
species known to occur in the Ternescal Canyon area,
including Munz's onion, Palmer's grappling hook, smallflowered morning glory, long-spined spineflower, threadleaved brodiaea, small-flowered rnicroseris, and manystemmed dudleya.
Policy ER-9.6. Conserve sandy soils co-occurring with
chaparral supporting Palomar monkeyflower, known to occur
in the Temescal Canyon area.

Consistent. The project does not propose development in
the Temescal Canyon Plan Area, Santa Ana River, or other
regional washes.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
Policy ER-9.7. Conserve locations supporting California
muhly, heart-leaved pitcher sage, Hall's monardella, and
other sensitive plant species that may occur in a wide variety
of habitat types within the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
Policy ER-9.8. Provide for and maintain connection(s) from
the Cleveland National Forest to Prado Basin and the Santa
Ana River within Temescal Canyon, providing opportunities
for offsite connections to Chino Hills State Park.
Policy ER-9.9. Conserve upland habitat adjacent to the
Temescal Canyon Wash to augment existing upland habitat
conservation in the Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve
areas and provide for contiguous connection of upland
habitat blocks from the existing reserve to Temescal Wash.
Habitat conservation should focus on blocks of existing
upland habitat east of Temescal Canyon Wash connecting to
Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve.
Policy ER-9.10. Conserve floodplain areas supporting
sensitive plant species known to occur in Temescal Canyon,
including Parry's spineflower, peninsular spineflower, smooth
tarplant, and Coulter's matilija poppy.
Policy ER-9.11. Conserve rocky soils co-occurring with
coastal sage scrub, peninsular jumper, or chaparral
supporting Payson's jewelflower, known to occur in the
Temescal Canyon area.
Policy ER-9.12. Provide for and maintain a continuous
linkage along the Temescal Canyon Wash from the southern
boundary of the Temescal Canyon to the Santa Ana River.

Project Consistency Evaluation

Policy ER-10.1. Maintain the use of the city's Mineral
Resource Overlay Zone in the City's Zoning Ordinance to
ensure lands having a state classification of MRZ-2 through
the Department of Conservation have the opportunity to be
made available for mineral materials.

Consistent. Utility improvements, such as those identified in
the 2018 RWMP, are considered compatible with land uses.
In addition, the majority of the projects identified in the 2018
RWMP would be in existing facilities and public ROWs and
would not result in substantial land disturbance that would
impact existing or future mining operations.

Policy ER-12.3. Establish and strictly enforce controls on
land use activities that contain operations or materials that
individually or cumulatively add significantly to the
degradation of air quality in Corona.

Consistent. Project construction and operational emissions
of criteria pollutants would not exceed applicable thresholds
established to assist maintaining or achieving regional
attainment in the South Coast Air Basin. Additional detail is
provided in Section 3.3, Air Quality.

Source : City of Corona 2020.
Notes: BMP = best management practice; City= City of Corona: CRHR = California Register of Historic Resources; MSHCP =
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan; NRHP = National Register of Historic Properties; ROW= right-of-way; WRCRWA =
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority

In Section 3.11.4.2, Threshold 2: Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy, or Regulation, the following
text has been revised as follows in Mitigation Measures subsection.

The project would have potentially significant impact related to the conflict with an applicable land
use plan, policy, or regulation. However, the mitigation measures identified in other Program
Environmental Impact Report sections, including Mitigation Measures AES-1 (Section 3 .1,
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Aesthetics); BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4, BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, B1O-8, and B1O-9, BIO 10,
BIO 11, BIO 12, ane BIO 13 (Section 3.4, Biological Resources); CUL-I, CUL-2, CUL-3, and
CUL-4 (Section 3.5, Cultural Resources); GEO-I (Section 3.7, Geology, Soils, and
Paleontological Resources); HAZ-3 (3.9, Hazards and Hazardous Materials); and NOI-1 (Section
3.13, Noise), would reduce impacts to less than significant.
In Section 3.11.4.2, Threshold 2: Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy, or Regulation, the following
text has been revised as follows in Level of Significance After Mitigation subsection.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-1, BIO-I, BIO-2, BIO-3, B1O-4, BIO-5,
BIO-6, BIO-7, BIO-8, BIO-9, BIO 10, BIO 11 , BIO 12, BIO 13, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3,
CUL-4, GEO-1, HAZ-3, and NOI-1, the project would be consistent with the City of Corona
202~2040 General Plan and would not conflict with an applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation. Impacts would be less than significant.
In Section 3.11.6, Conclusion, the following text has been revised.
Implementation of the project would potentially conflict with the relevant City of Corona
202~2040 General Plan policies that were adopted to avoid or mitigate an environmental
effect as detailed in Table 3.11-l. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures AES- I,
BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4, BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, BIO-8, BIO-9, BIO 10, BIO 11, BIO 12,
BIO 13, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4, GEO- I, HAZ-3, and NOI-1, the project would be
consistent with the City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan. Therefore, direct and cumulative
impacts would be less than significant.

Section 3.18, Tribal Cultural Resources
In Section 3.18.4. l, Threshold 1: Tribal Cultural Resources, the following language describing
government-to-government consultation pursuant to AB 52 was updated to reflect consultation
activities that occurred after the close of public review.
The significance of a cultural resource is impaired when a project demolishes or materially
alters those physical characteristics that convey significance. Impacts to TCRs, archaeological
resources, or human remains most often occur as the result of trenching and grading. These
resources may also be subject to indirect impacts as the result of project-related activities that
increase erosion, compression, or accessibility. Under CEQA, an effect on nonphysical values
(such as tribal values or other spiritual or religious values) is not considered an environmental
effect; however, when a project would result in a physical effect, these values may be
considered in determining whether the physical effect is significant.
A ssaree sacred lands file search conducted by the NAHC was requested of the NAHC on
March 30, 2020. The NAHC responded on April 2, 2020, that the results were positive and
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provided a list of 37 tribal organizations and individuals to contact for additional
information. Red Tail Environmental sent information request letters to the 3 7 tribal
organizations and individuals on April 6, 2020. To date, three responses have been
received. Jill McCormick, Historic Preservation Officer for the Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe,
responded on April 14, 2020, that the tribe has no comments on the project. Cheryl
Madrigal, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer and Cultural Resources Manager for the
Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians, responded that the project is within the territory of the
Luisefio people and within the band's specific area of historic interest. They have identified
Luisefio place names but no known TCRs or traditional cultural properties in the water
service area. They recommend that an archaeological/cultural resources study be conducted
and a final copy of the study be provided to the band for their review and comment and
inclusion of appropriate provisions for inadvertent discoveries. On June 9, 2020, Patricia
Garcia Plotkin, Director of Historic Preservation for the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla
Indians, responded that the project is not located within the tribe's traditional use area and
they defer to other tribes in the area.
A review of the Sacred Lands File held by the Native American Heritage Commission was
requested on March 30, 2020. On April 2, 2020, the NARC responded that the review of
the Sacred Lands File was positive. The NARC provided contact information for 37 Native
American tribes that are traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic area of
the project. On April 6, 2020, letters were forwarded to the tribes requesting additional
information on the project area of any concerns they may have related to the project. Three
responses have been received. Jill McCormick, Historic Preservation Officer for the Fort
Yuma Quechan Tribe, responded on April 14, 2020, that the tribe has no comments on the
project. Cheryl Madrigal, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer and Cultural Resources
Manager for the Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians, responded that the project is within the
territory of the Luisefio people and within the Band's specific area of historic interest. They
have identified Luisefio place names within the project area but no known tribal cultural
resources or traditional cultural properties, and they recommend an archaeological/cultural
resources study be conducted and a final copy of the study be provided to the Band for
their review and comment, as well the inclusion of appropriate provisions for inadvertent
discoveries. On June 9, 2020, Patricia Garcia Plotkin, Director of Hist01ic Preservation,
Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, responded that the project is not located within
the tribe's traditional use area, they defer to other tribes in the area, and this concludes their
consultation efforts. This information was provided to the City.
Government-to-government consultation pursuant to AB 52 was initiated on September
14, 2020, and a letter was sent to each tribal contact by the City with a summary and maps
of the project and a request for consultation. The letter provided contact info1mation for
the City of Corona, Public Works Department, and a request that the tribe contact the City
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within 30 days if they would like to begin formal consultation. The Gabrieleiio Band of
Mission Indians - Kizh Nation, Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians, and Rincon Band of
Luiseiio Indians requested consultation with the City. On November 5, 2020, a meeting
with held with the City and the Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians to discuss the project and
its relationship to the tribe's traditional use area. On November 18, 2020, a meeting was
held with the City and the Rincon Band of Luiseiio to discuss tribal concerns. Finally, on
December 16, 2020, a meeting was held with the City and the Gabrieleiio Band of Mission
Indians - Kizh Nation where the tribe advised that the project site was highly sensitive and
highly used during ceremonies and contains villages and transportation routes.
In Section 3.18.4.1, Threshold 1: Tribal Cultural Resources, the following language describing the
mitigation measures has been revised as follows in response to tribal consultation pursuant to AB 52.
Mitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4 in Sections 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.3 in Section 3.5
would be implemented to reduce impacts to TCRs. Mitigation Measw-e CUL-2 would require
site-specific archaeological surveys to be conducted for individual projects identified in the
2018 RWMP, which would be located in areas that have not been previously developed and
that would impact land with visible ground surface, or projects that may impact built
environment resources that meet the age threshold for eligibility. If any resource are identified,
they should be evaluated for significance. Mitigation Measure CUL-3 requires an
archaeological and Native American monitoring progran1 for projects identified in the 2018
RWMP, which would result in new ground disturbance in areas identified as moderate or high
sensitivity for cultural resources~ a:M for projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that are within
I 00 feet of previously recorded archaeological resources, and for those projects where tribal
consultation has identified traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. The
identification of TCRs during construction activities would occur through implementation of
Mitigation Measure CUL-}4. Mitigation Measure CUL-4 requires that, in the event that human
remains, possible human remains, and/or grave goods are encountered during any work
associated with the project, ground disturbance within~ 100 feet of the remains shall halt,
and California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15064.5(e); California Public
Resource Code, Section 5097.98; and California Health and Safety Code, Section 7050.5, shall
be followed. See Sections 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.3 in Section 3.5 for a complete description of these
mitigation measures.
Chapter 5, Alternatives to the Proposed Project

Section 5.5.2.3, Biological Resources, has been revised as follows .
Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Projects identified in the Reduced Project Alternative would
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be on developed/disturbed land and would avoid the project' s less than significant impact with
mitigation to sensitive plant and animal species, sensitive natural communities, or
jurisdictional aquatic resources. Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-±& and B1O-1Hthrough BIO-.2.H would not be required. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project
Alternative could result in impacts to nesting birds (including raptors) through direct removal
of nesting habitat and through disturbance to nesting birds from substantial sources of noise
generated at the start of new construction during the nesting season. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure B1O-§9 would reduce impacts to less than significant. In addition, similar
to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in less than significant
impacts to wildlife corridors and linkages, local policies and ordinances, and regional
conservation planning. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would have reduced
biological resources impacts compared to the proposed project.
Section 5.5.2.10, Land Use and Planning, has been revised as follows .
Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
Projects from the 2018 RWMP. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project
Alternative would not physically divide an established community. Implementation would
conflict with an applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation and would be reduced to less
than significant with Mitigation Measures AES-1, BIO-§9, BIO-1.W, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3,
CUL-4, GEO-1, HAZ-3, and NOI-1. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result
in similar land use and planning impacts compared to the proposed project.
Chapter 7, References
In Section 3.4, Biological Resources, the following reference has been added.
WRCRWA (Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority). 20 I 0. Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project
Environmental Impact Report. August.
Appendix C, Biological Resources Technical Report
The Executive Summary has been revised as follows .
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1, BIO 2, a:Hd BIO 3 would reduce potentially
significant impacts to the non-native grassland sensitive vegetation community on the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites. If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant
or animal species during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BIO-I), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant
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species protection policies, conservation easements for avoidance areas. and preparation of a
Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation report for proposed mitigation
measures. Mitigation Measw:e BIO 1 v,oltld req\:lire habitat assessmems, in.elltding Yegetation
mapping, to be condltoted before ooe:struotion of the '.1/RCRWA Flow Control Improvemems,
Promenade Pi13eline, aBa Researoh Pi13eline 13rajeots. Mitigation Measw:es BIO 2 ae:d BIO 3
woltld implernee:t m:i.tigation aad replacernee:t ratios for 13erm!ffleffi ae:d temporary impaots to
Ron nati:·,·e grasslaBd.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-li through BI0-.2_& would reduce potentially
significant direct and indirect impacts to sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. These
mitigation measures would require preconstruction sensitive plant species surveys, mitigation
f6ties for permanent and temporary impacts to non-native grassland that could support
sensitive plant species, and prevention of the spread of invasive plant species dwi.ng
construction. General construction mitigation measures, including flagging and fencing, a
contractor training program, and a biological monitor, shall be implemented for the projects to
minimize potential impacts to sensitive plant species.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures B10-19 through B10-7-l-l- would reduce potentially
significant impacts to sensitive animal species at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. General construction mitigation
measures (Mitigation Measures B10-.;le through BI0-.2_&), including flagging and fencing, a
contractor training program, and a biological monitor, shall also be implemented for the
projects to minimize potential impacts to sensitive animal species. Potentially significant
impacts to non-native grassland that could support burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) would
be mitigated by requiring burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential focused elearanoe
surveys at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites (Mitigation Measures BI0-19). Implementation of Mitigation Measure
BIO-Q-1--0 would reduce potentially significant impacts to nesting birds by conducting nesting
bird surveys before construction of the projects if constrnction activities occur during the
general bird nesting season (January 15 through September 15). Potentially significant impacts
to sensitive animal species from nighttime lighting during construction would be minimized
with Mitigation Measure BI0-1-l-l- on the project sites.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO- I, BIO-~H, and BI0-,2+3- would reduce potentially
significant impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources, if identified on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites during
preconstruotion habitat assessments as part of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure B10-1 ). If jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified, aquatic resources
delineations (Mitigation Measure B10-~H) and permitting and MSHCP consistency analysis
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(Mitigation Measures BIO-I and BIO-2-8) would be conducted before construction of the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.
The following text has been included in Section 4.3 .2, Western Riverside County Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan.
Within the Western Riverside County MSHCP Plan Area, the City is within the Eastvale Area
Plan and the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
The Western Riverside County MSHCP area plans are organized into the following components:
•

Criteria Areas: Areas within Western Riverside County in which land can be

acquired for the MSHCP.
•

Core Areas: Large habitats within the reserve that have the resources to support the

species covered under the MSHCP. Existing areas consist of conserved land, such
as national forests, wildlife refuges. and wilderness area. Proposed Core Areas will
be assembled from the land acquired within the Criteria Area. Noncontiguous
Criteria Cells are connected by Linkages. Additional reserve lands will come from
these areas.
•

Linkages: Land bridges between two Core Areas are called Linkages. These

narrower strips of land allow wildlife to travel between conserved habitat.
•

Criteria Cells: Series of grids used to organize and track development and

conservation within the Criteria Area.
In combination, these components are intended to result in a MSHCP Conservation Area
configuration that provides significant blocks of habitat, minimizes internal fragmentation and
edge effects, and maximizes the ratio of surface area to perimeter.
Section 6.1.1, Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Vegetation Community, has been revised as follows.
Potentially significant impacts to eee sensitive vegetation communitiesy, including non-native
grassland, could result during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites.
Impaets to non nati'.•e grasslana totaling less than 0.10 aere per eonstruetion phase woula not be
eoRsiaerea signifieGBt ana woula Rot require mitigatioR unaer CEQA beeause the small sffie of
the impaet woula not be coRsiaerea a substantial ad1.,rerse effect. E,weptions to the pnwiously
aeseribed thresholds would be for projects impacting habitat ooeHpied by feaerally or state listed
eRdangered or threateRed speeies, which would be ooRsidered significaflt regardless of the
acreage impaeted.
Section 6.1.7, Regional Conservation Planning, has been revised as follows.
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The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites are not within Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core or Linkage
Areas, Criteria Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands (Figures 3-1 through 3-3, County
of Riverside 2003). Therefore, implementation of these projects would be consistent with the
Western Riverside County MSHCP and would not result in impacts to the Western Riverside
County MSHCP conservation and preservation goals. These projects would be required to
implement Mitigation Measure B10-1 to prepare an MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report
once project design is available. At this time, it is not anticipated that these projects would
require submittal of a Regional Conservation Authority Joint Project Review Application due
to their anticipated location outside of Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core
or Linkage Areas, Criteria Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands.
The B"toidanee, mmimi2ation, and m:itigation measures proposed ift Sections 6.1.1 through
6.1.4 would reduee potentially sigRificant impaets to sensiti:1,•e plant and animal species,
sensitive 1,•egetation eommunities, and jurisd:ietional a(lUatic resourees to a less than significant
le,•el. Because tile prajeets 'Nould not eontribute to the loss of sensiti,,e vegetation or sensitiYe
speeies, tile prajeet would eomply witll the Western RiYerside County MKRCP. Therefore,
befur.e Prior to the implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures
proposed to reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitive plant and animal species,
sensitive vegetation communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources as detailed in Section
§J_,__potentially significant impacts would occur from conflicts with Western Riverside County
MSHCP and other regional conservation plans and mitigation would be required.
In Section 6.1.2, Sensitive Plant Species, the following clarification has been added.
Sensitive plant species have been documented in the water service area. Implementation of
the projects located in developed/disturbed land would not impact sensitive plant species.
Although the likelihood is low, implementation of some projects in undeveloped areas have
the potential to impact sensitive plant species. The WRCRWA Booster Pump Station,
WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are proposed on undeveloped sites that may
contain sensitive plant species. The WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline projects were previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and
Expansion Project EIR (WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/ MND (City of
Corona 2016), respectively. No further analysis of these projects is required or provided in
this report.
In Section 6.1.3, Sensitive Animal Species, the following clarification has been added.
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In total, 45 sensitive animal species have been documented in the water service area.
Sensitive animal species have been documented in undeveloped areas near the WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline project sites. The undeveloped areas on these project sites may contain
sensitive animal species. The majority of sensitive animal species, including least Bell ' s
vireo and tricolored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor), occur in the Santa Ana River floodplain
adjacent to the WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline, which was previously evaluated under
CEQA in the 2010 Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
Enhancement and Expansion Project EIR (WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1
IS/MND (City of Corona 2016), respectively. No further analysis of this project is required
or provided in this report. None of the other projects identified in the 2018 RWMP have
the potential to impact least Bell's vireo or tricolored blackbird. Therefore, impacts would
not occur to these species as a result of project implementation.
In Section 6.2.1, Water Quality, the following clarification has been added.
Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the projects and post-construction
operations. Potential indirect impacts to sensitive vegetation communities from
implementation of the project includes decreased water quality (e.g., through
sedimentation, contaminants, or fuel release). The majority (25 of 29) of the projects
anticipated in the project would be situated in currently developed (non-sensitive) areas of
the water service area. However, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline projects are planned in non-native grassland habitat. As previously
discussed, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline
projects were previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010 Western Riverside County
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project BIR
(WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona 2016)~
respectively. No further analysis of these projects is required or provided in this report.
Section 6.3, Mitigation Measures, has been revised as follows, and Table 6, Biological Resources
Mitigation Measure Equivalency Table for the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project, has
been updated with new mitigation measure numbering.
The mitigation measures listed in Table 6 were clarified following consultation with the
Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and in response to public
comments received during the 2018 RWMP PEIR public review period. Mitigation Measw-e
BIO-1 was renamed and refined to more accw-ately describe the Western Riverside County
MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report process and components. Mitigation Measure BIO-1,
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report, includes
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requirements for identifying the presence of sensitive plant and animal species, including
bunowing owl, and potential sensitive habitats. It was determined that Mitigation Measure
BIO-1 would mitigate for potential impacts to sensitive plant species, sensitive habitats, and
burrowing owl. Separate mitigation measures were previously included to address potential
impacts to sensitive plant species (previous Mitigation Measure BIO-4), sensitive habitat
(previous Mitigation Measures BIO-2 and BIO-3), and burrowing owl (previous Mitigation
Measure BIO-9). Consistent with CEOA Guidelines, Section 15088.S{b), and following
consultation with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority, these
separate mitigation measures were determined not to be necessary because they are included
in the requirements of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and, therefore, have been removed. These
mitigation refinements resulted in removing previous stand-alone Mitigation Measures BIO2, BIO-3, BIO-4, and BIO-9 and renumbering the remaining mitigation measures. Additional
language was added to clarify Mitigation Measures BIO-8 and BIO-9 (previously Mitigation
Measures BIO-12 and BIO-13) by including the applicable requirements for jurisdictional
aquatic resources identification under Mitigation Measure BIO- I. Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report. The equivalent Mitigation Measures in PEIR
Section 3.4, Biological Resources, were revised to be consistent with the clarifications made
in this Biological Resources Technical Report.
Table 6. Biological Resources Mitigation Measure Equivalency Table for the
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project
PEIR Section 3.4: Biological Resources
Biological Resources Technical Report

BI0-144

BI0-1 : Multiple S[!ecies Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Re[!ort Biala§isal Resal:IFGes
Sl:lf\ley.i~al3ilal .O,ssessmeRI
BIG t : PeFmaReRI lmpasls la ~laR Ralive GFasslaRa

8IG-2

BIG J: +empaFa,=y lmpasls la ~laR Rali..,e GFasslaRa

BlG-a

BIG 4: SeRsilive PlaRI Spesies Sl:lf\leys

81-G-+

BI0-2a: Invasive Plant Species Prevention

BI0-24

BIO-~: Flagging and Fencing

BIO-~

BI0-4+: Contractor Training Program

810-49

BI0-5&: Biological Monitor

BIO-~

BIG 9: Bl:!FfBWiR§ Gwl S1,n:i.•ays

BIG-8

BIO-§W: Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys

BI0-§8

BIO-Z44: Night Lighting

BIO-Z-W

BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Delineation

BIO-~

BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency

BIO-~

Notes: PEIR = Program Environmental Impact Report

In Section 6.3.1.1 , Survey Requirements, Mitigation Measure BIO-I has been revised as follows.
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Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report Biological
Resowrces SwF\ley/Habitat AssessmeRt. For projects proposed in the City of Corona

2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan on undeveloped land, including the Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline, a Western Riverside Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report site-specific biological
resources survey shall be comlacted completed during the project design phase. The
Consistency Analysis Report shall be prepared for each project to demonstrate
consistency with the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation
Structure and shall include project-level existing conditions documentation of
vegetation mapping and identification of sensitive habitats (non-native grassland,
riparian and riverine areas, and vernal pools), plants, and animals (including
bwTowing owl [Athene cunicularia]) on the project site.
The Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the basis for determining if a
project is subject to a Joint Project Review and is required to complete a Joint
Project Review Application. The Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report template and requirements can be accessed on the
Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority Document Library:
https://www.wrc-rca.org/document-library/. The Western Riverside County
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Permittee Implementation Guidance
Manual (2007) shall also be reviewed and followed to ensure project consistency
with Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan requirements.
The biological resol:lfces swvey shall be conoocted by a EtUalified biologist and
shall iaelade, bat not be limited to, the follov,riag:
An ooalysis of available literatlli'e aBd biological databases, sach as the California
Natural Di1,,ersity Database, to deterrnfne sensiti:•,ce biological resollfces that have
been reported historically from the proposed project vicinity.

•

A review of caHeat laad ase aad la:nd owaership within the project vicmity.

•

i\n assessment and mapping of vegetation colillffilnities present •.vithin the
proposed project vicinity. If :r,•egetatioa comml:lflity mapping has aot been
coadacted oa the site in the previoas 3 years, apdated Yegetation maf)piag shall
be condacted by a E!Halified biologist as part of the project plar~"ling and
en:r,rironmental rn1,riew proeess. Vegetation comml:lnities shall be mapped
according to the Maooal of California Vegetatioa at the alliance leYel aad a
crosswalk table 1.vith Holland :r,cegetatioa commlfflities shall be pro..,·ided.

•

A general assessment of the poteatial for aE!Uatic resol:lfces, inclading wetlands
and riparia:n habitats, to ocellf onsite.
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•

An ei,,aluation of potential loeal ana regional wilalife mo¥effient eorridors.

•

If the project sites SUflpOrt vegffi:ation communities that may pro,,'iae habitat for
plant or animal species, a foeusea habitat assessment conauctea by a qualified
biologist to aetermine the potential for sensiti1t'e plant or animal species to oecur
on or adjaceet to the project sites.

The results of the biological sur,'ey shall be presented in a biologieal SUF¥ey letter report.

In Section 6.3.1.2, Habitat Mitigation Requirements, text has been revised as follows in the
Permanent Impacts subsection in response to Comment Letter A received from the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, and Mitigation Measure BJ0-2 has been removed.
Permanent Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or
animal species during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BI0-1), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to naiTow endemic plant
species protection policies, conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a
Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed
mitigation measures. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO 2, a mitigation ratio of 0.5: l,
would be applied to reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitii,•e ¥egetation cofllffiUnities
to less than signifieant. Mitigation Measure BIO 2 1uoula reauce pefB'lanent impacts to non
nati¥e grasslana to a less than signifiea0t le¥el.
810 2:

PermaAeAt Impacts ta NaA Native GrasslaAd. PefB'l.anent impacts to sensitiYe non

eati,,e grasslaaa shall be mitigated through the presen,ation of habitat, habitat
ereation, or enhancement, or combination thereof, in the City of Coro ea or off site
through habitat acquisition ana presen'ation or purchase of credits from an
appro¥eel oonserYation bank. Mitigation for impaets to non native grasslaaa shall
be in kind 1:1sing natii,re grasses. Permaaent impacts to sensitive non aative
grassland shall ee mitigated at a ratio of 0.5: l.
For oe site mitigation, a detailed ~4i-t:igation Plan shall ee prepareel before the start of
oonstructioa (not applicaele to rnitigatioa met through the purchase of credits from an
approi,red •Netland mitigation bank). The M,itigation Plan shall include at a rnmimum the
proposeel location of the mitigatioa areas, site preparation, a plant palette, installatioa
procedures, success criteria, fencing and sigi1age, monitoring req1:1irements, ana other
details of the haeitat restoration effort anEl shall be prepares by a qualified eiologist.
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In Section 6.3. l .2, Habitat Mitigation Requirements, text has been revised as follows in the
Temporary Impacts subsection as follows in response to Comment Letter A received from the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and Mitigation Measure BIO-3 has been removed.

Temporary Impacts
If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or
animal species during preparation of the Western Riverside County MSHCP Consistency
Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-1}, potential impacts shall be documented
consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping,
adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies, conservation easements for
avoidance areas, and preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures. With implemefttetion of Mitigetioa
MeasHFe BIO 3, temporary impaots to non native grassland would be restored in plaoe or
else1n·here on the projeot site et a mitigation ratio of 1: 1, es desorieed in ~fitigation Measw=e
BIO 3. Mitigation Measure BIO 3 would reeuoe temporary impaots to non nafr,.,e grasslane to
a less than significant le1>·eL
810 J:

TemparaF)' lmpasts ta NaA Nati¥e GrasslaAEI. Temporary impaots to non native

grasslane shall be restoree in plaoe or else·.vhere on the projeot site at a I: I
replacemeftt ratio using nati,.·e grass species.
A Re¥egetation Plan shall be preparee. The Revegetation Plan shall inoluee site
preparation specifioations, a plant palette, installation prooedw·es, ee·,·elopmeftt of
reesoaable sucoess oriteria, appropriate monitoring and reporting protoools,
implementation timelines, ane oontingeno~· measHFes in the e'>'eftt of restoration
failHFe. The City of Corona shall proviee guidance for ane oversight of the
ReYegetation Plan ane implemeRtation.

In the Ewent that noR nati¥e grasslane yegetation oannot be restoree in plaoe or
elsewhere on the praject site after construction, these impaots would be coRsieeree
permaaeRt, ane ~fitigation Measure BIO 2 vrould be implemented.
Section 6.3.2.1, Survey Requirements, has been revised as follows, and Mitigation Measure BIO4 has been removed.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O-14, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would require include identification of sensitive plant species
and potential surveys for projects including at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projeot sites. If sensitive plant species are
identified on the project site during implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1, potential
impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including conservation
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easements for avoidance areas and preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or
Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures.
810 4:

Sensiti,.•e Plant SpeGies S1:1rveys. If oRe or more sensitiYe plaRt Sfleeies has the

potential to oceur on the Western RiYerside County Regiotrnl Waste,,1rater Authority
flmY CoRtrol lmpro,•emeats, Promenade Pifleli:ne, and Research Pipeline praject
sites, focused speoies surveys shall be conaucted before construction to determine
the presence aea absence of these species to adequately e,·aluate poteatial direct or
i:ndirect impacts to these species.
Sensitive plant species su£¥eys shall be conaucted by a qualified biologist retained
by the City of Coroaa duriag the appropriate seasoa for to detect speoies as part of
the project desiga phase. Sun·eys shall be floristic in nature ana inolude lists of the
plants ideHtifiea ia the SUP+'e~· area. Sun•eys shall be conduoted on foot, employi:fl.g a
le¥el of effort sufficieat to provide comprehensi>,•e CO'l'erage. The locations and
pre•,,aleaee (estimates total numbers and pereeHt co,·er, as applicable) of sensiti¥e
plants shall be recordea. The sensifr,·e plant species surveys shall be valid for 3 years.

If site specific sun'eys are aot requires because a sun·ey was coadueted witfti.n the
last 3 years, impact assessment aad miH:im-i2ation aaa mitigatioa requiremeats shall
be based OR the most reeeat a1,·ailable surYey. These requiremeats shall also include
an aHalysis of the poteatial for seasitii.·e plant species to occl:lr oa site based oa
e*istiag site conaitioRS and shall be coHsisteHt with the most reeeat U.S. fish ana
Wilalife Sen·ice ana California DepartmeHt of Fish and ',Vilalife sun'ey protocols.

If sensi.ti-.·e plant species are obse£¥ed, they shall be avoidea if possible. lf species cannot
be avoided, impaots shall be mitigates through consen·atioH of habitat that supports the
impaotea species in aooordance •;i,rith Mitigation Measures BIO 2 and BIO 3.
In Section 6.3.2. 1, Survey Requirements, in the Construction subsection, Mitigation Measures
BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, and BIO-8 have been renumbered as follows.
B10-ia:

Invasive Plant Species Prevention. Dming construction of the Westem Riverside

County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects, the following measures shall be
implemented to minimize the spread of invasive plant species:
•

Construction equipment shall be cleaned before corning to the project sites.

•

Weed-free straw wattles shall be used for erosion control.

Flagging and Fencing . If sensitive biological resources are identified on or adjacent

to the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
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Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, the
construction limits shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and flagged
on the project site to ensure impacts to sensitive biological resources are avoided
or minimized to the extent feasible. Before implementing construction activities, a
qualified biologist shall verify that the flagging clearly delineates the construction
limits and sensitive resources to be avoided.
BIO-~:

Contractor Training Program. If sensitive

biological resources are known to occur
on or adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites, a project-specific contractor training program shall be developed and
implemented to educate project contractors on the sensitive biological resources on
and adjacent to the project sites and measures being implemented to avoid or
minimize impacts to these species. A qualified biologist shall develop and
implement the contractor training program.
Biological Monitor. If sensitive biological resources are present on or adjacent to

the
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites and
impacts may occur from implementation of construction activities, a qualified
biological monitor may be required during all or a portion of the construction
activities to ensure impacts to the sensitive biological resources are avoided or
minimized to the extent feasible. The specific biological monitoring requirements
shall be evaluated on a project-by-project basis. The qualified biological monitor
shall be approved by the City of Corona based on applicable experience with the
sensitive biological resources that may be impacted.
Section 6.3.3.1, Burrowing Owl, has been revised as follows, and Mitigation Measure B1O-9 has
been removed.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O-1~, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would require burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential
focused clearance surveys on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites to reduce potential impacts to burrowing owl to
less than significant. If burrowing owl is identified on the project site during implementation
of Mitigation Measure BIO-1, potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the
MSHCP requirements, including preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or
Superior Preservation Report to ensure that an appropriate mitigation strategy will be
implemented, preparation of a Bun·owing Owl Protection and Relocation Plan, and
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coordination with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and CDFW
prior to implementation of proposed mitigation measures.
8109:

B1:1rrawiAg Owl Surveys. A burrowing ovl'l eleanmce Sllfl,'ey shall be conducted before

any grnund dismrbifl:g actiYities i:n accordance with the Califomia Department of
Fish aHd Wildlife 2012 Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation. '.f\110
preconstruction clearance SUPt'eys shall be conducted 11 30 days and 21 hours before
ground disturbmg octi¥ities to document the contieued absence of burrowing owl
from the praject sites. The burro•Ni:ng o•.vl sur.•e~•s shall be 1,•alid for 1 year.

Section 6.3.3.2, Nesting Birds, has been revised as follows in response to Comment Letter A
received from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and Mitigation Measure B1O-6 has
been renumbered.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-§l-0 would reduce potential impacts to nesting
birds protected by the CFG Code and MBTA to less than significant.
BIO-~:

To the extent feasible, grubbing, trimming,
or clearing of vegetation from project sites shall not occur during the general bird
nesting season (January 15 through September 15). If grubbing, trimming, or
clearing of vegetation cannot feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting
season, a qualified biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting bird survey at
project sites with vegetation suppo1ting nesting birds. Nesting bird surveys shall
occur within +Ol_days before the start of vegetation clearing or grubbing to
detennine if active bird nests are present. If no active bird nests are identified on
the project sites or within a 300-foot buffer of the project sites, no further mitigation
is necessary. If active nests of bird species covered by the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act are detected on the project site dming the +01-day preconstruction survey,
construction activities should stay outside of a 300-foot buffer around the active
nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded to 500 feet. lt is recommended that
a biological monitor be present to delineate the boundaries of the buffer area and to
monitor the active nest to ensure that nesting behavior is not adversely affected by
the construction activity. Once the young have fledged, and a qualified biologist
has detennined the nest is inactive, normal construction activities can occur.

Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys.

Section 6.3.3.3, Construction Lighting, has been revised as follows, and Mitigation Measure BIOI I has been renumbered.

Construction is expected is occur primarily during the daylight hours. However, if night work
is needed near sensitive biological resources, implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O-1++
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shall be implemented at the project sites to reduce potential nighttime lighting impacts to
sensitive animal species to less than significant.
B1O-Z44:

Night Lighting. If temporary night lighting is necessary during constrnction adjacent

to sensitive vegetation communities, constrnction contractors shall ensure lights are
directed away from sensitive vegetation communities and shielded to minimize
temporary lighting of the surrounding habitat and should be of the lowest
illumination necessary for human safety.
Section 6.3 .4, Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources, bas been revised as follows, and Mitigation
Measures B10-12 and BI0-13 have been revised and renumbered.
In the event that state- or federally protected jwisdictional aquatic resources are identified
during implementation of Mitigation Measure BI0-1 , the Mitigation Measures B10-~H and
B10-.2_+:J. shall be implemented.
Aquatic Resources Delineation. If sensitive

BIO-~:

aquatic resources are identified on the
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a qualified
biologist shall conduct an aquatic resources delineation following the methods
outlined in the 1987 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual
and the Regional Supplement to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual: Arid West Region to map the extent of wetlands and nonwetland waters, determine jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts. The results of
the delineation shall be presented in an aquatic resources delineation report and
shall be incorporated into the California Environmental Quality Act documents
required for approval and permitting of the proposed project. The Aquatic
Resources Delineation Report shall be included as a component of the Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure B10-1).

BIO-~:

Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan

If the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects
would impact sensitive aquatic resources, permits and authorizations shall be
obtained from the U. S. Army Corps Engineers, California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, or Regional Water Quality Control Board. The regulatory agency
authorizations would include impact avoidance and minimization measures and
mitigation measures for unavoidable impacts. Specific avoidance, minimization,
and mitigation measures for impacts to jurisdictional resources shall be determined
through discussions with the regulatory agencies du1ing the proposed project

Consistency.
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permitting process and may include monetary contributions to a mitigation bank or
habitat creation, restoration, or enhancement.
In addition, consistent with the Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan and as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BI0-1), a
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be
prepared to identify mitigation that demonstrates equivalent or superior function
and value, including re-establishment, establishment, and/or permanent
conservation of aquatic resources, as feasible. The Determination of Biologically
Equivalent or Superior Preservation shall be included as a component of the
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure BI0-1).
Section 6.4, Level of Significance After Mitigation has been revised as follows.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1 thrnugh BIO 3, impacts to the sensitive
habitat vegetatioR oollliffilnity, non-native grassland, from implementation of the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be
reduced to a less than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1;?; through BIO-~&, impacts to sensitive
plant species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species by the CDFW or
USFWS from implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to a less than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-19 through BI0-1H-, direct and indirect
impacts to sensitive animal species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species
by the CDFW or USFWS from implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to a less
than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO- I , BIO-~H, and BI0-2_.g, impacts to state
or federally protected aquatic resources through direct removal, filling, hydrological
intenuption, or other means from implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to a less
than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1 through BI0-_2.g, impacts from conflicts
with the Western Riverside County MSHCP or other regional conservation plans would be less
than significant.
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With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-.2-H, direct and indirect
impacts to sensitive biological resources from implementation of the projects would be less
than significant.
Section 7, Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation, Subsection 7.1, Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive
Natural Community, has been revised as follows.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural communities is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A
significant cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a
substantial adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified
in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects,
including the 2018 R WMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent
with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of
Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County MS HCP and to provide mitigation for impacts
to riparian habitat and sensitive vegetation communities, as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as
with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside
County MSHCP regional conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 6.3.1, potentially
significant project-level impacts to non-native grassland habitat would be reduced to a less than
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 throt:tgh BlO 3. Therefore,
the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 7 .2, Sensitive Plant Species, has been revised as follows.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive plant species is the
area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact would
occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse impact on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP,
approved in the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 20202040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western
Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to sensitive plant species, as
appropriate. As analyzed in Section 6.3.2, potentially significant project-level impacts to
sensitive plant species would be reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-l± through BIO-2&. Since cumulative projects and the 2018 RWMP
would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional
conservation requirements, and project-specific mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce the project's impacts to sensitive plant species to below a level of significance, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 7.3, Sensitive Animal Species, has been revised as follows.
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The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive animal species is
the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse
impact on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the
2018 RWMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona
2020b) and the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to
sensitive animal species, as appropriate. The 2018 R WMP, as with other cumulative projects,
would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional
conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 6.3.3, potentially significant project-level
impacts to burrowing owl and nesting birds would be reduced to a less than significant level
with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-19 through BIO-1H. Therefore, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 7.4, Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources, has been revised as follows.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to jurisdictional aquatic
resources is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant
cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a
substantial adverse impact on a state or federally protected wetland through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP,
approved within the City' s jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona
2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the
Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to jurisdictional
aquatic resources, as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would
be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation
requirements, and implement project-specific mitigation measures to reduce significant
impacts. As analyzed in Section 6.3.4, potentially significant project-level impacts to
jurisdictional aquatic resources would be reduced to a less than significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1, BIO-li~, and BIO-.2.H. Therefore, the
project' s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 7.6, Local Policies and Ordinances, has been revised as follows.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to local policies and ordinances
is the City. A significant cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative
projects would conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP,
approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona
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2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b), and the
Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for conflicts with local policies
and ordinances, as appropriate. As analyzed in Section 6.1 .6, with implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BIO-2g, the 2018 RWMP would have a less than
significant impact from conflicts with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as tree preservation policy or ordinance. Therefore, the project' s contribution
would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 7.7, Regional Conservation Planning, has been revised as follows.
The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed
Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements and provide mitigation
for significant impacts, as appropriate. Consistency with regional conservation plans and
mitigation measures, as appropriate, must be demonstrated in order for the project and other
cumulative projects to be approved. Mitigation Measures B1O-1 through BIO-2.g would
reduce project-level direct and indirect impacts on sensitive plants and animals, nesting birds,
sensitive vegetation communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources. Implementation of
these mitigation measures would reduce project-level impacts and ensure the project would
not contribute to cumulatively significant impacts from conflicts with regional conservation
planning. The project would comply with the Western Riverside County MSHCP and would
not contribute to loss of sensitive vegetation communities or sensitive species. Therefore, the
project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
Section 8, References, the following reference has been added.
WRCRWA (Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority).2010. Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project
Environmental Impact Report. August.
Appendix D, Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources Technical Report

Section 6.3 , Archaeological Resources Impact analysis, has been revised as follows.
Based on the cultural resource sensitivity analysis much of the RWMP Project area has been
identified as having a moderate to high sensitivity for cultural resources. Sensitivity is based
on previously recorded archaeological findings and has not included ethno-historic or ethnobotanic research to further identify traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. The
record search conducted for the City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources
Technical Report identified 96 previously recorded cultural resources are located within the
RWMP Project area, 30 of which are included as built environment resources, discussed above
(SWCA 2018). Thirteen of the resources are within 100 feet of a Project Component and an
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additional three of the resources are intersected by a Project Component (Table 6, below and
Confidential Appendix C).
Section 7.2.2, Mitigation Measure CULT-2: Project Specific Archaeological Survey, has been
revised as follows.
Each Project Component should be reviewed by the City to detennine if a site-specific
archaeological survey should be conducted. Site specific archaeological surveys should be
conducted for Project Components which are located in areas that have not been previously
developed, that will impact land with visible ground surface, and/or projects which may impact
built environment resources that meet the age threshold for eligibility. A Native American
monitor shall be on site during the site-specific archaeological surveys.
If cultural resources are identified during the site-specific archaeological survey then
evaluation of the resources to the CRHR and the Corona Register should be conducted in
conjunction with the Native American monitor to determine if the resource is significant under
CEQA, and would be adversely impacted by the project. A Native American monitor from a
culturally affiliated Tribe should be present during any archaeological excavations involving
prehistoric cultural resources. If no significant resources are found, and site conditions are such
that there is no potential for further discoveries, then no further action is required. Resources
found to be non-significant as a result of a survey and/or evaluation will require no further
work beyond documentation of the resources on the appropriate Depa1tment of Parks and
Recreation (DPR) site forms and inclusion of results in a technical report.
If significant resources are present, consulting tribes or bands should be notified and consulted
with on treatment. Then a Avoidance, preservation in place, or a data recovery program is
recommended. The data recovery program is subject to the provisions as outlined in CEQA,
Section 21083.2. The data recovery program should be conducted in accordance with the
Office of Historic Preservation's Archaeological Resource Management Reports (ARMR):
Recommended Contents and Format (1990) and Guidelines for Archaeological Research
Designs (1991). The data recovery program must be reviewed and approved by the City

Section 7.2.3, Mitigation Measure CULT-3: Archaeological and Native American Monitoring
Program, has been revised as follows.
Because there is always a potential for encountering cultural and tribal cultural resources
during excavation, the creation of an archaeological and Native American monitoring program
is recommended for projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that would
conduct new ground disturbance in areas identified as moderate or high sensitivity for cultural
resources, for project components that are within 100 feet of previously recorded
archaeological resources, and for those projects where tribal consultation has identified
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traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. Prior to the commencement of grounddisturbing activities below the road base, the City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall
enter into an agreement with the consulting tribes or bands for Native American monitors. Toe
Native American monitor shall be approved by the Gabrielefio Band of Mission Indians-Kizh
Nation, Soboba Band ofLuisefio Indians, and Rincon Band ofLuisefio Indians-the tribes that
consulted on the project pw-suant to Assembly Bill 52 (consulting tribes or bands). A copy of
the executed contract shall be submitted to the City of Corona prior to the issuance of any
permit necessary to start a ground-disturbing activity.
The Native American monitor shall be on site dw-ing all initial ground-disturbing activities and
excavation of each portion of the project site, including clearing, grubbing, tree removals,
grading, and trenching. Monitoring will not take place within the impo1ted fill soils in the road
base and for potholing above known utility lines. In conjunction with the archaeological monitor,
the Native American monitor shall have the authority to temporarily divert, redirect, or halt the
ground-disturbing activities to allow identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of cultural
resow-ces. The on-site monitoring shall end when all ground-disturbing activities on the project
site are completed or when the tribal representatives and Native American monitor have
indicated that all upcoming ground-disturbing activities on the project site have little to no
potential for impacting cultural or tribal cultural resow-ces. Upon discovery of any tribal cultural
resources, construction activities shall cease in the :immediate vicinity of the find (not less than
the surrounding 100 feet) until the find can be assessed. All tribal cultural resources unearthed
by project activities shall be evaluated by the qualified archaeologist and Native American
monitor approved by the consulting ttibe or band. If the resources are Native American in origin,
the consulting tribe or band shall retain it/them in the form and/or manner the consulting tribe or
band deems appropriate for educational, cultural, and/or historic purposes.

If a non-Native American resource is detennined by the qualified archaeologist to constitute a
"historical resource" or "unique archaeological resource," time allotment and funding sufficient
to allow for implementation of avoidance measures or appropriate mitigation must be available.
The treatment plan established for the resources shall be in accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15064.S(f), for historical resources and
California Public Resources Code, Sections 21083. 2(b), for unique archaeological resources.
Preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment. If preservation in
place is not feasible, treatment may include implementation of archaeological data recovery
excavations to remove the resource along with subsequent laboratory processing and analysis.
Any historic archaeological material that is not Native American in origin shall be curated at a
public, non-profit institution with a research interest in the materials, such as the Natural
History Museum of Los Angeles County or the Fowler Museum, if such an institution agrees
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to accept the material. If no institution accepts the historic archaeological material, it shall be
offered to a local school or historical society in the area for educational purposes.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall obtain a fully executed agreement{s) with
the consulting tribes or bands to ensure compliance with this mitigation measure. This
agreement shall not modify any condition of approval or mitigation measure.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the consulting tribes or bands shall develop
an Archaeological Monitoring Plan to address details, timing, and responsibilities of all
archaeological activities that will occur on the project site when it is determined by either the
City of Corona, Public Works Department, or the consulting tribes or bands to be necessary.
The Archaeological Monitoring Plan shall include the following:

l

The development of a schedule in coordination with the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, the project archaeologist, and the consulting tribes or bands for Native
American and archaeological monitoring during ground-disturbing activities on the
site, including the scheduling, safety requirements, duties, scope of work, and Native
American monitor's authority to stop and redirect grading activities in coordination
with all project archaeologists.
2. The protocols and stipulations that the City of Corona, Public Works Department, the
consulting tribes or bands, and project archaeologist would follow in the event of
inadve11ent cultural resources discoveries, including any newly discovered cultural
resource deposits that shall be subject to a cultural resource evaluation. Such
procedures include the following:
~

The archaeologist or Native American monitor may halt ground-disturbing
activities if archaeological artifact deposits or cultural features are discovered. In
general, ground-disturbing activities shall be directed away from these deposits for
a short time to allow for identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of cultural
resources by the archaeologist and the Native American monitor. Grounddisturbing activities shall not resume until the archaeologist, in consultation with
the Native American monitor and the City of Corona, deems the cultural resource
or feature has been appropriately documented and protected.
b. All discovered resources shall be temporarily curated in a secure location on site or
at the offices of the project archaeologist. The removal of any artifacts from the
project site will need to be thoroughly inventoried with Native American monitor
oversight of the process.
c. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish ownership of all
cultural resources, including sacred items, burial goods, and all archaeological
artifacts and non-human remains, as part of the required mitigation for impacts to
cultural resources. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish
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the artifacts through one or more of the following methods and provide the
consulting tribes or bands with evidence of the same:
1.
Accommodate the process for on-site reburial of the discovered items with the
consulting tribes or bands. This shall include measures and provisions to protect
the future reburial area from any future impacts. Reburial shall not occur until
all cataloging and basic recordation have been completed.
11. A curation agreement with an appropriate qualified repository within Riverside
County that meets federal standards per Title 36, Part 79, of the Code of Federal
Regulations and, therefore, would be professionally curated and made available
to other archaeologists/researchers for further study. The collections and
associated records shall be transfen-ed, including title, to an appropriate curation
facility in Riverside County to be accompanied by payment of the fees
necessary for permanent curation.
iii. If more than one Native American tribe or band is involved with the project and
cannot come to a consensus on the disposition of cultural materials. the cultural
materials shall be curated at the Western Science Center.
d. At the completion of grading, excavation, and ground-disturbing activities on the site,
a Phase IV Monitoring Report shall be submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, documenting monitoring activities conducted by the project archaeologist
and Native American monitor within 60 days of completion of grading. This report
shall document the impacts to the known resources on the property; describe how each
mitigation measure was fulfilled; document the type of cultural resources recovered
and the disposition of such resources; provide evidence of the required cultural
sensitivity training for the construction staff held during the required pre-grade
meeting; and in a confidential appendix, include the daily/weekly monitoring notes
from the archaeologist. All reports produced will be submitted to the consulting tribes
or bands, Eastern Information Center, and interested tribes or bands.
As there is alv,rays a potential for encountering cultural res01.irees during exca11ation, therefore
the creation of an archaeological and ~~atii.•e American monitoring progrffi'R is recommended
for Project Components 1Nhich v,rill conduct new grmmd disturbance m a-Feas identified as
ffloderate or high sensitiYity for c\:lltural resm:lfces and for Project Cofflponents that a-Fe located
-.vitmn 100 ft of pre1,1iously recorded archaeological resoUrces. The archaeological aad Native
American fflonitoring program shall consist of the full time presence of a qualified
archaeologist and traditioaally and culturally affiliated Native Ameriean monitor during new
ground clisturbmg activities. Ne•N ground disturbanee can include new treaching, or expandmg
previously exca\1ated trenohes, gradiRg, and vegetation removal. The archaeological and
Native American monitoring program should include the following:
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1. The requireffieflt for the archaeological and 1'foti1re American moflitoring to be noted
on applicable coB-Structioa documeats, includiag plaas;
2. The archaeologist and NatiYe American moflitor should attend the preconstruction
meetiag Nith the coatractor andJor the Cit)•;
1

3. The archaeologist shall R1ai.ntain ongoing collabora&.•e consultation with the }Jative
American Monitor during all groood disturbing or altering actiYities, as idootified abo,•e;
4. The archaeologist aHdJor NatiYe .American Monitor may halt ground disturbing
activities if archaeological artifact deposits or cultural features a.re disco,'ered. IA
geaeral, grouad disturbing activities shall be directed a,,,ay from these deposits for a
short time to allov,' a detefffiinatioa ofpoteatial sigB:ificaace, the subject ofv,rhich shall
be aetennined by the archaeologist aHa the 1'iative American Monitor. Ground
disturbing actiYities shall aot resume until the archaeologist, m consultation with the
NatiYe American Monitor and the City, deems the cultural resource or feat.:l:lre has been
aJJpropriately docHftlented aB:d/ or protected;
5. Archaeological isolates and eon significant materials will be minimally docl:lmeated in
the field aad grouad disturbance will be allowed to resume;
6. The a,,oidance aAd protection of disco1,•ered unlmo\\'R and significant cl:lltural resources

and1or unique archaeological resol:lrces is tl=te preferable mitigation for the proposed
project. If a1,•oidance is not feasible, a Data Recovel)' Plan may be authorized by the
City as the Lead ,<\gency under CEQA; and
7. Prior to tl=te release of any Bonds associated witl=t the constructioe of the Project
Componeats a Monitoring Report and1or E1,1ahlation Report, which descriees the
resl:llts, aB:alysis aad conclHsions of tl=te archaeological and }iative American
monitoring program (such as, eut not limited to, a Data RecoYel)' Program) shall be
submitted ey the archaeologist, along 1Nith the Nati\'e American Jflortitor' s rtotes and
commeats, to the City for approval.
Section 7 .2.4, Mitigation Measure CULT-4: Identification and Treatment of Human Remains, has
been revised as follows.

In the event that human remains, or possible human remains, and/or grave goods are
encountered during any work associated with the projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan, ground disturbance within 100 feet of the remains shall immediately halt.
The project proponent shall then immediately inform the Riverside County Coroner and the
City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the County Coroner shall be permitted to
examine the remains as required by California Health and Safety Code, Section 7050.5(b).
Section 7050.5 requires that excavation be stopped in the vicinity of discovered human remains
until the County Coroner can determine whether the remains are those of a Native American.
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If human remains are determined to be of Native American origin, the applicant shall comply
with the state relating to the disposition of Native American burials that fall within the

jurisdiction of the California Native American Heritage Commission (California Public
Resources Code, Section 5097). The County Coroner shall contact the California Native
American Heritage Commission to determine the most likely descendant. The most likely
descendant shall complete their inspection and make recommendations or preferences for
treatment within 48 hours of being granted access to the site. The disposition of the remains
shall be overseen by the most likely descendant to determine the most appropriate means of
treating the human remains and any associated grave artifacts. The specific locations of Native
American burials and reburials will be proprietary and not disclosed to the general public. The
County Coroner will notify the California Native American Heritage Commission in
accordance with California Public Resomces Code, Section 5097.98. According to California
Health and Safety Code, six or more human burials at one location constitute a cemete1y
(Section 8100), and disturbance of Native American cemeteries is a felony (Section 7052) as
determined in consultation between the project proponent and the most likely descendant.

In the eveat that hum:an remains or possible humae remains are eneounteree dur..ng aay worlc
assoeiated 1Nith the R4VMP all grnl:lild disNraaaee withiH 25 ft of the remains shall halt aad
CEQA Guieelines 8eetion 15064.5, suadivision (e), Califomi:a Pualie Resouree Code 8ectioa
5097.98, aad Califomi:a Health and Safety Code §7050.5 should be follmved. lfNatii.·e American
remains are disco¥ered, the remains shall ae kept in sit1,t (in plaoe), or in a seoure looatioe, as
appro·,·ed ay the Native A•.rneriean monitor until the repatriatioa process can ae eompleted.
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Responses to Comments
Section I 5088 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines requires the lead
agency (i.e., City of Corona [City]) to evaluate comments on environmental issues received from
public agencies and interested parties that reviewed the Draft Program Environmental Impact
Report (PEIR) for the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP) and to prepare
written responses.
This section provides all written comments received on the Draft PEIR and the City's responses to
each comment. Comment letters and specific comments are given letters and numbers for reference.
Where sections of the Draft PEIR are excerpted in this document, the sections are indented. Changes
to Draft PEIR text are shown in underlined text for additions and strikeout for deletions.
The following is a list of agencies and interested parties that submitted comments on the Draft
PEIR during the public review period.
Table RTC-1. Comment Letters Received
Comment Letter Number

Commenter

Date of Comment Letter

A

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

November 2, 2020

B

Orange County Water District

October 30, 2020

Pursuant to the California Public Resources Code, Section 21092.5, and CEQA Guidelines,
Section l 5088(b), the City provided each public agency that commented on the Draft PEIR a copy
of the City's response to those comments at least 10 days before certifying the Final PEIR.
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Comment Letter A: California Department of Fish and Wildlife, November 2, 2020
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The City of Corona (City) appreciates the California
Department offish and Wildlife's (CDFW) participation in the
review of the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
(PEIR) for the proposed 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan
(project or 2018 RWMP), This comment is an introductory
comment and summarizes the CDFW' s role pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the project
description. This comment does not raise a significant
environmental issue regarding the adequacy or accuracy of
infonnation provided in the Draft PEIR. Therefore, no further
response is required.
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This comment suggests revisions to the preconstruction nesting
bird survey mitigation measure in Draft PEJR Section 3.4,
Biological Resources, Mitigation Measure 810-9, and
Biological Resources Technical Report (BRTR) Section 6.3 ,
Mitigation Measure BIO- I 0. As a result of other Final J>EIR
revisions, Draft PEIR Mitigation Measure B1O-9 (BRTR
Mitigation Measure BIO- I 0) has been renumbered to Mitigation
Measure 810-6 (BRTR Mitigation Measure 810-6). The Draft
PEIR is a program-level document, and the Final PEIR
Mitigation Measure B1O-6 (BRTR Mitigation Measure 810-6)
is consistent ,ivith the City's Final EIR for the Corona General
Plan Technical Update Mitigation Measure BIO-7 (City of
Corona 2020). In fact, Final PEIR Mitigation Measure B1O-6
(BRTR Mitigation Measure 810-6) requires preconstruction
nesting bird surveys if construction is planned to begin during
the general nesting bird season from January 15 through
September 15, which covers a greater time period than the City's
Final El R for the Corona General Plan Technical Update period
of February I through August 31. To be fully consistent with the
City's Final EIR for the Corona G eneral Plan Technical Update
Mitigation Measure B1O-7, the period in which general nesting
bird surveys would be conducted before construction as required
in Final PElR Mitigation Measure 810-6 (BRTR Mitigation
Measure B1O-6) has been revised from IO days to 7 days. Draft
PElR Mitigation Measure B1O-9 (BRTR Mitigation Measure
B1O-10), renumbered to Final PEIR Mitigation Measure B1O-6
(BRTR Mitigation Measure B1O-6), has been revised to state
the following:
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biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting bird
survey at project sites with vegetation supporting nesting
birds. Nesting bird surveys shall occur within .lQ 1 days
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day preconstruclion survey, construction activities should
stay outside o f a 300-foot buffer around the active nest. For
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raptor species, this buffer is expanded to 500 feet. It is
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yo ung have fledged, and a qualified biologist has
detennined the nest is inactive, nonnal construction
activities can occur.
The Draft PETR is consistent with the City's Final EIR for the
Corona General Plan Technical Update and adequately addresses
the potential impacts to nesting birds. Therefore, no additional
changes to the Draft PEI R are required.
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lnis comment states the CDFW's concern regarding the lack of
consistency in vegetation community classifications and mapping
between the Draft PEIR and the Western Riverside County
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan and Natural
Community Conservation Plan (MSHCP/NCCP) and the City's
ability to identify and mitigate losses of habitat consistent with the
Western Riverside County MSHCP/NCCP given the
inconsistencies in vegetation mapping. ll1e City notes this
comment. Draft PEIR Mitigation Measure BIO-I (BRTR
Mitigation Measure BIO- I) was clarified in response to the
CDFW's comments and following consultation with the Western
Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority . Draft PEIR
Mitigation Measure BIO-1 was renamed and refined to more
accurately describe the Western Riverside County MSHCP
Consistency Analysis Report process and components. Mitigation
Measure BI0-1 includes requirements for identifying the presence
of sensitive plant and animal species, including bwmwing owl
(Athene cunicula,ia), and potential sensitive habitats. It was
detennined that Mitigation Measure BIO- 1 would mitigate for
potential impacts to sensitive plant species, sensitive habitats, and
burrowing owl. Separate mitigation measures were previously
included to address potential impacts to sensitive plant species
(previous Mitigation Measure BIO-I), sensitive habitat (previous
Mitigation Measures BIO-2 and 810-3), and burrowing owl
(previous Mitigation Measure B1O-8). Consistent with CEQA
Guidelines, Section 15088.S(b), and following consultation with
the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority,
these separate mitigation measures were detennined not to be
necessaiy because they are included in the requirements of
Mitigation Measure B1O-1 and, therefore, have been removed.
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These mitigation refinements resulted in removing previous standalone Mitigation Measures BJO-2, BIO-3, BIO-8, and BIO-I I;
renaming

and refining

Mitigation

Measure

BIO-I;

and

renumbering the remaining mitigation measures. The following
revisions were made to Draft PEIR Mitigation Measures BIO-I
through BIO-I I:
Survey Requirements

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-I, Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report, would

feEj\Hft! include identification of sensitive plant species and
potential surveys for projects including the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline prajest sites. If sensitive plant species are identified on
the pro ject site during implementation of Mitigation Measure
BIO-I, potential impacts shall be documented consistent with
the MS HCP requirements, including conservation easements for
avoidance areas and preparation of a Determination of
Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for
proposed mitigation measures.
BI0-1 : Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis R eport SeRsitiYe PlaRt
Spesies S111veys_ For projects proposed in the City of
Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan on

undeveloped land, including the Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline, a Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report sitespecific biological resources survey shall be completed
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during the project design phase. The Consistency
Analysis Report shall be prepared for each project to
demonstrate consistency with the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation Structure
and shall include project-level existing conditions
documentation consisting of vegetation mapping and
identification of sensitive habitats (non-native
grassland, riparian and riverine areas, and vernal
pools), plants, and animals (including burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia)) on the project site.
TI1e Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the
basis for detennining if a project is subject to a Joint
Project Review and is required to complete a Joint
Project Review Application. The Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis
Report template and requirements can be accessed on
the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation
Authority Document Library : https://www.wrcrca.org/document-library/ . The Western Riverside
County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Perrnittee Implementatio n Guidance Manual /2007}
shall also be reviewed and fo llowed to ensure project
consistency with the Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan requirements.

If oRe or fflere seRSiti\ e pleat speeies has the peleRtial
to oeo1tr OR the Wes1em Ri•·ersiee Co1mty Regioeel
Wastewater Authority Row CoAlfol lmpre"emeBls,
P,omeneee PipeliAe, aee Researoh Pipeliee pffl:ieet
siles, fuet1sed speeies Sllf\'B)'S shall Ile eondt1eted llefure
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08RSlruOti0R 18 deteffllif!O the jlFOSOROO aRd aeseROO of
these Gjleeies 10 adequatel)' e•,·aluete jlBleRtiel diFeet BF
iRdiFOBI impeets 18 these SjlOOies.
SeRSiti•,•e pleRt sjleoies sup,·e)'S sliall Ile eenelueteel B)' e
queli fied eielegist FeteiRed B)' the City of CoFeRfl
duriRg the fljljlropriete seasoa to deteet the speeies es
jlBFI of the jlFejeel desiga jlbase. SttF O) s shall Ile
Aoristie ia aature 8fld iRelude lists of the jl1Blll5
ideatifieel iR the suF 1 e)1 aFea. SuF'e)'S shall Ile
eonelueted on feet, eraple)·ing a le,·el efeffeFI suffieient
to jlFo•,oide oOffljlFehensi"'e oo,·erage. The leoalioRS and
jlFO . aleRoe (estiffiilteel to tel RUfflbers and jlOFeeRt 00•10F,
as ajljllioeele) ofsensiti,·e JllflRts shell Ile reoordeel. Tlie
sensiti,·e 13len1 Sfleeies sup, O)'S shall Ile ,·alid fer 3 ) ears.
If site s13eoifi0 SUP.'O)'S ere net requi,ed beeause e
sttF,"O)' was eonelueted v·ithin the last 3 yellf!I, imflaet
assessffleRt Bild miR.iffl.ti!ation llf!d fflitigatieR
requiFeffleRts shell be eeseEI en !lie mast reoent
aveilable suFVO)'. These requirements shall also ineluele
an enal)·sis of the 13oten1ial fer sensiti ,·e jllllf!t s13eeies lo
eee11r en site easeel on eKistiag site eoeelitions anel shall
Ile sensistent with the RIOS! resent U.S. Fish Bf!el
WilEllife SeP·ioe e11el Califefflifl Dejl&Ftnient of Fish Bf!el
\1/ilellife suF'O)' JlFOtoools.

If sensitive jlleRt SJleeies are ebsep.•ea, tlw~• shall
be a,·oiaed if JlOSsible. If SJleoies oannet be
a,·oided, imJlaGts shall be mitiga!ed thre\lgh
eenser,·atien ef habitat that Sl:lf'Jlefts the imJlaGted
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speeies iR aeeaFeaRee witll MitigatieR Measl!F@S

BIO 2 aRe 810 3.
Habitat Mitigation Requirements

Permanent Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied
habitat for sensitive plant or animal species during preparation
of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation
Measure BI0-1}, potential impacts shall be documented
consistent with tJ1e MSHCP requirements, including projectlevel vegetation mapping, adherence to narro w endemic plant
species protection policies, conservation easements for
avoidance areas, and preparation of a Determination of
Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for
proposed mitigation measures. lmplemen101iee ef MitigolieR
Meos11Fe 810 2, a 1fl:itigotiee ra1ie of Q.5:1 , wellld be opi:ilied
sigaitteBBI HllflB0!5 to sensiti,·e , ege!Btiee
eemffn1eities to less tllee sigeittellfll. Mitigo1iee Meas11Fe 810
2 v,'Bllld Fed11ee i:iefff!OReet impeo1s 10 eoe eeli,·e gFassloed ta
a less thee sigeitteeet le,·el.

le Fedllee peltlll!ielly

810 2: Permanent lmpaGts te Nan Nati'IB Grassland.
PeRJ1llllen1 impee!S te seesiti ,'e eee eati,·e gFasslond

shall be FAiligated lhFollgh the pF0S0F\'ation of habitat,
habitat eFeeliea, BF eftheeeeFAeet, er eeFAbinatioe
1hereef, iB tl!e Giry efGeFBRo er effsite thf011gh heilitel
IIOEjlliSilieR 8ftd pFOS0F\'81't8A 8FpllF0hB:Se oferodits H'efA
ea appre,•ed eeasef\'aliee baelt. Mitiga1iee fer impaels
le eee eeti,·e gFBsSIBBd shall Ile in ki11d llsieg ne1i,·e
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gFassos. llermaneRI iffif)BSIS 10 sensili,•e ROH Aeli"B
gFassleml sliell be miligetee et o ftllio of(:U: I.
I-or OR site ffliligelioR, e el!!Bilee Hiligalion PlaH shell Ile
flFtlfll!FOB ilelore tho slaf! ofeof!Sm;elien (Rel Bflfllieoille le
fflitigatien me! !F.fflugll lhe fllmlhese ef ereeils B'Offi Elf!
Bflfll8"ee wetlOAe fflilcigatien llBRk). The Hiligatioe 12111A
sliall ifleh1ee et a fflieit11llffl !he flFBflOS!l8 loeatioe ef tlle
mitigo!ioR areas, silo JlfCjlllfB!iOR, a fllBAI flele!!e,
iRslallarien fll8S0811R!S, sussess SRIORB; ff!ASiRg EIRS
sigflage, 111eni10fi11g re(Juiiements, BRB etller Ele1ails efthe
l!allilot roS1era1ioR efloFt BAS shllll be flFOfJl!feEI 13~· a
~uolieeEI eielegist.
Temporary Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied
habitat for sensitive plant or animal species during preparation
of the Western Riverside Countv MSHCP Consistency
Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-I), potential
impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping,
adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies,
conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation
of a Detennination of Biological Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures. With
imf)lemenlolioR of MiligelieR P4easure BIO 3, temiiorBf)'

imf)BBIS le RBR Aeli"O grasslaRe woule Ile rosteroe in fl lBee or
else .. laere ea Ille 13rejest sile et e 1Ritigetioe retie ef I: I, es
Elesefibee in MiligelioA Measure BIO 3. P4itigotieR Measure
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810 3 V, Bitle f081lBe IB1ftj!0FIIF)' ifftj!IIB!S 18 nan neti /il
grasslane.10 a less lhan sigRiaeBflt le,·el.
810 3; TempeFary Impacts te Nen Nali¥e GFassland.

Temj!OFElf)' HIIJ!IIBls 10 sen n111i,·e gresslll!ld shell Ile
FesleFea in J!laee eF else ,,·heFe OR the Jl•ejeel sile at a I: I
FBj!laeeffiBBI Fatie usittg BBti•,·e grass Sj!eeies.
A l«wege10tiee Pll¼l! shall Ile J!FBJ!llff!B. The Reueget,alien
Pll¼ll shall inel11ae site JlFeJ!l!A!tien speeifieatieRS, 11 J!IBRI
J!alelle, ins111ll11tien Jlreeedlffes, de-.•el0J!ment ef
Fease111HJle sueeess eFiteria, aJ!JlFBJ!Fiate mollileFing 11!18
FBJleffing Jlroleeels, UBJlleftleRlatiee tilBelines, 11!18
eentiegene:,· measuFes in the e,·eet of Festeratio11 feill!fe.
The Ciiy of Corona shall JlfO•,eiae g11ieanee for ane
o,·ersiglu 0ftl1e R~,·egetetien Plan ar.e ifflj!lemenlalien.
In the e;•en1 that nan neli•.·e grasslane ,·egeteiion
BBflflot Ile ,esteree in Jlleee er elsewhere 011 the Jlrejeet
site 11¥1,er eonstraetiee, 1hese frnpeets w01de Ile
eensiaeFe0 JlBffRltllBRI, aea Mitigation Measi,re 810
2 we11la Ile ifflJllemeetea.
Construction

Plant Species Prevention. During
construction of the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects,
the following measures shall be implemented to
minimize the spread of invasive plant species:

B10-i4:lnvasive
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•

Construction equipment shall be cleaned before
coming to the project sites.

•

Weed -free straw wattles shall be used for
erosion control.

BIO•;!li:Flagging and Fencing. If sensitive biological

resources are identified on or adjacent to the Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline project sites. the construction limits
shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and
nagged on the project site to ensure impacts to sensitive
biological resources are avoided or minimized to the
extent feasible. Before implementing construction
activities. a qualified biologist shall verify that the
nagging clearly delineates the construction limits and
sensitive resources to be avo ided .
B10~:Contractor Training Program. If sensitive biological

resources are known to occur on or adjacent to the
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater
Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline. and Research Pipeline project sites, a project•
specific contractor training program shall be developed
and implemented to educate project contractors on the
sensitive biological resources on and adjacent to the
project sites and measures bemg implemented to avoid
or minimize impacts to these species. A qualified
biologist shall develop and implement the contractor
training program.
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BIO-~: Biological Monitor. If sensitive biological resources

are present on or adjacent to the Western Riveraide
County Regional Wastewater Autho1ity Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites and impacts may occur from
implementation of construction activities, a qualified
biological monitor may be required during all or a
portion of the construction activities to ensure impacts
to the sensitive biological resources are avoided or
minimized to the extent feasible. The specific
biological monitoring requirements shall be evaluated
on a project-by-project basis. The qualified bio logical
monitor shall be approved by the City of Corona based
on applicable experience with the sensitive biological
resources that may be impacted.

Bu"owing Owl
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-JK Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis
Report, would require burrowing owl habitat analysis and
potential focused eleaffmee surveys on the WRCRW A Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites to reduce potential impacts to burrowing
owl to less than significant. If burrowing owl is identified on the
project site during implementation of Mitigation Measure BIOi, potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the
MS HCP requirements, including preparation ofa Determination
of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report to
ensure that an appropriate mitigation strategy would be
implemented, preparation of a Burrowing Owl Protection and
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Relocation Plan, and coordination with the Western Riverside
County Regional Conservation Authority and CDFW prior to
implementation of proposed mitigation measures.
810-B· BumiwiRg Owl Surveys. A ellff01. ieg

01 l eleQfllflee
s,m e) shall Ile eanE11teleEi eefofe Bfl)' gro1mEI ElisQe1141ing
aeti,·ities m aeeeftlBRee with lhe California Depan1fleet
ef Fish BREI Wih!life 2Ql2 Staff Repeft ae B11rrowieg
Owl Hi1iga1ian. Twa flFeeeestnteliae eleaFBRee SliPi'e)'S
sllall Ile sanE111s1eEI 14 3Q EiB)'S aeEi 24 haW'S eefere
graliAEi Eiislllf8i:Rg aeli"'ilies 18 Eiae111Hent tile ean1ifmecl
aesenee ef ellffOwieg e•., I ffem the flR:ljBBI sites. The
1!1trro·1 uig 01,'1 Sijp'eys shall Ile valicl fer I year.

Nesting Birds

B10-§9: Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys. To the extent

feasible. grubbing. trimming, or clearing of vegetation
from project sites shall aot occur during the general bird
nesting season (January 15 through September 15). If
grubbing, trimming, or clearing of vegetation cannot
feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting season.
a qual itied biologist shall perform a preconstruction
nesting bird survey at project sites with vegetation
supporting nesting birds. Nesting bird surveys shall occur
within +OLdays before the start of vegetation clearing or
grubbing to determine if active bird nests are present If no
active bird nests are identified on the project sites or within
a 300-foot buffer of the project sites. no further mitigation
is necessary. If active nests of bird species covered by the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act are detected on the project site
during the -l-01-day preconstruction survey, construction
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activities should stay outside of a 300-foot buffer around
the active nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded
to 500 feet. It is recommended that a biological monitor
be present to delineate the boundaries of the buffer area
and to monitor the active nest to ensure that nesting
behavior is not adversely affected by the construction
activity. Once the young have fledged, and a qualified
biologist has determined the aest is inactive, normal
construction activities can occur.
B10-!W: Night Lighting. If temporary night lighting is necessary

during construction adjacent to sensitive vegetation
communities, construction contractors shall ensure lights
are directed away from sensitive vegetation communities
and shielded to minimize temporary lighting of the
sunounding habitat and should be of the lowest
illumination necessary for human safety.
Temporary Impacts

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-I+ would reduce
temporary impacts to non-native grassland to less than significant

through the preparation ofan MSHCP Consistency Analysis Repon.
810 11: 8iologisal ResollfGes S11ivey/Mabitat AssessmeRt

!<or flrO:ieets flFOposeEI iB me 2018 Reelaimed Water Master
PIIHI en HnEle\•eleJJeEI IBflEI, iflehuling the Westera RivefSide
Go11ni,· Regional Was1e,..a1er A11!horii,· Flow Central
lmflrO\'emeRls, Promenade Pipeline, IHld Reseaffih PiJJoliRo,
a site Sfleei!ie eielegieal reseHroes s11r,·e)' shall ee
eeodHeteEI d11riflg the prajeet design phase. The eielegieal
res0HF0es sup·e) shall ee eend11etee! hy a quali!ied biologist
aod shell inelHde eHt net ee li!ftited to the fellowing:
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•

An E1Rel~·sis ef 1p;eileble li1e,et1ue enEI bielogieel
Eletebesos, stleh es Hie Gelifemie l>leam1l Dive,sity
Detebese, 10 Eletemiine sensiti"e bielogieel FesetlFOes
the! RO"O been FOflOAeEI histerieelly fFBFA the flFBflBSeEI
llre:ieet , ieinif?,.
A ,e,·iew ef euFFenl lend use enEI IEIREI ewneFShi13
wiYiie Ille flFB:ieel ..,e,ni!y.
NI esseSSFAeRt EIRB FAe13piAg ohege1e1ieA 00FAFAllRities
JlF8SOIH wilrufl Hie flFOflBSeEI flFojeet • ieiftity. If· ·ege111tien
ee!B-Hlunil)· FAeflJlH!g hes Rat been eemlueteEI en Yte site
ifl tile pre,·ieltS 3 ye0.f5, upEleteEI ,·egeta1ien mef313ing shell
Ile een1h1eteEI e~· e tJUelilieEI bielegist es pert ef Hie
13rejeet plllf"_"Hflg wul en·,<iFOnFAenlel re,·iew flFOBess.
\legetatien eeffiFR11Rities shell be 1neJl13eEI eeeeFElieg 10
the MBRuel efCelilomie Vegete1ien et ilie elliE1Ree le·,•el,
EIRB e eress·A elk table with Hellene! • egetatien
eeFA1J1llRities shall be flFO ,.iEled.
A geneFel essessFAent ef tile petenliel !or etj11etie
feseufees, meluEling wetlenEls one! ripariBR llebitels, 10
eeeur BA site.
An e, ehtatien ef flBtenliel leeel E1Rel F0gi0nel wilEllife
me•;eFAent eerrieleFS.
If ilie prejeet sites suppeA ,·ogetatien eeRlfftunities Yiet
rna~ JlFe,·iEle llebitet !or Jlhlllt er enilllel spee,es, e
fee1tSeEI lleeiwt essessme11t eenElueteEI by e tjl¼lllified
bielegist ta determine ilie petentieJ !or sensitive plEIRt er
enimel Sf)eeies 10 eeeuF en BF eeljaeent te tile prejeet siles.

The Fes111!s ef the biolegieal s11f\ ey slleJl be presented in e
bielegieel suf\'e)' lelteF repeA.
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A-4

This comment states the CDFW's recommendation that the
Draft PEIR vegetation identification and impacts be reevaluated using the Western Riverside County MSHCP/NCCP
and updated maps and analysis. The Final PEIR mitigatio n
measures have been clarified to address this comment. Please
refer to response to comment A-3, which addresses the same
issue raised in this comment.

A-5

1ltis comment states the CDFW' s concern regarding the
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mitigation ratios in Draft PEIR Mitigation Measures B10-2 and
B10-3 (BRTR Mitigation Measures B10-2 and B10-3) and
requests that the mitigation ratios be replaced with language
referencing the Western Riverside County MSHCP/NCCP
project review process when detennining appropriate mitigation.
The Final PEI R mitigation measures have been clarified to
address this comment. Please refer to response to comment A-3,
which addresses the same issue rrused in this comment.
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This comment states the CDFW's concern that the Draft PElR
only addresses direct impacts resulting from the construction of
infrastructure related to water transmission and system
perfonnance. The CDFW requests that other impacts, such as
water removal, redirection, or reallocating groundwater, be
analyzed for indirect and cumulative impacts to biological
resources. This comment recommends the inclusion of a
mitigation measure to address the change in wastewater use
from implementation of the project in the Draft PEIR.
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The City has an obligation to contribute effluent to the Santa
Ana River as part of an agreement for management of the Santa
Ana River. The City's annual discharge to the Santa Ana River
is established at 2.25 cubic feet per second (1,625 acrefeet). With implementation of the 2018 RWMP, the City' s use
of recycled water from the WRCRWA treatment plant will
remain the same. Therefore, implementation of the project
would not change the existing water discharge and wo uld not
result in the removal, redirection, or reallocation of
groundwater or wastewater. Because no change in wastewater
us e would occur from implementation of the project, no
mitigation to address the potential impact raised in this
comment is necessary, No further response is needed.
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This comment states the requirements o f the Lake and Streambed
Alteration Program. As described in Draft PEIR Section 3.4.4.4,
Mitigation Measures 810-12 (BRTR Mitigation Measure B1O12) and 810-13 (BRTR Mitigation Measure B1O-13) were
renumbered to Mitigation Measures B1O-8 (BRTR Mitigation
Measure 810-8) and 810-9 (BRTR Mitigation Measure B1O-9)
after revisions were made to the previous mitigation measures.
Additional language was added to clarify Final PEIR and BRTR
Mitigation Measures B1O-8 and 810-9 by including the
applicable requirements for jurisdictional aquatic resources
identification under Final PEIR Mitigation Measure BIO-I ,
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency
Analysis Report. For revisions to Draft PEIR Mitigation Measure
810-1 (BRTR Mitigation Measure BIO- I), please refer to
response to comment A-3. TI1e following revisions were made to
Draft PEIR Mitigation Measures B1O-12 (BRTR Mitigation
Measure B1O-12) and B1O-13 (BRTR Mitigation Measure B1O13), renumbered as Final PEIR Mitigation Measures 810-8
(BRTR Mitigation Measure B1O-8) and 810-9 (BRTR
Mitigation Measure 810-9):

~l'l'\»I "41'l bo~r, No,._.~ P!IR l'IOl'l~tl\• ,i, Jt,Und G !. b yflr aNt USUCP,
MCC? C..,• ,>rn.t ~KILb :a,s,oc.at,on u.,..,

of Cl\£1'1'1 ri.,; , net ,;.,..,u, cui. ci.11 "'01-0vn, ~ ••
CEOA.Coc,,dwi.~t

BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Delineation. If sensitive aquatic

resources are identified on the Western Riverside County
Regional
Wastewater
Authority
Flow
Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites, a qualified biologist shall conduct an aquatic
resources delineation follow ing the methods outlined in the
1987 U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation
Manual and the Regional Supplement to the U.S. Anny
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual : Arid

,-nl(t

"'C .. CPE
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West Region to map the extent of wetlands and non-wetland
water.;, detennine jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts.
The results of the delineation shall be presented in an
aquatic resources delineation report and shall be
incorporated into the Califorrtia Environmental Quality Act
documents required for approval and pennitting of the
proposed project. The Aquatic Resources Delineation
Report shall be included as a component of the Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis
Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-I).
BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency. If the Western

River.;ide County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline projects would impact sensitive aquatic resources,
permits and authorizations shall be obtained from the U.S.
Army Corps Engineers, California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, or Regional Water Quality Control Board. 1l1e
regulatory agency authorizations would include impact
avoidance and minimization measures and mitigation
measures for unavoidable impacts. Speci fie avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation measures for impacts to
jurisdictional resources shall be determined through
discussions witl1 the regulatory agencies during the proposed
project pennitting process and may include monetary
contributions to a mitigation bank or habitat creation,
restoration, or enhancement.
In addition, consistent with the Western River.;ide Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan and as a component of the
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Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency
Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure 810-1 ), a
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report shall be prepared to identify mitigation
that demonstrates equivalent or superior function and value,
including re-establishment, establishment and/or permanent
conservation of aquatic resources, as feasible. The
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report shall be included as a component of the
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency
Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-I\.
Notification and authorization of project impacts through the
CDFW's Lake and Streambed Alteration Program is included
in Final PEIR Mitigation Measure 810-9 ( BRTR Mitigation
Measure 810-9). This issue is adequately addressed in the
Draft PEIR, and no further response is needed.

A-8

T his is a closing comment and does not raise a significant
environmental issue regarding the adequacy or accuracy of the
infonnation provided in the Draft PEIR. Therefore, no further
response is required.

A-9

This comment is a list of the nine attachments provided by the
CDFW Each is described and addressed below .
The first five attachments include Figures I. 2, and 3a through
3c from the Draft PEIR. This comment does not raise a
significant environmental issue regarding the adequacy or
accuracy o f the information provided in the Draft PEIR.
Therefore, no further response is required.
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TI1e last four attachments are labeled Figure 4, Western
Riverside Multispecies Habitat Conservation Plan and Natural
Community Conservation Plan GJS Vegetation Community
Map; Figure 5a, Overall Comparison between the Draft PElR
and MSHCP/NCCP GlS Maps; Figure 5b, Comparison between
the Draft PEIR urban GIS layer and MSHCP/NCCP California
Annual Grassland Alliance GIS layer; and Figure 5c,
Comparison between the Draft PEIR non-native grassland GIS
layer and MSHCP/NCCP California willow scrub association
layer. While not specifically stated in the comment, these maps
appear to be included as references for comments A-3 and A-4.
Please refer to responses to comments A-3 and A-4, which
address the same issues raised by attached Figures 4 and 5a
through Sc.

References
City ofCorona. 2020, General Plan Technical Update: Final Environmental
Impact Report.
Holland, R.F. 1986. Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural
Communities of California. California Department of Fish and
Grune. October.
Holland, R.F. I 992. Update: Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial
Natural Communities ofCalifornia. California Department offish
and Game.
Riverside County. 2003. Western Riverside County Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan. Approved June 17.
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Comment Letter B: Orange County Water District, October 30, 2020
B-1

__

._ __

Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP). This comment is an
introductory comment and summarizes the Orange County Water

"""•IW••-

O.:10'JC' }O

The City of Corona (City) appreciates the Orange County Water
District' s participation in the review of the Draft Program
Environmental Impact Report (PELR) for the 2018 Reclaimed Water

District's role as a special district. This comment does not raise a
significant environmental issue regarding the adequacy or accuracy
of infonnation provided in the Draft PEIR Therefore, no further
response is required.
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The comment requests clarification that the Final PEI R
document is consistent with Wastewater Change Petition
WW0067 related to the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority (WRCRW A ) treatment plant and
Wastewater Change Petition WW0056 related to the City' s
water reclamation facilities (WRFs). The comment asks for

consistent with Wastewater Change Petition WW0067. Per
Wastewater Change Petition WW0056, the City' s annual
discharge to the Santa Ana River will remain at 2.25 cubic feet
per second ( 1,625 acre-feet).
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The Draft PEIR adequately addresses the potential impacts to
riparian vegetation in Section 3.4, Biological Resources,
because the discharge rates to the surface water tributary to the
Santa Ana River and Prado Basin will not change in a manner
inconsistent with Wastewater Change Petitions WW0067 and
WW0056, Therefore, no addition al changes to the Draft PEIR
are required.
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This comment states the contact information for the Orange
County Water District. This comment provides a conclusion to
the comment letter. This comment does not raise a significant
environmental issue regarding the adequacy or accuracy of
information provided in the Draft PEIR. Therefore, no further
response is required.

References
CalEPA and SWRCB (California Environmental Protection Agency
and State Water Resources Control Board). 2013. Wastewater
Petition WW0067, Order Approving Change in Place of Use,
Purpose o f Use, and Quality of Discharge. Prado Basm.
CalEPA and SWRCB. 20 16. Wastewater Petition WW0056. Order
Canceling Protest, Approving Change in Purpose of Use, Place
of Use, and Discharge Quantity. Prado Basin.
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X
Aquatic Resourcn P1tmltling and tktklple Sptelff Habitat C,ty
Coflurtltk>n PW! Conskttncy If the Wlttlem RNeniSt
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Coo,pl,t,d
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°"'

Compl,lod

1K1'1orizttJon.1snallbeob!anedrromh!US /WryCO"pS
Engineers Califoma()epamleolofFIShandW~He.ot
RegionalW11t.erOualityCon~Boeld Ther~agerq
IKlll'lotqao00$ woud ~ ~ woderu Md ll'W'frriu1tion
measures and mitigation measlhS lot llr8'1oi0able ~octs
Specific 1Yoidaru, rm,rim~on. and rnltigabOn measures b
impec:ts l o ~ resources shal be oe-termned ltmJgh
diswSStons Wllh lhe reg...lory &genc::,es 000.ng tf'le proposed
projodpem>illrlgp«,:os,and.,..,
c:onlrt:iutionsk> amiei,gationbaM c. ~tcre11ion, ,esf011t:oo,
or enhaocement
madcition, o::ir&Stentwilti O'le:WeswnRN~ ~ l e
Spo6es Hablta! ConseM!ibOn P\M and 8$ aoomponen\al' r-.e
Ml~ Spec:ie,:s: iffbtalC<X\sert11bonPw'I Consmeoq
A~s Repo,1 (Mi.lion Mer,is1J111 Bl0-1),e Oetemtnabonof
Bdoglc:aJy Eq..,Nalent rx ~ Pre:servabon Ropo,-1. shall be
~ IOideflt!ly m l ~ lhal demcmtralH eQl.l"i!lloni Of
supenor 11.s\Cbon and vah.ie. l'ICbfttg f&-&tabislvnent,
eslabhhrnen\, IIOd/otp,effl'lan&nl001'15«YlltlOoo(equabc
resGUCeS, as Jeasble The OetelTTll'labon ,J, BIOi~
Eqt,vale~ Of S ~ P11S11Vation Repo,1 sMlbe inc:tK>edas
I corrponer,I of lhe f.Utl)le Species Hm>ieat Con$UvJliori PIM
Coosol&"'Y _ , R..ort 11.1'9""" ,..._,, 810-1)

-"""""'Y

Cu!tur-' Rnot1Jt.H

CUL-I

Coosl:r\lCtic:wHulllad Vb1tion Coos:rudla1 plllrn b- l"l:Mi8
p,qects\1'111erlhl!l2018RICWTICld WnrMassPlwl~rdtde

c.,,

HlstoricRn011rcn
X

X

C>1y, C.,,,""""""Con-

• ~ltl4!1'(1mabyeq,.Jp1'8llbe~widwl40teel
of■ sna.n elgbier:Ylit.itedon N
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...........
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l

.......,_,.,...,_"' _ _ ea....da,

~andbe~tat,e~dQm--e P\bllCWcri:s

Oepstrrert for rwew bri::re l!f4)'tM!llo! hi cfes9,
F~ 6"\JdinS tllll !'eve- nolbeen ~evaulil!d, hi~
Engir,ee'li'ofo::JnUwrti ■cpitedAn:M!Janlt"3bw,,

-by"'C<y"Ca<re,1oard,d-,M1..eiondtle
,nict.n If lhe slru:Ue is dell!lmW'ed eigble a
ei;bla ot
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isOdn"'N5>orelR-"ii,t,i:""""·~Rof Hmcnc:al Raw-ass, C, ~ Register, s:ruc:tnl ....Ukn

.... be"""1.dedby•Pr.,f-Sou:tn1Enoi-1Di>m't
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Mltlgatlan Manltorlng ar,d Raponing Program for tha 2018 Reclaimed Water Maatar Plan
ll(ltigatJon Muni r- Ho.

.....,u,.
vbtatkln~. Penntr'lefl&iabirzalionrre.asisesshal!Jdbw
NSecreta,ydttelnterior's~fotttletcal"nenlollvs\orie

P,mn(,)toV,rtfy

Pi.Const.

Timl'\"ofYertflcatlon
OurfngConsL
Post-Const

Completed
lnlilall

Rnponslbl• P.1,ty

o...

COITIC)ltled

Pf(¥)erlles.ftiebukl:rg,are1~s!abitzedbl'IO~liorl
ol...,,.._riiMS,-remo,ed, 0-.Wldogs""'be
mttl'ea b t1111r~ cx:in6tion'Mlenf'leslllblll.ekn
rnon.nsar.rtrnoYed
ArchHolo;tcal Rnourus
C:Lt-2

Pn1Jtct-SpKif1e ArchaeologlC.lJ surw1. Projeds ldenlifie<I in
h 201!1 Reclaimed Water Master PIIWI 5hoiid be rMewed by
me Cltj of COf0(\8 to detennine f • 'lile-speafic archaeological
IUN9)' shoutd be cooducted Sile-spec:ificarcheedoglea!
surveys should be a:w'ldoc:led for rdividual projects klentffied ~
lhe 2018 Reclaimed Watef Mas:er Plan Iha\ are I'\ 111eas Iha!
hava r,ol been pra\liou* developed or WOIJd irwect land wilti
visbla ground surl&ee r.t PfO,eciS lhal may impact buih
environme,,t resouroes fl.al meet fie • ll'Veshold fo, et,gibiGt,'
A. Na!Ne American o,oniror shal be on sile 01.1""9 Slt.a•specifie
ercr.aeolog!,caiwrv8)'S.
NCU!tUtal resoorces are identified dUl'Wlg rte .site-specific
arc:haeological StJNey, tt,en eva~tion ofb resources lot lhe
Califooia Register o f ~ RasOtlfO!S al'ld the ComN,
Register should be cood\.ded in oonjUOdion w11h the Na!r\le
American mooilor lo det«mne if the rnctl'Ce is signdiamt
under lhe Cekfornia Envlroomenlal Ouelify ACI and would~
ldYersel'f ifll>ected ~ lht j)(qael A NaOO/e American monkor
from II CI.Ab.lf&lly effilialed ri>II should bt prasenl durir,;i &f'lf
archeeological exClt'tdOO$ VwoMng preh1$10ric: QJl!urel
fl50Ul'ces ti no s9flificlnl rasourca n !OUnd, alld $rte
cx:N'dlions ore sueh 11'181'-a is oo potential lot futther
&sa,,;eries, lheo no fuf1tlef adi:ln IS requi1ed R8SOUl'Oe$ found
to be non-!!ignificant es a rnl.lll cf e su,vay and evalualioo shaft
requite no~rfler wo,t beyond dooomllnlaboo of lhe resources
on Iha apprq,nate Dei>artmen.t of Partis ard ReQealion sila
bms !Ind tf'ldusion cf res1Jlts in a lechnical repo,1
tf ,151nifa111 resources are presenl OOOS!.lttlng troes ot bands
itiedd be notilied ard COf\$\Jlled wilh on b'ea1menl. Avmdanoa
preservation in place. or a data re-cover, program is
IOCOOIITieoded The d11la 1800'\181) prog,atn ti' ,i.tiject 10 he
ptovisions oudiMd in California Pli)fic Resoo,c,cs Code Section
21083.2. The data ~ prog,em should be conduct&d in
IICOOfdanoe with !he otr1011 of Histonc Prese,valion's
Arct121eologQI Resourc& Ma~menl Repotts· Recommended
Conlents and F0ml81 aod Guldelines kif Atchaeolc:igical
Researth Oesigns The data rtJOO'\lery progr11m must be
reviewed and eppron,d O'J fie City
If oo significant resources are round, btlt if lhera le a potentllll fOI'
\lrWIOWn 11(haoologica1 rlSOUl'09S, or tibal ctArunu ,esoorces lo
be LllCOVeted du~ CMSbiJctionaeti',jVH, tltn ~lemerWalion
of Mtigalion Measure CUL..J Is rec:ommarided

fin~PEIR
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Cltj Oual!Md Arcflaltdogi!SL Naltre
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MMRP-5
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MiU910on Monitof1119 end Reporting Prcg,.m

Men\lre

~QllionMwsurtHo,

Cut,l

Mltlg.atfon J.ilcnlloring and Reporting Program for th• 2018 Reclalmed Water Maater Plan
Tlm~golVtrlle.tlon
R>,pont lbk Pa,ty
O.ringCOMt.
Post-Con1t
P.,...(,)l<>Vof\fy
Pr..Consl

Archat~I end Nttiw An-Mric.an Mon itoring Progr1m
8oceu5le ~ I& tJN(l'f'S a powlliel b- encoonlemg wlllsal ano
lrtftll CtJftlnt rllSOllQI! dl.l'W'l9 excavebon, lhe' aeellOn of en
archaeob;,lc;el and NaM American mcnlloring pl"Ogf'lffl II
feCOITffl«'IClb projectl ICk!liffied W'I h 2018 Redemed
WMIH Mesler Plan hll ~ ocr.6.lct new g!'W"ld <i!b.rblnce

Cit,

X

X

lnlti.i.

Cit,, Cliaified ArchNologi:sC, Nawt

Am11rican'-blia

o...

Como'<l>d

ner1131identified11ll'IOOIJlll\oOft'V'.,....!Yforolua!
rescuces, lor projocl ~ t s ~ l fll witNn 100 '8elcf
pre-YIClifSft recorded a r ~ r ~ . and la tme
prc;ects wflefe lri>al cor,sulbl~ MS identmed hd'i!iof\8'
eullLni ~ a l ttitin,I landsceoes Prio, kl 1w
~ « I I d ~hrning acbvibn beio..-tile road
eny o4 Coron1, N>k wau Depa11ment. shat enl&r
fllO an tgree~I~t, t,e ~ rbes Of bands le( Nallve
AmeriainmooiP's TheNmeAmerarlmoni~1hl.,t.e
appmrtedby f , e ~ Bandd !Msion lndlaM- Ktz/'I
Naton Scbc:ba Band of Llise{I() lndl&l"IS. and Rif'ICOl'I Band d
LlliSfflOlrldiens---f'lew»s lhat~led cnaieprojoc:t
,..-,1,:A™"'>ly8il52(conoulrg..,..orblnds) AOC4)Y
of the IXeaAed oontract shall be Sttirnrtied kl lh8 City°' Corona
poor., hi 1$$U8noe of.,-, permd necessary b start a g,00"!0disll.l'b1ng ac:uvlty
ba,e, lhl

The N.a!ria American morilof shal be en srts dlmg aft Initial
groood-&11.rb!ng Klivibes a,d excavation d each portico c( "1tl
l)fo,ecl SIie, J1Cbl'lngdeaq, on,bbng, IJeeremova.'s, grading
and ~enctq Monitomg ~ • no1 take place wilhrl tie lffl)Olied
NIIMintheroadbneendbpoU'loV'!g~ek/lOl\'TluliLty
lines l n ~wi~O'learchaeologicalmoMor.lhtNatiYe
Amaric:ar, monoor shd ~a Iha aothority I> lfflpoc.,,- dvert
redrecl,orhaltthe~ll.rbi,,griilles toal!Oti
ldentficebon, evaluabon aocl poten~I reca,ery of a .tD.nl
lts(UOII$ Jl,e, on-site mcnibnng $hell end When al QIOI.MOcs~.ttling edlv-lM$ on lhe prqed s"8 are ~ t e d er when hi
bt>lll represe:ntatiVas and Neitive Americen mol'Mt« have
~IC819d thal~upaxnnggrouv:l-6sb.rbtog~ltiesonlhe
project sr.e ha-,e ittle 10 nc polenlaal tor fffllada,g ru:-t\QI er
trllal a.ftn1 resoi.roa ~ d1$CCV91"f of eny tbal OJ!Ural
resoi..irt:e$, ccnstruclion actiVJbe:i !Nll<Use., Iha inmed11te
vicinity ol lhe MCI (not less lhan the 8UTOUn6og 100 loot) 1.111.i
!he find caobe es::sessed Al rilal CIAnl rfflMCeSuneomed
b<,- ptoiect actvNS Shal be enr!uatt.J by the quaifled
• ~and Newt American mon.'tor epproved by the
eoostJ&1g ri)e 0( band NIN lt30Ul'08S are t-latve Amencan l"I
~ . l'8 OOMUat\g ri>e a bwld shal rata111\ldlem n the form
w'or mann« lhe W'ISI.Jtflll bi>e or band deemsappropnata
lor edJcetloM! a.Aini ~ o t Mtn: pu-pcas
Na noo-Nabve.Amelbnresoi.n:eisoetemlnedt,y lheql.18Lfied
l l ~lt,consMu\ea~rMCll.l'Ce- Of'uniqoe.
I I ' ~ 18'S01.a'te • M!e elotmenl end udrigsuffic:ientl0
ek}9I tor inl)lerMnlabon c f ~ tneas1Jes or ■wropri.,1e
fT'lllnt!I\J::ln mUS( be lr'lailabie The halmtnt plan os~:shed klr
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M(ligslion Mon~onng .end Rttporting Program

Mttlgellon Monltortng and RGportlng Program tor the 2018 R• cl1lm•d W•t•r M■stu Plan

lilltlg.atlon MtH\Jft No.
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Ptrwn{s} lD Vtrify
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TimlngolYtrlfleation
During Const
Post.Const

Compl•ttd
lnltlffl
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Dm

Completed

B'llbrest:1U1teSst-ralbet'leo::admceWltllheCalbne

-O..,i~Ac!G<Jdelros.-,15064.5(Q,b
hlSbY;af f'C90U'OCSardCdtcmaN>li:RtsO.Jltl8S Cale, ~
210832\1)),b""IUO~""°"""
Pres&rvaion In pace Oe, evadaooe) is tie. pretetred l1'IWNW d
tee~ lfpres«Vaionr,plaoe lsnixleesble. teemenl."'!11

--•loodmoeoog,ca!do~""""Y """"'""'

b 1'9f1'\'.71'e h reSIUtle ~ al absequenl labor8b'y proofl3$:rg

am ~ M(hi$tik~m81erial htl isno1 HeM

Amercan fl cn;n &hall be M1111d 111 • ptt.R::, ncn-prdll mt\~
.,arasesd'tmereslntiemal.etisls,st.ehlt:SheNaualHiday
~ o fLmA,QdelCoullycr t.efoMerMJSetlm if sudlai
f'lt,~agc,m lol[Ulpl hi ma'ais llromllhllioll aooepts !he
M t n : ~ maw, l ahal beofferedb 11 lccalscticdcr
Nnn::el soci&ty ti !fl&IIWN b: edu:::aoonai pu-po&es
TheCit'tdCorma.NicW<rl.s~lwilc:b!IJin1tJ~
exeo.He< l ~•s)W:fl h ~ tees or bands b lmlU'9
~ w i t , "4mifQalionmee""9. Tl'isl-1""'""

~&rffcor.dillottriappweiorlri~measi.n.

TheCilydCa°"', Pl.l<cWai<so.;,a,rn,ntondllo"""""'9

....,.,bard, ,...de<,q,on""'-logcaMcri""'9F\1olo
acltessdelaas,trnhg,11¥1~Ntiesda l l ~
adNibes N I oMI oco.r Cl1 flt pro,ec.1 site~ J ,s doi!IO'T"IMCI by
-ileQ!ydCooN,Plbi<Wai<s~(o,""'
~D'besorbll'dsbbenecessery Thek::haedoi]ical

""'""""'1'1,,~ ......... b'°""1l

I T h e ~ of a~incoadnibanwifl heCCy cl

Conno, Plbl< W°"'' ~ " "Pc q , d ~ ° '
and tlO OOOSJllrlg ri>eso-baids to, NaM Amenaln erd

•"""""'9'0'-<>mg~.. seli,ii<,;o,
"'""-h:l.,d,gile-....,lflf<ty,.....,...,,., .....,

'°"""'""""""'-.-""""".-~...,
""""""!1'""'9-•<00NIM""
wit,"'"""
~

2 The-and~""'"'Ci~dCo-ona, P1bic
WOOiS Departnent fiea-.ost.«FQ !mesablrlds, ard prqect
~ ~d!J:1b,,w -i tiee>Jeild"8dver1ert w11:l.f81
nno.roes:dGcovaries,i'lcudrqa,y~d!sooveredalual
~deposits llal:n;lbe 51.bjed:Elawlbnl resa.ll'a!

-t.m,g-!~---

..........s.,.;,_....,..,.1-,g

a T h e ~ crNabve M'ericanmoritcrmao{telt

orcuwttauesncboc:l'l'«ed ~ gcnnJ.i,ntnS-

dln.tt:rrg 8CM,es shal bl!I d'taded 1Nl6'f lrOOl toss deposits
lorashoftlrnebela#bt~ticn,l!'tah.181ion,aid
~lre<merJolo,AIJra l ~ b y tles~ I
ard ti11 Nah'e Ameriaffl rrorm Grou-d.ef•t\.fllflg at1Mbes
&halmlresune~NM:t'eeobS,ist, i n ~ v . i~
hi N.,t,.le Amen::ar1 mon«r ~ Ile Citt ~ Corona. de«rs
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Mltl~tlon Monitoring •nd R•portlng Program for the 2018 Reclaimed Water M•• t• r Plan
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Pr..const.
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ba"ldstMl~dN:eTl!!I
I Ac:o:,mmode'3 bll p,oam b ooft r9bt.nll of t,a
~ered ll&mswiflh:ctltlSl.ftlll rbo!or bands The!

---

thallf'lciudameasu"nrdpn,mion:&IOj)'Oltetlhe
h.u'erebl.rlaiar•lromwr-,llllte~ ~
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for th• 2018 R11clalm11d Watu Master Plan

Mli:lgation Meuur• Ho.

MIHUft

Ptrson(,) to Verify

Pr.Const.

Timing of Vtfiflutlon
During Conrt
Pod,Conrt.

Compf1ted
lnitl1h

Rnponslbl• P1rty

Ott•

Complt ted

Human R•m■IM
See CUL-2 ei.iCUL-J
CUL~

ld1ntirlc.l't10ft and Trutmtnt or Hum1n R1m,fn1, In the event
IIVI humM remains, por.sble ntlman remains. ano'or gnr,a
good:$ ere encountered during any~ sssoa&ted witt, lhe
projects ldfnbfied In the 21>18 Reclaimed Water f,,t&ster Fta,,,
9fOUtld dtlh.lrb&ooc wilhln 100 leet ol hi tematns shin
inmediat&l'y hall. The-prqec:1 proponefl! sh&J then irnme6a!fll'j

Cit)'

X

X

City, Oooifieo Aloh&eologot

infoon 1M RN,~, CoonlY Coroner &nd lhe City of Corona.
Plbtic WOl'l$ Oepertment, and the Co1,1r1ry COfoo..r nil be
permitted ID examhe lhe rern&lns as requied by Calttomi.a
He.alll'I and Salety Code, Section 7050 S(b) Sedkln 7050 5
reqon3 Iha! &l:ca'lal.00 be stq:,ped In Ina wicmity ol d.'.sootered
numan remains unlil lhe County Coronet can detem'ine 'A'~lhe<
ltlfl remains are those of a Native Amenc:en ff IM,.lrN,n temaiM
are deterrrined to bt!I d NaWe AmericM origin, !!'le twbnt
shd ~ l y with h- stall!J relating to tie disposition of NaWe
Amtrican bl.Klals !hat fan witin the juosdiction of the Ca!ilomia
NaiiYe Americen Meritage Commllslon {calikwnle N>lic
Resource, Code, Section 5097) The Co.inly Col'OM' s~I
contact lhe Callomla Narivti American Ketitage Comn-.s:sion to
da,ermine lhe mott ,kely deSC2ndanl The mos! ,ket,
dtltceodaril shalt COl'Tl)lele lhei' Inspection and make

111C001mendelions or pn1terenc:e, !or lrea'JT!em wi!l'ln "3 hours of
beiog granied l'ICCe$$ lo thi,. Sile The disposition of lhe remains
1ha~ be O'Jerseen by t'\e mosl ikely desoendenl 10 determine lhe
mos1 appropnate MMi1S ol IJ'eating lhe humM rernams and at1y
associated gtt>'e emtacrs The ~ c locations of N.aliveAmerican burials end fefXJrials W'il be proprietary and not
disdosed to lhe generel pt.blic The County Cororoet wiU noi;lfy
lhe C&loomi& Nati'lt Americen Heritage Commission tn
aor.ordanc:e wit\ Clllifotrf11 Pl.blie Resources Code, Section
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Executive Summary
Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) prepared
for the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP) prepared in compliance
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The City of Corona (City) is the lead
agency for the PEIR and, as such, has the primary responsibility to evaluate the environmental
effects of the proposed project and to consider whether to approve or disapprove the proposed
project in light of these effects.
This PEIR has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of CEQA and the City's CEQA
procedures. The City, as the lead agency, has reviewed all submitted drafts, technical studies,
and reports as necessary to reflect its own independent judgment, including reliance on City
technical personnel from other departments and review of all technical subconsultant reports.

Project Description
Project Location

The City is in the northwestern portion of the County of Riverside (County), near the
convergence of the Counties of Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside, 45 miles southeast of the
City of Los Angeles, as shown on Figure 2-1, Regional Location, and Figure 2-2, Project
Overview, in Chapter 2, Project Description. The City is in the Temescal Valley, which is
framed by mountains and the Prado Flood Control Basin. The City is bordered by the City of
Norco to the notth, City of Riverside to the east, unincorporated County of Riverside to the west
and south, Cleveland National Forest to the south and southwest, and Prado Flood Control Basin
to the northeast.
The City's water service area encompasses approximately 39 square miles and delineates the
extent of the City's potable water, reclaimed water, and wastewater services. The water service
area boundary differs slightly from the City' s jurisdictional boundary because it also includes the
unincorporated communities of El Cerrito and Coronita and parts ofTemescal Canyon, as shown
on Figure 2-3, Water Service Area. The water service area is a jurisdictional boundary bordered
by the neighboring water service areas for the Cities of Norco and Eastvale to the north, City of
Riverside to the northeast, Home Gardens County Water District to the east, and Temescal
Valley Water District to the south. The southeastern portion of the water service area is generally
bounded by unincorporated County lands. The southwestern portion of the water service area is
bounded by the Cleveland National Forest and other County lands.
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Project Objectives
The primary purpose of the 2018 RWMP is to assist the City with meeting its goals for reclaimed
water use through implementation of appropriate projects, programs, and additional studies.
The project objectives are as follows:

1. Expand and improve the City's recycled water program in accordance with Ordinance
2854 (Recycled Water Rules and Regulations)
2. Prioritize and implement system improvements pursuant to the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan to maximize reclaimed water supply availability and reduce the
use of potable water
3. Improve water supply system performance by facilitating supply management and
maximizing water resources
4. Efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and distribute new
sources of water supply as they become available
Project Components
The project is an update to the City's adopted Reclaimed Water Master Plan (2001), which
provides guidance to create infrastructure to efficiently use treated effluent from its existing and
future wastewater reclamation facilities (WRFs) supplemented by non-potable groundwater to
reduce dependence on imported water and potable groundwater.
Future projects infrastructure and improvements to the reclaimed water system would be
categorized as sources of supply, large distribution pipelines, medium distribution pipelines,
small distribution pipelines, conversion of adjacent customers, data management, and additional
studies. Table ES-I provides a summaiy of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP.
Table ES-1. Summary of Projects
Number

Project Component

location
Sources of Supply Projects
J

Description

1

WRCRWA Booster Pump
Station

WRCRWA

The booster pumping stations
would pump WRCRWA supply
to the 833 Subzone.

2

WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline

Between WRCRWA and River FCS833 Subzone

The transmission pipeline would
connect the WRCRWA booster
pumping station to the 833
Subzone.

3

WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements

Between Butterfield and WRF1 Tank

These control stations would
direct WRCRWA supply to the
Lincoln-Cota Ponds and the
WRF1 Tank.
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Table ES-1 . Summary of Projects
Number

Project Component

4

Rimpau California Pipeline

Between Central Park and Chase
Park

This transmission pipeline would
provide the additional capacity
needed to move WRCRWA
supply to demands south of the
water service area between City
Park and Chase Park.

5

Chase Booster Pump
Station

Chase Park

The booster pump station at
Chase Park would an
operational component of the
Rimpau California Pipeline.

6

Chase Tank

Chase Park

The storage facility at Chase
Park would be an operational
component of the Rimpau
California Pipeline.

Location

Description

Large D1stribut1on P1pehnes
7

Buena Vista Tenth
Pipeline

Railroad Street and Rimpau Avenue
via Buena Vista Avenue and Tenth
Street

This pipeline would reinforce the
primary loop between WRF1 at
the 1380 Zone following
construction of the Rimpau
California Pipeline.

8

Ontario Slipline

Compton Avenue and Lincoln
Avenue

This sliplined pipeline would
form a secondary loop along the
length of the 1175 Subzone.

9

River Pipeline

River Road from Corydon Avenue
through Main Street

This pipeline would expand the
833 Subzone north of Temescal
Creek and west of Interstate 15.

10

Sampson Pipeline

Central Park and McKinley Street

This pipeline would form a
secondary loop in the 1008.5
Zone to improve performance
and eliminate the need for
additional local storage.

Medium Distribution Pipelines
11

Old Temescal Pipeline

Fullerton Avenue and Interstate 15

This pipeline would convert 15.1
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

12

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

Lincoln Avenue between Highgrove
Street and Foothill Parkway

This pipeline would convert 12.5
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand at one church and six
existing LMD meters.

13

Avenida Del Vista Pipeline

Via Del Rio and MFR demands north
of Via Santiago

This pipeline would convert 19.8
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand at three MFR
complexes.
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Table ES-1 . Summary of Projects
Number

Project Component

Location

Description

14

Border Pipeline

Brentwood Drive and MFR demands
north of Tenth Street

This pipeline would convert 36.4
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand at numerous MFR and
CII complexes.

15

Promenade Pipeline

McKinley Avenue and Cresta Verde
Park

This pipeline would convert 26.9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand at 2 MFR complexes
and 15 existing landscaping
irrigation meters.

16

Research Pipeline

CII demands west of Auto Center
Drive

This pipeline would convert 9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

17

Smith Pipeline

Railroad Street and Pomona Road

This pipeline would convert 13.6
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation and car washing to
reclaimed water demand.

18

Via Pacifica Pipeline

MFR and LMD demand north of
Ontario Avenue

This pipeline would convert 21.3
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand at two LMD meters and
one MFR complex.

19

Tehachapi Pipeline

McKinley Avenue and Tehachapi
Park

This pipeline would convert 6.2
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

Small Distribution Pipelines
20

Jenks Pipeline

North and south of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 5.8
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

21

Airport Circle Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 4.1
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

22

Helicopter Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3.9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

23

Glider Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 1.3
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.
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Table ES-1. Summary of Projects
Number

Project Component

Location

Description

24

Citation Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 1.2
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

25

Klug Pipeline

North and south of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3.9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

26

Monica Pipeline

North of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 3.2
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

27

Chase Hudson Pipeline

LMD demands at Chase Drive and
Hudson Avenue

This pipeline would convert 4.7
gpm at two LMD meters from
potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

28

Cessna Pipeline

North of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

29

Main Citrus Pipeline

Main Street at Citrus Avenue and
four CII customers at Main Street and
Magnolia Avenue

This pipeline would convert 21 .4
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand for CII customers.

Source: City of Corona 2018.

=

=

=

Notes: GIi commercial, industrial, and institutional; FCS = flow control valve/station; gpm gallons per minute; LMD landscape
maintenance district; MFR = multi-family residential; WRCRWA = Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority; WRF =
water reclamation facility

Sources of Supply

The project includes six sources of supply projects that involve future supply from the Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA). The projects are necessary to
accommodate the shift in supply from the existing WRF3 to WRCRWA and would assure
adequate supply and transmission capacity related to reclaimed water from WRCRWA (see
Figure 2-4a, Source of Supply Project). The projects focus on transmission and system
performance.
Distribution Pipelines

Approximately 27 miles of large distribution pipelines are proposed to supply inigation demands
at schools, parks, City landscaping, and the industrial, commercial, institutional (CII), and multifamily residential (MFR) sectors. The project proposes four large distribution pipelines to open
previously unserved neighborhoods, commercial zones, and industrial zones to reclaimed water
service. Nine new medium distribution pipelines are proposed to target large demand
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opportunities with a single feed pipe. In addition, the proJect proposes 10 small distribution
pipelines to target demand opportunities near existing pipelines.
Conversion of Adjacent Customers

The project also includes the conversion of 139.9 gallons per minute (gpm) (225.7 acre-feet per
year) of potable water demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand by adding small irrigated
areas one at a time throughout the system and would investigate the possibility of converting
other CII demands ( e.g., cooling water replenishment, industrial process water, industrial
cleaning, dual plumbing). It would require the addition of new laterals and meters as necessary to
capture irrigation demand adjacent to existing distribution pipelines.
Data Management Projects
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Upgrade

The City has an extensive automation system for its water facilities called Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA). SCADA is used primarily for operational control and
management of the City's water, wastewater, and reclaimed water assets. The project would
install eight SCADA flow monitors to fill gaps in comprehensive supply monitoring and connect
to existing remote terminal units at WRFl, WRF2, and WRF3 ; program SCADA humanmachine interfaces for (I) monitoring instantaneous reclaimed water system demand, (2)
monitoring reclaimed water supply allocation, and (3) reconciling supply and billing to compute
non-revenue reclaimed water; and produce regular repo11s that summarize and monetize supply
allocation.
Irrigation Monitoring

The bulk of irrigation demand is controlled by the City and the Corona-Norco Unified School
District. Supply is controlled by the City. There is an opportunity to improve system
performance during high-demand periods by adjusting irrigation demand patterns through
coordination between operations, engineering, and landscape maintenance. The irrigation
monitoring system would facilitate the coordination effort and enhance system performance. It
would include the installation of SCADA flow registers at large irrigation meters controlled by
the City and the school district; develop methods for adjusting irrigation demand patterns;
facilitate data collection, reduction, and transfer among operations, engineering, and landscaping
maintenance; and implement irrigation demand pattern adjustments as needed during highdemand periods.
Additional Studies

The 2018 RWMP recommends two studies related to future uses of reclaimed water that would
recognize opportunities for the City's expansion of the reclaimed water system. The studies
would focus on the entire water service area and would assist the City in refining user demands
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for irrigation and groundwater recharge. The studies include the County Irrigation Ordinance
Study and the Injection Well Study. The studies are recommended related to future uses of
reclaimed water. Preparation of the studies is statutorily exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines, Section 15262; therefore, they are not evaluated in this PEIR. Implementation of any
findings or recommendations developed as a result of the additional studies is not covered under
this PEIR and would require independent CEQA review.
Prioritization and Cost Study for the Reclaimed Water Capital Improvement Program

The ultimate goal of a Capital Improvement Program is to provide the City with a long-range
planning tool, orchestrate construction of reclaimed water infrastructure improvements in an
orderly manner, and keep pace wHh the City's growth. To accomplish this goal, it is necessary to
determine the estimated cost of the needed improvements and to prioritize the projects in a manner
that will guarantee that reliable service is maintained in a fiscally responsible manner. Funding
mechanisms to finance the improvements can then be identified to implement the program.
The viability of a reclaimed water project is based on the City's reclaimed water policy that
includes (1) technical feasibility, (2) financial feasibility, and (3) economic feasibility. In
addition, there are intangibles that may make a specific project more or less attractive. By using
the Capital Improvement Program, the City is able to prioritize and implement the reclaimed
water projects in a manner that is most beneficial for the City and its goals.
Construction

Following certification of this PEIR, the City would determine the implementation schedule for
the construction of the improvements contemplated under the project. Once selected for
construction, the City would develop project-specific plans and specifications for each project,
perform a project-level CEQA review, and file the appropriate documentation for the necessary
pennits and approvals in advance of awarding a construction contract. Table ES-2 provides an
estimated time frame for construction for each project included in the 2018 R WMP.
Table ES-2. Project Construction Duration
Number

Project Component
Sources of Supply

Duration (Years)

1

WRCRWA Booster Pump Station (in progress)

2

WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline (in progress)

3
4

WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements
Rimpau California Pipeline

2
4

5

Chase Booster Pump Station

3

6

Chase Tank

3
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Table ES-2. Project Construction Duration
Project Component
Large Distribution Pipelines

Number

Duration (Years)

7

Buena Vista Tenth Pipeline

4

8

Ontario Slipline

4

9

River Pipeline

3

10

Sampson Pipeline

4
Medium Distribution Pipelines

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

Old Temescal Pipeline (in progress)
Lincoln Foothill Pipeline
Avenida Del Vista Pipeline
Border Pipeline
Promenade Pipeline
Research Pipeline
Smith Pipeline
Via Pacifica Pipeline
Tehachapi Pipeline
Small Distribution Pipelines

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Klug Pipeline

2
1
1
1
1
2

Monica Pipeline

1

Chase Hudson Pipeline

2
1
1

Jenks Pipeline
Airport Circle Pipeline
Helicopter Pipeline
Glider Pipeline
Citation Pipeline

Cessna Pipeline
Main Citrus Pipeline

Notes: WRCRWA = Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority

Discretionary Actions
The project is a "discretionary project," which is defined in Section 15357 of the CEQA
Guidelines as "a project that requires the exercise of judgment or deliberation when the public
agency or body decides to approve or disapprove a particular activity." The project would
require approval of several discretionary actions by the City and other responsible agencies,
which are listed in Table ES-3.
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Table ES-3. Discretionary Actions
Action

Approving Agency

Certification of the Program Environmental Impact Report and adoption of the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, Findings of Fact, and Statement of
Overriding Considerations

City

Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification and National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Construction Permits

Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control
Board

Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

California Fish and Game Code Section 1602 Permit

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Encroachment Permit

California Department of Transportation

Encroachment Permit

Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

Notes: City = City of Corona

Potential Areas of Controversy and Issues to Be Resolved
Section 15123 of the CEQA Guidelines requires the summary of an EIR to include areas of
controversy known to the lead agency, including issues raised by agencies and the public, and to
address issues to be resolved, including the choice among alternatives and whether or how to mitigate
the significant effects. The City circulated a Notice of Preparation (NOP) to solicit agency and public
comments on the scope and content of the environmental analysis beginning May 20, 2020, and ending
June 18, 2020. The NOP is included in Appendix A, NOP and NOP Comment Letters.
Comments were considered in preparation of this PEIR. Six comment letters were received during
the NOP public review period. A copy of each letter is provided in Appendix A. Additionally, the
complete text of the NOP and the NOP comments is included in Appendix A. An NOP scoping
meeting was held on June 2, 2020. The comment letters received are summarized in Table ES-4.
Table ES-4. Notice of Preparation Comment Letter Summary

Comment
Letter No.

Commenter

Subject of Comment

Location in PEIR Where
Comment
Is Addressed

1

California Native
American Heritage
Commission

Recommends consultation with California Native
American tribes that are traditionally and culturally
affiliated with the geographic region of the water service
area and describes AB 52 tribal consultation
requirements.

Section 3.5, Cultural
Resources; Section 3.18,
Tribal Cultural Resources

2

South Coast Air Quality
Management District

Recommends using the CEQA Air Quality Handbook
and CalEEMod land use emissions software and
calculating both regional and localized air quality
impacts. Recommends that the PEIR should calculate
both construction and operational emissions.

Section 3.3, Air Quality
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Comment
Letter No.

Table ES-4. Notice of Preparation Comment Letter Summary
Location in PEIR Where
Comment
Is Addressed
Subject of Comment
Commenter

3

Riverside County Flood
Control and Water
Conservation District

States that the project facilities should be designed and
constructed in a manner to avoid conflicts with the
district's Master Drainage Plan facilities. Work that
involves district rights-of-way, easements, or facilities will
require an encroachment permit from the district. The
district would be a CEQA responsible agency.

Chapter 2, Project
Description; Section 3.10,
Hydrology and Water
Quality; and Section 3.19,
Utilities and Service
Systems

4

Orange County Water
District

Discusses discharge rates to Santa Ana River and
impacts to riparian habitat and endangered species.

Section 3.4, Biological
Resources; Section 3.10,
Hydrology and Water
Quality

5

Metropolitan Water
District of Southern
California

States that the Metropolitan Water District would be a
CEQA responsible agency. The project description and
appropriate impact analysis should include a brief
statement of the proposed potable water conversion
incentives with the district.

Chapter 2, Project
Description; Section 3.10,
Hydrology and Water
Quality; and Section 3.19,
Utilities and Service
Systems

6

California Department of
Fish and Wildlife

States that the PEIR should include an assessment of
biological resources, including habitat types, a general
biological inventory of species that have the potential to
be on site, and a complete inventory of sensitive species
located in the project footprint and off-site areas.
Recommends protocol surveys for state and federally
listed endangered species and a state threatened
species. States that the PEIR should provide a thorough
discussion of the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
expected to adversely affect biological resources as a
result of the project. The discussion should include
project-related changes on drainage patterns and water
quality on, upstream, and downstream of the project
site; potential indirect project impacts on biological
resources; and impacts to adjacent open space lands.
Recommends that the PEIR describe and analyze a
range of reasonable alternatives and identify mitigation
measures that would avoid or minimize impacts.

Section 3.4, Biological
Resources

Notes: AB =Assembly Bill; CalEEMod =California Emissions Estimator Model; CEQA = California Environmental Quality Act; PEIR
= Program Environmental Impact Report

Summary of Project Impacts
This EIR examines the potential environmental effects of the proposed project, including
information related to existing site conditions, analyses of the types and magnitude of individual
and cumulative environmental impacts, and feasible mitigation measures that could reduce or
avoid environmental impacts. In accordance with Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, potential
environmental effects of the proposed project were analyzed for the following areas:
•
•

Aesthetics
Agriculture and Forestry
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Energy
Geology, Soils, and Paleontological Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use and Planning
Mineral Resources
Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services

•
•
•
•

Recreation
Transportation
Tribal Cultural Resources
Utilities and Service Systems

•

Wildfire

Table ES-5, Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project, at the end of this chapter provides a
summary of the significant environmental impacts that could result from implementation of the
proposed project and feasible mitigation measures that would reduce or avoid the impacts. For
each impact, Table ES-5 identifies the applicable mitigation measures and the level of significance
of the impact after implementation of the mitigation measures.

Summary of Project Alternatives
Section 15126.6(d) of the CEQA Guidelines requires an EIR to provide sufficient information
about each alternative to allow for meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the
project. The City selected the alternatives for analysis based on the "rule of reason" and ability
for each alternative to meet most of the basic project objectives. A description of the three
alternatives carried forward for analysis is provided in the following subsections.
Alternative 1: No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative

Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative, the 2018 RWMP would not be adopted
and the City would continue with implementation of the adopted 2001 RWMP. Under this
alternative, the existing reclaimed water system facilities and substructures would continue to
operate. No new proposed reclaimed water source of supply, large distribution pipeline, medium
distribution pipeline, or small distribution pipeline projects would be constructed or operated. In
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addition, this alternative would exclude the conversion of adjacent customers, data management
projects, and the proposed additional studies.
Alternative 2: Reduced Project Alternative
The Reduced Project Alternative proposes to reduce the number of projects proposed in the 2018
RWMP. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the 2018 RWMP would not include the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvement Project, the Promenade Pipeline, or the Research
Pipeline. All other sow-ce supply projects; small, medium, and large distribution pipelines;
conversion of agricultural customers; data management projects; and other studies would be
included. This alternative would reduce the biological impacts associated with implementation of
the 2018 RWMP.
Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
Aesthetics

Substantial Degradation
of the Existing Visual
Character or Conflict with
Applicable Regulations

AES-1 : Landscape Plan. To screen aboveground project facilities
during facility design, the design consultant shall prepare a Landscape
Plan for each aboveground project facility identified in the 2018
Reclaimed Water Master Plan, including the Chase Tank facility. The
Landscape Plan shall include measures to restore disturbed areas by
re-establishing existing topography, including replanting trees or
reseeding with a native seed mix typical of the immediately
surrounding area. The Landscape Plan shall include a required seed
mix and plant palette. Vegetation screening shall be included in the
Landscape Plan to shield proposed aboveground facilities from public
view. The Landscape Plan shall include a Monitoring Plan to ensure
that site restoration and vegetation establishment is successful.
Biological Resources

Less than Significant

Sensitive Plant Species

BI0· 1: Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency
Analysis Report Sensitive Plant Species Surveys. For projects
proposed in the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan on
undeveloped land, including the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline. and Research Pipeline, a Western Riverside Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report site-specific
biological resources survey shall be completed during the project
design phase. The Consistency Analysis Report shall be prepared for
each project to demonstrate consistency with the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation Structure and shall include
project-level existing conditions documentation consisting of vegetation
mapping and identification of sensitive habitats (non-native grassland,
riparian and riverine areas, and vernal pools), plants, and animals
(including burrowing owl [Athene cunicularial} on the project site.
The Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the basis for
determining if a project is subject to a Joint Project Review and is
required to complete a Joint Project Review Application. The Multiple
Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report
template and requirements can be accessed on the Western Riverside
Count Re ional Conservation Authorit Document Libra :

Less than Significant
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Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
https://www.wrc-rca.org/document-library/. The Western Riverside
County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Permittee
Implementation Guidance Manual (2007) shall also be reviewed and
followed to ensure project consistency with the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan requirements.
If ORO OF FROFO SORSiti110 plaRt species t:las tl:lo f)OIORtial to OCCl:ff OR tt:lo
Western Ri>Jorsido Cetmty RogioRal 'Naslowator A.ilt:lority Flow CoRtrol
IFRf)F9¥0FRORts, PrnFRoRade Pif)oliAo, aRd Rosoarct:l Pif)oliRo f)Fejecl
sites, fec.ised Sf)ecies Sl:lFYeys shall be coAd.icled before coRslruotioR
lo dolorrniRo Iha flFOSORco aRd aesoRco of these sf)ocies lo adeq.iately
oYal.iato potential direct or indirect irnpacts lo those species.
SonsitiYe f)lant species s1:Jr,,eys shall ea coAdl:lcted ey a q.ialified
biologist retaiAed by the City of Corona d.iring the appropriate seasoA
to detocl the species as part of Iha prajeot design phase. StiNeys shall
be florislic in nat.ire aAd iAol.ide lists of the plants ideAtified iAtho
s.ir>Jey area. S.iNeys shall be cond.icted an foal, eFRploying a level of
effort s.ifficienl to pro¥ido cernprohonsi>Je coverage. The locations and
pre\1alence (esliFRaled total n.iFRbers ana poroent c011er, as applicaele)
of sensitiYe plants shall be recorded. The sensiti11e plant species
StlF\'eys shall be valid for 3 years.
If site specific StlF\1oys are not reql:lireEl booa.iso a StlF\'OY was
condl:lctod within tho last 3 years, irnpaot assossFRont and FRiniFRi;mtien
and FRitigalion req.iiroFRonts shall be based en tho FROS! recent
available s1:JF\1oy. Those req1:1irornonts shall also incl.ide an analysis of
tho poleRtial for sonsili•10 plant species to ecc.ir on site eased en
ellisling site conElitions aRd shall be caRsisteRI with the FROS! receRI
U.S. Fish and 1Nilalife SeNice aREI CaliferRia DepartFReRt of Fish ana
Wildlife s1:1Ney protocols.
If sensiti•10 f)lant species are ebsoF\'8d, they shall be a•1oiaoa if possible.
If sf)ecies caRRet ee a•,eided, iFRf)acts shall ee FRitigatea thro1:1gh
conseF>JatieR of habitat that Sl:lflf)Orts Iha iFRf)acled Sf)ocios in accordance
with MitigatieR Meas1:1res 810 2 and BIO J.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

810 2: PermaAent lmpaGts to Non Nati¥e Grassland. PeFFRanent
irnpaots to sensitive ROA natiYe grasslaREI shall be FRitigated lhre.igh
the f)FeseNalieR of habitat, habitat creation, er eRhaRceFReRI, er
ceFRbiRalioR thereof, iR the City of CereRa er off site thrnl:lgh habitat
acq1:1isiti0R aREI f)FOSONaliOR OF f)tlFChase of credits freFR aR af)f)FO'IOd
coRsoNation bank. MiligatieA fer iFRf)acts to non natiYe grassland shall
be in kiRd 1:1siRg native grasses. PeRFRanoRI iFRf)acls to sonsiti>Jo non
nati11e grassland shall ee rniligated al a ratio of Q.a:1 .
Fer en site rniligatieR, a Elelailed Mitigation Plan shall se flFOf)areEI
before the start of oonstrl:lction (not apf)licablo to FRiligatieR FRO!
thrnl:lgh the f)tirct:lase of creaits froFR an af)f)ro•1ea wellaREI FRitigalion
bank). Tho Mitigation Plan shall incl1:1Elo at a FRiniFRtiFR the f)roposeEI
location of tho FRiligation areas, site f!Feparatien, a f)lant palette,
iRstallation f)rOCOEll:lres, success criteria, fenciRg aREI sigRago,
FRORitoriRg req.iireFRents, aRd ether Elotails of the habitat restoration
effort aREI shall be f)ref)aFeEI by a q1:1alifieEI Biologist.
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Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project
Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
BIO 3: TempeFaFy lmpasls le Nan Nali¥e Grassland. Temf)erary
imf)asts le ASA Aali¥e §FasslaAel sRall be reslereel iA J:llase er elsewl:iere
eA !Re J:lFejesl sile at a 1: 1 rnf')lacemeAI ratie usiA§ Aali•,e §Fasses
~
A Re¥e§etatien PlaA st:iall be J:lF0J:laFeel. TRe Re~•e§elatieR Plan sRall
incluele site J:lF0JlaratieR SJ:lecifioatieAs, a f')lant f')alette, iRstallatieR
f')reseelures, ele..,.elef')ment ef reasenable success orileria, af)f')ref')riate
meniterin§ anel ref')ertiA§ J:)retecels, imf')lemeAtatieA limeliAes, aAel
seAlin§eAoy measures iA!Re e¥eRI ef resteratieA failure. TRe City ef
CereAa st:lall flF01,1iele §Uielanoe for aAel e¥eFSi§Rt ef tile Re•,e§elalieA
Plan aRel imf')lemeRtalien.
In tt:ie e•,ent tllal Ren Aati¥e §rassland ¥e§etalieA oannet be restered in
f')laoe er elsewt:iere en tt:ie J:lreject site after ceAslFUctieR, lt:iese imf')acts
weulel be censielereel f')ermaAenl, anEI Miti§atien Measure BIO 2 weulel
be imJ:llemenleel.
TRe 0.5:1 J:lermanent imf')aots aAEI 1:1 lemf')orary imf')aols mili§alien
ralies for tile f')rejeot weuld fellew IRe acGef')leel ralies establist:ieEI by
tile 1/'Jestem Ri..,ersiele Ceunty Multif)le Sf)ecies Habitat CenseF¥atieA
Plan le reeluoe J:lelentially si§nificant imf')acts ta sensili¥e •Je§elatien
oemmunities le less lllan si§nificaAI.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

BIO-l4: Invasive Plant Species Prevention. During construction of

the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
projects, the following measures shall be implemented to minimize the
spread of invasive plant species:
• Construction equipment shall be cleaned before coming to
the project sites.
• Weed-free straw wattles shall be used for erosion control.
BIO-~: Flagging and Fencing. If sensitive biological resources are

identified on or adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, the construction limits
shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and flagged on the
project sites to ensure impacts to sensitive biological resources are
avoided or minimized to the extent feasible. Before implementing
construction activities, a qualified biologist shall verify that the flagging
clearly delineates the construction limits and sensitive resources to be
avoided.
BIO-~: Contractor Training Program. If sensitive biological

resources are known to occur on or adjacent to the Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a projectspecific contractor training program shall be developed and
implemented to educate project contractors on the sensitive biological
resources on and adjacent to the project sites and measures being
implemented to avoid or minimize impacts to these species. A qualified
biologist shall develop and implement the contractor training program.
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Impact Determination
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Mitigation Measure(s)
BIO-¥: Biological Monitor. If sensitive biological resources are
present on or adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, and impacts may occur
from implementation of construction activities, a qualified biological
monitor may be required during all or a portion of the construction
activities to ensure impacts to the sensitive biological resources are
avoided or minimized to the extent feasible. The specific biological
monitoring requirements shall be evaluated on a project-by-project
basis. The qualified biological monitor shall be approved by the City of
Corona based on applicable experience with the sensitive biological
resources that may be impacted.

Sensitive Animal Species

BIO-1a; and BIO-~ through BIO-¥,

Less than Significant

810 8: Ehm8wing Gwl S11P.•eys. A l:umewiR§ awl sleaFaRse s1:1r¥ey
sl=lall l:le seRa1:1slea l:lefeFe aRy §FSl:lRa aisl1:1Fl:liR§ asti1,ities iR
8668F88R68 will=! !Re GalifeFRia QepaFtFReRI ef ~isl=! aRa Wilalife
~laff RepeFt SR Bl:lFFe\'liR§ G11.4 Mili§alieR. +we preseRslF1:1slieR
sleaFaRSe Sl:lf¥8YS SR all Ile 68R8l:l6lea 14 ag aays aRa :!4 Rel:lFS l:lefeFe
§Fel:lRB aisll:lFl:liR§ asti¥ities le 8861:lFReRI !Re 60RliRl:lea al:lseRS8 ef
Bl:lFFewiR§ awl fFaFR tl=le pmjest sites. Tl=le l:ll:lFFawiR§ awl s1:1r¥eys sl=lall
tie \1alia fer 1 yeaF.

:1,m

BIO-~: Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys. To the extent
feasible, grubbing, trimming, or clearing of vegetation from project sites
shall not occur during the general bird nesting season (January 15
through September 15). II grubbing, trimming, or clearing of vegetation
cannot feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting season, a
qualified biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting bird survey at
project sites with vegetation supporting nesting birds. Nesting bird
surveys shall occur within -1-0Z days before the start of vegetation
clearing or grubbing to determine if active bird nests are present. If no
active bird nests are identified on the project sites or within a 300-foot
buffer of the project sites, no further mitigation is necessary. If active
nests of bird species covered by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act are
detected on the project site during the -1-0Z:day preconstruction survey,
construction activities should stay outside of a 300-foot buffer around
the active nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded to 500 feet.
It is recommended that a biological monitor be present to delineate the
boundaries of the buffer area and to monitor the active nest to ensure
that nesting behavior is not adversely affected by the construction
activity. Once the young have fledged, and a qualified biologist has
determined the nest is inactive, normal construction activities can
occur.
BIO-Z4-0: Night Lighting. If temporary night lighting is necessary
during construction adjacent to sensitive vegetation communities,
construction contractors shall ensure lights are directed away from
sensitive vegetation communities and shielded to minimize temporary
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lighting of the surrounding habitat and should be of the lowest
illumination necessary for human safety.

Riparian Habitat or Other
Sensitive Natural
Community

BI0·12 aRd 810 3.

Jurisdictional Aquatic
Resources

BI0-1.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

BIO ~ ~: Bialagisal Resa11F6es S11FYey!Mabital .O.ssessmeRt i;;eF
pFajecls pFepeseEI iR Ille ~Q~!l ReclaiFReEI WaleF MasleF PlaR eR
ijAEle,.,elepeEI laREI, iRcl11EliA§ U1e WesleFR Rii.ieFsiEle Ge11Aly Re9ieAal
Wasle\11aleF A11theFily i;:1ew GeRIFel lmpFe'i'emeAls, PFemeAaEle
Pipeli11e, aAEI ReseaFGh PipeliAe, a site specific eiele9ical F0se11Fces
s11p.<ey shall ee ceAEl11cleEI El11RR§ ll=le pFejecl Elesi§R phase. +l=le
eiele§ical Fese11Fses SYF'i'ey shall ee seREIYcleEI ey a ei11alilie£1 eiele§isl
aA£1 shall iRGIY£le eYI Rel ee limile€l le !Re fellewiR§:
• ,A.A aAalysis ef a'i'ailaele lileFalYFe aAEI l:liele§ical €lalaeases,
s11cR as ll=le Galifemia Nal11Fal Qi¥eFsil,« Qalal:lase, le
EleleFmiAe seAsili~•e eiele§ical Fese11Fces ll=lal Ra'i'e l:leeA
FepeFle€l hisleFically ffem the pFepeseEI pFejeGI •,<iciAily.
• />. re1i'iew ef CYFfeAI laAEI 11se aA€l laA€l ewAeFsl=lip wilhiA IRe
pFejecl YiSiAily.
• fl,R assessFReAI aA€l mappiA§ ef 'i'S§elalieR cemFR11Rilies
preseRI wilhiR ll=le pFepese€l pFSjecl •,<iciAily. If •i'e§elalieR
semmYRily mappiR§ Ras Rel eeeA ceR€111sleEI eR ll=le sile iA
the pFe't'ie11s 3 yeaFs, YpElaleEI ¥e§elalieA mappiA§ shall ee
ceAEl11cteEl ey a ei11alilieEI eiele9ist as paFI ef !Re prejecl
plaRRiR§ aREI eR'i'iFeAmeAtal Fe,.,iew precess. Ve§elalieA
cemFR11Aities sRall l:le mappeEI aGGerEliR§ le Ille MaR11al sf
Galifemia Ve9etalieR at ll=le alliaAce le•,<el, aREI a sresswalk
laele wilh HellaREI >.<e§elalieA semmYAilies sl=lall l:le
pFe¥iEleEI.
• />. 9eAeFal assessmeRI ef !l=le peleAlial fer aeiYalic
rnseYrses, iRol11€liR§ wellaAEls aREI FipaFiaA Ral:lilals, te ecc11F
8A--Sit&.
• AA e¥al11alieA el peleRlial lecal aREI Fe§ieAal wilEllife
me¥eFReRI ceFFi€leFS.
• If ll=le prejecl sites syppeFI ¥e§elalieR cemmYRilies ll=lal FRay
pre't'iEle l=laeilal fGF plaRI eF aRiFRal species, a fec11seEI
l=laeilal assessmeRI ceREl11cleEI lly a €111alilie€l eiele9isl le
€leleFFRiRe ll=le peteRlial fer seRsili't'e plaRI er aAiFRal species
le eccYr eA er aEljaceRI le the pFajeol sites.
TRe Fes11lls ef !Re l:liele§ical s11F'i'ey sRall l:le preseAleEI iR a eiele9ical
s11F'i'ey lelteF FepeFI.

BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Delineation. If sensitive aquatic
resources are identified on the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a qualified biologist shall
conduct an aquatic resources delineation following the methods
outlined in the 1987 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual and the Reoional Suoolement to the U.S. Armv
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Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West Region to
map the extent of wetlands and non-wetland waters, determine
jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts. The results of the delineation
shall be presented in an Aquatic Resources Delineation Report and
shall be incorporated into the California Environmental Quality Act
documents required for approval and permitting of the proposed
project. The Aquatic Resources Delineation Report shall be included
as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report /Mitigation Measure BIO-1 l.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency. If the Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would impact
sensitive aquatic resources, permits and authorizations shall be
obtained from the U.S. Army Corps Engineers, California Department
of Fish and Wildlife, or Regional Water Quality Control Board. The
regulatory agency authorizations would include impact avoidance and
minimization measures and mitigation measures for unavoidable
impacts. Specific avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures for
impacts to jurisdictional resources shall be determined through
discussions with the regulatory agencies during the proposed project
permitting process and may include monetary contributions to a
mitigation bank or habitat creation, restoration, or enhancement.
In addition, consistent with the Western Riverside Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan and as a component of the Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report /Mitigation
Measure BIO-1), a Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior
Preservation Report shall be prepared to identify mitigation that
demonstrates equivalent or superior function and value, including reestablishment, establishment, and/or permanent conservation of
aquatic resources, as feasible. The Determination of Biologically
Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be included as a
component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report /Mitigation Measure BIO-1 ).
Cultural Resources
Historic Resources

CUL-1: Construction-Related Vibration. Construction Plans for
individual projects under the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan shall
include a requirement that no vibratory equipment be operated within
40 feet of a structure eligible or listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, or Corona
Register. Instead, alternative construction equipment shall be used,
such as smooth wheel rollers without a vibratory component. This
requirement shall be included on individual project Construction Plans
and be submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works Department, for
review before approval of final design.
For structures that have not been previously evaluated, the City
Engineer shall consult with a qualified Architectural Historian, approved
by the City of Corona, to conduct an evaluation of the structure. If the
structure is determined eligible or already eligible or listed in the
National ReQister of Historic Places, California ReQister of Historical
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Archaeological
Resources

Mitigation Measure(s)
Resources, or Corona Register, structural evaluation shall be
conducted by a Professional Structural Engineer to identify maximum
allowable levels of vibration during construction. If a historic
determination is required, the engineer shall provide recommendations
on approaches to stabilization in conjunction with vibration monitoring.
Permanent stabilization measures shall follow the Secretary of the
Interior's guidelines for the treatment of historic properties. If the
buildings are temporarily stabilized for the duration of construction
activities, when removed, the buildings shall be restored to their
preconstruction condition when the stabilization measures are
removed.
CUL-2: Project-Specific Archaeological Survey. Projects identified
in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan should be reviewed by the
City of Corona to determine if a site-specific archaeological survey
should be conducted. Site-specific archaeological surveys should be
conducted for individual projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan that are in areas that have not been previously
developed or would impact land with visible ground surface, or projects
that may impact built environment resources that meet the age
threshold for eligibility. A Native American monitor shall be on site
during the site-s~cific archaeolQ9ical surve~s.
If cultural resources are identified during the site-specific
archaeological survey, then evaluation of the resources for the
California Register of Historical Resources and the Corona Register
should be conducted in conjunction with the Native American monitor
to determine if the resource is significant under the California
Environmental Quality Act and would be adversely impacted by the
project. A Native American monitor from a culturally affiliated tribe
should be present during any archaeological excavations involving
prehistoric cultural resources. If no significant resources are found, and
site conditions are such that there is no potential for further
discoveries, then no further action is required. Resources found to be
non-significant as a result of a survey and evaluation shall require no
further work beyond documentation of the resources on the appropriate
Department of Parks and Recreation site forms and inclusion of results
in a technical report.
If significant resources are present, consulting tribes or bands should
be notified and consulted with on treatment. ~Avoidance,
preservation in place, or a data recovery program is recommended.
The data recovery program is subject to the provisions outlined in
California Public Resources Code, Section 21083.2. The data recovery
program should be conducted in accordance with the Office of Historic
Preservation's Archaeological Resource Management Reports:
Recommended Contents and Format and Guidelines for
Archaeological Research Designs. The data recovery program must be
reviewed and approved by the City.
If no significant resources are found, but if there is a potential for
unknown archaeological resources, or tribal cultural resources to be
uncovered during construction activities, then implementation of
Mitigation Measure CUL-3 is recommended.
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CUL-3: Archaeological and Native American Monitoring Program.
Because there is always a potential for encountering cultural and tribal
cultural resources during excavation, the creation of an archaeological
and Native American monitoring program is recommended for projects
identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that would conduct
new ground disturbance in areas identified as moderate or high
sensitivity for cultural resources,-aoo for project components that are
within 100 feet of previously recorded archaeological resources, and
for those projects where tribal consultation has identified traditional
cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. Prior to the
commencement of ground-disturbing activities below the road base,
the City of Corona, Public Works Department. shall enter into an
agreement with the consulting tribes or bands for Native American
monitors. The Native American monitor shall be approved by the
Gabrielefio Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation, Soboba Band of
Luiserio Indians, and Rincon Band of Luiserio Indians- the tribes that
consulted on the project pursuant to Assembly Bill 52 (consulting tribes
or bands). A copy of the executed contract shall be submitted to the
City of Corona prior to the issuance of any permit necessary to start a
ground-disturbing activity.
The Native American monitor shall be on site during all initial grounddisturbing activities and excavation of each portion of the project site,
including clearing, grubbing, tree removals, grading, and trenching.
Monitoring will not take place within the imported fill soils in the road
base and for potholing above known utility lines. In conjunction with the
archaeological monitor, the Native American monitor shall have the
authority to temporarily divert, redirect, or halt the ground-disturbing
activities to allow identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of
cultural resources. The on-site monitoring shall end when all grounddisturbing activities on the project site are completed or when the tribal
representatives and Native American monitor have indicated that all
upcoming ground-disturbing activities on the project site have little to
no potential for impacting cultural or tribal cultural resources. Upon
discovery of any tribal cultural resources, construction activities shall
cease in the immediate vicinity of the find (not less than the
surrounding 100 feet) until the find can be assessed. All tribal cultural
resources unearthed by project activities shall be evaluated by the
qualified archaeologist and Native American monitor approved by the
consulting tribe or band. If the resources are Native American in origin,
the consulting tribe or band shall retain it/them in the form and/or
manner the consulting tribe or band deems appropriate for educational,
cultural. and/or historic purposes.
If a non-Native American resource is determined by the qualified
archaeologist to constitute a "historical resource" or "unique
archaeological resource," time allotment and funding sufficient to allow
for implementation of avoidance measures or appropriate mitigation
must be available. The treatment plan established for the resources
shall be in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act
Guidelines, Section 15064.5(0, for historical resources and California
Public Resources Code, Sections 21083.2/b), for unique
archaeological resources.
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Preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of
treatment. If preservation in place is not feasible, treatment may
include implementation of archaeological data recovery excavations to
remove the resource along with subsequent laboratory processing and
analysis. Any historic archaeological material that is not Native
American in origin shall be curated at a public, non-profit institution with
a research interest in the materials, such as the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County or the Fowler Museum, if such an
institution agrees to accept the material. If no institution accepts the
historic archaeological material. it shall be offered to a local school or
historical society in the area for educational purposes.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall obtain a fully
executed agreement(s) with the consulting tribes or bands to ensure
compliance with this mitigation measure. This agreement shall not
modify any condition of approval or mitigation measure. +he
arst:iaeologisal aRd ~lati•,e AFRerisaR FRORileriRg prograFR st:iall soRsist
of tl:io f1:1II liFRe weseRse of a q1:1alified arst:iaeologist aRd trnditioRally
aRd s1:1lt1:1i:ally affiliated ~latii;e AFRerisaR FRORitor duriRg Rew grouRd
distureiRg astivities. ~Jew grouRd dist1:1reaRse saR iRslude Rew
tFeRsRiRg Of O*J3aRdiRg pFeviously e*savated treRst:ies, gradiRg, aRd
•,egetatioR reFRoval. TRe aFGt:iaoologisal aRd ~lati•,e AFRerisaR
FRORitoriRg progi:aFR st:iould iRslude the followiRg:
1. NotiRg arst:iaeologisal aRd ~la~¥e AFRorisaR FRORitoriRg OR
applisable soRstrustioR dosuFReRts, iRsl1:1diRg 13laRs, shall be
requiFed.
2. Tt:ie aFGt:iaealogist aRd ~lati•,re AmerisaR moRitoF st:io1:1ld alteRd tt:ie
J3f8SORStRJStiOR fROOliRg witR tt:ie GOR!r:astor or the City of CoFORa.
3. Tl'le arst:iaeologist st:iall FRaiRtaiR oRgaiRg sollaboFati¥e soRs1:1ltatioR
with the ~lati11e AFRerisaR FRORitor d1:1riRg grouRd dist1:1reiRg er
alteFiRg asti¥ities as ideRtified above.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the consulting
tribes or bands shall develop an Archaeological Monitoring Plan to
address details, liming. and responsibilities of all archaeological
activities that will occur on the project site when it is determined by
either the City of Corona, Public Works Department, or the consulting
tribes or bands to be necessary. The Archaeological Monitoring Plan
shall include the following:
1. The development of a schedule in coordination with the City of
Corona, Public Works Department, the project archaeologist, and
the consulting tribes or bands for Native American and
archaeological monitoring during ground-disturbing activities on the
site, including the scheduling, safety requirements, duties, scope of
work, and Native American monitor's authority to stop and redirect
grading activities in coordination with all project archaeologists.
2. The protocols and stipulations that the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, the consulting tribes or bands, and project
archaeologist would follow in the event of inadvertent cultural
resources discoveries, including any newly discovered cultural
resource deposits that shall be subject to a cultural resource
evaluation. Such orocedures include the following:
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a. The archaeologist or Native American monitor may halt grounddisturbing activities if archaeological artifact deposits or cultural
features are discovered. In general, ground-disturbing activities
shall be directed away from these deposits for a short time to
allow for identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of
cultural resources a aoloFmiAaliaA af J3al0Alial si§AifisaAse, tt:le
subjast af wt:lish st:lall ea aalern1iAea by the archaeologist and
the Native American monitor. Ground-disturbing activities shall
not resume until the archaeologist, in consultation with the Native
American monitor and the City of Corona, deems the cultural
resource or feature has been appropriately documented and
protected.
b. All discovered resources shall be temporarily curated in a secure
location on site or at the offices of the project archaeologist. The
removal of any artifacts from the project site will need to be
thoroughly inventoried with Native American monitor oversight of
the process.
c. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish
ownership of all cultural resources, including sacred items, burial
goods, and all archaeological artifacts and non-human remains,
as part of the required mitigation for impacts to cultural
resources. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall
relinquish the artifacts through one or more of the following
methods and provide the consulting tribes or bands with
evidence of the same:
i. Accommodate the process for on-site reburial of the
discovered items with the consulting tribes or bands. This shall
include measures and provisions to protect the future reburial
area from any future impacts. Reburial shall not occur until all
cataloging and basic recordation have been completed.
ii. A curation agreement with an appropriate qualified repository
within Riverside County that meets federal standards per Title
36, Part 79, of the Code of Federal Regulations and, therefore,
would be professionally curated and made available to other
archaeologists/researchers for further study. The collections
and associated records shall be transferred, including title, to
an appropriate curation facility in Riverside County to be
accompanied by payment of the fees necessary for permanent
curatlon.
iii. If more than one Native American tribe or band is involved
with the project and cannot come to a consensus on the
disposition of cultural materials, the cultural materials shall be
curated at the Western Science Center.
d. At the completion of grading, excavation, and ground-disturbing
activities on the site, a Phase IV Monitoring Report shall be
submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works Department.
documenting monitoring activities conducted by the project
archaeologist and Native American monitor within 60 days of
completion of grading. This report shall document the impacts to
the known resources on the property: describe how each
mitiaation measure was fulfilled· document the tvne of cultural
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Human Remains

Mitigation Measure(s)
resources recovered and the disQQsition of such resources;
12rovide evidence of the reguired cultural sensitivi!}'. training for
the construction staff held during the reguired 12re-grade meeting;
and in a confidential agQgndix, include the daily/weekly
monitoring notes from the archaeologist. All regorts 12roduced will
be submitted to the consulting tribes or bands, Eastern
Information Center, and interested tribes or bands.
4. AFsllaeele§isal iselales aRd RSA si§RifisaRI FRaleFials sllall 0e
miRimally desl:lFReRled in tile field, and §Fel:lnd disll:lr:baRse shall 0e
allewed le Fe&l:lFRe.
ti. +he aveidanse and f)Feleslien el disseveFed l:lnknewn and
si§nifisanl 61:lill:lFal Fesel:lFGes and/eF l:lni€!1:l8 aFsllaeele§isal
Fesel:lFGes is U1e wefeFaBle mili§alien feF the flFSf)esed f)Fejesl. If
a¥eidanse is net feasiBle, a Qala Rese•,<ei:y Plan may 0e al:llReFii!:ed
By the City ef CeFena as the lead a§ensy 1:1ndeF Ille CalifeFRia
en¥iFenmenlal Q1:1alily ,A,sl.
e. QeleFe lRe Felease el any Bends assesialed with the Gans!F1:1slien ef
lhe flFSjesl semf)enenls, a MenileFin§ Ref)eft eF E~•al1:1alien Ref)eft
Iha! dessFiBes the Fes1:1l!s, aRalysis, and Gansl1:1siens ef !he
aFshaeele§isal and Nali•,<e AFReFisan menileFin§ flFS§Fam (insll:ldin§
Bill net limited le a data f8681,<ei:y flF8§FaFR) sllall 98 61:lBmilled By
the aFGRaeelegisl, alen§ with Ille Nali¥e AmeFisan FRenileFs neles
and seFRFRenls, le lhe City el CeFena leF af)f)Fe>,<al.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Less than Significant

CUL-2 and CUL-3.
CUL-4: Identification and Treatment of Human Remains. In the
event that human remains, er possible human remains, and/or grave
goods are encountered during any work associated with the projects
identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan, ground
disturbance within ~100 feet of the remains shall immediately halt.
The 12roject 12ro12onent shall then immediately inform the Riverside
County Coroner and the City of Corona, Public Works De12artment, and
the County Coroner shall be germitted to examine the remains as
rgguired by California Health and Safety Code, Section 7050.5(b}.
Sectio□ 7050 .5 reguires that excavation be sto1212ed in the vicinity of
discovered human remains until the County Coroner can determine
whether the remains are those of a Native American. If human remains
are determined to be of Native American origin, the a1212licant shall
com12ly with the state relating to the dis12osition of Native American
burials that fall within the jurisdiction of the California Native American
Heritage Commission {California Public Resources Code, Section
5097}. The County Coroner shall contact the California Native
American Heritage Commission to determine the most likely
descendant. The most likely descendant shall comglete their ins12ection
and make recommendations or 12references for treatment within 48
hours of being granted access to the site. The dis12osition of the
remains shall be overseen by the most likely descendant to determine
the most a1212rogriate means of treating the human remains and any
associated grave artifacts. The s12ecific locations of Native American
burials and reburials will be gro12rieta[Y and not disclosed to the
aeneral nublic. The Countv Coroner will notifv the California Native
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American Heritage Commission in accordance with California Public
Resources Code, Section 5097.98. According to California Health and
Safety Code, six or more human burials at one location constitute a
cemetery (Section 8100), and disturbance of Native American
cemeteries is a felony (Secfion 7052) as determined in consultation
between the project proponent and the most likely descendant.-aoo
CalifoFRia En,•iFenmenlal Q1:1alily Act G1:1idelines, Seslian 1a0e4 .a(e);
CalifoFRia P1:11:Jlic Resa1:1r-Ge Cade, Seclian 5087.88; and Califernia
Health and Safely Cade, Seclian 7050.a, sha1:1ld l:Je followed. If Nati¥e
AmeFisan Femains am disGo¥ered, !he Femains st:iall l:Je ke13I in sil1:1 (in
13laGe) er in a sec1:1re lecalien a13pro¥ed tiy the ~lali,•e AmeFiGan monitar
1:1nlil I1:le Fe13atrialion pFacess can tie com13leled.
Geology. Soils. and Paleontological Resources

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Seismic Hazards

GE0-1: Site-Specific Soil and Geotechnical Study. The City of
Corona shall prepare a site-specific soil and geotechnical engineering
study before final design of individual projects under the 2018
Reclaimed Water Master Plan that would involve ground disturbance,
Including grading and excavation. Each study shall be performed by a
licensed professional, including but not limited to a geologist, certified
soil scientist, certified agronomist, registered agricultural engineer,
registered civil or structural engineer, and/or certified professional
erosion and sediment control specialist with expertise in geotechnical
engineering issues, who is registered and/or certified in the State of
California, to determine site-specific impacts and to recommend sitespecific mitigations. Feasible recommendations addressing potential
seismic hazards and soil constraints shall be implemented.

Less than Significant

Geological Stability

GE0•1.

Less than Significant

Expansive Soils

GE0-1.

Less than Significant

Paleontological
Resources

GE0-2: Paleontological Monitoring. Paleontological monitoring
during excavation, grading or trenching shall be required for all projects
identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that would
excavate to a depth of 10 feet or more in areas identified as having a
high paleontological sensitivity. Before the approval of project-specific
construction documents for each project, the City Engineer shall retain
a qualified professional paleontologist to observe all earth-disturbing
activities in areas greater than 10 feet in depth. Fossil materials
recovered during paleontological monitoring shall be cleaned,
identified, cataloged, and analyzed in accordance with standard
professional practices. The results of the fieldwork and laboratory
analysis shall be submitted in a technical report and the entire
collection transferred to an approved facility. If no resources are found
during the monitoring effort, a monitoring summary shall be submitted
to the City Engineer within 4 weeks of completion of the monitoring
effort.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Less than Significant

Accidental Release of
Hazardous Materials

HAZ-1: Preparation of Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment.
Before construction of the Rimpau California Pipeline, River Pipeline,
Sampson Pipeline, Buena Vista Tenth Avenue Pipeline, and Klug
Pipeline, the City of Corona shall conduct a Phase 1 Environmental

Less than Significant
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Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
Site Assessment. The Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment shall
be prepared by a registered environmental assessor or equally
qualified professional to assess the potential for contaminated soil or
groundwater conditions at the project sites and along conveyance
alignments. The Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment shall include
a review of appropriate federal and state hazardous materials
databases and relevant local hazardous material site databases for
hazardous waste in on-site and off-site locations within a one-quarter
mile radius of the project sites and along conveyance alignments. The
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment shall also include a review of
existing or past land uses and aerial photographs, a summary of
results of reconnaissance site visits, and a review of other relevant
existing information that could identify the potential existence of
contaminated soil or groundwater. If no contaminated soil or
groundwater is identified, or if the Phase 1 Environmental Site
Assessment does not recommend any further investigation, the City of
Corona shall proceed with final project design and construction.
If existing soil or groundwater contamination is identified, and if the
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment recommends further review,
the City of Corona shall retain a registered environmental assessor to
conduct follow-up sampling to characterize the contamination and to
identify any required remediation that shall be conducted consistent
with applicable regulations before any earth-disturbing activities. The
registered environmental assessor shall prepare a report that includes
but is not limited to activities performed for the assessment, a summary
of anticipated contaminants and contaminant concentrations at the
proposed construction sites, and recommendations for appropriate
handling of any contaminated materials during construction.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

HAZ-2: Halt of Construction Work if Hazardous Materials Are
Encountered. Before construction, workers shall be trained on how to
identify hazardous materials and procedures if undefined, suspected
contaminated soil or groundwater is encountered.
If unidentified or suspected contaminated soil or groundwater is
encountered during construction activities of the projects identified in
the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan, the construction contractors
shall immediately stop surface or subsurface activities in the event that
potentially hazardous materials are encountered, an odor is identified,
or considerably stained soil is visible. Contractors shall notify the City
of Corona Public Works Department Project Manager immediately and
follow the applicable local, state, and federal regulations regarding the
discovery, response, disposal, and remediation of hazardous materials
encountered during the construction process. This requirement shall be
included in individual project Construction Plans and submitted to the
City of Corona Public Works Department for review before approval of
final design.
Emergency Response
Plan or Evacuation Plan

HAZ-3: Prepare and Implement a Construction Traffic Control
Plan. The construction contractor shall prepare and implement a
Construction Traffic Control Plan for roadways and intersections
affected by the individual projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. This
requirement shall be included on individual oroiect Construction Plans
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Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
and be submitted to the City of Corona Public Works Department for
review before approval of final design. The Construction Traffic Control
Plan shall comply with local agency requirements with jurisdiction over
project construction and shall include but not be limited to the following
elements based on local site and roadway conditions:
• Provide street layout showing location of construction
activity and surrounding streets to be used as detour routes,
including special signage.
• Post a minimum 72-hour advance warning of construction
activities in affected roadways to allow motorists to select
alternative routes.
• Restrict delivery of construction materials to non-peak travel
periods (9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.) as appropriate.
• Maintain the maximum travel lane capacity during nonconstruction periods and provide flagger control at
construction sites to manage traffic control and flows
• Maintain access for driveways and private roads, except for
brief periods of construction, in which case property owners
shall be notified.
• Require temporary steel plate trench crossings as needed
to maintain reasonable access to homes, businesses, and
streets. When required by the applicable encroachment
permit, maintain the existing lane configuration during
nonworking hours by covering the trench or jack pit with
steel plates or by using temporary backfill.
Require
appropriate warning signage and safety lighting for
•
construction zones.
• Access for emergency vehicles shall be maintained at all
times. Police, fire, and emergency services shall be notified
of the timing, location, and duration of construction activities
that could hinder or delay emergency access through the
construction period.
• Coordinate with regional transit agencies, including Corona
Cruiser and Riverside Transit Agency, to plan as needed for
the temporary relocation of bus stops or detour of transit
routes on affected distribution pipeline alignments.
• Identify detours where available for bicyclists and
pedestrians in areas potentially affected by project
construction.
• Provide adequate off-street parking locations for worker
vehicles and construction equipment where on-street
parking availability is insufficient.
• Repair or restore the roadway right-of-way to its original
condition or better upon completion of work.

Wildland Fire

HAZ-4: Maintain Construction Area Clear of Combustible
Materials. During construction, the contractor shall ensure that staging
areas, welding areas, or areas slated for construction using sparkproducing equipment shall be cleared of combustible vegetation or
other materials that could serve as fire fuel. Veqetation clearinq shall
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Issue Area

Mitigation Measure(s)
be coordinated with a qualified biologist before removal. The contractor
shall keep these areas clear of combustible materials to maintain a
firebreak. Any construction equipment that normally includes a spark
arrester shall be in good working order. This includes but is not limited
to vehicles, heavy equipment, and chainsaws. This requirement shall
be included on individual project Construction Plans and be submitted
to the City of Corona Public Works Department for review before
approval of final design.

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

HAZ-5: Provide Accessible Fire Suppression Equipment. Work
crews shall be required to have sufficient fire suppression equipment
readily available to ensure that any fire resulting from construction
activities is immediately extinguished. Off-road equipment using
internal combustion engines shall be equipped with spark arrestors.
This requirement shall be included on individual project Construction
Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona Public Works Department
for review before approval of final design.
Land Use and Planning
Conflict with Land Use
Plan, Policy, or
Regulation

AES-1 , BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4, BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, B1O-8, BIO•
9,810 10, 810 11,810 12,810 13, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4,
GEO-1, HAZ-3, and NOl-1.

Less than Significant

Noise
Exceedance of Noise
Standards

NOl-1: Construction Noise Reduction Measures. Individual projects
under the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan shall implement
construction noise reduction measures to ensure compliance with the
City of Corona's Noise Ordinance. The following measures shall be
included on individual project Construction Plans and be submitted to
the City of Corona, Public Works Department, for review before
approval of final design:
• Construction equipment shall be properly outfitted and
maintained with manufacturer recommended noise
reduction devices.
• Diesel equipment shall be operated with closed engine
doors and equipped with factory recommended mufflers.
• Mobile or fixed "package" equipment (e.g., arc-welders and
air compressors) shall be equipped with shrouds and noise
control features that are readily available for that type of
equipment.
• Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of
pneumatic or internal-combustion powered equipment,
where feasible.
• Unnecessary idling of internal combustion engines (e.g., in
excess of 5 minutes) shall be prohibited.
• Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking,
and maintenance areas shall be located as far as
practicable from noise-sensitive receptors.
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Issue Area

•
•

•

•

•

•

Excessive Groundborne
Vibration and Noise

Mitigation Measure(s)
The use of noise-producing signals, including horns,
whistles, alarms, and bells, shall be limited to safety
warning purposes only.
No project-related public address or music system shall be
audible at any adjacent sensitive receptor.
The City of Corona shall notify residences within 100 feet of
the construction area in writing at least 2 weeks prior to any
construction activity such as concrete sawing, asphalt
removal, or heavy grading operations. The notification shall
describe the activities anticipated, provide dates and hours,
and provide contact information with a description of a
complaint and response procedure.
In the event that a complaint is received, noise monitoring
shall be conducted to determine whether hourly average
noise levels during construction exceed ambient noise
levels by more than 5 A-weighted decibels Equivalent
Energy Level. A 1-hour noise measurements shall be taken
during a normal weekday without construction activity, and
a 1-hour measurement during typical construction, In the
event that the above measures do not reduce noise levels
to 5 A-weighted decibels or less above ambient conditions
at the affected receptor, temporary sound barriers or sound
blankets may be installed between construction operations
and adjacent noise-sensitive receptors. Due to equipment
exhaust pipes being approximately 7-8 feet above ground,
a sound barrier at least 10 feet in height above grade would
be required to mitigate noise to an acceptable level.
The on-site construction supervisor shall have the
responsibility and authority to receive and resolve noise
complaints. A clear appeal process for the affected resident
shall be established before construction begins to allow for
resolution of noise problems that cannot be immediately
solved by the site supervisor.
All construction activities, including deliveries and engine
warm-up, shall be prohibited between the hours of 8:00
p.m. and 7:00 a.m., Monday through Saturday, and 6:00
p,m. to 10:00 a.m. on Sundays and federal holidays.

NOl-2: Vibratory Equipment Limitations. Construction Plans for individual
projects under the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan shall include a
requirement that no vibratory equipment be operated within 40 feet of a
structure eligible or listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
California Register of Historical Resources, or Corona Register. Instead,
alternative construction equipment shall be used, such as smooth wheel
rollers without a vibratory component. This requirement shall be included on
individual project Construction Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona,
Public Works Department, for review before approval of final design.
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Mitigation Measure(s)
Transportation

Issue Area

Impact Determination
After Mitigation

Conflict with Program,
Plan, Ordinance, or
Policy

HAZ-3.

Less than Significant

Inadequate Emergency
Access

HAZ-3.

Less than Significant
Tribal Cultural Resources

Tribal Cultural Resources

CUL•2, CUL-3, and CUL-4.
Utilities and Service Systems

Less than Significant

Relocation or
Construction of New
Facilities

AES-1, 810-1 , 810-2, 810-3, 810-4, 810-5, 810-6, 810-7, 810-8, BIO9, BIO 10, BIO 11, 810 12, BIO 13, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4,
GE0-1 , GE0-2, HAZ-1 , HAZ-2, HAZ-3, HAZ-4, HAZ-5, NOl-1, and
NOl-2.
Wildfire

Less than Significant

Emergency Response or
Evacuation Plan

HAZ-3.

Less than Significant

Uncontrolled Spread of
Wildfire

HAZ-4 and HAZ-5.

Less than Significant

Requirement of
Installation or
Maintenance of
Associated Infrastructure

HAZ-4 and HAZ-5.

Less than Significant
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Chapter 2: Project Description

Project Description

The 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP) is an update to the City of
Corona's (City's) adopted Reclaimed Water Master Plan (2001), which provides guidance to
create infrastrncture to efficiently use treated effluent from its existing and future wastewater
reclamation facilities (WRFs) supplemented by non-potable groundwater from the Bedford Basin
to reduce dependence on imported water and potable groundwater. The project identifies the extent
and types of reclaimed water development needed to achieve the City's physical, economic, and
environmental goals.

2.1

Project Location

Regional Location

The City is in the northwestern portion of the County of Riverside (County), near the convergence of
the Counties of Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside, 45 miles southeast of the City of Los Angeles, as
shown on Figure 2-1 , Regional Location, and Figure 2-2, Project Overview. The City is in the
Temescal Valley, which is framed by mountains and the Prado Flood Control Basin. The City is
bordered by the City of Norco to the north, the City of Riverside to the east, unincorporated Riverside
County to the west and south, the Cleveland National Forest to the south/southwest, and the Prado
Flood Control Basin to the northeast.
The City is defined in the County by its transportation infrastructure. Two major freeways and one
railroad transect the City. Riverside Freeway (State Route 91) runs east-west directly connecting
the economic center of the County of Orange to the Inland Empire, while Interstate 15 runs northsouth. In addition, the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway transects the center of the City,
running paraUel to State Route 91 .
Water Service Area

The City's water service area encompasses approximately 39 square miles and delineates the
extent of the City's potable water, reclaimed water and wastewater services. The water service
area boundary differs slightly from the City's jurisdictional boundary because it also includes the
unincorporated communities of El Cerrito and Coronita and parts of Temescal Canyon, as shown
on Figure 2-3, Water Service Area. The water service area is a jurisdictional boundary bordered
by the neighboring water service areas for the Cities of Norco and Eastvale to the north, the City
of Riverside to the northeast, the Home Gardens County Water District to the east, and the
Temescal Valley Water District to the south. The southeastern portion of the water service area is
generally bounded by unincorporated County lands. The southwestern portion of the water service
area is bounded by the Cleveland National Forest and other County lands.
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Project Purpose

The primary purpose of the 2018 RWMP is to assist the City with meeting its goals for reclaimed
water use through implementation of approp1iate projects, programs, and additional studies.

2.3

Project Objectives

The project objectives are as follows:

l. Expand and improve the City's recycled water program in accordance with Ordinance
2854 (Recycled Water Rules and Regulations)
2. Prioritize and implement system improvements pursuant to the 2018 Reclaimed Water
Master Plan to maximize reclaimed water supply availability and reduce the use of
potable water
3. Improve water supply system perfonnance by facilitating supply management and
maximizing water resources
4. Efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and distribute new
sources of water supply as they become available

2.4

Projects Identified in the 2018 RWMP

This section describes the proposed infrastructure and improvements to the reclaimed water system
identified in the 2018 RWMP. Future projects would be categorized as sources of supply, large
distribution pipelines, medium dist1ibution pipelines, small distribution pipelines, conversion of
adjacent customers, data management, and additional studies. Table 2-1 provides a summary of
the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. Figures 2-4a through 2-4d show the locations of the
project components in the water service area.
Table 2-1. Summary of Projects
Number

I

Project Component
Location
Sources of Supply Projects

Description

1

WRCRWA Booster Pump
Station

WRCRWA

The booster pumping stations
would pump WRCRWA supply
to the 833 Subzone.

2

WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline

Between WRCRWA and River FCS833 Subzone

The transmission pipeline
would connect the WRCRWA
booster pumping station to the
833 Subzone.

3

WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements

Between Butterfield and WRF1 Tank

These control stations would
direct WRCRWA supply to the
Lincoln-Cota Ponds and the
WRF1 Tank.
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Table 2-1. Summary of Projects
Number

Project Component

Location

Description

4

Rimpau California
Pipeline

Between Central Park and Chase
Park

This transmission pipeline
would provide the additional
capacity needed to move
WRCRWA supply to demands
south of the water service area
between City Park and Chase
Park.

5

Chase Booster Pump
Station

Chase Park

The booster pump station at
Chase Park would an
operational component of the
Rimpau California Pipeline.

6

Chase Tank

Chase Park

The storage facility at Chase
Park would be an operational
component of the Rimpau
California Pipeline.

7

Buena Vista Tenth
Pipeline

Railroad Street and Rimpau Avenue
via Buena Vista Avenue and Tenth
Street

This pipeline would reinforce
the primary loop between
WRF1 at the 1380 Zone
following construction of the
Rimpau California Pipeline.

8

Ontario Slipline

Compton Avenue and Lincoln
Avenue

This sliplined pipeline would
form a secondary loop along
the length of the 1175 Subzone.

9

River Pipeline

River Road from Corydon Avenue
through Main Street

This pipeline would expand the
833 Subzone north of Temescal
Creek and west of Interstate 15.

10

Sampson Pipeline

Central Park and McKinley Street

This pipeline would form a
secondary loop in the 1008.5
Zone to improve performance
and eliminate the need for
additional local storage.

Large D1stnbut1on P1pehnes

Medium Distribution Pipelines
11

Old Temescal Pipeline

Fullerton Avenue and Interstate 15

This pipeline would convert
15.1 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand.

12

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

Lincoln Avenue between Highgrove
Street and Foothill Parkway

This pipeline would convert
12.5 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand at one
church and six existing LMD
meters.

13

Avenida Del Vista Pipeline

Via Del Rio and MFR demands
north of Via Santiago

This pipeline would convert
19.8 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand at
three MFR complexes.
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Table 2-1. Summary of Projects
Number

Location

Project Component

Description

14

Border Pipeline

Brentwood Drive and MFR demands
north of Tenth Street

This pipeline would convert
36.4 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand at
numerous MFR and CII
complexes.

15

Promenade Pipeline

McKinley Avenue and Cresta Verde
Parl<

This pipeline would convert
26.9 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand at 2
MFR complexes and 15
existing landscaping irrigation
meters.

16

Research Pipeline

CII demands west of Auto Center
Drive

This pipeline would convert 9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

17

Smith Pipeline

Railroad Street and Pomona Road

This pipeline would convert
13.6 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation and car
washing to reclaimed water
demand.

18

Via Pacifica Pipeline

MFR and LMD demand north of
Ontario Avenue

This pipeline would convert
21.3 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand at two
LMD meters and one MFR
complex.

19

Tehachapi Pipeline

McKinley Avenue and Tehachapi
Park

This pipeline would convert 6.2
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

Small Distribution Pipelines
20

Jenks Pipeline

North and south of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 5.8
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

21

Airport Circle Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 4.1
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

22

Helicopter Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3.9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

23

Glider Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 1.3
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.
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Table 2-1. Summary of Projects
Location

Project Component

Description

24

Citation Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 1.2
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

25

Klug Pipeline

North and south of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3.9
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

26

Monica Pipeline

North of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 3.2
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

27

Chase Hudson Pipeline

LMD demands at Chase Drive and
Hudson Avenue

This pipeline would convert 4.7
gpm at two LMD meters from
potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

28

Cessna Pipeline

North of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3
gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.

29

Main Citrus Pipeline

Main Street at Citrus Avenue and
four CII customers at Main Street
and Magnolia Avenue

This pipeline would convert
21.4 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand for CII
customers.

Source: City of Corona 2018.
Notes: CII = commercial, industrial, and institutional; gpm = gallons per minute; LMD = landscape maintenance district; MFR=
multi-family residential; WRCRWA = Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority; WRF = water reclamation facility

2.4.1

Sources of Supply

The project includes the following six sources of supply projects that involve future supply from
the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA). The projects are
necessary to accommodate the shift in supply from the existing WRF3 to WRCRWA and would
assure adequate supply and transmission capacity related to reclaimed water from WRCRWA (see
Figure 2-4a, Source of Supply Project). The projects focus on transmission and system
performance.
2.4.1.1

WRCRWA Booster Pump Station

This source of supply project would replace the existing booster pump station that completes the
transmission system loop between the existing WRCRWA Plant at 14634 River Road in the City of
Eastvale and existing WRFI Tank and would provide reclaimed water to the 833 Subzone. Final
design would meet the requirements of the agreement between the WRCRWA and the City, which
includes delivery of 2.4 million gallons per day of reclaimed water. This project was evaluated in
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the 2010 Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and
Expansion Project Environmental Impact Report.

2.4.1.2

WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline

Dus somce of supply project would construct a 5, 133-foot-long, 20-inch-wide transmission pipeline
connecting WRCRWA Plant Booster Pump Station 833 Subzone to the River Flow Control Station
(FCS)-833 Subzone. The pipeline would be in the River Road easement from the WRCRWA's
facilities at 14634 River Road in the City of Eastvale to its intersection with Bluff Street in the City of
Norco. This pipeline would provide the primary transmission from the WRCRWA plant to the City.
This project is currently under design and was evaluated in the 2016 Initial Study and Mitigated
Negative Declaration for the Proposition 1 -Reclaimed Water Distribution Facilities.

2.4.1.3

WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements

Three control valve stations are required to direct flow from the WRCRWA to the desired
destinations in the existing system. This source of supply project would control flows from the
WRCRWA plant to deliver reclaimed water to either the Lincoln-Cota Ponds or the existing WRF 1
Tank. A pressure-reducing valve (PRY) would be installed to reduce pressure to avoid cavitation
in the downstream flow control valves. A flow control valve and flow meters would be installed
to manage the flow of reclaimed water to the ponds and to the WRFl Tank, which would include
installing a pressure-reducing and flow control station using a Bailey PRY. A Cla-Yal flow control
valve and flow meters would be installed at Butterfield Park to control flow from the WRCRWA
plant to the Lincoln-Cota Ponds and the WRFI Tank. In addition, a bypass assembly near the
existing WRF I Booster Pump Station Ponds would be constructed to deliver reclaimed water to
the existing WRFI Tank.

2.4.1 .4

Rimpau California Pipeline

This source of supply project would provide the additional capacity needed to move the
WRCRWA supply to an area of demand in southern portion of the water service area between City
Park and Chase Park. It would convert 75.5 gpm (121.7 acre-feet per year [AFYJ) of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.
The pipeline would connect to the terminus of the existing 12-inch transmission main in Quarry
Street at City Park and install 19,700 feet of new 20-inch pipe in Rimpau Avenue (between Central
Park and California Avenue) and California Avenue (between Rimpau Avenue and Chase Park).
This project would include installation of 2,400 feet of 12-inch pipe in Rimpau Avenue and
Olympic Drive, stub-outs for future pipelines at Circle City Drive and Sixth Street, 25 fire
hydrants, and 56 new meters to serve commercial, industrial, and institutional (CII) and multifamily residential (MFR) in-igation demand. It would also convert one existing irrigation meter at
Chase Park to a reclaimed water meter.
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Chase Booster Pump Station

This source of supply project would complete the primary loop between the existing WRFl and
the 13 80 Zone and would provide redundancy in conjunction with the existing Border Tank facility
for serving large demands in areas south of the City. It would construct a booster pump station
adjacent to the future Chase Tank, install 1,600 feet of new 12-inch pipe in Chase Park and
California Avenue, and install two fire hydrants.
2.4.1.6

Chase Tank

This source of supply project would include the construction of a 2-million-gallon storage tank at
Chase Park in the southeastern portion of the site. The storage tank would provide equalization in
the 1008.5 Zone, provide a primary loop between the 1008.5 Zone and the 1380 Zone, and provide
operational storage, equalization, and redundancy in the l 008.5 Zone in conjunction with the
existing Border Tank facility.

2.4.2

Large Distribution Pipelines

Approximately 27 miles of distribution pipelines are proposed to supply irrigation demands at
schools, parks, City landscaping, and the industrial, commercial, institutional (CII) and MFR
sectors. The project proposes four large distribution pipelines to open previously unserved
neighborhoods, commercial zones, and industrial zones to reclaimed water service as described
below (see Figure 2-4b, Large Distribution Pipelines).
2.4.2.1

Buena Vista Tenth Pipeline

This large distribution pipeline would reinforce the primary loop between WRFl and the 1380
Zone following the construction of the Rimpau California Pipeline. It would convert 126.9 gpm
(204.6 AFY) of potable water demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand, including the
connection of an existing 18-inch transmission main on Railroad Street to Buena Vista Avenue,
and to a future 20-inch transmission main in Rimpau Avenue at Circle City Drive. The Buena
Vista Tenth Pipeline would also include the installation of 23,200 feet of new 12-inch pipeline, 45
fire hydrants, and 63 new meters and convert 20 existing irrigation meters.
2.4.2.2

Ontario Slipline

This large distribution pipeline would serve as a CIIIMFR/park/school demand converter and
would form a secondary loop along the length of the 1175 Subzone. It would use trenchless
technology to minimize traffic and substructure congestion. The Ontario Slipline would convert
130.8 gprn (211 AFY) of potable water demand for inigation to reclaimed water demand and
facilitate the possibility of converting other CII demands (e.g., cooling water replenishment,
industrial process water, industrial cleaning, dual plumbing). Other components include the
connection to the terminus of the existing 8-inch main in Fullerton Avenue, connection to an
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existing 8-inch line in Lincoln Avenue, and adjustment of Ontario PRV-1025 Subzone to serve
the 117 5 Zone. Additionally, the Ontario Slipline would include sliplining 16,200 feet of existing
Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District agricultural pipeline, installation of 10,200 feet of 12inch pipeline, installation of 50 fire hydrants, installation of 52 new meters to serve CII/MFR
irrigation demand, and conversion of 24 existing irrigation meters.

2.4.2.3

River Pipeline

This large distribution pipeline would expand the 833 Subzone north ofTemescal Creek and west
oflnterstate 15. It would convert 126.5 gpm (204 AFY) of potable water demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand and would investigate the possibility of converting other CII demands.
The River Pipeline would connect to an existing 20-inch transmission main at the intersection of
Corydon Avenue and River Road; install 13,900 feet of new 12-inch pipe in River Road, Cota
Street, and Parkridge Avenue; install 28 new fire hydrants and 20 new meters; and convert 21
existing irrigation meters.

2.4.2.4

Sampson Pipeline

This large distribution pipeline would include the conversion of transmission and distribution
pipelines in the 1008.5 Zone and would form a secondary loop in the 1008.5 Zone to improve
perfo1mance and eliminate the need for additional local storage. The Sampson Pipeline proposes
to conve11 137.8 gpm (222.2 AFY) of potable water demand for inigation and car washing to
reclaimed water demand, investigate the possibility of converting other CII demands, and examine
the possibility of adding American Asphalt as a customer for dust control, aggregate cleaning, and
equipment cleaning. This project component would include the connection to the existing 12-inch
distribution main at the intersection of McKinley Street and Promenade Avenue and the future 20inch transmission main in Rimpau Avenue at Sixth Street near Central Park, installation of37,600
feet of new 12-inch pipeline, installation of 75 fire hydrants, installation of 141 new meters to
serve CII irrigation demand, and conversion of 10 existing inigation meters.
2.4.3

Medium Distribution Pipelines

The project proposes the following nine new medium distribution pipelines to target large demand
opportunities with a single feed pipe (see Figure 2-4c, Medium Distribution Pipelines).

2.4.3.1

Old Temescal Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would conve11 15. l gpm (24.2 AFY) of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand and investigate the possibility of converting other CU
demands. The Old Temescal Pipeline would connect to the existing main in Fullerton Avenue,
install 4,500 feet of new 8-inch pipe in Old Temescal Road, install 10 fire hydrants and 15 new
meters, and conve11 5 existing meters to serve CII irrigation demand. This project component was
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evaluated in the 2016 Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Proposition 1 Reclaimed Water Distribution Facilities.

2.4.3.2

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 12.5 gpm (20.2 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand at one church and six existing landscape maintenance district
(LMD) meters in the 1380 Zone. The Lincoln Foothill Pipeline would connect to the existing 20inch transmission main at Highgrove Street and Lincoln Avenue, install 2,700 feet of new 12-inch
pipe in Lincoln Avenue between Highgrove Street and Foothill Parkway, install three fire hydrants
and one new meter to serve institutional irrigation demand, and reconnect six existing LMD meters.

2.4.3.3

Avenida Del Vista Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 19.8 gpm (31 .9 AFY) of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at three MFR complexes. It would provide a connection
to an existing 20-inch transmission main at the intersection of Via Del Rio and Kirkwood Drive,
install 3,700 feet of new 12-inch pipe in Via Del Rio and Avenida Del Vista, install seven fire
hydrants and one new meter, and connect to three existing irrigation meters to serve the MFR
irrigation demand.

2.4.3.4

Border Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 36.4 gpm (58.7 AFY) of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at numerous MFR and Cil complexes and would
investigate the possibility of recreational impoundment replenishment and converting other CII
demands. The Border Pipeline would connect to an existing 20-inch transmission main at the
intersection of Border A venue and Brentwood D1ive; install 5,400 feet of new 12-inch pipe in
Border A venue, Sherman A venue, and Eighth Street; and install 10 fire hydrants and 40 new
meters to serve MFR and Cll irrigation demand.

2.4.3.5

Promenade Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 26.9 gpm (43.4 AFY) of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at 2 MFR complexes and 15 existing landscaping
irrigation meters and investigate the possibility of additional irrigation conversion for greenways
and portions of the Cresta Verde Golf Course. The Promenade Pipeline would connect to an
existing 16-inch transmission main in McKinley Street at Promenade Avenue and optionally install
an 8-inch PRY at the connection point. It would also install 7,600 feet of new 12-inch pipe in
Promenade Avenue, 15 fire hydrants, and 2 new meters to serve MFR irrigation demand and
connect 15 existing irrigation meters. Portions of this pipeline from McKinney Street to Cresta
Verde Golf Course and Driving Range were included in the 2016 Initial Study and Mitigated
Negative Declaration for the Proposition I - Reclaimed Water Distribution Facilities.
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Research Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would assist in CII demand conversion by converting 9 gpm
(14.6 AFY) of potable water demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand and would
investigate the possibility of converting other Cll demands. It would provide a connection to an
existing 24-inch transmission main in Auto Center Drive at Research Drive and install an 8-inch
PRY at the connection, 2,600 feet of a new 12-inch pipeline in Research Drive and Wardlow Road,
five fire hydrants, and seven new meters to serve CII irrigation demand.

2.4.3.7

Smith Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 13 .6 gpm (22 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation and car washing to reclaimed water demand and investigate the possibility of converting
other CII demands. The Smith Pipeline would connect to an existing 18-inch transmission main in
Railroad Street at Smith Avenue and install an 8-inch PRY at connection, 2,800 feet of new 12inch pipe in Smith A venue between Railroad Street and Pomona Road, 5 fire hydrants, and 20 new
meters to serve CII irrigation demand and 1 new meter to serve a car wash.

2.4.3.8

Via Pacifica Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 21 .3 gpm (34.4 AFY) of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at two LMD meters and one MFR complex in the 1380
Zone. The Via Pacifica Pipeline would connect to an existing 20-inch transmission main in Via
Pacifica at Ontario Avenue and install an 8-inch PRV at the connection, 1,200 feet of new 12-inch
pipeline in Via Pacifica between Ontario Avenue and Mahogany Street, two fire hydrants, and one
new meter to serve MFR irrigation demand and connect to two existing LMD meters.

2.4.3.9

Tehachapi Pipeline

This medium distribution pipeline would convert 6.2 gpm (10 AFY) of potable water demand from
irrigation to reclaimed water demand. The proposed Tehachapi Pipeline would connect to an
existing 12-inch transmission main in McKinley Street at Mount Humphries Street and install
1,400 feet of new 12-inch pipe in Elizabeth Lane, Jenks D1ive, and Jenks Circle and three fire
hydrants and connect to one existing meter at Tehachapi Park.
2.4.4

Small Distribution Pipelines

The project proposes 10 small distribution pipelines to target demand opportunities near existing
pipelines as described below (see Figure 2-4d, Small Distribution Pipelines).

2.4.4.1

Jenks Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would conve1t 5.8 gpm (9.2 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand and investigate the possibility of conve1ting other CII
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demands. The Jenks Pipeline would connect to an existing 18-inch transmission main in Railroad
Street at Elizabeth Lane and install 1,700 feet of new 12-inch pipe in Elizabeth Lane, Jenks Drive,
and Jenks Circle; 3 fire hydrants; and 22 new meters to serve CII irrigation demand. This pipeline
would also include the optional installation of an 8-inch PRY at the connection point.

2.4.4.2

Airport Circle Pipeline

This CII demand small distribution pipeline would include the conversion of 4.1 gpm (6.5 AFY)
of potable water demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand and would investigate the
possibility of converting other CII demands. The Airport Circle Pipeline would connect to an
existing 18-inch transmission main in Railroad Street at Airport Circle and install 400 feet of new
12-inch pipe in Airport Circle, one fire hydrant, and two new meters to serve CII irrigation demand.

2.4.4.3

Helicopter Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline in the 1008.5 Zone would convert 3.9 gpm (6.3 AFY) of potable
water demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand and investigate the possibility of
converting other CII demands. The Helicopter Pipeline would connect to an existing 18-inch
transmission main in Railroad Street at Helicopter Street and install 500 feet of new 12-inch pipe
in Helicopter Circle, one fire hydrant, and four new meters to serve CII irrigation demand.

2.4.4.4

Glider Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would convert 1.3 gpm (2.1 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand in the I 008. 5 Zone and would investigate the possibility of
converting other CII demands. The Glider Pipeline would connect to an existing 18-inch
transmission main in Railroad Street at Elizabeth Lane and install 500 feet of new 12-inch pipe in
Glider Circle, one new fire hydrant, and five new meters to serve the CII irrigation demand.

2.4.4.5

Citation Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would convert 1.2 gpm (2 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand in the 1008 .5 Zone and would investigate the possibility of
converting other CII demands. The Citation Pipeline would connect to an existing 18-inch
transmission main in Railroad Street at Citation Circle and install 500 feet of new 12-inch pipeline
in Citation Circle, one fue hydrant, and five new meters to serve CII irrigation demand.

2.4.4.6

Klug Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would convert 3.9 gpm (6.2 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand in the 1008.5 Zone. The Klug Pipeline would connect to an
existing 18-inch transmission main in Railroad Street at Klug Circle and install 1,300 feet of new 12inch pipe in Klug Circle, three new fire hydrants, and seven new meters to serve CII irrigation demand.
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Monica Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would convert 3.2 gpm (5.2 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand in the 1088.5 Zone. The Monica Pipeline would connect to
an existing 18-inch transmission main in Railroad Street at Monica Circle and install 500 new feet
of 12-inch pipe in Monica Circle, one fire hydrant, and one new meter and connect two existing
meters to serve Cll inigation demand.

2.4.4.8

Chase Hudson Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline is an LMD demand conversion project in the 1380 Zone that would
convert 4.7 gpm (7.6 AFY) at two LMD meters from potable water demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand. It would connect to an existing 12-inch distribution main in Chase Drive
at Fullerton Avenue on the upstream side (1380 Zone) of the Fullerton PRV-1175 Subzone and
install 1,000 feet of new 12-inch pipe in Chase Drive and Hudson A venue and two fire hydrants
and reconnect two existing meters.

2.4.4.9

Cessna Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would convert 3 gpm (4.9 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand in the l 088.5 Zone. It would connect to an existing 18-inch
transmission main in Railroad Street at Cessna Circle and install 300 feet of 12-inch pipe in Cessna
Circle, one new fire hydrant, and two new meters to serve CII irrigation demand.

2.4.4.10

Main Citrus Pipeline

This small distribution pipeline would convert 21.4 gpm (34.5 AFY) of potable water demand for
irrigation to reclaimed water demand for CII customers in the 1380 Zone. Jt would connect to an
existing 12-inch distribution main in Main Street at Citrus Way and install 900 feet of new 12-inch
pipeline in the Main Street promenade, two new fire hydrants, and four meters to serve CII
irrigation demand.

2.4.5

Conversion of Adjacent Customers

Customers adjacent to existing pipelines should be converted to reclaimed water when possible. The
adjacent demands for the City include commercial, institutional, MFR, and single-family residential.
The conversion would conve11 139.9 gpm (225.7 AFY) of potable water demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand by adding small inigated areas one at a time throughout the system and would
investigate the possibility of converting other CII demands (e.g. , cooling water replenishment,
industrial process water, industrial cleaning, dual plumbing). It would require the addition of new
laterals and meters as necessary to capture irrigation demand adjacent to existing distribution pipelines.
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Data Management Projects

The City has an extensive automation system for its water facilities called Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA). SCADA is used primarily for operational control and management of
the City's water, wastewater, and reclaimed water assets. The following enhancements would
expand the use of SCADA to resource management and demand management.
2.4.6.1

SCADA Upgrade for Supply Management

This data management program includes SCADA upgrades for supply management, SCADA
interfaces and monitors protocols for supply allocation, instantaneous demand, and monthly
reconciliation of supply and billing, which would help facilitate supply management and resource
maximization. The upgrade would install eight SCADA flow monitors to fill gaps in
comprehensive supply monitoring and connect to existing remote terminal units at WRF 1, WRF2,
and WRF3; program SCADA human-machine interfaces for (1) monitoring instantaneous
reclaimed water system demand, (2) monitoring reclaimed water supply allocation, and (3)
reconciling supply and billing to compute non-revenue reclaimed water; and produce regular
reports that summarize and monetize supply allocation.
2.4.6.2

Irrigation Monitoring

The bulk of irrigation demand is controlled by the City and the Corona-Norco Unified School
District. Supply is controlled by the City. There is an opportunity to improve system performance
during high-demand periods by adjusting irrigation demand patterns through coordination between
operations, engineering, and landscape maintenance. The irrigation monitoring system would
facilitate the coordination effort and enhance system performance. It would include the installation
of SCADA flow registers at large irrigation meters controlled by the City and the school district;
develop methods for adjusting irrigation demand patterns; facilitate data collection, reduction, and
transfer among operations, engineering, and landscaping maintenance; and implement irrigation
demand pattern adjustments as needed during high-demand periods.

2.4.7

Additional Studies

The 2018 RWMP recommends two studies related to future uses of reclaimed water that would
recognize opportunities for the City's expansion of the reclaimed water system. The studies would
focus on the entire water service area and would assist the City in refining user demands for
in·igation and groundwater recharge. The following additional studies are recommended related to
future uses ofreclaimed water. Preparation of the studies is statutorily exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15262, and, therefore,
is not evaluated in this Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). Implementation of any
findings or recommendations developed as a result of the additional studies is not covered under
this PEIR and would require independent CEQA review.
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2.4.7.1

County Irrigation Ordinance Study

The City adopted County Ordinance 859.3 regarding water-efficient landscape requirements for
new construction and retrofit and the establishment of water budgets. The study would review the
ramifications and monitoring requirements for implementation of the ordinance and is anticipated
to produce changes in inigation behavior, demand, and parcel-level compliance calculations.
In addition, the study would review the implications of the ordinance in terms of data collection,
methods to identify excessive inigation use, options for developers, resources, and grants available
to implement concepts, quantification of impacts on potable, and reclaimed water demand and
revenue. To gather sufficient data, the City will prepare and refine a sample geographical
information system (GIS) database to determine impacts and issues sun-ounding compliance,
recommend application of the sample GIS database to the entire water service area, estimate cost
of implementation, and prepare recommendations for updating the City's GIS database.

2.4.7.2

Injection Well Study

The Injection Well Study would evaluate the viability of adding injection wells for recharge of the
Temescal Basin. These wells would be an alternative to dive11ing reclaimed water to the ponds.
Anticipated benefits of using injection wells include longer detention time for recharged reclaimed
water and a higher recovery rate for recharged reclaimed water. The Injection Well Study
anticipates coordinating with Groundwater Management Planning efforts; identifying the regions
of the aquifer conducive to injection; identifying possible well locations; estimating benefits in
terms of detention time, recovery rate, and redundancy; estimating the cost of implementation;
preparing the cost-benefit analysis; and preparing recommendations.

2.4.7.3

Prioritization and Cost Study for the Reclaimed Water Capital
Improvement Program

The ultimate goal of a Capital Improvement Program is to provide the City with a long-range
planning tool, orchestrate construction of reclaimed water infrastructure improvements in an
orderly manner, and keep pace with the City's growth. To accomplish this goal, it is necessary to
determine the estimated cost of the needed improvements and to prioritize the projects in a manner
that will guarantee that reliable service is maintained in a fiscally responsible manner. Funding
mechanisms to finance the improvements can then be identified to implement the program.
The viability of a reclaimed water project is based on the City's reclaimed water policy that
includes ( 1) technical feasibility, (2) financial feasibility, and (3) economic feasibility. In addition,
there are intangibles that may make a specific project more or less attractive. By using the Capital
Improvement Program, the City is able to prioritize and implement the reclaimed water projects in
a manner that is most beneficial for the City and its goals.
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Construction Methods

Following certification of the PEIR, the City would detennine the implementation schedule for the
construction of the improvements contemplated under the project. Once selected for construction,
the City would develop project-specific plans and specifications for each project, perform a
project-level CEQA review, and file the appropriate documentation for the necessary permits and
approvals in advance of awarding a construction contract. For the purposes of this PEIR, the City
has applied a standard construction zone of impact for linear construction, in addition to
approximating the area of direct impact for staging areas or other temporary use areas. Typical
construction methods for project components are described below.
Pipeline construction would require piping, trenching, backfilling, asphalt restoration, and striping.
Trench dimensions for pipeline projects would be approximately 4 feet wide and 5 feet deep.
Material removed would be replaced with imp01t (sand bedding, aggregate base backfill, and
asphalt concrete), and the spoils would be transported to an appropriate disposal facility.
Pump station constrnction would require piping, trenching, backfilling, foundation and grading,
building construction, SCADA controls, and site restoration as needed.
Storage tanks would require piping, trenching, backfilling, foundation and grading, tank
construction, SCADA controls, and site restoration as needed.
Table 2-2 provides an estimated time frame for construction for each project included in the 2018
RWMP.
Table 2-2. Project Construction Duration
Number

Project Component
Sources of Supply

Duration in Years

1

WRCRWA Booster Pump Station {in progress)

2

2

WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline {In progress)

2

3

WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements

2

4

Rimpau California Pipeline

4

5

Chase Booster Pump Station

3

6

Chase Tank

3
Large Distribution Pipelines

7

Buena Vista Tenth Pipeline

8

Ontario Slipline

4
4

9

River Pipeline

10

Sampson Pipeline

11

Old Temescal Pipeline (in progress)

2

12

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

2

13

Avenida Del Vista Pipeline

2

3
4
Medium Distribution Pipelines
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Table 2-2. Project Construction Duration
Duration in Years

Project Component

Number
14

Border Pipeline

2

15

Promenade Pipeline

3

16

Research Pipeline

2

17

Smith Pipeline

2

18

Via Pacifica Pipeline

2

19

Tehachapi Pipeline

2
Small Distribution Pipelines

20

Jenks Pipeline

2

21

Airport Circle Pipeline

1

22

Helicopter Pipeline

1

23

Glider Pipeline

1

24

Citation Pipeline

1

25

Klug Pipeline

2

26

Monica Pipeline

1

27

Chase Hudson Pipeline

2

28

Cessna Pipeline

1

29

Main Citrus Pipeline

Source: City of Corona 2018.

2.6

Discretionary Actions

The project is a "discretionary project," which is defined in Section 15357 of the CEQA Guidelines
as •·a project that requires the exercise ofjudgment or deliberation when the public agency or body
decides to approve or disapprove a particular activity." The project would require approval of
several discretionary actions by the City and other responsible agencies, which are listed in Table
2-3, Discretionary Actions.
Table 2-3. Discretionary Actions
Approving Agency

Action
Certification of the Environmental Impact Report and adoption of the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program, Findings of Fact, and Statement of
Overriding Considerations

City

Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification and National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Construction Permits

Santa Ana Regional Water Quality
Control Board

Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

California Fish and Game Code Section 1602 Permit

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Encroachment Permit

California Department of Transportation

Encroachment Permit

Riverside County Flood Control and
Water Conservation District

Notes: City = City of Corona
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Section 3.4: Biological Resources

Biological Resources

This section discusses the potential impacts to biological resources in the City of Corona's (City's)
water service area that may result from the implementation of the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master
Plan (2018 RWMP or project). The analysis in this section is based in part on the following
information: Biological Resources Technical Report prepared by Han-is & Associates (2020) for
the project (Appendix C).

3.4.1

Environmental Setting

This section describes the environmental setting as it relates to biological resources for the water
service area. The project proposes reclaimed water facilities in various locations throughout the
water service area.
3.4.1.1

Background Research and Survey Method

Before conducting the site visit to assess biological resources, Harris & Associates biologists
Melissa Tu and Katie Laybourn conducted a review of previous survey information. This included
a review of aerial imagery and previous vegetation and sensitive resources mapping for the City
including the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP)
(County of Riverside 2003), the City's General Plan Technical Update: Final Environmental
Impact Report (FEIR) (City of Corona 2020a), and the 2016 Initial Study and Mitigated Negative
Declaration for the Proposition 1 - Reclaimed Water Distribution Facilities (2016 Proposition l
IS/MND) (City of Corona 2016).
Following the literature review, Harris & Associates biologists conducted a general biological
reconnaissance survey on April 14, 2020, by visually inspecting a number of the projects included
in the 2018 RWMP in the water service area to determine the potential for sensitive plants and
animals to occur.
Animal species observed or otherwise detected during the survey were recorded and are provided
in Appendix C. Animal identifications were made in the field directly by visual observation or
indirectly by detection of calls, bun-ows, tracks, or scat. Binoculars were used to aid the
identification of animal species. Nomenclature used for animals comes from CaliforniaHerps.com
(2020) for amphibians and reptiles, American Ornithological Society (2019) and Cornell Lab of
Ornithology (2020a) for birds, Checklist of Butterflies of San Diego County (San Diego Natural
History Museum 2020a) for butterflies, San Diego Natural History Museum (2020b) for other
insects, and Bradley et al. (2014) for mammals.
Vegetation community boundaries for the project were provided in geographic info1mation system
(GIS) format by the City. Vegetation community types include the Holland vegetation
classification code as modified for the Western Riverside County MSHCP (Holland 1986; County
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of Riverside 2003). Plant species nomenclature used in this PEIR generally comes from Baldwin
et al. (2012) and the Jepson Interchange List of Currently Accepted Names of Native and
Naturalized Plants of California (Jepson Flora Project 2014).
3.4.1.2

Existing Biological Resources

This section includes a description of the biological resources that occur in the water service area.

Vegetation Communities and Land Use Types
The water service area consists of nine sensitive vegetation communities and two land use types,
as described below (County of Riverside 2003; City of Corona 2018; Holland 1986). The sensitive
vegetation communities were designated as sensitive because of the general scarcity of the
community; because impacts to the habitat are often regulated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS), California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE), or Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB); or because of the
species the vegetation community supports and the functions that it provides. Figure 3.4-1,
Vegetation Communities - Overview, presents the vegetation community and land use type
boundaries, and Figures 3.4-2a though 3.4-2d show the vegetation communities and land use types.

Chaparral
Chaparral is a sh.rub-dominated vegetation community composed largely of evergreen species that
range from 3 to 12 feet in height. The most common and widespread species in chaparral is chamise
(Adenostoma fasciculatum). Other common sh.rub species include manzanita (Arctostaphylos
spp.), wild lilac (Ceanothus spp.), oak (Quercus spp.), redberry (Rhamnus spp.), laurel sumac
(Malosma laurina), mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides), toyon (Heteromeles
arbutifolia), and mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor). Soft-leaved subshrubs are less common
in chaparral than in coastal sage scrub but occur in canopy gaps of mature stands (Holland 1986;
Sawyer et al. 2009).
Chaparral occurs in the southwestern portion of the water service area at the eastern base of the
Santa Ana Mountains (Figure 3.4-1).

Coastal Sage Scrub (Diegan and Riversidian)
Coastal sage scrub in the water service area consists of Diegan coastal sage scrub and Riversidian
coastal sage scrub.
Diegan coastal sage scrub is dominated by a characteristic suite of low-statured, aromatic, drought
deciduous sh.rubs and subsh.rub species. Composition varies substantially depending on physical
circumstances and the successional status of the vegetation community; however, characteristic species
include California sagebrush (Artemisia californica), California buckwheat (Eriogonumfasciculatum),
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laurel sumac, California encelia (Encelia californica), and several species of sage (e.g., Salvia
mellifera, white sage [Salvia apiana]) (Holland 1986; Sawyer et al. 2009). Diegan coastal sage scrub
occurs in the western portion of the water service area south of the Santa Ana River.
Riversidian sage scrub is dominated by brittlebush (Enceliafarinosa) with patches of California
buckwheat and California sagebrush. Riversidian coastal sage scrub occurs in the southeastern
portion of the water service area (Figure 3 .4-1 ).
Freshwater Marsh (Coastal and Valley)

Freshwater marsh in the water service area consists of coastal and valley freshwater marsh. Coastal and
valley freshwater marsh is dominated by freshwater emergent monocots often forming closed canopies.
Dominant species include cattails (Typha spp.) and tules (Schoenoplectus spp.) (Holland 1986).
In the water service area, coastal and valley freshwater marsh occurs in small pockets along the
Santa Ana River north of the Corona Municipal Airport (Figure 3.4-1).
Grassland (Non-Native)

Non-native grassland is a dense to sparse cover of annual grasses sometimes associated with
numerous species of native annual forbs. This association occurs on gradual slopes with deep, finetextured, usually clay soils. Characteristic species include oat (Avena sp.), red brome (Bromus
madritensis ssp. rubens), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), barley (Hordeum sp.), and mustard
(Brassica sp.). The majority of species and biomass in the non-native grassland community
miginated from the Meditenanean region, an area with a history of agriculture and a climate
similar to California (Holland 1986).
Directly and indirectly, non-native grasslands provide foraging habitat for raptors and may be
succeeded naturally by coastal sage scrub or other native habitats over time. For these reasons,
non-native grassland is considered sensitive by the CDFW.
Plant species in the water service area that are documented in this vegetation community include
ripgut brome, cheatgrass (Bro mus tectorum), red brome, wild oat (Avena fatua ), Mediterranean
grass (Schismus barbatus), shortpod mustard (Hirschfeldia incana), Russian thistle (Salsola
tragus), and common sunflower (Helianthus annuus) .
Three projects (Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority [WRCRWA] Flood
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline) are in or adjacent to
undeveloped, non-native grassland (Figures 3.4-2a and 3.4-2c).
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Oak Woodland
Oak woodland is dominated by Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii), coast live oak (Quercus
agrifolia), canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis), interior live oak (Quercus wislizenii), and black
oak (Quercus kelloggii) in the canopy, which may be continuous to intermittent or savannah-like.
Oak woodland in the water service area is dominated by coast live oak woodland and occurs in the
southwestern portion of the water service area on the eastern side of the Santa Ana Mountains
(Figure 3 .4-1 ).
Open Water
Open water in the water service area consists of the Prado Flood Control Basin, Santa Ana River,
and other drainages and includes non-vegetated channel and ponds (Holland 1986). Non-vegetated
channel consists of predominantly unvegetated sandy, gravelly, or rocky channels. Variable water
lines inhibit the growth of vegetation, although some weedy species of grass may grow along the
outer edges of the channel. Vegetation may exist here but is usually less than 10 percent total cover.
The majority of open water occurs in the northern portion of the water service area (Figure 3 .4-1 ).
Riversidian Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub
Riversidian alluvial fan sage scrub grows on well-drained, sandy, and rocky alluvial soils deposited
by streams that experience periodic flooding along the base of the San Gabriel, San Bernardino,
and San Jacinto Mountains. This community is typically dominated by scale-broom
(Lepidospartum squamatum), which is considered an indicator species. Species in this community
consist of a mix of riparian species including drought deciduous subshrubs and large, evergreen,
woody sluubs that adapted to intense, periodic flooding events. Due to periodic flooding and
erosion, pioneer, intermediate, and mature stages of alluvial fan sage scrub vegetation communities
are often distinguished. These stages vary from sparse vegetation and low-diversity to dense
subshrubs and evergreen woody shrubs. Species associated with this community include California
buckwheat, coastal sagebrush, brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), white sage, California sycamore
(Platanus racemosa), deerweed (Acmispon glaber), and mulefat (Baccharis salicifolia).
Riversidian alluvial fan sage scrub occurs in the northern and southwestern portions of the water
service area at the edges of the Santa Ana River and Temescal Wash riparian corridors (Figures
3.4-1 , 3.4-2a, and3 .4-2c).
Southern Riparian Forest
Southern riparian forest is a general vegetation description in the Holland vegetation classification
code that includes three elements: southern coast live oak riparian forest, southern anoyo willow
riparian forest, and southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest. Southern riparian forest occurs
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along streams in canyons and valleys. Species that dominate each community vary but are typically
coast live oak, willows, or a combination of cottonwoods and willows.
In the water service area, riparian forest consists primarily of native southern cottonwood-willow
riparian forest with patches of giant reed (Arundo dona.x).
Southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest is a tall, open, broad-leaved, winter-deciduous
riparian forest found along perennial wet streams. This community is dominated by Fremont
cottonwood (Populus fremontii), black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), and several tree willow
species (Salix spp.) and contains an understory of shrubby willows. This community is primarily
found in subirrigated and frequently overflowed lands, which provide the moist, bare mineral soils
required for the germination and establishment of the dominant species. Other plant species
associated with this community include California mugwort (Artemisia douglasiana), mulefat,
California sycamore, Goodding's black willow (Salix gooddingii), sandbar willow (Salix exigua
var. hindsiana), Pacific willow (Salix lasiandra), an-oyo willow (Salix lasiolepis), and stinging
nettle (Urtica dioica) .
Southern riparian forest occurs in the northern portion of the water service area in the Santa Ana
River floodplain. As described in the 2016 Proposition I IS/MND prepared for the WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline, the source of supply project would be constructed in River Road and
sun-ounded upstream and downstream by southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest along the
Santa Ana River (Figure 3 .4-2a) (City of Corona 20 I 6). The source of supply project completed
separate California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review and obtained site-specific pennits
and is not discussed further in this PEIR.
Southern Riparian Scrub

Southern riparian scrub is a dense riparian community found along major river systems where
flood scour occurs and can also be found in smaller drainages influenced by urban and agricultural
runoff. This community is characterized by small trees or shrubs, such as willows, but lacks taller
riparian trees. Species typically associated with southern riparian scrub include an-oyo willow and
other willow species and desert broom (Baccharis sarothroides). The riparian scrub in the water
service area consists of mulefat scrub and southern willow scrub.
This community requires repeated flooding events to prevent succession to southern riparian
forest. Species associated with this community include sandbar willow, black willow, red willow
(Salix laevigata), an-oyo willow, and mulefat.
Southern riparian scrub is considered sensitive and declining by the USFWS and CDFW. Southern
riparian scrub may be regulated by the CDFW pursuant to Sections 1600 et seq. of the California
Fish and Game (CFG) Code, the RWQCB pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act (CWA)
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or the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne Act), or the USACE pursuant
to Section 404 of the CWA (33 USC 1344) if adjacent to waters of the state or United States.
In Southern California, southern riparian scrub has been impacted by filling, draining, clearing of
vegetation, water diversion projects, impoundment projects, channelization, increased sediment
loading, lowering of water tables, human recreational activities, gravel mining, proliferation of
exotic species, grazing, and urban development (Bowler 1990).
Southern riparian scrub occurs along streams in the western and southeastern portions of the water
service area (Figure 3 .4-1 ).
Agricultural and Developed/Disturbed Land Uses
Agricultural Land

Agricultural land includes areas occupied by dairies and livestock feed yards or areas that have
been tilled for use as croplands or groves and orchards. Agricultural land in the water service area
occurs prima,ily in the southwestern portion of the City, and grazing land occurs east of Interstate
15 in the southeastern portion of the water service area.
Developed/Disturbed Land

Developed/disturbed land includes areas of existing residential, commercial, and industrial
development (locations of existing manufactured structures), roadways, parking lots, pedestrian
paths, horticultural open spaces, landscape buffers and courtyards, plazas, gardens, recreation
fields, and areas dominated by non-native (exotic) vegetation. Developed/disturbed land occupies
the majority of the water service area and is not considered sensitive. The majority of the projects
included in the 2018 RWMP would be in developed/disturbed land (Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2a
through 3.4-2c).
Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters

Aquatic resources jurisdictional delineations were not conducted as part of the site visit. However,
wetlands and waters potentially subject to the regulatory jurisdiction of the USACE pursuant to
Section 404 of the CWA (33 USC 1344), RWQCB pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA or the
Porter-Cologne Act, and the CDFW pursuant to Sections 1600 et seq. of the CFG Code occur in
the water service area. Wetland vegetation communities (i.e., freshwater marsh, open water,
southern riparian forest, and southern riparian scrub) occur in the water service area and may fall
under the regulatory jlllisdiction of the USACE, RWQCB, or CDFW (Figure 3.4-1).
Non-wetland waters including non-vegetated stream channels, erosional features, gullies, and
concrete-lined channels occur in the water service area (Figure 3.4-1). These features may fall
under the regulatory jurisdiction of the USACE, RWQCB, or CDFW.
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As described in the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND prepared for the WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, the project would be constructed in River Road but would be surrounded upstream and
downstream by southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest and the Santa Ana River (Figure 3 .42a) (City of Corona 2016). This project has completed separate CEQA review and obtained sitespecific permits and is not discussed further in this PEIR.

Plant Species
The 25 projects included in the 2018 RWMP in developed/disturbed land are primarily surrounded
by landscaping (non-native ornamental vegetation) and roadside vegetation dominated by nonnative annual herbs and non-native grasses. The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are proposed in undeveloped, non-native
grassland vegetation. Dominant non-native grass species in the water service area consist of ripgut
brome and red brome. Landscaped areas and non-native roadside vegetation consist of tree, scrubs,
and grasses that could support nesting bird species.

Animal Species
In total, 48 animals species were observed during the site visit (2 invertebrate/insect, 2 reptile, 40
bird, and 4 mammal). Appendix C presents the list of animal species ob served. Common bird
species including American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), Anna's hummingbird (Calypte anna),
house finch (Haemorhous mexicanus), and mourning dove (Zenaida macroura) were observed in
the developed/disturbed land during the site visit. Raptor species observed include red-tailed hawk
(Buteo jamaicensis) and American kestrel (Falco sparverius). Four common mammal species,
California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), coyote (Canis latrans), desert cottontail
(Sylvilagus audubonii), and mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and two common reptile species,
western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis) and western side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana
elegans), were observed.

Sensitive Plant and Animal Species
This section includes sensitive plant and animal species, including critical habitat and nesting
birds, as defined by the CDFW, City, California Native Plant Society (CNPS), USFWS, and
Western Riverside County MSHCP (Appendix C).

Sensitive Plant Species
Sensitive plant species are considered uncommon or limited in that they (1) are endemic to Western
Riverside County, (2) are a local representative of a species or association of species not otherwise
found in the region, or (3) are severely depleted within their ranges or in the region. High-interest
plants include those that are listed as threatened or endangered by the USFWS or CDFW and those
afforded a California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR) designation of 1 or 2 by the CNPS, although species
with lower CRPR ranks (i.e., CRPR 3 and 4 species) were also identified. CRPR 4 species are
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considered CDFW watch list (WL) species (CDFW 2020a, 2020b, 2020c; CNPS 2020) and are
not afforded special status or recognition by the USFWS or CDFW but may be considered sensitive
by local jurisdictions. Consistent with the CDFW, the City does not consider CRPR 3 or 4 species
to be sensitive. Additional information on CNPS CRPR status codes is provided in Appendix C.
Sensitive Plant Species Documented in the Water Service Area

Table 3 .4-1 presents the three sensitive plant species documented in the water service area.
Table 3.4-1. Sensitive Plant Species Documented in the Water Service Area
Status Regional/CRPR

Common Name

Scientific Name

Chaparral sand-verbena

MSHCP/1B.1

Calochortus weedii var. intermedius

Intermediate mariposa lily

MSHCP/1B.2

Oudleya multicau/is

Many-stemmed dudleya

MSHCP/1B.2

Abronia vi/losa var.

aurita1

Sources: Calflora 2020; CDFW 2020a, 2020c; City of Corona 2018; CNPS 2020.
Notes: CRPR = California Rare Plant Rank; MSHCP = Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan

CRPR: 1B = rare, threatened, or endangered In California and elsewhere; .1 = seriously threatened in California (over 80 percent of
occurrences threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat), .2 = moderately threatened in California (20-80 percent occurrences
threatened/moderate degree and immediacy of threat)
' Last observed in the water service area in 1934 (occurs in the Santa Ana River floodplain east and west of the water service area)

These three sensitive plant species are discussed in more detail in Appendix C.

Sensitive Animal Species
Sensitive animal species include those that have been afforded special status or recognition by the
USFWS, CDFW, or Western Riverside County MSHCP. In general, the principle reason an
individual taxon (species or subspecies) is given such recognition is the documented or perceived
decline or limitations of its population size or geographical extent or distribution resulting in most
cases from habitat loss.
Sensitive Animal Species Documented in the Water Service Area

In total, 45 sensitive animal species (2 invertebrate, 1 amphibian, 6 reptile, 2 fish, 28 bird, and 6
mammal) have been documented in the water service area (Table 3.4-2). Four sensitive bird
species, California homed lark (Eremophila alpestris actia), least Bell's vireo (Vireo belli
pusillus), turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), and yellow-breasted chat (lcteria virens), were observed
du1ing the site visit. Coyote tracks were observed during the site visit.
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Table 3.4-2. Sensitive Animal Species Documented in the Water Service Area
Species
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status1
Regional/State/Federal

Invertebrates
Crotch bumble bee

Bombus crotchii

None/CCE/None

Monarch butterfly

Danaus plexippus
Fish

None/None/FC

Arroyo chub

Gila orcuttii

MSHCP/SSC/None

Santa Ana sucker

Catostomus santaanae
Amphibian

MSHCP/SSC/FT

Coast range newt

Taricha torosa

IMSHCP/SSC/None

Reptiles
American peregrine falcon

Falco peregrinus anatum

MSHCP/CFP/Delisted

Bald eagle

Haliaeetus leucocephalus

MSHCP/CFP/BGEPA

Belding's orange-throated whiptail

Cnemidophorus hyperythrus beldingi

MSHCP/WUNone

Bell's sage sparrow

Artemisiospiza be/Ii be/Ii

MSHCP/WUNone

Black-crowned night-heron

Nycticorax

MSHCP/None/None

Blainville's (coast) homed lizard

Phrynosoma blainvi/lii

MSHCP/SSC/None

Burrowing owl

Athene cunicularia

MSHCP/SSC/None

California horned lark

Eremophila alpestris actia

MSHCP/WUNone

California red-sided garter snake

Thamnophis sirtalis infemalis

MSHCP/SSC/None

Coastal California gnatcatcher

Polioptila ca/ifomica

MSHCP/SSC/FT

Coastal western whiptail

Aspidoscelis tigris stejnegeri

MSHCP/SSC/None

Cooper's hawk

Accipiter cooperii

MSHCP/None/None

Double-crested cormorant

Phalacrocorax auritus

MSHCP/WUNone

Golden eagle

Aquila chrysaetos

MSHCP/SSC/BGEPA

Great blue heron

Ardea herodias

MSHCP/None/None

Least Bell's vireo

Vireo be/Ii pusil/us

MSHCP/CE/FE

Least bittern

lxobrychus exilis

None/SSC/None

Loggerhead shrike

Lanius ludovicianus

MSHCP/SSC/None

Merlin

Falco columbarius

MSHCP/WUNone

Northern harrier

Circus cyaneus

MSHCP/SSC/None

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

MSHCP/None/None

Red-diamond rattlesnake

Crotalus ruber

MSHCP/SSC/None

Sharp-shinned hawk

Accipiter striatus

MSHCP/None/None

Southwestern willow flycatcher

Empidonax trail/ii extimus

MSHCP/CE/FE

Swainson's hawk

Buteo swainsoni

MSHCP/CT/None

Tree swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

MSHCP/NonelNone

Tri-colored blackbird

Agelaius tricolor

MSHCP/CT/None

Turkey vulture

Cathartes aura

MSHCP/NonelNone
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Table 3.4-2. Sensitive Animal Species Documented in the Water Service Area
Status1
Regional/State/Federal

Species
Scientific Name

Common Name
Western pond turtle

Clemmys [marmorata] pa/Iida

MSHCP/SSC/None

Western yellow-billed cuckoo

Coccyzus americanus occidentalis

MSHCP/CE/FT

White-faced ibis

Plegadis chihi

MSHCP/SSC/None

White-tailed kite

Elanus leucurus

MSHCP/SSC/None

Yellow warbler

Setophaga petechia

MSHCP/SSC/None

Yellow-breasted chat

lcteria virens

MSHCP/SSC/None
Mammals

Bobcat

Lynx rufus

MSHCP/None/None

Coyote

Canis latrans

MSHCP/None/None

Northwestern San Diego pocket mouse

Chaetodipus fa/lax

MSHCP/SSC/None

Pocket free-tailed bat

Nyctinomops femorosaccus

None/SSC/None

Stephens' kangaroo rat

Dipodomys stephensi

MSHCP/CT/FE

Western yellow bat

Lasiurus xanthinus

None/SSC/None

Sources: CaliforniaHerps.corn 2020; CDFW 2020a, 2020b; City of Corona 2018; Cornell Lab of Ornithology 2020a, 2020b; iNaturalist
2020.
Notes: BGEPA = Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act; CCE = California candidate endangered; CE = California endangered; CFP=
California fully protected; CT = California threatened ; FC = federal candidate for listing ; FE = federally endangered; FT= federally
threatened; MSHCP = Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan ; SSC = CDFW species of special concern; WL
= CDFW watch list

The 45 sensitive animal species are discussed in more detail in Appendix C.
Critical Habitat
The USFWS designates critical habitat for listed endangered or threatened species of plants and
animals. Critical habitat is defined in the federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) as habitat
deemed essential to the survival of a federally listed species.
Four animal species designated as federally endangered (FE) or federally threatened (FT) have
designated critical habitat mapped in the water service area (Figure 3.4-3, Critical Habitat)
(USFWS 2020). The four species are listed below:
•

•

Bird species
-

Coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) (FT)

-

Least Bell's vireo (FE)
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus) (FE)

Fish species
Santa Ana sucker (Catostomus santaanae) (FT)
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Nesting Birds

The water service area contains nesting habitat for several bird species, including raptors, protected
under the CFG Code and Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The highest quality habitat for
nesting birds in the water service area is the Santa Ana River riparian corridor in the northern
portion of the area. The projects included in the 2018 R WMP proposed in developed/disturbed
land and the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
projects proposed in undeveloped, non-native grassland vegetation are adjacent to trees and shrubs
that provide potential nesting habitat.
Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

Wildlife corridors and linkages are defined by the CDFW as areas that connect suitable animal
habitat areas in a region otherwise fragmented by rugged terrain, changes in vegetation, or human
disturbance (CDFW 2014). Natural features such as canyon drainages, ridgelines, or undeveloped
areas with vegetation can provide corridors for animals. Wildlife corridors are important because
they provide access to food, water, and mates; allow dispersal of individuals away from high
population densities; and facilitate the exchange of genetic material between populations.
The Santa Ana River and surrounding ripaiian vegetation is an important wildlife conidor in the
Counties of Orange and Riverside. The Santa Ana Mountains on the western side of the water
service area are also an important wildlife corridor (County of Riverside 2003).
During the site visit, the biologists assessed areas identified in the Western Riverside County
MSHCP in the water service area for potential wildlife corridor functions . Potential wildlife
corridors can include streams, riparian ai·eas, and culverts under roadways. Habitat characteristics
considered included topography, habitat quality, and adjacent land uses. 1n addition to reviewing
the water service area for presence of continuous corridors, biologists also reviewed the water
service area where critical habitat has been identified for potential dispersal c01Tidors for coastal
California gnatcatcher, least Bell's vireo, and southwestern willow flycatcher based on habitat type
and quality, size of habitat patches, and distance separating habitat patches (Figure 3.4-3). The
Santa Ana River and associated floodplain occupy the land in the northern portion of the water
service area. The Santa Ana River functions to facilitate amphibian, bird, and large mammal
movement in the local area. The river provides habitat for both common and sensitive species,
including least Bell's vireo and southwestern willow flycatcher.
The northern portion of the water service area is likely to be used as a wildlife corridor because of
its proximity to the Santa Ana River and associated riparian corridor and open hills and mountains
to the southwest and the presence of native vegetation communities. Although the presence of
dense urban development throughout the water service area is likely to impede animal movement
outside of the Santa Ana River corridor, the northern po11ion of the water service area has been
designated as an important habitat connectivity area along the Santa Ana River.
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Regulatory Setting

Biological resources in the water service area are subject to regulatory administration by the federal
government and State of California. The federal government administers nonmarine plant- and
animal-related issues through the USFWS, while waters of the United States issues are
administered by the USACE. California law relating to wetland, water-related, and animal issues
is administered by the CDFW. Under CEQA, impacts associated with a proposed project or
program are assessed with regard to significance criteria detennined by the CEQA lead agency,
which, for the project, is the City, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines. Biological resources-related laws
and regulations that apply to the project include FESA, the MBTA, the CW A, CEQA, the
California Endangered Species Act (CESA), and the CFG Code.
3.4.2.1

Federal

Federal Clean Water Act (U.S. Code, Title 33, Sections 1251 through 1376)
The CWA provides guidance for the restoration and maintenance of the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the nation' s waters. Section 401 requires a project operator to obtain a federal
license or permit that allows activities resulting in a discharge to waters of the United States to obtain
state certification, thereby ensuring that the discharge will comply with provisions of the CWA. The
RWQCB administers the certification program in California. Section 402 establishes a permitting
system for the discharge of any pollutant (except dredged or fill material) into waters of the United
States. Section 404 establishes a permit program administered by the USACE that regulates the
discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including wetlands. The
USACE implementing regulations are found at the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 33, Parts 320
and 330. Guidelines for implementation are referred to as the "Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines," which
were developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in conjunction with the USACE (40
CFR 230). These guidelines allow the discharge of dredged or fill material into the aquatic system
only if there is no practicable alternative that would have less adverse impacts.

Federal Endangered Species Act (U.S. Code, Title 16, Sections 1531 through
1543)
FESA and subsequent amendments provide guidance for the conservation of endangered and
threatened species and the ecosystems on which they depend. In addition, FESA defines species
as threatened or endangered and provides regulat01y protection for listed species. FESA also
provides a program for the conservation and recovery of threatened and endangered species and
the conservation of designated critical habitat that the USFWS determines to be required for the
survival and recovery of these listed species.
Section 7 of PESA requires federal agencies, in consultation with the Secretary of the Interior or
the Secretary of Commerce, to ensure that actions the federal agencies authorize, fund, or carry
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out are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species or
result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat for these species. The USFWS
and National Marine Fisheries Service share responsibilities for administering FESA. Regulations
governing interagency cooperation under Section 7 are found in California Code of Regulations,
Title 50, Part 402. The opinion issued at the conclusion of consultation will include a statement
authorizing "take" (e.g., to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, wound, kill) that may occur incidentally to
an otherwise legal activity.
Section 9 lists those actions that are prohibited under FESA. Although take of a listed species is
prohibited, it is allowed when it is incidental to an otherwise legal activity. Section 9 prohibits take
of listed species of fish, animals, and plants without special exemption. The definition of "harm"
includes significant habitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed
species by significantly impairing behavioral patterns related to breeding, feeding, or shelter.
"Harass" is defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species by significantly
disrupting normal behavioral patterns related to breeding, feeding, and shelter.
Section IO provides a means whereby a nonfederal action with the potential to result in take of a
listed species can be allowed under an incidental take permit. Application procedures are found in
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 50, Parts 13 and 17, for species under the jurisdiction of the
USFWS and the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 50, Parts 217, 220, and 222, for species under
the jurisdiction of the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (U.S. Code, Title 16, Sections 703 through 711)

The MBTA is the domestic law that affirms or implements a commitment by the United States to
four international conventions (with Canada, Mexico, Japan, and Russia) for the protection of a
shared migrat01y bird resource. The MBTA makes it unlawful at any time, by any means, or in
any manner to pursue, hunt, take, capture, or kill rnigrat01y birds. The act also applies to the
removal of nests occupied by rnigrat01y birds during the nesting season. The MBTA makes it
unlawful to take, pursue, molest, or disturb these species, their nests, or their eggs anywhere in the
United States.
Wetlands and Other Waters of the United States

Aquatic resources, including riparian areas, wetlands, and certain aquatic vegetation communities,
are considered sensitive biological resources and can fall under the jurisdiction of several
regulatory agencies. The USACE exerts jurisdiction over waters of the United States, including
waters that are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; wetlands and other waters such as lakes,
rivers, streams (including intermittent or ephemeral streams), mudflats, sandflats, sloughs, prairie
potholes, vernal pools, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds; and tributaries of the
previously mentioned features. The extent of waters of the United States is generally defined as
the portion that falls within the limits of the ordinary high water mark. Typically, the ordinary high
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water mark conesponds to the 5- to 7-year flood event. Wetlands, including swamps, bogs,
seasonal wetlands, seeps, marshes, and similar areas, are defined by the USACE as "those areas
that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to
support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically
adapted for life in saturated soil conditions" (33 CFR 328.3[b]; 40 CFR 230.3[t]). Indicators of
three wetland parameters (i.e., hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and wetlands hydrology), as
determined by field investigation, must be present for a site to be classified as a wetland by the
USACE (USACE 1987).
3.4.2.2

State

California Endangered Species Act (California Fish and Game Code, Sections
2050 et seq.)

CESA establishes the policy of the state to conserve, protect, restore, and enhance threatened or
endangered species and their habitats. CESA mandates that state agencies should not approve
projects that would jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species if
reasonable and prudent alternatives are available that would avoid jeopardy. There are no state
agency consultation procedures under CESA. For projects that would affect a listed species under
both CESA and FESA, compliance with FESA would satisfy CESA if the CDFW detennines that
the federal incidental take autho1ization is consistent with CESA under CFG Code, Section 2080.1.
For projects that would result in take of a species only listed under CESA, the project operator
would need to apply for a take permit under Section 2081 (b).
California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15380

Although threatened and endangered species are protected by specific federal and state statutes,
CEQA Guidelines Section l 5380(b), provides that a species not listed on the federal or state list
of protected species may be considered rare or endangered if the species can be shown to meet
ce11ain specified criteria. These criteria have been modeled after the definition in FESA and
Sections 2050 through 2059.26 of the CFG Code regarding rare or endangered plants or animals.
This section was included in CEQA primarily to manage situations in which a public agency is
reviewing a project that may have a significant impact on, for example, a candidate species that
has not been listed by either the USFWS or CDFW. Thus, CEQA provides an agency with the
ability to protect a species from the potential impacts of a project until the respective government
agencies have an opportunity to designate the species as protected, if warranted. CEQA also calls
for the protection of other locally or regionally significant resources, including natural
communities. Although natural communities do not cunently have legal protection of any kind,
CEQA calls for an assessment of whether any such resources would be affected and requires
findings of significance if there would be substantial losses. Natural communities listed as
sensitive by the California Natural Diversity Database are considered by the CDFW to be
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significant resources and fall under the CEQA Guidelines to address impacts. Local planning
documents, such as General Plans, often identify these resources as well.

California Fish and Game Code, Section 1602
Under this section of the CFG Code, the project operator is required to notify the CDFW before the
start of any project that would divert, obstruct, or change the natural flow, bed, channel, or bank of
any river, stream, or lake. Pursuant to the code, a "stream" is defined as a body of water that flows
at least periodically, or intermittently, through a bed or channel that has banks and supports fish or
other aquatic life. Based on this definition, a watercourse with surface or subsurface flows that
supports or has supported riparian vegetation is a stream and is subject to CDFW jurisdiction. Altered
or aitificial watercourses valuable to fish and animals are subject to CDFW jurisdiction. The CDFW
also bas jurisdiction over dry washes that carry water during storm events.
Preliminary notification and project review generally occur during the environmental process.
When an existing fish or animal resource may be substantially adversely affected, the CDFW is
required to propose reasonable project changes to protect the resource. These modifications are
formalized in a streambed alteration agreement, which becomes part of the plans, specifications,
and bid documents for the project.

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 2080 and 2081
Section 2080 of the CFO Code states that "no person shall import into this state [California], export
out of this state, or take, possess, purchase, or sell within this state, any species, or any part or
product thereof, that the Commission [California Fish and Game Commission] determines to be
an endangered species or threatened species, or attempt any of those acts, except as otheiwise
provided in this chapter, or the Native Plant Protection Act, or the California Desert Native Plants
Act." Pursuant to Section 2081 of the code, the CDFW may authorize individuals or public
agencies to import, export, take, or possess state-listed endangered, threatened, or candidate
species. These otherwise prohibited acts may be authorized through permits or memoranda of
understanding if the take is incidental to an otheiwise lawful activity, impacts of the authorized
take are minimized and fully mitigated, the permit is consistent with any regulations adopted
pursuant to any recovery plan for the species, and the project operator ensures adequate funding
to implement the measures required by the CDFW. The CDFW makes this determination based
on available scientific information and considers the ability ofthe species to survive and reproduce.

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 3503, 3503.5, 3513, and 3800
Section 3503 of the CFG Code states that it is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the
nest or eggs of any bird. Section 3503.5 specifically states that it is unlawful to take, possess, or
destroy any raptor (i.e. , species in the orders Falconiformes and Strigiformes), including nests or
eggs. Typical violations of this code include destruction of active nests resulting from removal of
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vegetation in which the nests are located. Violation of Section 3503.5 could also include failure of
active raptor nests resulting from disturbance of nesting pairs by nearby project construction. This
statute does not provide for the issuance of any type of incidental take permit.
Section 3513 of the CFG Code upholds the MBTA by prohibiting any take or possession of birds
that are designated by the MBTA as migratory nongame birds except as allowed by federal rules
and regulations promulgated pursuant to the MBTA.
Section 3800 of the CFG Code affords protection to nongarne birds, which are birds occuning naturally
in California that are not resident game birds, migratory game birds, or fully protected birds.

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515
California fully protected species are described in Sections 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515 of the CFG
Code. These statutes prohibit take or possession of fully protected species. The CDFW is unable
to authorize incidental take of fully protected species when activities are proposed m areas
inhabited by these species.

California Wetland Definition
Unlike the federal government, California has adopted the Cowardin et al. ( 1992) definition of
"wetlands." For this classification, wetlands must have one or more of the following three
attributes: (l) at least periodically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes (at least 50
percent of the aerial vegetative cover); (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained hyd1ic soil;
and (3) the substrate is non-soil and saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time
du1ing the growing season of each year.
Under normal circumstances, the federal definition of wetlands requires all three wetland identification
parameters to be met, whereas the Cowardin et al. (1992) definition requires the presence of at least
one of these parameters. For this reason, identification of wetlands by state agencies consists of the
union of all areas that are periodically inundated or saturated or in which at least seasonal dominance
by hydrophytes may be documented or in which hydric soils are present.

Native Plant Protection Act (California Fish and Game Code, Sections 1900
through 1913)
California 's Native Plant Protection Act requires state agencies to use their authority to carry out
programs to conserve endangered and rare native plants. Provisions of the act prohibit the take of
listed plants from the wild and require notification to the CDFW at least 10 days in advance of any
change in land use. This allows the CDFW to salvage listed plant species that would otherwise be
destroyed. The project operator is required to conduct botanical inventories and consult with the
CDFW dming project planning to comply with the provisions of this act and sections of CEQA
that apply to rare or endangered plants.
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Natural Community Conservation Planning Act

The Natural Community Conservation Planning (NCCP) program is a cooperative effort to protect
habitats and species. It began under the state's NCCP Act of 199 l, legislation that is broader in its
orientation and objectives than CESA or FESA. These laws are designed to identify and protect
individual species that have already declined significantly in number. The act and the associated
Southern California Coastal Sage Scrub NCCP Process Guidelines (1993), Southern California
Coastal Sage Scrnb NCCP Conservation Guidelines ( l 993), and NCCP General Process
Guidelines (1998) have been superseded by the NCCP Act of 2003, which was subsequently
amended in 2003, 2011, 2012, and 2016.
The primary objective of the NCCP program is to conserve natural communities at the ecosystem
level while accommodating compatible land use. The program seeks to anticipate and prevent the
controversies and gridlock caused by species' listings by focusing on the long-term stability of
animal and vegetation communities and including key interests in the process.
This voluntary program allows the state to enter into planning agreements with landowners, local
governments, and other stakeholders to prepare plans that identify the most important areas for a
threatened or endangered species and the areas that may be less important. These NCCP plans may
become the basis for a state permit to take threatened and endangered species in exchange for
conserving their habitat. The CDFW and USFWS worked to combine the NCCP program with the
federal Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) process to provide take permits for state and federally
listed species. Under the NCCP Act, local governments, such as the City, can take the lead in
developing these NCCP Plans and become the recipients of state and federal take pennits.
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act

The State Water Resources Control Board works in coordination with the nine RWQCBs to
preserve, protect, enhance, and restore water quality. Each R WQCB makes decisions related to
water quality for its region and may approve, with or without conditions, or deny projects that
could affect waters of the state. Their authority comes from the CWA and the state's PorterCologne Act. The Porter-Cologne Act broadly defines waters of the state as "any surface water or
groundwater, including saline waters, within the boundaries of the state" (California Water Code,
Section 13050[e]). Because the Porter-Cologne Act applies to any water, whereas the CWA applies
only to certain waters, California's jurisdictional reach overlaps and may exceed the boundaries of
waters of the United States. For example, Water Quality Order No. 2004-0004-DWQ states that
"shallow" waters of the state include headwaters, wetlands, and riparian areas. Moreover, in
practice, the RWQCBs claim jurisdiction over riparian areas. Where riparian habitat is not present,
which may be the case in headwaters, jurisdiction is taken to the top of bank.
Under the Porter-Cologne Act, the State Water Resources Control Board and the nine RWQCBs also
have the responsibility of granting CWA National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits
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and waste discharge requirements for certain point-source and nonpoint-source discharges to waters.
These regulations limit impacts on aquatic and riparian habitats from a variety of urban sources.

Local

3.4.2.3

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
The following goals and policies in the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan (City of Corona
2020b) as they relate to biological resources.
Environmental Resources Element
Goal ER-4. Proper management of floodplain and ripaiian areas for their importance to wildlife

habitat, unique and sensitive plant life, water recharge, and public health and safety.
Policy ER-4.1. Require urban uses to have a sufficient distance from a floodway boundary to ensure

adequate protection of life, property, and habitat values.
Policy ER-4.2. Avoid altering floodways or channelization wherever possible; however, limit

alterations to those that meet the following criteria:
•
•
•

Alterations necessary for the protection of public health and safety only after all other
options are exhausted
Alterations essential to public service projects where no other feasible construction
method or alternative project location exists
Projects where the primary function is the improvement of fish and wildlife habitats

Policy ER-4.3. Design alterations and improvements to floodways so that they avoid adverse

environmental effects to the maximum extent feasible, considering the following environmental factors:
•
•

Stream scour
Erosion protection and sedimentation

•

Wildlife habitat and linkages

•

Groundwater recharge capability

•
•

Adjacent property
Natural designs (e.g., soft riparian bottoms and gentle bank slopes, and landscaping
with native plants)

Policy ER-4.4. Preserve and enhance existing native riparian habitat and prevent obstruction of

natural watercourses to the extent feasible in new private and public developments or implement
on-site replacement as mitigation.
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Policy ER-4.5. Allow variances from city development standards on land area restricted from

development due to its retention as a natmal floodway, floodplain, or watercourse to encourage
the preservation of natural watercourses without creating undue hardship on property owners.
Goal ER-5. Preservation and protection of natural and man-made wetlands from development

impacts for their importance to wildlife habitat, unique and sensitive plant life, water recharge, and
scenic value.
Policy ER-5.1. Prohibit encroachment of development into wetlands; provide buffer zones,

setbacks, or other effective techniques in project siting and design to minimize direct and indirect
effects to wetland habitats.
Policy ER-5.2. During the development review process, ensure compliance with the Clean Water

Act's Section 404 in terms of wetlands mitigation policies and policies concerning fill material in
jurisdictional wetlands.
Policy ER-5.3. Ensure compliance with habitat mitigation plans accepted by the applicable state

and federal regulatory agencies that meet established ratios for wetland enhancement/restoration
and on-/off-site compensation for the loss of wetland functions and values.
Policy ER-5.4. Consider wetlands for use as natural water treatment areas that will result in

improvement of water quality.
Policy ER-5.5. Prohibit the planting of invasive, nonnative species

in areas that would encroach

and affect watercourses, their banks, and riparian areas.
Goal ER-6. Protection, enhancement, and sustaining of significant plant and wildlife species and

habitat that exists in Corona and its Planning Area, for the long-term benefit of the natural
environment and Corona residents and visitors.
Policy ER-6.1 . Support the rehabilitation and enhancement the biological diversity and integrity of

the City's natural resources through such means as vegetation restoration, control of alien plants
and animals, landscape buffering, and natural watercourse channel restoration.
Policy ER-6.2. Preserve the wildlife and plant species and habitats listed in Tables 4-12 and 4-13

of the Technical Background Report for the General Plan and EIR [Environmental Impact Report]
and those that may be considered by the City of Corona in the future.
Policy ER-6.3. Ensure that new developments and circulation improvements demonstrate

compliance with state and federal regulations concerning the status, location, and condition of
significant and sensitive biological species and habitats and riparian and riverine conidors.
Biological surveys, as required and defined by the Western Riverside County Multiple Species
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Habitat Conservation Plan, should identify potential impacts on biological resources and include
mitigation measures to protect/replace resources in like kind.
Policy ER-6.4. Ensure that new developments through the development review process adhere to

the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan, the Stephens'
Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation Plan, and other habitat plans as appropriate to conserve
biological diversity through protection of natural communities.
Policy ER-6.5. Preserve wildlife habitat of significant natural open space areas, including

expanding habitat ranges, movement corridors, and nesting sites by adhering to and implementing
the core biological linkages identified in the MS HCP for parts of the Temescal Canyon Area Plan
in the City. Any proposed recreational use of those areas such as trails shall be designed to not
interfere with the preservation efforts established in the MSHCP.
Goal ER-7. Adequate protection of biological resources and increased public awareness of their

value to the community.
Policy ER-7. 1. Require that public and private construction activities be conducted in a manner to

minimize adverse impacts on natural resources and biological resources in proximity to MSHCP
conservation areas and adhere to the MSHCP Guidelines pertaining to Urban/Wildlife Interface
for drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive baniers and grading [MSHCP Section 6.1.4].
Policy ER-7.2. Allow for publicly accessible sites that facilitate observation of natural resources in

Corona and its sphere without compromising environmental quality.
Policy ER-7.3. Promote education programs and materials prepared by the Western Riverside

County Regional Conservation Authority, Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District, and
other entities that promote awareness of biological resources conservation.
Goal ER-8. Protection of forest and vegetation resources in the City of Corona.
Policy ER-8.1. Cooperate with federal and state agencies to achieve the sustainable conservation of

forest lands as a means of providing open space and protecting natural resources and MS HCP habitat.
Policy ER-8.2. Support conservation programs to reforest privately held forest lands.
Policy ER-8.3. Work with Riverside County to update the Vegetation Map for Corona and the SOI

[sphere of influence] areas in cooperation with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the
Natural Diversity Data Base, the United States Forest Service, and other knowledgeable agencies.
Policy ER-8.4. Maintain and conserve supe1ior examples of native trees (including oak trees),

natural vegetation, stands of established trees, and other features for aesthetic and water
conservation purposes.
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Policy ER-8.5. Conserve the oak tree resources in the City to the extent feasible.
Goal ER-9. Protection of regional washes and waterways and their use for recreational and open

space purposes such as trails, habitat preservation, and groundwater recharge.

in the Temescal Canyon Area Plan through
adherence to policies in the Western Riverside County MSHCP.

Policy ER-9.1 . Protect sensitive biological resources

Policy ER-9.2. Conserve existing wetlands and wetland :functions and values in the Temescal

Canyon Wash, Prado Basin, and the Santa Ana River with a focus on conservation of existing
riparian, woodland, coastal sage scrub, alluvial fan scrub, and open water habitats.
Policy ER-9.3. Conserve existing known populations of least Bell's vireo and southwestern willow

flycatcher within the Temescal Canyon Area Plan including locations at Prado Basin, Santa Ana
River, and Temescal Wash. Maintain existing breeding habitat for these species at Prado Basin,
Santa Ana River, and Temescal Wash where applicable to a particular project and location.
Policy ER-9.4. Conserve and manage suitable habitat for species known to exist in the Temescal

Canyon Area Plan of Western Riverside County' s Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan.
Policy ER-9.5. Conserve clay soils supporting sensitive plant species known to occur in the

Temescal Canyon area, including Munz' s onion, Palmer's grappling hook, small-flowered
morning glory, long-spined spineflower, thread-leaved brodiaea, small-flowered microseris, and
many-stemmed dudleya.
Conserve sandy soils co-occumng with chaparral supporting Palomar
mon.keyflower, known to occur in the Temescal Canyon area.
Policy

ER-9.6.

Policy ER-9.7. Conserve locations supporting California muhly, heai1-lived pitcher sage, Hall' s

monardella, and other sensitive plant species that may occur in a wide variety of habitat types
within the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
Policy ER-9.8. Provide for and maintain connection(s) from the Cleveland National Forest to Prado

Basin and the Santa Ana River within Temescal Canyon, providing opportunities for offsite
connections to Chino Hills State Park.
Policy ER-9.9. Conserve upland habitat adjacent to Temescal Wash to augment existing upland

habitat conservation in the Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve areas and provide for
contiguous connection of upland habitat blocks from the existing reserve to Temescal Wash.
Habitat conservation should focus on blocks of existing upland habitat east of Temescal Wash
connecting to Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve.
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Policy ER-9.10. Conserve floodplain areas supporting sensitive plant species known to occur in

Temescal Canyon, including Parry' s spineflower, peninsular spineflower, and smooth tarplant, and
Coulter's matilija poppy.
Policy ER-9.11. Conserve rocky soils co-occurring with coastal sage scrub, peninsular jumper, or

chaparral supporting Payson's jewelflower, known to occur in the Temescal Canyon area.
Policy ER-9.12. Provide for and maintain a continuous linkage along Temescal Wash from the

southern boundary of the Temescal Canyon area to the Santa Ana River.
Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
The Western Riverside County MSHCP is a comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional plan that
addresses biological and ecological diversity by conserving species and associated habitats while
allowing approval of development in Western Riverside County (County of Riverside 2003). It is
administered by the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority.
The MSHCP functions as an HCP pursuant to Section I O(a)( I )(B) of FESA and as an NCCP
pursuant to California's NCCP Act. The MSHCP provides a framework for the USFWS and
CDFW to grant take authorization (i.e., incidental take permits) for species covered by the MSHCP
that are PESA or CESA listed as threatened or endangered; take of these species without a permit
would be unlawful.
The MSHCP covers 146 species, not all of which are FESA or CESA listed. However, mitigation
for impacts to listed and non-listed species may be required pursuant to CEQA or other regulatory
processes, and the MSHCP Conservation Area provides an avenue for this mitigation.
Furthermore, should any of the non-listed covered species be subsequently PESA or CESA listed,
take authorization may be granted through the MSHCP framework.
The MSHCP was approved and permits were issued by the USFWS and CDFW in 2004. The
MSHCP Plan Area encompasses approximately 1.26 million acres (approximately 1,967 square
miles) in Western Riverside County and addresses 146 sensitive plant and animal species and the
vegetation communities on which they depend. In total, I 4 animal species and 11 plant species are
designated by the USFWS as federally listed under PESA. Several of these species also have
federally designated critical habitat within the MSHCP jurisdiction (USFWS 2020). The MSHCP
encompasses the City and many other city, county, and state entities. It should be noted that the
listing status of plants and animals may change over time, with species added or removed from
listing. The Biological Resources Technical Report prepared for the project describes the species
used to define the original planning subunits (Appendix C).
The MSHCP originally set a target Conservation Area of 500,000 acres for Western Riverside
County that included the following: (1) conservation of existing publicly owned lands; (2)
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voluntary acquisition of privately held lands by the cities, the county, or other involved agencies;
(3) voluntary acquisition of p1ivately held lands by state or federal agencies; and (4) contribution
from public and private development. The Implementing Agreement for the MSHCP between the
City and other appropriate implementing agencies outlined a strategy for assembling the 500,000acre MSHCP Conservation Area. Local implementing agencies would be responsible for
contributing approximately 97,000 acres of Additional Reserve Lands through the development
review process. If it is determined that all or a portion of a property is needed for inclusion as
Additional Reserve Lands, va1ious incentives may be available to the property owner in lieu of or
in addition to monetary compensation in exchange for conveyance of property interest, such as
development rights.
Within the Western Riverside County MSHCP Plan Area, the City is within the Eastvale Area
Plan and the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
The Western Riverside County MSHCP area plans are organized into the following components:
•

Criteria Areas: Areas within Western Riverside County in which land can be acquired

for the MSHCP.
•

Core Areas: Large habitats within the reserve that have the resources to support the

species covered under the MSHCP. Existing areas consist of conserved land, such as
national forests, wildlife refuges, and wilderness area. Proposed Core Areas will be
assembled from the land acquired within the Criteria Area. Noncontiguous Criteria
Cells are connected by Linkages. Additional reserve lands will come from these areas.
•

Linkages: Land bridges between two Core Areas are called Linkages. These narrower

strips of land allow wildlife to travel between conserved habitat.
•

Criteria Cells: Series of grids used to organize and track development and conservation

within the Criteria Area.

In combination, these components are intended to result in a MSHCP Conservation Area
configuration that provides significant blocks of habitat, minimizes internal fragmentation and
edge effects, and maximizes the ratio of surface area to perimeter.
Approval of the MSHCP and execution of the Implementing Agreement by the USFWS and
CDFW allows the agencies to issue take autho1izations, including the City. Issue of take
authorization to the City would allow implementation of land use decisions consistent with the
MSHCP without project-by-project review and permitting by the USFWS and CDFW.

3.4.3

Thresholds of Significance

According to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to would occur if
the project would (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15000 et seq.):
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I . Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on

any plant species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Game or U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on
any animal species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;
Have a substantial adverse effect on state or federally protected wetlands (including,
but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means
Interference substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish
or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors,
or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as

a tree preservation policy or ordinance
7. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan
3.4.4

Environmental Analysis

3.4.4.1

Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species

Would the project have a substa11tial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on a11y plant species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species
in local or regional pla11s, policies, or regulations, or by the Cal(fornia Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish a11d Wildlife Service?
Impact Analysis
Direct Impacts

Sensitive plant species have been documented in the water service area. Implementation of the
projects included in the 2018 RWMP in developed/disturbed land would not impact sensitive plant
species. Although the likelihood is low, implementation of some projects included in the 2018
RWMP in undeveloped areas have the potential to impact sensitive plant species. The WRCRWA
Booster Pump Station, WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are proposed on undeveloped
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sites that may contain sensitive plant species. The WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and
WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline projects were previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion
Project EIR (WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona 2016)~
respectively. No further analysis of these projects is required or provided in this PEIR. The
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites
contain non-native grassland habitat that could support sensitive plant species. Impacts to nonnative grassland habitat that could support sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites would be potentially
significant.
Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP
and post-construction operations. Potential indirect impacts to sensitive plant species from
implementation of the project include colonization of invasive plant species and fugitive dust. The
majority (25 of 29) of the projects anticipated in the 2018 RWMP would be situated in currently
developed (non-sensitive) areas of the water service area. However, the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are planned on non-native
grassland habitat that may support sensitive plant species. These three projects have the potential
to result in indirect impacts on sensitive plants from invasive plant species and fugitive dust; such
impacts are further discussed below.
Invasive Plant Species

Non-native plants may colonize sites disturbed by demolition and construction and may spread
into adjacent native vegetation communities. Some non-native plants are highly invasive and can
disrupt native habitats by reducing native and sensitive species diversity, potentially increase
flammability and fire frequency, change ground and surface water levels, and potentially adversely
affect native animals that are dependent on native plant species.
Colonization by non-native plant species in the vegetated areas that may support sensitive plant
species on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites would be a potentially significant impact.
Fugitive Dust

Fugitive dust produced during construction may disperse onto sensitive vegetation adjacent to the
project sites that could support sensitive plant species. The resulting dust cover may reduce native
plant productivity, displacing native vegetation, reducing diversity, and affecting animals
dependent on the vegetation.
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Air quality impacts during construction, including fugitive dust, are analyzed in Section 3.3, Air
Quality. The analysis concluded that no significant impacts would result from implementation of
the projects included in the 2018 RWMP. The project would avoid indirect impacts to sensitive
plants and animals from fugitive dust by implementing standard air quality control measures and
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System regulations required by construction
specifications to effectively reduce fugitive dust during constrnction. The control measures may
include but are not limited to the application of soil stabilizers (water) to disturbed areas,
te1mination of soil disturbance during high wind events, and covering of material stockpiles.
Applicable construction best management practices would also be implemented. Therefore,
fugitive dust impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required.
Level of Significance Before Mitigation

Implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline projects would have potentially significant direct and indirect impacts on plant
species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS (shown in Table 3.4-1).
Mitigation Measures

The mitigation measures in this section were clarified following consultation with the Western
Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and in response to public comments received
dwing the 2018 RWMP PEIR public review period. Mitigation Measure BIO-1 was renamed and
refined to more accurately desc1ibe the Western Riverside County MSHCP Consistency Analysis
Report process and components. Mitigation Measure BIO-I, Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report includes requirements for identifying the
presence of sensitive plant and animal species, including burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), and
potential sensitive habitats. It was determined that Mitigation Measure BIO- I would mitigate for
potential impacts to sensitive plant species, sensitive habitats. and burrowing owl. Separate
mitigation measures were previously included to address potential impacts to sensitive plant
species (previous Mitigation Measure BIO-1 ), sensitive habitat (previous Mitigation Measures
BIO-2 and BIO-3), and burrowing owl (previous Mitigation Measure BIO-8). Consistent with
CEOA Guidelines, Section 15088.S(b), and following consultation with the Western Riverside
County Regional Conservation Authority, these separate mitigation measures were determined not
to be necessaiy because they are included in the requirements of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and,
therefore, have been removed. These mitigation refinements resulted in removing previous standalone Mitigation Measures BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-8, and BIO-11; renaming and refining Mitigation
Measure BIO-1; and renumbering the remaining mitigation measures. Additional language was
added to cla1ify Mitigation Measures BIO-8 and BIO-9 (previously Mitigation Measures BIO-12
and BIO-13) by including the applicable requirements for jurisdictional aquatic resources
identification under Mitigation Measure BIO-I, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
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Consistency Analysis Report. The equivalent mitigation measures in the Biological Resources
Technical Report (included as Appendix C) were revised to be consistent with the clarifications
made in this PEIR section.
Survey Requirements

Implementation of Mitigation Measw-e BIO-1, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Repo11, would re(tl:lire include identification of sensitive plant species and
potential surveys for projects including the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. If sensitive plant species are identified on the project
site during implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1, potential impacts shall be documented
consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including conservation easements for avoidance areas
and preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for
proposed mitigation measures.
BI0-1:

Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report SeRsiti•1e
PlaRt Spesies Surveys. For projects proposed in the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed

Water Master Plan on undeveloped land, including the Western Riverside County
Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline, a Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report site-specific biological resources survey shall be
completed during the project design phase. The Consistency Analysis Report shall be
prepared for each project to demonstrate consistency with the Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Implementation Structure and shall include project-level existing
conditions documentation consisting of vegetation mapping and identification of
sensitive habitats (non-native grassland, riparian and riverine areas, and vernal pools),
plants, and animals (including burrowing owl [Athene cunicularia]) on the project site.
The Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the basis for determining if a project
is subject to a Joint Project Review and is required to complete a Joint Project Review
Application. The Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis
Report template and requirements can be accessed on the Western Riverside County
Regional
Conservation Authority
Document
Libra1y:
https://www.wrcrca.org/document-library/. The Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Permittee Implementation Guidance Manual (2007) shall also be
reviewed and followed to ensure project consistency with the Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan requirements.
If oae or more seasitiYe plaat species has the poteatial to occur oa the Western
R_i:r,,erside Couaty Regioaal Wastewater Authority Flow Coat:rol lmprovemeats,
Promeaade Pipeline, aad Research Pipeline project sites, focused species sw·ve:,'S shall
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l:Je eondNeted l:Jefure eonstruetion lO decenmne the presence and al:Jsence of these
species to adeqtiately e,,aJuate potential direet or indirect impaets to these speeies.
Sensitive plant species sun·eys shall be conducted by a qualified biologist retained by
the City of Corona dwing the appropriate season: to deteet the species as part of the
project design phase. SUP,re~'S shall be floristic in narnre and inelNde lists of the plan:ts
ideHtified ifl the stHvey area. Sunreys shall be cm1ducted Ofl foot, employiHg a le1,·el of
effort sufficient to pro,·ide compreheHsi,·e coverage. The loeatiofls aHd pre1,•alence
(estimated total etll'Hbers a:Rd perceflt coyer, as applicable) of sensifr,·e plants shall be
recorded. The seasitiYe plant species surveys shall be Yalid for 3 yeMs.

If site specific suF¥eys are Hot required because a sun·e~• was conducted withifl the last
3 years, impact assessmeRt a0d minimizatiofl and mitigatiofl requiremen:ts shall be
based oa the most receHt a:vailable sun·ey. These requiremeHts shall also include afl
analysis of the potential for sensiti1,•e plan:t species to occur OB site based Ofl eKisti-ng
site conditiof.ls and shall be consisteflt with the most reeeet U.S. Fish and \llildlife
Sen·iee aad California Departmeflt of Fish and Vlildlife survey protocols.
IfseH:Sifr,•e plam species are observed, they shall be a1,roided if possible. If species cafffiot
be a1,•oided, impacts shall be mitigated through consenration of habitat that supports the
impacted species in accordance with Mitigatiofl Measures BIO 2 and BIO 3.
Habitat Mitigation Requirements
Permanent Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or animal
species during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO1). potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including
project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies,
conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a Determination of Biological
Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures. IBlplemeetatiofl of
Mitigatiofl Measure BIO 2 would reduce perm.aneHt impacts to non natiYe grassland that could support
S0flSifr,,e plant species on the \VRCRWA flow Control lmpro 1,'ements, Promeeade Pipeline, and
R~search Pipeline project sites to less than significant.
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Permanent lmpaGts to Non Nati¥e Grassland . Permanefit impacts to sensitive oon

native grassland shall be mitigated through the presen,ation of habitat, haeitat
creation, or enhancement, or com:ei:Aation thereof, in the City of Corona or off site
through habitat acquisition and preservation or purchase of credits from an
approved conservation bank. ~4.itigation for impacts to non native grasslane shall
ee in kind using Bative grasses. Permaaeat impacts to sensitive BOB native
grassland shall ee mitigated at a ratio of 0.5: 1.
For on site mitigation, a detailed :Mitigation Plan shall ee prepared before the start of
coastructioa (not applicable to mitigation met through the pw=chase of cr:edits B=Offl. an
appro,,•ed wetlaad mitigation eank). The M:itigation Plan shall i:Aclude at a minimum. the
proposed location of the mitigatioa areas, site preparation, a plant palette, iastallatioB
procedures, success criteria, fencing and signage, mon:itoring requkemeats, and other
details of the habitat restoration efiort and shell be prepared b~, a qualified biologist.
Temporary Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or animal
species during preparation of the Western Riverside County MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure BIO-I), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant
species protection policies, conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a
Detennination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation
measures. Impleffl.entation of.Mitigation Measure BIO 3 would reduce temporary im:pacts to non
aative grassland that could sup13ort sensitive plant 513ecies to less than significant.
810 3:

Temporary lmpaGts to Non Nali¥e Grassland. Temporar;' impacts to non native

grassland shall be restored iA place or elsewhere on the praject site at a 1 :1 r0J3lacement
ratio using Bative grass species.
A Revegetation Plan shall be pr0J3ared. The Re1,<egetatioB Plan shall i:Ach:tde site
preparation speoifications, a plant palette, installation procedures, de,;elopffl.ent of
reasonable success criteria,

appropriate ffl.onitoring and reporting protocols,

impleffl.entation timelines, and conti:Ageno~· measures in the 0't'ent of restoration failure.
The City of Corona shall proYide guidance for and O't'ersight of the Revegetation PlOH
and implementatioB.
In the e1,<ent that non native grassland ¥egetation cannot ee restored in place or
else'tYhere on the praject site after construction, these impacts 1n·ould be oonsidered
pennanent, and Mitigation Measure BIO 2 would ee im.13lem:ented.
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The 0. 5: 1 13effftaaeat Hl:1:flaets a:0d 1: l teff.lf)OFaf)' impaets mitigatioa ratios for the
prajeot would follow the aee013ted ratios established by the Western Rii,rerside Couaty
Multiple Speeies Habitat Conser.cation PlaH to reduee potentially sigrufioaHt Hl:1:paets
to seasiti,,e ,,egetation eomnn:lflities to less t-haH sigrufieaat.
Construction

Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-i4, B1O-_J~, B1O-16, and BI0-2_+ would minimize
construction impacts to sensitive plant species, including the spread of invasive non-native plant
species, during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.
810-i.4:

Invasive Plant Species Prevention. During construction of the Western Riverside

County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects, the following measures shall be implemented
to minimize the spread of invasive plant species:

BIO-~:

•

Construction equipment shall be cleaned before corning to the project sites.

•

Weed-free straw wattles shall be used for erosion control.

Flagging and Fencing. If sensitive biological resources are identified on or adjacent to

the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, the
construction limits shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and flagged on
the project sites to ensure impacts to sensitive biological resources are avoided or
minimized to the extent feasible. Before implementing construction activities, a
qualified biologist shall verify that the flagging clearly delineates the constrnction
limits and sensitive resources to be avoided.
Contractor Training Program. If sensitive biological resources are known to occur on or

adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a
project-specific contractor training program shall be developed and implemented to
educate project contractors on the sensitive biological resources on and adjacent to the
project sites and measures being implemented to avoid or minimize impacts to these
species. A qualified biologist shall develop and implement the contractor training
program.
Biological Monitor. If sensitive biological resources are present on or adjacent to the

Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, and impacts
may occur from implementation of construction activities, a qualified biological
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monitor may be required during all or a portion of the construction activities to ensure
impacts to the sensitive biological resources are avoided or minimized to the extent
feasible. The specific biological monitoring requirements shall be evaluated on a
project-by-project basis. The qualified biological monitor shall be approved by the City
of Corona based on applicable experience with the sensitive biological resources that
may be impacted.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BIO-1+, impacts to sensitive plant
species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS from implementation of the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to
a less than significant level.

3.4.4.2

Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species

Would the project have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any animal species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species
in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
Impact Analysis
Direct Impacts

In total, 45 sensitive animal species have been documented in the water service area. Sensitive
animal species have been documented in undeveloped areas near the WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites. The undeveloped areas on these project sites may contain sensitive animal species.
The majority of sensitive animal species, including least Bell' s vireo and tri-colored blackbird
(Agelaius tricolor), occur in the Santa Ana River floodplain adjacent to the WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline, which was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition 1
IS/MND (City of Corona 2016). No further analysis of thi s project is required or provided in this
PEIR. None of the other projects identified in the 2018 RWMP have the potential to impact least
Bell's vireo or tri-colored blackbird. Therefore, impacts would not occur to these species as a result
of project implementation.
Non-native grassland vegetation on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites has the potential to support sensitive animal species. A
query requested in the Riverside County Integrated Project Conservation Summary Report Generator
found that the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites contain potentially suitable habitat for burrowing owl. Based on habitat requirements
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and the availability and quality of the habitats on site, it was detennined that the burrowing ow 1 is
presumed to have a low likelihood of occurring due to the lack of suitable habitat and existing
development and disturbance. The conservation goals of the Western Riverside County MSHCP
require that burrowing owl remain absent from the project sites. If burrowing owl were found on the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites,
a potential impact would occur.
Nesting Birds

Federal- and state-protected nesting birds have the potential to occur on or adjacent to the projects
included in the 2018 RWMP, including projects in developed/disturbed land. Implementation of
the projects included in the 2018 RWMP would have the potential to impact nesting birds
(including raptors) through direct removal of nesting habitat and through disturbance to nesting
birds from substantial sources of noise generated at the start of new construction during the nesting
season. Construction activities that begin during the raptor nesting season and general bird nesting
season (January 15 through September 15) would have the potential to significantly impact nesting
birds protected under the MBTA and CFG Code.
Critical Habitat

Critical habitat for least Bell' s vireo, southwestern willow flycatcher, and Santa Ana sucker
primarily occurs in the Santa Ana River floodplain adjacent to the WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, which was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition l IS/MND (City
of Corona 2016) (Figure 3.4-3). No further analysis of this project is required or provided in this
PEIR. No other projects identified in the 2018 RWMP have the potential to impact critical habitat
for least Bell's vireo, southwestern willow flycatcher, or Santa Ana sucker. The majority of the
critical habitat for coastal California gnatcatcher occurs outside of the water service area and would
not be impacted by implementation of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP (Figure 3.4-3).
Therefore, impacts would not occur to these species as a result of project implementation.
Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP
and post-construction operations. Potential indirect impacts from implementation of the project
includes construction noise and nighttime lighting. The majority (25 of 29) of the projects
anticipated in the 2018 RWMP would be situated in currently developed (non-sensitive) areas of
the water service area. However, the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are planned adjacent to and in sensitive non-native
grassland habitat that may support sensitive animal species. These three projects have the potential
to result in indirect impacts on sensitive animal species from noise and nighttime lighting, and
such impacts are discussed further below.
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Noise

Construction-related noise from clearing, grubbing, and grading may impact sensitive animals.
Breeding birds and mammals may temporarily or permanently leave their tenitories to avoid direct
impacts from construction activities, which may lead to reduced reproductive success and
increased mortality. Indirect noise impacts would be considered significant for state- or federally
listed species and for nesting raptors and birds protected by the CFG Code and MBTA. Nesting
raptors may also be affected by noise from construction activity. Construction activity that
commences during the nesting season within 500 feet of an active raptor nest would result in a
significant impact to sensitive animal species and nesting birds. A Construction Noise
Management Plan would be implemented in the projects included in the 2018 RWMP with
Mitigation Measure NOI-1, detailed in Section 3.13, Noise. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
NOI-1 would incorporate best management practices into project construction so that noise levels
would not be an excessive nuisance to humans and animals. Therefore, indirect noise impacts to
sensitive animal species would be less than significant.
Lighting

Nighttime lighting during construction has the potential to spill into native vegetation
communities, exposing animal species to an unnatural light regime and potentially altering their
behavior patterns, which can result in lower reproductive success, reducing species diversity. In
addition, nighttime lighting may provide nocturnal predators with an unnatural advantage over
their prey. This may cause an increased loss in native animals that may be significant, especially
for sensitive species that may occur. Temporary construction lighting that spills into undeveloped
areas would be potentially significant where these areas are not currently affected by lighting.
Therefore, indirect impacts from nighttime lighting would have the potential to result in a
significant impact to sensitive animal species.
Level of Significance Before Mitigation

Implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline projects would result in potentially significant direct impacts on burrowing owl
and nesting birds, which are identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species by the
CDFW or USFWS (shown in Table 3.4-2). Implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would result in potentially
significant indirect impacts from noise and nighttime lighting on bun-owing owl and nesting birds,
which are identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species by the CDFW or USFWS.
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Mitigation Measures
Burrowing Owl

Implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O-1&, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would require burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential focused
clearance sw-veys on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline project sites to reduce potential impacts to bun-owing owl to less than
significant. If burrowing owl is identified on the project site during implementation of Mitigation
Measure BIO-1. potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements,
including preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report
to ensure that an appropriate mitigation strategy would be implemented, preparation of a
Burrowing Owl Protection and Relocation Plan, and coordination with the Western Riverside
County Regional Conservation Authority and CDFW prior to implementation of proposed
mitigation measures.
810 8:

8urrewiRg Owl Surveys. A bl.:l:rro 1wing ov,rl olearaace Sl.:l:n'ey shall be coaducted before

any ground disturbieg acti,,·ities ia accordaace with the California Departmeat of Fish
and Wildlife 2012 Staff Report on BWTowing OvA Mitigation. 1\•,ro preconstruction
clearance surve)'S shall be coaducted 14 30 days and 24 hours before groued
disturbing activities to docuraeat the contiaued abseace of burrowing 0 1,1,cl from the
praject sites. The eurro•.vi.ftg owl sun•eys shall be valid for 1 year.
Nesting Birds

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BlO-_§9 would reduce potential impacts to nesting birds
protected by the CFG Code and MBTA to less than significant.
Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys. To the extent feasible, grnbbing, trimming, or
clearing of vegetation from project sites shall not occur during the general bird nesting
season (January 15 through September 15). If grubbing, trimming, or clearing of
vegetation cannot feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting season, a qualified
biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting bird sUJvey at project sites with
vegetation supporting nesting birds. Nesting bird surveys shall occur within -l-01 days
before the start of vegetation clearing or grubbing to determine if active bird nests are
present. If no active bird nests are identified on the project sites or within a 300-foot
buffer of the project sites, no further mitigation is necessary. If active nests of bird
species covered by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act are detected on the project site during
the -l-01-day preconstruction survey, construction activities should stay outside of a
300-foot buffer around the active nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded to
500 feet. It is recommended that a biological monitor be present to delineate the
boundaries of the buffer area and to monitor the active nest to ensure that nesting
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behavior is not adversely affected by the construction activity. Once the young have
fledged, and a qualified biologist has determined the nest is inactive, normal
construction activities can occur.
Construction Lighting

Construction is expected is occur primarily during the daylight hours. However, if night work is
needed near sensitive biological resources, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1-14 shall
be implemented at the project sites to reduce potential nighttime lighting impacts to sensitive
animal species to less than significant.
B10-I-W:

Night Lighting.

If temporary night lighting is necessary during construction adjacent to

sensitive vegetation communities, construction contractors shall ensure lights are
directed away from sensitive vegetation communities and shielded to minimize
temporary lighting of the sun-ounding habitat and should be of the lowest illumination
necessary for human safety.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 and B1O-J~ through BIO-1-14, impacts to
sensitive animal species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS would be reduced to a less than
significant level.
3.4.4.3

Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community

Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive
natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department ofFish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
Impact Analysis
Direct Impacts

The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline are
proposed in undeveloped, non-native grassland vegetation. Toe WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline
is proposed adjacent to undeveloped land, riparian forest, and the Santa Ana River. The WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND
(City of Corona 2016). No further analysis of this project is required or provided in this PEIR.
Potentially significant impacts to eBe sensitive vegetation communit~, including non-native
grassland, could result during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline. As described in Mitigation Measure BIO-12:,....E.
Consistency Analysis Report shall be prepared for each project to demonstrate consistency with
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the MSHCP Implementation Structure and shall include project-level existing conditions
documentation of vegetation mapping and identification of sensitive habitats (non-native
grassland, riparian and riverine areas, and vernal pools), plants, and animals (including burrowing
owl) on the project site a mitigatioR ratio of 0.5: 1 would be applied foUo•NiRg the accepted ratios
established by the Western Rii,•erside Coooty MSHCP to reduce potentially significant impacts to
sensitive vegetation communities to less than significant. TeH1:porary impacts to ROH nati,,e
grassland 'Nould be restored in plaoe or else1Nhere OR the projeot site at a mitigation ratio of 1: 1, as
described ia Mitigatioa Measure BIO 3.
Impacts to aoa Rative grassland totaling less than O.10 acre per ooastruotioR phase would not be
considered sigrufioant and would not require mitigatioR ooder CEQA because the small size of the
impact would Rot be coRsidered a substantial ad,•erse effect. ExceptioRS to the pre,,iously described
thresholds would be for projects impactiag habitat occupied by federally or state listed eRdangered
or threateRed species, whioh would be ooRsidered sigrnficaRt regardless of the acreage impacted.
No other direct impacts to sensitive vegetation communities would result from implementation of
the remaining projects included in the 2018 R WMP.
Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP
and post-construction operations. Potential indirect impacts to sensitive vegetation communities
from implementation of the project includes decreased water quality (e.g., through sedimentation,
contaminants, or fuel release) . The majority (25 of 29) of the projects anticipated in the 2018
RWMP would be situated in currently developed (non-sensitive) areas of the water service area.
However, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are planned in
non-native grassland habitat. As previously discussed, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and
WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline projects were previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion
Project EIR (WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition I IS/MND (City of Corona 20 l 6)i
respectively. No further analysis of these projects is required or provided in this PEIR.
ln Section 3. 10, Hydrology and Water Quality, this PEIR analyzes potential water quality impacts
from implementation of projects included in the 2018 RWMP and concludes that impacts would
be less than significant because they would comply with the applicable policies and regulations
pertaining to water quality. Therefore, water quality impacts to sensitive vegetation communities
would be less than significant.
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Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline projects would have potentially significant direct impacts on a sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or
USFWS.

Mitigation Measures
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-I+ would minimize impacts to sensitive non-native
grassland vegetation associated with the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects through the preparation of an MSHCP Consistency
Analysis Report. If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for
sensitive plant or animal species during preparation of the MS HCP Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure BIO-1), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements, including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to na1Tow endemic plant
species protection policies, conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a
Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation
measures. ,Mitigatiofl. Measures BIO 2 and BIO 3 would reduce pefffl.aneat and temporary impacts
to non aatiYe grassland to a less than significant le\1el.
Temporary Impacts

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 + would reduce temporary impacts to non-native
grassland to less than significant through the preparation of an MSHCP Consistency Analysis Repo1t.
BIO 11:

Biologisal Resourses Survey/Habitat Assessment. For projects proposed in the 2018

Reolaimed \l/ater Master Plan Ofl. Wlde\·eloped la-ne, iRCluding the ',l/estem Ri,·erside
Coooty Regional Wastewater :Pnithority Flo\Y Control Impro,·ements, Promenade
Pipel:me, and R~search Pipel:me, a site speoific biological resources survey shall be
conducted durJ1g the project design phase. The biologioal resom:ces sw,•ey shall be
conducted by a qualified biologist aad shall inorude but Hot be limited to the following:
•

An analysis of aYailable literature and biological databases, such as the Califomia
Natural DiYersity Database, to determine sensiti1re biological resources that haYe
been. reported historically from the proposed project ,·ieinity.

•

A re•,riew of em:rent land use and land ownership within the proj eot vicinity.

•

An assessment and mapp:mg of •,regetation eommunities preseat \Vithin the proposed
project vicinity. If vegetatiofl. coffiffiunity mappiHg has not been cofl.dueted on the
site :m the pre>.rious 3 years, updated vegetatiofl. mappiag shall be conduoted by a
qualified biologist as part of the projeot planning and environffiental re•,·iev.r
proeess. Vegetation eommunities shall be mapped aceording to the Manual of
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California Vegetation at the alliance leYel, and a erossv,ralk table with Holland
Yegetation communities shall 00 proYided.
•

A general assessment of the potential for aquatic resources, including '4'!1etlands and
riparian habitats, to occur on site.

•

An

•

If the pre:ject sites support •,regetation communities that may pro•,cide haaitat for

0 1, 1aluation

of potential local and regional wildlife ffiO'<'ement corridors.

plant or animal speoies, a fooused haaitat assessment conducted ay a qualified
aiologist to detemH:ne the potential for sensitit,10 pleat or animal speoies to ocow= on
or adjacent to the pre:ject sites.
The results of the aiological stHYey shall be presented in a aiological SUP,'ey letter report.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO 2, BIO 3, and BIO- l +, impacts to sensitive
natural communities would be reduced to a less than significant level.

3.4.4.4

Threshold 4: Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources

Would the project have a substa11tial adverse effect 011 state or federally protected wetlands
(including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?
Impact Analysis
Implementation of the projects included in the 2018 R WMP is not expected to impact j urisdictional
aquatic resources. The WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline is adjacent to the Santa Ana River and
has been designed to avoid riparian habitat and jurisdictional aquatic resources (City of Corona
2016). The WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016
Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona 2016). No further analysis of this project is required or
provided in this PETR.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline are
proposed on undeveloped land that could support jurisdictional aquatic resources, although unlikely.
During implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO- H, if the potential for jurisdictional aquatic
resources to occur on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline project sites is identified, impacts to state or federally protected jurisdictional
aquatic resources could occur through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means. Impacts to jwisdictional aquatic resources could be considered significant under CEQA
depending on the type of aquatic resource and the extent of the proposed impact.
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Level of Significance Before Mitigation
In the event that state- or federally protected jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified on the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites,
impacts would be potentially significant.

Mitigation Measures
In the event that jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified during implementation of Mitigation
Measure BI0-1+, Mitigation Measures BIO-~~ and BI0-.2-H shall be implemented.
BIO-~:

Aquatic Resources Delineation.

If sensitive aquatic resources are identified on the

Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a qualified
biologist shall conduct an aquatic resources delineation following the methods outlined
in the 1987 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual and the
Regional Supplement to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation
Manual: Arid West Region to map the extent of wetlands and non-wetland waters,
determine jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts. The results of the delineation shall
be presented in an Aquatic Resources Delineation Rep01i and shall be incorporated into
the California Environmental Quality Act documents required for approval and
permitting of the proposed project. The Aquatic Resources Delineation Report shall be
included as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BI0-1 ).
BIO-~:

Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency. If the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow

Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would
impact sensitive aquatic resources, permits and authorizations shall be obtained from the
U.S. Anny Corps Engineers, California Department of Fish and Wildlife, or Regional
Water Quality Control Board. The regulatory agency authorizations would include
impact avoidance and minimization measures and mitigation measures for unavoidable
impacts. Specific avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures for impacts to
jurisdictional resources shall be detennined through discussions with the regulatory
agencies during the proposed project permitting process and may include monetary
contributions to a mitigation bank or habitat creation, restoration, or enhancement.
In addition, consistent with the Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan and as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation
Plan Consistency Analysis Report {Mitigation Measure BI0-1), a Determination of
Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be prepared to identify
mitigation that demonstrates equivalent or superior function and value, including re-
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establishment, establishment, and/or permanent conservation of aquatic resources, as
feasible. The Determination ofBiologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report
shall be included as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BI0-1).

Level of Significance After Mitigation
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1, BIO-li-1-i.,_ and BI0-2H, impacts to state- or
federally protected aquatic resources through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means would be reduced to a less than significant level.
3.4.4.5

Threshold 5: Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

Would the project substantially interfere with the movement ofany native resident or migratory
fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Impact Analysis
As discussed under Wildlife Corridors and Linkages in Section 3.4. I .2, important wildlife corridors
occur in the northern and western portions of the water service area. The Santa Ana Mountains are
an imp011ant north-south wildlife corridor; however, no projects identified in the 2018 R WMP are
proposed in the Santa Ana Mountains. The Santa Ana River floodplain is an important east-west
wildlife corridor. The WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline crosses the Santa Ana River, which is a
regional wildlife movement corridor; however, the pipeline would be installed in the existing paved
road right-of-way and would not impact the Santa Ana River. The WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline
was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition I IS/MND (City of Corona 2016).
No fui1her analysis of this project is required or provided in this PEIR. No other projects identified
in the 2018 R WMP are proposed in the Santa Ana River floodplain.

Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the projects included in the 2018 R WMP would have less than significant
impacts to movement of any native resident or migratory fish or animal species or with established
native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native animal nursery sites.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
Because no mitigation measures are required, impacts would remain less than significant.
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Threshold 6: Local Policies and Ordinances

Would the project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Impact Analysis

The project would comply with local policies and ordinances protecting biological resources in the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan (City of Corona 2020b). Section 3.4.2.3 outlines the City
of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan goals and policies related to biological resources and
implementation of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP.
As discussed in Section 3.4.4.4, the projects included in the 2018 RWMP would avoid, or if
avoidance is not feasible, fully mitigate potential impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources,
thereby complying with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Goal ER-4, Policies ER-4.1
through ER-4.5, Goal ER-5, and Policies ER-5.l through ER-5.5.
As discussed in Sections 3 .4.4. l through Sections 3.4.4.4, the projects' potential impacts to
sensitive plants, animals, and vegetation communities would be less than significant with
incorporation of Mitigation Measures B1O-1 through BIO-2-l..J:.. Therefore, the projects included in
the 2018 RWMP would comply with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Goal ER-6 and
Policies ER-6.1 through ER-6.5 regarding protection of plant and animal species and sensitive
vegetation communities in the City and its Planning Area.
The projects included in the 2018 RWMP would be consistent with the conservation goals outlined
in the Western Riverside County MSHCP. The projects' compliance with the Western Riverside
County MSHCP is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.4.7. The project would result in less than
significant impacts to biological resources with mitigation incorporated and is therefore compliant
with the Western Riverside County MSHCP conservation planning goals and the City of Corona
2020-2040 General Plan Goal 7 and Policies 7.1 through 7.3.
No oak trees were identified on the project sites that would be impacted by implementation of the
projects. Therefore, the project is not in conflict with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal ER-8 and Policies ER-8.1 through ER-8.5 or the Riverside County Oak Tree Management
Guidelines (City of Corona 2020b; County of Riverside 1993).
The projects included in the 2018 RWMP do not propose development in the Temescal Canyon
Plan Area, in the Santa Ana River, or other regional washes. Therefore, the projects included in
the 2018 RWMP would not conflict with City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Goal ER-9 and
Policies ER-9.1 through ER-9.12.
Implementation of the project would not result in conflicts with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources.
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Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the project would have less than significant impacts from conflicts with any local
policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
Because no mitigation measures are required, impacts would remain less than significant.
3.4.4.7

Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning

Would the proj ect conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan ?
Impact Analysis
As discussed in Section 3.4.2.3, the Western Riverside County MSHCP functions as a
comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional plan that addresses biological and ecological diversity by
conserving species and associated habitats while allowing approval of development in the County.
It is the City's policy to comply with the Western Riverside County MSHCP in its consideration and
approval of development projects, including the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. Further, the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan incorporates compliance with the Western Riverside
County MSHCP in the goals and policies used to guide development in the City and its Planning
Area (City of Corona 2020b). The projects' compliance with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General
Plan natural resources goals and policies was previously discussed in Section 3.4.4.6.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites are not within Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core or Linkage Areas,
Criteria Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands (Figures 3-1 through 3-3, County of
Riverside 2003). Therefore, implementation of these projects would be consistent with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP and would not result in impacts to the Western Riverside County
MSHCP conservation and preservation goals. These projects would be required to implement
Mitigation Measure BIO-1 to prepare an MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report once project design
is available. At this time, it is not anticipated that these projects would require submittal of a
Regional Conservation Authority Joint Project Review Application due to their anticipated
location outside of Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core or Linkage Areas,
Crite1ia Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands.
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The avoidance, mifti.mi~ation, and mitigation meas:eres proposed in Sections 6.1.1 through 6.1.4
would rec4\¾ce poteHtially significant impacts to sensitiYe plant and aeimal species, seF1siti1,1e
1
,•egetation comm\:Hlities, and jllfisaictioaal aq\¾atic resol:lfces to a less than sigmficant le1,zel.
Beca\¾se the projects would not contrib\¾te to the loss of sensitive vegetatioa or seasitiYe species,
the project wo1,da coffiJ)ly 1Nith the Western Ri1,1erside Co\¾Hty MSHGP. Therefore, before Prior to
the implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures proposed to reduce
potentially significant impacts to sensitive plant and animal species, sensitive vegetation

communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources as detailed in Section 3.4.4.4, potentially
significant impacts would occur from conflicts with Western Riverside County MSHCP and other
regional conservation plans and mitigation would be required.
Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Before implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-2H, the projects' potentially
significant impacts to biological resources would result in conflicts with the Western Riverside
County MSHCP and other regional conservation plans and would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-2H would reduce potentially significant impacts to
biological resources to a less than significant level and avoid conflicts with the Western Riverside
County MSHCP or other regional conservation plans.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-2H, impacts from conflicts with
the Western Riverside County MSHCP or other regional conservation plans would be less than
significant.
3.4.5

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation

The cumulative impact analysis for biological resources considers RWMP 2018 project
development in conjunction with other development projects in the water service area and projects
covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP.
3.4.5.1

Cumulative Threshold 1: Sensitive Plant Species

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive plant species is the area
covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact would occur if,
in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse impact on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved in the
City' s jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County
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MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to sensitive plant species as appropriate. As analyzed
in Section 3.4.4. 1, potentially significant project-level impacts to sensitive plant species would be
reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-I through
BI0-,2..'.7. Since cumulative projects and the 2018 RWMP would be required to meet or exceed the
Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements, and project-specific
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce the project' s impacts to sensitive plant species
to below a level of significance, the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
3.4.5.2

Cumulative Threshold 2: Sensitive Animal Species

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive animal species is the area
covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact would occur if,
in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse impact on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within
the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County
MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to sensitive animal species as appropriate. The 2018
RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western
Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.2,
potentially significant project-level impacts to burrowing owl and nesting birds would be reduced to
a less than significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1~ through BI0-1+G.
Therefore, the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
3.4.5.3

Cumulative Threshold 3: Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural
Community

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to riparian habitat or other sensitive
natural communities is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant
cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a substantial
adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the
2018 RWMP, approved within the City' s jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City
of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b)
and the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to riparian
habitat and sensitive vegetation communities as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other
cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP
regional conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.3, potentially significant projectlevel impacts to non-native grassland habitat would be reduced to a less than significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO 2, BIO 3, aad B10- l+. Therefore, the project's
contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
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Cumulative Threshold 4: Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources
is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a substantial adverse impact on a
state or federally protected wetland through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are
required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals
and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide
mitigation for impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with
other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County
MSHCP regional conservation requirements and implement project-specific mitigation measures
to reduce significant impacts. As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.4, potentially significant project-level
impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources would be reduced to a less than significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1-l-, BIO-~-h!-, and BI0-.2,-1-J. Therefore, the project' s
contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

3.4.5.5

Cumulative Threshold 5: Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to wildlife corridors and linkages
is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or migratory fish or animal species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native animal nursery sites. All
projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be
consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies
(2020b), the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to wildlife
corridors and linkages, as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would
be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation
requirements and implement project-specific mitigation measures to reduce significant impacts.
As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.5, the project would have a less than significant impact to wildlife
corridors and linkages, and no mitigation is required. Therefore, the project's contribution would
not be cumulatively considerable.

3.4.5.6

Cumulative Threshold 6: Local Policies and Ordinances

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to local policies and ordinances is
the City. A significant cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects
would conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within the
City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
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natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County
MSHCP and to provide mitigation for conflicts with local policies and ordinances as appropriate.
As analyzed in Section 3.4.4.6, with implementation of Mitigation Measures B10-l through BI0.2_.g, the 2018 RWMP would have a less than significant impact from conflicts with any local
policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree preservation policy or
ordinance. No project-specific mitigation would be required. Therefore, the project's contribution
would not be cumulatively considerable.
3 .4.5.7

Cumulative Threshold 7: Regional Conservation Planning

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to regional conservation planning
is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cwnulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would conflict with the provisions of an
adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved
local, regional, or state HCP.
In 1991 , the State of California passed the NCCP Act, providing for the long-term, regional
conservation of natural vegetation and animal diversity. The biological conservation offered by
the Western Riverside County MSHCP provides sufficient habitat area, diversity, and linkages to
allow the participating local jurisdictions to directly impact or ·'take" up to 146 sensitive plant and
animal species in the region. These "covered species" identified in the MSHCP consist of species
listed as endangered or threatened by the federal or state Endangered Species Acts and other
regional rare but currently unlisted sensitive species.
The 2018 RWMP, as with other cwnulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the
Western Riverside County MS HCP regional conservation requirements and provide mitigation for
significant impacts as appropriate. Consistency with regional conservation plans and mitigation
measures, as appropriate, must be demonstrated in order for the project and other cumulative
projects to be approved. Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BI0-.2_+.; would reduce project-level
direct and indirect impacts on sensitive plants and animals, nesting birds, sensitive vegetation
communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources. Implementation of these mitigation measures
would reduce project-level impacts and ensure the project would not contribute to cumulatively
significant impacts from conflicts with regional conservation planning. The project would comply
with the Western Riverside County MSHCP and would not contribute to loss of sensitive
vegetation communities or sensitive species. Therefore, the project's contribution would not be
cumulatively considerable.

3.4.6

Conclusion

Project implementation would result in potentially significant direct and indirect impacts to
sensitive plant and animal species, nesting birds, sensitive vegetation communities, and
jurisdictional aquatic resources.
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Implementation of Mitigation Measures B1O-1 through B1O-i+ would reduce potentially
significant direct and indirect impacts to sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. These mitigation
measures would require preconstruction sensitive plant species surveys, mitigation ffities for
permanent and temporary impacts to non-native grassland that could support sensitive plant
species, and prevention of the spread of invasive plant species during constmction. General
construction mitigation measures, including flagging and fencing, a contractor training program,
and a biological monitor, shall be implemented for the projects included in the 2018 RWMP to
minimize potential impacts to sensitive plant species.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures B1O-1~ through BIO-1-!4 would reduce potentially
significant impacts to sensitive animal species at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. General conshuction mitigation
measures (Mitigation Measures BIO-J:5 through B1O-i+), including flagging and fencing, a
contractor training program, and a biological monitor, shall also be implemented for the projects
included in the 2018 RWMP to minimize potential impacts to sensitive animal species. Potentially
significant impacts to non-native grassland that could support burrowing owl would be mitigated
by requiring burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential focused clearance surveys at the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites
(Mitigation Measure BIO-1&). Implementation of Mitigation Measure BJO-§9 would reduce
potentially significant impacts to nesting birds by conducting nesting bird surveys before
construction of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP if construction activities occur during the
general bird nesting season (January 15 through September 15). Potentially significant impacts to
sensitive animal species from nighttime lighting during conshuction would be minimized with
Mitigation Measure BIO-1-!4 on the project sites.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO 2, BIO 3, and B1O-1+ would reduce potentially
significant impacts to the non-native grassland sensitive vegetation community on the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. If a project
site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or animal species
dwing preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-1},
potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements. including
project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to naITow endemic plant species protection policies,
conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a Determination of Biological
Equivalent or Superior Preservation Rep011 for proposed mitigation measures. Mitigation
Measures BIO 2 aH:d BIO 3 would implement mitigation aed replacement ratios for permanent
and temporary impacts to non native grassland. Mitigation Measure B1O-1 + would require habitat
assessments, including vegetation mapping, to be conducted before construction of the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.
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Implementation of Mitigation Measures B10-1, BIO-~-H;- and B10-2H would reduce potentially
significant impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources if identified on the WR.CRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites during preooHstructiofl
habitat assessments as part of the MS HCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure B101+). If jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified, aquatic resources delineations (Mitigation
Measure B10-~H) and permitting and MSHCP consistency analysis (Mitigation Measures B10-1
and B10-2H) would be conducted before construction of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures B10-1 through BI0-9, impacts from conflicts with
the Western Riverside County MSHCP or other local and regional conservation plans would be
less than significant.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures B10-1 through B10-2-l-J, direct and indirect impacts
to sensitive biological resources from implementation of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP
would be reduced to a less than significant level.
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Cultural Resources

This section discusses the potential impacts to potential cultural resources in the City of Corona's
(City's) water service area that may result from implementation of the 2018 Reclaimed Water
Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP). The analysis in this section is based in part on the following
information: Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources Technical Report prepared by Red Tail
Environmental (2020) for the project (Appendix D).

3.5.1

Environmental Setting

This section describes the environmental setting as it relates to cultural resources for the water
service area. The project proposes reclaimed water facilities in various locations throughout the
water service area.

3.5.1.1

Prehistoric Period

In the County of Riverside (County) and the surrounding area, there is no consensus on times or
terms in which human occupation started. Overall, three general cultural periods are recognized:
the Paleo-Indian Period, the Archaic Period, and the Late Prehistoric Period.

Paleo-Indian Period
As in most of North America, the Paleo-Indian Period is the earliest recognized pe1iod of
California prehistory and coincides with the end of the late Pleistocene, circa 11,000 to 13,000
years before present. The environment was cool and moist, with deep pluvial lakes in the desert
and basin lands. However, by the end of the late Pleistocene, the climate became warmer, causing
glaciers to melt and sea levels to rise. Inland lakes began to recede and evaporate and there was a
great deal of erosion in the coastal areas. The warmer climate also resulted in major vegetation
changes and the extinction of Pleistocene megafauna (Appendix D).
Paleo-Indian sites have been identified across most of North America, often referred to as the "Clovis
Complex." The Clovis Complex is defined by the use oflarge fluted projectile points and other large
bifacial stone tools. In Southern California and the Colorado Desert, the Clovis Complex is refetTed
to as the "Western Stemmed Point Tradition" and was characterized by leaf-shaped and largestemmed projectile points, scrapers, and other stone tools. Overall, ground stone use was infrequent
in San Dieguito archaeological remains, leading to the belief that the San Dieguito were highly
mobile groups and their subsistence practices focused on the hunting of large game.
Several isolated fluted points have been recorded in Southern California, but none have been
recorded near the water service area in associated with radiocarbon dates or in association with
Pleistocene fauna (Appendix D).
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No archaeological sites dating to the Paleo-Indian Period have been identified in the vicinity of
the water service area. It is unknown if the lack of Paleo-Indian Period sites relates to a lack of
archaeological data or is evidence that the vicinity of the water service area was a less sustainable
area than the interior desert or the coastal regions. During this period, the desert interior may have
been more suitable to prehistoric occupation than the interior valleys of Southern California, and
it is more likely that Paleo-Indian populations in Southern California were centered on the coastal
or interior desert regions or around the few large, reliable, drought-resistant water sources present
in the inland valley areas (Appendix D).
Archaic Period
The Archaic Period in the vicinity of the water service area was defined by a lengthy time period
with little change within the archaeological record. In contrast to the Paleo-Indian Period, the
archaeological record in the Archaic Period consisted of a tool kit that focused on collection and
processing of small plant seeds and hunting of a variety of medium and small game animals
(Appendix D). Across Southern California, this period is often referred to as the "Millingstone
Horizon" and is often divided into the Early, Middle, and Late Archaic Period.
There is a discrepancy on the start of the Millingstone Horizon, while Lightfoot and Parrish argues
that early milling stone assemblages show that by 9,000 years ago milling tools were in use and
that seeds and nuts must have been a dominant food source, other archaeologists argue that the
Millingstone Horizon is generally attribute to the Middle to Late Holocene Period and has been
identified across much of central and Southern California by ca. 8,000 to 7,000 years before present
(Appendix D).
[nterior archaeological sites from this period were thought to have been left by seasonally mobile
groups with small settlements, based on the availability of food resources. There is little
archaeological evidence for group size and type and use of habitation structures in the County for
the Middle Holocene.
During this lengthy period, very little technological changes are identified in the archaeological
record until approximately 5,000 years ago when there was an increase in sedimentation along the
coast. This transformed the estuaries into shallow wetlands, closed several of the lagoons,
transformed the coastal areas into sand and mudflats, and limited the kelp forests, causing the
coastal region to have a lower level of subsistence resources than in the past. During this time, the
deserts became more arid, and there was an increase in use of the inland valleys in the vicinity of
the water service area (Appendix D).
Late Prehistoric Period
There are differing opinions between researchers as to whether the shift to the Late Prehistoric
Period was caused by new technologies developed by people already living in the area, spurred by
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changing environmental conditions, or if it was brought in by a migration of people into Southern
California. Archaeological and anthropological evidence suggests that at approximately 1,500 to
1,350 years before present, Takic-speaking (speakers ofUto-Aztecan languages) groups from the
Great Basin region moved into Riverside County, marking the transition to the Late Prehistoric
Period. In all chronological schemes for Southern California, the Late Prehistoric Period lasted
until significant European settlements were initiated in AD 1769.
The Late Prehistoric Period is defined by the introduction of the bow and arrow and ceramic
vessels begin to appear at some sites. In addition, during this time, mortuary practices changed
from inhumations to cremations. It is thought that this practice came from the north or east, and it
is unknown if the transition from inhumations to cremations was adopted for religious or
population reasons, or to control the spread of disease. Other hallmarks of the Late Prehistoric
Period include an increase in the reliance on plant food sources, small projectile points, increase
use of mortars and pestles, the use of obsidian from the Obsidian Butte source and overall an
increase in the complexity and diversity of material cultural (Appendix D).
Many of the Late Prehistoric Period archaeological sites are inland and contain bedrock milling
features, thought to relate to acorn or other seed processing. People lived in larger coastal and
lower valley villages, that were located near permanent water sources. These villages acted as
ceremonial and political centers, and may have been occupied, at least partially, year-round.
Smaller villages and residential areas were inhabited seasonally and were located near subsistence
resources or were used for specialized activities, especially in inland areas (Appendix D). This
may have led to an increase in community size, longer stays at the major residences, and different
societal organization.
3.5.1.2

Ethnohistory

During the Etbnohistoric period, the region that is currently known as the County of Riverside was
a shared-use area and home to three closely related Takic-speaking groups: the Cahuilla, the
Gabrielino, and the Luisefio/Juanefio. Settlement patterns for the three groups were very similar,
with settlements typically in valley bottoms, along streams, or along coastal strands near mountain
ranges. Villages were often in sheltered areas near good water supplies, in a defensive location, or
on the side of warm thermal zone slopes. More information can be found in Section 3.18, Tribal
Cultural Resources.
3.5.1.3

History

First called "South Riverside," the City was founded in 1886 by the South Riverside Land and
Water Company at the height of the Southern California citrus boom. In 1886, developer Robert
Taylor and his partners, Adolph Rimpau, George L. Joy, A. S. Garretson, a Sioux City banker, and
ex-governor of Iowa, Samuel Merrill, formed the South Riverside Land and Water Company.
Together, they raised approximately $1 10,000 to purchase approximately 12,000 acres of
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agricultural land that had formerly been part of the Rancho La Sierra, and Rancho Temescal land
grants. Anaheim engineer H. C. Kellogg was hired, and the colony of South Riverside was laid out
encircled by Grand Boulevard, a l 00-foot-wide and 3-mile round that had plantings of shade trees
along each side of the road. Another bonus was that the "colony" was located on the San Diego
branch of the Santa Fe Railroad. To the north along the railroad tracks were the manufacturing
plants and packing houses. The southern end of town was mostly occupied by the citrus industry.
In 1889, the Temescal Water Company was incorporated to supply water for the new colony. This
company purchased all the water-bearing lands in the Temescal valley and began drilling artesian
wells. Taylor and his pa11ners realized the importance of water for the soon to be developed
community, and additional funds were used to ensure that sufficient water rights were obtained.
They also secured the water rights to Temescal Creek, its tributaries and Lee Lake. Dams and
pipelines were built to carry the water to the colony. After an initial flurry of expansion, water
supplied from Temescal Canyon was not enough for the growing population and increasing
agriculture. In 1899, the Corona Irrigation Company purchased 160 acres near Perris that had
artesian waters. They constructed a 21-rnile cement ditch to bring water to the area (Appendix D).
By 1893, the town boasted a large air-drying lumber yard, a clay and pipe works owned by the
Pacific Clay Manufacturing Company, shipments of clay, gypsum, hay grain, and honey were
being shipped out. Hundreds of acres of were planted in orange, lemon, and deciduous trees. There
were three churches, Baptist, Methodist, and Congregational, and in addition, an Episcopalian
group had purchased lots in town and were in the process of building their house of worship. There
was a large two-story brick school, a bank, and a three-story hotel. In addition, there was a drug
store, a newspaper, two bakeries, and a general merchandise store (Appendix D).
In addition to agricultural pursuits, mining also influence the early development of the City. A tin
mine had been discovered in 1857 in the nearby San Jacinto Hills. However, mining in the area
did not gain traction until 1888, as the City was the closest town to the mines and contained the
most convenient rail depot, both supplies and workers arriving for the mines flowed through the
City. While the actual tin mines only remained open for a short time, they brought additional
development and residents to the City (Appendix D).
The City became known as the lemon capital of the world. Additional agricultural pursuits
included other fruits and alfalfa. By the 191 Os approximately a quarter of the residents were
involved in the citrus industry. The lemon production spurred the creation of the Exchange ByProducts Company, which processed lemons that were not used for food into citric acid, lemon
oil, and other products. In addition to being known for its lemon production, the City began auto
racing in 1913 at the Corona Road Races on Grand Boulevard. However, the auto race proved to
be too dangerous and was stopped after several years. Agriculture remained the main economic
activity for decades (Appendix D).
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World War II prompted a change in the development of the City away from agriculture, as military
bases within the region raised the population and created additional industries outside of
agriculture. The Prado Dam, immediately west of the water service area, was completed in May
1941. The Prado Dam was constructed by the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District,
along the lower Santa Ana River. The dam was constructed as a flood risk management measure,
along with recreation and water conservation purposes (Appendix D).
Post-World War II housing needs increase development in the area, and by 1962, the lliverside
Freeway (State Highway 91) was constmcted through the City. Interstate 15 was constructed, to
the east of the City in 1989. By the 1980s, Corona developed into a residential community and the
population grew exponentially.
Historic development in the water service area began in the late 1800s in the vicinity of Grand
Boulevard. Development in the water service area was focused around the Grand Boulevard circle
through the 1920s. By the 1930s, additional development spread farther from Grand Boulevard
and in El Cenito. Through the 1940s, development continued to be focused along Grande
Boulevard, south of 6th Street, and in El Cerrito and south of El Cenito Road. The 1950s show a
large increase of development in Coronita, in the City south of 6th Street and in the vicinity of El
Cenito. The 1960s shows the first large scale residential development of track homes in the water
service area and this style development continued through the 1970s. The 1980s through the 201 Os
show a huge increase in development especially in the southern half of the City and along the
northern boundary of the City (Appendix D).
3.5.1.4

Cultural Resources

Cultural resources are districts, buildings, sites, structures, areas of traditional use, or objects that
represent the physical evidence of human activities. Cultural resources can be divided into two
categ01ies: archaeological resources (prehistoric and historic) and built environment resources
(architectural). A record search of the California Historical Resources Information System held by
the Eastern Information Center for the water service area and a one-quarter mile record search radius
was requested on April 1, 2020. However, the Eastern Information Center is cun-ently closed due to
COVID-19, with no indication of when they may reopen, and it is unknown when the record search
results may be available. Therefore, record search results from the City of Corona General Plan
Update Cultural Resources Technical Report were summarized for this Program Environmental
Impact Report. The record search area for the General Plan Update project included the entire City
and the City's sphere of influence (SOI). The SOI is defined in the City of Corona 2020-2040
General Plan and represents the logical service area of the City for future consideration. Most of the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan area and the water service area overlap. Record search
information was not available for the northwest comer of the water seivice area in the Prado Flood
Control Basin. However, no projects identified in the 2018 RWMP are in this area.
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As indicated from the records search prepared for the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan,
172 cultural resources studies were previously conducted within the City' s boundaries and its SOI
{Table 3.5-1). The studies date back to 1937, with the most recent from 2016. See Appendix D for
a complete list of the studies including author, title, and location.
The records search indicated that 96 previously recorded cultural resources are in the water service
area as the majority of the boundary overlap that of the City and SOI. The previously recorded
resources include archaeological sites, historic addresses, and isolates. Eighty-three of the cultural
resources are in the City, 10 cultural resources have been recorded in the SOI, and three cultural
resources intersect both the City and the SOL The 96 previously recorded resources consist of 28
prehistoric resources, 66 historic resources, and 2 multicomponent resources. A complete list of
the previously recorded cultural resources can be found in Appendix D.
3.5.1 .5

Built Environmental Resources

The City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan records search also indicated that 30 historic
addresses have been previously recorded in the water service area (Table 3.5-1).
Table 3.5-1. Built Envi ronmental Resources within the City's Water Service Area
Primary
Number

Trinomial

USGS
Topographic
Quadrangle

Address

Parcel
Number

-

-

Corona North

Winn, R., and Winn,
M. (2005)

City of
Corona

-

Corona North,
Corona South

Dice, M.H. (2009)

City of
Corona

107-020-012

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

107-030-003

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)
Smallwood, J. (2012)

City of
Corona

Recorder and Date

Location

P-33014754

-

P-33017926

-

P-33020200

-

P-33020201

-

P-33020202

-

-

107-030-022

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020204

-

-

107-040-006

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

-

107-040-005

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona
and SOI

P-33020205

-

-

107-060-003

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020206

-

-

107-060-008
107-060-009

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

-

115-090-003

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

-

117-031-001

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020203

P-33020207
P-33020208

CA-RIV20207

-

Corona City Park

14282 E. 6th Street
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Table 3.5-1. Built Environmental Resources within the City's Water Service Area

USGS
Primary
Number

Trinomial

Address

Parcel
Number

p.33.
020209

-

-

117-031-002

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020210

-

-

117-031-036

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020211

-

-

119-041-013

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020212

-

-

119-041-014

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020213

-

-

119-041-015

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020225

-

-

119-041-016

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020226

-

-

119-041-017

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020227

-

-

119-041-018

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020229

-

-

119-041-020

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020231

-

1108 Serene Drive

119-041-022

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020232

-

1002 Peaceful Drive

119-041-024

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020233

-

1090 Serene Drive

110-043-001

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020234

-

1082 Serene Drive

119-043-002

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020235

-

1070 Serene Drive

119-043-003

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020236

-

1058 Serene Drive

119-043-004

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

City of
Corona

P-33020237

-

1050 Serene Drive

119-043-005

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011 )

City of
Corona

Corona South

Goodwin, R. (2014)

City of
Corona

-

-

Corona North

Yates, T. (2012)

City of
Corona

-

-

Prado Dam

Goodwin, R. (2015)

City of
Corona

P-33024119
P-33024207
P-33024551

CA-RIV11860

CA-RIV12171

Sidebotham (Phillips)
Quarry

Topographic
Quadrangle

Recorder and Date

Location

Source: Appendix D.

In the City, six historic properties are defined as listed or eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The six prope1ties listed on the NRHP are also automatically
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eligible for listing to the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) . These properties are
described below.
Carnegie Library (1906): This neo-classical building was designed by Los Angeles architect

Franklin Pierce Burnham with construction completed on July 2, 1906. The exterior was cream
and red colored pressed brick, with stone and concrete trim. It was symmetrically designed with a
central staircase flanked by sloping banisters, which held decorative iron lights. The entrance was
topped by an overhanging triangular pediment with ornate plaster designs and supported by fluted
Ionic columns on either side. This building served as the City's public library until July 3, 1971,
when a much larger public library facility was constructed several blocks away. The building
remained empty for the next 6 years. Despite efforts to have it restored, it fell into disrepair and
was damaged by fires and vandalism; the building was demolished April 18, l 978.
Corona Heritage Park (1900): This 5-acre complex was the headquaiters for the Corona Foothill

Lemon Company, the largest citrus ranch in the area in the early 1900s. The various buildings within
the complex were primarily constructed between 1913 and 1937, and are largely intact today. The
Corona Heritage Foundation is restoring the complex as a historic park and museum facility.
Corona High School/Civic Center (1923): Originally constructed as the City' s second high school,

it became the Civic Center in 1961 . The classic Spanish Revival architecture and expansive front
lawns make it a recognizable feature in Corona's downtown area.
Grand Boulevard Historic District (1886): This unique circular roadway was a prominent design

element in the original layout for the townsite. The City derives its longstanding moniker "The
Circle City" from the boulevard. Internationally acclaimed road races were held on this street in
1913, I 914, and 1916, drawing more than 100,000 spectators, as well as racing legends. The
boulevard displays wide parkways, large mature trees, and historic streetlights fronting grand
homes and more modest bungalows along its route.
Women's Improvement Club Clubhouse (1913): Southern California architect Thomas Preston

designed this one-story, multi-gabled, Craftsman-style bungalow clubhouse that was built in 1913.
The club was formed in 1899 as a civic organization called the "Town Improvement Association;"
it changed its name to the "Women' s Improvement Club of Corona" in 1902. The building' s
architectural features include painted wood shingles on the exterior walls, a steep-gabled main roof
with clipped gables over the side wings, an original oak front door with beveled glass, and wooden
porch piers on a prominent brick base. It was added to the National Register on November 3, 1988,
and is the only remaining structure within City limits with that status.
Corona Theater Landmark Building (1929): The Spanish Revival-style Corona Theater, also known

as the "Landmark Building," was designed by Southern California architect Carl Boller and
dedicated on August 29, 1929. Various celebrities, including Al Jolson, Laurel and Hardy, and Irving
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Berlin, attended its grand opening ceremonies. Its L-shaped design features a two-story elevation in
front and three stories in the rear, with separate segments of varying heights topped by individual
gable roofs and interspersed with hipped roof towers. The building was constructed of brick, with
stucco on its front elevation. Some remodeling has been done to the exterior, but significant details
remain. Over the years, the building has had various uses, including commercial office space, a
Masonic Lodge meeting hall, and a large theater. The building is the only pre-Depression Era theater
remaining in the City and has been detennined eligible for the National Register.
Nine other properties are eligible for the CRHR:
•

Jefferson Elementary School ( 1927)

•

Barber Home ( 1893) - Eastlake

•

1101 S. Ramona Avenue (1915) - Vernacular Wood Frame with Classical revival
Elements

•
•

Terpening House ( 1899) - Queen Anne
Corona First Methodist Church (1914) -Tudor Revival

•

401 East 8th Street ( 1908) - Vernacular Wood Frame

•
•

Camp Haan Barracks (1942)- Vernacular Wood Frame
517 E 8th Street (1896)

•

El Gordo Caballo Ranch (1939)

Five state historic landmarks are in the water service area:
Butterfield Stage Station (No. 188): Site of Butterfield Stage Station where mail was delivered and

horses changed. The first stage carrying overland mail left Tipton, Missouri, on September 15,
I 858, and, passing through Temescal, arrived in Los Angeles on October 7, 1858.
Painted Rock (No. 190): In tribute to the earliest record of any people in this region, the Santa Fe

Railway bas preserved this rock with its ancient pictograph, and the Committee of the Corona
Women' s Improvement Club has placed a tablet.
Ruins of the T hird Serrano Adobe (No. 224): Don Leandro Serrano set out orchards and vineyards

and cultivated some of the fertile lands of the Temescal Valley. In the 1840s, he built his third
adobe, which the Serrano family occupied until 1898, on the well-traveled road between San Diego
and Los Angeles.
Old Temescal Road (No. 638): This route was used by Luisefio and Gab1ielino Indians, whose

villages were nearby. Leandro Serrano established a home here in 1820. Jackson and Warner
traveled the road in 1831 and Fremont in 1848. It was the southern emigrant road for gold seekers
from 1849 to 1851, the Overland Mail route from 1858 to 1861 , and a military road between Los
Angeles and San Diego from 1861 to 1865.
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Corona Founders Monument (No. 738): R.B. Taylor, George L. Joy, Samuel Merrill, A.S.

Garretson, and Adolph Rimpau, after purchasing lands of La Sierra Rancho and El Temescal grant,
founded the citrus colony and Town of Corona on May 4, 1886.
The City also contains two state historic points of interest:
•
•

Bandini-Cota Adobe Site
Temescal Tin Mines CRHR - the location of the first tin mine in the area dating back
to 1859

The City contains 57 historic landmarks as identified in Table 3.5-2.
Table 3.5-2. City of Corona Historic Landmarks
Historic District
(HD)/ Historic
Landmark (HL
Number

Address

APN

Description

Date Approved
by Corona City
Council

HD-001

510 W. Foothill Avenue

114-350-046

Heritage Park District

May 16, 2001

HD-002

2750 S. Rimpau Avenue

120-121-028

Lemonia Grove District

May 16, 2001

HD-003

2837 S. Kellogg Avenue

120-072-008

Kammeyer Ranch
District

May 16, 2001

HD-004

1125 S. Rimpau Avenue

111-290-024

Sunny Slope
Cemetery District

May 16, 2001

HD-005

930 E Sixth Street

117-310-001

City Park District

May 16, 2001

HD-006

Grand Blvd Circle

Not Available

Grand Boulevard
Streetscape District

May 16, 2001

HD-007

Chase Drive (Garretson to Foothill)

Not Available

Chase Drive Palm
Trees District

May 16, 2001

HD-008

Rimpau Avenue (Old Temescal
Road to Chase)

Not Available

Rimpau Avenue Palm
Trees District

May 16, 2001

HD-009

Main Street (Olive to Chase)

Not Available

HD-010

Palisades Drive (1 mile from Green
River/Wardlow Wash Bridge)

Not Available

Palisades Drive
Roadway District

June 3, 2015

HL-001

1101 S. Main Street

117-266-006

Woman's
Improvement Club

May 16, 2001

HL-002

815 W. Sixth Street

118-270-049

Historic City Hall

May 16, 2001

HL-003

900 S. Victoria Avenue

117-236-001

Victoria Park/Old
Lincoln Cemetery

May 16, 2001

HL-004

722/423 S. Joy Street/Eighth

117-206-009

Joy Street Market and
Residence

Revoked On Nov
18, 2009

HL-005

1169 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001

HL-006

1156 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001
May 16, 2001
May 16, 2001

South Main Street
Palm Trees District

HL-007

1148 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available

HL-008

1136 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available
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Table 3.5-2. City of Corona Historic Landmarks
Historic District
(HD)/ Historic
Landmark (HL
Number

Address

APN

Description

Date Approved
by Corona City
Council

HL-009

1036 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001

HL-010

822 S. Joy Street

117-241-001

Not Available

September 17,
2001

HL-011

1314 S. Victoria Avenue

109-041-014

Not Available

July 17, 2001

HL-012

1147 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available

September 18,
2002

HL-013

123 W. Eleventh Street

117-254-012

Vernacular Wood
Frame

July 16, 2003

HL-014

1214 S. Belle Avenue

110-192-018

Vernacular Wood
Frame

July 16, 2003

HL-015

616 W. Eleventh Street

110-172-009

Provincial Revival

January 7,
2004

HL-016

1315 S. Main Street

109-041-002

Mediterranean/
Spanish Revival

October 20,
2004

HL-017

818 S. Howard Street

117-233-022

Queen Anne

October 20,
2004

HL-018

1128 E. Grand Boulevard

117-263-016

Vernacular Wood
Frame

October 19,
2005

HL-019

1052 E. Grand Boulevard

117-264-005

Victorian (mixed style)

May 3, 2006,
Dec. 19, 2007

HL-020

809 E. Grand Boulevard

111 -022-011

Not Available

May 3, 2006

HL-021

1052 E. Grand Boulevard

Not Available

Not Available

July 5, 2006
August 16,
2006

HL-022

1170 E. Grand Boulevard

117-265-010

Mediterranean/
Spanish Revival

HL-023

1301 S. Main Street

109-041-004

Vernacular Wood
Frame w/ Craftsman
Bungalow Elements

October 4,
2006

HL-024

1124 Palm Avenue

109-033-005

Vernacular Wood
Frame

October 18,
2006

HL-025

920 S. Victoria Avenue

117-237-002

Bungalow

October 18,
2006

HL-026

1107 W. Grand Boulevard

117-252-022

Vernacular Wood
Frame

May 16, 2007

HL-027

1120 Palm Avenue

109-033-004

Vernacular Wood
Frame

June 20, 2007

HL-028

824 S. Sheridan Street

117-221-001

Vernacular Wood
Frame

June 20, 2007

HL-029

623 S. Merrill Street

117-173-016

Victorian (mixed
style)/Queen Anne

July 18, 2007
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Table 3.5-2. City of Corona Historic Landmarks
Historic District
(HD)/ Historic
Landmark (HL
Number

Address

APN

Description

Date Approved
by Corona City
Council

HL-030

1047 E. Grand Boulevard

109-031-002

Not Available

September 5,
2007

HL-031

1101/1103 S. Victoria Avenue

117-263-014

Transitional Bungalow

October 17,
2007

HL-032

1133 E. Grand Boulevard

109-022-002

Not Available

August 6, 2007

HL-033

914 S. Victoria Avenue

117-237-012

Vernacular Wood
Frame w/ Bungalow
Elements

October 17,
2007

HL-034

1164 E. Grand Boulevard

117-265-009

Not Available

July 16, 2008

HL-035

1208 Palm Avenue

109-033-007

Bungalow

September 17,
2008

HL-036

122 E. Olive Street

109-041-006

Bungalow

September 17,
2008

HL-037

1222 S. Victoria Avenue

109-021-011

Vernacular Wood
Frame

September 17,
2008

HL-038

934 E. Grand Boulevard

117-243-009

Not Available

September 17,
2008

HL-039

802 W. Grand Boulevard

110-112-007

Not Available

October 21 ,
2009

HL-040

805/809 S. Ramona Avenue

117-232-007

Gothic Revival

August 5, 2009

HL-041

1127 E. Grand Boulevard

109-022-003

Not Available

September 1,
2010

HL-041

1127 E. Grand Boulevard

109-022-003

Not Available

September 1,
2010

HL-042

353 E. Olive Street

109-033-012

Not Available

July 17, 2013

HL-043

1031 E. Grand Boulevard

109-031-004

Not Available

September 17,
2014

HL-044

1518 S. Main Street

109-072-008

Not Available

September 16,
2015

HL-045

119 E. Kendall Street

109-041-021

Vernacular Wood
Frame

September 17,
2016

HL-046

502 W. Eleventh Street

110-172-020

Mission Revival

October 18,
2017

Source: Appendix D.

The City also contains 10 historic markers as shown in Table 3.5-3. The Corona High School and
Civic Center is also eligible for listing on the NRHP, and the Jefferson Elementary School is also
eligible for listing on the CRHP.
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Table 3.5-3. City of Corona Historic Markers
Historic Marker
Number

Description

Location

Date Built

Date Dedicated

HM-00

Corona Road Races

W. Grand Boulevard
and Main Street

1913

1986

HM-01

Corona High School
and Civic Center

W. Sixth Street and
Buena Vista Avenue

1023

Date Not Available

HM-02

First Congregational
Church

Ramona and Eighth
Street

1887, 1911

Date Not Available

HM-03

First Corona Police
Office Killed in Line of
Duty Memorial

Sixth Street and
Howard

1913

Date Not Available

HM-04

Jefferson Elementary

Tenth Street and
Vicentia Street

1927

Date Not Available

HM-05

Site of Corona's First
Fire Station

S. Main and Eighth
Street

1898

1998

HM-06

Site of Lincoln
Elementary School

Howard and Ninth
Street

1889, 1914

1998

HM-07

Original Sile of
Victoria Hotel

E. Sixth Street and
Victoria Avenue

1904

1999

HM-08

Site of First Corona
Hospital

Eighth St and Belle
Street

1933

1999

HM-09

Corona's First High
School and Middle
School

Main Street and
Grand Boulevard

1937

2000

Source: Appendix D.

3.5.2

Regulatory Setting

This section describes the federal, state, and local regulatory framework adopted to protect
cultural resources.
3.5.2.1

Federal

National Historic Preservation Act

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 established the NRHP as the official federal list of
cultural resources that have been nominated by state offices for their historic significance at the
local, state, or national level. Listing in the NRHP provides recognition that a property is
significant to the nation, the state, or the community and asswnes that federal agencies consider
historic values in the planning for federal and federally assisted projects. Properties listed in the
NRHP, or "determined eligible" for listing, must meet certain criteria for historic significance and
possess integrity of form, location, and setting. Structures and features must usually be at least 50
years old to be considered for listing in the NRHP, barring exceptional circumstances. Criteria for
listing in the NRHP, which are set forth in Title 36, Part 63, of the Code of Federal Regulations,
are significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture is present
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in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association; and that are:
A. Associated with events that have made a significant cont1ibution to the broad patterns
of our history; or
B. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
C. Embody the distinctive characte1istics of a type, period, or method of construction;
represent the work of a master; possess high artistic values; represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
Eligible properties must meet at least one ofthe criteria and exhibit integrity, measured by the degree
to which the resource retains its historic properties and conveys its historic character, the degree to
which the 01iginal fabric has been retained, and the reversibility of changes to the property. The
fourth criterion is typically reserved for archaeological and paleontological resources. These criteria
have largely been incorporated into the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines
as well (see Section 3.5.4.1 in reference to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5).

3.5.2.2

State

CEQA and California Register of Historical Resources
CEQA requires that all private and public activities not specifically exempted be evaluated against
the potential for environmental damage, including effects to historic resources. Historic resources
are recognized as part of the environment under CEQA. The act defines historic resources as "any
object, building, structure, site, area, or place that is historically significant in the architectural,
engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural
annals of California" (California Public Resources Code, Section 5021.1 [b]).
Lead agencies have a responsibility to evaluate historic resources against the CRHR criteria before
making a finding as to a proposed project's impacts to historic resources . Mitigation of adverse
impacts is required if the proposed project will cause substantial adverse change. Substantial
adverse change includes demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration such that the significance
of a historic resource would be impaired. While demolition and destruction are fairly obvious
significant impacts, it is more difficult to assess when change, alteration, or relocation crosses the
threshold of substantial adverse change. The CEQA Guidelines provide that a project that
demolishes or alters those physical characteristics of a historic resource that convey its historic
significance (i.e., its character-defining features) is considered to materially impair the resource's
significance. The CRHR is used in the consideration of historic resources relative to significance
for purposes of CEQA. The CRHR includes resources listed in, or formally detennined eligible
for listing in, the NRHP and some California State Landmarks and Points of Historical Interest.
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Properties of local significance that have been designated under a local preservation ordinance
(local landmarks or landmark districts), or that have been identified in a local historic resources
inventory, may be eligible for listing in the CRHR and are presumed to be significant resources
for purposes of CEQA unless a preponderance of evidence indicates otherwise.
Generally, a resource shall be considered by the lead agency to be " historically significant" if the
resource meets the crite1;a for listing on the CRHR (California Public Resources Code, Section
5024.1; CEQA Guidelines, Section 4852), which consist of the following:
•

Criterion 1: it is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the

broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the
United States; or
•

Criterion 2: it is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or
national history; or

•

Criterion 3: it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or

method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic
values; or
•

Criterion 4: it has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the

prehistory or history of the local area, California, or the nation.

3.5.2.3

Local

Corona Historic Resources Ordinance
The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance is described within Chapter 17.63 of the Corona
Municipal Code. The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance was established to promote the
recognition, preservation, and continued viability of historic resources in the City in the interest of
prosperity, social and cultural enrichment, and the general welfare of the people of the City. The
Corona Historic Resources Ordinance is based on the following principles:
A.

Encouraging knowledge and civic pride in the character of Corona' s heritage and its
many historic resources, in accordance with the declaration of intent and purpose in
the City' s General Plan;

B . Providing a process and register for the public identification and official recognition
of Corona's many historic resources;
C . Establishing processes for the thoughtful review of plans for future projects and
developments that could affect the management and preservation of Corona' s
historic resources;
D. Encouraging and assisting Corona ' s private property owners with the management
and preservation of their own historic resources and properties;
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E.

Promoting the management and preservation of Corona's historic resources, including
historic districts, that reflect the City's diverse cultural, social, artistic, economic,
engineering, political and architectural heritage;

F.

Enhancing Corona's cultural heritage as a general attraction to residents, tourists,
businesses, industries and development enterprises, thereby strengthening Corona's
general economy around its core heritage areas; and

G. Promoting the use of Corona's historic resources and districts for the education,
enjoyment and welfare of the people of the City.
The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance also provided for the establishment of the Corona
Register of Historical Resources and Corona Heritage Inventory. It also authorized the property
preservation/tax reduction program, historic markers program, and historic design guidelines,
which set the standards by which buildings are evaluated for the Corona Register of Historic
Resources and Heritage Inventory.
Corona Register of Historic Resources (Corona Register)
As a Certified Local Government in the Federal Historic Preservation Program, the City pledged
its commitment to historic preservation. The Corona Register of Histo1ic Resources (Corona
Register) includes landmarks, historic markers, and historic districts and the contributing historic
resources within such historic districts. Sites, improvements and natural features within the City's
boundaries that are listed on the California Register or National Register shall automatically be
deemed listed on the Corona Register. The Corona Register has separate criteria for landmarks,
historic districts and historic markers.
Landmarks are those physical elements of the City's historic development that provide the
community with its own unique civic identity and character. A site, improvement or natural feature
shall be eligible for listing on the Corona Register as a landmark if the City Council finds that all
of the following criteria are satisfied:
1. It has been in existence for a period of at least 50 years, or if less than 50 years old, is

of exceptional importance to the community;
2. It has significant historic, cultural or architectural value and its designation as a
landmark is reasonable, approp1iate and necessary to promote, preserve and further the
purposes and intent of this chapter;
3. It exhibits one or more of the following characteristics:
a. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the history of
Corona, the region, the state or the nation;
b. It is associated with the lives of persons significant in Corona's past;
c. It embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method of construction
or a valuable example of the use of mate1ials or craftsmanship;
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d. It exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City' s cultural, social, economic,
political, aesthetic, engineering, architectural or natural history;
e. It is representative of the work of a notable builder, designer or architect;
f. It exemplifies one of the best remaining architectural styles or types in a neighborhood
or contains outstanding elements of architectural design, detail, materials or
craftsmanship of a particular historic period;
g. It is in a unique location or contains physical characteristics representing an established
and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood;
h . It is a potential source of archaeological or paleontological interest;
i. It is or contains a natural setting or feature that strongly contributes to the well being
of the people of the City;
4. It has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and
association:
a. Integrity is the authenticity of an historic resource's physical identity, as evidenced
by the survival of characteristics that existed during the historic resource's period
of significance, to be recognizable and to convey the reasons for its significance;
b. A site, improvement or natural feature that has diminished historic character or
appearance may still have sufficient integrity for the Corona Register if it retains the
potential to yield significant scientific or historical information or specific data or
retains sufficient character to convey the reasons for its significance. Thus, it is possible
that a site, improvement or natural feature may not retain sufficient integrity to meet
the criteria for listing on the California Register or National Register, but it may still
be eligible for listing on the Corona Register;
c. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular criterion or criteria which
provide its eligibility. An improvement removed from its 01iginal location shall be
eligible if it is significant primarily for its architectural value or it is the surviving
structure most importantly associated with an hist01ic person or event.
A historic district is a geographically defined area possessing a concentration of contributing
historic resources that relate to each other and are unified by physical development or historic
context. A defined area shall be eligible for listing on the Corona Register as an historic district if
the City Council finds that all the following criteria are satisfied:
1. The defined area is a unified geographical area with precisely defined boundaries;
2. The defined area contains a significant concentration of individually recognized
contributing historic resources united in character by an hist01ic plan, physical
development, cultural heritage, past events, an historic period or prehistory era,
aesthetics design or architectural traditions;
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3. At least 75 percent ofthe contributing historic resources in the defined area are 50 years
of age or older and retain their original architectural character;
4. The civic and historic value of the contributing historic resources is greater as a
collective whole than as individual historic resources;
5. The defined area has significant historic, cultural or architectural value and its
designation as an historic district promotes, preserves and furthers the pw-poses and
intent of this chapter.
Upon the listing of an historic district on the Corona Register, all identified contributing historic
resources in the historic district shall be individually listed on the Corona Register, along with
notation of the historic district's noncontributing resources.
A Historic Marker is defined as a sign, plaque, monument, or other symbol that may be listed on
the Corona Register by resolution of the City Council or placed by the City of Corona Historic
Preservation Society for the purpose of recognizing one or more of the following:
I . Events that have made a significant contribution to the history of Corona, the region,
the state or the nation;
2. Persons significant in Corona' s past;
3. Examples of distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method of construction
or a valuable example of the use of materials or craftsmanship;
4. Special elements of the City' s cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic ,
engineering, architectural or natural history;
5. The work of a notable builder, designer or architect;
6. Outstanding elements of architectural design, detail, materials or craftsmanship of a
particular historic period;
7. A unique location or physical characteristic representing an established and familiar
visual feature of a neighborhood;
8. An archaeological or paleontological site; or
9. A natural setting or feature that strongly contributes to the wellbeing of the people of
the City. The actual site, improvement or natural feature that is designated by the
hist01ic marker may or may not be listed, or may or may not be eligible for listing, on
the Corona Register or the Corona Heritage Inventory.

Corona Heritage Inventory
The Corona Heritage Inventory includes only he1itage properties listed by the Planning
Commission. Heritage properties listed on the Corona Heritage Inventory may or may not be
eligible for listing on the Corona Register. To be listed on the Corona Heritage Inventory a site,
improvement, or natural feature must satisfy all of the following criteria:
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A. An official survey describing the features, merits and quality of the site, improvement
or natural feature has been prepared;
B . The site, improvement or natural feature is identified as a potential resource to be
conserved because of its age, and either its context in the neighborhood, its association
with a historic event or period or its significance to the architectural, engineering,
scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, cultural, social, artistic, political or
military history of Corona.

3.5.3

Thresholds of Significance

According to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to cultural
resources would occur if the project would (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15000 et seq.):
1. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource pursuant

to Section 15064.5
2. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to Section 15064.5
3. Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries

3.5.4

Environmental Analysis

3.5.4.1

Threshold 1: Historic Resources

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance ofa historical resource
pursuant to Section 15064.5?

Impact Analysis
Based on the historic and archival research conducted for the project, historic resources pursuant
to Section 15064.5 may be present in the water service area as described in Section 3.5.1.5.
Construction ofthe projects identified in the 2018 R WMP would largely occur in existing roadway
rights-of-way and developed areas. The demolition or direct physical alteration ofpotential historic
structures, historic districts, or other built environment resources would be unlikely based on the
type of facilities included in the project.
Construction of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP could result in temporary vibrationrelated effects in the immediate vicinity of the construction from the use of heavy equipment and
machinery, as construction activities can produce varying degrees of ground vibration depending
on the equipment and methods employed and localized soil conditions. As discussed in Section
3.13, Noise, construction activities would require the use of vibrato1y roller. Vibration from
operation of a vibratory roller would have the potential to generate vibration levels of 0.12 peak
particle velocity up to approximately 40 feet from equipment operation. However, because exact
future project alignments and construction fleets are unknown, construction that would involve the
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use of vibratory equipment within 40 feet of a historic structure where present and eligible for the
NRHP, CRHR or Corona Register would have the potential to result in damaging vibration levels
that would result in a substantial adverse change in a historic resource.
Once constructed, future maintenance and operational activities would be restricted to the City's
existing rights-of-way or existing site locations, and therefore, no encroachment into adjacent
properties would occur. Based on these considerations, no substantial adverse change to historic
resources would result from future maintenance and operational activities.
Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the project would have the potential to cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historic resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5, due to
vibration from construction activities. Impacts would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL- I would reduce potential impacts to historic
resources to below a level of significance.
CUL-1:

Construction-Related Vibration. Construction plans for individual projects under the

2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan shall include a requirement that no vibratory
equipment be operated within 40 feet of a structure eligible or listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, or Corona
Register. Instead, alternative construction equipment shall be used, such as smooth
wheel rollers without a vibratory component. This requirement shall be included on
individual project Construction Plans and be submitted to the City of Corona, Public
Works Department, for review before approval of final design.
For structures that have not been previously evaluated, the City Engineer shall consult
with a qualified Architectural Historian, approved by the City of Corona, to conduct an
evaluation of the structure. If the structure is determined eligible or already eligible or
listed in the National Register of Historic Places, California Register of Historical
Resources, or Corona Register, structural evaluation shall be conducted by a
Professional Structural Engineer to identify maximum allowable levels of vibration
during construction. If a historic determination is required, the engineer shall provide
recommendations on approaches to stabilization in conjunction with vibration
monitoring. Petmanent stabilization measures shall follow the Secretary of the
Interior's guidelines for the treatment of historic properties. If the buildings are
temporarily stabilized for the duration of construction activities, when removed, the
buildings shall be restored to their preconstruction condition when the stabilization
measures are removed.
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Level of Significance After Mitigation

Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-1 would reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
Threshold 2: Archaeological Resources

3.5.4.2

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a11 archaeological
resource pursuant to Section 15064.5?
Impact Analysis

Implementation of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would have the potential to impact
archaeological resources pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5, due to construction
activities including clearing, trenching, and grading activities associated with the construction of
pipelines, underground structures, or other related facilities, which may result in disturbing native
soil outside of previously excavated trenches.
As shown on Figures 3 .5-1 a through 3 .5-1d, much of the water service area has been identified as
having a moderate to high sensitivity for cultural resources. Sensitivity is based on previously
recorded archaeological findings and has not included ethno-historic or ethno-botanic research to
further identify traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. As described in Section
3.5.1.4, 96 previously recorded cultural resources are in the water service area. As shown in Table
3.5-4, 13 of the resources are within 100 feet of a project identified in the 2018 RWMP, and an
additional 3 resources are intersected by a project identified in the 2018 RWMP.
Table 3.5-4. Cultural Sensitivity and Known Resource Locations for the 2018 RWMP Projects

Project
Component
Number

Project Component

1

WRCRWA Booster
Pump Station•

2

Known Resources
Intersected

Known Resources
within 100 Feet

Cultural Resource
Sensitivity of the
Project Component

NA

NA

NA

WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline

None

None

High

3

WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements

None

None

High

4

Rimpau California
Pipeline

None

P-33-017926

Moderate, High

5

Chase Booster Pump
Station

None

None

Moderate

6

Chase Tank

None

None

Moderate

7

Buena Vista Tenth
Pipeline

None

P-33-014754
P-33-024188

High

8

Ontario Slipline

None

P-33-024855

Moderate, High
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Table 3.5-4. Cultural Sensitivity and Known Resource Locations for the 2018 RWMP Projects
Cultural Resource
Project
Sensitivity of the
Known Resources
Known Resources
Component
Project Component
within 100 Feet
Intersected
Project Component
Number
9

River Pipeline

None

10

Sampson Pipeline

P-33-001438
P-33-003832

P-33-020211
P-33-020212
P-33-020213
P-33-020225
P-33-020226
P-33-020233
P-33-020235
P-33-020237

Moderate, High

P-33-020207
P-33-020202

Moderate, High

11

Old Temescal Pipeline

None

None

Moderate, High

12

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

13

Avenida Del Vista
Pipeline

None

None

High

14

Border Pipeline

None

None

Moderate, High

15

Promenade Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

16

Research Pipeline

None

None

Moderate, High

17

Smith Pipeline

None

None

Moderate, High

18

Via Pacifica Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

19

Tehachapi Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

20

Jenks Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

21

Airport Circle Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

22

Helicopter Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

23

Glider Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

24

Citation Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

25

Klug Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

26

Monica Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

27

Chase Hudson Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

28

Cessna Pipeline

None

None

Moderate

29

Main Citrus Pipeline

None

None

Moderate, High

Source: Appendix D ,
Notes: 2018 RWMP = 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan; NA= not applicable; WRCRWA = Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority

Therefore, construction activities associated with the implementation of the project would result
in a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines, Section 15064.5.
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Once constructed, the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would not have the potential for
additional impacts to archaeological resources. Typical operations and maintenance activities
would not result in additional physical impacts.

Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of projects identified in the 2018 RWMP has the potential to damage or destroy
unknown subsurface archaeological resources, which could result in a substantial adverse change
in the significance of a unique archaeological resource. Therefore, impacts related to
archaeological resources would be potentially significant.

Mitigation Measures
Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-2 and CUL-3 would reduce impacts to
archaeological resources.
CUL-2:

Project-Specific Archaeological Survey. Projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed

Water Master Plan should be reviewed by the City of Corona to determine if a sitespecific archaeological survey should be conducted. Site-specific archaeological
surveys should be conducted for individual projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan that are in areas that have not been previously developed or would
impact land with visible ground surface, or projects that may impact built environment
resources that meet the age threshold for eligibility. A Native American monitor shall
be on site during site-specific archaeological surveys.

If cultural resources are identified dwing the site-specific archaeological survey, then
evaluation of the resources for the California Register of Historical Resources and the
Corona Register should be conducted in conjunction with the Native American monitor
to dete1mine if the resource is significant under the California Environmental Quality
Act and would be adversely impacted by the project. A Native American monitor from
a culturally affiliated tribe should be present during any archaeological excavations
involving prehistoric cultural resources. If no significant resources are found, and site
conditions are such that there is no potential for further discoveries, then no further
action is required. Resources found to be non-significant as a result of a survey and
evaluation shall require no further work beyond documentation of the resources on the
appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation site fonns and inclusion of results in
a technical report.
If significant resources are present, consulting tribes or bands should be notified and
consulted with on treatment. theft-a-Avoidance, preservation in place, or a data recovery
program is recommended. The data recovery program is subject to the provisions
outlined in California Public Resources Code, Section 21083 .2. The data recovery
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program should be conducted in accordance with the Office of Historic Preservation' s
Archaeological Resource Management Reports: Recommended Contents and Format
and Guidelines for Archaeological Research Designs. The data recovery program must
be reviewed and approved by the City.

If no significant resources are found, but if there is a potential for unknown
archaeological resources, or tribal cultural resources to be uncovered during
construction activities, then implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-3 is
recommended.
CUL-3:

Archaeological and Native American Monitoring Program. Because there is always a

potential for encountering cultural and tribal cultural resources during excavation, the
creation of an archaeological and Native American monitoring program is
recommended for projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that
would conduct new ground disturbance in areas identified as moderate or high
sensitivity for cultural resources~ aoo-for project components that are within 100 feet
of previously recorded archaeological resources, and for those projects where tribal
consultation has identified traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes.
Prior to the commencement of ground-disturbing activities below the road base, the
City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall enter into an agreement with the
consulting tribes or bands for Native American monitors. The Native American
monitor shall be approved by the Gabrielefio Band of Mission Indians -Kizh Nation,
Soboba Band ofLuisefio Indians, and Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians-the tribes that
consulted on the project pursuant to Assembly Bill 52 (consulting tribes or bands). A
copy of the executed contract shall be submitted to the City of Corona prior to the
issuance of any permit necessary to start a ground-disturbing activity.
The Native American monitor shall be on site during all initial ground-disturbing
activities and excavation of each portion of the project site, including clearing,
grubbing, tree removals, grading, and trenching. Monitoring will not take place within
the imported fill soils in the road base and for potholing above known utility lines. In
conjunction with the archaeological monitor, the Native American monitor shall have
the authority to temporarily divert, redirect, or halt the ground-disturbing activities to
allow identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of cultural resources. The onsite monitoring shall end when all ground-disturbing activities on the project site are
completed or when the tribal representatives and Native American monitor have
indicated that all upcoming ground-disturbing activities on the project site have little
to no potential for impacting cultural or tribal cultural resources. Upon discovery of
any tribal cultural resources, constmction activities shall cease in the immediate
vicinity of the find (not less than the surrounding 100 feet) until the find can be
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assessed. All tribal cultural resources unearthed by project activities shall be evaluated
by the qualified archaeologist and Native American monitor approved by the consulting
tribe or band. If the resources are Native American in origin, the consulting tribe or
band shall retain it/them in the form and/or manner the consulting tribe or band deems
appropriate for educational, cultural, and/or historic purposes.

If a non-Native American resource is determined by the qualified archaeologist to
constitute a "historical resource" or "unique archaeological resource," time allotment
and funding sufficient to allow for implementation of avoidance measures or
appropriate mitigation must be available. The treatment plan established for the
resources shall be in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act
Guidelines, Section 15064.5(±), for historical resources and California Public
Resources Code, Sections 21083 .2(b), for unique archaeological resources.
Preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment. If
preservation in place is not feasible, treatment may include implementation of
archaeological data recovery excavations to remove the resource along with subsequent
laboratory processing and analysis. Any historic archaeological material that is not
Native American in origin shall be curated at a public, non-profit institution with a
research interest in the materials, such as the Natural History Musewn of Los Angeles
County or the Fowler Museum, if such an institution agrees to accept the material. If
no institution accepts the historic archaeological material, it shall be offered to a local
school or historical society in the area for educational purposes.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall obtain a fully executed
agreement(s) with the consulting tribes or bands to ensure compliance with this
mitigation measure. This agreement shall not modify any condition of approval or
mitigation measure. The arohaeological and Nati1t'e American monitoring program
shall consist of the full time presence of a qualified ttFehaeologist and traditionally and
culturally affiliated Native American monitor during new groand disturbing activities.
New grotm.d disturbance can include new trenching or e~,pandi-ng pre1t'iously excavated
trenches, grading, and 1,regetation removal. The archaeological and Native American
monitoring program should include the follovi<i.ng:
l . Noting archaeologieal and 1-Jative American monitoring oa applicable constn:tction
documents, ineluding plans, shall be required.
2. The archaeologist and 1-Jatii.re t'\,merican monitor should attend the preeonstruetion
meeting with the eontractor or the City of Corona.
3. The archaeologist shall maintain ongoing collaborative eonsultation with the
Native Ameriean monitor during ground d:isturbing or altering aetivities as
identified above.
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The City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the consulting tribes or bands shall
develop an Archaeological Monitoring Plan to address details, timing, and
responsibilities of all archaeological activities that will occur on the project site when
it is determined by either the City of Corona, Public Works Department, or the
consulting tribes or bands to be necessary. The Archaeological Monitoring Plan shall
include the following:
1. The development of a schedule in coordination with the City of Corona, Public
Works Department, the project archaeologist, and the consulting tribes or bands for
Native American and archaeological monitoring during ground-disturbing
activities on the site, including the scheduling, safety requirements, duties, scope
of work, and Native American monitor's authority to stop and redirect grading
activities in coordination with all project archaeologists.
2. The protocols and stipulations that the City of Corona, Public Works Department,
the consulting tribes or bands, and project archaeologist would follow in the event
of inadvertent cultural resources discoveries, including any newly discovered
cultw-al resource deposits that shall be subject to a cultural resource evaluation.
Such procedures include the following:
a. The archaeologist or Native American monitor may halt ground-disturbing
activities if archaeological artifact deposits or cultural features are discovered.
In general, ground-disturbing activities shall be directed away from these
deposits for a short time to allow for identification, evaluation, and potential
recovery of cultural resources a determination of potential signifioanoe, the
subjeot of v, hiok shall ae deterrniaed by the archaeologist and the Native
American monitor. Ground-disturbing activities shall not resume until the
archaeologist, in consultation with the Native American monitor and the City
of Corona, deems the cultural resource or feature has been appropriately
1

documented and protected.
b. All discovered resources shall be temporarily curated in a secure location on
site or at the offices of the project archaeologist. The removal of any artifacts
from the project site will need to be thoroughly inventoried with Native
American monitor oversight of the process.
c. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish ownership of
all cultural resources, including sacred items, burial goods, and all
archaeological artifacts and non-human remains, as part of the required
mitigation for impacts to cultural resources. The City of Corona, Public Works
Department, shall relinquish the artifacts through one or more of the following
methods and provide the consulting tribes or bands with evidence of the same:
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Accommodate the process for on-site reburial of the discovered items with
the consulting tribes or bands. This shall include measures and provisions
to protect the future reburial area from any future impacts. Reburial shall
not occur until all cataloging and basic recordation have been completed.
A curation agreement with an appropriate qualified reposit01y within
Riverside County that meets federal standards per Title 36, Part 79, of the
Code of Federal Regulations and, therefore, would be professionally
curated and made available to other archaeologists/researchers for further
study. The collections and associated records shall be transferred, including
title, to an appropriate curation facility in Riverside County to be
accompanied by payment of the fees necessary for pennanent curation.

iii. If more than one Native American ttibe or band is involved with the project
and cannot come to a consensus on the disposition of cultural materials, the
cultural materials shall be curated at the Western Science Center.
d. At the completion of grading, excavation, and ground-disturbing activities on
the site, a Phase IV Monitoring Report shall be submitted to the City of Corona,
Public Works Department, documenting monit01ing activities conducted by the
project archaeologist and Native American monitor within 60 days of
completion of grading. This report shall document the impacts to the known
resources on the property; describe how each mitigation measure was fulfilled;
document the type of cultural resources recovered and the disposition of such
resources; provide evidence of the required cultural sensitivity training for the
constmction staff held during the required pre-grade meeting; and in a
confidential appendix, include the daily/weekly monitoring notes from the
archaeologist. All reports produced will be submitted to the consulting tribes or
bands, Eastern Information Center, and interested ttibes or bands.
4. Archaeological isolates and non significant materials shall be minimally documented
in the field, and grmmd disturlia-nce shall be allo\,·ed to resume.

5. The avoidance and protection of discovered 1:Hlknown aad significant cultural resources
and,lor unique archaeological resournes is the preferable mitigation for the proposed
praject. If avoidance is not feasible, a Data Reco,·ery Pla-n may be authorized by the
City of Corona as the lead agency under the California Envirenmental Quality Act.
6. Before the release of a-ny bonds associated v,rith the construction of the f)Foject
components, a Monitoring Ref)ort or E>taluation Ref)ort that describes the results,
aaalysis, a:ad conclusions of the archaeological and }lative American monitoriag
program (including but not limited to a data recovery program) shall be submitted by
the archaeologist, along with the J!>lative AmericaA moAitor' s Rotes and comments, ~o
the City of Coroaa for a~proval.
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Level of Significance After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-2 and CUL-3 would reduce impacts to a less than
significant level.

3.5.4.3

Threshold 3: Human Remains

Would the project disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries?
Impact Analysis
Cultural sensitivity varies across the water service area, and the majority of the water service area
has been identified as moderate to high sensitivity. Unidentified human remains, whether as part
of a prehistoric cemetery, an archaeological site, or an isolated occurrence, could be present below
the ground surface in any location but most likely in native terrain. Construction activities
associated with the implementation of the 2018 RWMP could disturb native terrain, including
excavation, grading, and soil removal; therefore, the potential exists for previously undiscovered
human remains to be discovered. If human remains are inadvertently discovered, the impact would
be considered significant unless the appropriate procedures were implemented.

Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the 2018 RWMP has the potential to disturb unknown human remains, which
would result in a potentially significant impact.

Mitigation Measures
Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL-3, and C UL-4 would reduce impacts to a
less than significant level.
CUL-4:

Identification and Treatment of Human Remains. In the event that human remains.,,~

possible human remains, and/or grave goods are encountered during any work
associated with the projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan,
ground disturbance within ~ 100 feet of the remains shall immediately halt. The
project proponent shall then immediately inform the Riverside County Coroner and the
City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the County Coroner shall be permitted
to examine the remains as required by California Health and Safety Code, Section
7050.5(b). Section 7050.5 requires that excavation be stopped in the vicinity of
discovered human remains until the County Coroner can determine whether the
remains are those of a Native American. If human remains are determined to be of
Native American origin, the applicant shall comply with the state relating to the
disposition of Native American burials that fall within the jurisdiction of the California
Native American Heritage Commission (California Public Resources Code, Section
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5097). The County Coroner shall contact the California Native American Heritage
Commission to determine the most likely descendant. The most likely descendant shall
complete their inspection and make recommendations or preferences for treatment
within 48 hours of being granted access to the site. The disposition of the remains shall
be overseen by the most likely descendant to determine the most appropriate means of
treating the human remains and any associated grave artifacts. The specific locations
of Native American burials and reburials will be proprietary and not disclosed to the
general public. The County Coroner will notify the California Native American
Heritage Commission in accordance with California Public Resources Code, Section
5097.98. According to California Health and Safety Code, six or more human burials
at one location constitute a cemetery (Section 8100), and disturbance of Native
American cemeteries is a felony (Section 7052) as determined in consultation between
the proi ect proponent and the most likely descendant. and California Emrirnnmental
Quality Aet Guidelines, Seetion 15064 .5(e); California l4ialie Resouree Code, Seetion
5097.98; and California Health and Safety Code, Seetion 7050.5, should ae followed.
If Native Ameriean remams are diseo-.rered, the remains shall ae kept in situ (m plaee)
or ma secure location 8Jlpro-.,ed ay the }+ative I\meriean monitor until the repatriation
process Cfil:l. be completed.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
Compliance with California Health and Safety Code, Sections 7050.5 and 7052, and California
Public Resources Code, Section 5097, would provide an opportunity to avoid or minimize the
disturbance of human remains and to appropriately treat any remains that are discovered.
Implementation of these measw-es would reduce the impacts of inadve1tent discoveries of human
remains to a less than significant level.

3.5.5

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation

3.5.5.1

Cumulative Threshold 1: Historic Resources

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to historic resources is defined as
the water service area. Cumulative impacts to historic resources would involve projects affecting
local resources with the same level or type of designation or evaluation, projects affecting other
structures in the same historic district, or projects that involve resources that are significant in the
same context as resources associated with the 2018 R WMP. Known or future historic sites or
resources listed in the national, California, or local registers maintained by the City would be
protected through local ordinances, General Plan policies, and state and federal regulations
restricting alteration, relocation, and demolition of historic resources. However, it is possible that
adherence to these policies may not adequately avoid or reduce incremental impacts, and such
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projects would require additional measures to continue to occur over time, leading to a
cumulatively significant impact.
Construction activities associated with the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that would involve
use of vibratory equipment within 40 feet of a historic structures where present and eligible for the
NRHP, CRHR, or Corona Register would have the potential to result damaging vibration levels which
would result in a substantial adverse change in a historic resource. Compliance with Mitigation
Measures CUL- I would reduce impacts to a less that significant level. Therefore, the project's
contribution to a cumulative historic resource impact would not be cumulatively considerable.

3.5.5.2

Cumulative Threshold 2: Archaeological Resources

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to archaeological resources is
considered to be the County region. Evidence of human occupation in the water service area is
represented by numerous archaeological sites throughout the City and overall region. These sites
contain artifacts and features of value in reconstructing cultural patterns of prehistoric life. Due to
the scarcity of archaeological resources and the potential for construction activities associated with
future development projects in the County region to impact these resources, a significant
cumulative impact to archaeological resources exists.
The Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources Technical Report (Appendix D) prepared for the 2018
RWMP concluded that cultural sensitivity varies across the water service area, with the majority
of the water service area identified as moderate to high sensitivity. Therefore, it is possible that
archaeological resources could be impacted as a result of construction . Implementation of
Mitigation Measures CUL-2 and CUL-3 would reduce impacts to known or unknown buried
archaeological resources to less than significant. Therefore, the project's contribution to
cumulative archaeological resources impacts would not be cumulatively considerable.

3.5.5.3

Cumulative Threshold 3: Human Remains

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to human remains is the County
region. The presence of numerous archaeological sites throughout the region indicates that
prehistoric human occupation occurred throughout the region. Additionally, historic era
occupation of the area increases the possibility that humans were interred outside of a formal
cemetery. Cumulative development projects would have the potential to encounter unknown,
interred human remains during construction activities, which would result in a significant
cumulative impact.
The proposed project may inadvertently discover unrecorded human remains during construction
activities. However, the implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-4, which require
archaeological and Native American monitors during construction and compliance with California
Health and Safety Code, Section 7050.5, and California Public Resources Code, Section 5097.98,
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would reduce impacts to less than significant. Therefore, the project's contribution would not be
cumulatively considerable.
3.5.6

Conclusion

Construction of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would largely occur within existing
roadway rights-of-way and developed areas. The demolition or direct physical alteration of
potential historic structures, historic districts, or other built environment resources would be
unlikely based on the type of facilities included in the 20 I 8 RWMP . Construction of the projects
identified in the 2018 RWMP could result in temporary vibration-related effects in the immediate
vicinity of the construction from the use of heavy equipment and machinery, as construction
activities can produce varying degrees of ground vibration depending on the equipment and
methods employed and localized soil conditions. However, because exact future project
alignments and construction fleets are unknown, construction that would involve use of vibratory
equipment within 40 feet of a historic structures where present and eligible for the NRHP, CRHR,
or Corona Register would have the potential to result damaging vibration levels, which would
result in a substantial adverse change in a historic resow-ce. Implementation of CUL-1 would
mitigate impacts to a less than significant level. In addition, the proposed project would not
contribute to cumulatively significant impacts to historic resources.
Implementation of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would have the potential to impact
archaeological resources pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5, due construction
activities including clearing, trenching, and grading activities associated with the construction of
pipelines, underground structures, or other related facilities, which may result in disturbing native
soil outside of previously excavated trenches. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-2 and
CUL-3 would reduce impacts to less than significant levels. In addition, the project would not
contribute to cumulatively significant impacts to archaeological resources.
Implementation of the 2018 R WMP has the potential to disturb unknown human remains, which
would result in a potentially significant impact. Compliance with California Health and Safety Code,
Sections 7050.5 and 7052, and California Public Resources Code, Section 5097, would provide an
opportunity to avoid or minimize the disturbance of human remains and to appropriately treat any
remains that are discovered as specified under Mitigation Measure CUL-4. Implementation of these
measures would reduce the impacts to less than significant levels. In addition, the proposed project
would not contribute to cumulatively significant impacts to human remains.
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Section 3.11: Land Use and Planning

Land Use and Planning

This section discusses the potential impacts to land use and planning in the City of Corona's (City's)
water service area that may result from the implementation of the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master
Plan (project or 2018 RWMP). The analysis in this section is based in part on the following
info1mation: City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan (City of Corona 2020).
3.11.1

Environmental Setting

The water service area is in the western portion of the County of Riverside and includes the
unincorporated communities of El Cerrito, Coronita, and parts of Temescal Canyon. The water
service area encompasses approximately 39 square miles and is bounded by the neighboring Cities
of Norco and Eastvale to the north and the City of Riverside to the northeast. The eastern portion
of the water service area is generally bounded by unincorporated County of Riverside, including
the unincorporated community of Home Gardens. The southern and western portions of the water
service area are bounded by the Cleveland National Forest and other County of Riverside lands.
The Prado Flood Control Basin is adjacent the City's northwestern comer.
Table 3.11-1 and Figure 3.11-1, Existing Land Uses, show a summary of the existing land uses in
the water service area.
Table 3.11-1. Existing Land Use Summary
Description

Code

Number of Parcels

Agriculture

AG

32

708

Commercial

C

851
221

1,090

Commercial - Office

CP

Flood Control

FC

Industrial General

GI

218
436

Institutional

I

169

Light Industrial

LI

581
4,466

Multiple-Family Residential
Multiple-Family Residential Mobile Home Park

MFR
MFR-MH

Passive Open Space

OS-P

Recreational Open Space

0S-R

14
946
120
56

Acreage

131
1,462
2,124
723
927
789
97
1,736
984

Public/Quasi-Public

OP

Rural Residential

R/R

Right-of-Way

ROW

Single-Family Residential

SFR

39
231
32,731

Utility

u

4

7,154
4

Vacant Agriculture

VA

7

93

Vacant Commercial

VC

39

33
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Table 3.11-1. Existing Land Use Summary
Code

Number of Parcels

Acreage

Vacant Industrial

VI

76

378

Vacant Residential

VR

383

2,233

Unknown

-

211

75

41,831

21,304

Description

Total
Source: City of Corona 2018.

3.11.2

Regulatory Setting

This section describes the federal, state, regional, and local regulatory framework adopted to
protect land use and planning.
3.11.2.1

Federal

There are no federal regulations related to land use and planning.
3.11.2.2

State

State Planning Law and California Complete Streets Act

State Planning Law (California Government Code, Section 65300) requires every city in California
to adopt a comprehensive, long-te1m General Plan for physical development of the city and its
sphere of influence. A General Plan should consist of an integrated and internally consistent set of
goals and policies that are grouped by topic into a set of elements and are guided by a citywide
vision. State law requires that a General Plan address eight required elements (Land Use,
Circulation, Housing, Conservation, Open Space, Noise, Safety, and Environmental Justice), but
allows some discretion on the arrangement and content. Additionally, each of the specific and
applicable requirements in the State Planning Law should be examined to determine if there are
environmental issues in the community that the General Plan should address, including but not
limited to hazards and flooding.
Additionally, on September 30, 2008, Assembly Bill 1358, the California Complete Streets Act,
was signed into law, becoming effective January 1, 2011. Assembly Bill 1358 places the planning,
designing, and building of complete streets into the larger planning framework of the General Plan
by requiring jurisdictions to amend their Circulation Elements to plan for multimodal
transportation networks.
3.11.2.3

Regional

Southern California Association of Governments

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is a council of governments
representing the Counties of Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and
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Ventura. SCAG is the federally recognized metropolitan planning organization for this region,
which encompasses over 38,000 square miles. SCAG is a regional planning agency and a forum
for addressing regional issues concerning transportation, the economy, community development,
and the environment. SCAG is also the regional clearinghouse for projects requiring environmental
documentation under federal and state law . In this role, SCAG reviews proposed development and
infrastructure projects to analyze their impacts on regional planning programs. As the Southern
California region's metropolitan planning organization, SCAG cooperates with the South Coast
Air Quality Management District, California Department of Transportation, and other agencies in
preparing regional planning documents. SCAG has developed regional plans to achieve specific
regional objectives. The plans most applicable to the project are discussed below.
High-Quality Transit Areas

With the adoption of the 2016-2040 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy (2016-2040 RTP/SCS), SCAG has designated high-quality transit areas. A high-quality
transit area is generally a walkable transit village or corridor that is within one-half mile of a wellserviced transit stop or a transit corridor with 15-minute or less service frequency during peak
commute hours. The overall land use pattern of the 2016-2040 RTP/SCS focuses on jobs and
housing in the region's designated high-quality transit areas (SCAG 2016). The City is designated
as a SCAG High-Quality Transit Area Eligible Jurisdiction.
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy

On April 7, 2016, SCAG adopted the 2016-2040 RTP/SCS, which encompasses three principles
that work as the key to the region's future: mobility, economy, and sustainability. The 2016-2040
RTP/SCS provides a blueprint for improving quality oflife for residents by providing more choices
for where they will live, work, and play and how they will move around (SCAG 2016).

Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
The Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP), which is
administered by the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority, is a
comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional plan that addresses biological and ecological diversity by
conserving species and associated habitats while allowing approval of development in Western
Riverside County (County of Riverside 2003).
The MSHCP functions as a Habitat Conservation Plan pursuant to Section l0(a)(l)(B) of the
federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) and as a Natural Community Conservation Plan pursuant
to California' s Natural Community Conservation Planning Act. The MSHCP provides a
framework for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and California Department of Fish
and Wildlife (CDFW) to grant take authorization (i.e., incidental take permits) for species covered
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by the MSHCP that are FESA or California Endangered Species Act listed as threatened or
endangered; take of these species without a permit would be unlawful.
The MSHCP covers 146 species, not all of which are FESA or California Endangered Species Act
listed. However, mitigation for impacts to listed and non-listed species may be required pursuant
to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) or other regulatory processes, and the
MSHCP Conservation Area provides an avenue for this mitigation. Furthermore, should any of
the non-listed covered species be subsequently FESA or California Endangered Species Act listed,
take authorization may be granted through the MSHCP framework.
The MSHCP was approved and permits were issued by the USFWS and CDFW in 2004. The
MSHCP Plan Area encompasses approximately 1.26 million acres (approximately 1,967 square
miles) in Western Riverside County and addresses 146 sensitive plant and animal species and the
vegetation communities on which they depend. In total, 14 animal species and 11 plant species are
designated by the USFWS as federally listed under FESA. Several of these species also have
federally designated critical habitat within the MSHCP jurisdiction (USFWS 2020). The MSHCP
encompasses the City and many other city, county, and state entities. It should be noted that the
listing status of plants and animals may change over time, with species added or removed from
listing. The Biological Resources Technical Report prepared for the project describes the species
used to define the original planning subunits (Appendix C).
The MSHCP originally set a target Conservation Area of 500,000 acres for Western Riverside
County that included the following: (1) conservation of existing publicly owned lands; (2)
voluntary acquisition of privately held lands by the cities, the county, or other involved agencies;
(3) voluntary acquisition of privately held lands by state or federal agencies; and (4) contribution
from public and private development. The Implementing Agreement for the MSHCP between the
City and other appropriate implementing agencies outlined a strategy for assembling the 500,000acre MSHCP Conservation Area. Local implementing agencies would be responsible for
contributing approximately 97,000 acres of Additional Reserve Lands through the development
review process. If it is determined that all or a portion of a property is needed for inclusion as
Additional Reserve Lands, various incentives may be available to the property owner in lieu of or
in addition to monetary compensation in exchange for conveyance of property interest, such as
development rights.
Approval of the MSHCP and execution of the Implementing Agreement by the USFWS and
CDFW allows the agencies, including the City, to issue take authorizations. Issue of take
authorization to the City would allow implementation of land use decisions consistent with the
MSHCP without project-by-project review and permitting by the USFWS and CDFW.
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3.11.2.4

Local

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan and Zoning Ordinance
The City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan was adopted in June 2020 and presents a vision for the
City's future and a strategy to make that vision a reality. The City of Corona 2020-2040 General
Plan contains the following elements: Land Use; Housing; Community Design; Historic Resources;
Economic Development; Parks, Recreation, Cultural Arts, and Education; Circulation; Infrastructure
and Utilities; Public Safety; Noise; Healthy Community; and Environmental Resources. The City of
Corona 2020-2040 General Plan provides the basis for land use designations in the City. According
to the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan, "the zoning map should be consistent with the
General Plan Land Use Plan and the Zoning Code should be consistent with the land use
classification system and density/intensity and design and development policies." The Zoning
Ordinance, Title 17 of the Corona Municipal Code, is one of the primary means of implementing the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan (City of Corona 2020).
Corona Municipal Airport Land Use Plan
Corona Municipal Airport is in the northwestern portion of the City on a 100-acre site that is leased
as part of a master recreational lease between the City and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The
northwestern part of the City and portions of the City are in the Airport Influence Area, which is
defined as the area in which current or future airport-related noise, overflight, safety, or airspace
protection factors may significantly affect land uses or require restrictions on those uses. The
Airport Influence Area constitutes the area where certain land use actions are subject to Airport
Land Use Commission review. The Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission has
implemented specific compatibility criteria for land uses within the general vicinity of the airport.
3.11.3

Thresholds of Significance

According to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to land use and
planning would occur if the project would (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15000 et seq.):
1. Physically divide an established community

2. Cause a significant environmental impact due to a conflict with any land use plan,
policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect
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3.11.4

Environmental Analysis

3.11.4.1

Threshold 1: Physical Division of Established Community

Would the project physically divide an established community?

Impact Analysis
Construction and operation of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would occur in the water
service area. Proposed distribution pipelines would be underground. Aboveground facilities, such
as proposed water storage tanks, booster pump stations, and flow control improvements, would be
in existing rights-of-way (ROWs) or adjacent to existing infrastructure. The facilities would be
located and designed with minimal disturbance to existing and planned uses in the established
community. Therefore, construction and operation of the project would not physically divide
existing communities in the water service area.
Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the project would not physically divide an established community. No impact
would occur.
Mitigation Measures
No mitigation measures are required.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Because no mitigation measures are required, no impact would occur.
3.11.4.2

Threshold 2: Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy, or Regulation

Would the project cause a significant environmental impact due to a conflict with any land use plan,
policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose ofavoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?

Impact Analysis
The following discussion addresses the project's consistency with applicable land use plans,
policies, and regulations.
City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan

The City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan presents a vision for the City's future and provides a
framework for the City' s physical, economic, social, and environmental development, addressing
all geographic areas in the City and those that may be served by the City in the future. Table 3.112 identifies the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan goals and policies that are relevant to the
project and provides an evaluation of the project's consistency with them. Consistent with
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Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, only the goals, objectives, and policies adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect are discussed in Table 3 .11-2.
Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
Land Use Element

Policy LU-4.5. Manage the timing of development and allow
development to occur only when public infrastructure and
services needed to support that development are available,
will be provided concurrently, or are committed to be
provided within a reasonable time frame.

Consistent. The project would expand and improve the
City's reclaimed water program and implement system
improvements to better serve existing and future City
demands.

Policy LU-15.4. Ensure that the City's public buildings, sites,
and infrastructure are designed to be compatible in scale,
mass, character, and architecture with the district and
neighborhood in which they are located and pertinent design
and development characteristics specified by this plan.

Consistent. The project includes the operation of
belowground pipelines and aboveground facilities, including
the Chase Tank and Chase Booster Pump Station,
WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, and WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements Projects. Upon completion of
construction, pipelines would be buried underground,
trenches would be backfilled with on-site material, and the
surface elevation would be restored to match the original
ground surface and pavement elevations.
The Chase Booster Pump Station and the WRCRWA
Booster Pump Station would include aboveground turbine
pumps necessary to deliver reclaimed water from
reclamation treatment plants to the reclaimed system, and lift
water from lower zones to the higher zones. The WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements would include aboveground flow
control valves and flow meters to manage the flow of
reclaimed water. These facilities would be colored purple
because the City uses purple pipes to distinguish reclaimed
water facilities from potable water infrastructure. These
facilities would have a low profile and would be relatively
small in nature. In addition, the Chase Tank would be
partially buried based on the elevations of the project
location. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would
require the development of a Landscaping Plan, which would
require visual screening of aboveground facilities from public
views.

Policy LU-16.3. Protect viewsheds by prohibiting the
placement of electrical transmission lines, substations, and
other types of overhead or at grade heavy infrastructure into
public open space or other sensitive areas.

Consistent. Project components include water storage
tanks, pump stations, and distribution pipelines that are
primarily in or adjacent to existing facilities or public ROWs
and would not be constructed in public open space or other
sensitive areas.

Policy LU-16.5. Require that improvements required to be
placed in open space areas (e.g., reservoirs, lighting, and
other infrastructure) be designed to minimize the impact on
the landscape, avoid obstructing viewsheds, and be shielded
to the extent feasible by landscaping, trees, and other natural
forms.

Consistent. The projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would
be confined to existing facilities or easements or in existing
ROWs and would be designed to minimize the impact on the
landscape and avoid obstructing viewsheds. Distribution
pipelines would be buried underground, trenches would be
backfilled with on-site material, and surface elevation would
be restored to match the original ground surface and
pavement elevations. The aboveground facilities would have
a low profile and would be relatively small in nature. In
addition, the Chase Tank would be partially buried based on
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
the elevations of the project location. Furthermore,
implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would require
the development of a Landscaping Plan, which would require
visual shielding of aboveground facilities to the extent
feasible.
Consistent. The following projects identified in the 2018
RWMP would be constructed in the Airport Influence Area of
the Corona Municipal Airport: Monica, Klug, Citation, Glider,
Helicopter, Cessna, Airport Circle, and Jenk small distribution
pipelines and the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements
project. These projects would be outside the 60-decibel
contour lines and would not be in the Airport Safety Zone.

Policy LU-23.4. Review proposed projects within the airport
influence area of the Corona Municipal Airport for
consistency with applicable airport land use compatibility
plan policies adopted by the Riverside County Airport Land
Use Commission and City of Corona.

Historic Resources Element
Policy HR-1.1. Continue to implement and expand upon, as
feasible, the following historic resources management
strategies:
• A local Corona Historic Register that includes significant
"Landmark" properties, "Historic Districts," and "Historical
Markers" as prescribed in the Corona Municipal Code.
• A Corona Heritage Inventory that includes surveyed
properties meeting all of the criteria as prescribed in the
Corona Municipal Code to be considered a local historic
resource.
• Procedures and criteria for determining the eligibility for
listing properties on the Corona Historic Register and the
Corona Heritage Inventory.
• Standards and regulations governing the identification,
protection, restoration, maintenance, alteration, relocation,
or removal of historic resources.

Consistent. As discussed in Section 3.5.4.1, construction
that would involve use of vibratory equipment within 40 feet
of a historic structure eligible for the NRHP, CRHR, or
Corona Register would have the potential to result in
damaging vibration levels, which would have the potential to
result in a substantial adverse change in a historic resource.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-1 requires that no
vibratory equipment be operated within 40 feet of a structure
eligible or listed on the NRHP, CRHR, or Corona Register.
For structures that have not been previously evaluated, the
City Engineer shall consult with a qualified Architectural
Historian, approved by the City, to conduct an evaluation of
the structure.

Policy HR-3.1. Require appropriate treatment/preservation
of archaeological collections in a culturally appropriate
manner, in accordance with state and federal standards, and
in consultation with interested Native American tribes that
have traditional cultural affiliation with the project area and/or
the resources affected by the project.
Policy HR-3.2. Require that development proposals
incorporate specific measures to identify, protect, and
preserve cultural resources in the planning, environmental
review, and development process.
Policy HR-3.3. Archaeological resources found prior to or
during construction shall be evaluated by a qualified
archaeologist and appropriate mitigation measures applied,
pursuant to Section 21083.2 of CEQA, before the resumption
of development activities. Any measures applied shall
include the preparation of a report meeting professional
standards, which shall be submitted to the appropriate
CHRIS [California Historical Resources Information System]
information center.

Consistent. As discussed in Section 3.5.4.2, the water
service area has been identified as moderate to high for
cultural resources and tribal cultural resources.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-2 requires that a
site-specific archaeological survey be conducted for the
individual projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that are in
areas that have not been previously developed, that would
impact land with visible ground surface, or that may impact
built environment resources that meet the age threshold for
eligibility. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-3
requires an archaeological and Native American monitoring
program for the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that
would result in ground disturbance in areas identified as
moderate or high sensitivity for cultural resources and that
are within 100 feet of previously recorded archaeological
resources. Finally, implementation of Mitigation Measure
CUL-4 would provide for the identification and treatment of
human remains if found during construction activities.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies
City of Corona 202~2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
Project Consistency Evaluation
Policy HR-3.4. Any project that involves earth-disturbing
activities in an area determined to be archaeologically or
culturally sensitive shall require evaluation of the site by a
qualified archaeologist. The applicant shall implement the
recommendations of the archaeologist, subject to the
approval of the City. Planning Department.
Policy HR-3.5. Any project that involves earth-disturbing
activities in an area determined to be archaeologically or
culturally sensitive shall require consultation by the applicant
with interested federally recognized American Indian Tribe{s)
that have a traditional cultural affiliation with the project area
and/or the resources affected by the project, for the purposes
of determining resources impacts and appropriate mitigation
to address such impacts. Applicant shall also arrange for
monitoring of earth-disturbing activities by interested
federally recognized American Indian Tribe{s) that have a
traditional cultural affiliation with the project area and/or the
resources affected by the project, if requested.
Policy HR-3.8. In the event of the discovery of a burial,
human bone, or suspected human bone, all excavation or
grading in the vicinity of the find shall halt immediately and
the area shall be protected and the project applicant
immediately shall notify the Riverside County Coroner and
comply with provisions of the Health and Safety Code §
7050.5, including PRC§ 5097.98, if applicable. If the find is
determined to be Native American human remains, the
applicant shall consult with the Most Likely Descendent to
determine appropriate treatment for such remains.
Policy HR-3.6. Any project that involves earth-disturbing
Consistent. The water service area contains rock formations
activities in soil or rock units known or reasonably suspected
with varying levels of paleontological sensitivity.
to be fossil-bearing shall require monitoring by a qualified
Implementation of the project includes the construction of
paleontologist retained by the project applicant for the
distribution pipelines, storage tanks, and pump stations that
duration of excavation or trenching.
would result in ground disturbance, including excavation,
grading, and backfilling, in known and unknown sensitive
Policy HR-3.7. Paleontological resources found prior to or
areas. Implementation of Mitigation Measure GE0-1, which
during construction shall be evaluated by a qualified
paleontologist, and appropriate mitigation measures applied, requires paleontological monitoring during construction,
would prevent the harm or destruction of potentially valuable
pursuant to§ 21083.2 of CEQA, before the resumption of
paleontological resources and allow these resources to be
development activities. Any measures applied shall include
properly documented and preserved.
the preparation of a report meeting professional standards,
which shall be submitted to the Riverside County Museum of
Natural History.
Circulation Element
Policy CE-1.4. Design and employ traffic control measures
to ensure City streets and roads function with safety and
efficiency.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
City would maintain, to the extent feasible, continuous,
unobstructed, safe, and adequate pedestrian and vehicular
access to and from public facilities (e.g., public utility stations
and community centers). To mitigate this impact, the project
would prepare and implement a Construction Traffic Control
Plan consistent with Mitigation Measure HAZ-3. Following
the installation of the individual projects identified in the 2018
RWMP, affected roadways and driveways would be restored
to pre-project conditions. A temporary asphalt material may
be installed to allow traffic to use the roadway immediately
after construction, followed by a permanent overlay. Once
operational, the individual projects would not result in any
significant, long-term impacts to the local roadway network.

Policy CE-1.10. Require a traffic analysis to be prepared in
accordance with the City's adopted Traffic Impact Study
Guidelines and require projects to mitigate impacts on the
City's circulation system that exceed the City's adopted
service thresholds for near term and future conditions.

Consistent. Minimal construction-related traffic and
maintenance trips would result from the reclaimed water
infrastructure projects; therefore, the project would not result
in the need to prepare a traffic analysis or to mitigate impacts
to the City's circulation system.

Policy CE-1.12. Consider the effects on transportation
systems of public utility improvements, including extensions
of underground pipelines and overhead transmission lines
and associated utility rights-of-way.

Consistent. During construction, temporary full or partial
lane closures may be necessary, especially for distribution
pipeline projects. The full or partial lane closures could result
in the redistribution of traffic along adjacent and surrounding
roadways. Depending on the roadways affected, the
redistribution of traffic could result in additional delay at one
or more roadway segments or intersections. Therefore,
project construction-related activities could result in
intermittent decrease to the level of service in the local or
regional transportation system. The project would prepare
and implement a Construction Traffic Control Plan pursuant
to Mitigation Measure HAZ-3 to minimize the effect on
transportation systems. Following the installation of the
individual projects identified in the 2018 RWMP, affected
roadways and driveways would be restored to pre-project
conditions. Once operational, the individual projects identified
in the 2018 RWMP would not result in effects to the
transportation system.

Consistent. Pipeline projects identified in the 2018 RWMP
would be buried underground. Trenches would be backfilled
with on-site material, and the surface elevation would be
restored to match the original ground surface and pavement
surface elevations.
Infrastructure and Utilities Element

Policy CE-1 .13. Ensure that, to the extent possible, all
pipelines and electrical transmission lines are placed
underground.

Policy IU-5.8. During construction projects, ensure
compliance with all terms and conditions outlined in the
NPDES [National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System]
permit, including the implementation of the latest best
management practices and determination of need for any
additional water quality management plans to reduce
pollutants and urban runoff flows to the maximum extent
practicable.
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construction of aboveground facilities. Pollutants associated
with construction activities that could result in water quality
impacts include soils, debris, other materials generated
during clearing, fuels and other fluids associated with the
equipment used for construction, other hazardous materials,
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
and asphalt materials. The project would employ BMPs that
address pollutant source reduction and provide measures
and controls necessary to mitigate potential pollutant
sources.
Construction-related BMPs include but are not limited to the
following:
• Proper storage, use, and disposal of construction
materials
• Regular removal of sediment from surface runoff before it
leaves the site by silt fences or other similar devices
around the site perimeter, with particular attention to
protecting impaired water bodies listed on the 303(d) list
for sediment and protecting downstream environmentally
sensitive habitats, such as wetlands
• Protection of storm drain inlets on site or downstream of
the construction site to eliminate entry of sediment
• Stabilization of cleared or graded slopes
• Diversion of runoff from uphill areas around disturbed
areas of the site
• Prevention of tracking soil off site through use of a gravel
strip or wash facilities at exit areas
• Protection or stabilization of stockpiled soils
• Continual inspection and maintenance of the specified
BMPs throughout the duration of construction, with special
emphasis before and after rain events

Policy IU-5.2. Reduce pollutant loading through passive
treatment systems such as vegetated filter strips, grass
swales, and infiltration/ sedimentation areas in suitable open
space areas, overland flow channels, and landscaping
adjacent to parking lots and streets.

Consistent. The new facilities would be incorporated into the
existing maintenance schedule, which consists of daily
maintenance checks for the pump stations and weekly
maintenance checks for the water storage tanks, and would
not contribute to water quality contamination. The use of
passive treatment systems would be implemented as
necessary on a project-by-project basis.
Public Safety Element

Policy PS-1.2. In areas subject to seismic and geologic
hazards, require development proposals to include a
geotechnical hazard analysis and specific mitigations to
reduce risks to acceptable levels as a condition of approval.

Consistent. Projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would be
designed to withstand seismic conditions anticipated to occur
in the water service area. In addition, Mitigation Measure
GEO-1 would require the completion of site-specific
geotechnical engineering studies to identify potential
constraints and recommend methods to construct, install,
and design water storage tanks, booster pump stations, flow
controls, and distribution pipelines to minimize risks from
seismic and geological risks.

Policy PS-1.4. Require adherence to the latest California
Building Codes and associated regulations in the City's
Municipal Code; update local codes and development
requirements periodically for the latest best practices.

Consistent. The project would comply with the California
Building Code and the Corona Municipal Code.

Policy PS-2.4. Locate, when feasible, new essential public
facilities outside of flood zones; for those that must remain or

Consistent. No projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would
be in a flood zone.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
are built in flood hazard zones, harden structures to maintain
the structural and operational integrity of such public facilities
in case of flooding.
Policy PS-9.4. Maintain safe and accessible evacuation
routes throughout the community; take precautions and
ensure backup or mitigations for routes crossing high hazard
areas (e.g., flood, seismic, high fire, etc.).

Project Consistency Evaluation

Consistent. During construction, temporary full or partial
lane closures may be necessary, especially for distribution
pipeline projects. The full or partial lane closures could result
in the redistribution of traffic along adjacent and surrounding
roadways. As construction progresses, access for
emergency vehicles could be impaired as result of reduced
roadway widths (or capacity) and increased volumes of
construction-related traffic or redistributed traffic. As a result,
construction could impair or physically interfere with adopted
Emergency Response Plans or Emergency Evacuation
Plans. To mitigate this impact, the project would prepare and
implement a Construction Traffic Control Plan as described
in Mitigation Measure HAZ-3. Following the installation of the
individual project components, affected roadways and
driveways would be restored to pre-project conditions. A
temporary asphalt material may be installed to allow traffic to
use the roadway immediately after construction, followed by
a penmanent overlay. Once operational, the individual
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would not result in any
significant, long-term impacts to the local roadway network.

Consistent. The proposed distribution pipelines would be
installed underground. For aboveground facilities that are
situated in high-risk fire areas, these facilities would maintain
adequate City-required brush clearance areas to protect
facilities from damage.
Noise Element

Policy PS-10.1. Locate, when feasible, new essential public
facilities outside of high fire risk areas; if not feasible, require
construction and other methods to harden and minimize
damage for existing/planned facilities in such areas.

Policy N-1.4. Require municipal vehicles and noisegenerating mechanical equipment purchased or used by the
City to comply with noise performance standards consistent
with the latest available noise reduction technology to the
extent practicable and cost-effective.

Consistent. As described in Section 3.13.4.1, with the
exception of two new pump stations, most of the projects
identified in the 2018 RWMP would be passive, new, or
upgraded pipelines and water storage facilities and would not
result in any new sources of operational noise. The flow of
water through underground pipes and water storage does not
generate audible noise. The two new booster pump stations
would be installed with an enclosure and would not exceed
the daytime threshold of 55 A-weighted decibels beyond 55
feet from the pump stations.

Policy N-2.7. Require construction activities that occur in
close proximity to existing "noise sensitive" uses, including
schools, libraries, health care facilities, and residential uses,
to limit the hours and days of operation in accordance with
the City Noise Ordinance.

Consistent. Construction of the projects identified in the
2018 RWMP would result in a temporary increase in the
ambient noise environment and would be noticeably audible
to existing nose sensitive uses in the vicinity of the active
project. Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOl-1 would
require construction noise reduction measures that would
ensure compliance with the City's Noise Ordinance.
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City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
Project Consistency Evaluation
Healthy Community Element

Policy HC-2.5. Require the preparation of air quality, noise,
Consistent. An Air Quality Impact Analysis (Appendix B) and
and vibration technical studies to determine the impact of
Noise Impact Analysis (Appendix F) were prepared for the
proposed new development on adjacent and surrounding
project.
land uses and to identify the appropriate measures required
to mitigate such impacts.
Environmental Resources Element
Policy ER-1.2. Require all public and private grading and
construction activities to minimize adverse impacts on the
City's water resources through the use of best management
practices, as established and updated from time to time by
the City of Corona.

Consistent. The project would implement constructionperiod BMPs, which include the implementation of erosion
and sediment control BMPs to prevent contamination of
hydrologic resources and minimize impacts on water
resources.

Policy ER-1.4. Prohibit the discharge of toxins, debris,
refuse, and other contaminants into watercourses, other
drainages, water bodies, and groundwater basins. Work with
appropriate entities to ensure the cleanup of contamination of
existing water resources.

Consistent. Operations and maintenance activities would
include the continuation of the existing condition assessment
program of pump stations and water storage tanks. No
ground disturbing activities are expected. In addition, there
would be no use of generators or portable pumps in the
reclaimed system. Operation and maintenance activities
would not contribute to water quality contamination.

Policy ER-4.2. Avoid altering floodways or channelization
wherever possible; however, limit alterations to those that
meet the following criteria:
• Alterations necessary for the protection of public health
and safety only after all other options are exhausted
• Alterations essential to public service projects where no
other feasible construction method or alternative project
location exists
• Projects where the primary function is the improvement of
fish and wildlife habitats

Consistent. The installation of pipelines, pump stations,
water storage tanks, and flow control improvements would be
adjacent to existing infrastructure or in existing public ROWs
and would not alter floodways or channelize waterways.

Policy ER-5.1. Prohibit encroachment of development into
wetlands; provide buffer zones, setbacks, or other effective
techniques in project siting and design to minimize direct and
indirect effects to wetland habitats.

Consistent. Implementation of the project is not expected to
impact jurisdictional aquatic resources and would not
encroach into wetlands. However, the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline are proposed on undeveloped land that could
support jurisdictional aquatic resources, although it is
unlikely. Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-~ and
BIO-~ would minimize direct and indirect effects to wetland
habitats.

Policy ER-6.2. Preserve the wildlife and plant species and
habitats listed in Tables 4-12 and 4-13 of the Technical
Background Report for the General Plan and EIR
[Environmental Impact Report] (City of Corona 2020) and
those that may be considered by the City of Corona in the
future.

Consistent. The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites
would contain non-native grassland habitat that could
support sensitive plant species listed in Tables 4-12 and 4-13
of the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan. In addition,
potential indirect impacts to sensitive plant species from
implementation of the project include colonization of invasive
olant soecies and fuaitive dust. Implementation of Mitiqation
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation
Measures BIO-1 through BIO-§7 would reduce impacts to
less than significant.
Non-native grassland vegetation on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites has the potential to support sensitive
animal species, and implementation would result in
potentially significant indirect impacts from noise and
nighttime lighting on burrowing owl (Athene cunicu/aria) and
nesting birds. Implementation of Mitigation Measures B1O-18,
BIO-§9, and BIO-Z.W would reduce impacts to less than
significant.

Policy ER-6.3. Ensure that new developments and
circulation improvement demonstrate compliance with state
and federal regulations concerning the status, location, and
condition of significant and sensitive biological species and
habitats and riparian and riverine corridors. Biological
surveys, as required and defined by the Western Riverside
County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan, should
identify potential impacts on biological resources and include
mitigation measures to protect/replace resources in like kind.

Consistent. Mitigation Measure B1O-1-1- requires the
preparation of site-specific Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report for the
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that would be located
on undeveloped land, including the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline,
during the project design phase. The surveys would identity
potential impacts on biological resources and include sitespecific mitigation measures.

Policy ER-6.4. Ensure that new developments through the
development review process adhere to the Western
Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation
Plan, the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation
Plan, and other habitat plans as appropriate to conserve
biological diversity through protection of natural communities.

Consistent. The project would be consistent with the
conservation goals outlined in the Western Riverside County
MSHCP. The project's compliance with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP is discussed in detail in Section

Policy ER-6.5. Preserve wildlife habitat of significant natural
open space areas, including expanding habitat ranges,
movement corridors, and nesting sites by adhering to and
implementing the core biological linkages identified in the
MSHCP for parts of the Any proposed recreational use of
those areas such as trails shall be designed to not interfere
with the preservation efforts established in the MSHCP.

Consistent. Projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would be
confined to existing facilities or easements or in existing
ROWs. However, potentially significant impacts to one
sensitive vegetation community, non-native grassland, could
result during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline. Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1~
mG+would reduce potentially significant impacts to
sensitive vegetation communities to less than significant.
Federally and state-protected nesting birds have the potential
to occur on or adjacent to the projects included in the 2018
RWMP, including projects in developed/disturbed land.
Implementation of the projects included in the 2018 RWMP
would have the potential to impact nesting birds (including
raptors) through direct removal of nesting habitat and
disturbance to nesting birds from substantial sources of noise
generated at the start of new construction during the nesting
season. Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-13 and
BIO-§9 would reduce impacts to less than significant.
No significant impacts to natural open spaces, including
movement corridors, is anticipated. In addition, no
recreational use is proposed as part of the project.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy

Project Consistency Evaluation

Policy ER-7.1. Require that public and private construction
activities be conducted in a manner to minimize adverse
impacts on natural resources and biological resources in
proximity to MSHCP conservation areas and adhere to the
MSHCP Guidelines pertaining to Urban/Wildlife Interface for
drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive barriers, and
grading [MSHCP Section 6.4.1].

Consistent. The project would be consistent with the
conservation goals outlined in the Western Riverside County
MSHCP. The projects' compliance with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP is discussed in detail in Section
3.4.4.7.

Policy ER-8.5. Conserve the oak tree resources in the City
to the extent feasible.

Consistent. No oak trees were identified to be impacted by
implementation of the project.

Policy ER-9.2. Conserve existing wetlands and wetland
functions and values in the Temescal Canyon Wash, Prado
Basin, and the Santa Ana River with a focus on conservation
of existing riparian, woodland, coastal sage scrub, alluvial fan
scrub, and open water habitats.

Consistent. The project does not propose development in
the Temescal Canyon Plan Area, Santa Ana River, or other
regional washes.

Policy ER-9.3. Conserve existing known populations of least
Bell's vireo and southwestern willow flycatcher in the
Temescal Canyon Area Plan, including at Prado Basin,
Santa Ana River, and Temescal Canyon Wash. Maintain
existing breeding habitat for these species at Prado Basin,
Santa Ana River, and Temescal Wash where applicable to a
particular project and location.
Policy ER-9.4. Conserve and manage suitable habitat for
species known to exist in the Temescal Canyon Area Plan of
Western Riverside County's Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan.
Policy ER-9.5. Conserve clay soils supporting sensitive plant
species known to occur in the Temescal Canyon area,
including Munz's onion, Palmer's grappling hook, smallflowered morning glory, long-spined spineflower, threadleaved brodiaea, small-flowered microseris, and manystemmed dudleya.
Policy ER-9.6. Conserve sandy soils co-occurring with
chaparral supporting Palomar monkeyflower, known to occur
in the Temescal Canyon area.
Policy ER-9.7. Conserve locations supporting California
muhly, heart-leaved pitcher sage, Hall's monardella, and
other sensitive plant species that may occur in a wide variety
of habitat types within the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
Policy ER-9.8. Provide for and maintain connection(s) from
the Cleveland National Forest to Prado Basin and the Santa
Ana River within Temescal Canyon, providing opportunities
for offsite connections to Chino Hills State Park.
Policy ER-9.9. Conserve upland habitat adjacent to the
Temescal Canyon Wash to augment existing upland habitat
conservation in the Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve
areas and provide for contiguous connection of upland
habitat blocks from the existing reserve to Temescal Wash.
Habitat conservation should focus on blocks of existinq

Consistent. The project does not propose development in
the Temescal Canyon Plan Area, Santa Ana River, or other
regional washes.
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Table 3.11-2. Project Consistency with Relevant City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Policies

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal/Objective/Policy
upland habitat east of Temescal Canyon Wash connecting to
Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve.
Policy ER-9.10. Conserve floodplain areas supporting
sensitive plant species known to occur in Temescal Canyon,
including Parry's spineflower, peninsular spineflower, smooth
tarplant, and Coulter's matilija poppy.
Policy ER-9.11. Conserve rocky soils co-occurring with
coastal sage scrub, peninsular jumper, or chaparral
supporting Payson's jewelflower, known to occur in the
Temescal Canyon area.
Policy ER-9.12. Provide for and maintain a continuous
linkage along the Temescal Canyon Wash from the southern
boundary of the Temescal Canyon to the Santa Ana River.

Project Consistency Evaluation

Policy ER-10.1. Maintain the use of the city's Mineral
Resource Overlay Zone in the City's Zoning Ordinance to
ensure lands having a state classification of MRZ-2 through
the Department of Conservation have the opportunity to be
made available for mineral materials.

Consistent. Utility improvements, such as those identified in
the 2018 RWMP, are considered compatible with land uses.
In addition, the majority of the projects identified in the 2018
RWMP would be in existing facilities and public ROWs and
would not result in substantial land disturbance that would
impact existing or future mining operations.

Policy ER-12.3. Establish and strictly enforce controls on
land use activities that contain operations or materials that
individually or cumulatively add significantly to the
degradation of air quality in Corona.

Consistent. Project construction and operational emissions
of criteria pollutants would not exceed applicable thresholds
established to assist maintaining or achieving regional
attainment in the South Coast Air Basin. Additional detail is
provided in Section 3.3, Air Quality.

Source: City of Corona 2020.
Notes: BMP = best management practice; City = City of Corona; CRHR = California Register of Historic Resources; MSHCP =
Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan; NRHP = National Register of Historic Properties; ROW= right-of-way; WRCRWA =
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority

SCAG Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy

The 2016-2040 RTP/SCS is a long-range visioning plan that balances future mobility and housing
needs with goals for the environment, regional economy, social equity and environmental justice,
and public health. Ultimately, the 2016-2040 RTP/SCS is intended to help guide transportation
and land use decisions and public investments. One of its goals is to protect the environment and
health ofresidents by improving air quality and encouraging active transportation (e.g., bicycling
and walking). The 2016-2040 RTP/SCS includes programs, policies, and measures to address air
emissions. Measures that help mitigate air emissions are composed of strategies that reduce
congestion, increase access to public transportation, improve air quality, and enhance coordination
between land use and transportation decisions.
As discussed in Section 3.3.4.2, the project would not result in a significant impact related to
criteria pollutant emissions during construction. Because emissions of criteria pollutants under the
project would be below the applicable thresholds, which are established to assist with maintaining
or achieving regional attainment in the South Coast Air Basin, construction would not result in a
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cumulatively considerable contribution to regional acute and long-term health impacts related to
nonattairunent of the ambient air quality standards. In addition, most of the projects associated
with the 2018 RWMP would be passive, new, or upgraded pipelines and storage facilities, which
would not result in new sources of operational air pollution. Therefore, the project would be
consistent with the 2016-2040 RTP/SCS.

Level of Significance Before Mitigation
As detailed in Table 3.11-2, implementation of the project would conflict with an applicable land
use plan, policy, or regulation. Therefore, impacts would be potentially significant.

Mitigation Measures
The project would have potentially significant impact related to the conflict with an applicable land
use plan, policy, or regulation. However, the mitigation measures identified in other Program
Envirorunental Impact Report sections, including Mitigation Measures AES-1 (Section 3.1,
Aesthetics); BIO-I, BIO-2, B1O-3, B1O-4, BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, B1O-8, and BI0-9, BIO 10, BIO
11, BIO 12, and BIO l3 (Section 3.4, Biological Resources); CUL-I , CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4
(Section 3.5, Cultural Resources); GEO-1 (Section 3.7, Geology, Soils, and Paleontological
Resources); HAZ-3 (3.9, Hazards and Hazardous Materials); and NOI-1 (Section 3.13, Noise), would
reduce impacts to less than significant.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
With implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-I, BIO-I, BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4, B1O-5, B1O6, BIO-7, B1O-8, BIO-9, BIO 10, BIO 11, BIO 12, BIO 13, CUL-1, CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4,
GEO-1, HAZ-3, and NOI-1 , the project would be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040
General Plan and would not conflict with an applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation. Impacts
would be less than significant.

3.11 .5

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation

3.11 .5.1

Cumulative Threshold 1: Physically Divide Established Community

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative land use impacts is the water service area.
Cumulative projects would include the construction ofnew or widened roadways, airports, railroad
tracks, open space areas, or other features that would individually have the potential to physically
divide an established community. In addition to these larger projects, smaller cumulative projects
could have the effect of forming an access barrier that would physically divide a community. Such
impacts would generally be limited to an individual community and would not be cumulative in
nature. Multiple projects in the same community could combine to result in a cumulative effect to
the division of that community. However, all cumulative projects would be required to comply
with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan and undergo development review before
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approval. This would ensure that a significant cumulative impact related to the physical division
of an established community would not occur. Further, the project does not propose any new land
uses that would divide established communities. Therefore, the project, along with the identified
cumulative projects, would not result in a cumulative land use impact. The project's contribution
would not be cumulatively considerable.
3.11.5.2

Cumulative Threshold 2: Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy or Regulation

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative land use impacts is the water service area.
A significant cumulative land use impact would occur if future projects would combine to be
inconsistent with applicable land use plans or policies adopted to protect the environment. Similar
to the project, cumulative projects would be consistent with the existing adopted plans or require
mitigation measures to ensure consistency for project approvals to occur. With mitigation, the
project would be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan and 2016-2040
RTP/SCS. Land use factors associated with development of the project would not affect or be
affected by approvals of reasonably expected future development elsewhere in the water service
area. Therefore, the project, along with the identified cumulative projects, would not result in a
cumulative land use impact. The project' s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
3.11.6

Conclusion

Implementation of the project would not physically divide an established community. Therefore,
no direct or cumulative impacts would occur.
Implementation of the project would potentially conflict with the relevant City of Corona 2020-2040
General Plan policies that were adopted to avoid or mitigate an environmental effect as detailed in
Table 3.11-1. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-I, BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4,
B1O-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, BIO-8, BIO-9, BIO 10, BIO 11, BIO 12, BIO 13, CUL-I , CUL-2, CUL-3,
CUL-4, GEO-I , HAZ-3, and NOI-1, the project would be consistent with the City of Corona 20202040 General Plan. Therefore, direct and cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
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Section 3.18: Tribal Cultural Resources

Tribal Cultural Resources

This section discusses the potential impacts to tribal cultural resources (TCRs) in the City of
Corona's (City's) water service area that may result from the implementation of the 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan (project or 2018 RWMP). The analysis in this section is based in part on the
following information: Cultural and T1;bal Cultural Resources Technical Report prepared by Red
Tail Environmental (2020) for the project (Appendix D).

3.18.1

Environmental Setting

This section describes the environmental setting as it relates to TCRs for the water service area. The
project proposes reclaimed water facilities in various locations throughout the water service area.

3.18.1.1

Ethnohistory

During the Ethnohistoric period, the region that is currently known as the County of Riverside
(County) was a shared-use area and home to three closely related Takic-speaking groups: the
Cahuilla, the Gabrielino, and the Luisefio/Juanefto. Settlement patterns for the three groups were
very similar, with settlements typically in valley bottoms, along streams, or along coastal strands
near mountain ranges. Villages were often in sheltered areas near good water supplies, in a
defensive location, or on the side of warm thermal zone slopes.

Cahuilla
The Cahuilla traditional use area included the San Bernardino Mountains, Orocopia Mountains,
and Chocolate Mountains to the east, the Salton Sea and Borrego Sp1;ngs to the south, the eastern
slopes of Palomar Mountain and Lake Mathews to the west, and the Santa Ana River to the north
(Appendix D). The Cahuilla traditionally inhabited areas from the desert and valley floors to the
mountain areas, which included drastically different environmental areas and resources. The water
service area is along the western boundary of what would have been the Cabuilla traditional use
area. Living inland, the Cahuilla had minimal contact with the Spaniards and were not as
influenced to the extent that the coastal groups were, although the Asistencia at San Bernardino in
1819 did have several Cahuilla on their register.

Gabrielino
The largest, most powerful group in Southern California was the Gabrielino. Their traditional use
area was centered in what is now the Los Angeles Basin and encompassed the Los Angeles, San
Gabriel, and Santa Ana watersheds. Their range extended as far east as present day San Bernardino,
west to the Santa Monica Mountains, south to Aliso Creek, and as far north as the San Fernando
Valley. This group also occupied several Channel Islands, including Santa Barbara Island, Santa
Catalina Island, San Nicholas Island, and San Clemente Island. The Gabrielino had access to
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important resources, including a steatite source from Santa Catalina Island, and controlled the trade
of materials and resources as far north as the San Joaquin Valley, east to the Colorado River, and
as far south as Baja California. The Gabrielino came under the influence of two Spanish missions,
Mission San Gabriel and Mission San Fernando, and most of the natives from the coastal areas
and inland valleys were removed to these missions. According to the archaeological record, the
Gabrielino were not the first inhabitants of the Los Angeles Basin but arrived in the area around
500 BC as part of the "Shoshonean (Takic) wedge" (Appendix D).
The water service area is in the southeastern boundary of the Gabrielino territory (Appendix D).
The name "Gabrielino," which can also be spelled "Gabrieleno" or "Gabrielefio," describes the
people who were governed by the Spanish from the Mission San Gabriel. In the post-contact
period, Mission San Gabriel included natives of the greater Los Angeles area and members of
surrounding groups such as Kitanemuk, Serrano, and Cahuilla.

Luiseno/Juaneno
The traditional use area of the Luiseiio encompassed approximately 1,500 square miles and
extended in a north-northeasterly direction from Agua Hedondia Lagoon to Aliso Creek and to the
east, including what are currently known as Oceanside, Vista, San Marcos, Escondido, Palomar
Mountain, and the Gujieto, a portion of Valle de San Jose, and north to Soboba and Temescal
(Appendix D). The Luiseno was designated based on their association with the Mission San Luis
Rey, while the Juaneiio are associated with the Mission San Juan Capistrano, however Bean and
Shipek (1978, as cited in Appendix D) state that the Luiseii.o and Juaneiio are ethnologically and
linguistically similar and that the distinction is based on the influence of the mission system. The
water service area is adjacent to the northern boundary of the Luiseii.o/Juaneiio traditional territory.

3.18.1.2

Tribal Cultural Resources

TCRs are defined as "sites, features, places, cultural landscapes, sacred places, and objects" that
are of cultural value to a California Native American tribe and that are either on or determined
eligible for inclusion on the California Register of Historical Resources or a local register of
historic resources. In addition, a resource determined by a lead agency, at its discretion and
supported by substantial evidence, to be significant under the criteria set forth in subdivision (c)
of the California Public Resource Code, Section 5024.1, is a TCR under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (California Public Resources Code, Section 21074).
A sacred lands file search conducted by the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was
requested on March 30, 2020. The NAHC responded on April 2, 2020, that the results were positive
and provided a list of 37 tribal organizations and individuals to contact for additional information.
Red Tail Environmental sent information request letters to the 37 tribal organizations and
individuals on April 6, 2020.
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To date, three responses have been received. On April 14, 2020, Jill McCormick, Historic
Preservation Officer for the Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe, responded that the tribe has no comments on
the project. Che1yl Madrigal, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer and Cultural Resources Manager
for the Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians, responded that the project is within the territory of the
Luisefio people and within the band's specific area of historic interest. They have identified Luisefio
place names but no known TCRs or traditional cultural properties in the water service area. They
recommend that an archaeological/cultural resources study be conducted and a final copy of the
study be provided to the band for their review and comment and inclusion of appropriate provisions
for inadvertent discoveries. On June 9, 2020, Patricia Garcia Plotkin, Director of Historic
Preservation for the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, responded that the project is not within
the tribe's traditional use area and that they defer to other tribes in the area. This information was
provided to the City.
Government-to-government consultation pursuant to AB 52 was initiated on September 14, 2020,
a letter was sent to each tribal contact by the City with a summary and maps of the project, and a
request for consultation. The letter provided contact irlformation for the City of Corona, Public
Works Department, and a request that the tiibe contact the City within 30 days if they would like
to begin formal consultation.
3.18.2

Regulatory Setting

This section describes the federal, state, and local regulatory framework adopted to protect TCRs.
3.18.2.1

Federal

Archaeological Resources Protection Act
The Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 regulates the protection of archaeological
resources and sites which are on federal lands and Native Arne1ican lands.
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act is a federal law passed in 1990 that
provides a process for museums and federal agencies to return ce11ain Native American cultural
items, such as human remains, funera1y objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony,
to lineal descendants and culturally affiliated Native Arne1ican tribes.
3.18.2.2

State

Assembly Bill 52
Assembly Bill 52 took effect July I, 2015, and requires inclusion of a new section in CEQA documents
titled ''Tribal Cultural Resources," which includes heritage sites. Under Assembly Bill 52, a TCR is
defined in a similar way to tribal cultural places under Senate Bill (SB) 18-sites, features, places,
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cultural landscapes, sacred places, and objects with cuJtw-al value to a California Native American tribe
that are either included or eligible for inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources or
included in a local register of historic resources. Alternatively, the lead agency, supported by
substantial evidence, may choose at its discretion to treat the resource as a TCR.
Assembly Bill 52 requires consultation with tribes at an early stage to determine whether the
project would have an adverse impact on the TCR and mitigation to protect them. Per Assembly
Bill 52, within 14 days of deciding to undertake a project or dete1mining that a project application
is complete, the lead agency must provide formal written notification to all tribes who have
requested it. The tribe then bas 30 days of receiving the notification to respond if it wishes to
engage in consultation. The lead agency must initiate consultation within 30 days of receiving the
request from the tribe. Consultation concludes when both parties have agreed on measures to
mitigate or avoid a significant effect to a tribal cultural resource, or a party, after a reasonable
effort tin good faith, decides that mutual agreement cannot be reached. Regardless of the outcome
of consultation, the CEQA document must disclose significant impacts on TCRs and discuss
feasible alternatives or mitigation that avoid or lessen the impact.
California Health and Safety Code

The discovery of human remains is regulated by California Health and Safety Code, Section
7050.5, which states that:

In the event of discovery or recognition of any human remains in any location other than a
dedicated cemetery, there shall be no further excavation .. . until the coroner ... has determined
... that the remains are not subject to . .. provisions of law concerning investigation of the
circumstances, manner and cause of any death, and the recommendations concerning the
treatment and disposition of the human remains have been made to the person responsible .. . .
The coroner shall make his or her determination within two working days from the time the
person responsible for the excavation, or his or her authorized representative, notifies the
coroner of the discovery or recognition of the human remains. If the coroner determines that
the remains are not subject to his or her authority and .. .has reason to believe that they are those
of a Native American, he or she shall contact, by telephone within 24 hours, the Native
American Heritage Commission.
California Public Resources Code

Archaeological resources are protected pursuant to a wide variety of state policies and regulations
enumerated under the California Public Resources Code. In addition, cultural resources are
recognized as a nonrenewable resource and, therefore, receive protection under the California
Public Resources Code and CEQA. California Public Resources Code, Sections 5097 .9-5097 .99 1,
provides protection to Native American historic and cultural resources and sacred sites and
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identifies the powers and duties of the NAHC. It also requires notification of discoveries of Native
American human remains and descendants and provides for treatment and disposition of human
remains and associated grave goods.

California Senate Bill 18
Existing law provides limited protection for Native Ametican prehistoric, archaeological, cultural,
spiritual, and ceremonial places. These places may include sanctified cemeteries, religious,
ceremonial sites, shrines, burial grounds, prehistoric ruins, archaeological or historic sites, Native
American rock art inscriptions, or features of Native American historic, cultural, and sacred sites.
SB 18 was signed into law in September 2004 and went into effect on March 1, 2005. It places
new requirements upon local governments for developments within or near "traditional tribal
cultural places" (TTCP). Per SB 18, the law requires local jurisdictions to provide opportunities
for involvement of California Native Americans tribes in the land planning process for the purpose
of preserving TTCP. The Final Tribal Guidelines recommends that the NAHC provide written
information as soon as possible but no later than 30 days to inform the lead agency if the proposed
project is determined to be in proximity to a TTCP and another 90 days for tribes to respond to a
local government if they want to consult to determine whether the project would have an adverse
impact on the TTCP. There is no statutory limit on the consultation duration. F01iy-five days before
the action is publicly considered by the local government council, the local government refers
action to agencies following the CEQA public review time frame. The CEQA public distribution
list may or may not include tribes listed by the NAHC who have requested consultation. If the
NAHC, the tribe, and interested parties agree on the mitigation measures necessary for the
proposed project, the mitigation measures would be included in the project's Environmental
Impact Rep01t. For the project, if both the City and the tribe agree that adequate mitigation or
preservation measures cannot be taken, neither party is obligated to take action.
Per SB 18, a city or county is required to consult with the NAHC and any appropriate Native
American tribe before the adoption, revision, amendment, or update of a city's or county's general
plan. Although SB 18 does not specifically mention consultation or notice requirements for
adoption or amendment of specific plans, the Final Tribal Guidelines advises that SB 18
requirements extend to specific plans as well, because state planning law requires local
governments to use the same process for amendment or adoption of specific plans as general plans
(defined in California Government Code, Section 65453). In addition, SB 18 provides a new
definition ofTICP requiring a traditional association of the site with Native Ame1ican traditional
beliefs, cultural practices, or ceremonies or the site must be shown to actually have been used for
activities related to traditional beliefs, cultural practices, or ceremonies. (Previously, the site was
defined to require only an association with traditional beliefs, practices, lifeways, and ceremonial
activities.) In addition, SB 18 law also amended Civil Code, Section 815.3, and adds California
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Native American tribes to the list of entities that can acquire and hold conservation easements for
protecting their cultural places.

3.18.2.3

Local

There are no applicable local regulations that apply to TCRs.

Thresholds of Significance

3.18.3

According to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to TCRs would
occur if the project would (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15000 et seq.):
1. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource, defined

in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape
that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place,
or object with cultural value to a California Native American tribe, and that is:
a. Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or
in a local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code
section 5020.1(k).
b. A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision
(c) of Public Resources Code section 5024. l. In applying the criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall
consider the significance of the resource to a California Native American tribe.

3.1 8.4

Environmental Analysis

3.18.4.1

Threshold 1: Tribal Cultural Resources

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms ofthe size and scope ofthe landscape,
sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American tribe, and that is:
a) Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a
local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section
5020.l(k).
b) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of
Public Resources Code section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in subdivision
(c) of Public Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a California Native American tribe.
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Impact Analysis
The significance of a cultural reso1,1rce is impaired when a project demolishes or mate1ia1ly alters
those physical characteristics that convey significance. Impacts to TCRs, archaeological resources,
or human remains most often occur as the result of trenching and grading. These resources may
also be subject to indirect impacts as the result of project-related activities that increase erosion,
compression, or accessibility. Under CEQA, an effect on nonphysical values (such as tribal values
or other spiritual or religious values) is not considered an environmental effect; however, when a
project would result in a physical effect, these values may be considered in determining whether
the physical effect is significant.
A seared sacred lands file search eonooeted by the Nt\.HC was requested of the NAHC on March
30, 2020. The NAHC responded on April 2, 2020, that the results were positive and provided a list
of 37 tribal organizations and individuals to contact for additional information. Red Tail
Environmental sent information request letters to the 3 7 tribal organizations and individuals on April
6, 2020. To date, three responses have been received. Jill McCormick, Historic Preservation Officer
for the Fort Ywna Quechan Ttibe, responded on April 14, 2020, that the tribe has no comments on
the project. Che1yl Madrigal, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer and Cultural Resources Manager
for the Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians, responded that the project is within the tenitory of the
Luisefio people and within the band's specific area of historic interest. They have identified Luisefio
place names but no known TCRs or traditional cultural properties in the water service area. They
recommend that an archaeological/cultural resources study be conducted and a final copy of the
study be provided to the band for their review and comment and inclusion of appropriate provisions
for inadvertent discoveries. On June 9, 2020, Patricia Garcia Plotkin, Director of Historic
Prese1vation for the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, responded that the project is not located
within the tribe's traditional use area and they defer to other tribes in the area.
A review of the Sacred Lands File held by the Native American Heritage Commission was
requested on March 30, 2020. On April 2, 2020, the NAHC responded that the review ofthe Sacred
Lands File was positive. The NAHC provided contact information for 37 Native American tribes
that are traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the project. On April 6,
2020, letters were forwarded to the tribes requesting additional information on the project area of
any concerns they may have related to the project. Three responses have been received. Jill
McCormick, Historic Preservation Officer for the Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe, responded on April
14, 2020, that the tribe has no comments on the project. Cheryl Madrigal, Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer and Cultural Resources Manager for the Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians,
responded that the project is within the territory of the Luisefio people and within the Band's
specific area of historic interest. They have identified Luisefio place names within the project area
but no known tribal cultural resources or traditional cultural properties, and they recommend an
archaeological/cultural resources study be conducted and a final copy of the study be provided to
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the Band for their review and comment, as well the inclusion of appropriate provisions for
inadvertent discoveries. On June 9, 2020, Patricia Garcia Plotkin, Director of Historic
Preservation, Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, responded that the project is not located
within the tribe's traditional use area, they defer to other tribes in the area, and this concludes their
consultation efforts. This information was provided to the City.
Government-to-government consultation pursuant to AB 52 was initiated on September 14, 2020,
and a letter was sent to each tribal contact by the City with a summary and maps of the project and
a request for consultation. The letter provided contact information for the City of Corona, Public
Works Department, and a request that the tribe contact the City within 30 days if they would like
to begin formal consultation. The Gabrieleiio Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation, Soboba
Band of Luisefi.o Indians, and Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians requested consultation with the
City. On November 5, 2020, a meeting with held with the City and the Soboba Band of Luisefio
Indians to discuss the project and its relationship to the tribe's traditional use area. On November
18, 2020, a meeting was held with the City and the Rincon Band of Luisefio to discuss tribal
concerns. Finally, on December 16, 2020, a meeting was held with the City and the Gabrielefi.o
Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation where the tribe advised that the project site was highly
sensitive and highly used during ceremonies and contains villages and transportation routes.
Based on the historic and archival research conducted for the project, historic resow-ces as defined
in California Public Resources Code, Section 5020.1 (k), may be present in the water service area
as described in Section 3.5.1.5 in Section 3.5, Cultural Resources. Construction of the projects
identified in the 2018 RWMP would largely occur in existing roadway rights-of-way and
developed areas. The demolition or direct physical alteration of potential historic structures,
historic districts, or other built environment resources would be unlikely based on the type of
facilities included in the project. However, construction activities could adversely impact buried
known or previously unrecorded cultural resources that may be eligible to the California Register
of Historical Resources or Corona Register.
As discussed in Section 3.5.4.2 in Section 3.5, much of the water service area has been identified
as having a moderate to high sensitivity for cultural resources. Trenching, grading, and other
construction activities would involve ground-disturbing construction activities that would occur
within l 00 feet of potentially significant known or unknown archaeological resow-ces and could
potentially cause disturbance to TCRs. Table 3.5-4, Cultural Sensitivity and Known Resource
Locations for the 2018 RWMP Projects, in Section 3.5 identifies the projects that are within l 00
feet of a known archaeological resource. Therefore, ground disturbance associated with the
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would potentially unearth previously unknown or
unrecorded TCRs.
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Once constructed, the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP would not have the potential to cause
additional impacts to TCRs. Typical operation and maintenance activities would not result in
additional physical impacts.

Level of Significance Before Mitigation
Implementation of the project has the potential to damage or destroy unknown subsurface TCRs,
which could result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of a TCR as defined in
California Public Resources Code, Section 21074. Therefore, impacts related to TCRs would be
potentially significant.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4 in Sections 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.3 in Section 3.5
would be implemented to reduce impacts to TCRs. Mitigation Measure CUL-2 would require sitespecific archaeological surveys to be conducted for individual projects identified in the 2018
RWMP, which would be located in areas that have not been previously developed and that would
impact land with visible ground surface, or projects that may impact built environment resources
that meet the age threshold for eligibility. If any resource are identified, they should be evaluated
for significance. Mitigation Measure CUL-3 requires an archaeological and Native American
monitoring program for projects identified in the 2018 RWMP, which would result in new ground
disturbance in areas identified as moderate or high sensitivity for cultural resources~ afl4 for
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP that are within 100 feet of previously recorded
archaeological resources, and for those projects where tribal consultation has identified traditional
cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. The identification of TCRs during construction
activities would occur through implementation of Mitigation Measure CUL-2,4. Mitigation
Measure CUL-4 requires that, in the event that human remains, possible human remains, and/or
grave goods are encountered during any work associated with the project, ground disturbance
within~ 100 feet of the remains shall halt, and California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines,
Section 15064.S(e); California Public Resource Code, Section 5097.98; and California Health and
Safety Code, Section 7050.5, shall be followed. See Sections 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.3 in Section 3.5 for
a complete description of these mitigation measures.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4 would reduce impacts to
TCRs to a less than significant level.
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3.18.5

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation

3.1 8.5.1

Cumulative Threshold 1: Tribal Cultural Resources

Cumulative projects in the County region have the potential to result in a cwnulative impact
associated with the loss of TCRs through development activities that could cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a TCR. These sites may contain artifacts and resources
associated with tribal cultural values and religious beliefs. Any cumulative projects that involve
ground-disturbing activities have the potential to result in significant impacts on TCRs. Therefore,
the cumulative destruction of TCRs from planned construction and development projects in the
County region would be cumulatively significant.
There is the potential for construction of the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP to result in
significant impacts to unknown subsurface TCRs. This potentially significant impact would be
mitigated to a less than significant level with the implementation ofMitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL3, and CUL-4, which require the evaluation of any feasible means of reducing disturbance to TCRs,
monitoring during construction, and repatriation of materials associated with TCRs. Therefore, by
applying mitigation, the project' s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

3.18.6

Conclusion

Implementation of the project has the potential to damage or destroy unknown subsurface TCRs,
which could result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of a TCR as defined in
California Public Resources Code, Section 21074(e). Therefore, impacts related to TCRs would
be significant. Mitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL-3 , and CUL-4 would be implemented to reduce
direct and cumulative impacts to a less than significant level.
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Chapters

5.1

Alternatives to the Proposed Project

Introduction

In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, Section
15126.6(c), this chapter describes a range of reasonable alternatives that could feasibly attain the
majority of the project objectives while avoiding or substantially reducing one or more of the 2018
Reclaimed Water Master Plan's (project or 2018 RWMP) significant impacts. The primary purpose
of this chapter is to inform decision makers and the general public of potential alternatives to the
2018 RWMP and to analyze these alternatives to determine the environmentally superior alternative.
Two alternatives to the project are analyzed in this chapter:

5.2

•

Alternative 1: No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative

•

Alternative 2: Reduced Project Alternative

Requirements for Alternatives Analysis

The CEQA Guidelines require an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to analyze potential
alternatives to the project or alternative locations for the project that could feasibly accomplish
most of the basic project objectives and could avoid or substantially lessen one or more significant
effects. The alternatives must include a No Project Alternative, along with a range of alternatives
governed by a "rule of reason," meaning only those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned
choice. Following an analysis of alternatives, an EIR must identify the environmentally superior
alternative, which cannot be the No Project Alternative (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6).

5.3

Selection of Alternatives

The CEQA Guidelines do not require an EIR to consider every plausible alternative to a project. An
EIR must examine in detail only a reasonable range of alternatives that the lead agency determines
could feasibly attain most of the basic project objectives while also reducing impacts. An EIR does
not need to consider alternatives with effects that cannot be reasonably ascertained and that
implementation of is remote and speculative. Feasibility factors include site suitability, economic
viability, availability of infrastructure, General Plan consistency, other plans or regulatory
limitations, and jurisdictional boundaries and whether the proponent can reasonably acquire, control,
or otherwise have access to an alternative site. The CEQA Guidelines define the term "feasible" to
mean "capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,
taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors" (CEQA
Guidelines, Section 15364). Also, as stated in CEQA Guidelines, Section l 5126.6(f)(l), "among the
factors that may be taken into account when addressing the feasibility of alternatives are site
suitability, economic viability, availability of infrastructure, general plan consistency, other plans or
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regulatory limitations, jurisdictional boundaries ... and whether the proponent can reasonably acquire
control or otherwise have access to the alternative site."
Alternatives to the project were developed based on the requirements of CEQA Guidelines,
Section 15126.6. Therefore, the alternatives were developed based on the project objectives, which
are described in Chapter 2, Project Description. The project objectives include the following:

1. Expand and improve the City of Corona's (City's) recycled water program in
accordance with Ordinance 2854 (Recycled Water Rules and Regulations)
2. Prioritize and implement system improvements pursuant to the 2018 Reclaimed Water
Master Plan to maximize reclaimed water supply availability and reduce the use of
potable water
3. Improve water supply system performance by facilitating supply management and
maximizing water resources
4. Efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and distribute new
sources of water supply as they become available
Additionally, only alternatives that would avoid or substantially lessen one or more significant
environmental impacts of the project were canied forward for analysis. Table 5-1 provides a
summary of the project's significant impacts identified in Chapter 3, Environmental Analysis, to
focus the evaluation of the alternatives in Section 5.5, Alternatives Comparison. Refer to each
individual issue area for a description of the mitigation measures identified to reduce potentially
significant impacts to less than significant levels.
Table 5-1. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project
Proposed Project
Without
Mitigation
With Mitigation
Issue Area
Section 3.1, Aesthetics
Scenic Vistas

LS

LS

State Scenic Highway

LS

LS

Substantial Degradation of the Existing Visual Character or Conflict with Applicable
Regulations

PS

LS

Nighttime Light and Glare

LS

LS

Conversion of Farmland

NI

NI

Conflict with Agricultural Zone or Williamson Act Contract

NI

NI

Conflict with Zoning for Forest Land or Timberland

NI

NI

Loss or Conversion of Forest Land

NI

NI

Other Changes to the Existing Environment

NI

NI

Section 3.2, Agriculture and Forestry Resources
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Table 5-1. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project
Proposed Project
Without
Mitigation
With Mitigation

Issue Area
Section 3.3, Air Quality
Consistency with Applicable Air Quality Plan

LS

LS

No Net Increase of Any Criteria Pollutants

LS

LS

Sensitive Receptors

LS

LS

LS

LS

Sensitive Plant Species

PS

LS

Sensitive Animal Species

PS

LS

Riparian Habitat and Other Sensitive Natural Communities

PS

LS

Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources

PS

LS

Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

LS

LS

Local Policies and Ordinances

LS

LS

PS

LS

Historic Resources

PS

LS

Archaeological Resources

PS

LS

PS

LS

LS

LS

Conflict with Renewable or Energy Efficiency Plan
LS
Section 3.7, Geology, Soils, and Paleontological Resources

LS

Seismic Hazards

PS

LS

Odors
Section 3.4, B1olog1cal Resources

Regional Conservation Planning
Section 3.5, Cultural Resources

Human Remains
Section 3.6, Energy
Wasteful or Inefficient Energy Use

Soil Erosion or Loss of Topsoil

LS

LS

Geologic Stability

PS

LS

Expansive Soils

PS

LS

Septic Tanks

NI

NI

PS

LS

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

LS

LS

Consistency with Adopted Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan
Section 3.9, Hazards and Hazardous Materials

LS

LS

Routine Transport, Use, or Disposal of Hazardous Materials

LS

LS

Accidental Release of Hazardous Materials

PS

LS

Hazardous Emissions within 0.25 Mile of a School

LS

LS

Hazardous Materials Sites

LS

LS

Aircraft Safety Hazards

LS

LS

Paleontological Resources
Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Em1ss1ons
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Table 5-1. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project
Proposed Project
Without
With Mitigation
Mitigation
Issue Area
LS
PS
Emergency Response Plan or Evacuation Plan
PS

LS

Water Quality Standards

LS

LS

Groundwater Supplies

LS

LS

Alteration of Existing Drainage Patterns

LS

LS

Flood Hazards, Tsunami, or Seiche

LS

LS

LS

LS

Physical Division of Established Community

NI

NI

Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy, or Regulation

PS

LS

Loss of Availability of Known Mineral Resources

LS

LS

Loss of Availability of Locally Important Mineral Resource Recovery Sites
Section 3.13, Noise

LS

LS

Exceedance of Noise Standards

PS

LS

Excessive Groundbome Vibration or Noise

PS

LS

Aircraft Noise

LS

LS

Induction of Substantial Population Growth

LS

LS

Displacement of Housing and People

NI

NI

Police Protection Services

NI
NI

Public School Facilities

NI
NI

NI
NI
NI
NI

Deterioration of Parks and Recreational Facilities

NI

NI

Construction or Expansion of Recreational Facilities
Section 3.17, Transportation

NI

NI

Conflict with Program, Plan, Ordinance, or Policy

PS

LS

Vehicle Miles Traveled

LS

LS

Increase in Hazards

NI

NI

Inadequate Emergency Access

PS

LS

PS

LS

Wildland Fires
Section 3.10, Hydrology and Water Quality

Conflict with Water Quality Basin Plan
Section 3.11, Land Use and Planning

Section 3.12, Mineral Resources

Section 3.14, Population and Housing

Section 3.15, Public Services
Fire Protection Services

Libraries
Section 3.16, Recreation

Section 3.18, Tribal Cultural Resources
Tribal Cultural Resources
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Table 5-1. Summary of Impacts of the Proposed Project

Issue Area
Section 3.19, Utilities and Service Systems

Proposed Project
Without
Mitigation
With Mitigation

Relocation or Construction of New Facilities

PS

LS

Sufficient Water Supplies

LS

LS

Adequate Wastewater Capacity

NI

NI

Solid Waste Generation

LS

LS

Compliance With Solid Waste Reduction Statutes and Regulations
Section 3.20, W1ldf1re

LS

LS

Emergency Response or Evacuation Plan

PS

LS

Uncontrolled Spread of Wildfire

PS

LS

Requirement of Installation or Maintenance of Associated Infrastructure

PS

LS

Exposure of People or Structures to Flooding or Landslides

LS

LS

Notes: NI= No Impact; LS= Less than Significant: PS= Potentially Significant

5.4

Alternatives Considered

Four alternatives were initially considered for evaluation in this EIR. Based on criteria described
in Section 5.3, Selection of Alternatives, two alternatives, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP
Alternative and Reduced Project Alternative, were carried forward. These alternatives are
described in Section 5.4.2, Alternatives Selected for Further Analysis. Section 5.4.1, Alternatives
Considered But Rejected, describes the alternatives that were considered but rejected and provides
reasoning for not carrying these alternatives forward for evaluation in this EIR.
5.4.1

Alternatives Considered But Rejected

Section 15126.6(c) of the CEQA Guidelines states that an EIR should identify alternatives that
were considered by the lead agency but rejected as infeasible during the scoping process. An EIR
should also describe the reasons for the lead agency's decision to eliminate alternatives from
detailed consideration, which may include the following:

5.4.1.1

•
•

Failure to meet most of the basic project objectives
Inability to avoid significant environmental impacts

•

Infeasibility
Rimpau Pipeline Realignment Alternative

The Rimpau Pipeline would provide the additional capacity needed to move Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) supply to demands south of the water service
area between City Park and Chase Park. The Rimpau Pipeline Realignment Alternative would
realign the transmission pipeline to reduce the amount of pipeline required and increase reclaimed
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water capacity with a more direct pipeline route. Under this alternative, the Rimpau Pipeline would
connect to the existing 12-inch transmission main in Quarry Street at City Park and would install a
new 20-inch pipeline in Buena Vista Avenue and Ontario Avenue. The Rimpau Pipeline could also
be realigned in McKinley Street, Magnolia Avenue, Temescal Canyon Road, and Foothill Parkway.
While less pipeline would be required to be installed under the Rimpau Pipeline Realignment
Alternative, this alternative would not meet Project Objective 1 because it would provide a reduced
opportunity to add new commercial, industrial, and institutional and multi-family residential
irrigation reclaimed water customers. Moreover, this alternative would not avoid or reduce an
environmental impact identified in Chapters 3 and 4 of the Program Environmental Impact Report
(PEIR). During construction, there would be excessive disturbance to highly congested streets that
would result in increased transportation impacts. In addition, this alternative would result in
increased impacts to biological resources due to the required construction of stream/flood control
crossing and increased impacts to mineral resources due to the required crossing of an active
surface mining operation. Finally, this alternative would require additional property acquisitions
or easements due to the lack of existing 1ight-of-way in the alternative alignment; therefore, this
alternative is infeasible to implement and was rejected from further analysis.
5.4.1.2

WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements Relocation Alternative

The WRCRWA flow control improvements component of the 2018 RWMP was designed to
control the flow from WRCRWA to deliver reclaimed water to either the Lincoln-Cota Ponds or
to the Water Reclamation Facility I Tank. The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements Relocation
Alternative would relocate a flow control and pressure-reducing station to be installed inside Water
Reclamation Facility I Tank as opposed to its current proposed location across from Butterfield
Park. Unlike the project, this alternative would require the installation of 5,000 feet of parallel 20inch pipe. While this alternative would meet the project objectives, it would not avoid or reduce
an environmental impact identified in Chapters 3 and 4 of the PEIR. In fact, this alternative would
result in additional biological resources impacts due to the requirement to install 5,000 feet of
additional pipelines. Therefore, this alternative was rejected from further analysis.

5.4.2

Alternatives Selected for Further Analysis

A description ofthe two alternatives carried forward for analysis is provided in the following subsections.
5.4.2.1

Alternative 1: No Project/Existing 2001 Reclaimed Water Master Plan
Alternative

Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative, the 2018 RWMP would not be adopted
and the City would continue with implementation of the adopted 2001 RWMP. Under this
alternative, the existing reclaimed water system facilities and substructures would continue to
operate. No new proposed reclaimed water projects (i.e. , sources of supply, large distribution
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pipelines, medium distribution pipelines, or small distribution pipelines) would be constructed or
operated. In addition, this alternative would exclude the conversion of adjacent customers, data
management projects, and the proposed additional studies.

5.4.2.2

Alternative 2: Reduced Project Alternative

The Reduced Project Alternative proposes to eliminate the components of the 2018 RWMP, which
would be constructed in undeveloped areas. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the 2018
RWMP would not include the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements Project, the Promenade
Pipeline, or the Research Pipeline. All other source of supply projects; small, medium, and large
distribution pipelines; conversion of agricultural customers; data management projects; and
additional studies would be included. This alternative would reduce the biological resources
impacts associated with the implementation of the 2018 RWMP.

5.5

Alternatives Comparison

The following subsections present the analysis of each alternative compared to the project by issue area.
5.5.1

Analysis of Alternative 1: No Project/Existing 2001 Reclaimed Water
Master Plan Alternative

5.5.1.1

Aesthetics

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would result
in reduced impacts to scenic vistas and would not conflict with zoning and regulations governing
scenic quality because no conshuction of new aboveground water tanks, pump stations, or flow
control improvements would occur. Existing facilities would continue to have nighttime security
lighting as needed. Therefore, compared to the proposed project the No Project/Existing 2001
RWMP Alternative would have reduced aesthetic impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.1.2

Air Quality

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 R WMP Alternative would result
in reduced impacts because construction activities that would result in additional air pollutant
emissions would not occur. Operational maintenance activities would continue and air pollutant
emissions would be similar to those in the 2018 RWMP. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001
R WMP Alternative would have reduced air quality impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.1.3

Biological Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would result
in reduced impacts because no additional reclaimed water facilities would be constructed.
Operational maintenance activities would continue and would not result in impacts. Therefore, the
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No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced biological resource impacts
compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.4

Cultural Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would avoid
the project's less than significant impacts to historic resources, archaeological resources, and
human remains because it would not result in ground-disturbing activities associated with the
construction of reclaimed water facilities. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP
Alternative would have reduced cultural resources impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.5

Energy

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would not
result in an increase in energy consumption through the combustion of fossil fuels in construction
vehicles, worker commute vehicles, and construction equipment because no construction activities
would occur. Maintenance trips associated with the existing facilities would continue and would
be similar to those for the proposed project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP
Alternative would have reduced energy impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.1 .6

Geology, Soils, and Paleontological Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 200 I RWMP would avoid the project's
less than significant impact associated with geological hazards, unstable geology, expansive soils,
and paleontological resources because no ground-disturbing activities would occur. Therefore, the
No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced geology, soils, and
paleontological resources impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.7

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP, air pollutant and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
associated with construction equipment, construction vehicles (e.g., haul trucks and
vendor/delivery trucks), and worker vehicles would be avoided compared to the proposed project.
Operational activities would continue and air pollutant emissions would be similar to those for the
proposed project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced
GHG emissions impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.1.8

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative, the project's less than significant impacts
would be reduced because less heavy equipment would be in operation that could result in the use
and transport of hazardous materials. The existing reclaimed operations and maintenance of
reclaimed water facilities would continue to implement existing health and safety practices and
comply with federal, state, and local regulations related to the use, transport, and disposal of
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hazardous materials. Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative, impacts related to
hazardous materials sites and limited full or partial closures that could interfere with an Emergency
Response and Evacuation Plan would not occur compared to the proposed project because no
construction activities would occur. In addition, the No Project/Existing 2001 Alternative would
avoid the impacts related to wildland fire because no construction activities would occur.
Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced hazards and
hazardous materials impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.9

Hydrology and Water Quality

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have
no construction activities that could violate water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements, provide additional sources of polluted runoff, or alter existing drainage patterns.
Existing maintenance activities would still occur, and impacts would be similar to the proposed
project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced
hydrology and water quality impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.1 O Land Use and Planning

Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative, the existing reclaimed water system
facilities and substructures would continue to operate in accordance with the adopted 2001
RWMP. Therefore, compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP would
result in similar less than significant environmental impacts due to conflict with any land use plan,
policy, or regulation adopted to avoid or mitigate an environmental effect.
5.5.1.11

Mineral Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would not
result in less than significant impacts related to land disturbance that would impact existing or
future mining operations. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP would have reduced
mineral resomce impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.12

Noise

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would result
in less than significant impacts related to excessive noise or vibration generated from construction
activities. Operation of existing facilities would continue and would be similar to the proposed
project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP would have reduced noise impacts
compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.13

Transportation

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 Existing RWMP Alternative
would avoid the need for full or partial lane closures because construction activities would not
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occur. The No Project/Existing 2001 Existing RWMP Alternative would not result in temporary
impacts to local roadway segments or intersections or impaired access for emergency vehicles. In
addition, under the No Project/Existing 2001 Existing RWMP Alternative, operational
maintenance vehicle trips would continue and impacts would be similar to the proposed project.
Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced transportation
impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.14

Tribal Cultural Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would avoid
the project's less than significant impacts to tribal cultural resources because it would not result in
ground-disturbing activities associated with the construction of reclaimed water facilities.
Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced tribal cultural
resource impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.15

Utilities and Service Systems

The No Project/Existing 2001 Existing RWMP A lternative would not expand the existing
reclaimed water system that would require new infrastructure be constructed compared to the
proposed project. In addition, construction activities that would generate debris would not occur
compared to the proposed project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative
would have reduced utilities and service systems impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.16

Wildfire

Under the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative, impacts related to limited full or partial
closures that could interfere with an Emergency Response and Evacuation Plan would not occur
compared to the proposed project because no construction activities would occur. In addition, the
No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would avoid the impacts related to uncontrolled
spread of wildlife and installation of infrastructure because no constrnction activities would occur.
Maintenance of existing reclaimed water infrastructure would occur and would be similar to the
proposed project. Therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would have reduced
wildfire impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.1.17

Relationship to the Project Objectives

The No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP would not meet the proposed project objectives. It would
not expand or improve the City's recycled water program in accordance with Ordinance 2854
(Recycled Water Rules and Regulations) and would not maximize reclaimed water supply
availability and would not reduce the use of potable water in the City. The No Project/Existing
2001 RWMP would not include supply management projects' conversion of adjacent customers
or data management projects that would improve the reclaimed water supply performance. In
addition, the alternative would not distiibute new sources of reclaimed water supply and would
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not efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and distribute new sources of
water supply as they become available.

5.5.2

Analysis of Alternative 2: Reduced Project Alternative

5.5.2.1

Aesthetics

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less
intensive impacts related to aesthetics because it would eliminate the aboveground WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements Project from the 2018 RWMP. However, mitigation would still be
required for the operation of the remaining aboveground facilities that could present a significant
permanent change to the visual character of the surrounding area. Mitigation Measure AES-I
would be implemented to reduce potentially significant impacts to visual character. Compared to
the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the 2018
RWMP. Therefore, compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would
result in similar but less intensive less than significant impacts with mitigation.

5.5.2.2

Air Quality

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in a similar less than significant impact related to a conflict with or obstruction of
implementation of the applicable air quality plan. Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced
Project Alternative would result in a similar less than significant construction impact related to the
net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard since the alternative would construct three
fewer projects. Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in
a similar less than significant impact related to sensitive receptors and other emissions (such as
those leading to odors). Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would have similar less than
significant air quality impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.3

Biological Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Projects identified in the Reduced Project Alternative would be
on developed/disturbed land and would avoid the project's less than significant impact with
mitigation to sensitive plant and animal species, sensitive natural communities, or jurisdictional
aquatic resources. Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BIO-:!& and B1O-1-l+ through BIO-2.g
would not be required. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative could
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result in impacts to nesting birds (including raptors) through direct removal of nesting habitat and
through disturbance to nesting birds from substantial sources of noise generated at the start of new
construction during the nesting season. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BI0-§9 would
reduce impacts to less than significant. In addition, similar to the proposed project, the Reduced
Project Alternative would result in less than significant impacts to wildlife corridors and linkages,
local policies and ordinances, and regional conservation planning. Therefore, the Reduced Project
Alternative would have reduced biological resources impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.4

Cultural Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less
intensive impacts related to cultural resources because it would eliminate the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the 2018
RWMP. However, mitigation would still be required due to similar cultural resources sensitivities
in the reduced project footprint. Mitigation Measures CUL-1 , CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4 would
be implemented to reduce potentially significant impacts to historic resources, unknown
archaeological resources, and human remains during project construction to a less than significant
level. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less intensive less
than significant impacts with mitigation compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.5

Energy

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in less intensive
impacts related to energy because it would eliminate the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the 2018 RWMP. The Reduced
Project Alternative would still require maintenance trips and the operation of two booster pump
stations. Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar
less than significant impacts related to (1) the wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption
of energy resources during project construction or operation, and (2) conflict with or obstruction
of a state or local plan for renewable energy or energy efficiency. Therefore, the Reduced Project
Alternative would result in similar energy impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.6

Geology, Soils, Paleontological Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in less intensive
impacts related to geology and soils because it would eliminate the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the 2018 RWMP.
However, mitigation would still be required due to similar geological impacts from the rest of the
water service area. Also, compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would
result in similar less than significant impacts regarding paleontological resources since project
grading and excavation would impact underlying formations with a moderate to high potential to
contain paleontological resow-ces, requiring mitigation. Therefore, the Reduced Project
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Alternative would result in similar but less intensive less than significant impacts with mitigation
compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.7

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP and would result in less intensive impacts related to GHG emissions
due to construction. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less
intensive less than significant GHG emission impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.8

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the
2018 RWMP. However, the Reduced Project Alternative would include the five projects-Rimpau
California Pipeline, River Pipeline, Sampson Pipeline, Buena Vista Tenth Avenue Pipeline, and
Klug Pipeline-identified in the 2018 RWMP that would be in the vicinity of known hazardous
waste sites. Implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2 would reduce impacts to
less than significant. Similar to the proposed project, construction of projects identified in the
Reduced Project Alternative would require temporary full or partial lane closures requiring
implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-3. The Reduced Project Alternative would include
projects in the Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone mapped by California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection and would include the Chase Tank, Chase Booster Pump Station, and WRCRWA
Booster Pump Station. Similar to the proposed project, these projects would be on undeveloped sites
that could contain potentially flammable materials requiring implementation of Mitigation Measures
HAZ-4 and HAZ-5. The Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar less than significant
impacts related to hazardous materials sites and aircraft safety. Therefore, the Reduced Project
Alternative would result in similar less than significant hazards and hazardous materials impacts
with mitigation compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.9

Hydrology and Water Quality

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP . Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in less intensive impacts related to hydrology and water quality because it would
involve less reclaimed water projects. As a result, the Reduced Project Alternative would require
less cut and fill and pollutants associated with overall construction activities that could result in
water quality impacts. Thus, compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in less intensive less than significant impacts related to water quality; alteration of
existing site drainage or hydrology; groundwater supplies; flooding, seiche, and tsunami; and
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conflict with or obstrnct the implementation of a Water Quality Control Plan or Sustainable
Groundwater Management Plan. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in
similar but less intensive less than significant hydrology and water quality impacts compared to
the proposed project.

5.5.2.10

Land Use and Planning

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would not physically divide an established community. Implementation would conflict with an
applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation and would be reduced to less than significant with
Mitigation Measures AES-1, BIO-§9, BIO-1.W, CUL-I , CUL-2, CUL-3, CUL-4, GEO-1, HAZ-3,
and NOI-1. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar land use and
planning impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.11

Mineral Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would be in existing facilities or rights-of-way and would not result in substantial land disturbance
that would impact existing or future mining operations. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in similar mineral resource impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.12

Noise

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WR.CRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in project-related construction activities that could be considered a significant
nuisance under the City's Noise Ordinance criteria and would result in the exposure of people to,
or generation of, excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels. Implementation of
Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2 would reduce these impacts to less than significant. Similar
to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in less than significant
impacts related to aircraft noise. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar
less than significant noise impacts with mitigation compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.13

Transportation

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WR.CRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
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would result in project-related construction activities that would require full or partial lane closures
that would result in temporary impacts to local roadway segments or intersections or impaired
access for emergency vehicles. Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-3 would reduce these
impacts to less than significant. Similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in less than significant impacts related to vehicle miles traveled. Therefore, the
Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less intensive less than significant
transportation impacts with mitigation compared to the proposed project.
5.5.2.14

Tribal Cultural Resources

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less
intensive impacts related to tribal cultural resources because it would eliminate the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the
2018 RWMP. However, mitigation would still be required due to similar tribal cultural resources
sensitivities in the reduced project footprint. Mitigation Measures CUL-2, CUL-3, and CUL-4
would be implemented to reduce potentially significant impacts to tribal cultural resources during
project construction to a less than significant level. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative
would result in similar but less intensive less than significant tribal cultural impacts with mitigation
compared to the proposed project.
5.5.2.15

Utilities and Service Systems

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline
projects from the 2018 RWMP. Although construction of reclaimed water utilities would be
reduced, potentially significant impacts would be associated with the construction of new utility
infrastructure under this alternative similar to the proposed project. Mitigation measures identified
in Sections 3.1, Aesthetics; 3.4, Biological Resources; 3.5, Cultural Resources; 3.7, Geology,
Soils, and Paleontological Resources; 3.9, Hazards and Hazardous Materials; 3.13, Noise; 3.17,
Transportation; 3 .18, Tribal Cultural Resources; and 3 .20, Wildfire, of this PEIR would be
implemented to reduce impacts, similar to the proposed project. Thus, compared to the proposed
project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in similar but less intensive less than
significant impacts with mitigation regarding new utilities facilities. Similar to the proposed
project, the Reduced Project Alternative would have no impact on water supply availability or
wastewater treatment capacity and less than significant impacts related to solid waste generation
and compliance with solid waste regulations. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would
result in similar utilities and service systems impacts compared to the proposed project.
5.5.2.16

Wildfire

Compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research Pipeline projects from the
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2018 RWMP. The Reduced Project A1ternative would include projects in the Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone mapped by CAL FIRE. Thus, compared to the proposed project, the Reduced Project
Alternative would result in similar less than significant with mitigation impacts in regard to
substantially impairing an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan,
pollutant concentrations, and the installation or maintenance of associated infrastructure. Also,
similar to the proposed project, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in less than significant
impacts related to flooding or landslides. Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in
similar wildfire impacts compared to the proposed project.

5.5.2.17

Relationship to the Project Objectives

The Reduced Project Alternative proposes to reduce the number of projects proposed in the 2018
RWMP. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the 2018 RWMP would not include the
WRCR WA Flow Control Improvement Project, the Promenade Pipeline, and the Research
Pipeline projects. The Reduced Project Alternative would not meet Project Objective 1 because it
would reduce the City's ability to expand the recycled water program with the addition of new
commercial, industrial, and institutional and multi-family residential irrigation reclaimed water
customers in the 1008.5 zone. In addition, the alternative would not meet Project Objective 2
because it would not maximize reclaimed water supply availability and would not convert current
use of potable water to reclaimed water use. Without the WRCRW A Flow Control Improvement
Project, the City would not be able to distribute the availability of its reclaimed water to its
customers. The Reduced Alternative would meet Project Objectives 3 and 4 because it would
include the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition upgrades for supply management and the
irrigation monitoring system to facilitate the coordination effort and enhance system performance.
It would also include the proposed Capital Improvement Program to provide the City with a longrange planning tool to efficiently implement reclaimed water infrastructure improvement projects
to distribute new sources of reclaimed water as they become available.

5.6

Environmentally Superior Alternative

An EIR is required to identify the environmentally superior alternative, the alternative with the
potential for fewest environmental impacts, from among the range of reasonable alternatives

evaluated. Table 5-2 provides a summary comparison of the alternatives with the proposed project
with the purpose of highlighting whether each alternative would result in a similar, greater, or
lesser impact than the proposed project with regard to potentially significant impacts. In addition,
Table 5-3 provides a summary comparison of the alternatives to the proposed project to determine
whether each alternative would meet the project objectives.
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Table 5-2. Comparison of Alternatives with Proposed Project
Proposed Project

Issue Areas

Without
Mitigation
With Mitigation
Section 3.1, Aesthetics

Alternatives
No Project/
Existing 2001
Reduced Project
RWMP
Alternative

Scenic Vistas

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

State Scenic Highway

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Substantial Degradation of the Existing
Visual Character or Conflict with
Applicable Regulations

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Similar

Similar

Nighttime Light and Glare

LS
LS
Section 3.3, Air Quality

Consistency with Applicable Air Quality
Plan

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

No Net Increase of Any Criteria
Pollutants

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Sensitive Receptors

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Reduced

Similar

Odors

LS
LS
Section 3.4, B1olog1cal Resources

Sensitive Plant Species

PS

LS

Reduced

Reduced

Sensitive Animal Species

PS

LS

Reduced

Reduced

Riparian Habitat and Other Sensitive
Natural Communities

PS

LS

Reduced

Reduced

Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources

PS

LS

Reduced

Reduced

Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Reduced

Similar

Local Policies and Ordinances
Regional Conservation Planning

PS
LS
Section 3.5, Cultural Resources

Historic Resources

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Archaeological Resources

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Human Remains

PS
LS
Section 3.6, Energy

Reduced

Similar

Wasteful or Inefficient Energy Use

LS

Reduced

Similar

LS

Conflict with Renewable or Energy
LS
LS
Reduced
Efficiency Plan
Section 3.7, Geology, Soils, and Paleontolog1cal Resources

Similar

Seismic Hazards

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Soil Erosion or Loss of Topsoil

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Geologic Stability

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Expansive Soils

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Septic Tanks

NI

NI

Reduced

Similar

Paleontological Resources

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar
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Table 5-2. Comparison of Alternatives with Proposed Project
Alternatives
Proposed Project
No Project/
Reduced Project
Existing 2001
Without
RWMP
Alternative
With Mitigation
Mitigation
Issue Areas
Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

LS

LS

Consistency with Adopted Greenhouse
LS
LS
Gas Reduction Plan
Section 3.9, Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Reduced

Similar

Reduced

Similar

Similar

Routine Transport, Use, or Disposal of
Hazardous Materials

LS

LS

Reduced
(Construction)
Similar
(Operation)

Accidental Release of Hazardous
Materials

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Hazardous Emissions within 0.25 Mile
of a School

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Hazardous Materials Sites

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Aircraft Safety Hazards

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Emergency Response Plan or
Evacuation Plan

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Reduced

Similar

Wildland Fires

PS
LS
Section 3.10, Hydrology and Water Quality

Water Quality Standards

LS

LS

Reduced

Reduced

Groundwater Supplies

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Alteration of Existing Drainage
Patterns

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Flood Hazards, Tsunami, or Seiche

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Reduced

Similar

Conflict with Water Quality Basin Plan

LS
LS
Section 3.11, Land Use and Planning

Physical Division of Established
Community

NI

NI

Similar

Similar

Conflict with Land Use Plan, Policy, or
Regulation

PS

LS

Similar

Similar

Section 3.12, Mineral Resources
Loss of Availability of Known Mineral
Resources

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Loss of Availability of Locally Important
Mineral Resource Recovery Sites

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Section 3.13, Noise
Exceedance of Noise Standards

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Excessive Groundbome Vibration or
Noise

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Aircraft Noise

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar
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Table 5-2. Comparison of Alternatives with Proposed Project
Proposed Project

Issue Areas

Without
Mitigation
With Mitigation
Section 3.17, Transportation

Alternatives
No Project/
Existing 2001
Reduced Project
RWMP
Alternative

Conflict with Program, Plan,
Ordinance, or Policy

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Vehicle Miles Traveled

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Increase in Hazards

NI

NI

Reduced

Similar

Inadequate Emergency Access

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Reduced

Similar

Section 3.18, Tribal Cultural Resources
Tribal Cultural Resources

PS
LS
Section 3.19, Utilities and Service Systems

Relocation or Construction of New
Facilities

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Sufficient Water Supplies

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Adequate Wastewater Capacity

NI

NI

Similar

Similar

Solid Waste Generation

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Compliance With Solid Waste
Reduction Statutes and Regulations

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Section 3.20, Wildfire
Emergency Response or Evacuation
Plan

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Uncontrolled Spread of Wildfire

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Requirement of Installation or
Maintenance of Associated
Infrastructure

PS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Exposure of People or Structures to
Flooding or Landslides

LS

LS

Reduced

Similar

Notes: LS = Less than Significant; PS= Potentially Significant; NI = No Impact
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Table 5-3. Ability of Project Alternative to Meet Proposed Project Objectives
Ability of Alternatives to Meet the Proposed
Project Objectives
No Project/
Reduced Project
Alternative
Existing 2001 RWMP
Proposed Project Objectives

No

No

2. Prioritize and implement system improvements pursuant to the 2018
Reclaimed Water Master Plan to maximize reclaimed water supply
availability and reduce the use of potable water

No

No

3. Improve water supply system performance by facilitating supply
management and maximizing water resources

No

Yes

4 . Efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and
distribute new sources of water supply as they become available

No

Yes

1.

Expand and improve the City's recycled water program in
accordance with Ordinance 2854 (Recycled Water Rules and
Regulations)

As shown in Table 5-2, the level of environmental impacts associated with the No Project/Existing
2001 RWMP Alternative is less than the proposed project. This alternative would reduce all
project-related impacts; therefore, the No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP Alternative would be
considered the environmentally superior alternative. However, the No Project/Existing 2001
R WMP Alternative would not meet any of the project objectives. According to Section 15126.6
of the CEQA Guidelines, if the No Project Alternative (No Project/Existing 2001 RWMP
Alternative) is selected as the environmentally superior alternative, then the EIR shall also identify
an environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives.
The Reduced Project Alternative would result in reduced impacts to biological resources and hydrology
and water quality. All other impacts would remain similar to the proposed project. Therefore, the
Reduced Project Alternative would result in the greatest reduction in environmental impacts compared
to the proposed project and would be considered the environmentally superior alternative.
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Executive Summary

At the request of the City of Corona (City), Harris & Associates (Harris) has prepared this
Biological Resources Technical Report for the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report (2018 RWMP PEIR).
The 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan (2018 RWMP or project) is an update to the City' s adopted
Reclaimed Water Master Plan (2001), which provides guidance to create infrastructure to efficiently
use treated effluent from its existing and future wastewater reclamation facilities (WRFs)
supplemented by non-potable groundwater from the Bedford Basin to reduce dependence on
imported water and potable groundwater. The project identifies the extent and types of reclaimed
water development needed to achieve the City's physical, economic, and environmental goals.
This report provides an update of the biological resources baseline found in the water service area
and presents a project-level analysis of impacts to sensitive biological resources from the 29
projects in the water service area that are to be implemented as part of the 2018 RWMP.
The analysis was prepared in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
of 1970, the CEQA Guidelines (as amended). This report is a technical study in support of the
2018 RWMP PEIR.
A site visit and general habitat assessment occuned on Ap1il 14, 2020. Vegetation mapping is
based on City geographic inf01mation system data updated with site data from April 2020.
Nine vegetation communities and two land use types were mapped within the water service area.
The vegetation communities included four wetland vegetation communities and five upland
vegetation communities. The wetland vegetation communities included freshwater marsh, open
water, riparian scrub, and riparian forest. The five upland vegetation communities included
chaparral, coastal sage scrub, non-native grassland, oak woodland, and Riversidian alluvial fan
sage scrub. The two land use types include agriculture and disturbed/developed.
Five sensitive plant species and 45 sensitive animal species have been documented in the water
service area. Critical habitat for four federally listed species occurs in the water service area.
Project implementation would result in potentially significant direct and indirect impacts to
sensitive vegetation communities, sensitive plant and animal species, nesting birds, and
jurisdictional aquatic resources.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1, BIO 2, and BIO 3 would reduce potentially
significant impacts to the non-native grassland sensitive vegetation community on the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. If a project
site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or animal species
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during preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO-1 ),
potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including projectlevel vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies,
conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a Determination of Biological
Equivalent or Superior Preservation report for proposed mitigation measures. Mitigation Measure
BIO l would require habitat assessments, iaeluding vegetation mapping, to be conducted before
construction of the 'NR-CRJ,VA Flow Control lmproYements, Promenade Pipeline, Mid Research
Pipeline projects. Mitigation Measures BIO 2 Mid BIO 3 would implement mitigation and
replaeement ratios for permanent and temporary impacts to non nati,,e grassland.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-l;?;- through BIO-.2_& would reduce potentially
significant direct and indirect impacts to sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. These mitigation
measures would require preconstruction sensitive plant species surveys, mitigation reties for
permanent and temporary impacts to non-native grassland that could support sensitive plant
species, and prevention of the spread of invasive plant species during construction. General
constrnction mitigation measures, including flagging and fencing, a contractor training program,
and a biological monitor, shall be implemented for the projects to minimize potential impacts to
sensitive plant species.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-19 through BIO-7++ would reduce potentially
significant impacts to sensitive animal species at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites. General constrnction mitigation
measures (Mitigation Measures BIO-Ja through BIO-.2_&), including flagging and fencing, a
contractor training program, and a biological monitor, shall also be implemented for the projects
to minimize potential impacts to sensitive animal species. Potentially significant impacts to nonnative grassland that could support burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) would be mitigated by
requiring burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential focused olearanee surveys at the WRCRWA
Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites (Mitigation
Measures BIO-19). Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-.§-1-0 would reduce potentially
significant impacts to nesting birds by conducting nesting bird surveys before constrnction of the
projects if constrnction activities occur during the general bird nesting season (January 15 through
September 15). Potentially significant impacts to sensitive animal species from nighttime lighting
during constrnction would be minimized with Mitigation Measure BIO-1++ on the project sites.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO- I, BIO-~-1-2-~ and BIO-.2.H would reduce potentially
significant impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources, if identified on the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites during preeonstrootioB.
habitat assessments as part of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIOI ). lf jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified, aquatic resources delineations (Mitigation
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Measure BIO-~~) and pennitting and MSHCP consistency analysis (Mitigation Measures BI0-1
and BI0-2~) would be conducted before construction of the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.
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Section 1

Introduction

This Biological Resources Technical Report for the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master
Plan (2018 RWMP or project) addresses the potential biological resources impacts associated with the
construction, operation, and maintenance of the approved 2018 RWMP for the City of Corona (City).

1.1

Project Description

The 2018 RWMP is an update to the City' s 200 1 adopted RWMP, which provides guidance to
create infrastructure to efficiently use treated effluent from its existing and future wastewater
reclamation facilities (WRFs) supplemented by non-potable groundwater from the Bedford Basin
to reduce dependence on imported water and potable groundwater. The project identifies the extent
and types of reclaimed water development needed to achieve the City's physical, economic, and
environmental goals.

1.1.1

Project Location

The City is in the northwestern portion of the County of Riverside (County), near the convergence
of the Counties of Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside, 45 miles southeast of the City of Los
Angeles, as shown on Figure 1, Regional Location. The City is in the Temescal Valley, which is
framed by mountains and the Prado Flood Control Basin. The City is bordered by the City of Norco
to the north, the City of Riverside to the east, unincorporated Riverside County to the west and
south, the Cleveland National Forest to the south/southwest, and the Prado Flood Control Basin to
the northeast.
The City is defined in the County by its transportation infrastructure. Two major freeways and one
railroad transect the City. Riverside Freeway (State Route 91) runs east-west, connecting the
economic center of the County of Orange to the Inland Empire, while Interstate 15 runs northsouth. In addition, the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway transects the center of the City,
running parallel to State Route 91.
The water service area boundary differs from the City' s jurisdictional boundary. The water service
area includes the unincorporated communities of El Cerrito and Coronita and parts of Temescal
Canyon, as shown on Figure 2, Water Service Area. The City's water service area encompasses
approximately 39 square miles and delineates the extent of the City' s potable water and reclaimed
water and wastewater services. The water service area includes the unincorporated communities
of El Cerrito and Coronita and parts ofTemescal Canyon, as shown on Figw-e 2.
The water service area is a jurisdictional boundary bordered by the neighboring water service areas
for the Cities of Norco and Eastvale to the north, the City of Riverside to the northeast, the Home
Gardens County Water District to the east, and the Temescal Valley Water District to the south.
The southeastern portion of the water service area is generally bounded by unincorporated County
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lands. The southwestern portion of the water service area is bounded by the Cleveland National
Forest and other County lands (Figure 2).
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Projects

1.1.2

This section describes the proposed infrastructure and improvements to the reclaimed water system
identified in the 2018 RWMP . Future projects would be categorized as sources of supply, large
distribution pipelines, medium distribution pipelines, small distribution pipelines, conversion of
adjacent customers, data management, and additional studies. Table 1 provides a summary of the
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. Figures 3a through 3d show the locations of the projects
identified in the 2018 R WMP in the water service area.
Table 1. Summary of 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Projects
Number

I

Project

I

Location
I
Source of Supply Projects

Description

1

WRCRWA Booster
Pump Station 1

WRCRWA

The booster pumping stations would pump WRCRWA supply
to the 833 Subzone.

2

WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline 1

Between WRCRWA and
River FCS-833 Subzone

The transmission pipeline would connect the WRCRWA
booster pumping station to the 833 Subzone.

3

WRCRWAFlow
Control Improvements

Between Butterfield and
WRF1 Tank

These control stations would direct WRCRWA supply to the
Lincoln-Cota Ponds and the WRF1 Tank.

4

Rimpau California
Pipeline

Between Central Park and
Chase Park

This transmission pipeline would provide the additional
capacity needed to move WRCRWA supply to demands south
of the water service area between City Park and Chase Park.

5

Chase Booster Pump
Station

Chase Park

The booster pump station at Chase Park would an operational
component of the Rimpau California Pipeline.

6

Chase Tank

Chase Park

7

Buena Vista Tenth
Pipeline

Railroad Street and
Rimpau Avenue via Buena
Vista Avenue and Tenth
Street

This pipeline would reinforce the primary loop between WRF1
at the 1380 Zone following construction of the Rimpau
California Pipeline.

8

Ontario Slipline

Compton Avenue and
Lincoln Avenue

This slipline would form a secondary loop along the length of
the 1175 Subzone.

9

River Pipeline

River Road from Corydon
Avenue through Main
Street

This pipeline would expand the 833 Subzone north of
Temescal Creek and west of Interstate 15.

10

Sampson Pipeline

Central Park and McKinley
Street

This pipeline would form a secondary loop in the 1008.5 Zone
to improve performance and eliminate the need for additional
local storage.

The storage facility at Chase Park would be an operational
component of the Rimpau California Pipeline.
Large Distribution Pipelines
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Table 1. Summary of 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Projects
Number

I

Project

I

Location
I
Medium Distribution Pipelines

Description

11

Old Temescal Pipeline1

Fullerton Avenue and
Interstate 15

This pipeline would convert 15.1 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

12

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

Lincoln Avenue between
Highgrove Street and
Foothill Parkway

This pipeline would convert 12.5 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at one
church and six existing LMD meters.

13

Avenida Del Vista
Pipeline

Via Del Rio and MFR
demands north of Via
Santiago

This pipeline would convert 19.8 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at three
MFR complexes.

14

Border Pipeline

Brentwood Drive and MFR
demands north of Tenth
Street

This pipeline would convert 36.4 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at numerous
MFR and CII complexes.

15

Promenade Pipeline

McKinley Avenue and
Cresta Verde Park

This pipeline would convert 26.9 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at 2 MFR
complexes and 15 existing landscaping irrigation meters.

16

Research Pipeline

CII demands west of Auto
Center Drive

This pipeline would convert 9 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

17

Smith Pipeline

Railroad Street and
Pomona Road

This pipeline would convert 13.6 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation and car washing to reclaimed water
demand.

18

Via Pacifica Pipeline

MFR and LMD demand
north of Ontario Avenue

This pipeline would convert 21 .3 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand at two LMD
meters and one MFR complex.

19

Tehachapi Pipeline

McKinley Avenue and
This pipeline would convert 6.2 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.
Tehachapi Park
Small Distribution Pipelines

20

Jenks Pipeline

North and south of
Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 5.8 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

21

Airport Circle Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 4.1 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

22

Helicopter Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3.9 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

23

Glider Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 1.3 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

24

Citation Pipeline

South of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 1.2 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

25

Klug Pipeline

North and south of
Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3.9 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

26

Monica Pipeline

North of Railroad Street

The pipeline would convert 3.2 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

27

Chase Hudson Pipeline

LMD demands at Chase
Drive and Hudson Avenue

This pipeline would convert 4.7 gpm at two LMD meters from
potable water demand for irrigation to reclaimed water
demand.
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Table 1. Summary of 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Projects
Description

Location

Project

Number
28

Cessna Pipeline

North of Railroad Street

This pipeline would convert 3 gpm of potable water demand
for irrigation to reclaimed water demand.

29

Main Citrus Pipeline

Main Street at Citrus
Avenue and four CII
customers at Main Street
and Magnolia Avenue

This pipeline would convert 21 .4 gpm of potable water
demand for irrigation to reclaimed water demand for CII
customers.

Sources: City of Corona 2016, 2018.
Notes: CII commercial, industrial, and institutional; gpm gallons per minute; LMD landscape maintenance district; MFR
multi-family residential ; WRCRWA = Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority; WRF = water reclamation facility

=

'

=

=

=

Project is in process and is covered by the 2016 Proposition 1 - Reclaimed Water Distribution System Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration

1.1.2.1

Sources of Supply

The 2018 RWMP includes the following six sow-ces of supply projects that involve futw-e supply
from the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authoiity (WRCRWA). The projects
are necessary to accommodate the shift in supply from the existing WRF3 to WRCRWA and
would assw-e adequate supply and transmission capacity related to reclaimed water from
WRCRWA (see Figure 3a). The projects focus on transmission and system performance.
1.1.2.2

Distribution Pipelines

Approximately 27 miles of distribution pipelines is proposed to supply irrigation demands at schools,
parks, City landscaping, and the industrial, commercial, and multi-family residential (MFR) sectors.
The project proposes four large distribution pipelines to open previously unserved neighborhoods,
commercial zones, and industrial zones to reclaimed water service as described below (Figure 3b).
The project proposes nine new medium distribution pipelines to target large demand opportunities
with a single feed pipe (Figure 3c). The project proposes 10 small distribution pipelines to target
demand opportunities near existing pipelines as described below (Figure 3d).
For additional detail on individual projects, refer to Chapter 2, Project Description, of the 2018

RWMPPEIR.
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1.1.2.3

Conversion of Adjacent Customers

Customers adjacent to existing pipelines should be converted to reclaimed water when possible. The
adjacent demands for the City include commercial, institutional, MFR, and single-family residential.
The conversion would convert 139.9 gpm (225.7 AFY) of potable water demand for irrigation to
reclaimed water demand by adding small inigated areas one at a time throughout the system and
would investigate the possibility of converting other CII demands (e.g., cooling water
replenishment, industrial process water, industrial cleaning, dual plumbing). It would require the
addition of new laterals and meters as necessary to capture irrigation demand adjacent to existing
distribution pipelines.

1.1.2.4

Data Management Projects

The City has an extensive automation system for its water facilities called Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA). SCADA is used primarily for operational control and management of
the City's water, wastewater, and reclaimed water assets. The following enhancements would
expand the use of SCADA to resource management and demand management.
1.1.3

Construction Methods

Following certification of the 2018 RWMP PEIR, the City would detennine the implementation
schedule for the construction of the improvements contemplated under the project Once a project
is selected for construction, the City would develop project-specific plans and specifications for
each project, perform a project-level CEQA review, and file the appropriate documentation for the
necessary pennits and approvals in advance of awarding a construction contract. For the purposes
of the 20 I 8 RWMJ> PEIR, the City has applied a standard construction zone of impact for linear
construction in addition to approximating the area of direct impact for staging areas or other
temporary use areas. Typical constrnction methods for project components are described below.
Pipeline construction would require piping, trenching, backfilling, asphalt restoration, and striping.
Trench dimensions for pipeline projects would be approximately 4 feet wide and 5 feet deep.
Material removed would be replaced with import (sand bedding, aggregate base backfill, and
asphalt concrete), and the spoils would be transported to an appropriate disposal facility.
Pump station construction would require piping, trenching, backfilling, foundation and grading,
building constrnction, SCAD A controls, and site restoration as needed.
Storage tanks would require piping, trenching, backfilling, foundation and grading, tank
constrnction, SCADA controls, and site restoration as needed.
Table 2 provides an estimated time frame for constrnction for each project included in the 2018 RWMP.
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Table 2. 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project Construction Duration
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6

I

Project
Source of Supply Projects

I

Duration in Years

2
2
2
4
3
3

WRCRWA Booster Pump Station (in progress)
WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline (In progress)
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements
Rimpau California Pipeline
Chase Booster Pump Station
Chase Tank
Large Distribution Pipelines

7

Buena Vista Tenth Pipeline

4

8

Ontario Slipline

4

9

River Pipeline

10

Sampson Pipeline

3
4
Medium Distribution Pipelines

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

Old Temescal Pipeline (in progress)
Lincoln Foothill Pipeline
Avenida Del Vista Pipeline
Border Pipeline
Promenade Pipeline
Research Pipeline
Smith Pipeline
Via Pacifica Pipeline
Tehachapi Pipeline
Small Distribution Pipelines

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

Jenks Pipeline
Airport Circle Pipeline
Helicopter Pipeline
Glider Pipeline
Citation Pipeline
Klug Pipeline
Monica Pipeline
Chase Hudson Pipeline
Cessna Pipeline
Main Citrus Pipeline

Source : City of Corona 2018.
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1.2

Purpose

At the request of the City, Hanis bas prepared this Biological Resources Technical Report for the project.
The project objectives are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Expand and improve the City's recycled water program in accordance with Ordinance
2854 (Recycled Water Rules and Regulations)
Prioritize and implement system improvements pursuant to the City' s 2018 RWMP to
maximize reclaimed water supply availability and reduce the use of potable water
Improve water supply system performance by facilitating supply management and
maximizing water resources
Efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and distribute new
sources of water supply as they become available

The term "biological resources" refers to plant species, animal species, and vegetation
communities in the water service area. For the purposes ofthis Biological Resources Technical
Report, sensitive biological resources are those defined as follows: (I) species designated as
endangered, threatened, rare, protected, sensitive, or species of special concern according to the
U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW),
California Native Plant Society (CNPS), or applicable regional plans, policies, or regulations needs
due to limited distribution, limited numbers, or significant population declines associated with
natural or human-made causes; (2) species and habitat types recognized by local and regional
resource agencies as special status; (3) habitats or vegetation communities that are unique, of
relatively limited distribution, or of particular value to wildlife; ( 4) wildlife corridors and habitat
linkages; or (5) biological resources that may or may not be considered special status but are
regulated under local, state, or federal laws.

1.3

Environmental Setting

This section includes a description of the climate, surrounding land uses, topography and soils,
and hydrology present in the water service area.
1.3.1

Climate

The County features a somewhat cooler version of a Mediterranean climate, or semi-arid climate,
with warm, sunny, dry summers and cool, rainy, mild winters. Relative to other areas in Southern
California, winters are colder, with frost and chilly to cold morning temperatures. Climatological
data obtained from nearby weather stations indicate the annual precipitation averages 12 inches
per year. Almost all precipitation in the form of rain occurs between October and Ap1il, with hardly
any occurring between May and September. The wettest month is February, with a monthly
average total precipitation of 2.54 inches. The average maximum and minimum temperatures for
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the region are 80.6 and 47.2 degrees Fahrenheit (°F), respectively, with July and August (monthly
average 98.1°F) being the hottest months and January (monthly average 36.4°F) being the coldest
month. The temperature during the site visit was in the low-80s.

1.3.2

Surrounding Land Uses

The water service area consists of a mosaic of land uses including industrial, commercial,
residential, educational, and public works developments; flood control facilities; and vacant,
undeveloped land. These land uses have heavily disturbed, if not completely eliminated, the
majority of the natural vegetation within the City boundaries. However, the western boundary of
the City borders the Santa Ana Mountains (Cleveland National Forest), and the northern portion
of the City borders the Santa Ana River and Prado Basin.

1.3.3

Topography and Soils

The water service area is bordered to the south and west by the Santa Ana Mountains, to the east
by Temescal Creek and Bedford Canyon Wash, and to the north by the Santa Ana River Basin and
Prado Darn. The water service area is in the Corona North, Corona South, Black Star Canyon,
Lake Matthews, and Prado Dam USGS quadrangles. The relief in the water service area ranges
from 420 feet above mean sea level in the Santa Ana River Basin to 4,400 feet above mean sea
level on the peaks of the Santa Ana Mountains (Figure 4, USGS Topographic Map). The 2018
RWMP projects covered in the 2018 RWMP PEIR range in elevation from 520 to 1,520 feet above
mean sea level.
The topography in the water service area ranges from gently sloping areas in the central portion of
the City to steeper topography in the adjacent mountain areas, with over 50 percent of the water
service area on a slope of 10 percent or less (Figure 4). The Santa Ana Mountains occur west of
the water service area; therefore, the areas surrounding the western and southwestern edges of the
water service area are characterized with slopes of 25 percent or greater (City of Corona 2020a).
The soil types present in the water service area include Garretson gravelly very fine sandy loam,
Arbuckle gravelly loam, Perkins loam, Perkins gravelly loam, and Cortina gravelly coarse sandy
loam; other small areas of clay and loam soils occur in the area (USDA 2020). The five soil types
are described in detail below (USDA 1971 ):
Garretson gravelly very fine sandy loam: 2 to 8 percent slopes, consists of well-drained, very fine
sandy loams that formed in alluvium derived from metasedimentary rock.
Arbuckle gravelly loam: 2 to 9 percent slopes, well-drained, gently to moderately sloping soils.
They occur on alluvial fans derived from igneous, metamorphic, and sedimenta1y rock.
Perkins loam: 2 to 5 percent slopes, well-drained soils on alluvial fans and terraces. These soils
developed in alluvium that was derived mainly from metasedimentary, fine-grained sandstone.
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Perkins gravelly loam: 2 to 5 percent slopes, includes small areas of Arbuckle gravelly loam and
Ganetson gravelly very fine sandy loam. These soils have slow runoff and low erosion potential.
Cortina gravelly coarse sandy loam: 2 to 8 percent slopes, includes gently to moderately sloping
soils, and is excessively drained soil on alluvial fans and in valley fills. These soils formed in
alluvium from metasedimentary rock.

1.3.4

Hydrology

The water service area is in the Santa Ana River watershed, a flood control zone monitored by the
Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) that covers portions of the Counties
of Riverside, Orange, and San Bernardino. In the County of Riverside, the Santa An.a River
watershed is subdivided into the Santa Ana subwatershed (which the water service area is in) and
the San Jacinto River subwatershed. The Santa Ana subwatershed consists of the Santa An.a River
and its tributaries, and the San Jacinto River subwatershed includes the San Jacinto River and its
tributaries that overflow into the Santa Ana River only in high-volume storm events.
The Santa Ana subwatershed is also subdivided into smaller subwatersheds based on major
tributary channels that feed into the Santa Ana River. The water service area is in two of these
smaller subwatersheds: the Middle Santa Ana River subwatershed and the Temescal Wash
subwatershed. The Middle Santa Ana River subwatershed is in the northwestern comer of the
County and covers a total tributary area of 170 square miles that generally drains west toward the
Santa Ana River. Tributaiies to this subwatershed include Temescal Creek, Tequesquite Anoyo
(Sycamore Creek), Day Creek, and San Sevaine Creek. The Ternescal Wash subwatershed covers
250 square miles and is defined as the tributary area draining into the Temescal Wash, also known
as Temescal Creek, that connects Lake Elsinore with the Santa Ana River.
Tributaries to the Temescal Wash include Wasson Canyon Wash, Anoyo Del Toro, Stovepipe
Canyon Wash, Rice Canyon Wash, and Lee Lake. The majority of the City lies in this
subwatershed, and the drainage channels that run through the City and tie into Temescal Wash
include Arlington Channel, Main Street Channel, Oak Street Drain, Joseph Canyon Wash, and
Bedford Wash.
The channels flow into the Santa Ana River, which continues downstream through the County of
Orange and then empties into the Pacific Ocean. Figure 5, Hydrology, identifies the major water
features in the water service area.
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Source: USGS 1961, 1966, 1974, 1988.
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USGS Topographic Map
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Section 2

Methods

The methods used to document biological resources present in the water service area included a
review of pertinent background data and one biological resources site visit.

2.1

Background Information

Before conducting the site visit to assess biological resources, Harris conducted a review ofprevious
survey information. This included a review of aerial image1y and previous vegetation and sensitive
resources mapping for the City including the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan (MSHCP) (County of Riverside 2003), the City' s General Plan Technical Update
Final Environmental Impact Report (City of Corona 2020a), and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND
Environmental Assessment (City of Corona 2016). In addition, Harris conducted a search of online
databases for information regarding sensitive species documented in the water service area. Online
databases included the USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) species records
(USFWS 2020a); the CDFW California Natural Diversity Database (CDFW 2020a); Calflora online
plant species database (Calflora 2020); CNPS Rare and Endangered Plant Electronic Inventory
(CNPS 2020); eBird, an online bird species database, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology 2020a); and
iNaturalist, an online plant and animal species database (iNaturalist 2020). Plant and animals species
sensitivity statuses are from the CNPS (2020), CDFW (2020b, 2020c), USFWS (2020a), and
Western Riverside County MSHCP (County of Riverside 2003).
The USFWS IPaC report was created by drawing a perimeter around the water service area to
create a list of potential endangered and threatened species known to be present near the water
service area. The IPaC report also indicates whether critical habitat is present or not. The USFWS
National Wetlands Inventory was also reviewed, and the data were downloaded to view the
locations of potential aquatic resources in and downstream of the water service area (USFWS
2020b).
In addition to database review, topographic maps, soils maps (USDA 2020; Bowman 1973), and
other maps of the water service area and its vicinity were acquired and reviewed to obtain updated
information on the area ' s natural environment. A summary of the results of the database and
document review is detailed in Section 3, Results.

2.2

Biological Survey

During the site visit on April 14, 2020, Hanis biologists conducted a general biological
reconnaissance survey by visually inspecting a number of projects in the water service area to
determine the potential for sensitive plants and animals to occur.
Animal species observed or otherwise detected during the survey were recorded and are provided
in Appendix A, Species Observed. Animal identifications were made in the field directly by visual
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observation or indirectly by detection of calls, burrows, tracks, or scat. Binoculars were used to
aid the identification of animal species. Nomenclature used for animals comes from
CaliforniaHerps.com (2020) for amphibians and reptiles, American Ornithological Society (2019)
and Cornell Lab of Ornithology (2020a) for birds, Checklist of Butterflies of San Diego County
(San Diego Natural History Museum 2020a) for butterflies, San Diego Natural History Museum
(2020b) for other insects, and Bradley et al. (2014) for mammals.

2.3

Vegetation Mapping

Vegetation community boundaries for the project were provided in geographic inf01mation system
(GIS) format by the City. Vegetation community types include the Holland vegetation
classification code as modified for the Western Riverside County MSHCP (Holland 1986; County
of Riverside 2003 ). Plant species nomenclature used in this report generally comes from Baldwin
et al. (2012) and the Jepson Interchange List of Currently Accepted Names of Native and
Naturalized Plants of California (Jepson Flora Project 2014).
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Section 3

Results

The following results provide information from City biological resources technical reports, online
database searches, City GIS data, the Western Riverside County MSHCP (County of Riverside
2003), and the biological resources survey conducted in the water service area.

3.1

Vegetation Communities and Land Use Types

The water service area consists of nine sensitive vegetation communities and two land use types,
as described below (County of Riverside 2003; City of Corona 2018; Holland 1986).
The following subsections describe the identified in the water service area. The sensitive
vegetation communities were designated as sensitive because of the general scarcity of the
community; because impacts to the habitat are often regulated by the USFWS, CDFW, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), or Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB); or because
of the species the vegetation community supports and the functions that it provides. Figure 6,
Vegetation Communities - Overview, presents the vegetation community and land use type
boundaries, and Figures 7a though 7d show the vegetation communities and land use types.

3.1 .1

Chaparral

Chaparral is a shrub-dominated vegetation community composed largely of evergreen species that
range from 3 to 12 feet in height. The most common and widespread species in chapanal is chamise
(Adenostoma fasciculatum). Other common shrub species include manzanita (Arctostaphylos
spp.), wild lilac (Ceanothus spp.), oak (Quercus spp.), redberry (Rhamnus spp.), law·el sumac
(Malosma laurina), mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides), toyon (Heteromeles
arbutifolia), and mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor). Soft-leaved subshrubs are less common
in chaparral than in coastal sage scrub but occur in canopy gaps of mature stands (Holland 1986;
Sawyer et al. 2009).
Chapanal occurs in the southwestern portion of the water service area at the eastern base of the
Santa Ana Mountains (Figure 6).

3.1.2

Coastal Sage Scrub (Diegan and Riversidian)

Coastal sage scrub in the water service area consists of Diegan coastal sage scrub and Riversidian
coastal sage scrub.
Diegan coastal sage scrub is dominated by a characteristic suite of low-statured, aromatic, drought
deciduous shrubs and subshrub species. Composition varies substantially depending on physical
circumstances and the successional status ofthe vegetation community; however, characteristic species
include California sagebrush (Artemisia caltfomica), California buckwheat (Eriogonumfasciculatum),
laurel sumac, California encelia (Encelia californica), and several species of sage (e.g., Salvia
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mellifera, Salvia apiana) (Holland 1986; Sawyer et al. 2009). Diegan coastal sage scrub occurs in the
western portion of the water service area south of the Santa Ana River.
Riversidian sage scrub is dominated by brittlebush (Encelia farinosa) with patches of California
buckwheat and California sagebrush. Riversidian coastal sage scrub occurs in the southeastern
portion of the water service area (Figure 6).

3.1.3

Freshwater Marsh (Coastal and Valley)

Freshwater marsh in the water service area consists of coastal and valley freshwater marsh. Coastal and
valley freshwater marsh is dominated by freshwater emergent monocots often fanning closed canopies.
Dominant species include cattails (Typha spp.) and tules (Schoenoplectus spp.) (Holland L986).

In the water service area, coastal and valley freshwater marsh occurs in small pockets along the
Santa Ana River north of the Corona Municipal Airport (Figure 6).
3.1 .4

Grassland (Non-Native)

Non-native grassland is a dense to sparse cover of annual grasses sometimes associated with
numerous species of native annual forbs. This association occurs on gradual slopes with deep, finetextured, usually clay soils. Characteristic species include oat (Avena sp.), red brome (Bromus
madritensis ssp. rubens), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), barley (Hordeum sp.), and mustard
(Brassica sp.). The majority of species and biomass in the non-native grassland community
originated from the Mediterranean region, an area with a history of agriculture and a climate
similar to California (Holland 1986).
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Directly and indirectly, non-native grasslands provide foraging habitat for raptors and may be
succeeded naturally by coastal sage scrub or other native habitats over time. For these reasons,
non-native grassland is considered sensitive by the CDFW.
Plant species in the water service area that are documented in this vegetation community include
ripgut brome, cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum), red brome, wild oat (Avena fatua), Mediterranean
grass (Schismus barbatus), shortpod mustard (Hirschfeldia incana), Russian thistle (Sa/sofa
tragus), and common sunflower (Helianthus annuus).
Three projects, Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) Flood
Control Improvements; Promenade Pipeline; and Research Pipeline, are in or adjacent to
undeveloped non-native grassland (Figures 7a and 7c).

3.1.5

Oak Woodland

Oak woodland is dominated by Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii), coast live oak (Querc11s
agrifolia), canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis), interior live oak (Quercus wislizenii), and black
oak (Quercus kelloggii) in the canopy, which may be continuous to intermittent or savannah-like.
Oak woodland in the water service area is dominated by coast live oak woodland and occurs in the
southwestern portion of the water service area on the eastern side of the Santa Ana Mountains
(Figure 6).

3.1.6

Open Water

Open water in the water service area consists of the Prado Flood Control Basin, Santa Ana River,
and other drainages and includes non-vegetated channel and ponds (Holland 1986). Non-vegetated
channel consists of predominantly unvegetated sandy, gravelly, or rocky channels. Vaiiable water
lines inhibit the growth of vegetation, although some weedy species of grass may grow along the
outer edges of the channel. Vegetation may exist here but is usually less than 10 percent total cover.
The majority of open water occurs in the northern portion of the water service area (Figure 6).

3.1.7

Riversidian Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub

Riversidian alluvial fan sage scrub grows on well-drained, sandy, and rocky alluvial soils deposited
by streams that experience periodic flooding along the base of the San Gab1iel, San Bernardino,
and San Jacinto Mountains. This community is typically dominated by scale-broom
(Lepidospartum squamatum), which is considered an indicator species. Species in this community
consist of a mix of riparian species including drought deciduous subshrubs and large, evergreen,
woody shrubs that adapted to intense, periodic flooding events. Due to periodic flooding and
erosion, pioneer, intermediate, and mature stages of alluvial fan sage scrub vegetation communities
are often distinguished. These stages vary from sparse vegetation and low-diversity to dense
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subshrubs and evergreen woody shrubs. Species associated with this community include California
buckwheat, coastal sagebrush, brittlebush (Ence/ia farinosa) , white sage, California sycamore
(Platanus racemosa), deerweed (Acmispon glaber), and mulefat (Baccharis salicifolia).
Riversidian alluvial fan sage scrub occurs in the northern and southwestern portions of the water
service area at the edges of the Santa Ana River and Temescal Wash riparian conidors (Figures 6,
7a, and 7c).

3.1.8

Southern Riparian Forest

Southern riparian forest is a general vegetation description in the Holland vegetation classification
code that includes three elements: southern coast live oak riparian forest, southern arroyo willow
riparian forest, and southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest. Southern riparian forest occurs
along streams in canyons and valleys. Species that dominate each community vary but are typically
coast Live oak, willows, or a combination of cottonwoods and willows.
In the water service area, riparian forest consists primarily of native southern cottonwood-willow
riparian forest with patches of giant reed (Arundo donax).
Southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest is a tall, open, broad-leaved, winter-deciduous
riparian forest found along perennial wet streams. This community is dominated by Fremont
cottonwood (Populusfremontii), black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), and several tree willow
species (Salix spp.) and contains an understory of shrubby willows. This community is primarily
found in subinigated and frequently overflowed lands, which provide the moist, bare mineral soils
required for the germination and establishment of the dominant species. Other plant species
associated with this community include California mugw011 (Artemisia douglasiana), mulefat,
California sycamore, Goodding·s black willow (Salix gooddingii), sandbar willow (Salix exigua
var. hindsiana), Pacific willow (Salix lasiandra), arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis), and stinging
nettle ( Urtica dioica) .
Southern riparian forest occurs in the northern portion of the water service area in the Santa Ana
River floodplain. As described in the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND prepared for the WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline, the source of supply project would be constructed in River Road and
surrounded upstream and downstream by southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest along the
Santa Ana River (Figure 7a). The source of supply project completed separate CEQA review and
obtained site-specific permits and is not discussed further in this repo11.

3.1 .9

Southern Riparian Scrub

Southern 1iparian scrub is a dense riparian community found along major river systems where
flood scour occurs and can also be found in smaller drainages influenced by urban and agricultural
runoff. This community is characterized by small trees or shrubs, such as willows, but lacks taller
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ripaiian trees. Species typically associated with southern riparian scrub include arroyo willow and
other willow species and desert broom (Baccharis sarothroides). The riparian scrub in the water
service area consists of mulefat scrub and southern willow scrub.
This community requires repeated flooding events to prevent succession to southern riparian
forest. Species associated with this community include sandbar willow, black willow, red willow
(Salix laevigata), arroyo willow, and mulefat.
Southern riparian scmb is considered sensitive and declining by the USFWS and CDFW. Southern
riparian scmb may be regulated by the CDFW pursuant to Sections 1600 et seq. of the California
Fish and Game (CFG) Code, the RWQCB pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act (CWA)
or the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne Act), or the USACE pursuant
to Section 404 of the CWA (33 USC 1344) if adjacent to waters of the state or United States.
In Southern California, southern riparian scrub bas been impacted by filling, draining, clearing of
vegetation, water diversion projects, impoundment projects, channelization, increased sediment
loading, lowering of water tables, human recreational activities, gravel mining, proliferation of
exotic species, grazing, and urban development (Bowler 1990).
Southern riparian scmb occurs along streams in the western and southeastern portions of the water
service area (Figure 6).

3.1.10

Agricultural and Developed/Disturbed Land Uses

3.1.10.1

Agricultural Land

Agricultural land includes areas occupied by dairies and livestock feed yards or areas that have
been tilled for use as croplands or groves and orchards. Agricultural land in the water service area
occurs primarily in the southwestern portion of the City, and grazing land occurs east of Interstate
15 in the southeastern portion of the water service area.
3.1 .10.2

Developed/Disturbed Land

Developed/disturbed land includes areas of existing residential, commercial, and industrial
development (locations of existing manufactured structures), roadways, parking lots, pedestrian
paths, horticultural open spaces, landscape buffers and courtyards, plazas, gardens, recreation
fields, and areas dominated by non-native (exotic) vegetation. Developed/disturbed land occupies
the majority of the water service area and is not considered sensitive. The majority of the projects
would be in developed/disturbed land (Figures 6 and 7a through 7c; Table 3).
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Table 3. 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project Vegetation Communities and
Land Use Types

I

Number

Project
Source of Supply Projects

Vegetation Community/Land Use Type

1

WRCRWA Booster Pump Station

Developed/disturbed

2

WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline

Southern cottonwood•willow riparian forest;
developed/disturbed

3

WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements

Non-native grassland

4

Rimpau California Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

5

Chase Booster Pump Station

Developed/disturbed

6

Chase Tank

7

Buena Vista Tenth Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

8

Ontario Slipline

Developed/disturbed

9

River Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

10

Sampson Pipeline

11

Old Temescal Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

12
13

Lincoln Foothill Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

Avenida Del Vista Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

14

Border Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

15

Promenade Pipeline

Non-native grassland; developed/disturbed

16

Research Pipeline

Non-native grassland; developed/disturbed

17
18

Smith Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

Via Pacifica Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

19

Tehachapi Pipeline

20

Jenks Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

21

Airport Circle Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

22

Helicopter Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

23
24

Glider Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

Citation Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

25

Klug Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

26

Monica Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

27
28

Chase Hudson Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

Cessna Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

29

Main Citrus Pipeline

Developed/disturbed

Developed/disturbed
Large Distribution Pipelines

Developed/disturbed
Medium Distribution Pipelines

Developed/disturbed
Small Distribution Pipelines

Notes: WRCRWA = Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority

Bold = 2018 RWMP projects that contain sensitive vegetation communities
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3.2

Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters

Aquatic resources jurisdictional delineations were not conducted as part of the site visit. However,
wetlands and waters potentially subject to the regulatory jurisdiction of the USACE pursuant to
Section 404 of the CWA (33 USC 1344), RWQCB pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA or the
Porter-Cologne Act, and the CDFW pursuant to Sections 1600 et seq. of the CFG Code occur in
the water service area. Wetland vegetation communities (i.e., freshwater marsh, open water,
southern ripaiian forest, and southern riparian scrub) occur in the water service area and may fall
under the regulatory jurisdiction of the USACE, RWQCB, or CDFW (Figure 6).
Non-wetland waters including non-vegetated stream channels, erosional features, gullies, and
concrete-lined channels occur in the water service area (Figure 6). These features may fall under
the regulatory jurisdiction of the USACE, RWQCB, or CDFW.
As described in the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND prepared for the WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, the project would be constructed in River Road but would be surrounded upstream and
downstream by southern cottonwood-wiliow riparian forest and the Santa Ana River (Figure 7a).
This project has completed separate CEQA review and obtained site-specific permits and is not
discussed further in this rep011.

3.3

Plant Species

The 25 projects in developed/disturbed land are primarily surrounded by landscaping (non-native
ornamental vegetation) and roadside vegetation dominated by non-native annual herbs and nonnative grasses. The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline projects are proposed in undeveloped, non-native grassland vegetation. Dominant nonnative grass species in the water service area consist of ripgut brome and red brome. Landscaped
areas and non-native roadside vegetation consist of tree, scrubs, and grasses that could support
nesting bird species.

3.4

Animal Species

In total, 48 animals species were observed during the site visit (2 invertebrate/insect, 2 reptile, 40
bird, and 4 mammal). Appendix A presents the list of animal species observed. Common bird
species including American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), Anna's hummingbird (Calypte anna),
house finch (Haemorhous mexicanus), and mourning dove (Zenaida macroura) were observed in
the developed/disturbed land during the site visit. Raptor species observed include red-tailed hawk
(Buteo jamaicensis) and American kestrel (Falco sparverius). Four common mammal species,
California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), coyote (Canis latrans), desert cottontail
(Sylvilagus audubonii), and mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and two common reptile species,
western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), and western side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana
elegans), were observed.
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3.5

Sensitive Plant and Animal Species

This section includes sensitive plant and animal species, including critical habitat and nesting
birds, as defined by the CDFW, City, California Native Plant Society (CNPS), USFWS, and
Western Riverside County MSHCP (CDFW 2020a, 2020b, 2020c; City of Corona 2018; CNPS
2020; USFWS 2020a, 2020c; County of Riverside 2003).

3.5.1

Sensitive Plant Species

Sensitive plant species are considered uncommon or limited in that they (1) are endemic to Western
Riverside County, (2) are a local representative of a species or association of species not otherwise
found in the region, or (3) are severely depleted within their ranges or in the region. High-interest
plants include those that are listed as threatened or endangered by the USFWS or CDFW and those
afforded a California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR) designation of 1 or 2 by the CNPS, although species
with lower CRPR ranks (i.e., CRPR 3 and 4 species) were also identified. CRPR 4 species are
considered CDFW watch list (WL) species (CDFW 2020a, 2020b, 2020c; CNPS 2020) and are
not afforded special status or recognition by the USFWS or CDFW but may be considered sensitive
by local jurisdictions. Consistent with the CDFW, the City does not consider CRPR 3 or 4 species
to be sensitive.
Status codes in Section 3.5. 1.1 are defined by the CNPS CRPR system and described below
(CNPS 2020):
•

CRPR lA plants are presumed extirpated in California and either rare or extinct

•

elsewhere.
CRPR I B plants are rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere.

•

CRPR 2A plants are presumed extirpated in California but common elsewhere.

•

CRPR 2B plants are rare, threatened, or endangered in California but more common

•

elsewhere.
CRPR 3 plants lack the necessary information needed to assign them to one of the other

•

ranks or to reject them.
CRPR 4 plants are of limited distribution or infrequent throughout a broader area in
California, and their status requires more regular monitoring.

The CNPS ranks at each level also include a threat rank and are determined as follows:
•

0.1: Seriously threatened in California (over 80 percent of occutTences threatened/high

•

degree and immediacy of threat)
0.2:
Moderately threatened

•

m

California

(20--80

percent

occurrences

threatened/moderate degree and immediacy of threat)
0.3: Not very threatened in California (less than 20 percent of occurrences
threatened/low degree and immediacy of threat or no current threats known)
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Sensitive Plant Species Documented in the Water Service Area

3.5.1.1

Table 4 presents the three sensitive plant species documented in the water service area.
Table 4. Sensitive Plant Species Documented in the Water Service Area
Scientific Name

Abronia villosa var.

aurita1

Common Name

Status RegionalfCRPR

Chaparral sand-verbena

MSHCP/18.1

Calochortus weedii var. intermedius

Intermediate mariposa lily

MSHCP/18.2

Oudleya mul/icaulis

Many-stemmed dudleya

MSHCP/18.2

Sources: Calflora 2020; CDFW 2020a, 2020c; City of Corona 2018; CNPS 2020.
Notes: CRPR = California Rare Plant Rank; MSHCP = Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan

=

=

CRPR: 1B rare, threatened , or endangered in California and elsewhere; .1 seriously threatened in California (over 80 percent of
occurrences threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat); .2 = moderately threatened in California (20-80 percent occurrences
threatened/moderate degree and immediacy of threat)
' Last observed in the water service area in 1934 (occurs in the Santa Ana River floodplain east and west of the water service area).

These three sensitive plant species are discussed in more detail below.

California Rare Plant Rank 1 Plant Species
Three CRPR l plant species were documented in the water service area. The three species are
described below.
Chaparral Sand•Verbena (Abronia vi/losa var. aurita)
•

Status: 1 MSHCP/List IB .1

•

Distribution: Southern California, Arizona, and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, coastal sage scrub, and desert dunes

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the City before it was developed;

likely extirpated
•

Year Documented: 1934

Intermediate Mariposa Lily (Calochortus weedii var. intermedius)
•

Status: MSHCP/List 1B.2

•

Distribution: Southern California

•

Habitat: Chaparral, coastal sage scrub, and grasslands

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area : Riparian habitat adjacent to the Santa Ana River in

the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2019

Mufti.Stemmed Dudleya (Dudleya multicau/is)

1

•

Status: MSHCP/List 1B.2

•

Distribution: Southern California

•

Habitat: Chaparral, coastal sage scrub, and grasslands

Regional/CRPR
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Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian habitat adjacent to the Santa Ana River in

•

the northwestern portion of the water service area
Year Documented: 2019

•

3.5.2

Sensitive Animal Species

Sensitive animal species include those that have been afforded special status or recognition by the
USFWS, CDFW, or Western Riverside County MSHCP. In general, the principle reason an
individual taxon (species or subspecies) is given such recognition is the documented or perceived
decline or limitations of its population size or geographical extent or distribution resulting in most
cases from habitat loss.

Sensitive Animal Species Documented in the Water Service Area

3.5.2.1

In total, 45 sensitive animal species (2 invertebrate, 1 amphibian, 6 reptile, 2 fish, 28 bird, and 6
mammal) have been documented in the water service area (Table 5). Four sensitive bird species,
California homed lark (Eremophila alpestris actia), least Bell's vireo (Vireo bellipusillus), turkey
vulture ( Cathartes aura), and yellow-breasted chat (Icteria virens), were observed dw-ing the site
visit. Coyote tracks were observed during the site visit.
Table 5. Sensitive Animal Species Documented in the Water Service Area
Species
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status1
Regional/State/Federal

Invertebrates
Crotch bumble bee

Bombus crotchii

None/CCE/None

Monarch butterfly

Danaus plexippus
Fish

None/None/FC

Arroyo chub

Gila orcuttii

MSHCP/SSC/None

Santa Ana sucker

Catostomus santaanae
Amphibian

MSHCP/SSC/FT

Coast range newt

Taricha torosa

MSHCP/SSC/None
Reptiles

American peregrine falcon

Falco peregrinus anatum

MSHCP/CFP/Delisted

Bald eagle

Haliaeetus leucocepha/us

MSHCP/CFP/BGEPA

Belding's orange-throated whiptail

Cnemidophorus hyperythrus beldingi

MSHCP/WUNone

Bell's sage sparrow

Artemisiospiza be/Ii be/Ii

MSHCP/WUNone

Black-crowned night-heron

Nycticorax nycticorax

MSHCP/None/None

Blainville's (coast) homed lizard

Phrynosoma blainvillii

MSHCP/SSC/None

Burrowing owl

Athene cunicularia

MSHCP/SSC/None

California homed lark

Eremophila alpeslris actia

MSHCP/WUNone

California red-sided garter snake

Thamnophis sir/a/is infemalis

MSHCP/SSC/None

Coastal California gnatcatcher

Polioptila ca/ifornica

MSHCP/SSC/FT
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Table 5. Sensitive Animal Species Documented in the Water Service Area
Species
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status1
Regional/State/Federal

Coastal western whiptail

Aspidoscelis tigris stejnegeri

MSHCP/SSC/None

Cooper's hawk

Accipiter cooperii

MSHCP/None/None

Double-crested cormorant

Pha/acrocorax auritus

MSHCP/WUNone

Golden eagle

Aquila chrysaetos

MSHCP/SSC/BGEPA

Great blue heron

Ardea herodias

MSHCP/None/None

Least Bell's vireo

Vireo be/Ii pusillus

MSHCP/CE/FE

Least bittern

Jxobrychus exilis

None/SSC/None

Loggerhead shrike

Lanius ludovicianus

MSHCP/SSC/None

Merlin

Falco columbarius

MSHCP/WUNone

Northern harrier

Circus cyaneus

MSHCP/SSC/None

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

MSHCP/None/None

Red-diamond rattlesnake

Crota/us ruber

MSHCP/SSC/None

Sharp-shinned hawk

Accipifer striatus

MSHCP/None/None

Southwestern willow flycatcher

Empidonax trail/ii extimus

MSHCP/CE/FE

Swainson's hawk

Buteo swainsoni

MSHCP/CT/None

Tree swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

MSHCP/None/None

Tricolored blackbird

Agelaius tricolor

MSHCP/CT/None

Turkey vulture

Cathartes aura

MSHCP/None/None

Western pond turtle

Clemmys [marmorata} pa/Iida

MSHCP/SSC/None

Western yellow-billed cuckoo

Coccyzus americanus occidentalis

MSHCP/CE/FT

White-faced ibis

Plegadis chihi

MSHCP/SSC/None

White-tailed kite

Elanus Jeucurus

MSHCP/SSC/None

Yellow warbler

Setophaga petechia

MSHCP/SSC/None

Yellow-breasted chat

lcteria virens

MSHCP/SSC/None
Mammals

Bobcat

Lynx rufus

MSHCP/None/None

Coyote

Canis la/rans

MSHCP/None/None

Northwestern San Diego pocket mouse

Chaetodipus fa/lax fa/lax

MSHCP/SSC/None

Pocket free-tailed bat

Nyctinomops femorosaccus

None/SSC/None

Stephens' kangaroo rat

Dipodomys stephensi

MSHCP/CT/FE

Western yellow bat

Lasiurus xanthinus

None/SSC/None

Sources: CaliforniaHerps.com 2020; CDFW 2020a , 2020b; City of Corona 2018; Cornell Lab of Ornithology 2020a, 2020b;
iNaturalist 2020.

=

=

=

Notes: BGEPA Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act; CCE California candidate endangered; CE California endangered;
CFP= California fully protected; CT California threatened; FC federal candidate for listing: FE = federally endangered: FT=
federally threatened; MSHCP = Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan; SSC= CDFW species of special
concern: WL = CDFW watch list

=
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Invertebrates/Insects
Crotch's Bumble Bee (Bombus crotchii)
•

Status:2 MSHCP/Califomia candidate endangered species (CCE)/None

•

Distribution: California, Nevada, and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, grassland, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Historic record in the developed portion of the City

•

Year Documented : 1933

Monarch (Danaus plexippus)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/Candidate

•

Distribution: Southern Canada, United States, Mexico, Central American, northern

South America, parts of Australia, and western Europe
•

Habitat: Host plant is milkweed (Asclepias spp.)

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Forages and nectars on ornamental flowers

throughout the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Fish
Arroyo Chub (Gila orcuttii)
•

Status: MSHCP/Califomia fully protected (CFP)/None

•

Distribution: Coastal Southern California

•

Habitat: Streams and rivers

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Santa Ana River in the northern portion of the water

service area
•

Year Documented: 2013

Santa Ana Sucker (Catostomus santaanae)
•

Status: MSHCP/CFP/FT

•

Distribution: Southern California

•

Habitat: Streams and rivers

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Santa Ana River in the northern portion of the water

service area
•

2

Year Documented: 2017

Status for sensitive animal species is organized as follows: regional/state/federal.
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Amph ibians
Coast Range Newt (Taricha torosa)
•

Status: MSHCP/Species of special concern (SSC)/None

•

Distribution: California

•

Habitat: Aquatic habitats

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest, riparian scrub, and non-vegetated

channel associated with the Santa Ana River in the northern portion of the water service
area
•

Year Documented : 1999

Reptiles
Belding's Orange-Throated Whiptail (Aspidoscelis hyperythra beldingi)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Southern California and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, grassland, riparian scrub, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Undeveloped scrub areas on the edges of the Santa

Ana River riparian coni.dor in the northern po11ion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2015

Blainvi/le's (Coast) Horned Lizard (Phrynosoma blainvillii)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution : California and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, grassland, riparian scrub, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian scrub southeastern po1t ion of the water

service area
•

Year Documented: 1990

California Red-Sided Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis infernalis)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Southern California and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, grassland, riparian scrub, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the Prado wetlands

m the

n011hwestem portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2016

Coastal Western Whiptail (Aspidoscelis tigris stejnegeri)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution : Southern California and Baja California, Mexico
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•

Habitat: Chapairnl, grassland, woodland, riparian scrub, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Undeveloped scrub areas on the edges of the Santa

Ana River riparian corridor in the northern portion of the water service area
Year Documented: 2018

•

Red-Diamond Rattlesnake (Crotalus ruber)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Southern California and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, grassland, riparian scrub, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Three miles west of Lake Mathews m the

southeastern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 1992

Western Pond Turtle (C/emmys [marmorata] pa/Iida)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: California and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Surface water surrounded by vegetation

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Santa Ana River corridor in the nmthern portion of

the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2011

Birds
American Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum)
•

Status: MSHCP/CFP/None

•

Distribution: North America

•

Habitat: Large undeveloped areas near cliffs or tall buildings for nesting

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented north of the Santa Ana River in the

northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2014

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
•

Status: MSHCP/CFP/Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA)

•

Distribution: North America

•

Habitat: Forests near surface water

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented flying over the Santa Ana River at

River Road in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2018
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Bell's Sage Sparrow (Artemisiospiza be/Ii be/Ii)
•

Status: MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution : Southwestern United States, and northern Mexico

•

Habitat: Sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in a residential neighborhood in the

eastern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2019

Black-Crowned Night-Heron (Nycticorax nycticorax)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/None

•

Distribution: North America, South American, Asia, Africa, and Europe

•

Habitat: Riparian

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the Santa Ana River corridor

in the

northwestern po1tion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2016

Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Throughout the United States, Mexico, Central America, South Ame1ica,

and southern Canada
•

Habitat: Grasslands

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach

- Detention Norco in the central portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2012

California Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris actia)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: California

•

Habitat: Agriculture, grassland, and opening in sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented on an undeveloped lot

in the southern

portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Coastal California Gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/FT

•

Distribution: Southern California and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Coastal sage scrub
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Occurrence in Water Service Area: Docwnented in the northeastern portion of the water

•

service area, east of River Road in sage scrub adjacent to the Santa Ana River riparian
corridor
Year Documented: 2012

•

Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperii)
•

Status: MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution: Throughout the United States, Mexico, Central America, and southern

Canada
•

Habitat: Riparian and wooded habitat

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian and wooded habitat associated with the

Santa Ana River floodplain
•

Year Documented : 2020

Double-Crested Cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus)
•

Status: MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution: North America

•

Habitat: Open water

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest habitat in the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Great Blue Heron (Audea herodias)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/None

•

Distribution: N011h America

•

Habitat: Riparian forest near surface water

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest habitat in the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Golden Eagle (Athene cunicularia)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/BGEPA

•

Distribution: Throughout the United States, Mexico, Canada, Europe, and parts of Asia

•

Habitat: Forests, grasslands, and sluublands; needs large undeveloped area for foraging

and cliffs for nesting
•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Flying over the Santa Ana River in the northwestern

portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2015
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Least Bell's Vireo (Vireo be/Ii pusi/lus)
•

Status: MSHCP/California endangered (CE)/FE

•

Distribution: Nesting - California and northern Baja California, Mexico; wintering -

southern Baja California, Mexico
•

Habitat: Riparian forest and riparian scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian habitat adjacent to the Santa Ana River;

documented in riparian forest on the northern side of the Santa Ana River west of River
Road in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Least Bittern (lxobrychus exilis)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Throughout the United States, Mexico, Central America, northern South

America, and southern Canada
•

Habitat: Freshwater marsh

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Coastal and valley freshwater marsh in the Santa

Ana River floodplain in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius /udovicianus)
•

Status: None/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Throughout the United States, Mexico, and southern Canada

•

Habitat: Grasslands and open scrub habitat

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Southwest of the Corona Municipal Airport in the

western portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2019

Merlin (Falco columbarius)
•

Status: MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution: Throughout North America, Europe, and northern South America and

sporadic in Asia
•

Habitat: Grasslands and open scrub habitat

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the northern portion of the water

service area
•

Year Documented: 2019

Northern Harrier (Circus cyaneus)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Throughout North America
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•

Habitat: Uplands; forages over grasslands and open areas and nests on ledges

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the southeastern portion of the water

service area
•

Year Documented: 2018

Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
•

Status: MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution: North America, South American, Asia, Africa, Australia, and Europe

•

Habitat: Trees near surface water

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest habitat in the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2019

Sharp-Shinned Hawk (Accipiter striatus)
•

Status: MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution: Nesting - North America and South America

•

Habitat: Forests and woodlands

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Flying over a developed area in the central portion

of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2019

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax trail/ii extimus)
•

Status: MSHCP/CE/FE

•

Distribution: Nesting - Southwestern United States; wintering - Central American and

northern South America
•

Habitat: Riparian forest near surface water

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest habitat in the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2015

Swainson's Hawk (Buteo swainsoni)
•

Status: MSHCP/CT/None

•

Distribution: Western North America and portions of South America

•

Habitat: Agriculture and grasslands

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented flying over the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2018
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Tree Swallow (Tachycineta bicolor)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/None

•

Distribution: Nort h America

•

Habitat: Trees near surface water

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the Santa Ana River corridor in the

n orthwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Tricolored Blackbird (Agelaius tricolor)
•

Status: MSHCP/CT/None

•

Distribution: Western United States and Baja California, Mexico

•

Habitat: Freshwater marsh

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the Santa Ana River corridor

in the

northern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 201 5

Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/None

•

Distribution: North America and South America

•

Habitat: Riparian, scrub, grasslands, agriculture, and disturbed

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Soaring over the water service area

•

Year Documented: 2020

Western Yellow-Billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus occidentalis)
•

Status: MSHCP/CE/FT

•

Distribution: California

•

Habitat: Riparian forest

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest habitat in the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2011

White-Faced Ibis (Plegadis chihi)
•

Status : MSHCP/WL/None

•

Distribution: United States, southern Canada, Mexico, Central American, and South

America
•

Habitat: Freshwater wetlands and marshes

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Marsh and wetland habitat in the Santa Ana River

corridor in the northwestern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented : 2019
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White-Tailed Kite (E/anus /eucurus)
•

Status: MSHCP/CFP/None

•

Distribution: United States, Mexico, Central American, and South America

•

Habitat: Nesting - woodlands; foraging - grasslands and agriculture land

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Documented in the Santa Ana River con-idor in the

northern portion of the water service area and flying over developed areas
•

Year Documented: 2019

Yellow-Breasted Chat (lcteria virens)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Throughout the United States, Mexico, Central America, and southern

Canada
•

Habitat: Riparian forest and 1-iparian scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian forest habitat north of the Santa Ana River

and west of River Road in the northern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Yellow Warbler (Setophaga petechia)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Breeding - United States and Canada; winter: Mexico, Central, and South

•

America
Habitat: Riparian forest, riparian scrub, and montane scrub
Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian habitat adjacent to the Santa Ana River in

•

the northern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented : 2019

Mammals
Bobcat (Lynx rufus)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/None

•

Distribution: United States, no11hern Mexico, and southern Canada

•

Habitat: Chaparral, forest, grassland, 1-iparian, and sage scrub

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian and disturbed habitat north of the Santa

Ana River and west of River Road in the northern portion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 2017

Coyote (Canis latrans)
•

Status: MSHCP/None/None

•

Distribution : United States, Mexico, and Canada

•

Habitat: Riparian, chaparral, grassland, and sage scrub
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•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Ripa1ian habitat in the northwestern portion of the

water service area
•

Year Documented: 2020

Northwestern San Diego Pocket Mouse (Chaetodipus fa/lax fa/lax)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: Southern California and Mexico

•

Habitat: Chaparral, desert scrub, grassland, forests, riparian scrub, and sage scrub;

requires low-growing vegetation or rocky outcroppings and sandy soils for bunowing
•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Northern portion of the water service area

•

Year Documented: 2001

Pocket Free-Tailed Bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Southern California, southern Arizona, southern New Mexico,
southwestern Texas, and western Mexico

•

Habitat: Desert scrub, desert wash, Joshua tree scrub, riparian forest, riparian scrub,

Distribution:

palm oasis, and pinyon-juniper woodlands
•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: City of Corona

•

Year Documented: 1986

Stephens' Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys stephensi)
•

Status: MSHCP/ST/FE

•

Distribution: Southern California

•

Habitat: Open chaparral, open grassland, and open sage scrub; prefers open habitats

with less than 50 percent vegetative cover; requires soft, well-drained substrate for
building burrows and is typically found in areas with sandy soil
•
•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: City of Corona
Year Documented: 1993

Western Yellow Bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
•

Status: MSHCP/SSC/None

•

Distribution: California

•

Habitat: Desert wash, palm oasis, and riparian; needs access to water for foraging

•

Occurrence in Water Service Area: Riparian habitat adjacent to the Santa Ana River in

the northern po1tion of the water service area
•

Year Documented: 1999
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3.5.3

Critical Habitat

The USFWS designates critical habitat for listed endangered or threatened species of plants and
animals. Critical habitat is defined in the federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) as habitat
deemed essential to the survival of a federally listed species.
Four animal species designated as federally endangered (FE) or federally threatened (FT) have
designated critical habitat mapped in the water service area (Figure 8, Critical Habitat) (USFWS
2020c). The four species are listed below:
•

Bird species
-

•

Fish species
-

3.5.4

Coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) (FT)
Least Bell' s vireo (FE)
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax trail/ii extimus) (FE)

Santa Ana sucker (Catostomus santaanae) (FT)

Nesting Birds

The water service area contains nesting habitat for several bird species, including raptors, protected
under the CFG Code and Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The highest quality habitat for
nesting birds in the water service area is the Santa Ana River riparian corridor in the northern
portion of the area. The projects proposed in developed/disturbed land and the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects proposed in
undeveloped, non-native grassland vegetation are adjacent to trees and shrubs that provide
potential nesting habitat.

3.6

Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

Wildlife corridors and linkages are defined by the CDFW as areas that connect suitable animal
habitat areas in a region otherwise fragmented by rugged te1rnin, changes in vegetation, or human
disturbance (CDFW 2014). Natural features such as canyon drainages, ridgelines, or undeveloped
areas with vegetation can provide corridors for animals. Wildlife corridors are important because
they provide access to food, water, and mates; allow dispersal of individuals away from high
population densities; and facilitate the exchange of genetic mate1ial between populations.
The Santa Ana River and surrounding riparian vegetation is an important wildlife corridor in the
Counties of Riverside and Orange. The Santa Ana Mountains on the western side of the water
service area are also an important wildlife corridor (County of Riverside 2003).
During the site visit, the biologists assessed areas identified in the Western Riverside County
MSHCP in the water service area for potential wildlife corridor functions. Potential wildlife
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corridors can include streams, riparian areas, and culverts under roadways. Habitat characteristics
considered included topography, habitat quality, and adjacent land uses. In addition to reviewing
the water service area for presence of continuous corridors, biologists also reviewed the water
service area where critical habitat has been identified for potential dispersal conidors for coastal
California gnatcatcher, least Bell's vireo, and southwestern willow flycatcher based on habitat type
and quality, size of habitat patches, and distance separating habitat patches (Figure 8). The Santa
Ana River and associated floodplain occupy the land in the northern portion of the water service
area. The Santa Ana River functions to facilitate amphibian, bird, and large mammal movement in
the local area. The river provides habitat for both common and sensitive species, including least
Bell ' s vireo and southwestern willow flycatcher.
The northern portion of the water service area is likely to be used as a wildlife corridor because of
its proximity to the Santa Ana River and associated riparian corridor and open hills and mountains
to the southwest and the presence of native vegetation communities. Although the presence of
dense urban development throughout the water service area is likely to impede animal movement
outside of the Santa Ana River corridor, the northern portion of the water service area has been
designated as an important habitat connectivity area along the Santa Ana River.
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Section 4

Regional Context and Applicable Regulations

Biological resources in the water service area are subject to regulatory administration by the federal
government and State of California. The federal government administers nonrnarine plant- and
animal-related issues through the USFWS, while waters of the United States issues are
administered by the USACE. California law relating to wetland, water-related, and animal issues
is administered by the CDFW. Under CEQA, impacts associated with a proposed project or
program are assessed with regard to significance criteria determined by the CEQA lead agency,
which, for the project, is the City, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines. Biological resources-related laws
and regulations that apply to the project include FESA, the MBTA, the CWA, CEQA, the
California Endangered Species Act (CESA), and the CFO Code.

4.1
4.1.1

Federal Regulations
Federal Clean Water Act (U.S. Code, Title 33, Sections 1251 through 1376)

The CWA provides guidance for the restoration and maintenance of the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the nation's waters . Section 401 requires a project operator to obtain a federal
license or permit that allows activities resulting in a discharge to waters of the United States to obtain
state certification, thereby ensuring that the discharge will comply with provisions of the CWA. The
RWQCB administers the ce11ification program in California. Section 402 establishes a permitting
system for the discharge of any pollutant ( except dredged or fill material) into waters of the United
States. Section 404 establishes a permit program administered by the USACE that regulates the
discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including wetlands. The
USACE implementing regulations are found at the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 33, Parts 320
and 330. Guidelines for implementation are referred to as the ''Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines," which
were developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in conjunction with the USACE (40
CFR 230). These guidelines allow the discharge of dredged or fill material into the aquatic system
only if there is no practicable alternative that would have less adverse impacts.

4.1.2

Federal Endangered Species Act (U.S. Code, Title 16, Sections 1531
through 1543)

FESA and subsequent amendments provide guidance for the conservation of endangered and
threatened species and the ecosystems on which they depend. In addition, FESA defines species
as threatened or endangered and provides regulatory protection for listed species. FESA also
provides a program for the conservation and recovery of threatened and endangered species and
the conservation of designated critical habitat that the USFWS determines to be required for the
survival and recovery of these listed species.
Section 7 of FESA requires federal agencies, in consultation with the Secretary of the Interior or
the Secretary of Commerce, to ensure that actions the federal agencies authorize, fund, or carry
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out are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species or
result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat for these species. The USFWS
and National Marine Fisheries Service share responsibilities for administering FESA. Regulations
governing interagency cooperation under Section 7 are found in California Code of Regulations,
Title 50, Part 402. The opinion issued at the conclusion of consultation will include a statement
authorizing "take" (e.g., to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, wound, kill) that may occur incidentally to
an otherwise legal activity.
Section 9 lists those actions that are prohibited under FESA. Although take of a listed species is
prohibited, it is allowed when it is incidental to an otherwise legal activity. Section 9 prohibits take
of listed species of fish, wildlife, and plants without special exemption. The definition of "harm"
includes significant habitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed
species by significantly impairing behavioral patterns related to breeding, feeding, or shelter.
" Harass" is defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species by significantly
disrupting nonnal behavioral patterns related to breeding, feeding, and shelter.
Section 10 provides a means whereby a nonfederal action with the potential to result in take of a
listed species can be allowed under an incidental take pennit. Application procedures are found in
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 50, Parts 13 and 17, for species under the jurisdiction of the
USFWS and the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 50, Parts 217, 220, and 222 , for species under
the jurisdiction of the National Marine Fisheries Service.
4.1.3

Migratory Bird Treaty Act (U.S. Code, Title 16, Sections 703 through 711)

The MBTA is the domestic law that affirms or implements a commitment by the United States to
four international conventions (with Canada, Mexico, Japan, and Russia) for the protection of a
shared migratory bird resource. The MBTA makes it unlawful at any time, by any means, or in
any manner to pursue, hunt, take, capture, or kill migratory birds. The act also applies to the
removal of nests occupied by migratory birds during the nesting season. The MBTA makes it
unlawful to take, pursue, molest, or disturb these species, their nests, or their eggs anywhere in the
United States.
4.1.4

Wetlands and Other Waters of the United States

Aquatic resources, including riparian areas, wetlands, and certain aquatic vegetation communities,
are considered sensitive biological resources and can fall under the jurisdiction of several
regulatory agencies. The USACE exerts jurisdiction over waters of the United States, including
waters that are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; wetlands and other waters such as lakes,
rivers, streams (including intennittent or ephemeral streams), mudflats, sandflats, sloughs, prairie
potholes, vernal pools, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds; and tributaries of the
previously mentioned features . The extent of waters of the United States is generally defined as
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the portion that falls within the limits of the ordinary high water mark. Typically, the ordinary high
water mark corresponds to the 5- to 7-year flood event.
Wetlands, including swamps, bogs, seasonal wetlands, seeps, marshes, and similar areas, are
defined by the USACE as "those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater
at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support,
a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions" (33 CFR 328.3[b];
40 CFR 230.3[t]). Indicators of three wetland parameters (i.e., hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation,
and wetlands hydrology), as detennined by field investigation, must be present for a site to be
classified as a wetland by the USACE (USACE 1987),

4.2
4.2.1

State of California Regulations
California Endangered Species Act (California Fish and Game Code,
Sections 2050 et seq.)

CESA establishes the policy of the state to conserve, protect, restore, and enhance threatened or
endangered species and their habitats. CESA mandates that state agencies should not approve
projects that would jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species if
reasonable and prudent alternatives are available that would avoid jeopardy. There are no state
agency consultation procedures under CESA. For projects that would affect a listed species under
both CESA and FESA, compliance with FESA would satisfy CESA if the CDFW detennines that
the federal incidental take authorization is consistent with CESA under CFG Code, Section 2080.1.
For projects that would result in take of a species only listed under CESA, the project operator
would need to apply for a take permit under Section 2081 (b).

4.2.2

California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines, Section 15380

Although threatened and endangered species are protected by specific federal and state statutes,
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15380(b), provides that a species not listed on the federal or state list
of protected species may be considered rare or endangered if the species can be shown to meet
certain specified criteria. These criteria have been modeled after the definition in FESA and
Sections 2050 through 2059.26 of the CFG Code dealing with rare or endangered plants or animals.
This section was included in CEQA primarily to deal with situations in which a public agency is
reviewing a project that may have a significant effect on, for example, a candidate species that has
not been listed by either the USFWS or CDFW. Thus, CEQA provides an agency with the ability
to protect a species from the potential impacts of a project until the respective government agencies
have an opportunity to designate the species as protected, if warranted. CEQA also calls for the
protection of other locally or regionally significant resources, including natural communities.
Although natural communities do not currently have legal protection of any kind, CEQA calls for
an assessment of whether any such resources would be affected and requires findings of
significance if there would be substantial losses. Natural communities listed as sensitive by the
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California Natural Diversity Database are considered by the CDFW to be significant resources and
fall under the CEQA Guidelines to address impacts. Local planning documents, such as General
Plans, often identify these resources as well.

4.2.3

California Fish and Game Code, Section 1602

Under this section of the California Fish and Game Code, the project operator is required to notify the
CDFW before the strut of any project that would divert, obstruct, or change the natural flow, bed,
channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake. Pursuant to the code, a "stream" is defined as a body of
water that flows at least periodically, or intermittently, through a bed or channel that has banks and
supports fish or other aquatic life. Based on this definition, a watercourse with surface or subsurface
flows that supports or has supported riparian vegetation is a stream and is subject to CDFW
jurisdiction. Altered or artificial watercourses valuable to fish and animals are subject to CDFW
jurisdiction. The CDFW also has jurisdiction over chy washes that carry water during storm events.
Preliminary notification and project review generally occur during the environmental process.
When an existing fish or animal resource may be substantially adversely affected, the CDFW is
required to propose reasonable project changes to protect the resource. These modifications are
formalized in a streambed alteration agreement, which becomes part of the plans, specifications,
and bid documents for the project.

4.2.4

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 2080 and 2081

Section 2080 of the CFG Code states that "no person shall import into this state [California], export
out of this state, or take, possess, purchase, or sell within this state, any species, or any part or
product thereof, that the Commission [California Fish and Game Commission] determines to be
an endangered species or threatened species, or attempt any of those acts, except as otherwise
provided in this chapter, or the Native Plant Protection Act, or the California Desert Native Plants
Act.'' Pursuant to Section 2081 of the code, the CDFW may authorize individuals or public
agencies to import, export, take, or possess state-listed endangered, threatened, or candidate
species. These otherwise prohibited acts may be authorized through permits or memoranda of
understanding if the take is incidental to an otherwise lawful activity, impacts of the authorized
take are minimized and fully mitigated, the permit is consistent with any regulations adopted
pursuant to any recovery plan for the species, and the project operator ensures adequate funding
to implement the measures required by the CDFW. The CDFW makes this determination based
on available scientific information and considers the ability ofthe species to survive and reproduce.

4.2.5

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 3503, 3503.5, 3513, and 3800

Section 3503 of the CFG Code states that it is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the
nest or eggs of any bird. Section 3503 .5 specifically states that it is unlawful to take, possess, or
destroy any raptor (i.e., species in the orders Falconiformes and Strigiformes), including nests or
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eggs. Typical violations of this code include destruction of active nests resulting from removal of
vegetation in which the nests are located. Violation of Section 3503.5 could also include failure of
active raptor nests resulting from disturbance of nesting pairs by nearby project construction. This
statute does not provide for the issuance of any type of incidental take permit.
Section 3513 of the CFG Code upholds the MBTA by prohibiting any take or possession of birds
that are designated by the MBTA as migratory nongame birds except as allowed by federal rules
and regulations promulgated pursuant to the MBTA.
Section 3800 of the CFG Code affords protection to nongame birds, which are birds occurring natw-ally
in California that are not resident game birds, migratory game birds, or fully protected birds.

4.2.6

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515

California fully protected species are described in Sections 3511, 4 700, 5050, and 5515 of the CFG
Code. These statutes prohibit take or possession of fully protected species. The CDFW is unable
to authorize incidental take of fully protected species when activities are proposed m areas
inhabited by these species.

4.2.7

California Wetland Definition

Unlike the federal government, California has adopted the Cowardin et al. (1992) definition of
"wetlands." For this classification, wetlands must have one or more of the following three
attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes (at least 50
percent of the aerial vegetative cover); (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil;
and (3) the substrate is non-soil and saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time
during the growing season of each year.
Under normal circumstances, the federal definition of wetlands requires all three wetland
identification parameters to be met, whereas the Cowardin et al. (1992) definition requires the
presence of at least one of these parameters. For this reason, identification of wetlands by state
agencies consists of the union of all areas that are pe1iodically inundated or saturated or in which at
least seasonal dominance by hydrophytes may be documented or in which hydric soils are present.

4.2.8

Native Plant Protection Act (California Fish and Game Code, Sections
1900 through 1913)

Californ ia's Native Plant Protection Act requires state agencies to use their authority to carry out
programs to conserve endangered and rare native plants. Provisions of the act prohibit the take of
listed plants from the wild and require notification to the CDFW at least 10 days in advance of any
change in land use. This allows the CDFW to salvage listed plant species that would otherwise be
destroyed. The project operator is required to conduct botanical inventories and consult with the
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CDFW during project planning to comply with the provisions of this act and sections of CEQA
that apply to rare or endangered plants.
4.2.9

Natural Community Conservation Planning Act

The Natural Community Conservation Planning (NCCP) program is a cooperative effort to protect
habitats and species. Jt began under the state' s NCCP Act of 1991 , legislation that is broader in its
orientation and objectives than CESA or PESA. These laws are designed to identify and protect
individual species that have already declined significantly in number. The act and the associated
Southern California Coastal Sage Scrub NCCP Process Guidelines (1993), Southern California
Coastal Sage Scrub NCCP Conservation Guidelines (1993), and NCCP General Process
Guidelines ( 1998) have been superseded by the NCCP Act of 2003, which was subsequently
amended in 2003, 2011, 2012, and 2016.
The primary objective of the NCCP program is to conserve natural communities at the ecosystem
level while accommodating compatible land use. The program seeks to anticipate and prevent the
controversies and gridlock caused by species' listings by focusing on the long-term stability of
animal and vegetation communities and including key interests in the process.
This voluntary program allows the state to enter into planning agreements with landowners, local
governments, and other stakeholders to prepare plans that identify the most important areas for a
threatened or endangered species, and the areas that may be less important. These NCCP plans
may become the basis for a state permit to take threatened and endangered species in exchange for
conserving their habitat. The CDFW and USFWS worked to combine the NCCP program with the
federal Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) process to provide take permits for state and federally
listed species. Under the NCCP Act, local governments, such as the City, can take the lead in
developing these NCCP plans and become the recipients of state and federal take permits.
4.2.10

Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act

The State Water Resources Control Board works in coordination with the nine RWQCBs to
preserve, protect, enhance, and restore water quality. Each RWQCB makes decisions related to
water quality for its region and may approve, with or without conditions, or deny projects that
could affect waters of the state. Their authority comes from the CWA and the state's PorterCologne Act. The Porter-Cologne Act broadly defines waters of the state as "any surface water or
groundwater, including saline waters, within the boundaries of the state" (California Water Code,
Section 13050[e]). Because the Porter-Cologne Act applies to any water, whereas the CWA applies
only to certain waters, California's jurisdictional reach overlaps and may exceed the boundaries of
waters of the United States. For example, Water Quality Order No. 2004-0004-DWQ states that
"shallow" waters of the state include headwaters, wetlands, and riparian areas. Moreover, in
practice, the RWQCBs claim jurisdiction over riparian areas. Where ripa1ian habitat is not present,
which may be the case in headwaters, jurisdiction is taken to the top of bank.
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Under the Porter-Cologne Act, the State Water Resources Control Board and the nine RWQCBs also
have the responsibility of granting CWA National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits
and waste discharge requirements for certain point-source and nonpoint-source discharges to waters.
These regulations limit impacts on aquatic and riparian habitats from a vruiety of urban sources.

4.3

Local Regulations

4.3.1

City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan

The following goals and policies in the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan (City of Corona
2020b) as it relates to biological resources.

Environmental Resources Element
Goal ER-4. Proper management of floodplain and riparian areas for their importance to wildlife

habitat, unique and sensitive plant life, water recharge, and public health and safety.
Policy ER-4.1. Require urban uses to have a sufficient distance from a floodway boundary to ensure

adequate protection of life, property, and habitat values.
Policy ER-4.2. Avoid altering floodways or channelization wherever possible; however, limit

alterations to those that meet the following criteria:
•
•
•

Alterations necessary for the protection of public health and safety only after all other
options are exhausted
Alterations essential to public service projects where no other feasible construction
method or alternative project location exists
Projects where the primary function is the improvement of fish and wildlife habitats

Policy ER-4.3. Design alterations and improvements to floodways so that they avoid adverse

environmental effects to the maximum extent feasible, considering the following environmental factors:
•
•

Stream scour
Erosion protection and sedimentation

•
•

Wildlife habitat and linkages
Groundwater recharge capability

•

Adjacent property

•

Natural designs (e.g., soft riparian bottoms and gentle bank slopes, and landscaping
with native plants)

Policy ER-4.4. Preserve and enhance existing native riparian habitat and prevent obstruction of

natural watercourses to the extent feasible in new p1ivate and public developments or implement
on-site replacement as mitigation.
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Policy ER-4.5. Allow variances from city development standards on land area restricted from

development due to its retention as a natural floodway, floodplain, or watercourse to encourage
the preservation of natural watercourses without creating undue hardship on property owners.
Goal ER-5. Preservation and protection of natural and man-made wetlands from development

impacts for their importance to wildlife habitat, unique and sensitive plant life, water recharge, and
scenic value.
Policy ER-5.1 . Prohibit encroachment of development into wetlands; provide buffer zones,

setbacks, or other effective techniques in project siting and design to minimize direct and indirect
effects to wetland habitats.
Policy ER-5.2. During the development review process, ensure compliance with the Clean Water

Act's Section 404 in terms of wetlands mitigation policies and policies concerning fill material in
jurisdictional wetlands.
Policy ER-5.3. Ensure compliance with habitat mitigation plans accepted by the applicable state

and federal regulatory agencies that meet established ratios for wetland enhancement/restoration
and on-/off-site compensation for the loss of wetland functions and values.
Policy ER-5.4. Consider wetlands for use as natural water treatment areas that will result m

improvement of water quality.
Policy ER-5.5. Prohibit the planting of invasive, nonnative species in areas that would encroach

and affect watercourses, their banks, and riparian areas.
Goal ER-6. Protection, enhancement, and sustaining of significant plant and wildlife species and

habitat that exists in Corona and its Planning Area, for the long-term benefit of the natural
environment and Corona residents and visitors.
Policy ER-6.1. Support the rehabilitation and enhancement the biological diversity and integrity of

the City's natural resources through such means as vegetation restoration, control of alien plants
and animals, landscape buffering, and natural watercourse channel restoration.
Policy ER-6.2. Preserve the wildlife and plant species and habitats listed in Tables 4-12 and 4- 13

of the Technical Background Report for the General Plan and EIR [Environmental Impact Report]
and those that may be considered by the City of Corona in the future.
Policy ER-6.3. Ensure that new developments and circulation improvements demonstrate

compliance with state and federal regulations concerning the status, location, and condition of
significant and sensitive biological species and habitats and riparian and riverine corridors.
Biological surveys, as required and defined by the Western Riverside County Multiple Species
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Habitat Conservation Plan, should identify potential impacts on biological resources and include
mitigation measures to protect/replace resources in like kind.
Policy ER-6.4. Ensure that new developments through the development review process adhere to

the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan, the Stephens'
Kangaroo Rat Habitat Conservation Plan, and other habitat plans as appropriate to conserve
biological diversity through protection of natural communities.
Policy ER-6.5. Preserve wildlife habitat of significant natural open space areas, including

expanding habitat ranges, movement c01Tidors, and nesting sites by adhering to and implementing
the core biological linkages identified in the MS HCP for paits of the Temescal Canyon Area Plan
in the City. Any proposed recreational use of those areas such as trails shall be designed to not
interfere with the preservation efforts established in the MSHCP.
Goal ER-7. Adequate protection of biological resources and increased public awareness of their

value to the community.
Policy ER-7.1 . Require that public and private construction activities be conducted in a manner to

minimize adverse impacts on natural resources and biological resources in proximity to MSHCP
conservation areas and adhere to the MSHCP Guidelines pertaining to Urban/Wildlife Interface
for drainage, toxics, lighting, noise, invasive barriers and grading [MSHCP Section 6.1.4].
Policy ER-7.2. Allow for publicly accessible sites that facilitate observation of natural resources in

Corona and its sphere without compromising environmental quality.
Policy ER-7.3. Promote education programs and materials prepared by the Western Riverside

County Regional Conservation Authority, Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District, and
other entities that promote awareness of biological resources conservation.
Goal ER-8. Protection of forest and vegetation resources in the City of Corona.
Policy ER-8.1 . Cooperate with federal and state agencies to achieve the sustainable conservation of

forest lands as a means ofproviding open space and protecting natural resources and MSHCP habitat.
Policy ER-8.2. Support conservation programs to reforest privately held forest lands.
Policy ER-8.3. Work with Riverside County to update the Vegetation Map for Corona and the SOI

[sphere of influence] areas in cooperation with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the
Natural Diversity Data Base, the United States Forest Service, and other knowledgeable agencies.
Policy ER-8.4. Maintain and conserve superior examples of native trees (including oak trees),

natural vegetation, stands of established trees, and other features for aesthetic and water
conservation purposes.
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Policy ER-8.5. Conserve the oak tree resources in the City to the extent feasible.
Goal ER-9. Protection of regional washes and waterways and their use for recreational and open

space purposes such as trails, habitat preservation, and groundwater recharge.
Policy ER-9.1. Protect sensitive biological resources in the Temescal Canyon Area Plan through

adherence to policies in the Western Riverside County MSHCP.
Policy ER-9.2. Conserve existing wetlands and wetland functions and values in the Temescal

Canyon Wash, Prado Basin, and the Santa Ana River with a focus on conservation of existing
riparian, woodland, coastal sage scrub, alluvial fan scrub, and open water habitats.
Policy ER-9.3. Conserve existing known populations of least Bell's vireo and southwestern willow

flycatcher within the Temescal Canyon Area Plan including locations at Prado Basin, Santa Ana
River, and Temescal Wash. Maintain existing breeding habitat for these species at Prado Basin,
Santa Ana River, and Temescal Wash where applicable to a particular project and location.
Policy ER-9.4. Conserve and manage suitable habitat for species known to exist in the Temescal

Canyon Area Plan of Western Riverside County' s Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan.
Policy ER-9.5. Conserve clay soils supporting sensitive plant species known to occur in the

Temescal Canyon area, including Munz's onion, Palmer's grappling hook, small-flowered
morning glory, long-spined spineflower, thread-leaved brodiaea, small-flowered microseris, and
many-stemmed dudleya.
Conserve sandy soils co-occumng with chaparral supporting Palomar
monkeyflower, known to occur in the Temescal Canyon area.
Policy

ER-9.6.

Policy ER-9.7. Conserve locations supporting California muhly, heart-lived pitcher sage, Hall' s

monardella, and other sensitive plant species that may occur in a wide variety of habitat types
within the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
Policy ER-9.8. Provide for and maintain connection(s) from the Cleveland National Forest to Prado

Basin and the Santa Ana River within Temescal Canyon, providing opportunities for offsite
connections to Chino Hills State Park.
Policy ER-9.9. Conserve upland habitat adjacent to Temescal Wash to augment existing upland

habitat conservation in the Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve areas and provide for
contiguous connection of upland habitat blocks from the existing reserve to Temescal Wash.
Habitat conservation should focus on blocks of existing upland habitat east of Temescal Wash
connecting to Lake Matthews/Estelle Mountain Reserve.
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Policy ER-9.10. Conserve floodplain areas supporting sensitive plant species known to occur in

Temescal Canyon, including Parry ' s spinefiower, peninsular spinefiower, and smooth tarplant, and
Coulter's matilija poppy.
Policy ER-9.11 . Conserve rocky soils co-occurring with coastal sage scrub, peninsular jumper, or

chaparral supporting Payson's jewelfiower, known to occur in the Temescal Canyon area.
Policy ER-9.12. Provide for and maintain a continuous linkage along Temescal Wash from the

southern boundary of the Temescal Canyon area to the Santa Ana River.

4.3.2

Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan

The Western Riverside County MSHCP is a comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional plan that
addresses biological and ecological diversity by conserving species and associated habitats while
allowing approval of development in Western Riverside County (County of Riverside 2003). It is
administered by the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority.
The MSHCP functions as an HCP pursuant to Section l0(a)(l)(B) of PESA and as an NCCP
pursuant to California' s NCCP Act. The MSHCP provides a framework for the USFWS and
CDFW to grant take authorization (i.e., Incidental Take Permits) for species covered by the
MSHCP that are FESA or CESA listed as threatened or endangered; take of these species without
a permit would be unlawful.
The MSHCP covers 146 species, not all of which are FESA or CESA listed. However, mitigation
for impacts to listed and non-listed species may be required pursuant to CEQA or other regulatory
processes, and the MSHCP Conservation Area provides an avenue for this mitigation.
Furthermore, should any of the non-listed covered species be subsequently FESA or CESA listed,
take authorization may be granted through the MSHCP framework.
The MSHCP was approved and permits were issued by the USFWS and CDFW in 2004. The
MSHCP Plan Area encompasses approximately 1.26 million acres (approximately 1,967 square
miles) in Western Riverside County and addresses 146 sensitive plant and animal species and the
vegetation communities on which they depend. In total, 14 animal species and 11 plant species are
designated by the USFWS as federally listed under FESA. Several of these species also have
federally designated critical habitat within the MSHCP jurisdiction (USFWS 2020c). The MSHCP
encompasses the City and many other city, county, and state entities. It should be noted that the
listing status of plants and animals may change over time, with species added or removed from
listing. This Biological Resources Technical Report prepared for the project describes the species
used to define the original planning subunits.
The MSHCP originally set a target Conservation Area of 500,000 acres for Western Riverside
County that included the following: ( 1) conservation of existing publicly owned lands; (2)
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voluntary acquisition of privately held lands by the cities, the County, or other involved agencies;
(3) voluntary acquisition of privately held lands by state or federal agencies; and (4) contribution
from public and private development. The Implementing Agreement for the MSHCP between the
City and other appropriate implementing agencies outlined a strategy for assembling the 500,000acre MSHCP Conservation Area. Local implementing agencies would be responsible for
contributing approximately 97,000 acres of Additional Reserve Lands through the development
review process. If it is determined that all or a portion of a property is needed for inclusion as
Additional Reserve Lands, various incentives may be available to the property owner in lieu of, or
in addition to, monetary compensation in exchange for conveyance of property interest, such as
development rights.
Within the Western Riverside County MSHCP Plan Area, the City is within the Eastvale Area
Plan and the Temescal Canyon Area Plan.
The Western Riverside County MSHCP area plans are organized into the following components:
•

•

•

•

Criteria Areas: Areas within Western Riverside County in which land can be acquired

for the MSHCP.
Core Areas: Large habitats within the reserve that have the resources to support the
species covered under the MSHCP. Existing areas consist of conserved land, such as
national forests, wildlife refuges, and wilderness area. Proposed Core Areas will be
assembled from the land acquired within the Criteria Area. Noncontiguous Criteiia
Cells are connected by Linkages. Additional reserve lands will come from these areas.
Linkages: Land bridges between two Core Areas are called Linkages. These narrower
strips of land allow wildlife to travel between conserved habitat.
Criteria Cells: Series of grids used to organize and track development and conservation
within the Criteria Area.

In combination, these components are intended to result in a MSHCP Conservation Area
configuration that provides significant blocks of habitat, minimizes internal fragmentation and
edge effects, and maximizes the ratio of surface area to perimeter.
Approval of the MSHCP and execution of the Implementing Agreement by the USFWS and
CDFW allows the agencies to issue take authorizations, including the City. Issue of take
authorization to the City would allow implementation of land use decisions consistent with the
MSHCP without project-by-project review and pe1mitting by the USFWS and CDFW.
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Section 5

Thresholds of Significance

According to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to would occur if
the project would (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15000 et seq.):

I. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

any plant species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on
any animal species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect on state or federally protected wetlands (including,
but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means
Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as
a tree preservation policy or ordinance
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan.
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Section 6

Impacts

This section evaluates potential impacts to biological resources from implementation of the
projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. As discussed in Section 1.1 , Project Description, the
analysis of impacts to biological resources are addressed by project. The proposed improvements
and 2018 RWMP projects are presented on Figures 3a through 3d and described in Section 1.1.

6.1

Direct Impacts

Direct impacts to biological resources include temporary and permanent impacts to upland
vegetation, wetlands, and non-vegetated channels. Potential direct impacts include temporary and
permanent impacts to vegetation that could support sensitive plant species, sensitive animal
species, nesting birds, and wildlife corridors and linkages. Potential direct impacts include impacts
to water quality. Potential direct impacts also include impacts to local policies and ordinances and
regional conservation planning. Direct impacts are presented in the following subsections.
Implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline could impact sensitive vegetation.

6.1 .1

Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Vegetation Community

The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline are
proposed in undeveloped non-native grassland vegetation. The WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline
is proposed adjacent to undeveloped land, riparian forest, and the Santa Ana River. The WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition l IS/MND
(City of Corona 2016). No further analysis of this project is required or provided in this report.
Potentially significant impacts to ene sensitive vegetation communitiesy, including non-native
grassland, could result during the implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites.
lmpaots to non native grassland totaling less than 0.10 aore per coRstruotion phase •Nould Rot be
coRsidered sigmficant aRd vrould not require mitigatioR under CEQA because the Sfflall si:z;e of the
impact would Rot be considered a substafltial adverse effect. forneptions to the previously described
thresholds •would be for projects impacting habitat occupied by federally or state listed endangered
or threateRed speoi:es, which would be considered significaRt regMdless of the acreage irnpaoted.
No other direct impacts to sensitive vegetation communities would result from implementation of
the remaining projects.
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6.1.2

Sensitive Plant Species

Sensitive plant species have been documented in the water service area. Implementation of the
projects located in developed/disturbed land would not impact sensitive plant species. Although
the likelihood is low, implementation of some projects in undeveloped areas have the potential to
impact sensitive plant species. The WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
projects are proposed on undeveloped sites that may contain sensitive plant species. The
WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline projects were previously
evaluated under CEQA in the 2010 Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment
Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project EIR (WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1
IS/MND (City of Corona 2016), respectively. No further analysis of these projects is required or
provided in this report.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites contain non-native grassland habitat that could support sensitive plant species. Impacts to
non-native grassland habitat that could support sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites would be
potentially significant.

6.1 .3

Sensitive Animal Species

In total, 45 sensitive animal species have been documented in the water service area. Sensitive
animal species have been documented in undeveloped areas near the WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites. The undeveloped areas on these project sites may contain sensitive animal species.
The majority of sensitive animal species, including least Bell's vireo and tricolored blackbird
(Agelaius tricolor), occur in the Santa Ana River floodplain adjacent to the WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline, which was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010 Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project EIR
(WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona 2016), respectively. No
further analysis of this project is required or provided in this report. None of the other projects
identified in the 2018 RWMP have the potential to impact least Bell's vireo or tricolored blackbird.
Therefore, impacts would not occur to these species as a result of project implementation.
Non-native grassland vegetation on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites has the potential to support sensitive animal species. A
query requested in the Riverside County Integrated Project Conservation Summary Report Generator
found that the WRCRWA Flow Control improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline
project sites contain potentially suitable habitat for burrowing owl. Based on habitat requirements
and the availability and quality of the habitats on site, it was determined that the btmowing owl is
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preswned to have a low likelihood of occurring due to the lack of suitable habitat and existing
development and disturbance. The conservation goals of the Western Riverside County MSHCP
require that burrowing owl remain absent from the project sites. If burrowing owl were found on the
WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites,
a potential impact would occur.
6.1.3.1

Nesting Birds

Federal- and state-protected nesting birds have the potential to occur on or adjacent to the projects,
including projects in developed/disturbed land. Implementation of the projects would have the
potential to impact nesting birds (including raptors) through direct removal of nesting habitat and
through disturbance to nesting birds from substantial sources of noise generated at the start of new
construction during the nesting season. Constmction activities that begin during the raptor nesting
season and general bird nesting season (January 15 through September 15) would have the
potential to significantly impact nesting birds protected under the MBTA and CFG Code.
6.1.3.2

Critical Habitat

Critical habitat for least Bell' s vireo, southwestern willow flycatcher, and Santa Ana sucker
primarily occurs in the Santa Ana River floodplain adjacent to the WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline, which was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition l IS/MND (City
of Corona 2016) (Figure 8). No further analysis of this project is required or provided in this report.
No other projects identified in the 2018 RWMP have the potential to impact critical habitat for
least Bell's vireo, southwestern willow flycatcher, or Santa Ana sucker. The majority of the critical
habitat for coastal California gnatcatcher occurs outside of the water service area and would not
be impacted by implementation of the projects (Figure 8). Therefore, impacts would not occur to
these species as a result of project implementation.
6.1.4

Jurisdictional Resources

Implementation of the projects is not expected to impact jmisdictional aquatic resources. The
WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline is adjacent to the Santa Ana River and has been designed to
avoid riparian habitat and jurisdictional aquatic resources (City of Corona 2016). The WRCRWA
Transmission Pipeline was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND
(City of Corona 2016). No further analysis of this project is required or provided in this report.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline are
proposed on undeveloped land that could support jurisdictional aquatic resources, although
unlikely. If the potential for jmisdictional aquatic resources to occur on the WRCRWA Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites is identified,
impacts to state or federally protected jurisdictional aquatic resources could occur through direct
removal, filling, hydrological intenuption, or other means. Impacts to jurisdictional aquatic
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resources could be considered significant under CEQA depending on the type of aquatic resource
and the extent of the proposed impact.

6.1.5

Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

As discussed in Section 3.6, Wildlife Conidors and Linkages, important wildlife conidors occur
in the northern and western portions the water service area. The Santa Ana Mountains are an
important north-south wildlife corridor; however, no projects identified in the 2018 RWMP are
proposed in the Santa Ana Mountains. The Santa Ana River floodplain is an important east-west
wildlife conidor. The WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline crosses the Santa Ana River, which is a
regional wildlife movement conidor; however, the pipeline would be installed in the existing
paved road right-of-way and would not impact the Santa Ana River. The WRCRW A Transmission
Pipeline was previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2016 Proposition 1 IS/MND (City of Corona
2016). No further analysis of this project is required or provided in this report. No other projects
identified in the 2018 RWMP are proposed in the Santa Ana River floodplain.

6.1.6

Local Policies and Ordinances

The project would comply with local policies and ordinances protecting biological resources in the
City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan (City of Corona 20206). Section 4.3, Local Regulations,
outlines the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan goals and policies related to biological
resources and implementation of the projects.
As discussed in Section 6.1.4, the projects would avoid, or if avoidance is not feasible, fully
mitigate potential impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources, thereby complying with the City of
Corona 2020-2040 General Plan Goal ER-4, Policies ER-4.1 through ER-4.5, Goal ER-5, and
Policies ER-5.1 through ER-5.5.
As discussed in Sections 6.1.1 through Sections 6.1.3 and 6.3, the projects' potential impacts to
sensitive plant animal species, sensitive vegetation communities, and jurisdictional aquatic
resources would be potentially significant before incorporation of mitigation. Therefore, with
implementation of mitigation measures fully mitigating impacts to sensitive plant animal species,
sensitive vegetation communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources discussed in Section 6.3 ,
Mitigation Measures, the projects would not conflict with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General
Plan Goal ER-6 and Policies ER-6. l through ER-6.5 regarding protection of plant and animal
species and sensitive vegetation communities in the City and its Planning Area.
The projects would be consistent with the conservation goals outlined in the Western Riverside
County MSHCP. The 2018 RWMP would result in less than significant impacts to biological
resources with mitigation incorporated and is therefore compliant with the Western Riverside
County MSHCP conservation planning goals and the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal ER-7 and Policies ER-7.1 through ER-7.3.
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No oak trees were identified on the project sites that would be impacted by implementation of the
projects. Therefore, the project is not in conflict with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
Goal ER-8 and Policies ER-8. l through ER-8.5 or the Riverside County Oak Tree Management
Guidelines (City of Corona 2020; County of Riverside 1993).
The projects do not propose development in the Temescal Canyon Plan Area, in the Santa Ana
River, or other regional washes. Therefore, the projects would not conflict with the City of Corona
2020-2040 General Plan Goal ER-9 and Policies ER-9.1 through ER-9.12.
Implementation of the project would not result in conflicts with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources.

6.1 .7

Regional Conservation Planning

As discussed in Section 4.3, the Western Riverside County MSHCP functions as a comprehensive,
multi-jurisdictional plan that addresses biological and ecological diversity by conserving species
and associated habitats while allowing approval of development within the County. It is the City's
policy to comply with the Western Riverside County MSHCP in its consideration and approval of
development projects, including the projects identified in the 2018 RWMP. Further, the City of
Corona 2020-2040 General Plan incorporates compliance with the Western Riverside County
MSHCP in the goals and policies used to guide development in the City and its Planning Area
(City of Corona 2020b). The projects' compliance with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General
Plan natural resources goals and policies was previously discussed in Section 6.1.6.
The WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project
sites are not within Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core or Linkage Areas,
Criteria Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands (Figures 3-1 through 3-3, County of
Riverside 2003). Therefore, implementation of these projects would be consistent with the Western
Riverside County MSHCP and would not result in impacts to the Western Riverside County
MSHCP conservation and preservation goals. These projects would be required to implement
Mitigation Measure BIO-I to prepare an MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report once project design
is available. At this time, it is not anticipated that these projects would require submittal of a
Regional Conservation Authority Joint Project Review Application due to their anticipated
location outside of Western Riverside County MSHCP Criteria Areas, Core or Linkage Areas,
Criteria Cells, or MSHCP-designated conserved lands.
The avoidance, rnmimization, and mitigation measures proposed in Sections 6.1.l through 6.1. 4
would reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitive plant and animal speeies, sensitive
vegetation communities, and jlH·isdietional aquatic resources to a less than significant level.
Because the projects would not coatribute to the loss of sensifr,1e vegetation or sensifri,,e species,
the project would comply 'Nith the Western Riverside County MSHCP. Therefore, before Prior to
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the implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures proposed to reduce
potentially significant impacts to sensitive plant and animal species, sensitive vegetation
communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources as detailed in Section 6.3, potentially significant
impacts would occur from conflicts with Western Riverside County MSHCP and other regional
conservation plans and mitigation would be required.

6.2

Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the 2018 RWMP projects and postconstruction operations. Potential indirect impacts from implementation of the project includes
decreased water quality (e.g., through sedimentation, contaminants, or fuel release), fugitive dust,
colonization of invasive plant species, noise, and lighting. The majority (25 of 29) of the projects
anticipated in the project would be situated in currently developed (non-sensitive) areas of the
water service area. However, the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline,
and Research Pipeline projects are planned on non-native grassland habitat that may support
sensitive plant species. These three projects have the potential to result in indirect impacts on
sensitive vegetation communities and sensitive plants and animals, and such impacts are further
discussed below.
6.2.1

Water Quality

Indirect impacts may occur during the construction of the projects and post-construction
operations. Potential indirect impacts to sensitive vegetation communities from implementation of
the project includes decreased water quality (e.g., through sedimentation, contaminants, or fuel
release). The majority (25 of 29) of the projects anticipated in the project would be situated in
currently developed (non-sensitive) areas of the water service area. However, the WRCRWA
Booster Pump Station, WRCRWA Transmission Pipeline, WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects are planned in non-native
grassland habitat. As previously discussed, the WRCRWA Booster Pump Station and WRCRW A
Transmission Pipeline projects were previously evaluated under CEQA in the 2010 Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Enhancement and Expansion Project EIR
(WRCRWA 2010) and the 2016 Proposition l IS/MND (City of Corona 2016), respectively. No
further analysis of these projects is required or provided in this report.
Section 3.10, Hydrology and Water Quality, in the 2018 RWMP PEIR analyzes potential water
quality impacts from implementation of projects, and concludes that impacts would be less than
significant because they would comply with the applicable policies and regulations pertaining to
water quality. Therefore, water quality impacts to sensitive vegetation communities would be less
than significant.
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6.2.2

Fugitive Dust

Fugitive dust produced during construction may disperse onto sensitive vegetation adjacent to the
project sites that could support sensitive plant species. The resulting dust cover may reduce native
plant productivity, displacing native vegetation, reducing diversity, and affecting animals
dependent on the vegetation.
Air quality impacts during construction, including fugitive dust, are analyzed in Section 3.3, Air
Quality, in the 2018 RWMP PEIR. The analysis concluded that no significant impacts would result
from implementation of the projects. The project would avoid indirect impacts to sensitive plants
and animals from fugitive dust by implementing standard air quality control measures and National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System regulations required by construction specifications to
effectively reduce fugitive dust during construction. The control measures may include but are not
limited to the application of soil stabilizers (water) to disturbed areas, termination of soil
disturbance during high wind events, and covering of material stockpiles. Applicable construction
best management practices would also be implemented. Therefore, fugitive dust impacts would be
less than significant, and no mitigation is required.

6.2.3

Invasive Plant Species

Non-native plants may colonize sites disturbed by demolition and construction and may spread
into adjacent native vegetation communities. Some non-native plants are highly invasive and can
disrupt native habitats by reducing native and sensitive species diversity, potentially increase
flammability and fire frequency, change ground and surface water levels, and potentially adversely
affect native animals that are dependent on native plant species.
Colonization by non-native plant species in the vegetated areas that may support sensitive plant
species on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research
Pipeline project sites would be a potentially significant impact.

6.2.4

Noise

Constrnction-related noise from clearing, grubbing, and grading may impact sensitive animals.
Breeding birds and mammals may temporarily or permanently leave their territories to avoid direct
impacts from construction activities, which may lead to reduced reproductive success and
increased mortality. Indirect noise impacts would be considered significant for state- or federally
listed species and for nesting raptors and birds protected by the CFO Code and MBTA. Nesting
raptors may also be affected by noise from construction activity. Construction activity that
commences during the nesting season within 500 feet of an active raptor nest would result in a
significant impact to sensitive animal species and nesting birds. A Construction Noise
Management Plan would be implemented in the projects with Mitigation Measure NOI-1 , detailed
in Section 3.13, Noise, in the 2018 RWMP PEIR. Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-1
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would incorporate best management practices into project const:mction so that noise levels would
not be an excessive nuisance to hwnans and animals. Therefore, indirect noise impacts to sensitive
animal species would be less than significant.

6.2.5

Lighting

Nighttime lighting during construction has the potential to spill into native vegetation
communities, exposing animal species to an unnatural light regime and potentially altering their
behavior patterns, which can result in lower reproductive success, reducing species diversity. In
addition, nighttime lighting may provide nocturnal predators with an unnatural advantage over
their prey. This may cause an increased loss in native animals that may be significant, especially
for sensitive species that may occur. Temporary const:mction lighting that spills into undeveloped
areas would be potentially significant where these areas are not currently affected by lighting.
Therefore, indirect impacts from nighttime lighting would have the potential to result in a
significant impact to sensitive animal species.

6.3

Mitigation Measures

This section includes mitigation measures necessary to avoid and reduce significant direct and
indirect impacts to sensitive vegetation communities, sensitive plant and animal species, nesting
birds, and jurisdictional aquatic resources including waters and wetlands.
For reference, Table 6 provides a crosswalk for mitigation measures between this report and
Section 3, Biological Resources, in the 2018 R WMP PEIR.
The mitigation measures listed in Table 6 were clarified following consultation with the Western
Riverside County Regional Conservation Authority and in response to public comments received
during the 2018 RWMP PEIR public review pe1iod. Mitigation Measure BIO-1 was renamed and
refined to more accurately describe the Western Riverside County MSHCP Consistency Analysis
Report process and components. Mitigation Measure BIO-1, Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report, includes requirements for identifying the
presence of sensitive plant and animal species, including burrowing owl, and potential sensitive
habitats. It was determined that Mitigation Measure BI0-1 would mitigate for potential impacts to
sensitive plant species, sensitive habitats, and burrowing owl. Separate mitigation measures were
previously included to address potential impacts to sensitive plant species (previous Mitigation
Measure BI0-4), sensitive habitat (previous Mitigation Measures BI0-2 and BI0-3), and
burrowing owl (previous Mitigation Measure BI0-9). Consistent with CEOA Guidelines, Section
15088.S(b), and following consultation with the Western Riverside County Regional Conservation
Authority, these separate mitigation measures were determined not to be necessary because they
are included in the requirements in Mitigation Measure BIO- I and, therefore, have been removed.
These mitigation refinements resulted in removing previous stand-alone Mitigation Measures
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BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4, and BIO-9 and renumbering the remaining mitigation measures. Additional
language was added to clarify Mitigation Measures BIO-8 and BIO-9 (previously Mitigation
Measures BIO-12 and BIO-13) by including the applicable requirements for jurisdictional aquatic
resources identification under Mitigation Measure BIO-I, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation
Plan Consistency Analysis Report. The equivalent Mitigation Measures in PEIR Section 3.4,
Biological Resources, were revised to be consistent with the clarifications made in this Biological
Resources Technical Report.
Table 6 . Biological Resources Mitigation Measure Equivalency Table for the
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project
Biological Resources Technical Report

810-1 : MultiQle SQecies Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistenc~ Anal~sis ReQort Biala§isal Resa1JFses
S1JF¥eyJFlabilal AssessA'leRI

PEIR Section 3.4: Biological Resources

810-144

BIG :1: PeFA'laReRI IA'lpasls la NaR Rali1,e GFasslaRS

~

BIG J: +eA'lpaFafY IA'lpasls ta NaA Rati11e GFasslaRl:i

BIG-J

BIG 4: SeRsiti ...e PlaAI Spesies S1JF¥eys

~

810-ia: Invasive Plant Species Prevention

810-_f.4

BIO-~: Flagging and Fencing

810-~

810-1-7: Contractor Training Program

81016

810-53: Biological Monitor

810-Q+-

BIG Q: Bl:lFFawiA§ Gwl S1JF¥eys

~

810-64-0: Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys

810-§B

BIO-Z44: Night Lighting

BIO-Z+G

BIO-~: Aquatic Resources Delineation

BIO-~

BI0-!!4J: Aquatic Resources Permitting and MultiQle SQecies
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency

BI0-!!4J

Notes: PEIR = Program Environmental Impact Report

6.3.1

Sensitive Vegetation Communities

6.3.1 .1

Survey Requirements

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 would reduce permanent impacts to non-native
grassland that could support sensitive plant species on the WRCRWA Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites.
BI0-1:

Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report 8ialagical

For projects proposed in the City of Corona
2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan on undeveloped land, including the Western
Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements,
Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline, a Western Riverside Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis Report site-specific biological
resources survey shall be conducted completed during the project design phase. The
Resources Survey/Habitat Assessment.
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Consistency Analysis Report shall be prepared for each project to demonstrate
consistency with the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation
Structure and shall include project-level existing conditions documentation of
vegetation mapping and identification of sensitive habitats (non-native grassland,
1iparian and riverine areas, and vernal pools), plants. and animals (including burrowing
owl [Athene cunicularia]) on the project site.
The Consistency Analysis Report shall be used as the basis for determining if a project
is subject to a Joint Project Review and is required to complete a Joint Project Review
Application. The Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan Consistency Analysis
Report template and requirements can be accessed on the Western Riverside County
Regional
Conservation Authority
Document Library:
https://www.wrcrca.org/document-library/. The Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Pennittee Implementation Guidance Manual (2007) shall also be
reviewed and followed to ensure project consistency with Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan requirements.
The biological resources sur¥ey shall be condueted by a qualified biologist and shall
include, but not be lim.ited to, the follmving:
An analysis of available literature and biological databases, such as the California
Natural DiYersity Database, to deteffilifle sensitive biological resow=ces that have been
reported historically from the proposed project 1, 1icinity.

•

A re•,rie'w of current land use and land ownership •Nithin the project vicinity.

•

An assessn:1ent and mapping ofyegetation communities present within the proposed
project vicinity. If vegetation community mapping has not been conducted on the
site is the pre.,·ious 3 years, updated 1,·egetatios mapping shall be coeducted by a
qualified biologist as part of the project planning and environmental revi01;r1
process. Vegetation communities shall be mapped aeoording to the Manual of
California Vegetation at the alliasce level and a cross•Nalk table with Holland

•

vegetation communities shall be provided.
A ge0eral assessment of the potential for aquatic resources, including ,.,,etlands and
ripatiB:B habitats, to occur onsite.

•

An e>,1aluation of potential local and regional ,..,ildlife moveme0t corridors.

•

If the project sites support vegetation communities that may proYide habitat for
plaRt or animal species, a fucused habitat assessment co0ducted by a qualified
biologist to determine the potential fur settsiti,, e plBBt or animal species to oceur on
1

or adjacent to the project sites.
The results of the biologieal swvey shall be presefl:ted in a biological survey letter report.
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6.3.1.2

Habitat Mitigation Requirements

Permanent Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or animal
species dming preparation of the MSHCP Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BIO1), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including

project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant species protection policies,
conservation easements for avoidance areas, and preparation of a Detennination of Biological
Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation measures. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure BIO 2, a mitigation ratio of 0.5:1 , would be applied to reduce potentially
significant impacts to sensitive •,iegetation communities to less than significant. Mitigation Meastire
BIO 2 would reduce permanent impacts to non native grassland to a less than significant level.
810 2i

Permanent lmpasts to Non Nati•,•e Grassland. Permanent impacts to sensitive non

native grassland shall be mitigated throtigh the preservation of habitat, habitat creation,
or enhancement, or combiaation thereof, in the City of Corona or off site throtigh
habitat acquisition and preservation or purchase of credits from an approved
conservation barnc. Mitigation for impacts to non natrt'e grassland shall be in kind
tising native grasses. Permanent impacts to sensiti1,'e flon natiYe grassland shall be
mitigated at a ratio of 0.5: 1.
For on site mitigation, a detailed Mitigation Plan shall be prepared before the start of
construction (not applicable to mitigatioa met throtigh the purchase of credits from an
appro1,•ed wetl8fld rnitigatioa bank). The :Mitigation Plan shall incltlde at a minimum the
proposed location of the mitigation areas, site preparation, a plant palette, installation
procedures, sticcess criteria, fencing and signage, monitoring requirements, and other
details of the habitat restoration effort and shall be prepared by a qualified biologist.

Temporary Impacts

If a project site is identified as occupied or potentially occupied habitat for sensitive plant or animal
species during preparation of the Western Riverside County MS HCP Consistency Analysis Report
(Mitigation Measure BIO-1), potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP
requirements. including project-level vegetation mapping, adherence to narrow endemic plant
species protection policies. conservation easements for avoidance areas. and preparation of a
Detennination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for proposed mitigation
measures. With implementation of MitigatioR Measure BIO 3, temporary impacts to aon native
grassland ·.vould be restored in place or else•.vhere on the praject site at a mitigation ratio of I : 1, as
described in Mitigation MeaslH'e BIO 3. Mitigation Measure BIO 3 would redtice temporary
impacts to non nati1,1e grassland to a less than significant level.
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810 J:

Temporary i:mpaets to non Hative
grassland shall be restored in place or else Nhere on the praject site at a l: l replacement

Temporary Impacts to NoA Nati,.,e GrasslamL
1

ratio using nati\1e grass speeies.
A Revegetation Plan shall be prepared. The Re1, 1egetation Plan shall include site
preparation specifications, a plant palette, installation procedures, de,.1elopment of
reasonable success criteria, appropriate monitoring and reporting protocols,
implementation timelines, and contingenc~· measures in the eveat of restoration failure.
The City of Corona shall proyide guidance for and oi,rersight of the Re,,egetation Plan
and implementation.
In the event that aon natiYe grassland Yegetation caooot be restored in place or
elsewhere on the praject site after construction, these impacts would be considered
permaaent, and Mitigation Measure BIO 2 wollld be implemented.
6.3.2

Sensitive Plant Species

6.3.2.1

Survey Requirements

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BI0-14, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would req1:1ire include identification of sensitive plant species and
potential surveys for projects including at the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline praject sites. If sensitive plant species are identified on the project
site during implementation of Mitigation Measure Bl0-1, potential impacts shall be documented
consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including conservation easements for avoidance areas
and preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report for
proposed mitigation measures.
810 4:

If one or more sensiti>.1e plant species has the potential
to occur oa the Western RiYerside County Regioaal Waste¥,1ater Authority Flov,r
Control Improvements, Promeaade Pipeliae, and Research PipeliF1e praject sites,
foc1:1sed species sur¥eys shall be coad1:1cted before constractioa to detennine the
presence and absence of these species to adeq1:1ately eval1:1ate poteatial direct or indirect
SeAsiti11e PlaAt Species Surveys.

impacts to these species.
Sensiti,,e plant species sun'e~·s shall be coad1:1cted by a q1:1alified biologist retaiaed by
the City of Corona d1:1ring the appropriate season for to detect species as part of the
praject design phase. Su:rveys shall be floristic in nature and iacl1:1de lists of the plants
ideatified in the surYe~· area. SUP1eys shall be cond1:1cted 00: foot, employiag a le,,el of
effort sufficieat to proYide compreheasi,10 co•rerage. The locations and pre1,'alence
(estimated total numbers aad percent cover, as applicable) of sensitive plants shall be
recorded. The sensitive plaat species surveys shall be valid for 3 years.
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If site specific sun'eys ere aot required because a sur,•ey 1,1,•as conducted within the last
3 years, impaet assessmeR-t and minimization and mitigation requiremen-ts shall be
based ea the most reoeat available sur,rey. These requirements shall also include an
analysis of the potential for seRsitive plant species to occu.r on site based on existing
site eonditions and shall be consistent with the most recent U.S. Fish and \Vildlife
Service and California Department offish and \Vildlife sun·ey protocols.
If sensitive plant species ere observed, they shall be a.1,•oided if possible. If species sonnet
be a¥oided, impaets shall be mitigated through conservation of habitat that supports the
impaeted speeies in accordance with Mitigation Measures BIO 2 and BIO 3.
Construction

The following mitigation measures would ffillllffilZe construction impacts to sensitive plant
species, including the spread of invasive non-native plant species, during the implementation of
the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects.

Bio-is:

Invasive Plant Species Prevention. During construction of the Western Riverside

County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects, the following measures shall be implemented
to minimize the spread of invasive plant species:

BIO-~:

•

Construction equipment shall be cleaned before coming to the project sites.

•

Weed-free straw wattles shall be used for erosion control.

Flagging and Fencing.

If sensitive biological resources are identified on or adjacent to

the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, the
construction limits shall be clearly identified on construction drawings and flagged on
the project site to ensure impacts to sensitive biological resources are avoided or
minimized to the extent feasible. Before implementing construction activities, a
qualified biologist shall verify that the flagging clearly delineates the construction
limits and sensitive resources to be avoided.
BIO-¥:

Contractor Training Program.

If sensitive biological resources are known to occur on or

adjacent to the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a projectspecific contractor training program shall be developed and implemented to educate
project contractors on the sensitive biological resources on and adjacent to the project
sites and measures being implemented to avoid or minimize impacts to these species. A
qualified biologist shall develop and implement the contractor training program.
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Biological Monitor.

If sensitive biological resources are present on or adjacent to the

Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites and impacts
may occur from implementation of construction activities, a qualified biological
monitor may be required during all or a portion of the construction activities to ensure
impacts to the sensitive biological resources are avoided or minimized to the extent
feasible. The specific biological monitoring requirements shall be evaluated on a
project-by-project basis. The qualified biological monitor shall be approved by the City
of Corona based on applicable experience with the sensitive biological resources that
may be impacted.

6.3.3

Sensitive Animal Species

6.3.3.1

Burrowing Owl

Implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O-19, Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report, would require burrowing owl habitat analysis and potential focused
clearanee surveys on the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline project sites to reduce potential impacts to burrowing owl to less than significant.
If burrowing owl is identified on the project site during implementation of Mitigation Measure B1O1, potential impacts shall be documented consistent with the MSHCP requirements, including
preparation of a Determination of Biological Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report to ensure
that an appropriate mitigation strategy will be implemented, preparation of a Burrowing Owl
Protection and Relocation Plan, and coordination with the Westem Riverside County Regional
Conservation Authority and CDFW prior to implementation of proposed mitigation measures.
810 9:

Burrowing Owl Surveys. A burrm•,ring 0 1Nl elearance survey shall be eondueted before

any grm,md disturbing aeti:.,1ities in aceordance with the California Department of Fish
and Wildlife 2012 Staff Report OR Burrowing Ov,rl Mitigatioa. Two precoRstruetioR
clearance surveys shall be coRdueted 14 30 days aRd 24 hours before ground
disturbing activities to document the coRtiRued absence of bl:lITowing owl from the
project sites. The burrmYing owl surveys shall be , 1alid for l year.
6.3.3.2

Nesting Birds

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-Q-1-0 would reduce potential impacts to nesting birds
protected by the CFG Code and MBTA to less than significant.
BI0-§4-0:

Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys. To the extent feasible, gmbbing, trimming, or

clearing of vegetation from project sites shall not occur during the general bird nesting
season (January 15 through September 15). If grubbing, trimming, or clearing of
vegetation cannot feasibly occur outside of the general bird nesting season, a qualified
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biologist shall perform a preconstruction nesting bird survey at project sites with
vegetation supporting nesting birds. Nesting bird surveys shall occur within MLdays
before the start of vegetation clearing or grubbing to determine if active bird nests are
present. If no active bird nests are identified on the project sites or within a 300-foot
buffer of the project sites, no further mitigation is necessary. If active nests of bird
species covered by the Mjgratory Bird Treaty Act are detected on the project site during
the -l-01-day preconstruction survey, construction activities should stay outside of a
300-foot buffer around the active nest. For raptor species, this buffer is expanded to
500 feet. It is recommended that a biological monitor be present to delineate the
boundaries of the buffer area and to monitor the active nest to ensw-e that nesting
behavior is not adversely affected by the construction activity. Once the young have
fledged, and a quabfied biologist has determined the nest is inactive, normaJ
construction activities can occur.

6.3.3.3

Construction Lighting

Construction is expected is occur primarily dw-ing the daylight hours. However, if night work is
needed near sensitive biological resources, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1++ shall
be implemented at the project sites to reduce potential nighttime lighting impacts to sensitive
animal species to less than significant.
Night Lighting. If temporary

BIO-Z44:

night lighting is necessary during construction adjacent to
sensitive vegetation communities, construction contractors shall ensure lights are
directed away from sensitive vegetation communities and shielded to minimize
temporary lighting of the surrounding habitat and should be of the lowest illumination
necessary for human safety.

6.3.4

Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources

In the event that state- or federally protected jurisdictional aquatic resources are identified during
implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1, the Mitigation Measures BIO-~-!-± and BIO-2.-e
shall be implemented.
BI0-!!42:

sensitive aquatic resources are identified on the
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow Control
Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline project sites, a qualified
biologist shall conduct an aquatic resources delineation following the methods outlined
in the 1987 U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual and the
Regional Supplement to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation
Manual: Arid West Region to map the extent of wetlands and non-wetland waters,
determine jurisdiction, and assess potential impacts. The results of the delineation shall
be presented in an aquatic resources delineation report and shall be incorporated into

Aquatic Resources Delineation. If
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the California Environmental Quality Act documents required for approval and
permitting of the proposed project. The Aquatic Resources Delineation Report shall be
included as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BI0-1 ).
810-~43:

Aquatic Resources Permitting and Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency.

If the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority Flow

Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would
impact sensitive aquatic resources, permits and authorizations shall be obtained from the
U.S. Army Corps Engineers, California Department of Fish and Wildlife, or Regional
Water Quality Control Board. The regulatory agency authorizations would include
impact avoidance and minimization measures and mitigation measures for unavoidable
impacts. Specific avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures for impacts to
jurisdictional resources shall be determined through discussions with the regulatory
agencies during the proposed project permitting process and may include monetary
contributions to a mitigation bank or habitat creation, restoration, or enhancement.
ln addition, consistent with the Western Riverside Multiple Species Habitat
Conservation Plan and as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation
Plan Consistencv Analysis Report (Mitigation Measure BI0-1), a Determination of
Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation Report shall be prepared to identify
mitigation that demonstrates equivalent or superior function and value, including reestablishment, establishment, and/or permanent conservation of aquatic resources, as
feasible. The Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation shall
be included as a component of the Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Consistency Analysis Repo1t (Mitigation Measure BIO-I).

6.4

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Project implementation would result in potentially significant direct and indirect impacts to
sensitive vegetation communities, sensitive plant and animal species, nesting birds, and
jurisdictional aquatic resources.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BIO 3, impacts to the sensitive
habitat ,.,egetation community, non-native grassland, from implementation of the WRCRW A Flow
Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to
a less than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-li through BIO-i&, impacts to sensitive plant
species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species by the CDFW or USFWS from
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implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade Pipeline, and
Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to a less than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-19 through BI0-1-l--l-, direct and indirect impacts
to sensitive animal species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special-status species by the CDFW
or USFWS from implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to a less than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-I, BI0-.8.H, and BI0-2-H, impacts to state or
federally protected aquatic resources through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means from implementation of the WRCRWA Flow Control Improvements, Promenade
Pipeline, and Research Pipeline projects would be reduced to a less than significant level.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1 through BI0-2H, impacts from conflicts with the
Western Riverside County MSHCP or other regional conservation plans would be less than significant.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1 through BI0-2H, direct and indirect impacts
to sensitive biological resources from implementation of the projects would be less than significant.
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Section 7

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation

The cumulative impact analysis for biological resources considers R WMP 2018 project
development in conjunction with other development projects in the water service area as well as
projects covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP.

7.1

Riparian Habitat or Other Sensitive Natural Community

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to riparian habitat or other sensitive
natural communities is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant
cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a substantial
adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS . All projects, including the
2018 RWMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City
of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b)
and the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to riparian
habitat and sensitive vegetation communities, as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other
cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP
regional conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 6.3.1, potentially significant projectlevel impacts to non-native grassland habitat would be reduced to a less than significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO- I throegh BIO 3. Therefore, the project's
contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

7.2

Sensitive Plant Species

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive plant species is the area
covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact would occur if,
in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse impact on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved in the
City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020- 2040 General Plan
natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County
MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to sensitive plant species, as appropriate. As analyzed
in Section 6.3.2, potentially significant project-level impacts to sensitive plant species would be
reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-ll through
BIO-~&. Since cumulative projects and the 2018 RWMP would be required to meet or exceed the
Western Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements, and project-specific
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce the project's impacts to sensitive plant species
to below a level of significance, the project' s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
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7.3

Sensitive Animal Species

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to sensitive animal species is the area
covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact would occur if,
in combination, cumulative projects would result in a substantial adverse impact on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within
the City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan
natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County
MSHCP and to provide mitigation for impacts to sensitive animal species, as appropriate. The 2018
RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western
Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements. As analyzed in Section 6.3.3,
potentially significant project-level impacts to burrowing owl and nesting birds would be reduced to
a less than significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measw-es BI0-19 through BI0-1-l--l-.
Therefore, the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

7 .4

Jurisdictional Aquatic Resources

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources
is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP . A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would have a substantial adverse impact on a
state or federally protected wetland through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are
required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals
and policies (City of Corona 2020b) and the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide
mitigation for impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources, as appropriate. The 2018 R WMP, as
with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County
MSHCP regional conservation requirements, and implement project-specific mitigation measures
to reduce significant impacts. As analyzed in Section 6.3.4, potentially significant project-level
impacts to jurisdictional aquatic resources would be reduced to a less than significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures BI0-1, BIO-~-!-±, and BI0-2.i.;. Therefore, the project's
contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

7.5

Wildlife Corridors and Linkages

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to wildlife corridors and linkages
is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or migratory fish or animal species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native animal nursery sites. All
projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within the City's jurisdiction are required to be
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consistent with the City of Corona 2020-2040 General Plan natural resources goals and policies
(City of Corona 2020b), the Western Riverside County MSHCP and to provide mitigation for
impacts to wildlife corridors and linkages, as appropriate. The 2018 RWMP, as with other
cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed the Western Riverside County MSHCP
regional conservation requirements and implement project-specific mitigation measures to reduce
significant impacts. As analyzed in Section 6.1 .5, the project would have a less than significant
impact to wildlife corridors and linkages, and no mitigation is required. Therefore, the project's
contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

7.6

Local Policies and Ordinances

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to local policies and ordinances is
the City. A significant cumulative impact would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects
would conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance. All projects, including the 2018 RWMP, approved within the
City's jurisdiction are required to be consistent with the City of Corona 2020- 2040 General Plan
natural resources goals and policies (City of Corona 2020b), and the Western Riverside County
MSHCP and to provide mitigation for conflicts with local policies and ordinances, as appropriate.
As analyzed in Section 6.1.6, with implementation of Mitigation Measures B10-1 through Bl02g, the 2018 RWMP would have a less than significant impact from conflicts with any local
policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as tree preservation policy or
ordinance. Therefore, the project's contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.

7.7

Regional Conservation Planning

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to regional conservation planning
is the area covered by the Western Riverside County MSHCP. A significant cumulative impact
would occur if, in combination, cumulative projects would conflict with the provisions of an
adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved
local, regional, or state HCP.
In 1991, the State of California passed the NCCP Act, providing for the long-term, regional
conservation of natural vegetation and animal diversity. The biological conservation offered by
the Western Riverside County MSHCP provides sufficient habitat area, diversity, and linkages to
allow the participating local jurisdictions to directly impact or "take" up to 146 sensitive plant and
animal species in the region. These "covered species" identified in the MSHCP consist of species
listed as endangered or threatened by the federal or state Endangered Species Acts and other
regional rare but currently unlisted sensitive species.
The 2018 RWMP, as with other cumulative projects, would be required to meet or exceed Western
Riverside County MSHCP regional conservation requirements and provide mitigation for
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significant impacts, as appropriate. Consistency with regional conservation plans and mitigation
measures, as appropriate, must be demonstrated in order for the project and other cumulative
projects to be approved. Mitigation Measures BIO-I through BI0-2-H would reduce project-level
direct and indirect impacts on sensitive plants and animals, nesting birds, sensitive vegetation
communities, and jurisdictional aquatic resources. Implementation of these mitigation measures
would reduce project-level impacts and ensure the project would not contribute to cumulatively
significant impacts from conflicts with regional conservation planning. The project would comply
with the Western Riverside County MSHCP and would not contribute to loss of sensitive
vegetation communities or sensitive species. Therefore, the project 's contribution would not be
cumulatively considerable.
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Appendix A. Animal Species Observed
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Animal Species Observed in the Water Service Area
Family

I

Common Name
I
Birds
Accipitriformes (Hawks, Kites, Eagles, and Allies)

Scientific Name

Accipitridae
Hawks, Eagles, Kites, and Allies

Red-tailed hawk

Buteo jamaicensis

Cathartidae
New World Vultures

Turkey vulture 1

Cathartes aura

Anseriformes (Ducks, Geese, and Swans)
Anatidae
Ducks, Geese, and Swans

Mallard

Anas platyrhynchos

Falconiformes (Falcons)
Falconidae
Falcons

American kestrel

Falco sparverius

Caprimulgiformes (Nightjars)
Apodidae
Swifts

White-throated swift

Aeronautes saxatalis

Anna's hummingbird

Calypte anna

Allen's hummingbird
Passenformes (Perching Birds)

Selasphorus sasin

Aegithalidae
Bushtits

Bushtit

Psaltriparus minimus

Alaudidae
Larks

California homed lark2

Eremophila alpestris actia

Cardinalidae
Cardinals

Black-headed grosbeak

Passerina melanocephalus

MourninQ dove

Zenaida macroura
Columba livia

Trochilidae
Hummingbirds

Columbiformidae
Doves
Corvidae
Jays, Magpies, and Crows
Fringillidae
Finches

lcteridae
Orioles
Mimidae
Mockingbirds

Rock

pigeon3

American crow

Corvus brachyrhynchos

House finch
Lawrence's goldfinch

Haemorhous mexicanus
Spinus lawrencei

Lesser goldfinch

Spinus psa/lria

Bullock's oriole

lcterus bu/lockii

Hooded oriole
Yellow-breasted

lcterus cucullatus
chat1.4

lcteria virens

Western meadowlark

Stume/la neg/ecta

Northern mockingbird

Mimus polyglottos
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Animal Species Observed in the Water Service Area
Common Name

Family

Scientific Name

California towhee

Me/ozone crissalis

Song sparrow

Melospiza melodia

Spotted towhee

Pipilo maculatus

White-crowned sparrow

Zonotrichia /eucophrys

Parulidae
Wood Warblers

Yellow-rumped warbler

Setophaga corona/a

Turdidae
Songbirds

Western bluebird

Sialia mexicana

Sturnidae
Starlings

European starling3

Stumus vulgaris

Sylviidae
Sylviid Warblers

Wrentit

Chamaea fascia/a

Bewick's wren

Thryomanes bewickii

House wren

Troglodytes aedon

Ash-throated flycatcher

Myiarchus cinerascens

Black phoebe

Sayornis nigricans

Cassin's kingbird

Tyrannus vociferans

Say's phoebe

Sayomis saya

Hirundinidae
Swallows, Martins, and Saw-Wings

Northern rough-winged swallow

Stelgidopteryx serripennis

Vireonidae
Vireos

Least Bell's vireo1, 4.4

Vireo be/Iii pusil/us

Passerellidae
Passerines

Troglodytidae
Wrens

Tyrannidae
Tyrant Flycatchers

Galliformes (Fowls)
Odontophoridae
New World Quails

Callipepla californica

California quail
Piciformes (Woodpeckers)

Picidae
Woodpeckers

Cervidae
Deer and Elk

Acom woodpecker

Melanerpes formicivorus

Dryobales nuttallii
Nuttall's woodpecker
Mammals
Artiodactyla (Cloven-hoofed Mammals)
Odocoileus hemionus

Mule deer
Carnivora (Carnivores)

Canidae
Foxes, Wolves, and Relatives

Canis latrans

Coyote1
Rodentia (Rodents)

Sciuridae
Squirrels, Chipmunks, and Marmots

California ground squirrel
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Animal Species Observed in the Water Service Area
Family
Leporidae
Rabbits and Hares

I

Common Name
I
Lagomorpha (Rabbits, Hares, and Pika)

Desert cottontail rabbit

Scientific Name

Sy/vilagus audubonii

Invertebrates
Lepidoptera (Butterflies)

Painted lady

Vanessa cardui

Lorquin's admiral
Reptiles
Squamata (Lizards and Snakes)

Limenitis lorquini

lguanidae
American Arboreal Lizards,
Chuckwallas, and Iguanas

Western fence lizard

Sce/oporus occidentalis

Phrynosomatidae
North American Spiny Lizards

Western side-blotched lizard

Ula stansburiana elegans

Nymphalidae
Brush-Footed Butterflies

Notes:
' Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
2

California Department of Fish and Wildlife Watch List species

3

Non-native

4

California Department of Fish and Wildlife Species of Special Concern
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) was contracted by Harris and Associates to conduct a cultural resources
and Tribal Cultural Resources study in support of the Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) in
order to evaluate if the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan (RWMP) Project will cause an
adverse effect on significant historical resources or Tribal Cultural Resources; to identify areas which may
be sensitive for cultural resources; make recommendations for program-wide mitigation measures for future
specific projects within the RWMP project area; and make recommendations for future archaeological work
that may be required in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the Corona
Historic Resources Ordinance----Chapter 17.63 of the Corona Municipal Code. The City of Corona 2018
Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project is located within the City of Corona Water Service area, which
includes the City of Corona's jurisdictional boundary and portions of the unincorporated communities of
El Cerrito and Coronita and Tesmescal Canyon. The City of Corona is the lead agency.
The following cultural resources constraints analysis and sensitivity study includes a review ofrelevant site
records and reports on file with the Eastern Information Center (EIC) of the California Historical Resources
Information System (CHRIS), a rev:iew of the Sacred Lands File (SLF) held by the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC), Native American outreach, and archival research.
The record search of the CHRIS held at the EIC, is currently not available as the EIC is temporarily closed
due to COVID-19, therefore the record search results provided for the City of Corona General Plan Update:
Cultural Resources Technical Report (SWCA 2018) were utilized, as this report area largely overlaps with
the City of Corona Water Service area. Only the northwest section of the City of Corona Water Service
area is not included in the 2018 record search, no Project Components are located within this area, and this
infonnation can be added to subsequent draft of the report, if it becomes available. The record search
identified 172 previously conducted cultural resources studies that have been conducted within the City of
Corona Water Service area. The record search identified that 96 cultural resources have been previously
recorded within the City of Corona water service area. Of these resources, 28 are prehistoric archaeological
sites, 66 are historic archaeological sites, and two are multicomponent resources. Thirty previously recorded
built environment resources have been identified within the City or Corona water service area. Thirteen of
the previously recorded cultural resources are located within I 00 feet of Project Component and an
additional three previously recorded resources are intersected by a Project Component.
A search of the SLF held by the NAHC was positive, indicating that sacred lands have been identified
within the R WMP project area. The NAHC provided a list of 37 tribal organizations and individuals to
contact for additional information. Red Tail sent information request letters to the 37 tribal organizations
and individuals. To date, three responses have been received.
In order to assess the cultural resources sensitivity of the RWMP project area Red Tail combined the results
of the record searches, environmental factors, impacts of modem development and archival research to
identify areas of the RWMP as high, medium, and low for cultural resources sensitivity. Due to the
identification of numerous cultural resources, the geographic features of the project area being located
within an alluvial area and bisected by the Santa Ana River and multiple drainages, and development of
portions of the project area prior to the start of environmental laws which required archaeological studies
in the mid- I 970s, much of the City of Corona Water Service area was identified as moderate to high
sensitivity for cultural resources, which could include prehistoric and/or historic archaeological resources.
Areas with steep slopes on the western side of the project area and a disturbed mining area located on the
eastern edge of the project area was identified as having a low sensitivity for cultural resources.
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Prior to any future projects within the R WMP that could directly affect cultural resources, steps should be
taken to determine the presence of cultural resources and the appropriate mitigation for any significant
resources that may be impacted. CEQA requires that before approving discretionary projects the Lead
Agency must identify and examine the significant adverse environmental impacts which may result from
that project. A project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource
is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment (Sections 15064.S(b) and 21084). A
substantial adverse change is defined as demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration activities which
would impair historical significance (Sections l 5064.5(b )( 1) and 5020.1 ). Any historical resource listed in
or eligible to be listed in the California Register of Historical Resources and/or the Corona Register of
Historic Resources, is considered to be historically or culturally significant. Resources which are listed in
a local historic register or deemed significant in a historical resource survey as provided under Section
5024. l(g) are presumed historically or culturally significant unless "the preponderance of evidence"
demonstrates they are not. Finally, a resource that is not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in,
the California Register of Historic Resources, not included in a local register of historic resources, or not
deemed significant in a historical resource survey may nonetheless be historically significant, pursuant to
Section 21084. I.
The report includes an impact analysis to identify if implementation of the RWMP will adversely impact
cultural and/or Tribal Cultural Resources. Construction of the Project Components of the RWMP could
result in temporary vibration-related effects, which could potentially be significant, in the immediate
vicinity of the construction of a built environment historical resource. Development in accordance with the
proposed project could adversely impact known or previously unrecorded cultural resources that may be
eligible to the CRHR or Corona Register and/or Tribal Cultural Resources. In addition, there is a potential
to identify unexpected human remains during implementation of the RWMP. Four mitigation measures are
recommended to mitigate potential adverse effects. The recommended mitigation measures include:
construction related vibration; project specific archaeological surveys; the creation of an archaeological and
Native American monitoring program; and the identification and treatment of Human Remains.
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1. Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

PURPOSE OF STUDY

Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) was contracted by Harris and Associates to conduct a cultural resources
and Tribal Cultural Resources study in support of the Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) in
order to evaluate if the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan Project (RWMP project) will
cause adverse effects on significant historical resources or Tribal Cultural Resources, to identify areas
which may be sensitive for cultural resources; makes recommendations for program-wide mitigation
measures for future specific projects within the RWMP project area, and recommendations for future
archaeological work that may be required in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and/or the Corona Historic Resources Ordinance-Chapter 17 .63 of the Corona Municipal Code.
The City of Corona (City) is the lead agency for the RWMP Project and the PEIR.

1.2

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

1.2.1 CEQA and California Register of Historical Resources
CEQA requires that all private and public activities not specifically exempted be evaluated against the
potential for environmental damage, including effects to historical resources. Historical resources are
recognized as part of the environment under CEQA. The act defines historical resources as "any object,
building, structure, site, area, or place that is historically significant in the architectural, engineering,
scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California"
(Division I, Public Resources Code, Section 5021.1 [b]).
Lead agencies have a responsibility to evaluate historical resources against the California Register of
Historical Resources (CRHR) criteria prior to making a finding as to a proposed project's impacts to
historica1 resources. Mitigation of adverse impacts is required if the proposed project will cause substantial
adverse change. Substantial adverse change includes demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration such
that the significance of a historical resource would be impaired. While demolition and destruction are fairly
obvious significant impacts, it is more difficult to assess when change, alteration, or relocation crosses the
threshold of substantial adverse change. The CEQA Guidelines provide that a project that demolishes or
alters those physical characteristics of a historical resource that convey its historical significance (i.e., its
character-defining features) is considered to materially impair the resource's significance. The CRHR is
used in the consideration of historical resources relative to significance for purposes of CEQA. The CRHR
includes resources listed in, or formally determined eligible for listing in, the NRHP and some California
State Landmarks and Points of Historical Interest. Properties oflocal significance that have been designated
under a local preservation ordinance (local landmarks or landmark districts), or that have been identified in
a local historical resources inventory, may be eligible for listing in the CRHR and are presumed to be
significant resources for purposes of CEQA unless a preponderance of evidence indicates otherwise.
Generally, a resource shall be considered by the lead agency to be "historically significant" if the resource
meets the criteria for listing on the CRHR (Pub. Res. Code SS5024. l, Title 14 CCR, Section 4852), which
consist of the following:
•
•

Criteria 1: it is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns oflocal or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States; or
Criteria 2: it is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national
history; or
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•
•

Criteria 3: it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values; or
Criteria 4: it has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or
history of the local area, California, or the nation.

1.2.2 California State Assembly Bill 52
California State Assembly Bill No. 52 (AB 52) amends CEQA by creating a new category of cultural
resources, Tribal Cultural Resources, and new requirements for consultation with Native American Tribes.
AB 52 came into effect July I, 2015. Lead agencies are required to offer Native American tribes with an
interest in tribal cultural resources located within its jurisdiction the opportunity to consult on CEQA
documents. The procedures under AB 52 offer the tribes an opportunity to take an active role in the CEQA
process in order to protect tribal cultural resources. ff the tribe requests consultation within 30 days upon
receipt of the notice, the lead agency must consult with the tribe.
A Tribal Cultural Resource is defined as a site, feature, place, cultural landscape that is geographically
defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a
California Native American tribe, and may be considered significant if it is (I) listed or eligible for listing
in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a local register of historical resources; or (2) a
resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to be
significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code §5024. l.

1.2.3 California State Senate Bill 18
California State Senate Bill 18 (SB 18) requires local city and county governments to consult with
California Native American tribes to aid in the protection of traditional tribal cultural places ("cultural
places") through local land use planning. SB 18 also requires the Governor's Office of Planning and
Research (QPR) to include in the General Plan Guidelines advice to local governments for how to conduct
these consultations.
The intent of SB 18 is to provide California Native American tribes an opportunity to participate in local
land use decisions at an early planning stage, for the purpose of protecting, or mitigating impacts to, cultural
places. The purpose of involving tribes at these early planning stages is to allow consideration of cultural
places in the context of broad local land use policy, before individual site-specific, project-level land use
decisions are made by a local government.
SB 18 refers to Public Resources Code §5097 .9 and 5097 .995 to define cultural places:
Native American sanctified cemetery, place of worship, religious or ceremonial site, or sacred
shrine (Public Resources Code §5097.9).
Native American historic, cultural, or sacred site, that is listed or may be eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historic Resources pursuant to Section 5024.1, including any historic or
prehistoric ruins, any burial ground, any archaeological or historic site (Public Resources Code
§5097.995)

1.2.4 California Public Resource Code Section 5097.98
In the fall of 2006, AB 2641 was signed into law by Governor Schwarzenegger. This bill amended PRC
5097.98 to revise the process for the discovery of Native American remains during land development. The
purposes of the revisions are to encourage culturally sensitive treatment of Native American remains and
Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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to require meaningful discussions and agreements concerning treatment of the remains at the earliest
possible time. The intent is to foster the preservation and avoidance of human remains during development.
The law now requires that the following process be followed if human remains are discovered.
A. Whenever the Native American Heritage Commission receives notification of a discovery ofNative
American human remains from a county coroner pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 7050.5 of
the Health and Safety Code, it shall immediately notify those persons it believes to be most likely
descended from the deceased Native American. The descendants may, with the permission of the
owner of the land, or his or her authorized representative, inspect the site of the discovery of the
Native American remains and may recommend to the owner or the person responsible for the
excavation work means for treating or disposing, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and
any associated grave goods. The descendants shall complete their inspection and make their
recommendation within 48 hours of their notification by the Native American Heritage
Commission. The recommendation may include the scientific removal and nondestructive analysis
of human remains and items associated with Native American burials.
B. Upon the discovery of the Native American remains, the landowner shall ensure that the immediate
vicinity, according to generally accepted cultural or archaeological standards or practices, where
the Native American human remains are located, is not damaged or disturbed by further
development activity until the landowner has discussed and conferred, as prescribed in this section,
with the most likely descendants regarding their recommendations, if applicable, taking into
account the possibility of multiple human remains. The landowner shall discuss and confer with
the descendants all reasonable options regarding the descendants' preferences for treatment.
1. The descendant's preferences for treatment may include the following:
a.
The nondestructive removal and analysis of human remains and items associated
with Native American human remains.
b.
Preservation ofNative American human remains and associated items in place.
c.
Relinquishment of Native American human remains and associated items to the
descendants for treatment.
d.
Other culturally appropriate treatment.
2. The parties may also mutually agree to extend discussions, taking into account the
possibility that additional or multiple Native American human remains, as defined in this
section, are located in the project area providing a basis for additional treatment measures.
C. For the purposes of this section, "conferral" or "discuss and confer" means the meaningful and
timely discussion and careful consideration of the views of each party, in a manner that is cognizant
of all parties' cultural values, and where feasible, seeking agreement. Each party shall recognize
the other's needs and concerns for confidentiality of information provided to the other.
D.
1. Human remains of a Native American may be an inhumation or cremation, and in any state
of decomposition or skeletal completeness.
2. Any items associated with human remains that are placed or buried with Native American
human remains are to be treated in the same manner as the remains, but do not by
themselves constitute human remains.
E. Whenever the commission is unable to identify a descendant, or the descendants identified fail to
make a recommendation, or the landowner or his or her authorized representative rejects the
recommendation of the descendants and the mediation provided for in subdivision (k) of section
5097 .94. if invoked, fails to provide measures acceptable to the landowner, the landowner or his or
her authorized representative shall inter the human remains and items associated with Native
American human remains with appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to
further and future subsurface disturbance. To protect these sites, that landowner shall do one or
more of the following:
1. Record the site with the commission or the appropriate Information Center.
2. Utilize an open-space or conservation zoning designation or easement.
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3. Record a document with the county in which the property is located.
F. Upon the discovery of multiple Native American human remains during a ground disturbing land
development activity, the landowner may agree that additional conferral with descendants is
necessary to consider culturally appropriate treatment of multiple Native American human remains.
Culturally appropriate treatment of such a discovery may be ascertained from review of the site
utilizing cultural and archaeological standards. Where the parties are unable to agree on the
appropriate treatment measures the human remains and buried with Native American human
remains shall be reinterred with appropriate dignity, pursuant to subdivision (e).
G. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 5097.9, this section, including those actions taken by the
landowner or his or her authorized representative to implement this section and any action taken to
implement an agreement developed pursuant to subdivision (1) of Section 5097.94 shall be exempt
from the California Environmental Quality Act (Division 13 (commencing with Section 21000)).
H. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 30244. this section, includes those actions taken by the
landowner or his or her authorized representative to implement this section, and any action taken
to implement an agreement developed pursuant to subdivision (1) of Section 5097.94 shall be
exempt from the requirements of the California Coastal Act of 1976 (Division 20 (commencing
with Section 30000)).

1.2.5 California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5
California Health and Safety Code §7050.5 states that, in the event of the discovery of human remains
outside of a dedicated cemetery, all ground disturbance must cease and the county coroner must be notified.
If the remains are found to be Native American then the County Coroner must contact the Native American
Heritage Commission within 24-hours.

1.2.6 Corona Historic Resources Ordinance
The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance is described within Chapter 17.63 of the Corona Municipal
Code. The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance was established to promote the recognition, preservation,
and continued viability of historic resources in Corona in the interest of prosperity, social and cultural
enrichment, and the general welfare of the people of Corona. The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance is
based on the following principles:
A. Encouraging knowledge and civic pride in the character of Corona's heritage and its many historic
resources, in accordance with the declaration of intent and purpose in the city's General Plan;
B. Providing a process and register for the public identification and official recognition of Corona' s
many historic resources;
C. Establishing processes for the thoughtful review of plans for future projects and developments that
could affect the management and preservation of Corona' s historic resources;
D. Encouraging and assisting Corona' s private property owners with the management and
preservation of their own historic resources and properties;
E. Promoting the management and preservation of Corona's historic resources, including historic
districts, that reflect the city's diverse cultural, social, artistic. economic, engineering, political and
architectural heritage;
F. Enhancing Corona's cultural heritage as a general attraction to residents, tourists, businesses,
industries and development enterprises, thereby strengthening Corona's general economy around
its core heritage areas; and
G. Promoting the use of Corona's historic resources and districts for the education, enjoyment and
welfare of the people of the city.
The Corona Historic Resources Ordinance also provided for the establishment of the Corona Register of
Historical Resources and Corona Heritage Inventory. It also authorized the property preservation/tax
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reduction program, historic markers program, and historic design guidelines, which set the standards by
which buildings are evaluated for the Corona Register of Historic Resources and Heritage Inventory.

1.2.7 Corona Register of Historic Resources (Corona Register)
As a Certified Local Government (CLG) in the Federal Historic Preservation Program, the City pledged its
commitment to historic preservation. The Corona Register of Historic Resources (Corona Register) includes
landmarks, historic markers, and historic districts and the contributing historic resources within such
historic districts. Sites, improvements and natural features within the city's boundaries that are listed on the
California Register or National Register shall automatically be deemed listed on the Corona Register. The
Corona Register has separate criteria for landmarks, historic districts and historic markers.
Landmarks are those physical elements of Corona's historical development that provide the community
with its own unique civic identity and character. A site, improvement or natural feature shall be eligible for
listing on the Corona Register as a landmark if the City Council finds that all of the following criteria are
satisfied:
1. It has been in existence for a period of at least 50 years, or if less than 50 years old, is of exceptional
importance to the community;
2. It has significant historic, cultural or architectural value and its designation as a landmark is
reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, preserve and further the purposes and intent of
this chapter;
3. It exhibits one or more of the following characteristics:
a. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the history of
Corona, the region, the state or the nation;
b. It is associated with the lives of persons significant in Corona's past;
c. It embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method of construction
or a valuable example of the use of materials or craftsmanship;
d. It exemplifies or reflects special elements of the city's cultural, social, economic,
political, aesthetic, engineering, architectural or natural history;
e. It is representative of the work of a notable builder, designer or architect;
f. It exemplifies one of the best remaining architectural styles or types in a neighborhood
or contains outstanding elements of architectural design, detail, materials or craftsmanship
of a particular historic period;
g. It is in a unique location or contains physical characteristics representing an established
and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood;
h. It is a potential source of archeological or paleontological interest;
1.
It is or contains a natural setting or feature that strongly contributes to the well being
of the people of the city;
4 . It has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association:
a. Integrity is the authenticity of an historic resource's physical identity, as evidenced by
the survival of characteristics that existed during the historic resource's period of
significance, to be recognizable and to convey the reasons for its significance;
b. A site, improvement or natural feature that has diminished historic character or appearance
may still have sufficient integrity for the Corona Register if it retains the potential to yield
significant scientific or historical information or specific data or retains sufficient character
to convey the reasons for its significance. Thus, it is possible that a site, improvement or
natural feature may not retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing on the
California Register or National Register, but it may still be eligible for listing on the Corona
Register;
c. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular criterion or criteria which provide
its eligibility. An improvement removed from its original location shall be eligible if it is
Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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significant primarily for its architectural value or it is the surviving structure most
importantly associated with an historic person or event.
A Historic District is a geographically defined area possessing a concentration of contributing historic
resources that relate to each other and are unified by physical development or historical context. A defined
area shall be eligible for listing on the Corona Register as an historic district if the City Council finds that
all the following criteria are satisfied:
1. The defined area is a unified geographical area with precisely defined boundaries;
2. The defined area contains a significant concentration of individually recognized contributing
histmic resources united in character by an historic plan, physical development, cultural heritage,
past events, an historic period or prehistory era, aesthetics design or architectural traditions;
3. At least 75% of the contributing historic resources in the defined area are 50 years of age or older
and retain their original architectural character;
4. The civic and historic value of the contributing historic resources is greater as a collective whole
than as individual historic resources;
5. The defined area has significant historic, cultural or architectural value and its designation as an
historic district promotes, preserves and furthers the purposes and intent of this chapter.
Upon the listing of an historic district on the Corona Register, all identified contributing historic resources
in the historic district shall be individually listed on the Corona Register, along with notation of the historic
district' s noncontributing resources.

A Historic Marker, is defined as a sign, plaque, monument, or other symbol which may be listed on the
Corona Register by resolution of the City Council or placed by the City of Corona Historic Preservation
Society for the purpose of recognizing one or more of the following:
1. Events that have made a significant contribution to the history of Corona, the region, the state or
the nation;
2. Persons significant in Corona's past;
3. Examples of distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method of construction or a
valuable example of the use of materials or craftsmanship;
4. Special elements of the city's cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering,
architectural or natural history;
5. The work of a notable builder, designer or architect;
6. Outstanding elements of architectural design, detail, materials or craftsmanship of a particular
historic period;
7. A unique location or physical characteristic representing an established and familiar visual feature
of a neighborhood;
8. An archeological or paleontological site; or
9. A natural setting or feature that strongly contributes to the wellbeing of the people of the city. The
actual site, improvement or natural feature that is designated by the historic marker may or may not
be listed, or may or may not be eligible for listing, on the Corona Register or the Corona Heritage
Inventory.

1.2.8 Corona Heritage Inventory
The Corona Heritage Inventory includes only heritage properties listed by the Planning Commission.
Heritage properties listed on the Corona Heritage Inventory may or may not be eligible for listing on the
Corona Register. To be listed on the Corona Heritage lnvento1y a site, improvement, or natural feature must
satisfy all of the following criteria:
A. An official survey describing the features, merits and quality of the site, improvement or natural
feature has been prepared;
Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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B. The site, improvement or natural feature is identified as a potential resource to be conserved
because of its age, and either its context in the neighborhood, its association with a historic event
or period or its significance to the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, cultural, social, artistic, political or military history of Corona.

1.3

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan is an update to the City of Corona's
adopted Reclaimed Water Master Plan (2001), which provides guidance to create infrastructure to
efficiently use treated effluent from its existing and future wastewater reclamation facilities (WRFs) to
reduce dependence on imported water and groundwater. The project identifies the extent and types of
reclaimed water development needed to achieve the City's physical, economic, and environmental goals.

1.3.1 Project Purpose
The primary purpose of the project is to assist the City with meeting its goals for reclaimed water use
through implementation of appropriate projects, programs, and additional studies.

1.3.2 Project Objectives
The project objectives are as follows:
1. Expand and improve the City's recycled water program m accordance with Ordinance 2854
(Recycled Water Rules and Regulations)
2. Prioritize and implement system improvements pursuant to the City of Corona 2018 Reclaimed
Water Master Plan to maximize reclaimed water supply availability and significantly reduce the
use of potable water
3. Improve water supply system performance by facilitating supply management and maximizing
water resources
4. Efficiently implement priority improvement projects to manage and distribute new sources of water
supply as they become available

1.3.3 Project Components
Future Project Components are categorized as sources of supply, large distribution pipelines, medium
distribution pipelines, and small distribution pipelines. In total, 29 Project Components are included in the
RWMP. These include: six sources of supply; four large distribution pipelines; nine medium distribution
pipelines; and ten small distribution pipelines.

1.4

PROJECT LOCATION

1.4.1 Regional Location
The City is in the northwestern portion of the County of Riverside (County), near the convergence of the
Counties of Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside, 45 miles southeast of the City of Los Angeles, as shown
on Figure 1. The City is in a valley framed by mountains and the Prado Flood Control Basin. The City is
bordered by the City of Norco to the north, the City of Riverside to the east, the County to the west and
south, the Cleveland National Forest to the south/southwest, and the Prado Flood Control Basin to the
northeast.
The City is defined in the County by its transportation infrastructure. Two major freeways and one railroad
transect the City. Riverside Freeway (State Route 91) runs east-west directly north of the City's
transportation routes to the economic center of the County of Orange from the Inland Empire, while
Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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Interstate 15 runs north-south. In addition, the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway transects the center
of the City, running parallel to State Route 91.

1.4.2 Water Service Area
The City's water service area encompasses approximately 39 square miles and provides potable and
reclaimed water infrastructure. The water service area boundary differs slightly from the City's
jurisdictional boundary because it also includes the unincorporated communities of El Cerrito and Coronita
and parts ofTesmescal Canyon, as shown on Figure 2. The water service area is bordered by the neighboring
Cities of Norco and Eastvale to the north and the City of Riverside to the northeast. The eastern portion of
the water service area is generally bounded by unincorporated County lands, including the unincorporated
community of Home Gardens. The southern and western portions of the water service area are bounded by
the Cleveland National Forest and other County lands. The Prado Flood Control Basin is adjacent to the
City's northwestern corner.
The following study considered direct impacts within the RWMP project area only, shown on Figure 2. As
the project consists of a master plan which will be used to guide future projects there are no anticipated
indirect or cumulative impacts that would necessitate a larger impact area outside of the direct RWMP
project area.
The RWMP project area is shown on five USGS 7.5' Quad Maps (Figures 3-9). Specifically, on the Prado
Dam Quad Map within Township 3 South, Range 7 West, Section 30; Township 3 South, Range 8 West
Section 25; and unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant. Black Star Canyon Quad Map
within Township 3 South, Range 7 West, Sections 32 and 33; Township 3 South, Range 8 West, Section
36, Township 4 South, Range 7 West, Section 5; and unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land
Grant. Corona South Quad Map within Township 3 South, Range 7 West, Section 33, Township 4 South,
Range 6 West, Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22; Township 4 South, Range 7 West, Sections 5,
9, and IO; unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant; unsectioned portions of the Sobrante
De San Jacinto Land Grant. Lake Matthews Quad Map within Township 4 South, Range 6 West, Section
22; unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant. Corona North Quad Map within
unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant and unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San
Jacinto Land Grant.

1.5

PROJECT PERSONNEL

Red Tail Principal Investigator Shelby Castells, M .A., RP A served as the primary author of this report, and
managed the study. Red Tail Senior Archaeologist Spencer Bietz contributed to the report and prepared the
report figures. Resumes of key personnel are included in Appendix A.
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2. SETTING
2.1

NATURAL SETTING

Geologically, the RWMP project area is located within the Peninsular Ranges Province in Southern
California. Much of the project area lies within the Perris block, which is located between the Elsinore and
San Jacinto fault zones. The southern portion of the project area also encompasses the Chino fault zone
(Gray et al. 2002a). The portion of the Peninsular Ranges beneath the project area is composed primarily
of a variety of Cretaceous plutonic rocks, primarily rnonzogranite and granodiorite, but also including
micropegmatite granite and gabbros, amongst others. Monzogranites of the Cajalco pluton, a large
composite intrusion that extends south and east of the project area, are the most widespread of the group
(Gray et al. 2002a). The southern portions of the project area border the base of the Santa Ana Mountains,
whose basement rocks are composed primarily of Bedford Canyon Formation, a fossiliferous limestone
containing fauna] remains that suggest the F01mation was fonned in black smoker environments (Gray et
al. 20026). Santiago Peak Volcanics unconfonnably overly and intrude the Bedford Canyon Fonnation,
and consist of Cretaceous age basaltic andesite, andesite, dacite, rhyolite, breccia, and volcaniclastic rocks.
Volcanic activity occurring during the same time the Santiago Peak Volcanics were fonned also
hydrothennally altered the rocks, and minor serpentine and associated silica-carbonate rock occur in
association (Gray et al. 2002b).
The Santa Ana River is the largest drainage within the project area and is fed by several tributaries including
Temescal Wash and Chino Creek. Distal pa1is of alluvial fans at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains
dominate the alluvial deposits north of the Santa Ana River. Older alluvial fan deposits resting on remnants
of early Quaternary to late Tertiary nonmarine sediments comprise the majority of alluvial deposits south
of the Santa Ana River, especially within areas between the Santa Ana and Temescal Wash (Gray et al.
2002a). The underlying Quaternary and late Tertiary sediments were initially deposited by an ancestral
Santa Ana River, and several non-contiguous remnants of late Tertiary marine sandstone including some
conglomerate lenses are present between Norco and Temescal Wash (Gray et al. 2002a). This late Tertiary
(Pliocene) sandstone was deposited in paleoenvironmental conditions similar to present-day shorelines of
Monterey, California, with much of the deposits accumulating a rocky shoreline developed in the granitic
rocks. South of Temescal Wash, Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial fan deposits accumulate from erosion
of the Santa Ana Mountains (Gray et al. 2002b).
The study area encompasses the northern end of the Elsinore Fault zone, a major active right-lateral strikeslip fault zone of the San Andreas Fault system (Gray et al. 2002b ). The Elsinore fault serves as the dividing
line between the Santa Ana Mountains (west of the fault) and the Perris block (east of the fault).
Sedimentary rocks of the late Cretaceous and Paleogene along with some Neogene rocks are present within
the Elsinore Fault Zone. Middle Miocene Topanga Formation marine sandstones are present within the
fault zone southeast of the study area and are underlain by nonmarine undivided Sespe and Vaqueros
Fomrntions, both composed predominately of sandstone. Much of the fault zone contains Silverado
Fomrntion, a mix of sandstone, siltstone, and conglomerate of the marine and nonmarine Paleocene era
(Gray et al. 2002b).
The majority of the project area can be characte1ized as an alluvial basin that gently lowers in elevation as
it proceeds north to the Santa Ana River. The west and southwestern portions of the project area are
bordered by the Santa Ana Mountains, containing steep undeveloped slopes. Elevations within these areas
range between 850 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) to upwards of 2,275 feet AMSL. The east and
southeastern portions of the project area are bordered by the Temescal Mountains, ranging between 750
feet and 1,580 feet AMSL. The north and northeastern portions of the project area consist of a northtrending alluvial basin proceeding towards the Santa Ana River, with the northern limit of the project area
Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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bordered by Prado Regional Park and the Prado Regional Control Dam. The lowest elevation within the
project area (425 feet AMSL) is located m the northwestern limits as the river begins its westward journey
out of Riverside County towards Orange County and the cities of Yorba Linda, Anaheim, and Orange,
finally ending at the Pacific Ocean.
The vast majority of the project area contains urban development, with undeveloped areas primarily being
located along the foothills and steep slopes of the Santa Ana Mountains and Temescal Mountains. Within
developed areas, isolated areas contain native vegetation, mostly within associated riparian drainages.
Undeveloped areas along the Santa Ana Mountain slopes contain a mix of riparian drainages and canyon
slopes, with vegetation communities including chaparral and riparian forest and scrub. Undeveloped areas
along the slopes of the Temescal Mountains also contain a mix of riparian drainages and canyon slopes,
with native vegetation communities including coastal sage scrub, chaparral, riparian woodland, and valley
grassland.
The City of Corona project area contains a Mediterranean climate with bot dry summers and cooler wetter
winters. Mean annual precipitation fo r the City is 13.5 inches of rainfall a year, with an average of 65
degrees Fahrenheit with average highs 79 degrees Fahrenheit and lows of 51 degrees Fahrenheit (USDA
2020).

2.2

CULTURAL SETTING

2.2.1 Prehistoric Period
While no single chronology is agreed upon, archaeologists generally concur that human occupation within
Southern California spans at least the last 14,000 years. It was believed that people first came to North and
South America over the Bering Land Bridge, however recent studies have identified that this ice-free
corridor was not passable until 13,000 years ago and an alternate coastal route has been proposed. The
Pacific Northwest coast was deglaciated by approximately 14,000 B.C. and travel along the Pacific Coast
in boats would have been possible during this period. A widespread kelp forest could have created a "kelp
highway" with enough resources to support people entering North America (Erlandson et al. 2007, Masters
and Aiello 2007, Gallegos 2017). Erlandson (2007:56) contends that "it seems most likely that the peopling
of the Americas included both coastal and interior migrations of peoples from northeastern Asia and
Beringia, with an earlier migration possibly following the northern Pacific coast".

In Riverside County and the surrounding area, there is no consensus on times or terms in which human
occupation started. It is unknown if the first people arrived in Riverside County via the coast or from the
pluvial lakes within the Great Basin to tbe east, as both locations contain archaeological sites with early
dates (Gallegos 2017). In addition, the inland valleys of Southern California, have been less intensively
studied than the desert and coastal regions and therefore a variety of cultural periods have been suggested
but generally researchers have not reached a consensus on the start or phases of prehistoric occupation of
the area (Home and McDougall 2007). Overall, three general cultural periods are recognized: the PaleoIndian Period, the Archaic Period and the Late Prehistoric Period.
Paleo-Indian Period/ San Dieguito Period (ca. 12,000 to 8,000 YBP)
As in most of North America, tbe Paleo-Indian Period is the earliest recognized period of California
prehistory and coincides with the end of the late Pleistocene, circa 11,000 to 13,000 YBP (years before
present). The environment was cool and moist, with deep pluvial lakes in the desert and basin lands
(Moratto 1984). However, by the end of the late Pleistocene, the climate became wanner, causing glaciers
to melt and sea levels to rise. Inland lakes began to recede and evaporate and there was a great deal of
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erosion in the coastal areas. The wanner climate also resulted in major vegetation changes and the extinction
of Pleistocene megafauna (Moratto 1984, Martin 1967, Martin I 973, Fagan 1991 ).
Paleo-Indian sites have been identified across most of North American, often referred to as the Clovis
Complex. The Clovis Complex is defined by the use oflarge fluted projectile points and other large bi facial
stone tools. Within Southern California and the Colorado Desert the Clovis Complex is referred to as the
Western Stemmed Point Tradition (WSPT) and was characterized by leaf shaped and large stemmed
projectile points, scrapers and other stone tools. Archaeological evidence of the WSPT has been found
across the western interior of North America with small regional variations (Gallegos 2017, Sutton 2016,
Warren 1968). Similar archaeological remains are also known as the Lake Mohave Complex (Warren
1968). Overall, ground stone use was infrequent in San Dieguito archaeological remains, leading to the
belief that the San Dieguito were highly mobile groups and their subsistence practices focused on the
hunting of large game.
Several isolated fluted points have been recorded in Southern California, but none have been recorded near
the project area in associated with radiocarbon dates or in association with Pleistocene fauna (Rondeau et
al. 2007). In Riverside County, only one isolated fluted point has been identified on the surface of a site in
the Pinto Basin in the central part of the county (Campbell and Campbell 1935, Dillon 2002: 113). Fluted
points have been dated outside of California to 13,500 years before the present. The earliest known
archaeological sites near the Project area, with reliable dates, are from the Channel Islands. The Arlington
Springs site on Santa Rosa Island dates to 13,300 years ago, and the Daisy Cave site on San Miguel Island
dates to 12,300-11, 120 years ago (Lightfoot and Parrish 2009). Daisy Cave mentioned above, is one of the
largest, early Holocene archaeological deposits that has been excavated. The study identified over 18 types
of fish, multiple shellfish, marine mammals, and birds remains, showing that people relied on a wide
assortment of marine resources as early as 8000 B.C., rather than subsisting on large mammal hunting
(Erlandson, et al., 2007). Over 25 shell midden sites that date to between 12,000 and 8,000 years ago have
been recorded on the Channel Islands. On the mainland, a site near San Luis Obispo dates to 10,300-9,650
years ago and a several sites on Cedros Island in Baja California date to 12,000 years ago (Lightfoot and
Parrish 2009). Other early sites in the vicinity of the Project area consist of the C.W. Harris Site (SDI-149),
in San Diego County, with radiocarbon dates ranging from 9,030 YBP to 8,540 YBP (Byrd and Raab 2007,
Gallegos 2017) and within Orange County, there are sites dating from 9,000 to 10,000 years ago (Macko
1998a:4, Mason and Peterson 1994:55-57) and the Elsinore site (CA-RIV-2798-B), has deposits dating as
early as 8,580 YBP (Grenda 1997:260). As, no archaeological sites dating to the Paleoindian Period have
been identified within the vicinity of the Project Area. It is unknown if the lack of Paleoindian Period sites
relates to a lack of archaeological data or is evidence that the vicinity of the Project Area was a less
sustainable area than the interior desert or the coastal regions. During this period the desert interior may
have been more suitable to prehistoric occupation than the interior valleys of southern California and it is
more likely that Paleoindian populations in southern California were centered on the coastal or interior
desert regions or around the few large, reliable, drought-resistant water sources present within the inland
valley areas (Home and McDougall 2007).
When Paleo megafauna began to become extinct, Paleo-Indian peoples had to focus on different subsistence
strategies (Erlandson et al., 2007). Recent studies along the Southern California coast have focused on the
diversity of subsistence strategies during this period, acknowledging the use of smaller animals and plant
foods as staples, with limited evidence for big game hunting. Byrd and Raab argue that an environmental
change from 10,000 to 8,000 cal. B.C. caused warming and drying conditions which shrunk the interior
lakes and streams in Southern California' s deserts and spurred the change from a reliance on large game
hunting to a focus on a variety of subsistence strategies (Byrd and Raab 2007). Archaeological research
across Southern California has shown the use of shellfish, marine mammals, and fish declined
proportionately with distance from the coast. Less is known about plant use in interior sites aside from the
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fact that an increase of milling tools is present suggesting that plant resources were heavily relied upon
during this early period (Erlandson et al., 2007).

Archaic Period/ Millingstone Horizon (ca. 9500/8000 to 1500 YBP)
The Archaic Period within the vicinity of the Project area was defined by a lengthy time period with little
change within the archaeological record. In contrast to the Paleoindian Period the archaeological record
within the Archaic Period consisted of a tool kit that focused on collection and processing of small plant
seeds and hunting of a variety of medium and small game animals (Byrd and Raab 2007, Hale 2009, Rogers
1945, Warren 1968). Across Southern California this period is often referred to as the Millingstone Horizon,
and is often divided into the Early, Middle, and Late Archaic Period. In addition to the Early, Middle, and
Late Archaic Period, it was also referred to as the Encinitas Tradition by Warren ( 1968), the La Jolla
Tradition, in San Diego County, and the Greven Knoll Pattern (SWCA 20 I 8, Sutton 2010, Sutton 2011).
Sutton created the Greven Knoll Pattern nomenclature as a redefined interpretation of the Encinitas
Tradition, and used it to refer to all expressions of the inland Milling Stone Horizon in Southern California
north of San Diego County (Sutton 20 I0).
There is a discrepancy on the start of the Millingstone Horizon, while Lightfoot and Parrish (2009) argues
that early milling stone assemblages show that by 9,000 years ago milling tools were in use and that seeds
and nuts must have been a dominate food source, other archaeologists argue that the Millingstone Horizon
is generally attribute to the Middle to Late Holocene Period and has been identified across much of central
and southern California by ca. 8,000 to 7,000 YBP (Byrd and Raab 2007, Hale 2009, Moratto 1984).
Interior archaeological sites from this period were thought to have been left by seasonally mobile groups
with small settlements, based on the availability of food resources. There is little archaeological evidence
for group size and type and use of habitation structures within Riverside County for the middle Holocene.
The Millingstone Horizon or Archaic Period tool kit at inland sites focused on collection and processing of
small plant seeds and hunting of a variety of medium and small game animals; while along the coast there
was a reliance on marine resources (Byrd and Raab 2007, Hale 2009, Rogers I 945, Warren 1968). Artifacts
from this period consist of grinding implements (manos and metates), atlatl or dart projectile points, quarrybased tools, as well as lithic choppers and scrapers that indicate the focus was on collection and processing
of small plant seeds and hunting of a variety of medium and small game animals (Byrd & Raab 2007, Hale
2009, Rogers 1945, Warren 1968).
Mortuary practices consist of flexed inhumations which are often accompanied by grave goods of milling
stones and other artifacts. This seems to represent a more sedentary lifestyle with a subsistence economy
based upon the use of a broad variety of terrestrial resources than identified during the Paleoindian Period.
Research indicates that residential bases or camps were moved in a seasonal round (de Barros 1996, Mason
1997, Koerper 2002), with some sites occupied year-round, with portions of the village population leaving
at certain times of the year to exploit seasonally available resources.
During this lengthy period very little technological changes are identified within the archaeological record
until approximately 5,000 years ago when there was an increase in sedimentation along the coast. This
transfonned the estuaries into shallow wetlands, closed several of the lagoons, transformed the coastal areas
into sand and mudflats, and limited the kelp forests, causing the coastal region to have a lower level of
subsistence resources than in the past. During this time the deserts became more arid, and there was an
increase in use of the inland valleys within the vicinity of the Project Area (Byrd and Raab 2007, Gallegos
2007, Masters and Aiello 2007).
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Early Archaic Period (ca. 9500/8000 to 7000 YBP)
Horne and McDougall (2007) report that there is little archaeological evidence within Riverside County
during this period. However, several sites within the region date to the Early Archaic Period. The first
consists of a single human burial dating to 7380 ± 300 B.P., which was capped by several large highly
shaped metates. The second was a small temporary camp dated by obsidian hydration data and stratigraphic
infonnation to the Early Archaic Period (Horne and McDougall 2007: 19). An additional site within
Riverside County, SDI-6069, within the San Jacinto Valley area was identified in an alluvial fan just above
the floor of the San Jacinto Valley. The site contains several different cultural occupations, and the lowest
level contained radiocarbon dates from 7940 to 8370 B.P., while radiocarbon from the upper component of
the site dated to 2230 B.P., within the Late Archaic Period (Horne and McDougall 2007: 19). An additional
site, SDl-2798/H, known as the Lake Elsinore site, contained one radiocarbon date from 8400 ± 60 B.P.
Additional radiocarbon dates show habitation of the site during the Middle Archaic Period as well (Horne
and McDougall 2007: 19).
Artifacts associated with these Early Archaic Period sites include flaked stone tools and ground stone tools.
Data recovery excavation within SDI-6069 identified a larger variety of artifact types including an extensive
variety of flaked and ground stone tools, marine and terrestrial fauna) remains, and bone and shell tools and
ornaments. Crescents have also been found sparsely during this period.
Overall evidence of Early Archaic Period habitations in the vicinity of the Project area are scarce,
identifying that during this period the region around the Project area was likely too arid to support sedentary
residential occupation, and the few sites dating to this time period with evidence of a larger habitation area
were found near large inland water sources (Home and McDougall 2007: 19).
Middle Archaic Period (ca. 7000 to 4000 YBP)
During the Middle Archaic Period environmental conditions changed as the deserts became more arid and
the coastal estuaries became less productive for shellfish and other food sources, causing a depopulation
along the coastal zone, and settlements shifted to inland river valleys with an intensification of terrestrial
game and plant resources (Byrd and Raab 2007, Gallegos 2007, Masters and Aiello 2007). Gallegos states
that during this period to adapt to the changing environmental condition people changed their settlement
patterns by increasing their use of plant and terrestrial animal use, which is evidence in the archaeological
rec-0rd through an increase in habitation areas near oak and grassland resources and away from the coastal
zone (Gallegos 2007). Therefore, the inland valleys of western Riverside County became a more hospitable
environment and there is a significantly larger number of archaeological sites dating to this period within
the vicinity of the Project area (Horne and McDougall 2007).
The archaeological record dating to the Middle Archaic Period has identified several intensively used
residential bases, and numerous temporary camps. Diagnostic artifacts include Pinto and Silver Lake
projectile points and other large leaf-shaped projectile points, choppers, crescents, large drills, manos and
metates inbumations, and a variety of flaked and groundstone tools. Additional non-utilitarian items include
beads, pendants, cha1mstones, discoidals, spherical stones, and cogged stones (Horne and McDougall
2007). During this period, it is largely unknown if occupations of inland and coastal sites represent seasonal
movement by the same groups of people, or if coastal sites represent a more permanent occupation, while
inland groups followed a more mobile subsistence round.
Late Archaic Period (ca. 4000 to 1500 YBP)
The Late Archaic Period corresponds to a period of increased moisture in Southern California, followed by
another dry period. This period is also referred to as the Intermediate Period by Wallace (1955) and the
Campbell Tradition (Warren 1968). Horne and McDougall (2007) report that archaeological site types
during this period range from residential bases with large diverse artifact assemblages, abundant faunal
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remains and cultural features to temporary bases, camps and task specific activity areas. More intensely
used archaeological sites from the Late Archaic Period are often found adjacent to permanent water sources
while smaller or temporary sites are found on upland benches or adjacent to alluvial fans (2007:23). In
contrast to the Early and Middle Archaic Periods, archaeological sites from the Late Archaic Period show
a longer and more frequent reuse suggesting an increase in sedentism. Generally, the artifact assemblage is
similar to the Early and Middle Archaic Period, focusing on large projectile points, used for spears and
atlatls, and ground stone items. However, projectile points became more refined, such as notched points,
points with concave bases, and small stemmed points. Greater use of the mortar and pestle suggest that
acorns became a more important food source. There was also an increase in broad leaf-shaped blades, bone
and antler tools and use of asphaltum and steatite (Home and McDougall 2007:24). In general, through the
Archaic Period the archaeological evidence and artifact assemblages remain similar, but become more
elaborate over time, possibly implying an increase in sedentism, an increase in subsistence efficiency,
and/or an increase in sociopolitical complexity (Home and McDougall 2007:24).
Little is known about the transition from the Archaic Period to the Late Prehistoric Period. Laylander reports
that there is a relative scarcity of dates within archaeological sites from the period between 1300 B.C. to
A.D. 200, but it is unknown if this represents a decline in population during the end of the Archaic Period,
or a bias in research data (Laylander 2014a).
During the end of the Late Archaic Period several researchers have identified an intermediate period,
however it is largely unknown if this period is representative of the cultural change between the Milling
Stone Period and the Late Prehistoric Period over time, adaptation to changing environmental conditions,
or a distinct culture (Home and McDougall 2007, SWCA 2018). This intermediate period roughly
corresponds to the Medieval Warm Period which caused drought and warmer temperatures across the
western United States. Archaeological evidence during this period supports a greater reliance on acorns as
a food staple. Other changes include an influx of archaeological sites at reliable water sources such as the
Colorado River and Lake Cahuilla.
Late Holocene Period /Late Prehistoric Period (1500 to 150 YBP)
There are differing opinions between researchers as to whether the shift to the Late Prehistoric Period was
caused by new technologies developed by people already living in the area, spurred by changing
environmental conditions, or if it was brought in by a migration of people into Southern California.
Archaeological and anthropological evidence suggests that at approximately 1500 to 1,350 YBP, Takic
speaking (speakers of Uto-Aztecan languages) groups from the Great Basin region moved into Riverside
County, marking the transition to the Late Prehistoric Period, known as the Shoshonean Wedge (Byrd and
Raab 2007, Gallegos 2017). An analysis of the Takic expansion by Sutton (2009) indicates that inland
southern California was occupied by "proto-Yuman'' populations before 1,000 YBP. The comprehensive,
multi-phase model offered by Sutton (2009) uses linguistic, ethnographic, archaeological, and biological
data to propose that Takic speaking groups moved south and east from the Los Angeles Basin. They then
diffused south into Orange County and northern San Diego County, inland up the San Luis Rey River into
the Palomar Mountain area and north into interior southern California around 1,250 YBP. In addition,
during this period Lake Cahuilla began to receded, and the large populations of people living along the lake
shores transitioned into the Colorado River basin to the east or the inland valleys to the west. The Late
Prehistoric Period is identified as a continuation of the cultural practices that were present during the initial
Euro-American exploration of Southern California and that were recorded during the Ethno-Historic Period
(Byrd and Raab 2007).
The Late Prehistoric Period is defined by the introduction of the bow and arrow after approximately A.D.
500 and by A.D. 1000 ceramic vessels begin to appear at some sites (Meighan 1954, Warren 1961). Also,
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during this time mortuary practices changed from inhumations to cremations. It is thought that this practice
came from the north or east, and it is unknown if the transition from inhumations to cremations was adopted
for religious or population reasons, or to control the spread of disease (Byrd and Raab 2007, Lightfoot and
Parrish 2009, Gallegos 2017). Other hallmarks of the Late Prehistoric Period include an increase in the
reliance on plant food sources, small projectile points, increase use of mortars and pestles, the use of
obsidian from the Obsidian Butte source and overall an increase in the complexity and diversity of material
cultural (SWCA 2018).
Many of the Late Prehistoric Period archaeological sites are located inland and contain bedrock milling
features, thought to relate to acorn or other seed processing. People lived in larger coastal and lower valley
villages, that were located near permanent water sources. These villages acted as ceremonial and political
centers, and may have been occupied, at least partially, year-round. Smaller villages and residential areas
were inhabited seasonally and were located near subsistence resources or were used for specialized
activities, especially in inland areas (Byrd and Raab 2007, Lightfoot and Parrish 2009). This may have led
to an increase in community size, longer stays at the major residences and different societal organization.
Archaeological remains have identified over four dozen plant types were used in Southern California during
this period (Byrd and Raab 2007). Grass seeds had the highest frequencies of use with a gradual increase
in acorn usage (Hale 2009). Little is known about plant cultivation during the Late Holocene. There is
evidence that a high number of plants that follow fires were used, but no major research projects have
focused on proto-agriculture. Early Spanish accounts identify that the Native Americans were practicing
cultivation of certain plants through burning and water diversion (Gallegos 2017). Agriculture was in use
along the Colorado River, east of the Project Area as early as A.D. 700 (Schaefer and Laylander 2007).
Changes in lithic artifacts show a greater number of small, finely chipped projectile points, usually stemless
with convex or concave bases, suggesting an increased utilization of the bow and arrow rather than the atlatl
and dart for hunting. Common lithic materials for formed tools, primarily projectile points include chert,
jasper, agate, silicified wood, rhyolite, wonderstone, quartz, obsidian from Obsidian Butte, and Santiago
Peak metavolcanics (Shackley 2004, Lightfoot and Parrish 2009). Other items include steatite cooking
vessels and containers, the increased presence of smaller bone and shell circular fishhooks, perforated
stones, arrow shaft straighteners made of steatite, a variety of bone tools, and personal ornaments made
from shell, bone, and stone. There is also an increased use of asphalt for waterproofing and as an adhesive
(SWCA 2018).
During the Late Prehistoric Period villages acted as ceremonial and political centers, and may have been
occupied, at least partially, year-round. Smaller residential areas were inhabited seasonally and were located
near subsistence resources or were used for specialized activities, especially in inland areas (Byrd and Raab
2007, Lightfoot 2009). This may have led to an increase in community size, longer stays at the major
residences and different societal organization. Most of the rock art in Riverside County, as in the rest of
Southern California has been attributed to the Late Prehistoric Period. Ceramic use included a variety of
vessel types as well as clay smoking pipes. While ceramic use is present in the Lake Cahuilla region as
early as 800 YBP and there were at least five ceramic types present in the desert (Shackley 2004), it is not
present in the vicinity of the Project area until circa 350 YBP (Horne and McDougall 2007, Schaefer and
Laylander 2007). Ceramic types consisted ofbrownwares, graywares, and buffwares.

2.2.2 Ethnoh istoric Period
The Late Prehistoric period essentially ended with the Spanish colonization and establishment of the
missions. Disease and forced relocation, which reduced the populations considerably among the coastal
settlements, did much to destroy the cultural pattern established at that period (Bean and Shipek 1978). The
Late Prehistoric culture pattern appears to have lasted longer among the inland groups. Even after the
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missions were secularized in 1834, some inland groups were able to maintain most of their traditional
orientation until the arrival of the settlers from 1859-1879, when most of the groups were displaced or
dispersed (Bean and Shipek I 978).
During the Ethnohistoric period, the region that today is known as Riverside County was a shared-use area
and home to three closely related Takic-speaking groups: the Cahuilla, the Gabrielino, and the
Luisefio/Juanei'io. Settlement patterns for all three groups were essentially very similar with settlements
typically located within valley bottoms, along streams, or along coastal strands near mountain ranges.
Villages were often located in sheltered areas near good water supplies, in a defensive location, or on the
side of warm thermal zone slopes.
Within the region, the diverse ecological zones provided a wide array of subsistence products. Principal
game animals included deer, rabbit, jackrabbit, woodrat, mice, ground squirrels, antelope, valley and
mountain quail, doves, ducks, and other birds. Coastal game included sea mammals, fish, mollusks, and
crustaceans. Fresh-water game included trout and other local fish (Bean and Shipek 1978, Kroeber 1925).
Of high importance were acorns, and village locations were typically located near water sources for use in
acorn leeching. Grass seeds were the next most ample resource, in addition to manzanita, sunflower, chia,
sage, lemonade berry, prickly pear, and pine nuts. Fire was used as a crop management technique as well
as for community rabbit drives. Tools for the acquisition, storage, or preparation of food were highly varied
and constructed from locally derived materials, with a few items acquired via trade from specific localities
(Bean 1978). Hunting activities used either individual or group participation, using bows and arrows for
larger game or curved throwing sticks, slings, traps, or pit type deadfalls for smaller animals. Cremations
were used in each group rather than inhumations. While culturally the groups shared similarities with may
parts of their culture the Cahuilla differed from the Luiseii.o/Juanei'io and Gabrielino in that their religion
was more like the Mohave tribes of the eastern deserts than the Chingichngish cult of the Luiseii.o and
Gabrielino. Overall, the archaeological record between the three groups is very similar.
Cahuilla
The Cahuilla traditional use area included the San Bernardino Mountains, Orocopia Mountains, and the
Chocolate Mountains to the east, the Salton Sea and Borrego Springs to the south, the eastern slopes of
Palomar Mountain and Lake Mathews to the west, and the Santa Ana River to the north (Bean 1978,
Kroeber 1908). The Cahuilla traditionally inhabited areas from the desert and valley floors to the mountain
areas, which included drastically different environmental areas and resources. The Project area is located
along the western boundary of what would have been the Cahuilla traditional use area. Living inland, the
Cahuilla had minimal contact with the Spaniards and were not as influenced to the extent that the coastal
groups were, although the Asistencia at San Bernardino in 1819 did have several Cahuilla within their
register.

Subsistence practices were similar to the Luisefi.o and Gabrielino, with a focus on hunting medium and
small game, such as rabbits, with bow and arrow. At least six kinds of acorns, mesquite, screw beans, pin.on
nuts, cacti, variety of seeds, wild fruits and berries and succulents were collected. Granaries were used to
store items such as acorns and mesquite beans. Additional plants were used for medicine and construction
materials. Within the desert region the Cahuilla practiced proto-agriculture with the cultivation of com,
beans, squashes, and melons (Bean 1978).
Baskets were used for a variety of purposes and forms primarily for food production and storage. Ceramic
pottery, was generally a redware with five main vessel types: small mouthed jars, cooking pots, open bowls,
dishes, and pipes (Bean 1978).
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The Cahuilla were organized into two major groups of patrilineal, totemic clans: the Wildcats and the
Coyotes (Bean 1978, Gifford 1918). Within the clans, either an entire clan, or family groups had ownership
over important resources, such as mesquite or agave areas. Members of the clan could split into smaller
family groups during certain times of the year and come together for resource collection or defense. The
acorn collecting season caused the most dispersal outside of villages and family groups left for several
weeks to collect at various acorn groves (Bean 1978). Within Cahuilla villages structures ranged from brush
shelters to dome shaped and rectangular houses.

In the mid-1800s the Cahuilla began to be more directly affected by European-American migrants moving
into the area in response to the California Gold Rush. In addition, a smallpox epidemic in 1863 took a large
toll on the native population (Hooper 1920:340).
Gabrielino
The largest, most powerful group in Southern California were the Gabrielino. Their traditional use area was
centered in what is now the Los Angeles Basin and encompassed the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, and Santa
Ana watersheds. Their range extended as far east as present-day San Bernardino, west to the Santa Monica
Mountains, south to Aliso Creek and as far north as the San Fernando Valley. This group also occupied
several Channel Islands, including Santa Barbara Island, Santa Catalina Island, San Nicholas Island, and
San Clemente Island. The Gabrielino had access to important resources, including a steatite source from
Santa Catalina Island and controlled the trade of materials and resources as far north as the San Joaquin
Valley, east to the Colorado River, and even as far south as Baja California (Bean and Smith 1978; Kroeber
1925). The Gabri.elino came under the influence of two Spanish missions, Mission San Gabriel and Mission
San Fernando, and most of the natives from the coastal areas and inland valleys were removed to these
missions (Bean and Smith 1978). According to the archaeological record, the Gabrielino were not the first
inhabitants of the Los Angeles basin but arrived in the area around 500 B.C. as part of the "Shoshonean
(Takic) wedge" (Bean and Smith 1978, Kroeber 1925).
The study area is located within the south eastern boundary of the Gabrielino territory (Bean and Smith
1978:538, Kroeber 1925:Plate 57). The name Gabrielino, which can also be spelled Gabrieleno or
Gabrielefio, describes the people who were governed by the Spanish from the Mission San Gabriel. In the
post-Contact period, Mission San Gabriel included natives of the greater Los Angeles area, as well as
members of surrounding groups such as Kitanemuk, Serrano, and Cahuilla.
Little evidence exists that suggest that the people we call Gabrielino had a broad denotation for their group.
According to Dakin ( 1978:222), the Gabrielino identified themselves as inhabitants ofa specific community
through the use of locational suffixes, similar to how residents of present-day communities identify
themselves with their location (e.g. San Franciscan, San Diegan, California, etc.). However, there are Native
words that have been suggested as labels for broader groups ofNative Americans in the Los Angeles region.
These labels include Tongva (or Tong-v) and Kizh (Kij or Kichereno). Heizer noted that evidence existed
that these Native terms originally referred to local places or smaller groups of people within the larger group
that we now call Gabrielino (Heizer 1968). The term Gabrielino, which combines the most commonly used
group names, is used in the remainder of this study to designate native people of the Los Angeles Basin and
their descendants.
The Gabrielino language is a member of the Takic branch of the Uto-Aztecan language family, which also
includes the languages of the neighboring Juanefio/Luisefio, Tatataviam/ Alliklik, and Serrano tribes.
According to Mithun, the Uto-Aztecan language family can be traced back to the Great Basin area (2004).
Linguistic analysis suggests that Takic-speaking immigrants from the Great Basin area began moving into
southern California around 500 B.C. (Kroeber 1925:579).
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The Uto-Aztecan family 's origin differs greatly from that of the Chumash to the north and the Kumeyaay
to the south. The language shared by the Kumeyaay is derived from the California-Delta branch of the
Yuman-Cochimi language family, originating in the American Southwest (Mithun 2004:577). In contrast,
the Chumash language may represent a unique language family with a lineage unlike both the YumanCochimi and Uto-Aztecan families (Mithun 2004:390). Linguistic analysis suggests that Takic-speaking
immigrants from the Great Basin area began moving into southern California around 500 B.C. (Kroeber
1925:579). Linguistic analysis suggests that Chumashan- and Yuman-speaking populations predated the
arrival of Takic-speaking groups. The introduction of Takic-speaking groups to the region may have
displaced both Chumashan- and Yuman-speaking peoples, however the timing and extent of their impact
on indigenous peoples is not well understood.
Gabrielino society was organized along patrilineal non-localized clans, a characteristic Takic pattern, with
each clan containing several lineages and their own ceremonial leader. One or two clans generally made
up the population of a village. The chief, or t6myaar, always came from the primary lineage of the
clan/village. There were two general classes of individuals in the forms of elites and commoners, although
the Gabrielino did not have a distinctly stratified society. The elites consisted of primary lineage members,
other lineage leaders (who maintained a separate ceremonial language), the wealthy, and the elite families
of the various villages who commonly married among themselves. The commoner class contained those
from "fairly well-to-do and long-established lineages" (Bean and Smith 1978:543). Slaves taken in war and
individuals who drifted into the village and were unrelated to the local inhabitants made up a third class,
lower than both the commoners and elites.
The Gabrielino lived in large, permanent villages that typically bordered rivers and streams or in sheltered
areas along the coast. Gabrielino territory stretched from the foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains to the
Pacific Ocean. Houses constructed by the Gabrielino were large, circular domed structures constructed of
willow poles thatched with tule (Bean and Smith 1978), with capacities of up to 50 people per structure.
Other structures constructed by the Gabrielino included sweathouses, menstrual huts, ceremonial
enclosures, and communal granaries. The subsistence economy of Gabrielinos was centered on gathering
and hunting. The surrounding environment was rich and varied, and the tribe exploited resources from
mountain, foothill, valley, and desert environments in addition to riparian, estuarine, and open and rocky
coastal eco-niches. Acorns were the staple food, and by the time of the early Intennediate period the
gathering of acorns had become an established industry. Acorns were supplemented by the roots, leaves,
seeds, and fruits of a wide variety of flora. Protein sources including fresh and saltwater fish, shellfish,
birds, reptiles, large and small mammals, and insects were also consumed (Bean and Smith I 978:546;
Kroeber 1925:631-632; McCawley 1996:119-123, 128-131).
A wide variety of tools and implements were used by the Gabrielino for the collection of food resources.
Typical tools such as the bow and arrow, traps, nets, blinds, throwing sticks and slings, spears, harpoons,
and hooks were used. Many plant foods were collected with woven seed beaters, several forms of burden
baskets, carrying nets, and sharpened digging sticks which were occasionally fitted with stone weights. A
variety of tools were used to process acorns, including portable and bedrock mortars, pestles, basket hopper
mortars, manos and metates, hammerstones and anvils, woven strainers and winnowers, leaching baskets
and bowls, woven parching trays, knives, bone saws, and wooden drying racks. The ground meal and
unprocessed hard seeds were stored in large, finely woven baskets, and the unprocessed acorns were stored
in large granaries woven of willow branches and raised off the ground on platforms. Santa Catalina Island
steatite was used to make comals, ollas, and cooking vessels that would not crack after repeated firings.
Food was consumed from a number of woven and carved wood vessels (Blackburn 1963; Kroeber
1925:63 1-639; Mccawley I 996: 129-138).
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There is well-documented interaction between the Gabrielino and many of their neighbors in the form of
intermarriage and trade. The Gabrielino participated in an extensive exchange network, trading coastal
goods for inland resources. They exported Santa Catalina Island steatite products, roots, seal and otter skins,
fish and shellfish, red ochre, and lead ore to neighboring tribes, as well as people as far away as the Colorado
River. These exports were exchanged for ceramic goods, deer skin shirts, obsidian, acorns, and other items.
This burgeoning trade was facilitated by the use of craft specialists, a standard medium of exchange
(Olivella bead currency), and the regular destruction of valuables in ceremonies that maintained a high
demand for these goods (Mccawley 1996: 112-115). Several Gabrielino villages appear to have served as
trade centers, due in large part to their centralized geographic position in relation to the southern Channel
Islands and to other tribes. These villages maintained particularly large populations and hosted annual trade
fairs that would bring their population to 1,000 or more for the duration of the event (Mccawley 1996: 113114).
At the time of Spanish contact, the basis of Gabrielino religious life was the Chinigchinich cult, which
centered on the last of a series of heroic mythological figures. Chinigchinich gave instruction on laws and
institutions, and also taught the people how to dance, the primary religious act for this society. He later
withdrew into heaven, where he rewarded the faithful and punished those who disobeyed his laws (K.roeber
1925:637-638). The Chinigchinich religion seems to have been relatively new when the Spanish arrived
and was spreading south into the Southern Takic groups even as Christian missions were being built.
According to McCawley, the Chinigchinich religion also may have represented a mixture of native and
Christian belief and practices (1996: 143-144).
Gabrielino rituals and beliefs regarding death varied within their occupied territories. Deceased Gabrielino
were either buried or cremated, with cremation practices being the dominant form within interior areas and
portions of the coast line. Inhumations were reportedly more common on the Channel Islands and the
neighboring mainland coast areas (Harrington 1942; Mccawley 1996: 157). Cremation ashes have been
found in subsurface archaeological contexts within stone bowls and in shell dishes (Ashby and
Winterbourne 1966), as well as contexts suggesting the scattering of ashes amongst broken ground stone
implements (Altschul et al. 2007; Cleland et al. 2007). Gravegoods associated with burials/cremations
included projectile points, beads, steatite objects, and aspbaltum, and varied in quantity and content (Fraizer
2000: 175). These archaeological contexts correspond with ethnographic descriptions of an elaborate
mourning ceremony that included a wide variety of offerings, including seeds, stone grinding tools, otter
skins, baskets, wood tools, shell beads, bone and shell ornaments, and projectile points and knives (Boscana
1846:314). Cremation practices essentially ceased during the post-Contact period (Mccawley 1996: 157).

Luisefio/Juanefio
The traditional use area of the Luisefio encompassed about 1,500 square miles and extended in a northnortheasterly direction from Agua Hedondia Lagoon, to Aliso Creek and, to the east, included what are
today known as Oceanside, Vista, San Marcos, Escondido, Palomar Mountain, the Gujieto, a portion of
Valle de San Jose, north to Soboba and Temescal (Bean and Shipek 1978, Sparkman 1908, White 1962).
The Luisefio was designated based on their associate with the Mission San Luis Rey, while the Juaneno are
associated with the Mission San Juan Capistrano, however Bean and Shipek ( 1978) state that the Luisefio
and Juanefio are ethnologically and linguistically similar and that the distinction is based on the influence
of the mission system. The Project area is adjacent to the northern boundary of the Luisefio/Juanefio
traditional territory.
While the Luiseiio along with the Cahuilla and Gabrielino were all Takic-speaking, and had similar social
structures Bean and Shipek (1978) argue that the Luiseiio social struch1re was more rigid due to their greater
population density. The Luiseiio lived in sedentary and autonomous villages located near reliable water
sources and high resource areas. Each village contained named places associated with food products, raw
materials, or sacred beings (Bean and Shipek 1978) Named places were owned by either an individual, a
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family, a chief, or the collective group. Group economic activities were restricted to areas owned by the
village, whereas familial gatherings were limited to family-owned areas, unless given express permission
to hold such gatherings in areas other than their own (Bean and Shipek 1978). The concept of private
property was important, and trespassing upon private areas was punished severely. A Luisefio ritual and
ceremonial specialist maintained the knowledge of the various ceremonies and passed on the knowledge to
only one heir. Such ceremonies included funerals and clothes burning ceremonies. The decimation of the
population after European contact, without doubt, caused the loss of some spiritual specialists. Additionally,
the reservation system interrupted the social organization and settlement patterns (Bean and Shipek 1978,
Shipek 1986).
Settlements were typically located within valley bottoms, along streams, or along coastal strands near
mountain ranges. Villages were often located in sheltered areas near good water supplies, in a defensive
location, or on the side of warm thermal zone slopes. Each village contained named places associated with
food products, raw materials, or sacred beings (Bean and Shipek 1978). Named places were owned by either
an individual, a family, a chief, or the collective group. Group economic activities were restricted to areas
owned by the village as a whole, whereas familial gatherings were limited to family-owned areas, unless
given express permission to hold such gatherings in areas other than their own (Bean and Shipek 1978).
The concept of private property was important to the Luisefio, and trespassing upon private areas was
punished severely. Private property also included houses, capital equipment, treasure goods and ritual
equipment, trade and ceremonial beads, eagle nests, songs, and other nonmaterial possessions. Privately
owned property was either inherited patrilineally or transferred to another owner (Sparkman 1908, Bean
and Shipek 1978).
The diverse ecological zones within the Luisefi.o territory provided a wide array of subsistence products.
Principal game animals included deer, rabbit, jackrabbit, woodrat, mice, ground squirrels, antelope, valley
and mountain quail, doves, ducks, and other birds. (Gifford 1918, Sparkman 1908, Bean and Shipek 1978).
The most important gathered resource were acorns, and village locations were typically located near water
sources for use in acorn leeching. Grass seeds were the next most abundant resource, in addition to
manzanita, sunflower, chia, sage, lemonade berry, prickly pear, and pine nuts. Fire was used as a crop
management technique as well as for community rabbit drives. Tools for the acquisition, storage, or
preparation of food were highly varied and constructed from locally derived materials, with a few items
acquired via trade from specific localities (steatite bowls from Santa Catalina Island, obsidian blanks or
tools from either eastern or northern neighbors) (Bean and Shipek 1978). Hunting activities used either
individual or group participation, using bows and arrows for larger game or curved throwing sticks, slings,
traps, or pit type deadfalls for smaller animals.

2.2.3 Historic Period
The first part of the next section provides a brief history of post-contact California up to the American
period, followed by more detailed information regarding the history of Corona. Post-Contact history for
the state of California is generally divided into three specific periods: the Spanish period (1769- 1821 ), the
Mexican period (1821-1848), and the American period ( 1848-present).
Spanish Period (1769-1821)
Along the coast of California, Spanish explorers began making expeditions between the mid-1 500s and
1700s. Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, a Portuguese in Spanish service, explored Catalina Island, San Pedro and
Santa Monica bays and also stopped in 1542 at present-day San Diego Bay (Sparkman 1908). Sebastian
Vizcaino, a Spanish naval officer spent much of the late 1500's mapping the coast of California north into
Oregon. Like Cabrillo, Vizcaino's crew also landed on Santa Catalina Island and at San Pedro and Santa
Monica Bays, naming each location. The Spanish crown laid claim to California based on the surveys
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conducted by Cabrfllo and Vizcaino (Bancroft 1886). While none ofthese expeditions may have had direct
contact with the vicinity of the Project area it is likely that Old World diseases and other indirect impacts
reached the Native Americans living in the Project area.
In 1769, the King of Spain directed the Franciscan Order to direct religious and colonization matters in
assigned territories of the Americas. Captain Gaspar de Portola, 64 soldiers, missionaries, Baja (lower)
California Native Americans, and Mexican civilians, established the Presidio of San Diego, a fortified
military outpost, as the first Spanish settlement in Alta California. In July of 1769, while Portola was
exploring southern California, Franciscan Fr. Junipero Serra founded Mission San Diego de Alcala at
Presidio Hill, the first of the 21 missions that would be established in Alta California by the Spanish and
the Franciscan Order between 1769 and 1823. In 1771 the Mission San Gabriel Archangel was established
and in 1776 Mission San Juan Capistrano was established. The mission of San Luis Rey de Francia was
established in 1798 four miles up the San Luis Rey river from the coast and in 1816, an outpost of San Luis
Rey was established at Pala, 20 miles upriver. An additional outpost, the San Bernardino estancia was
established in 1819. Mission San Gabriel would have had the greatest impact on the Native Americans
within the vicinity of the Project area.
A Spanish expedition led by Pedro Fages in 1772 was the first European group to travel in the vicinity of
the Project area. Looking for deserters from the military post in San Diego, Fages crossed into the San
Bernardino Valley from the southeast, crossing the Santa Ana River, then heading north through the Cajon
Pass and into the Mojave Desert (Hampson et al. 1988). In 1774, Juan Bautista de Anza led an expedition
into California and traversed the San Jacinto Valley, camping in the San Jacinto River Valley for water,
and then heading west away from the river through Bernasconi Pass near present-day Lakeview. He went
on through Moreno Valley near March Air Reserve Base, then headed into the Santa Ana River Valley near
the present site of the City of Riverside. His expedition opened an overland travel route from Sonora in the
Mexican interior to Monterey in California. Following his first expedition, Anza returned to the region in
1775 leading a group of settlers to establish a mission and presidio in San Francisco (Brown and Boyd
1922, Rawls and Bean 2003 ).
Mexican Period (1 821-1846)
After years of sporadic rebellion and warfare, New Spain (Mexico and the California territory) won
independence from Spain in 1821 marking the beginning of the Mexican Period. As the ports in California
were opened to foreign ships the population near the coast grew. However, the inland valleys remained
largely vacant of European settlers expect for use as grazing lands for cattle. During the Mexican Period
the cattle industry grew in importance to become the leading industry in the region and the central focus of
the Califoriiio culture. The Mexican Government continued the land grant system first began by Spain and
granted several land grants as part of the ranch system within the vicinity of the project area. Land grants
within the vicinity of the project area include: the La Sierra Yorba, La Sierra Sepulveda, Sobrante de San
Jacinto, Jurupa-Stearns, and El Rincon land grants.
The Mexican government secularized the California missions in 1833, and much of the mission lands were
included in the land grants. The Native Americans which had been captured as part of the mission system
became eligible for Mexican citizenship, however this period continued the physical and cultural decline
of the Native American population (Heizer 1978). At their peak, the 21 California missions controlled
approximately 74,000 neophytes (Bolton 1917). By 1834, the year before secularization took the institution
from the missionaries, only 17,000 natives remained within their domain (Heizer 1978, Monroy I 990).
American Period (1848-Present)
The signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, ended the Mexican American War and marks the
beginning of the American period, when California became a territory of the United States. California
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became the 31st state in I 850 and within three years tbe population of California had increased
than 300,000.

tO

more

Cattle continued to dominate the southern California economy through the 1850s as a source of hides but
for the more than 90,000 new residents lured to California by the Gold Rush beginning in 1848, cattle were
now an important source of meat and other supplies. Cattle were at first driven along major trails or roads
such as the Gila Trail or Southern Overland Trail, then were transported by trains where available. The
cattle boom ended for southern California as neighbor states and territories drove herds to northern
California at reduced prices (Cleland 2005).
In Southern California, the floods of 1861-1862 followed by drought in 1863 and 1864 decimated the cattle
industry and the large rancho owners who were "land rich and cash poor'' began to sell off portions of their
grants to satisfy debts (Guinn 1907). It was at this time that the new residents, mainly farmers, began
experimental plantings to determine what their newly acquired land was best suited for within the vicinity
of the Project area. In 1866 California Legislature passed an act that authorized payment of250 for every
5000 mulberry trees that were at least two years old and 300 for every 100,000 cocoons produced. Tens of
millions mulberry trees were planted, and the State treasury went a lmost bankrupt paying the incentives.
By the end of the l 860's, the silk craze had waned and the State canceled the payments for tree planting
and cocoons (Guinn 1907). After several other agricultural experiments, it was found that oranges were the
most suitable crop for the area. Although the first orange trees in Riverside County were planted in 1871,
the citrus industry really took off two years later when Eliza Tibbets received two Brazilian navel orange
trees sent to her by a friend at the Department of Agriculture in Washington. The trees thrived in the
Southern California climate and the navel orange industry grew rapidly. The citrus industry expanded in
the region and spurred irrigation projects further expanding usable land and encouraging additional
development.
On March 1 1, 1893, Riverside County was formed from an approximately 6,500 square miles of San Diego
County and 560 square miles of San Bernardino County (Holmes 1912). Riverside County was formed
primarily over political and tax issues between residents in San Bernardino and Riverside, and the
displeasure ofresidents in the Temecula Valley area being too great a distance from the County seat in San
Diego.

City of Corona Project Area History
First called "South Riverside" , Corona was founded in 1886 by the South Riverside Land and Water
Company at the height of the Southern California citrus boom (Holmes 1912). In 1886, developer Robert
Taylor and his partners, Adolph Rimpau, George L. Joy, A. S. Garretson, a Sioux City banker, and exgovernor of Iowa, Samuel Merrill formed the South Riverside Land and Water Company. Together they
raised approximately $110,000 to purchase approximately 12,000 acres of agricultural land that had
fonnerly been part of the Rancho La Sierra, and Rancho Temescal land grants. Anaheim engineer H. C.
Kellogg was hired and the colony of South Riverside was laid out encircled by Grand Boulevard, I 00 feet
wide and three miles round that had plantings of shade trees along each side of the road. Another bonus
was that the ''colony" was located on the San Diego branch of the Santa Fe Railroad. To the north along
the railroad tracks were the manufacturing plants and packing houses. The southern end of town was mostly
occupied by the citrus industry. 1n 1889, the Temescal Water Company was incorporated to supply water
for the new colony (Corkhill 2013). This company purchased all the water-bearing lands in the Temescal
valley and began drilling artesian wells. Taylor and his partners realized the importance of water for the
soon to be developed community, and additional funds were used to ensure that sufficient water rights were
obtained. They also secured the water rights to Temescal Creek, its tributaries and Lee Lake. Dams and
pipelines were built to carry the water to the colony. After an initial flurry of expansion, water supplied
from Temescal Canyon was not enough for the growing population and increasing agriculture. In 1899 the
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Corona Irrigation Company purchased 160 acres near Perris that had artesian waters. They constructed a
21 -mile cement ditch to bring water to the area.
By 1893 the town boasted a large air-drying lumber yard, a clay and pipe works owned by the Pacific Clay
Manufacturing Company, shipments of clay, gypsum, hay grain and honey were being shipped out.
Hundreds of acres of were planted in orange, lemon and deciduous trees. There were three churches, Baptist,
Methodist and Congregational, in addition, an Episcopalian group had purchased lots in town and were in
the process of building their house of worship. There was a large two-story brick school, a bank, and a
three-story hotel. In addition, there was a drug store, a newspaper, two bakeries, and a general merchandise
store (Bynon 1893:4, Holmes 1912).
In addition to agricultural pursuits, mining also influence the early development of Corona. A tin mine had
been discovered in 1857 in the nearby San Jacinto Hills. However, mining in the area did not gain traction
until 1888, as Corona was the closest town to the mines and contained the most convenient rail depot, both
supplies and workers arriving for the mines flowed through Corona. While the actual tin mines only
remained open for a short time, they brough additional development and residents to Corona (Homes 1912).
Corona became known as the lemon capital of the world. Additional agricultural pursuits included other
fruits and alfalfa (City of Corona n.d.). By the 191 Os approximately¼ of the residents Corona were involved
in the citrus industry. The lemon production spurred the creation of the Exchange By-Products Company
the processed lemons which were not used for food into citric acid, lemon oil, and other products. In
addition to being known for their lemon production the City of Corona began auto racing in 1913 at the
Corona Road Races on Grand Boulevard, however the auto race proved to be too dangerous and was
stopped after several years (City of Corona nd). Agriculture remained the main economic activity for
decades.
World War II prompted a change in the development of Corona away from agriculture, as military bases
within the region raised the population and created additional industries outside of agriculture. The Prado
Dam, located immediately to the west of the Project area was completed in May 1941. The Prado Dam was
constructed by the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, along the lower Santa Ana River.
The dam was constructed as a flood risk management measure, aJong with recreation and water
conservation purposes (USACE 2020).
Post-World War II housing needs increase development in the area and by 1962 the Riverside Freeway
(State Highway 91) was constructed through Corona. Interstate 15 was constructed, to the east of Corona
in 1989. By the l 980s Corona developed into a residential community and the population grew
exponentially.
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Methods used to assess the cultural resources sensitivity of the RWMP project area include record searches
from local repositories and archival research. No archaeological field survey was conducted for this study.

3.1

RECORD SEARCHES

3.1.1 Eastern Information Center
A record search of the CHRIS held by the EiC for the RWMP project area and a one-quarter mile record
search radius was requested on April 1, 2020. However, the EIC is temporarily closed due to COVID-19,
and it is unknown when the record search results will be available. Therefore, record search results from
the City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report (SWCA 2018) were
summarized for this report. Most of the City of Corona General Plan Update and the RWMP project areas
overlap. The record search area utilized for the City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources
Technical Report is shown in Figure 10, and includes the Corona city boundaries and the City' s Sphere of
Influence (SOI). The record search information was not available for the north west corner of the Project
area within the Prado Flood Control Basin. However, no Project Components of the RWMP are located
within this area. If available, an updated record search at the EiC will be requested and can be added to a
subsequent draft of this report.

3.1.2 Native American Heritage Commission
A record search of the SLF held by the NAHC was requested on March 30, 2020. The NAHC responded
on April 2, 2020 that the results were positive and provided a list of 37 tribal organizations and individuals
to contact for additional infonnation. Red Tail sent information request letters to the 37 tribal organizations
and individuals on April 6, 2020. All correspondence pertaining to the NAHC is included in Appendix 8.

3.2

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH

Historic aerial photographs and maps, provided by historicaerials.com and USGS Historical Topographic
Map Explorer, of the RWMP project area were examined. In addition, Red Tail conducted a search of the
General Land Office (GLO) maps and records provided by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
including land patents, survey plats and field notes, land status records and other historic documents. In
order to assess previous ground disturbance and cultural resource sensitivity the City of Corona General
Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report (SWCA 2018) provided building record data per decade
for properties within the project area.

3.3

TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES

Per AB-52 and SB-18 consultation with Native American Tribes and the City is ongoing.
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Figure 10. Record Search Area for the RWMP Project and the City of Corona General Plan Update Project.
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4. RESULTS
4.1

RECORD SEARCH RESULTS

4.1.1 EiC Record Search Results
The City ofCorona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report (SWCA 2018) identified
a total of 172 previously conducted cultural resources studies within the City of Corona and the City's
Sphere of Influence (SOI) (Table 1). The majority of the City of Corona and the SOI overlaps with the
RWMP Project area.
Table 1. Previously Conducted Cultural Resources Studies within the City of Corona and th e SOI

Report

Author

Year

Title

Quad

Rl-00062

RONALAD C.
TOBEY, TERRY
D. SUSS, AND LARRY
BURGESS

1977

HISTORICAL RESOURCE SURVEY OF THE PRADO FLOOD
CONTROL BASIN

CORONA NORTH, PRADO DAM

Rl-00064

JEAN TADLOCK

1977

Rl-00078

MICHAEL C, GARDNER

1973

Rl-00080

MICHAEL C. GARNDER

1973

Rl-00169

PATRICIA MARTZ
AND RICHARD
A. WEAVER

1975

Rl-00188

MARY A. BROWN

1976

Rl-00188

MARY A. BROWN

1976

Rl-00261

DONALD LIPP

1977

Rl-00336

CHRISTINA BREWER

1978

Rl-00337

JANE ROSENTHAL

1996

Rl-00384

CHRISTOPHER E.
DOVER

1978

Rl-00410

JACK ZAHNISEC

1980

Rl-00465

BRUCE LOVE AND BAI
'TOM' TANG

1999

BETH PADON

1982

Rl-00608
Rl-00609
Rl-00610
Rl-00748

THOMAS HOLCOMB,
JAMES D SWENSON,
AND PHILIP J. WILKE
CHRISTOPHER E.
DROVER
M.D
CHAMBERS

1979
1979
1979

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ELEMENT OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT WESTERN VILLAGE PROJECT, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, LEIGHTON PROJECT 77201-1
MAIN STREET WASH FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT:
EXPECTED IMPACT TO ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES.
LINCOLN STREET CHANNEL STAGE II FLOOD CONTROL
PROJECT: EXPECTED IMPACT TO ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES.
ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION: ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE
PROPOSED ALIGNMENTS OF THE SANTA ANA REGIONAL
INTERCEPTOR, RIVERSIDE, SAN BERNARDINO, AND
ORANGE COUNTIES, CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: CULTURAL RESOURCES EVALUATION
FOR PROPOSED WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES FOR THE CITY
OF CORONA AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES (PHASE II).
LETTER REPORT: CULTURAL RESOURCES EVALUATION
FOR PROPOSED WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES FOR THE CITY
OF CORONA AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES (PHASE Ill.
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SHARER RANCH,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF PARCEL NOS. 1, 2, AND 3
ON PARCEL MAP 11561, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,
CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR CORONA CLAY
PARCELS 1, 2, AND 3 TEMESCAL CANYON VICINITY,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION: ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSESSMENT OF TENTATIVE PARCEL MAP 11899, NEAR
LAKE MATHEWS, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FORM: RIVERSIDE
COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT. SMP NO. 133
HISTORIC BUILDING EVALUATION, FORMER B&R SERVICE
BUILDING, 1390 EAST CHASE DRIVE, CITY OF CORONA.
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF WOODLAKE VILLAGES
GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT
RESULTS OF TEST EXCAVATIONS AT CA-RIV-1443, NORCO
HILLS, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE NORCO HILLS
PROPOSED SUBDIVISION NEAR NORCO, CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
TENTATIVE PARCEL NO. 13062
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BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM
CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH
CORONA NORTH, RIVERSIDE
WEST

PRADO DAM

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS
CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS
BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM
LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS
ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA SOUTH
CORONA NORTH
CORONA NORTH
CORONA NORTH
ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
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Title

Report

Author

Year

Rl-00755

MARIE COTTREL

1980

Rl-00757

JAMES E. BALDWIN

1980

Rl-00848

CHRISTOPHER E.
DROVER

1980

Rl-01035

GEORGE R. MOMYER

1937

Rl-01076

JEAN A. SALPAS

1980

Rl-01077

JEAN A. SALPAS

1980

Rl-01112

STEVEN SCHWARTZ

1981

CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY, PRADO FIX

1979

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT ON A 1700 + ACRE
PARCEL OF LAND DESIGNATED THE 'CAMPEAU PROJECT"
LOCATED IN THE LAKE MATTHEWS AREA OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY

Rl-01169

ROGER J. DESAUTELS

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES CONDUCTED FOR THE
CORONA ASSESSMENT DISTRICT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT
EVALUATION:
RESOURCE
IMPACT
CULTURAL
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSPECTION OF TENTATIVE PARCEL
MAP NO. 15490, PORTION OF DAWSON CANYON. CORONA,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION: ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSESSMENT OF A PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ON THE
NORTHWEST CORNER OF TEMESCAL CANYON AND GLEN
IVY ROADS NEAR CORONA, CALIFORNIA
INDIAN PICTURE WRITING IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
/COPY\
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF 10 ACRES IN THE
TEMESCAL VALLEY /LOT IN THE TEMESCAL VALLEY\
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF 7.92 ACRES IN THE
TEMESCAL VALLEY (PORTION OF PARCEL 2, PARCEL MAP
7239\

Rl-01237

ROBERT J.
WLODARSKI AND JOHN
M. FOSTER

1980

CULTURAL RESOURCE OVERVIEW FOR THE DEVERS
SUBSTATION TO SERRANO SUBSTATION TRANSMISSION
ROUTE ALTERNATIVES CORRIDOR RIGHT-OF-WAY

Rl-01237

ROBERT J.
WLODARSKIANDJOHN
M. FOSTER

1980

CULTURAL RESOURCE OVERVIEW FOR THE DEVERS
SUBSTATION TO SERRANO SUBSTATION TRANSMISSION
ROUTE ALTERNATIVES CORRIDOR RIGHT-OF-WAY

Rl-01238

DANIEL F. MCCARTHY

1986

Rl-01242

STEPHEN R.
HAMMOND

1980

Rl-01268

STEPHEN R.
HAMMOND

1981

Rl-01307

ANNS. PEAK

1975

Rl-01338

CHRISTINA BREWER

1979

Rl-01354

WILLIAM BREECE AND
BETH PADON

1982

Rl-01355

ROGER J. DESAUTELS

1979

Rl-01420

LSA, INC.

1982

Rl-01479

SCHROTH, ADELLA

1982

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION: A ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSESSMENT OF A 9.9 ACRE PARCEL OF LAND IN
TEMESCAL CANYON, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
FIRST ADDENDUM TO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT
FOR THE PROPOSED ROUTE 15 TRANSPORTATION
FACILITY BETWEEN MAGNOLIA AVENUE IN THE CITY OF
CORONA AND THE ROUTE 60 FREEWAY, RIVERSIDE AND
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTIES
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR THE PROPOSED
GLEN IVY SAFETY ROADSIDE REST FACILITIES (P.M.
31.3/31.9\
CULTURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT OF SEWAGE
TREATMENT FACILITIES EXPANSION PROJECT, CITY OF
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF TRACK 14684, COUNTY
OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING AT CA-RIV-1801 , GREEN RIVER
MEADOW PROJECT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT ON; AN 85 ACRE
SEGMENT OF THE CADILLAC FAIRVIEWS ' GREEN RIVER'
PROJECT. LOCATED IN SANTA ANA CANYON, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
SEARCH
AND
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RECORDS
RECONNAISSANCE WESTERN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
PROPOSED WATER TREATMENT PLANT, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE TEMESCAL
VALLEY PROJECT, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
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CORONA NORTH

LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS
LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA NORTH, PRADO DAM
CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH, LAKE MATHEWS,
RIVERSIDE WEST
ALBERHILL, BEAUMONT, BLACK
STAR CANYON, CABAZON,
CORONA SOUTH, EL CASCO.
LAKE ELSINORE, LAKE
MATHEWS, LAKEVIEW, PERRIS,
ROMOLAND
ALBERHILL, BEAUMONT, BLACK
STAR CANYON, CABAZON.
CORONA SOUTH, EL CASCO,
LAKE ELSINORE. LAKE
MATHEWS, LAKEVIEW, PERRIS,
ROMOLAND
LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA NORTH

LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA NORTH
ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
PRADO DAM

PRADO DAM

PRADO DAM
ALBERHILL, CORONA SOUTH,
LAKE MATHEWS
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4. Results
Report

Author

Year

Rl-01517

BOWLES, LARRY L.

1982

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR TPM 18721

Rl-01665

WIRTH ASSOCIATES

1983

DEVERS-SERRANO-VILLA PARK TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
SUPPLEMENT TO THE CULTURAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL
REPORT - PUBLIC REVIEW DOCUMENT AND CONFIDENTIAL
APPENDICES

Rl-01724

RECTOR.CAROL

1983

Rl-01735

MCCARTHY, DANIEL F,

1983

Rl-01736

PINK, W.J.,
MA BROWN AND
NANCY EVANS

1983

Rl-01873

COTTRELL, MARIE

1984

Rl-01913

MCCARTHY, DANIEL F.

1985

Rl-01914

Rl-01914

GALLEGOS, DENNIS
AND RICHARD
CARRICO
GALLEGOS, DENNIS
AND RICHARD
CARRICO

Title

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF TRACT 17634, CITY
OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF SKY ISLAND
ESTATES, SANTA ANA CANYON AREA OF ORANGE AND
RIVERSIDE COUNTIES, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL
AND
PALEONTOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
ASSESSMENT OF THE GREENWAY FARMS, A PROPOSED
SUBDIVISION, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
A CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT CONDUCTED FOR
TT 20060, CITY OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF A PORTION OF A
PROPOSED INTERCEPTOR SEWER PIPELINE RIGHT-OFWAY IN THE NORCO- CORONA AREA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

1985

CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY FOR THE PROPOSED
SIERA DEL ORO PROJECT, CORONA, CALIFORNIA

1985

CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY FOR THE PROPOSED
SIERA DEL ORO PROJECT, CORONA, CALIFORNIA

Rl-01949

BOUSCAREN,
STEPHEN

1985

Rl-01954

E, JANE ROSENTHAL
AND STEVEN J,
SCHWARZ

1981

Rl-01976

HAMMOND, STEPHEN
R.

1985

Rl-02072

SWOPE, KAREN K.

1987

Rl-02267

SCHNEIDER, JOAN S.

1988

Rl-02270

DROVER, C.E.

1988

Rl-02308

PARR, ROBERT E

1988

Rl-02379

LSA, INC.

1989

Rl-02381

SCIENTIFIC
RESOURCE SURVEYS,
INC.

1988

Rl-02396

DROVER, C.E.

1989

Rl-02396

DROVER, C.E

1989

Rl-02429

STICKEL, E. GARY AND
TERENCE D'ALTROY

1980

FINAL REPORT: AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF
THE PROPOSED VALLEY-SERRANO 500 KV TRANSMISSION
LINE CORRIDOR, ORANGE AND RIVERSIDE COUNTIES
A CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY OF THE PROPOSED
SANTA ANA RIVER HIKING/BIKING TRAIL IN THE PRADO
FLOOD CONTROL BASIN
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR THE PROPOSED
WIDENING OF INTERSTATE ROUTE 15 BETWEEN GLEN IVY
UNDERCROSSING AND 0.4 MILE SOUTH OF ONTARIO
AVENUE 08- RIV-15. P.M.33.3/38.3
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF TT 21268, CORONA
AREA OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF TT 21355 LOCATED
IN THE CITY OF CORONA, WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED
TEMSCAL WASH SAND AND GRAVEL MINING OPERATION,
TEMSCAL CANYON, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF TP 22782,
LOCATED IN THE CORONA AREA OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
CHASE RANCH SPECIFIC PLAN - ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSESSMENT
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT - TP 23959
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE INDIAN TRAILS
PROJECT, TEMESCAL VALLEY, EAST OF CORONA,
CALIFORNIA.
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE INDIAN TRAILS
PROJECT, TEMESCAL VALLEY, EAST OF CORONA,
CALIFORNIA
SANTA ANA RIVER AND SANTIAGO CREEK: A CULTURAL
RESOURCE SURVEY

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources

Quad
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH
ALBERHILL, BEAUMONT,
CABAZON, CORONA NORTH,
CORONA SOUTH, EL CASCO,
LAKE FULMOR, LAKE MATHEWS,
LAKEVIEW, PERRIS, REDLANDS,
SAN BERNARDINO SOUTH, SAN
JACINTO, SANTIAGO PEAK,
SUNNYMEAD
CORONA SOUTH
BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM
CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH, LAKE MATHEWS,
RIVERSIDE WEST
CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM
ALBERHILL, CORONA SOUTH,
LAKE ELSINORE, LAKE
MATHEWS, ROMOLAND
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, PRADO DAM
CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS
CORONA SOUTH
CORONA NORTH

LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA SOUTH
CORONA SOUTH
LAKE MATHEWS

ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS

ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA NORTH, EL CASCO,
PRADO DAM
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4. Results

Report

Author

Year

Rl-02515

BROWN, JOAN C.

1989

Rl-02516

MORGAN, MARILYN

1989

Rl-02521

DIBBLE, STEPHEN D.

1987

Rl-02535

KELLER, JEAN S.

1989

Rl-02650

BERGIN, KATHLEEN A.
AND RANDAL P.
PRESTON

1989

Rl-02651

LOVE, BRUCE

1991

Rl-02660

SCIENTIFIC
RESOURCE SURVEYS

1989

Rl-02743

MCCARTHY, DANIEL

1990

Rl-02744

Rl-02881

MCKENNA, JEANETTE
A., KEN HEDGES, AND
DIANE HAMANN
GREENWOOD,
ROBERTA AND
J. FOSTER

1990

1990

Rl-02890

MCKENNA, J. ET Al.

1990

Rl-02905

MCKENNA, JEANETTE

1988

Rl-02980

DIGREGORIO, LEE A.

1990

Rl-02984

DROVER,
CHRISTOPHER

1990

Rl-03138

Rl-03153

SCIENTIFIC
RESOURCE SURVEYS,
INC.
COTTRELL, MARIE G.,
D.,
STEPHEN DIBBLE, AND
VADA DRUMMYCHAPEL

1990

1988

Title

Quad

CULTURAL RESOURCES RECONNAISSANCE OF THE 1,100
ACRE EAGLE VALLEY PROJECT, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA.
ADDENDUM TO CULTURAL RESOURCES RECONNAISSANCE
OF EAGLE VALLEY PROJECT, DATED 17 AND 20 JULY 1989,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE WARM
SPRINGS GREEN DEVELOPMENT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA.
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF CHANGE OF ZONE
5328/PLOT PLAN 10,893 RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
TECHNICAL REPORT 3: ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH
REPORT FOR THE TEMESCAL CANYON COMPOSING
FACILITY EIR RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. SCH
88100318
LETTER REPORT: CULTURAL RESOURCES MONITORING:
TEMESCAL CANYON COMPOSTING PROJECT
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
AND
CULTURAL
INVESTIGATION OF LEE LAKE WATER DISTRICT REACH F
EXTENSION RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE MORGER
PROPERTY LOCATED IN OLSEN CANYON IN TEMESCAL
VALLEY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TEST EXCAVATIONS IN THE TEMESCAL
QUARRY SITE, OLSEN CANYON, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS

CONTEXT EVALUATION OF HISTORICAL SITES IN THE
PRADO BASIN.

CORONA NORTH, PRADO DAM

HISTORIC AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
SANDBERG PROJECT SITE, GLEN IVY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
AN INTENSIVE SURVEY OF THE CORONA RANCH PROJECT
AREA. CITY OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE REPORT
(TRABUCO LAND EXCHANGEl
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE TEMESCAL
VALLEY PROJECT, TEMESCAL VALLEY, EAST OF CORONA,
CALIFORNIA.
CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT ON
THE NASTONERO PROPERTY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
A CULTURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT OF A PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT IN THE TEMESCAL VALLEY, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, PART 1· ARCHAEOLOGY; PART II·
HISTORIC ASSESSMENT
CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT: TEMESCAL VALLEY
PROJECT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
REPORT:
CULTURAL
SURVEY
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESOURCE ASSESSMENT OF THE SEIGAL FARMS
PROPERTY LAKE MATHEWS, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
AN
IMPACT
EVALUATION:
ENVIRONMENTAL
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE WERNER
SURFACE MINE, TEMESCAL VALLEY, EAST OF CORONA,
CALIFORNIA

Rl-03175

SWOPE, KAREN

1991

Rl-03306

FREEMAN, TREVOR A.
AND DAVID M. VAN
HORN

1989

Rl-03320

DROVER,
CHRISTOPHER

1990

Rl-03322

THE KEITH
COMPANIES

1988

STATE ROUTE 91 IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT. HISTORIC
PROPERTY SURVEY REPORT

Rl-03322

THE KEITH
COMPANIES

1988

STATE ROUTE 91 IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT: HISTORIC
PROPERTY SURVEY REPORT

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS
LAKE MATHEWS
WILDOMAR

LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS
LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS

ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA NORTH
ALBERHILL, CORONA SOUTH,
WILDOMAR
ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
SOUTH

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS
ALBERHILL, CORONA SOUTH,
LAKE MATHEWS
LAKE MATHEWS

ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, PRADO DAM,
RIVERSIDE WEST
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, PRADO DAM,
RIVERSIDE WEST
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4. Results
Report

Author

Year

Rl-03514

MACKO, MICHAEL E.
AND KEITH D. RHODES

1992

Rl--03564

MCKENNA,
JEANNETTE A.

1992

Rl--03598

SEYMOUR, GREGORY
AND DAVID DOAK

1992

Rl--03599

SEYMOUR, GREGORY
R.

1993

Rl--03602

BROWN, JOAN C.

1993

Rl--03629

GREGORY SEYMOUR
AND DAVID DOAK

1992

Rl--03722

DESAUTELS, NANCY
AND ROBERT BEER

1993

Rl--03768

ALEXANDROWICZ
, J. S,, ARTHUR
KUHNER, EDWARD
KNELL, AND SUSAN
ALEXANDROWICZ

1994

Rl--03810

DUFFIELD, ANNE Q.

1989

Rl--03811

HATHEWAY, ROGER

1990

Rl-03890

LSA ASSOCIATES, INC.

1990

Rl--04120

MASON. ROGER,
PHILIPPE LAPIN, AND
WAYNE H. BONNER

1998

Rl-04144

LOVE, BRUCE AND BAI
'TOM' TANG

1998

Rl-04144

LOVE, BRUCE AND BAI
'TOM"TANG

1998

Rl-04144

LOVE, BRUCE AND BAI
"TOM'TANG

1998

Rl--04170

LOVE, BRUCE AND BAI
' TOM" TANG

1999

Rl-04171

MCKENNA, JEANETTE
ANDKARENC.
BENNETT

1998

Rl--04203

CHAMBERS GROUP,
INC.

1993

Rl-04357

LAPIN, PHILIPPE

2000

Rl--04360

DUKE, CURT

2000

Title
PHASE I ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT:
GLEN IVY HOT SPRINGS FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT,
LINKED TO PLOT PLAN 9026, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
A CULTURAL RESOURCES INVESTIGATION AND SITE
EVALUATIONS FOR THE PROPOSED 200 ACRE WINDWARD
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA, NORCO, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CA.
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE WESTERN
RIVERSIDE REGIONAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
CONVEYANCO SYSTEM IN CORONA AND NORCO,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE HOME GARDENS
SANITARY DISTRICT INITIAL STUDY IN CORONA, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
CULTURAL
RESOURCE
RECONNAISSANCE
AND
ASSESSMENT FOR THE EAGLE VALLEY EAST PROJECT.
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE WESTERN
RIVERSIDE REGIONAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
IN CORONA AND NORCO, RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS AND SUBSURFACE
RECOVERY ON TOM'S FARMS PROPERTY, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA; PARCEL MAP 4927
HISTORIC PRESERVATION INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE
SOUTH NORCO CHANNEL LINE SB, STAGE 1, CITY OF
CORONA, CITY OF NORCO, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE.
CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR
THE CAJALCO CANYON ROCK QUARRY
LETTER REPORT. SUPPLEMENT TO ARCHAEOLOGICAL &
HISTORICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR THE CAJALCO CANYON
ROCK QUARRY
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE EMPIRE
HOMES SPECIFIC PLAN AND TENTATIVE TRACT 25466,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES RECORDS SEARCH AND SURVEY
REPORT FOR A PACIFIC BELL MOBILE SERVICES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITY: CM 150--03, CITY OF
CORONA, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES REPORT: TEMESCAL VALLEY
REGIONAL INTERCEPTOR, SANTA ANA WATERSHED
PROJECT AUTHORITY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES REPORT: TEMESCAL VALLEY
REGIONAL INTERCEPTOR, SANTA ANA WATERSHED
PROJECT AUTHORITY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES REPORT: TEMESCAL VALLEY
REGIONAL INTERCEPTOR, SANTA ANA WATERSHED
PROJECT AUTHORITY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF HISTORIC
PROPERTIES: TEMESCAL VALLEY PIPELINE PHASE Ill
(EXTENSION), CITY OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
HISTORC RESOURCES INVESTIGATION AND EVALUATION
OF THE RESIDENCE LOCATED AT 2542 GILBERT AVENUE,
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY FOR THE CENTRAL POOL
AUGMENTATION AND WATER QUALITY PROJECT.
LETTER REPORT: CULTURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
FOR MODIFICATIONS TO PACIFIC BELL WIRELESS FACILITY
CM 109--06, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA.
LETTER REPORT: CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
FOR THE AT&T WIRELESS SERVICES FACILITY NUMBER
C581, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

Corona R WMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources

Quad

LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH
LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA NORTH
LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA NORTH

LAKE MATHEWS
LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA SOUTH

CORONA NORTH
ALBERHILL, CORONA NORTH,
CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
ELSINORE, LAKE MATHEWS
ALBERHILL, CORONA NORTH,
CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
ELSINORE, LAKE MATHEWS
ALBERHILL, CORONA NORTH,
CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
ELSINORE, LAKE MATHEWS
CORONA SOUTH

CORONA SOUTH
BLACK STAR CANYON, CANADA
GOBERNADORA, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS, PRADO DAM
CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH
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4. Results

Report

Author

Year

Rl-04659

WHITE, ROBERT
S. AND LAURA
S. WHITE

2004

Rl-04665

LOVE, BRUCE AND BAI
"TOM"TANG

1997

Rl-04665

LOVE, BRUCE AND BAI
"TOM" TANG

1997

Rl-04713

SMITH, BROOKS AND
DEBORAH MCLEAN

2004

Rl-04737

STRUDWICK, IVAN H.
AND KATHLEEN ANN
BERGIN

1999

Rl-04765

Rl-04871

Rl-04891

Rl-04895

Rl-04969

Rl-05153

Rl-05409

HOOVER, ANNA M,
KRISTIE R. BLEVINS,
HUGH
M. WAGNER, AND
STEPHEN VAN
WORMER
LOVE, BRUCE.
MICHAEL HOGAN, AND
HARRY QUINN
WLODARSKI, ROBERT
J.
FOX, JULIA K., ANNA
M. HOOVER, KRISTIE
R. BLEVINS, HUGH M.
WAGNER, AND MARK A
ROEDER
HOOVER, ANNA M.,
WILLIAM R. GILLEAN,
AND HUGH M.
WAGNER
HOLMES, AMY AND
J.D.
STEWART
LOVE, BRUCE, BAI
"TOM" TANG, MICHAEL
HOGAN, AND MARIAM
DAHDUL

2004

2001

2002

2005

2005

2005

2001

Rl-05433

JACKSON, ADRIANNA

2000

Rl-05435

JACKSON, ADRIANNA

2000

Rl-05764

Rl-05827

WLODARSKI, ROBERT

J.
WHITE, ROBERTS.,
LAURIE S. WHITE, AND
DAVID M. VAN HORN

2005

2003

Title

Quad

A CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT OF A PROPOSED
REGIONAL DRAINAGE FACILITY, TEMESCAL CANYON ROAD
AT LEROY ROAD, SOUTH CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY
IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF HISTORIC
PROPERTIES TEMESCAL VALLEY PROJECT ELSINORE
VALLEY MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF HISTORIC
PROPERTIES TEMESCAL VALLEY PROJECT ELSINORE
VALLEY MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT, FAR WEST HOUSING,
LLC, SIERRA BELLA PROJECT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TESTING AND EVALUATION OF
SITES CA-RIV-101/H, CA-RIV-2992/H, CA-RIV-6152/H AND CARIV-6153 FOR THE TEMESCAL SUMMIT PROJECT,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL PHASE I
SURVEY, A PHASE II SIGNIFICANCE TESTING PROGRAM,
AND A HISTORIC PROPERTIES EVALUATION REPORT, THE
SERRANO SPECIFIC PLAN (SSP), CASE #441 , RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONITORING REPORT: TRILOGY AT
GLEN IVY: NEAR THE COMMUNITY OF GLEN IVY HOT
SPRINGS, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
A PHASE 1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY FOR THE PROPOSED
CORONA SENIOR HOUSING PROJECTLOCATED AT701, 733,
735, AND 777 SHERMAN AVENUE (APN# 110-040- 013, -014,015, AND -016), CITY OF CORONA, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,
CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL,
AND
A
BIOLOGICAL.
PALEONTOLOGICAL PHASE IV MITIGATION REPORT, MONTE
VERDE, TRACT 29000, +457-ACRE PROPERTY, CITY OF
CORONA, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
A PHASE I ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL
SURVEY REPORT FOR APNS 290-060-007, -017 AND 019 AND 290-080-012, -014 AND -015, A +32-ACRE
PROPERTY, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA.
RESULTS OF A CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL
ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROXIMATELY 4 ACRE SMITH
AVENUE
HISTORICAVARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES SURVEY
REPORT, ARLINGTON DESALTER AND PIPELINE, CITIES OF
RIVERSIDE, CORONA, AND NORCO, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: RECORDS SEARCH RESULTS FOR
SPRING PCS FACILITY RV54XC472A (GREEN RIVER WATER
TANK SITE\, CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: RECORDS SEARCH RESULTS FOR
SPRING PCS FACILITY RV34ZC472B (GREEN RIVER FIRE
STATION SITE\, CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: RECORDS SEARCH AND FIELD
RECONNAISSANCE RESULTS FOR THE PROPOSED NEXTEL
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SITE (CA5379-A: MOORE
ELECTRIC) LOCATED AT 463 NORTH SMITH AVENUE, CITY
OF CORONA. RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 92880
CULTURAL RESOURCES INVESTIGATION FOR THE
ELSINORE ADVANCED PUMPED STORAGE PROJECT. LAKE
ELSINORE, RIVERSIDE COUNTY

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources

ALBERHILL, CORONA SOUTH,
LAKE MATHEWS

ALBERHILL, CORONA SOUTH,
LAKE MATHEWS
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
SOUTH

LAKE MATHEWS

LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS

CORONA NORTH

CORONA SOUTH

LAKE MATHEWS

CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH, RIVERSIDE
WEST

PRADO DAM

PRADO DAM

CORONA NORTH

ALBERHILL, LAKE ELSINORE
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4. Results
Report

Author

Year

Rl-06085

STERNER, MATHEW.,
ET AL.

2004

Rl-06103

AISLIN-KAY, MARNIE

2004

Rl-06214

EARTH TOUCH, INC.

2006

R\-06626

HOGAN, MICHAEL

2006

Rl-06888

LERCH, MICHAEL
K. ANDGRAY,
MARLESAA.

2006

Rl-06911

KING, GARY

2000

Rl-07166

CAPRICE D. HARPER

2004

Rl-07219

COOLEY, THEDORE G.

2007

Rl-07425

MCLEAN, DEBORAH

2007

Rl-07433

BONNER, H. WAYNE
AND AISLIN-KAY,
MARNIE

2007

Rl-07494

UNDERBRINK, SUSAN

2006

Rl-07734

COOLEY,
THEODORE G. AND
ANDREA
M. CRAFT
COOLEY,
THEODOREG.
AND ANDREA
M. CRAFT
GREENE, RICHARD
AND BRIAN F. SMITH

Rl-07766

BROWN, JOAN C.

2007

Rl-08043

SHERRI GUST AND
AMY GLOVER

2008

Rl-08044

SHERRI GUST AND
AMY GLOVER

2008

Rl-07666

RJ-07666

Title
RANCHING, RAILS, AND CLAY: THE DEVELOPMENT AND
DEMISE
OF
THE
TOWN
OF RINCON/PRADO,
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA RECOVERY AT CA-RIV-1039H AND
CA-RIV-1044H, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCE RECORDS SEARCH AND SITE VISIT
RESULTS FOR SPRINT TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
CANDIDATE RV60XC809A (255 AIRPORT CIRCLE), LOCATED
AT 255 AIRPORT CIRCLE, CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CA
NEW TOWER ('NT' ) SUBMISSION PACKET, FCC FORM 620:
CORONA FIRE STATION
LETTER REPORT: ARCHAEOLOGICAL/PALEONTOLOGICAL
MONITORING OF EARTH-MOVING ACTIVITIES, THE
SYCAMORE CREEK PROJECT, PHASE 2B, TRACTS 30440 (PA
2B), 30440-2 (PA 12B), AND 30440-3 (PA 10), NEAR THE
COMMUNITY OF GLEN IVY HOT SPRINGS, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT OF THE VALLEYIVYGLEN TRANSMISSION LINE PROJECT, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
NEGATIVE HISTORY PROPERTY SURVEY REPORT FOR
STATE ROUTE 91 AT MAIN STREET INTERCHANGE CORONA,
CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT FOR CINGULAR
WIRELESS FACILITY NO. SB 286-01 NEAR CORONA,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY UNDERGROUND CABLE
CONDUIT INSTALLATIONS FOR THE EAST AND WEST TAPS
TO THE CHASE SUBSTATION, CITY OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
HISTORIC PROPERTY SURVEY REPORT (FIRST
SUPPLEMENTAL HISTORIC PROPERTY SURVEY
REPORT: 08/12-RIV/ORA-91-PM 15.9-19 9/0.0-2.9 KP25.632.0/0.0/4.7
EASTBOUND LANE ADDITION EA. 0E800/0G040)
CULTURAL RESOURCE RECORDS SEARCH AND SITE VISIT
RESULTS FORT-MOBILE CANDIDATE IE05297 (SYCAMORE
CREEK WATER TANK), UNADDRESSED PARCEL, CORONA,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
HISTORIC PROPERTY SURVEY REPORT (ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SURVEY REPORT FOR THE EASTBOUND SR-91 LANE
ADDITION PROJECT FROM SR-241 TO SR-71, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, AND COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA)

Quad

CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH

ALBERHILL, LAKE MATHEWS

ALBERHILL, LAKE ELSINORE,
LAKE MATHEWS, PERRIS,
ROMOLAND, STEELE PEAK
CORONA NORTH
PRADO DAM

CORONA SOUTH

BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM

ALBERHILL

BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM

2008

ADDENDUM: CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT OF THE
VALLEY-IVYGLEN
TRANSMISSION LINE
PROJECT,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

ALBERHILL, LAKE ELSINORE,
LAKE MATHEWS

2008

ADDENDUM: CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT OF THE
VALLEY-IVYGLEN
TRANSMISSION
LINE
PROJECT,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

ALBERHILL, LAKE ELSINORE.
LAKE MATHEWS

2006

A PHASE I ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE
SITEWORK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, APN 279-230-034
CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY OF THE NEW PROPOSED
CAJALCO ROAD, EAGLE CANYON ROAD AND THE SCENARIO
2 ROAD ALIGNMENTS, CITY OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. (INCLUDING RESULTS FROM
PREVIOUS EAGLE VALLEY ACCESS ROAD STUDIES)
PHASE I CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT REPORT
FOR THE CENTENNIAL HIGH SCHOOL PROJECT IN CORONA,
CALIFORNIA
PHASE I CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT REPORT
FOR THE SANTIAGO HIGH SCHOOL PROJECT IN CORONA,
CALIFORNIA.

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources

CORONA SOUTH
CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH, LAKE MATHEWS,
RIVERSIDE WEST

CORONA SOUTH
CORONA SOUTH
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Author

Year

Rl-08045

SHERRI GUST, AMY
GLOVER.AND
VERONICA HARPER

2008

Rl-08215

BAI "TOM' TANG

2009

Rl-08238

PAMELA MAXWELL

1993

Rl-08519

JAMES J. SCHMIDT

2010

Rl-08533

JAMES J. SCHMIDT

2010

Rl-08534

JAMES J. SCHMIDT

2010

Rl-08605

SUSAN GOLDBERG

2010

Rl-08623

CARY D. COTTERMAN
AND EVELYNN
CHANDLER

2011

Rl-08660

Rl-08694

Rl-08707

Rl-08761

Rl-08763

Rl-08817

Rl-08826

WAYNE H. BONNER,
SARAH
A. WILLIAMS, AND
KATHLEEN
A.CRAWFORD
WAYNE H. BONNER,
SARAH
A. WILLIAMS, AND
KATHLEEN
A. CRAWFORD
WAYNE H. BONNER,
MARNIE AISLIN- KAY,
AND KATHLEEN A
CRAWFORD
BAI "TOM" TANG,
MICHAEL HOGAN,
DANIEL BALLESTER,
HARRY M. QUINN, AND
LAURA H. SHAKER
ROBIN HOFFMAN,
TIMOTHY YATES, AND
KAREN CRAWFORD
BAI "TOM' TANG,
MICHAEL HOGAN,
DANIEL BALLESTER,
LAURA H. SHAKER,
AND HARRY M. QUINN
BAI "TOM' TANG,
MICHAEL HOGAN, AND
TERRI JACQUEMAIN

Title

PHASE I CULTURAL RESOUR---CES ASSESSMENT REPORT
FOR THE LINCOLN ALTERNATIVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PROJECT IN CORONA, CALIFORNIA
REPORT:
HISTORICAUARCHAEOLOGICAL
LETTER
RESOURCES SURVEY OF A PORTION OF APN 290-660-004,
GLEN IVY HOT SPRINGS AREA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT PROJECT TO CLEAR VEGETATION
TO REGAIN EFFICIENT USE OF WATER GAUGING STATION,
AND REPAIR EXISTING CONCRETE CHANNEL BOTTOM, ON
THE SANTA ANA RIVER, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIACULTURAL RESOURCES
LETTER REPORT: MIRA LOMA-CLEARGEN-DELGEN 66KV
TRANSMISSION LINE DETERIORATED POLE REPLACEMENT
PROJECT (WO 4305-4114; 80028383), CORONA, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: BUCKBOARD AND HITCH 12KV
(P#2263076E) AND UNIDENTIFIED CIRCUIT (P#2245653E)
DETERIORATED POLE REPLACEMENT PROJECT (WO 60884800; 0-4878, & 0-4880), RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
LETTER REPORT: DETERIORATED POLE REPLACEMENTS
PROJECTS (WO 6088-4800; 0- 4876, 0-4877, 0-4881, 04883.2010), RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR STATE ROUTE
91n1 INTERCHANGE PROJECT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA (08-RIV-91 -P.M. R0.6/ R2.6; 08-RIV-71. 1.613.0) EA
0F541
CULTURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY OF TWO PROPOSED
POLE REPLACEMENTS IN CORONA AND TEMESCAL
CANYON, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA (W.O. 6034-4800,
K 4892, TO 495676)

Quad

CORONA SOUTH

ALBERH ILL

PRADO DAM

CORONA NORTH

LAKE MATHEWS, PECHANGA

ALBERHILL, BACHELOR MTN,
LAKE MATHEWS, SAGE
BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS

2011

CULTURAL RESOURCES RECORDS SEARCH AND SITE VISIT
RESULTS FORT-MOBILE USA CANDIDATE IE24189-A

CORONA NORTH

2011

CULTURAL RESOURCES RECORD SEARCH AND SITE VISIT
RESULTS FORT-MOBILE USA CANDIDATE IE25763-A

CORONA SOUTH

2010

CULTURAL RESOURCES RECORD SEARCH AND SITE VISIT
RESULTS FORT-MOBILE USA CANDIDATE IE24154-D

CORONA NORTH

2012

IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF HISTORIC
PROPERTIES: BUTTERFIELD PARK RECLAIMED WATERLINE

CORONA NORTH

2012

CULTURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY REPORT FOR THE
PROPOSED CIRCLE CITY SUBSTATION AND MIRA LOMAJEFFERSON SUBTRANSMISSION LINE PROJECT

CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH, GUASTI

2012

IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF HISTORIC
PROPERTIES BUTTERFIELD PARK RECYCLED WATERLINE
PROJECT

CORONA NORTH

2012

PHASE I CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT:
ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NOS. 172-110-007 AND-008

CORONA NORTH
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4. Results
Report

Author

Rl-08838

WAYNE H. BONNER
AND SARAH A.
WILLIAMS

2012

Rl-08870

CARY D. COTTERMAN
AND EVELYN N.
CHANDLER

2011

Rl-08897

RIORDAN GOODWEN

2012

Rl-08902

JOSH SMALLWOOD

2012

Rl-08988

SUSAN L BUPP

2013

Rl-08989

CARRIE CHASTEEN

2013

Rl-09088

MICHAEL DICE

2009

Rl-09144

J. CLAIRE DEAN

2009

R~9216

DONG. PREZ

2013

Title

Year

LETTER REPORT: CULTURAL RESOURCES RECORDS
SEARCH AND SITE VISITS RESULTS FOR AT&T MOBILITY,
LLC CANDIDATE LA6044 (CATILE RUN &GREEN RIVER), 1400
NICHOLAS PLACE, CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
CULTURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY OF TWO PROPOSED
POLE REPLACEMENTS IN CORONA AND TEMESCAL
CANYON, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA (W.O. 6034-4800,
K 4872, TD 495676)
CULTURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT: SANTA ANA RIVER
TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT
CULTURAL RESOURCES REPORT FOR THE PROPOSED
MAGNOLIA POINT PROJECT, SW CORNER 6TH STREET
AND MAGNOLIA AVENUE IN CORONA, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NOS. 107030-003, -014, -015, -018, -019, -020,
-024, AND -027
SUPPLEMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR
SR-91CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, CITY OF
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, DISTRICT 8
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDING OF NO ADVERSE EFFECT REPORT
FOR SR-91 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, CITY OF
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, DISTRICT 8
CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY AND HISTORIC RESOURCE
ASSESSMENT OF THE CORONA CITY PARK, 930 E. SIXTH
STREET, CORONA, CALIFORNIA
JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL PARK: FINAL REPORT, ROCK
IMAGE CONDITION ASSESSMENT AND CONSERVATION
PROJECT
CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY RS0310
CULTURAL RESOURCES SUMMARY FOR THE PROPOSED
VERIZON WIRELESS. INC. PROPERTY AT THE TREEHOUSE
SITE 615 RICHEY STREET. CORONA RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA 92879
CULTURAL RESOURCE RECORDS SEARCH AND SITE VISIT
RESULTS FOR VERIZON WIRELESS CANDIDATE 'KLUG', 2395
RAILROAD STREET, CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
CORONA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER EXPANSION
PROJECT ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL
RESOURCES REPORT
SUPPLEMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR
SR-91 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, CITY OF
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
SUPPLEMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR
SR-91 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, CITY OF
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
SUPPLEMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT FOR
SR-91 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, CITY OF
CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Quad

PRADO DAM

CORONA SOUTH, LAKE
MATHEWS
BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM

CORONA SOUTH

BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM, RIVERSIDE WEST
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM, RIVERSIDE WEST
CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH
INDIAN COVE, KEYS VIEW,
MALAPAI HILL
CORONA SOUTH

Rl-09221

HEATHER R. PUCKETT

2013

Rl-09304

SARA WILLIAMS

2014

Rl-09337

SHELLY LONG

2013

Rl-09384

SUSAN L BUPP

2013

Rl-09384

SUSAN L. BUPP

2013

Rl-09384

SUSAN L. BUPP

2013

Rl-09419

BRIAN F. SMITH,
DAVID
K. GRABSKI, AND
TRACY A, STOPES

2014

A SECTION 106 (NHPA) CULTURAL RESOURCES STUDY FOR
THE TOSCANA PROJECT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

LAKE MATHEWS

Rl-09420

LSA ASSOCIATES INC.

2000

CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT GREEN RIVER
RANCH SPECIFIC PLAN CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA. LSA PROJECT NO. CCR932

BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM

Rl-09584

JUSTIN LEV- TOV,
MEGAN WILSON, LYNN
FURNIS, AND SHERRI
GUST

2016

SHOPPES AT CORONA VISTA CULTURAL RESOURCES
ASSESSMENT CITY OF CORONA, RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

CORONA SOUTH
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CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH
CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM, RIVERSIDE WEST
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM, RIVERSIDE WEST
BLACK STAR CANYON, CORONA
NORTH, CORONA SOUTH,
PRADO DAM, RIVERSIDE WEST
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Author

Report

Rl-09593

MICHAEL HOGAN

2016

Rl-09603

ANDRE SIMMONS AND
SHERRI GUST

2016

Rl-09678

CARRIE D. WILLS
AND KATHLEEN
A. CRAWFORD

2015

Rl-09714

HEATHER R. PUCKETT

2014

Rl-09741

RIORDAN GOODWIN

2016

Rl-09746

JASON ANDREW
MILLER

2013

Rl-09770
Rl-09771

BRIAN F. SMITH AND
DAVID K. GRABSKI
BRIAN F. SMITH AND
JENNIFER
R. KRAFT

2014
2014

Quad

Title

Year

ARCHAEOLul>ICAL
AND
ON
FINAL
REPORT
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES MONITORING SANTA ANA
CANYON - BELOW PRADO: INLAND EMPIRE BRINE LINE
PROTECTION PROJECT NEAR THE CITY OF CORONA,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA CRM TECH CONTRACT
#2903
CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT FOR THE CORONA
AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT, CITY OF CORONA,
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
DIRECT APE HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL ASSESSMENT FOR
T-MOBILE WEST, LLC CANDIDATE IE04109A (CM109 LB124
[CORONA DOWNTOWN]) 511 SOUTH JOY STREET, CORONA
, RIVERSIDE COUNTY
CULTURAL RESOURCES SUMMERY FOR THE PROPOSED
VERIZON WIRELESS, INC., PROPERTY AT THE RAILROAD
SITE, 665 WEST RINCON STREET, CORONA, RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIAN 92880
CULTURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT CORONA 720
PROJECT LSA PROJECT NO. GRY1501
CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY REPORT ADDENDUM
VALLEY-IVY GLENN 115KV TRANSMISSION LINE PROJECT
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
A PHASE II CULTURAL RESOURCE EVALUATION REPORT
FOR RIV-8118 AT THE TOSCANA PROJECT

PRADO DAM

CORONA SOUTH

CORONA NORTH

CORONA NORTH, CORONA
SOUTH
BLACK STAR CANYON, PRADO
DAM
ALBERHILL, LAKE ELSINORE,
ROMOLAND
LAKE MATHEWS

HISTORIC STRUCTURE ASSESSMENT 11950 EL HERMANDO
ROAD

LAKE MATHEWS

The record search indicated that 96 previously recorded cultural resources are located within the RWMP
Project area (Table 2). The previously recorded resources include prehistoric and historic archaeological
sites, built environment resources and isolates. The locations of the cultural resources are included in
Confidential Appendix C. Thirty of the previously recorded cultural resources are also listed as built
environment resources and were included as historic addresses by the EiC, shown in Table 3.
The 96 previously recorded resources consist of 28 prehistoric resources, 66 historic resources, and 2
multicomponent resources. Fourteen of the resources are within l 00 feet of a Project Component and an
additional two of the resources are intersected by a Project Component.
Table 2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources within the RWMP Project Area
Primary
Number

Trinomial

Period

Quadrangle

P-33-000675

CA-RIV~75

Prehistoric

Corona North

P-33-000808

CA-RIV-808

Multicomponent

Corona North

P-33-001040

CA-RIV-1040

Prehistoric

P-33-001044

CA-RIV-1044

Historic

P-33-001259

CA-RIV-1259

Prehistoric

P-33-001438

CA-RIV-1438

Prehistoric

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources

Recorder Date
Smith (1952)
S. Schwartz (1980)
Reiss, Clough, and Banwer
(1974)
Cottrell (1980\
G.Smith (n.d.)
MC. Hall (1975)
S. Schwartz (1980\
M. Hall (1975)
S. Schwartz (1980)
M.D. Selverson 11995\
J.P. Bar1\er (1974)
R.S. Brown and J.A.
McKenna 11988\
S. Hammond (1977)
Cottrell (1980)

Intersect Project
Component

Within 100 ft of
Project
Comoonent

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Sampson
Pioeline

No
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Primary
Number

Trinomial

Period

P-33-001439

CA-RIV-1439

Prehistoric

P-33-001440

CA-RIV-1440

Prehistoric

P-33-001441

CA-RIV-1441

Prehistoric

Quadrangle

Intersect Project
Component

Within 100 ft of
Project
Component

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

KK Swope (1987)

No

No

S.J. Bouscaren, J. Pierrou,
and E. Plummer (1987)

No

No

A Pigniolo (1988)

No

No

D.F McCarthy (1989)

No

No

J. Brock and J. Elliot (1989)

No

No

Sampson
Pipeline

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Recorder Date

S. Hammond (1977}
Cottrell (1980}
S. Hammond (1977)
Cottrell (1980)
P. Chace and B. McManis
(1993}

.

P-33-001443

CA-RIV-1443

Prehistoric

.

P-33-001445

CA-RIV-1445

Prehistoric

Corona North

P-33-001511

.

Historic

Corona South

P-33-001653

CA-RIV-1653

Prehistoric

Corona North

P-33-001654

CA-RIV-1654

Prehistoric

Corona North

P-33-001801

CA-RIV-1801

Prehistoric

Prado Dam

P-33-001837

Prehistoric

Corona South

P-33-003055

Historic

Corona South

P-33-003175

CA-RIV-4112H

Prehistoric

Anza

P-33-003424

CA-RIV-3424

Historic

Black Star Canyon

P-33-003559

CA-RIV-3559

Prehistoric

Corona South

P-33-003693

CA-RIV-3693

Historic

Prado Dam

P-33-003832

CA-RIV-3832

Historic

Alberhill, Corona
North, Corona
South, Lake
Elsinore, Lake
Mathews

P-33-004112

CA-RIV-4112H

Historic

Corona South,
Lake Mathews

P-33-004118

CA-RIV-4118

Prehistoric

Lake Mathews

P-33-004119

CA-RIV-4119

Prehistoric

Lake Mathews

P-33-004120

CA-RIV-4120

Prehistoric

Lake Mathews
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S. Hammond (1977)
S. Hammond (1977)
J. Swenson (1979)
C.E. Drover (1979)
R.S. Brown and JA
McKenna (1988)
L. Franklin and J. Schmid!
(1992)
P.O. Maxon 11999)
S. Hammond (1977)
J. McKenna and R. Brown
(1988)
RS. Brown and JA
McKenna 11988)
M. Brown (1978)
C. Rector (1983}
Pink and Singer (1979)
Cottrell (1980)
Ping, Singer, Brown, and
Giansanti (1979)
Cottrell (1980)
M. Desautels and J, Cizek
(1979)
Schupp and Wessel (1980)
RS. Sheoard (2004}

K. Swope and D. Peirce
(1990)
D.F. McCarthy (1990)
B. Love and T. Tang (2001)
K.R. Blevins and AM.
Hoover (2005)
J.D. Goodman (2006)
J. Goodman, N. Reseburg,
and Windy Jones (2006)
RD. Hoffman (2011}
K. Swope and K. Hallaran
(1991)
B. Love (1997)
I Strudwick, J, Bauman, and
B. Jones (2005)
J. Patterson (2007)
Dibble, Carr, and Jones
(1988)
A. Wesson (2002)
Dibble, Carr, and Jones
(1988)
Dibble, Carr, and Jones
(1988)
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Primary
Number

Trinomial

Period

Quadrangle

P-33-004121

CA-RIV-4121

Prehistoric

Lake Mathews

Intersect Project
Component

Within 100 ft of
Project
Comoonent

Dibble, Carr, and Jones
(1988)

No

No

R. Wlodarski (1992)
A. Gustafson and M.
McGrath (2001)
J.A McKenna et al. (2005)

No

No

R. Cecil and F. Dittmer
(1992)

No

No

Recorder Date

P-33-004791

CA-RIV-4791

Historic

Corooa North,
Corooa South.
Riverside East,
Riverside West,
San Bernardino
South

P-33-004808

CA-RIV-4808

Multicomponent

Myorna

P-33-005310

CA-RIV-5310

Historic

Corooa North

Unknown Recorder (n.d.}

No

No

P-33-005781

CA-RIV-5521H

Historic

Corooa North

A.G. Toren (1995)

No

No

P-33-005782

CA-RIV-5522H

Historic

Prado Dam

AG. Toren (1995)
R. Goodwin /2012)

No

No

P-33-007423

Historic

Fontana

S. Saunders (1984)

No

No

P-33-007586

Historic

Corooa North

J. Brock and B. Smith
/1996)

No

No

P-33-007719

CA-RIV-6197H

Historic

Corooa South

L. White (1999)

No

No

P-33-008406

CA-RIV-6133H

Historic

Corona South

B. Love (1998)

No

No

P-33-009653

CA-RIV-6453H

Historic

Corooa South

Unknown Recorder (n.d.}

No

No

P-33-010819

CA-RIV-6532H

Historic

Black Star Canyon

M. Sterner (2000)

No

No

P-33-012556

Prehistoric

Corooa South

Unknown Recorder (n.d.)

No

No

P-33-012622

Prehistoric

Corooa North

Unknown Recorder (n.d.)

No

No

Prehistoric

Toro Peak

Unknown Recorder (n.d.)

No

No

P-33-013148

Prehistoric

Corooa South

No

No

P-33-013275

Historic

Corooa South

No

No

P-33-013276

Historic

Corooa South

No

No

P-33-013277

Historic

Corona South

K. Swope and D. Pierce
(1990)
J. Pattersoo /2007)
R. Goodwin (2004)
R.S. Shepard (2007)
R. Goodwin (2004)
R.S. Shepard /2007)
R. Goodwin (2004)
R.S. Shepard (2007)

No

No

P-33-013409

Prehistoric

Corona North

C.E. Drover (1980)

No

No

P-33-01385 7

Prehistoric

Corona South

LS. White (2004)

No

No

P-33-013858

Historic

Corona South

LS. White (2004)

No

No

P-33-01 3859

Historic

Corooa South

LS. White (2004)

No

No

P-33-013056

CA-RIV-7574

p.33. 014754

Historic

Corona North

Winn, R., and Winn, M.
(2005)

No

Buena Vista Tenth
Pioeline

P-33-017132

Historic

Corona South

C. Demcak (2008)

No

No

P-33-017133

Historic

Corona South

C. Demcak (2008)

No

No

P-33-017926

Historic

Corona North,
Corona South

Dice, M.H. (2009)

No

Rimpau California
Pioeline

P-33-019802

Historic

Prado Dam

A Belcourt (2011)

No

No

P-33-020200

Historic

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No
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Intersect Project
Component

Within 100 ft of
Project
Component

Yates, T. (2011)
Smallwood, J. (2012)

No

No

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

Sampson Pipeline

Historic

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020204

Historic

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020205

Historic

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020206

Historic

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

Historic

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

Sampson Pipeline

P-33-020208

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020209

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020211

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

P-33-020212

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

P-33-020213

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

P-33-020225

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

P-33-020227

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020229

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020231

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020232

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

P-33-020234

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020235

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

P-33-020236

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

P-33-020237

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline
No

Primary
Number

Trinomial

Period

Quadrangle

Recorder Date

P-33-020201

Historic

Corona South

p.33.020202

Historic

P-33-020203

P-33-020207

P-33-020210

P-33-020226

P-33-020233

CA-RIV-20207

.

.

-

P-33-023618

.

Historic

Corona South

C.D. Wills (2005)

No

P-33-024119

CA-RIV-11860

Historic

Corona South

Goodwin, R. (2014)

No

No

P-33-024188

Historic

Corona South

P. Moruzzi (2012)

No

Buena Vista Tenth
Pipeline

P-33-024189

Historic

Corona South

P. Moruzzi (2012)

No

No

P-33-024190

Historic

Corona South

P. Moruzzi (2012)

No

No

Historic

Corona South

P. Moruzzi (2012)

No

No

P-33-024192

Historic

Corona South

P. Moruzzi (2012)

No

No

P-33-024207

Historic

Corona North

Yates, T. (2012)

No

No

Historic

Prado Dam

Goodwin, R. (2015)

No

No

P-33-024191

P-33-024551

.

CA-RIV-12171
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Primary
Number

Trinomial

P-33-024552
P-33-024553

CA-RIV-12173

Intersect Project
Component

Within 100 ft of
Project
Comoonent

RE. Reynolds (2000)

No

No

Period

Quadrangle

Recorder Date

Historic

Prado Dam

Historic

Corona South

RS. Shepard (2004)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Historic

Corona South

P-33-024724

Prehistoric

Corona South

P-33-024725

Prehistoric

Corona South

P-33-024726

Prehistoric

Corona South

W. Bums, N.F. Hearth, and
8. Scherzer (2015)
N.F. Hearth and W. Bums
(2015)
N.F. Hearth and W. Bums
12015)
N.F. Hearth and W. Bums
(2015)

P-33-024855

Historic

Corona South

L. Fumis (2015)

No

Ontario Slipline

Historic

Corona North

H. Switalski and V Harvey
(2016)

No

No

P-33-024723

P-33-024866

CA-RIV-12241

CA-RIV-12327

The record search also indicated that 30 built environment resources, that have been assigned primary
numbers, have been previously recorded within the RWMP Project area, (Table 3). Built environment
resources primarily include residential or commercial buildings, but also includes a park, a quarry, and built
environment resources associated with agriculture. Twelve of the built environment resources are within
I 00 ft of a Project Component. All thirty of the built environment resources were also included by the EiC
as cultural resources, shown in Table 2, above.
Table 3. Built Environment Resources within the RWMP Project Area.
Primary
Number

Within 100 ft
of Project
Comoonent
Buena Vista
Tenth Pioeline
Rimpau
California
PinPiine

Intersect
Project
Comoonent

Corona North

Winn, R., and
Winn, M. 12005)

No

Corona North,
Corona South

Dice, M.H.
(2009)

No

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

107-030-003

Corona South

Yates, T (2011)
Smallwood, J.
(2012)

No

No

107-030-022

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011 )

No

Sampson
Pioeline

107-040-006

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011 )

No

No

107-040-005

Corona South

Yates, T (2011)

No

No

-

107-060-003

Corona South

Yates, T (2011)

No

No

-

107-060-008
107-060-009

Corona South

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

Address

Parcel
Number

P-33014754
P-33017926

Corona City Pari\

P-33020200

107-020-012

P-33020201
P-33020202
P-33020204
P-33020203
P-33020205
P-33020206
P-33020207
P-33020208
P-33020209
P-33020210
P-33020211

USGS

Recorder and
Date

Trinomial

14282 E. 6th Street

-

-

-

-

-

CA-RIV-20207

-

Topographic
Quadrancile

115-090-003

Corona South

Yales, T. (2011)

No

Sampson
Pioeline

117-031-001

Corona North

Yates, T (2011)

No

No

117-031-002

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

117-031-036

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

119-041-013

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline
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Primary
Number
P-33020212
P-33020213
P-33020225
P-33020226
p.33.
020227
P-33020229
P-33020231
P-33020232
P-33020233
P-33020234
P-33020235
P-33020236
P-33020237
P-33024119
P-33024207
P-33024551

Trinomial

Parcel
Number

USGS
Topographic
Q uadran<1Ie

Recorder and
Date

Intersect
Project
Component

Within 100 ft
of Project
Component

119-041-014

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

119-041-015

Corona North

Yates, T. (201 1)

No

River Pipeline

119-041-016

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

119-041-017

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

-

119-041-018

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

-

119-041-020

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

1108 Serene Drive

119-041-022

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

1002 Peaceful Drive

119-041-024

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

1090 Serene Drive

110-043-001

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

1082 Serene Drive

119-043-002

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

1070 Serene Drive

119-043-003

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

1058 Serene Drive

119-043-004

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

No

1050 Serene Drive

119-043-005

Corona North

Yates, T. (2011)

No

River Pipeline

Corona South

Goodwin, R.
(2014)

No

No

Corona North

Yates, T. (2012)

No

No

Goodwin, R.
(2015)

No

No

Address

-

.

CA-RIV-11860

Sidebotham
(Phillips) Quarry

-

-

CA-RIV-12 171

Prado Dam

The City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report (SWCA 2018) identified
That in the City of Corona and the SOI, 451 properties have been recorded at the EiC, and there are six
historic properties defined as listed or eligible for listing on the NRHP.

Carnegie Library ( 1906): This neo-classical building was designed by Los Angeles architect Franklin
Pierce Burnham with construction completed on July 2, 1906. The exterior was cream and red colored
pressed brick, with stone and concrete trim. It was symmetrically designed with a central staircase flanked
by sloping banisters, which held decorative iron lights. The entrance was topped by an overhanging
triangular pediment with ornate plaster designs and supported by fluted Ionic columns on either side. This
building served as the City's public library until July 3, 1971 , when a much larger public library facility
was constructed several blocks away. The building remained empty for the next six years. Despite efforts
to have it restored, it fell into disrepair and was damaged by fires and vandalism; the building was
demolished April 18, 1978.
Corona Heritage Park ( 1900): This 5-acre complex was the headquarters for the Corona Foothill Lemon
Company, the largest citrus ranch in the area in the early 1900s. The various buildings within the complex
were primarily constructed between 1913 and 1937, and are largely intact today. The Corona Heritage
Foundation is restoring the complex as a historic park and museum facility.
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Corona High School/Civic Center (1923): Originally constructed as Corona's second high school, it
became the Civic Center in 1961. The classic Spanish Revival architecture and expansive front lawns make
it a recognizable feature in Corona' s downtown area.
Grand Boulevard Historic District ( 1886): This unique circular roadway was a prominent design element
in the original layout for the townsite. Corona derives its longstanding moniker "The Circle City" from the
boulevard. Internationally acclaimed road races were held on this street in 1913, 1914, and 1916, drawing
more than 100,000 spectators, as well as racing legends. The boulevard displays wide parkways, large
mature trees, and historic streetlights fronting grand homes and more modest bungalows along its route.
Women's Improvement Club Clubhouse (19 13): Southern California architect Thomas Preston designed
this one-story, multi-gabled, Craftsman-style bungalow clubhouse that was built in 1913. The club was
formed in 1899 as a civic organization called the Town improvement Association; it changed its name to
the Women's Improvement Club of Corona in 1902. The building's architectural features include painted
wood shingles on the exterior walls, a steep-gabled main roof with clipped gables over the side wings, an
original oak front door with beveled glass, and wooden porch piers on a prominent brick base. It was added
to the National Register on November 3, 1988, and is the only remaining structure within Corona city limits
with that status.
Corona Theater Landmark Building ( 1929): The Spanish Revival-style Corona Theater, also known as
the Landmark Building, was designed by Southern California architect Carl Boller and dedicated on August
29, 1929. Various celebrities including Al Jolson, Laurel and Hardy, and Irving Berlin attended its grand
opening ceremonies. Its L-shaped design features a two-story elevation in front and three stories in the rear,
with separate segn1ents of varying heights topped by individual gable roofs and interspersed with hipped
roof towers. The building was constructed of brick, with stucco on its front elevation. Some remodeling has
been done to the exterior, but significant details remain. Over the years, the building has had various uses,
including commercial office space, a Masonic Lodge meeting hall, and a large theater. The building is the
only pre-Depression Era theater remaining in Corona, has been determined eligible for the National
Register.
The six properties listed on the NRHP are also automatically eligible for listing to the CRHR. In addition,
there are nine other properties that are eligible for the CRHR:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jefferson Elementary School ( 1927)
Barber Home ( 1893) - Eastlake
1101 S Ramona Ave (1915)- Vernacular Wood Frame with Classical revival Elements
Terpening House ( 1899) - Queen Anne
Corona First Methodist Church (1914) - Tudor Revival
6. 401 East 8th Street (1908)- Vernacular Wood Frame
7. Camp Haan Barracks (1942) - Vernacular Wood Frame
8. 517 E 8 th Street(1896)
9. El Gordo Caballo Ranch ( I 939)

Within the City of Corona, there are no State Historic Landmarks. Within the SOI, outside the boundaries
of the City of Corona, there are five State Historic Landmarks:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Butterfield Stage Station (No. 188): Site of Butterfield Stage Station where mail was delivered and
horses changed. The first stage carrying overland mail left Tipton, Missouri on September 15, I 858
and, passing through Temescal, arrived in Los Angeles October 7, 1858.
Painted Rock (No. 190): In tribute to the earliest record of any people in this region, the Santa Fe
Railway has preserved this rock with its ancient pictograph, and the Committee of the Corona
Women's Improvement Club has placed a tablet.
Ruins of the Third Serrano Adobe (No. 224): Don Leandro Serrano set out orchards and vineyards
and cultivated some of the fertile lands of the Temescal Valley. In the 1840s he built his third adobe,
which the Serrano family occupied until 1898, on the well-traveled road between San Diego and
Los Angeles.
Old Temescal Road (No. 638): This route was used by Luiseiio and Gabrielino Indians, whose
villages were nearby. Leandro Serrano established a home here in 1820. Jackson and Warner
traveled the road in 1831, and Fremont in 1848. It was the southern emigrant road for gold seekers
from 1849 to 1851, the Overland Mail route from 1858 to 1861, and a military road between Los
Angeles and San Diego from 1861 to 1865.
Corona Founders Monument (No. 738): R.B. Taylor, George L. Joy, Samuel Merrill, A.S.
Garretson, and Adolph Rimpau, after purchasing lands of La Sierra Rancho and El Temescal grant,
founded the citrus colony and town of Corona on May 4, 1886.

The City of Corona contains two State Historical Points of Interest:
I. Bandini-Cota Adobe Site
2. Temescal Tin Mines California Register of Historical Resources
The City of Corona contains 10 historic districts and 47 historic landmarks (Table 4 below):
Table 4. City of Corona Historic Districts and Historic Landmarks

Historic District (HO)/
Historic Landmark (HL
Number

Address

APN

Description

Date
Approved by
Corona City
Council

HD-001

510 W Foothill Avenue

114-350-046

Heritage Park District

May 16, 2001

HD-002

2750 S Rimpau Av

120-121-028

Lemonia Grove District

May 16, 2001

HD-003

2837 S Kellogg Av

120-072-008

Kammeyer Ranch District

May 16, 2001

HD-004

1125 S Rimpau Av

111-290-024

Sunny Slope Cemetery District

May 16, 2001

HD-005

930 E Sixth St

117-310-001

City Park District

May 16, 2001

HD-006

Grand Blvd Circle

Not Available

Grand Blvd. Slreetscape District

May 16, 2001

HD-007

Chase Dr (Garretson To Foothill)

Not Available

Chase Drive Palm Trees District

May 16, 2001

HD-008

Rimpau Av (Old Temescal Rd To
Chase)

Not Available

Rimpau Ave. Palm Trees District

May 16, 2001

HD-009

Main St (Grive To Chase)

Not Available

South Main Street Palm Trees
District

May 16, 2001

HD-010

Palisades Dr (1 Mile From Green
River/Wardlow Wash Bridqe)

Not Available

Palisades Drive Roadway District

June 3, 2015

HL-001

1101 S Main St

117-266-006

Woman's Improvement Club

May 16, 2001
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Historic District (HD)/
Historic Landmark (HL
Number

Address

APN

Description

Date
Approved by
Corona City
Council

HL-002

815 W Sixth St

118-270-049

Historic City Hall

May 16. 2001

HL-003

900 S Victoria Av

117-236-001

Victoria Par1v0ld Lincoln Cemetery

May 16, 2001

HL-004

722/423 S Joy SVEighth

117-206-009

Joy Street Market and Residence

Revoked On Nov
18. 2009

HL-005

1169 E Grand Blvd

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001

HL-006

1156 E Grand Blvd

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001

HL-007

1148 E Grand Blvd

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001

HL-008

1136 E Grand Blvd

Not Available

Not Available

May 16, 2001

HL-009

1036 E Grand Blvd

Not Available

Nol Available

May 16, 2001
September 17,
2001

HL-010

822 S Joy St

117-241-001

Not Available

HL-011

1314 S Victoria Av

109-041-014

Not Available

July 17, 2001

HL-012

1147 E Grand Blvd

Not Available

Not Available

September 18,
2002

HL-013

123 W Eleventh SI

117-254-012

Vernacular Wood Frame

July 16, 2003

HL-014

1214 S Belle Av

110-192-018

Vernacular Wood Frame

July 16, 2003

HL-015

616 WEleventh St

110-172-009

Provincial Revival

HL-016

1315 S Main St

109-041-002

Mediterranean/Spanish Revival

HL-017

818 S Howard St

117-233-022

Queen Anne

HL-018

1128 E Grand Blvd

117-263-016

Vernacular Wood Frame

HL-019

1052 E Grand Blvd

117-264-005

Victorian (mixed style)

HL-020

809 E Grand Blvd

111-022-011

Not Available

May 3, 2006

HL-021

1052 E Grand Blvd

Nol Available

Not Available

July 5, 2006

HL-022

1170 E Grand Blvd

117-265-010

Mediterranean/Spanish Revival

HL-023

1301 S Main St

109-041-004

Vernacular Wood Frame
w/Craftsman Bunaalow Elements

HL-024

1124 Palm Av

109-033-005

Vernacular Wood Frame

HL-025

920 S Victoria Av

117-237-002

Bungalow

HL-026

1107 WGrand Blvd

117-252-022

Vernacular Wood Frame

May 16, 2007

HL-027

1120 Palm Av

109-033-004

Vernacular Wood Frame

June 20, 2007

HL-028

824 S Sheridan St

117-221-001

Vernacular Wood Frame

June 20, 2007

HL-029

623 S Merrill St

117-173-016

Victorian (mixed style)/Queen Anne

HL-030

1047 E Grand Blvd

109-031-002

Not Available

HL-031

1101/1103 S Victoria Av

117-263-014

Transitional Bungalow

HL-032

1133 E Grand Blvd

109-022-002

Not Available
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January 7,
2004
October 20.
2004
October 20.
2004
October 19,
2005
May 3, 2006,
Dec. 19, 2007

August 16,
2006
October 4,
2006
October 18,
2006
October 18,
2006

July 18, 2007
September 5,
2007
October 17,
2007
August 6, 2007
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Historic District (HD)/
Historic Landmark (HL
Number

Address

APN

Description

Date
Approved by
Corona City
Council

HL--033

914 S Victoria Av

117-237-012

Vernacular Wood Frame
w/Bungalow Elements

October 17,
2007

HL--034

1164 E Grand Blvd

117-265-009

Not Available

July 16, 2008
September 17,
2008
September 17,
2008
September 17,
2008
September 17,
2008
October 21,
2009

HL--035

1208 Palm Av

109-033-007

Bungalow

HL-036

122 E Olive St

109-041-006

Bungalow

HL-037

1222 S Victoria Av

109-021-011

Vernacular Wood Frame

HL-038

934 E Grand Blvd

117-243-009

Not Available

HL-039

802 W Grand Blvd

110-112-007

Not Available

HL--040

805/809 S Ramona Av

117-232-007

Gothic Revival

August 5, 2009

HL-041

1127 E Grand Blvd

109-022-003

Not Available

HL--041

1127 E Grand Blvd

109-022-003

Not Available

September 1,
2010
September 1,
2010

HL-042

353 E Olive St

109-033-012

Not Available

HL-043

1031 E Grand Blvd

109-031-004

Not Available

HL--044

1518 S Main St

109-072-008

Not Available

HL-045

119 E Kendall S1

109-041-021

Vernacular Wood Frame

HL-046

502 W Eleventh St

110-172-020

Mission Revival

July 17, 2013
September 17,
2014
September 16,
2015
September 17,
2016
October 18,
2017

The City of Corona also contains 10 historic markers (Table 5 below):
Tables_City of Corona Historic Markers

Historic Marker
Number

Description

Location

Date Built

Date Dedicated

HM-00

COfona Road Races

W. Grand Blvd and Main Street

1913

1986

HM-01

Corona High School and Civic
Center

W. Sixth Street and Buena Vista Avenue

1023

Date Not Available

HM-02

First Congregational Church

Ramona and Eighth Street

1887, 1911

Date Not Available

HM-03

First Corona Police Office
Killed in Line of Dutv MemOfial

Sixth Street and Howard

1913

Date Not Available

HM-04

Jefferson Elementary

Tenth St and VicenLia Street

1927

Date Not Available

S. Main and Eighth Street

1898

1998

Howard and Ninth Street

1889, 1914

1998

HM-05
HM-06

Sije of Corona's First Fire
Station
Site of Lincoln Elementary
School

HM-07

Original Site of Victoria Hotel

E. Sixth Street and Victoria Avenue

1904

1999

HM-08

Site of First Corona Hospital

Eighth St and Belle Street

1933

1999

HM--09

Corona's First High School and
Middle School

Main Street and Grand Blvd

1937

2000
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4.1.2 NAHC Record Search Results
A record search of the SLF held by the NAHC was requested on March 30, 2020. On April 2, 2020 the
NAHC responded that the record search of the SLF was positive. The NAHC provided a list of 37 Native
American tribal organizations and individuals that might have additional knowledge of cultural resources
in the Project area. On April 6, 2020 Red Tail Environmental sent letters to the 37 Native American tribal
organizations and individuals requesting any information they may have on cultural resources in the RWMP
Project area. The 37 contacts provided by the NAHC are from the following Native American groups:
• Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians
• Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians
• Cabazon Band of Mission Indians
• Cahuilla Band of Indians
• Campo Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
• Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay Indians
• Gabrielino Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation
• Gabrielino/Tongva Sao Gabriel Band of Mission Indians
• Gabrielino /fongva Nation
• Gabrielino Tongva Indians of California Tribal Council
• Gabrielino-Tongva Tribe
• Jamul Indian Village
• Juaneno Band of Mission Indians Acjachemeo Nation - Belardes
• La Jolla Band of Luiseoo Indians
• La Posta Band ofDiegueno Mission Indians
• Los Coyotes Band of Cahuilla and Cupefio Indians
• Manzanita Band ofKumeyaay Nation
• Mesa Grande Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
• Morongo Band of Mission Indians
• Pala Band of Mission Indians
• Pauma Band of Luiseno Indians
• Pechanga Band of Luiseno Indians
• Quechan Tribe of the Fort Yuma Reservation
• Ramona Band of Cahuilla
• Rincon Band ofLuiseoo Indians
• San Fernando Band of Mission Indians
• San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians
• San Pasqual Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
• Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla Indians
• Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians
• Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation
• Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians
• Viejas Band ofKumeyaay Indians
To date, three responses have been received. Jill McConnick, Historic Preservation Officer for the Fort
Yuma Quechan Tribe, responded on April 14, 2020 that the tribe has no comments on the project. Cheryl
Madrigal, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer and Cultural Resources Manager for the Rincon Band of
Luisefio Indians responded that the project is within the Territory of the Luisefio people and within the
Band's specific Area of Historic Interest. They have identified Luisefio place names within the project area
but no known Tribal Cultural Resources or Traditional Cultural Properties and they recommend at
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archaeological/cultural resources study to be conducted and a final copy of the study to be provided to the
Rincon Band for their review and comment, as well the inclusion of appropriate provisions for inadvertent
discoveries. On June 9, 2020 Patricia Garcia Plotkin, Director of Historic Preservation, Agua Caliente Band
ofCahuilla Indians, responded that the project is not located within the Tribe's Traditional Use Area, they
defer to other tribes in the area, and this concludes their consultation efforts.
All correspondence pertaining to the NAHC is included in Appendix B.

4.2

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH RESULTS

USGS topographic maps from 1901, 1902, and 1904 show the Santa Ana River, Temescal Wash, the
railroad, early streets within Corona, and the several land grants that bisect the project area. Additional
USGS topographic maps are not available until the 1940s. The 1942 map shows development at the historic
center of Corona and agricultural use in the remainder of the valley (USGS 2020).
Aerial photographs of the project area begin in 1938, however this aerial photograph includes only the far
north wester comer of the project area. It shows the meandering alignment of the Santa Ana River, prior to
the construction of the Prado Dam, along with agricultural use of the northwest corner of the project area.
The 1946 aerial photograph shows a slightly larger portion of the north west corner of the project area and
shows that the Prado dam has been constructed along with several transportation routes in the vicinity of
the dam. The 1948 and subsequent aerial photographs show the entirety of the project area. The 1948 aerial
photograph shows the residential and commercial development surrounding Grand Boulevard and that
much of the project area is in use for agriculture, with residential or agricultural infrastructure and streets
common across the project area. Aerial photographs from 1966, 1967 and 1980 show considerable
additional development on the norther side of the project area spreading out from Grand Boulevard with
the remainder of the project area in use for agriculture. The next aerial photograph which includes the entire
project area is from 2005 and shows that most of the project area has been developed and little agricultural
or undeveloped land remains (Historicaerial.com 2020).
The City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report (SWCA 2018) received
parcel information with building dates for Corona and the SOI. Historic development within the RWMP
project area began in the late 1800s within the vicinity of Grand Boulevard. Development within the RWMP
project area was focused around the Grand Boulevard circle through the 1920s. By the 1930s additional
development spread farther out from Grand Boulevard and within El Cerrito. Through the 1940s
development continued to be focused along Grande Boulevard, south of 6th Street, and in El Cerrito and
south of El Cerrito Road. The 1950s show a large increase of development in Coronita, in Corona south of
6th Street, and in the vicinity of El Cerrito. The 1960s shows the first large scale residential development of
track homes within the RWMP project area and this style development continued through the 1970s. The
I 980s through the 201 Os show a huge increase in development especially in the southern half of Corona
and along the northern boundary of the City (SWCA 2018). As of2018 there were at least 5,390 parcels
that contain properties that were constructed prior to 1968 and therefore are at least 50 years old. There are
an additional 3,217 parcels that contain buildings constructed between 1969 and 1978 (SWCA 2018).

4.3

TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES RESULTS

A Scared Lands File search conducted by the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) for the
project site. The NAHC identified 37 local Native American representatives from the following Native
American groups as potentially having local knowledge of Tribal Cultural Resources:
• Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians
• Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians
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Cabazon Band of Mission Indians
Cahuilla Band of Indians
Campo Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay Indians
Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation
Gabrieleno!Tongva San Gabriel Band of Mission Indians
Gabrielino !Tongva Nation
Gabrielino Tongva Indians of California Tribal Council
Gabrielino-Tongva Tribe
Jamul Indian Village
Juaneno Band of Mission Indians Acjachemen Nation - Belardes
La Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians
La Posta Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
Los Coyotes Band of Cahuilla and Cupefio Indians
Manzanita Band of Kumeyaay Nation
Mesa Grande Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
Morongo Band of Mission Indians
Pala Band of Mission Indians
Pauma Band of Luiseno Indians
Pechanga Band of Luiseno Indians
Quechan Tribe of the Fort Yuma Reservation
Ramona Band of Cahuilla
Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians
San Fernando Band of Mission Indians
San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians
San Pasqual Band ofDiegueno Mission Indians
Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla Indians
Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation
Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians
Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians
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5. CULTURAL RESOURCE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The RWMP project area has been categorized into three cultural resource sensitivity levels rated low,
moderate, or high based on the results of the archival research, the NAHC Sacred Lands File record search,
regional environmental factors, and historic and modem development (Figure I l and Confidential
Appendix C). A low sensitivity rating indicates areas where there is a high level of disturbance or
development and the area has been subject to previous cultural resource surveys, such as areas developed
after the late- l 970s, since the introduction of environmental laws requiring archaeological studies or in
areas where specific geographic features that have a low potential for cultural resources, such rugged areas
with a slope over 20%. Within these areas, the potential for additional cultural resources to be identified is
low. A moderate sensitivity rating indicates that some previously recorded resources have been identified,
and/or the area has a moderate potential for cultural resources, or if the area has not been previously
surveyed for cultural resources, the geographic features of the area cause the potential for cultural resources
to be moderate. A high sensitivity rating indicates areas where significant resources have been documented,
and/or have the potential to be identified, such as alluvial areas and areas near historic or prehistoric water
sources. The resources in high sensitivity areas are generally complex in nature with unique and/or abundant
artifact assemblages. In some cases, the previously identified resources in high sensitivity areas may have
been determined to be significant under local, State or Federal guidelines.
City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report, identified that much of the
City and the SOI has not been systematically surveyed to identify cultural resources and that some cultural
resources may have been paved over during development (SWCA 2018). In addition, the 200 l Draft
Program Environmental Impact Report for the City ofCorona Recycled Water Master Plan Project SCH#
99031097 identified that much of the RWMP project area has a moderate to high sensitivity for cultural
resources (Parsons Engineering Science, Inc. 200 l ). The 200 l DEIR identified that portions of the project
area located on the Black Star Canyon, California 7.5' USGS topographic quad maps have a low potential
for archaeological resources, however the remainder of the project area has a moderate to high level of
sensi ti vity.
While much of the RWMP Project area has been developed, archaeological research identified Native
American use of the RWMP Project area for thousands of years, and it is possible that intact subsurface
cultural deposits are present in areas that have been previously developed or alluvial areas, as well as in
areas that have had little ground disturbance. Developments constructed through the l 970s may not have
been subject to cultural resource assessments as part of compliance with environmental laws and the cultural
resource sensitivity of these areas may still be moderate to high depending on the amount of ground
disturbance and mass grading previously conducted. The potential to encounter prehistoric cultural
resources across the RWMP Project area is moderate to high, expected resource types include: lithic
scatters, bedrock milling features, habitation areas, and resource procurement areas.
In addition to prehistoric resources, historic archaeological resources or built environment resources may
also be present. Based on the historic and archival research conducted historic archaeological resources
may include archaeological deposits and features associated with agriculture, especially ranching and citrus
cultivation, as well as early development, such as trash scatters, wells and privy pits, and built environment
resources. Historic development within the RWMP project area began in the late 1800s within the vicinity
of Grand Boulevard and expanded, mostly southward into the project area through the 1920s. By the 1930s
additional development spread farther out from Grande Boulevard and within El Cerrito. Through the 1940s
development continued to be focused along Grande Boulevard, south of 6th Street, and in El Cerrito and
south of El Cerrito Road. The 1950s show a large increase of development in Coronita, in Corona south of
6th Street, and in the vicinity of El Cerrito. The l 960s shows the first large scale residential development of
track homes within the RWMP Project area and this style development continued through the 2000s. In
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addition, portions of the RWMP Project area that were in use prior to the mid-20th century may contain
built environment resources that exceed the age threshold for eligibility to the CRHR and Corona Register.
In addition, properties constructed prior to the l 920s may contain historic archaeological features associated
with privy pits, wells, and trash scatters. While these areas were subject to early development, they may not
have been impacted by mass grading and buildings, roads, and hardscapes may have preserved intact
subsurface archaeological deposits and features which could be eligible to the CRHR and/or Corona
Register and impacted by the implementation of the Project.
Areas shown on Figure 11 as having a high sensitivity for cultural resources are in proximity to known
water sources, contain previously recorded cultural resources, or contain areas that were developed prior to
the mid-20th century and may contain historic resources. Early development and agricultural uses may have
impacted the location of original water sources and drainages. Prehistoric resources are commonly found
in proximity to water resources. Due to the presence of the Santa Ana River Basin within the Project and
the unknown location of possible obscured or destroyed water sources, the majority of the project area is
rated moderate to high for prehistoric archaeological resources. The areas identified as moderate and high
sensitivity and unknown represents a prehistorically and historically active environment.
Areas identified as moderate sensitivity were developed later, and may have been subject to greater
disturbances, contained a lower concentration of previously recorded cultural resources, or contain
geographic features or distances from water sources which make them less ideal for prehistoric or early
historic uses.
The area identified on the western edge of the RWMP Project area as low sensitivity contains steep slopes
of greater than 20% which prohibited prehistoric and early historic uses. The area identified on the eastern
edge of the RWMP Project area as low sensitivity contains extensive disturbances from mining and other
land uses likely destroying any cultural resources which may have been present.
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Figure 11. Cultural Resource Sensitivity within the RWMP Project Area.
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6. RESOURCE IMPACT ANALYSIS
This impact analysis presents a program level analysis the evaluates the potential impacts of implementing
the RWMP on existing pre-historic and historic environmental conditions. Based on the existing
conductions described above this impact analysis programmatically assesses the direct and indirect impacts
on cultural resources.

6.1

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Under CEQA, archaeological and/or built environment resources may meet the definition of a historical
resource or unique archaeological resource. Any project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource would also have a significant effect on the environment. Substantial
adverse change to the significance of a historical resource is defined as physical demolition, destruction,
alteration, or relocation of the resource or immediate surroundings such that its significance would be
materially impaired. CEQA states that when a project would cause damage to a unique archaeological
resource, reasonable efforts must be made to preserve the resource in place or leave it in an undisturbed
state.

6.2

BUilT ENVIRONMENT RESOURCES IMPACT ANALYSIS

The record search conducted for the City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical
Report identified 30 built environment resources, which were assigned a primary number by the EIC.
Twelve of the built environment resources are within 100 ft of a Project Component (Table 6, below). In
addition, six historic properties defined as listed or eligible for listing on the NRHP and nine other properties
were eligible to the CRHR within the City of Corona. There were five State Historic Landmarks within the
SOI and two State Historical Points of Interest within the City of Corona. The Corona Register included I 0
Historic Districts, 47 Historic Landmarks, and 10 Historic Markers. Furthermore, as of 2018, the City of
Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report identified at least 5,390 parcels that
contain properties that were constructed prior to 1968 and therefore are at least 50 years old. There are an
additional 3,217 parcels that contain buildings constructed between 1969 and 1978, which may meet the
50-year age threshold for eligibility during implementation of the RWMP (SWCA 2018).
Construction of the Project Components of the RWMP would largely occur within existing roadway rights
of way and developed areas. The demolition or direct physical alteration of potential historic structures,
historic districts, or other built environment resources would be unlikely based on the description of the
Project Components. For these reasons, direct impacts to historic properties would be less than significant.
Once constructed all future maintenance and operational activities would be restricted to the City's existing
rights of way or existing site locations and, therefore, no encroachment into adjacent properties would
occur. Based on these considerations no impacts would result from future maintenance and operational
activities.
Construction of the Project Components of the RWMP could result in temporary vibration-related effects
in the immediate vicinity of the construction from the use of heavy equipment and machinery, as
construction activities can produce varying degrees of ground vibration depending on the equipment and
methods employed and localized soil conditions. Construction techniques that commonly result in
excessive vibration, such blasting and pile driving, are not anticipated for RWMP implementation. Based
on criteria presented in the Federal Transit Administration' s (FTA) Noise and Vibration Manual (2006),
"fragile buildings" are subject to damage when vibration exceeds 0.20 PPV. For the RWMP Project
construction-related vibration levels would be below the 0.20 PPV threshold for typical building damage
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and the 94 V dB threshold for annoyance at a distance of approximately 40 feet. Historic structures are often
considered in this category due to their age of construction and the building codes enacted at the time of
construction. As a result, construction activities within 40 feet of fragile structures could result in damaging
vibration levels for historic structures, where present and eligible for the NRHP, CRHR, and/or Corona
Register. However, in the absence of precise information on the location and types of construction, if work
is proposed within 40 feet or less of one or more contributing elements to a historic property or district,
then vibration-related impacts could potentially be significant. Therefore, Mitigation Measure CULT-1 is
recommended to minimize construction-related vibration impacts to historic structures.

6.3

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IMPACT ANALYSIS

Based on the cultural resource sensitivity analysis much of the RWMP Project area has been identified as
having a moderate to high sensitivity for cultural resources. Sensitivity is based on previously recorded
archaeological findings and has not included ethno-historic or ethno-botanic research to further identify
traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. The record search conducted for the City ofCorona
General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report identified 96 previously recorded cultural
resources are located within the RWMP Project area, 30 of which are included as built environment
resources, discussed above (SWCA 2018). Thirteen of the resources are within 100 feet of a Project
Component and an additional three of the resources are intersected by a Project Component (Table 6, below
and Confidential Appendix C).
Development in accordance with the proposed project could adversely impact known or previously
unrecorded cultural resources that may be eligible to the CRHR or Corona Register. Potential impacts to
cultural/archaeological resources could result from clearing, trenching, and grading activities associated
with the construction of pipelines, underground structures, or other related facilities, or any rehabilitations
of existing pipes, which may result in disturbing native soil outside of previously excavated trenches.
Impacts to resources that are determined to be important under criteria provided in CEQA (Section 15064.5)
would be considered significant. The precise extent and nature of impacts that could result by the
construction of the RWMP Project Components would be determine at the time more engineering detail is
developed for each Project Component. Therefore, all potential impacts are assumed to be significant at the
program level of analysis. Mitigation Measures CUL-2 and CULT-3 are recommended to minimize the
potential for disturbance of archaeological resources.
In addition, there is a potential to identify unexpected human remains during the construction of the Project
Components, as the RWMP Project area contained numerous prehistoric and historic settlements. These
direct impacts could be significant. Mitigation Measure CULT-4 is recommended to reduce these potential
impacts to the unexpected discovery of human remains.
Once constructed the Project Components would not have the potential for additional impacts to
archaeological or historic resources. Typical operations and maintenance of the Project Components would
not result in additional physical impacts and are recommended as a less than significant impact. No indirect
effects to archaeological resources were identified.
Table 6. Impact Analysis and Recommended Mitigation Measure for RWMP Project Components
Project
Component
Number
1·

2

Project Component

WRCRWA
Booster
Pump Station"
WRCRWA Transmission
Pipeline

Known
Resources
Intersected
n/a

Known
Resources within
100 ft.
n/a

Cultural Resource
Sensitivity of the
Project Component
n/a

None

None

High
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9

WRCRWA Flow Control
lmorovements
Rimpau
California
Pioeline
Chase Booster Pump
Station
Chase Tank
Buena Vista Tenth
Pioeline
Ontario Slinline
River Pipeline

None

None

High

None

P-33-017926

Moderate, High

None

None

Moderate

None

None
P-33-014754
P-33-024188
P-33-024855
P-33-020211
P-33-020212
P-33-020213
P-33-020225
P-33-020226
P-33-020233
P-33-020235
P-33-020237

Moderate

None
None

None

10

Sampson Pipeline

P-33-001438
P-33-003832

P-33-020207
P-33-020202

High
Moderate, Hioh

CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4

Moderate, High

CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
Moderate, High

Moderate, Hioh
None
Old Temescal Pipeline
None
Moderate
None
None
Lincoln Foothill Pioeline
Vista
Avenida Del
High
None
None
Pini>line
Moderate, High
None
Border Pioeline
None
14
Moderate
None
None
Promenade Pioeline
15
16
Research Promenade None
Moderate, High
None
Pioeline
Moderate, High
None
Smi1h P]nPline
None
17
Moderate
None
None
Via Pacifica PiMline
18
Moderate
None
None
Tehachaoi Pioeline
19
Moderate
None
None
Jenks PiDeline
20
Moderate
None
None
Airoort Circle Pioeline
21
Moderate
None
None
Helicooter PiDE line
22
Moderate
None
Glider P!Oeline
None
23
Moderate
None
None
Citation Pioeline
24
None
Moderate
None
Kluo Pioeline
25
Moderate
None
None
Monica Pioeline
26
Moderate
None
None
Chase Hudson Pipeline
27
Moderate
None
Cessna Pioeline
None
28
Moderate, Hioh
None
None
Main Citrus Pioeline
29
WRCRWA Booster Pump Station, is located outside of the RWMP Project area, and was analyzed separately.

11
12
13

CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4

CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2. CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1, CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4
CULT-1 , CULT-2, CULT-3, CULT-4

*

6.4

TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES IMPACT ANALYSIS

The record search of the SLF held by the NAHC was positive. The NAHC identified 37 Native American
organizations which may wish to consult with the City regarding Tribal Cultural Resources. Consultation
with tribal organizations is ongoing.
The construction of Project Components as part of the RWMP would involve ground disturbing
construction activities that would occur within I 00 ft of potentially significant known or unknown
archaeological resources. These direct impacts could be significant to Tribal Cultural Resources. Mitigation
Measures CULT-2, CULT-3, and CULT-4 are recommended to mitigate impacts to Tribal Cultural
Resources.
Once constructed the Project Components would not have the potential for additional impacts to Tribal
Cultural Resources. Typical operations and maintenance of the Project Components would not result in
additional physical impacts and are recommended as a less than significant impact.
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During construction activities, indirect adverse effects may result from increased accessibility to
archaeological or Tribal Cultural Resources (such as artifacts) that could lead to resource looting or
vandalism activities. This is considered a significant impact. Mitigation Measures CULT-2, CULT-3 and
CULT-4 are recommended to mitigate this potential indirect impact.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
7 .1

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Within the RWMP Project area 96 cultural resources have been previously recorded, and 13 of the resources
are within I 00 feet of a Project Component and an additional three of the resources are intersected by a
Project Component. The City of Corona General Plan Update: Cultural Resources Technical Report
identified that much of the RWMP has not been systematically surveyed for cultural resources (SWCA
2018). Due to continued use and development of the project area, it is assumed that many of the cultural
resources within the RWMP Project area have been disturbed. However, it is possible that intact cultural
resources are present in areas of the RWMP Project area that have not been previously developed, are buried
in alluvial deposits, or have been preserved under hardscapes and pavement. This study reveals that cultural
sensitivity varies across the RWMP Project area and the majority of the project area has been identified as
moderate to high sensitivity for cultural resources. Therefore, there is a potential that cultural resources will
be impacted during the implementation RWMP, especially within areas that have been categorized as
moderate or high sensitivity for cultural resources.
Mitigation Measures CULT-1, -2, -3, and -4, outlined below, are recommended to avoid adverse effects to
historical resources during implementation of the RWMP.

7.2

MITIGATION MEASURES

Implementation of the following recommended mitigation measures would reduce potentially significant
impacts. This report was completed in compliance with state and local regulations. Separate mitigation
measures are not required. Rather, each mitigation measure has been designed to fulfill the requirements of
CEQA and the Corona Historic Resources Ordinance. The City is the lead agency implementing cultural
resource mitigation measures.

7 .2.1 Mitigation Measure CULT-1: Construction Related Vibration
Construction plans for individual projects under the 2018 RWMP shall include a requirement that no
vibratory equipment be operated within 40 feet of a structure eligible or listed on the NRHP, CRHR, and/or
Corona Register. Instead, alternative construction equipment shall be used, such as smooth wheel rollers
without a vibratory component.
For structures that have not been previously evaluated, the City Engineer shall consult with a qualified
Architectural Historian, approved by the City, to conduct an evaluation of the structure. If the structure is
determined eligible or already eligible or listed in the NRHP, CRHR, or Corona Register, structural
evaluation shall be conducted by a Professional Structural Engineer to identify maximum allowable levels
of vibration during construction. If a historic determination is required, the engineer shall provide
recommendations on approaches to stabilization in conjunction with vibration monitoring. Permanent
stabilization measures shall follow the Secretary of the Interior' s guidelines for the treatment of historic
properties. If the buildings are temporarily stabilized for the duration of construction activities, when
removed, the buildings shall be restored to their pre-construction condition when the stabilization measures
are removed.
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7.2.2 Mitigation Measure CULT-2: Project Specific Archaeological Survey
Each Project Component should be reviewed by the City to determine if a site-specific archaeological
survey should be conducted. Site specific archaeological surveys should be conducted for Project
Components which are located in areas that have not been previously developed, that will impact land with
visible ground surface, and/or projects which may impact built environment resources that meet the age
threshold for eligibility. A Native American monitor shall be on site during the site-specific archaeological
surveys.
If cultural resources are identified during the site-specific archaeological survey then evaluation of the
resources to the CRHR and the Corona Register should be conducted in conjunction with the Native
American monitor to determine if the resource is significant under CEQA, and would be adversely impacted
by the project. A Native American monitor from a culturally affiliated Tribe should be present during any
archaeological excavations involving prehistoric cultural resources. If no significant resources are found,
and site conditions are such that there is no potential for further discoveries, then no further action is
required. Resources found to be non-significant as a result of a survey and/or evaluation will require no
further work beyond documentation of the resources on the appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation
(DPR) site forms and inclusion of results in a technical report.
If significant resources are present, consulting tribes or bands should be notified and consulted with on
treatment. theB-aAvoidance, preservation in place, or a data recovery program is recommended. The data
recovery program is subject to the provisions as outlined in CEQA, Section 21083.2. The data recovery
program should be conducted in accordance with the Office of Historic Preservation's Archaeological
Resource Management Reports (ARMR): Recommended Contents and Format (l 990) and Guidelines for
Archaeological Research Designs (1991). The data recovery program must be reviewed and approved by
the City
If no significant resources are found, but if there is a potential for unknown archaeological resources, or
Tribal Cultural Resources to be uncovered during construction activities then Mitigation Measure CULT3, an archaeological and Native American monitoring program, is recommended.

7.2.3 Mitigation Measure CULT-3: Archaeological and Native American
Monitoring Program
Because there is always a potential for encountering cultural and tribal cultural resources during excavation,
the creation of an archaeological and Native American monitoring program is recommended for projects
identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan that would conduct new ground disturbance in areas
identified as moderate or high sensitivity for cultural resources, for project components that are within 100
feet of previously recorded archaeological resources, and for those projects where tribal consultation has
identified traditional cultural properties/tribal cultural landscapes. Prior to the commencement of grounddisturbing activities below the road base, the City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall enter into an
agreement with the consulting tribes or bands for Native American monitor. The Native American monitor
shall be approved by the Gabrielefio Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation, Soboba Band of Luisefio
Indians, and Rincon Band ofLuisefio Indians-the tribes that consulted on the project pursuant to Assembly
Bill 52 (consulting tribes or bands). A copy of the executed contract shall be submitted to the City of Corona
prior to the issuance of any permit necessary to start a ground-disturbing activity.
The Native American monitor shall be on site during all initial ground-disturbing activities and excavation
of each portion of the project site, including clearing, grubbing, tree removals, grading, and trenching.
Monitoring will not take place within the imported fill soils in the road base and for potholing above known
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utility lines. In conjunction with the archaeological monitor, the Native American monitor shall have the
authority to temporarily divert, redirect, or halt the ground-disturbing activities to allow identification,
evaluation. and potential recovery of cultural resources. The on-site monitoring shall end when all grounddisturbing activities on the project site are completed or when the tribal representatives and Native
American monitor have indicated that all upcoming ground-disturbing activities on the project site have
little to no potential for impacting cultural or tribal cultural resources. Upon discovery of any tribal cultural
resources, construction activities shall cease in the immediate vicinity of the find (not less than the
surrounding 100 feet) until the find can be assessed. All tribal cultural resources unearthed by project
activities shall be evaluated by the qualified archaeologist and Native American monitor approved by the
consulting tribe or band. If the resources are Native American in origin, the consulting tribe or band shall
retain it/them in the form and/or manner the consulting tribe or band deems appropriate for educational,
cultural, and/or historic purposes.
If a non-Native American resource is determined by the qualified archaeologist to constitute a "historical
resource" or "unique archaeological resource," time allotment and funding sufficient to allow for
implementation of avoidance measures or appropriate mitigation must be available. The treatment plan
established for the resources shall be in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act
Guidelines, Section I 5064.5(£), for historical resources and California Public Resources Code. Sections
21083 .2(b), for unique archaeological resources.
Preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment. If preservation in place is not
feasible, treatment may include implementation of archaeological data recovery excavations to remove the
resource along with subsequent laboratory processing and analysis. Any historic archaeological material
that is not Native American in origin shall be curated at a public, non-profit institution with a research
interest in the materials, such as the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County or the Fowler
Museum, if such an institution agrees to accept the material. If no institution accepts the historic
archaeological material, it shall be offered to a local school or historical society in the area for educational
purposes.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall obtain a fully executed agreement(s) with the
consulting tribes or bands to ensure compliance with this mitigation measure. This agreement shall not
modify any condition of approval or mitigation measure.
The City of Corona, Public Works Department, and the consulting tribes or bands shall develop an
Archaeological Monitoring Plan to address details, timing, and responsibilities of all archaeological
activities that will occur on the project site when it is determined by either the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, or the consulting tribes or bands to be necessary. The Archaeological Monitoring Plan shall
include the following:
1. The development of a schedule in coordination with the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, the project archaeologist, and the consulting tribes or bands for Native
American and archaeological monitoring during ground-disturbing activities on the site,
including the scheduling, safety requirements, duties, scope of work, and Native American
monitor's authority to stop and redirect grading activities in coordination with all project
archaeologists.
2. The protocols and stipulations that the City of Corona, Public Works Department, the
consulting tribes or bands, and project archaeologist would follow in the event of
inadvertent cultural resources discoveries, including any newly discovered cultural
resource deposits that shall be subject to a cultural resource evaluation. Such procedures
include the following:
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a.

The archaeologist or Native American monitor may halt ground-disturbing activities if
archaeological artifact deposits or cultural features are discovered. In general, grounddisturbing activities shall be directed away from these deposits for a short time to allow
for identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of cultural resources by the
archaeologist and the Native American monitor. Ground-disturbing activities shall not
resume until the archaeologist, in consultation with the Native American monitor and
the City of Corona, deems the cultural resource or feature has been appropriately
documented and protected.
b. All discovered resources shall be temporarily curated in a secure location on site or at
the offices of the project archaeologist. The removal of any artifacts from the project
site will need to be thoroughly inventoried with Native American monitor oversight of
the process.
c. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish ownership of all
cultural resources, including sacred items, burial goods, and all archaeological artifacts
and non-human remains, as part of the required mitigation for impacts to cultural
resources. The City of Corona, Public Works Department, shall relinquish the artifacts
through one or more of the following methods and provide the consulting tribes or
bands with evidence of the same:
1.
Accommodate the process for on-site reburial of the discovered items with the
consulting tribes or bands. This shall include measures and provisions to protect
the future reburial area from any future impacts. Reburial shall not occur until all
cataloging and basic recordation have been completed.
11. A curation agreement with an appropriate qualified repository within Riverside
County that meets federal standards per Title 36, Part 79, of the Code of Federal
Regulations and, therefore, would be professionally curated and made available to
other archaeologists/researchers for further study. The collections and associated
records shall be transferred, including title, to an appropriate curation facility in
Riverside County to be accompanied by payment of the fees necessary for
permanent curation.
111. If more than one Native American tribe or band is involved with the project and
cannot come to a consensus on the disposition of cultural materials, the cultural
materials shall be curated at the W estem Science Center.
d. At the completion of grading, excavation, and ground-disturbing activities on the site,
a Phase IV Monitoring Report shall be submitted to the City of Corona, Public Works
Department, documenting monitoring activities conducted by the project archaeologist
and Native American monitor within 60 days of completion of grading. This report
shall document the impacts to the known resources on the property; describe how each
mitigation measure was fulfilled; document the type of cultural resources recovered
and the disposition of such resources; provide evidence of the required cultural
sensitivity training for the construction staff held during the required pre-grade
meeting; and in a confidential appendix, include the daily/weekly monitoring notes
from the archaeologist. All reports produced will be submitted to the consulting tribes
or bands, Eastern Information Center, and interested tribes or bands.
As there is ahr,rays a f)Oteetial for eeeoueterieg eultural resournes durieg e~.eavatioe, therefore the efeatioe
of ae arehaeological aed l-foti'>'e Americae moeitorieg fl£Ogram is reeommeeded for Prajeet ComflOBeets
whieh will eoeduet eew grnued disturbaece ie areas ideetified as moderate or high seesitivity fof cultural
resources aed fof Pfajeet GomflOBeets that aFe loeated withie 100 ft 0ff)fe1, 1iously feeofded afchaeologieal
fesoufces. The af6haeological aed l-+atiYe 1\mericae moeitorieg f)rngram shall eoesist of the full time
flFeseece of a qualified afchaeologist aed traditioeally aed culturally affiliated l-foti¥e Americae moeitof
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dl!ring ne•,r,r gro1,md disturbing aetivities. }fow gro¼¼nd disturbanee ean ineh:1de new trenehing, or eK13anding
13re1t·iously e~,eaYated trenehes, grading, and vegetation rerno•,al. The arehaeologieal and }foti1t e Ameriean
rnonitoring flrograrn sho¼¼ld inel¼¼de the follov,ring:
l . The requirernent for the arehaeologieal and }fati, e Arneriean rnonitoring to be noted on a1313lieable
eonstraetion doe1:1rnents, inel¼¼ding 13lans;
2. The archaeologist and }fotive Ameriean rnonitor should attend the 13reeonstrl:lction rneeting with
the contraetor andtor the City;
3. The arehaeologist shall maintain ongoing eollaborative eons¼¼ltation with the Natii.·e Ameriean
Monitor d¼¼ring all gro1:1nd disturbing or altering aetivities, as identified above;
4. The arehaeologist and,lor Nafr,e Ameriean Monitor may halt gro1:1nd disturbing aetiYities if
arehaeologieal artifaet de13osits or e¼¼ltural foattues are disco,1ered. In general, gro1:1nd disturbing
activities shall be directed away from these de13osits for a short tirne to allo•v. a determination of
13otential signifieanee, the s1:1b:jeet ofwhieh shall be determined by the arehaeologist and the }fatiYe
Ameriean Monitor. Gro¼¼nd disturbing aetivities shall not res¼¼rne 1:1ntil the arehaeologist, in
cons¼¼ltation with the }fati,·e Ameriean Monitor and the City, deerns the e1:1ltural reso1:1rce or feature
has been afl13ro13riately doe1:1mented and/or 13roteeted;
5. Arehaeological isolates and non significant rnaterials will be rninirnally doe¼¼rnented in the field
and gro¼¼nd disturbanee viill be allowed to res1:1rne;
e. The a•,1oidanee and 13roteetion of diseo•,ered ¼¼rurnown and signifieant e1:1ltural reso1:1rees aiHl/or
¼¼niq¼¼e arehaeologieal reso1:1rees is the 13referable rnitigation for the 13roposed pro:i ect. If avoidanee
is not feasible, a Data Reeo, el)' Plan may be a¼¼thorized by the Cit)' as the Lead Ageney ¼¼nder
CEQA; and
7. Prior to the release of any Bonds associated with the constraetioa of the Pro:iect Com13onents a
Moaitoring Reflort andJor Eval1:1ation Report, whieh describes the res¼¼lts, analysis and eonel¼¼sions
of the arehaeological and NatiYe American monitoring prograrn (s1:1ch as, b1:1t sot limited to, a Data
Reco,1ery Program) shall be subrniHed b)' the archaeologist, along vlith the J>+atiYe American
monitor's notes and comments, to the City for appro'> al.
1

1

1

1

1

7.2.4 Mitigation Measure CULT-4: Identification and Treatment of Human
Remains
In the event that human remains, or possible human remains, and/or grave goods are encountered during
any work associated with the projects identified in the 2018 Reclaimed Water Master Plan, ground
disturbance within 100 feet of the remains shall immediately halt. The project proponent shall then
immediately inform the Riverside County Coroner and the City of Corona, Public Works Department, and
the County Coroner shall be pennitted to examine the remains as required by California Health and Safety
Code, Section 7050.5(b). Section 7050.5 requires that excavation be stopped in the vicinity of discovered
human remains until the County Coroner can determine whether the remains are those of a Native
American. If human remains are determined to be of Native American origin, the applicant shall comply
with the state relating to the disposition of Native American burials that fall within the jurisdiction of the
California Native American Heritage Commission (California Public Resources Code, Section 5097). The
County Coroner shall contact the California Native American Heritage Commission to determine the most
likely descendant. The most likely descendant shall complete their inspection and make recommendations
or preferences for treatment within 48 hours of being granted access to the site. The disposition of the
remains shall be overseen by the most likely descendant to detennine the most appropriate means of treating
the human remains and any associated grave artifacts. The specific locations of Native American burials
and reburials will be proprietary and not disclosed to the general public. The County Coroner will notify
the California Native American Heritage Commission in accordance with California Public Resources
Code, Section 5097.98. According to California Health and Safety Code, six or more human burials at one
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location constitute a cemetery (Section 8100). and disturbance of Native American cemeteries is a felony
(Section 7052) as determined in consultation between the project proponent and the most likely descendant.
1H the e•,1eflt that humafl remaifls or flOSsible humafl remaifls are eHcouHtered ·during aHy work associated
with the RWMP all grouad disturoaace withifl 25 ft of the remaias shall halt 011d CEQA GuideliHes Sectiofl
15064.5, subdi¥isiofl (e), California Public Resow:ce Code Sectiofl 5097.98, aad California Health aad
Safety Code §7050.5 should be fello•,¥ed. IfNati1,•e A:meric011 remaias are disco¥ered, the remaias shall be
keflt in silu (ia fllace), or ia a secure locatioa, as OflflFO"'ed by the }fative Americafl moaitor uatil the
ref)atriatioa flFOcess 0011 be comf)leted.
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Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology

Professional Profile

Ms. Castells is the Director of Archaeology for Red Tail Environmental and acts as the Project Manager and Principal
Investigator for all cultural resource studies. She has over fourteen years of experience in archaeology and cultural
resource management in Southern California. She has been the Principal Investigator and Project Manager for numerous
survey, monitoring, testing, and data recovery projects within the counties of San Diego, Imperial, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, and Kern. Ms. Castells has extensive experience providing regulatory compliance for CEQA, NEPA, NHPA,
NAGPRA, and local guidelines and regulations. Ms. Castells is a Registered Professional Archaeologist, and exceeds the
Secretary of the Interior Professional Qualifications Standards for Archaeology. Her interests focus on historical
archaeology and the regional history and prehistory of Southern California.
Education

M.A., Anthropology, San Diego State University
B.A., Anthropology, University of California, San Diego
Registrations

Register of Professional Archaeologists (3748180)
San Diego County CEQA Consultant List for Archaeological Resources
Orange County's Reference List for Certified Archaeologists
Riverside County Cultural Resources Consultants List
Selected Archaeological Experience
City of San Diego Cultural and Paleontological Resources On-Call As-Needed Environmental Consulting Agreement (R309919/Hl46284), San Diego, CA
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I San Diego County, CA

Provides cultural resources and paleontological support of the City of San Diego's utilities undergrounding program.
Conducts cultural resources inventories including record searches and archaeological surveys to identify project areas
which may contain cultural resources in support of multiple MNDs and a programmatic EIR. Recommends mitigation
measures including resource testing and evaluation, avoidance, and construction monitoring. Works with the City and
contractors to fulfill mitigation measures including construction monitoring, resource identification, recordation, and
evaluation. City of San Diego, Transportation and Storm Water Department is the lead agency.
University of California, San Diego, Hillcrest Campus Long Range Development Plan EIR Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I San Diego, CA

Conducted a cultural resources survey and prepared a technical report in support of the project's EIR. Identified a cultural
resource with human remains within the project area. Recommended mitigation measures for the resource to avoid
adverse effects. Assisted UCSD with their AB-52 tribal consultation, including organizing, scheduling, facilitating, and
reporting on tribal consultation meetings. UCSD was the lead agency.
SAN DAG Bayshore Bikeway- Segment 8B Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I San Diego and National Cities

Conducted a cultural resource study for the Project including: delineating and mapping the area of potential effect,
conducting a record search and an archaeological survey of the APE, preparing the Historic Property Survey Report,
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Archaeological Survey Report, Finding of Effect document, and Department of Parks and Recreation Archaeological Site
Forms for a railroad line eligible for and listed in the San Diego Register of Historical Resources and for a historic district
that was eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Created mitigation measures to avoid an adverse impact to
these historic properties during implementation of the Project. Conducted AB-52 consultation on behalf of SANDAG.
Assisted in SHPO consultation.
Heritage Road Bridge Replacement Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I City of Chula Vista, CA

Conducted a cultural resource study for the Project including: delineating and mapping the area of potential effect (APE),
conducting a record search and an archaeological survey of the APE, preparing the Historic Property Survey Report and
the Archaeology Survey Report, and creating mitigation measures. City of Chula Vista and Ca It rans were the lead agencies.
North County Transit District Advanced Train Control and Positive Train Control Antennas at Five Locations for the Elvira
to Morena Double Track Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager

I San Diego, CA

Conducted a cultural resources survey of the five areas of potential effect and prepared the associated Archaeological
Resources Management Reports. Prepared the Federal Communications Commission's Form 620, public outreach and
Tower Construction Notification System for each antenna. Consulted with the California State Historic Preservation.
Federal Communication Commission was the lead agency.
Harbor View Hotel Project,
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager

I San Diego, CA

Prepared an archaeological assessment of the Project area and a construction monitoring plan in compliance with the
City of San Diego's Mitigation Monitoring requirements. Managed the archaeological monitoring of the Project's
construction during the initial ground disturbance and grading of the Project area. Identified, documented, and
evaluated for significance under CEQA, to the CRHR, and to the City of San Diego Historical Resources Register a feature
containing the remains of a historic boat. Documented the boat feature on DPR 523 forms. Provided a technical report
with the results of the monitoring, testing, evaluation and data recovery, including an artifact analysis and historic
research. City of San Diego was the lead agency.
Machado Smith Excavation, Old Town San Diego State of California Historic Park
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager

I San Diego, CA

Prepared a work plan and California State Parks permit application for the excavation in order to identify the location of
two 19th century structures, evaluate the archaeological remains for eligibility to the CRHR and significance under CEQA,
and to assist in the recreation of the buildings in Old Town San Diego State of California Historic Park. Directed excavations
including mechanical trenching and hand excavations. Excavated 19th century features. Directed laboratory work
associated with the excavations, cataloged the artifacts, performed the artifact analysis, and prepared the artifact
collection for curation. Evaluated the cultural resource for eligibility to the NRHP and CRHR, and for significance under
CEQA. Prepared a technical report providing the results of the excavation, artifact analysis, evaluation of the resources to
the CRHR, provided mitigation measures, and guidance to the building recreation process. Prepared DPR 523 forms for
the cultural resource. California State Parks was the lead agency.
San Diego County Administration Center Parking Garage, Cedar and Ketter Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager

I San Diego, CA

Prepared an archaeological assessment of the project area and a construction monitoring plan in compliance with CEQA
and the City of San Diego's Mitigation Monitoring requirements. Managed the archaeological monitoring of the project's
construction during the initial ground disturbance and grading of the Project area. Identified, documented, and evaluated
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for significance under CEQA, to t he CRHR, and to t he City of San Diego Historical Resources Register a historic well.
Performed a data recovery on the well feature. Provided a technical report with the results of the monitoring, testing,
evaluation and data recovery, including an artifact analysis and historic research. Documented cultural resources on DPR
523 .forms. Prepared the artifact collection, artifact analysis, and historic research to be incorporated into a display to be
placed in the parking garage and the County Administration Center. City of San Diego was the lead agency.
Archaeological Survey for the County of San Diego Fuel Reduction Parcel Preparation Program in Julian, Whispering
Pines, and Along State Route 78/79
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I San Diego County, CA

Conducted a cultural resources survey of the project area in compliance with CEQA and San Diego County Guidelines.
Prepared a technical report and created avoidance measures in consultation with the County of San Diego to avoid all
impacts to cultural resources and prepared a technical report. Documented cultural resources on DPR 523 Forms. San
Diego County was the lead agency.
Pacifica Vista Self Storage Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager

I Vista, CA

Conducted a cultural resource survey of the project area and prepared technical report in compliance with CEQA and City
of Vista Guidelines. Identified two cultural resources within the Project area, evaluated one cultural resource and created
avoidance measures to avoid the second resource. Documented cultural resources on DPR 523 Forms. City of Vista was
the lead agency.
Broadway Earthen Channel Repairs Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I El Cajon, CA

Conducted a cultural resource survey of the project area and prepared a technical report in support of the project' s
environmental documents. The project is subject to CEQA-Plus and was conducted in compliance with City of EL Cajon,
County of San Diego and Section 106 of the NHPA requirements. Identified, documented, and evaluated a cultural resource
within the project area. City of El Cajon, County of San Diego, and California Clean Water State Revolving Fund Program
were the lead agencies.
Rancho Del Rio Biological Mitigation Parcel Project
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I San Diego, CA

Conducted a cultural resource survey of the project area and prepared a technical report in compliance with the City of
San Diego CEQA Guidelines. Identified a cultural resource within the project area and documented the resource on DPR
523 Forms recommended avoidance measures or evaluation of the resource to the CRHR and City Register. City of San
Diego was the lead agency.
India and Date Project at 1703 India Street for H.G. Fenton
Principal Investigator/ Project Manager I San Diego, CA

Prepared an archaeological assessment of the Project area and a construction monitoring plan in compliance with the City
of San Diego's Mitigation Monitoring requirements. Conducted a pre-testing program within the Project area using
mechanically excavated trenches to identify possible archaeological deposits. Identified a layer offill soil that did not need
to be monitored. Managed the archaeological monitoring of the Project's construction during the initial ground
disturbance and grading of the Project area. Identified, documented, and evaluated for significance under CEQA, to the
CRHR, and to the City of San Diego Historical Resources Register two historic trash scatters. Performed evaluation testing
on the archaeological deposits. Documented cultural resources on DPR 523 forms. Provided a technical report with the
results of the monitoring, testing, and evaluation, including an artifact analysis and historic research. City of San Diego was
the lead agency.

RED
TAIL
ENVIRONMENTAL

Spencer Bietz, B.A.
Senior Archaeologist I GIS Specialist

Professional Profile

Mr. Spencer Bietz is the Archaeological Field Director at Red Tail Environmental and has worked as a qualified
archaeologist in California for the past 15 years. Mr. Bietz has completed a wide variety of cultural resource management
projects and is a qualified archaeological monitor for the City of San Diego and County of San Diego. Mr. Bietz has worked
on cultural resource projects throughout San Diego, Imperial, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Inyo, Kern, Mono, Los
Angeles, and Tulare Counties in California. Mr. Bietz has participated in projects for federal agencies such as the Bureau
of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service; state agencies, including California State Parks and Caltrans; local
governments, including the City and County of San Diego; and private clients. As an archaeologist and paleontologist, Mr.
Bietz has experience with construction monitoring, geotechnical sampling, GIS mapping and data management, technical
writing, soil screening, field survey and site recordation, resource evaluation, and artifact cataloging and preparation for
cu ration. Mr. Bietz' s personal research interests include historical archaeology and the regional history and prehistory of
Southern California, GIS data management, modeling, and cartography.
Education

Certificate of Performance as Geographic Information Systems Specialist, San Diego Mesa College
B.A., Anthropology with Concentration in Archaeology, University of California, San Diego
Selected Archaeology Experience
City of San Diego Cultural and Paleontological Resources On-Call As-Needed Environmental Consulting Agreement (R309919/Hl46284), San Diego, CA
Senior Archaeologist I San Diego County, CA

Conducts cultural resources inventories including record searches and archaeological surveys to identify project areas
which may contain cultural resources in support of multiple MNDs and a programmatic EIR. Recommends mitigation
measures including resource testing and evaluation, avoidance, and construction monitoring. Performs archaeological
construction monitoring, resource identification, recordation, and evaluation. Also acts as the GIS Specialist to produce
report maps and record resources identified during construction monitoring. City of San Diego, Transportation and Storm
Water Department is the lead agency.
Archaeological Survey and Monitoring for the Tenaja Fire State and Campground and the Upper San Juan
Campground Contract Areas, Trabuco Ranger District
Field Archaeologist I Cleveland National Forest, CA (2018-ongoing)

Conducted cultural resource monitoring and documentation of planned structure demolition within the Upper San Juan
Campground Contract Area. Will be performing archaeological monitoring during ground disturbance in 2019.
Contributed to technical report and created cartographic figures and digital GIS database. United States Forest Service is
the lead agency.
Archaeological and Native American Monitoring for UU525 Block 4Jl Project
Field Director/Archaeological Monitor I San Diego, CA (2018-ongoing)

Field Director and archaeological monitor for the archaeological monitoring for the utility undergrounding project.
Worked with construction crews to provide updated schedules. Reviewed notes, created monitoring schedule and
archaeological discovery database. Created cartographic figures and digital GIS database. Collect ed, cleaned, and
cataloged artifacts recovered during cultural resource monitoring efforts. City of San Diego is the lead agency.
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Spencer Bietz, B.A.
Senior Archaeologist I GIS Specialist

Ives Residential at 1874 Spindrift Project
Field Director

I San Diego, CA (2018-ongoing)

Conducted extended Phase I testing of the project area. Identified, recorded, and evaluated a prehistoric archaeological
deposit. Contributed to data recovery technical report and created cartographic figures and GIS digital database. City of
San Diego is the lead agency.
Mission Bay Geo-Archaeological Testing
Cultural Resource Monitor

I San Diego, CA (2018)

Contributed as the primary cultural resource monitor, assisting in the collection of subsurface core samples for geoarchaeological analysis. Performed subsurface geotechnical bore sampling, photo documentation, sample
documentation, GIS map creation and data management, and technical writing. City of San Diego was lead agency.
Crown Point Sewer and Water Group Monitoring, San Diego, California
Cultural Resource Monitor I San Diego, California (2016-2018)

Contributed as a cultural resource monitor during the excavation of trenches and manhole vaults in the community of
Crown Point in Pacific Beach, California. City of San Diego was the lead agency.
Pio Pico North Development Project
Field Director I Carlsbad, CA (2016-2017)

Contributed as field director for subsurface testing of multiple resources within a parcel proposed for residential
development. Assisted in the creation of the testing protocol and with technical report writing, and directed the
excavation of more than 50 mechanically-excavated trenches and 20 TEUs. Additional activities included site
recordation and evaluation, historical archival research, recordation and evaluation of a historic-era linear feature
(water pipeline), artifact cataloging, shell speciation, GIS data creation and management, and figure creation.
Administration of Courts (AOC) California, San Diego County Courthouse Monitoring
Lead Cultural Resource Monitor I San Diego, CA (2014)

Contributed as the primary cultural resource monitor, assisting in the recording of cultural deposits and features during
footing excavation. Oversaw the recording of cultural discoveries, photo documentation, artifact collection, testing of
historic features, and site recordation using Trimble GeoXH devices. Assisted in GIS map creation and data
management, and artifact preparation.
San Diego Gas and Electric Cultural Resources On-Call, San Diego County, California
Field Archaeologist I Cultural Resource Monitor I San Diego, CA (2014)

Contributed as a field archaeologist assisting in a variety of projects including cultural resource monitoring,
deteriorated pole survey, FiRM infrastructure survey, resource testing and evaluation, technical report and summary
letter writing, GIS data creation and management, and figure creation.
Sunrise Powerlink Monitoring, San Diego County, California
Cultural Resource Monitor I San Diego, CA (2008-2009}

Contributed as a cultural resource monitor accompanying survey and geo-technical testing crews in the survey and
placement of proposed electrical tower locations and their respective access areas along the Sunrise Powerlink.
Assisted in site recording, photo documentation, and the identification and marking of sensitive cultural areas for
future avoidance by work crews. Additional tasks included writing and compiling of tower cultural data for the final
summary report.

Appendices

APPENDIX B: NAHC CORRESPONDENCE

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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March 30, 2020
California Native American Heritage Commission
1550 Harbor Blvd, Suite 100
West Sacramento, CA 95691
nahc@nahc.ca.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear NAHC,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project {project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California . The project area includes the entire
city of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan.
Red Tail is currently conducting a records search with the Eastern Information Center. I am writing to request a
record search of the Sacred Lands File to determine if you have registered any cultural resources, tribal cultural
resources, traditional cultural properties, or areas of heritage sensitivity within the proposed project area. The
project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
Prado Dam Quad:
T3S R7W Section 30
T3S R8W Section 25
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba land grant
Black Star Canyon Quad:
T3S R7W Sections 32, 33
T3S R8W Section 36
T4S R7W Section 5
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba land grant
Corona South Quad:
T3S R7W Section 33
T4S R6W Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
T4S R7W Sections S, 9, 10
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba land grant
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto land grant
Lake Matthews Quad :
T4S R6W Section 22
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto land grant
Corona North Quad:
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba land grant
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto land grant

1529 Simpson Way, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-803-5694
www.redtailenvironmental.com

March 30, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Our investigation will include direct contact with local tribal entities. Please include a list of the appropriate
individuals to contact related to this project. Please submit your response via email to
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com.
Sincerely,

~a.e,~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments:

Project Area Maps (1-10)
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Gavia Newsom Governor

NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION
April 2, 2020
Shelby Caste lls
Red Tail Environmental
CHAIRPERSON

laura Miranda

Via Email to: Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com

Luiseiio
VICE CHAIRPERSON

Reginald Pagaling

Chumash

Re: Native American Tribal Consultation, Pursuant to the Assembly Bili 52 (AB 52}, Amendments
to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Chapter 532, Statutes of 2014), Public
Resources Code Sections 5097.94 (m), 21073, 21074, 21080.3.1, 21080.3.2, 21082.3, 21083.09,
21084.2 and 21084.3, City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County

SECRETARY

Merri Lopez-Keifer

Luiseiio

Dear Ms. Castells:

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21080.3.1 (c), attached is a consultation list of tribes
that are trad itionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the above-listed
project. Please not e that the intent of the AB 52 amendments to CEQA is to avoid and/or
mitigate impacts to tribal cultural re sources, (Pub. Resources Cod e §21084.3 (a)) ("Public
agencies shall, when feasible, avoid damaging effects to any tribal cultural resource.")

Russell Attebery

Karuk
COMMISSIONER

Marshall McKay

Wintun
COMMISSIONER

WIiiiam Mungary

Paiute/White Mountain
Apache
COMMISSIONER

Joseph Myers

Pomo
COMMISSIONER

Julie TumamaitStenslie

Chumash
COMMISSIONER

[Vacant]

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Christina Snider

Pomo

NAHC HEADQUARTERS

1550 Harbor Boulevard
Suite 100
West Sacramento,
California 9569 1
(916) 373-3710
nahc@nahc.ca.qov
NAHC.ca.gov

Public Resources Code sections 21080.3.1 and 21084.3( c) require CEQA lead agencies to
consult with California Native American tribes that have requested notice from such agencies
of proposed projects in the geographic area that are traditionally and culturally affiliated with
the tribes on projects for which a Notice of Preparation or Notice of Negative Declaration or
Mitigated Negative Declaration has been filed on or after July 1, 2015. Specifically, Public
Resources Code section 21080.3.1 (d) provides:

Within 14 days of determining that an application for a project is complete or a decision by a
public agency to undertake a project, the lead agency shall provide formal notification to the
designated contact of, or a tribal representative of, traditionally and culturally affiliated
California Native American tribes that have requested notice, which shall be accomplished by
means of at least one written notification that includes a brief description of the proposed
project and its location, the lead agency contact information, and a notification that the
California Native American tribe has 30 days to request consultation pursuant to this section.
The AB 52 amendments to CEQA law does not preclude initiating consultation with the tribes
that are culturally and traditionally affiliated w ithin your jurisdiction prior to receiving requests for
notification of projects in the tribe's areas of traditional and cultural affiliation. The Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) recommends, but does not require, early consultation
as a best practice to ensure tha t lead agencies receive sufficient information about c ultural
resources in a project area to avoid damaging effects to tribal cultural resources.
The NAHC also recommends, but does not require that agencies should a lso include with their
notification letters, information regarding any cultural resources assessment that has been
completed on the area of potential effect (APE), such as:

1. The results of any record search that may have been conducted at an Information Center of
the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS), including, but not limited to:

Page 1 of 2

•
•
•
•

A listing of any and all known cultural resources that have already been recorded on or adjacent to the
APE, such as known archaeological sites;
Copies of any and all cultural resource records and study reports that may have been provided by the
Information Center as part of the records search response;
Whether the records search indicates a low, moderate, or high probability that unrecorded cultural
resources are located in the APE; and
If a survey is recommended by the Information Center to determine whether previously unrecorded
cultural resources are present.

2. The results of any archaeological inventory survey that was conducted, including:
•

Any report that may contain site forms, site significance, and suggested mitigation measures.
All information regarding site locations, Native American human remains, and associated funerary
objects should be in a separate confidential addendum, and not be made available for public disclosure
in accordance with Government Code section 6254. l 0.

3. The result of any Sacred Lands File (SLF) check conducted through the Native American Heritage Commission
was positive. Please contact the tribes on the attached list for more information.
4. Any ethnographic studies conducted for any area including all or part of the APE; and

5. Any geotechnical reports regarding all or part of the APE.
Lead agencies should be aware that records maintained by the NAHC and CHRIS are not exhaustive and a negative
response to these searches does not preclude the existence of a tribal cultural resource. A tribe may be the only
source of information regarding the existence of a tribal cultural resource.
This information will aid tribes in determining whether to request formal consultation. In the event that they do, having
the information beforehand will help to facilitate the consultation process.
If you receive notification of change of addresses and phone numbers from tribes, please notify the NAHC. With your
assistance, we can assure that our consultation list remains current.
If you have any questions, please contact me at my email address: Andrew.Green@nahc.ca.g ov.
Sincerely,

Andrew Green
Cultural Resources Analyst
Attachment
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Native American Heritage Commission
Tribal Consultation List
Riverside County

4/2/2020
Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla
Indians
Jeff Grubbe, Chairperson
5401 Dinah Shore Drive
Cahuilla
Palm Springs, CA, 92264
Phone: (760) 699 - 6800
Fax: (760) 699-6919

Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay
Indians
Robert Pinto, Chairperson
4054 Willows Road
Diegueno
Alpine, CA, 91901
Phone: (619) 445 - 6315
Fax: (619) 445-9126
wmickli n@leaningrock.net

Augustine Band of Cahuilla
Mission Indians
Amanda Vance, Chairperson
P.O. Box 846
Coachella, CA, 92236
Phone: (760) 398 - 4722
Fax: (760) 369-7161
hhaines@augustinetribe.com

Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay
Indians
Michael Garcia, Vice Chairperson
4054 Willows Road
Diegueno
Alpine, CA, 91901
Phone: (619) 445 - 6315
Fax: (619) 445-9126
michaelg@leaningrock.net

Cahuilla

Cabazon Band of Mission
Indians
Doug Welmas, Chairperson
84-245 Indio Springs Parkway
Cahuilla
Indio, CA, 92203
Phone: (760) 342 - 2593
Fax: (760) 347-7880
jstapp@cabazonindians-nsn.gov
Cahuilla Band of Indians
Daniel Salgado, Chairperson
52701 U.S. Highway 371
Anza, CA, 92539
Phone: (951) 763 - 5549
Fax: (951) 763-2808
Chairman@cahuilla.net
Campo Band of Diegueno
Mission Indians
Ralph Goff, Chairperson
36190 Church Road , Suite 1
Campo, CA, 91906
Phone: (619) 478 - 9046
Fax: (619) 478-5818
rgoff@ca mpo-n sn. gov

Gabrieleno Band of Mission
Indians - Kizh Nation
Andrew Salas, Chairperson
P.O. Box 393
Covina, CA, 91723
Phone: (626) 926 - 4131
admin@gabrielenoindians.org

Gabrieleno

Cahuilla

Gabrielenonongva San Gabriel
Band of Mission Indians
Anthony Morales, Chairperson
P.O. Box 693
Gabrieleno
San Gabriel , CA, 91778
Phone: (626) 483 - 3564
Fax: (626) 286-1262
GTTribalcouncil@aol.com

Diegueno

Gabrielino nongva Nation
Sandonne Goad, Chairperson
106 1/2 Judge John Aiso St. ,
#231
Los Angeles, CA, 90012
Phone: (951) 807 - 0479
sgoad@gabrielino-tongva.com
Gabrielino Tongva Indians of
California Tribal Council
Robert Dorame, Chairperson
P.O. Box 490
Bellflower, CA, 90707
Phone: (562) 761 - 6417
Fax: (562) 761-6417
gtongva@gmail.com

Gabrielino

Gabrielino

This list is current only as of the date of this document. Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of
the Health and Safety Code, Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code.
This list is only applicable for consultation with Native American tribes under Public Resources Code Sections 21080.3.1 for the proposed City of Corona
Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County.
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Tribal Consultation List
Riverside County
4/2/2020
Gabrielino-Tongva Tribe
Charles Alvarez,
23454 Vanowen Street
West Hills, CA, 91307
Phone: (310) 403 - 6048
roadkingcharles@aol.com
Jamul Indian Village
Erica Pinto, Chairperson
P.O. Box 612
Jamul, CA, 91935
Phone: (619) 669 - 4785
Fax: (619) 669-4817
epinto@jiv-nsn.gov
Jamul Indian Village
Lisa Cumper, Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer
P.O. Box 612
Jamul, CA, 91935
Phone: (619) 669 - 4855
lcumper@jiv-nsn.gov

Gabrielino

Diegueno

Los Coyotes Band of Cahuilla
and Cupeflo Indians
Shane Chapparosa, Chairperson
P.O. Box 189
Cahuilla
Warner Springs, CA, 92086-0189
Phone: (760) 782 - 0711
Fax: (760) 782-0712

Diegueno

Manzanita Band of Kumeyaay
Nation
Angela Elliott Santos, Chairperson
P.O. Box 1302
Diegueno
Boulevard, CA, 91905
Phone: (619) 766 - 4930
Fax: (619) 766-4957

Juaneno Band of Mission
Indians Acjachemen Nation Belardes
Matias Belardes, Chairperson
32161 Avenida Los Amigos
Juaneno
San Juan Capisttrano, CA, 92675
Phone: (949) 293 - 8522
kaamalam@gmail.com
La Jolla Band of Luiseno
Indians
Fred Nelson, Chairperson
22000 Highway 76
Pauma Valley, CA, 92061
Phone: (760) 742 - 3771

La Pasta Band of Diegueno
Mission Indians
Javaughn Miller, Tribal
Administrator
8 Crestwood Road
Boulevard, CA, 91905
Phone: (619)478-2113
Fax: (619) 478-2125
jmiller@LPtribe.net

La Pasta Band of Diegueno
Mission Indians
Gwendolyn Parada, Chairperson
8 Crestwood Road
Diegueno
Boulevard , CA, 91905
Phone: (619) 478 - 2113
Fax: (619) 478-2125
LP13boots@aol.com

Luiseno

Mesa Grande Band of Diegueno
Mission Indians
Michael Linton, Chairperson
Diegueno
P.O Box 270
Santa Ysabel, CA, 92070
Phone: (760) 782 - 3818
Fax: (760) 782-9092
mesagrandeband@msn.com
Morongo Band of Mission
Indians
Robert Martin, Chairperson
12700 Pumarra Rroad
Banning, CA, 92220
Phone: (951) 849 - 8807
Fax: (951) 922-8146
dtorres@morongo-nsn.gov

Cahuilla
Serrano

Diegueno

This list is current only as of the date of this document. Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of
the Health and Safety Code, Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code.
This list is only applicable for consultation with NaUve American tribes under Public Resources Code SecUons 21080.3.1 for the proposed City of Corona
Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County.
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Tribal Consultation List
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4/2/2020
Pala Band of Mission Indians
Shasta Gaughen, Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer
PMB 50, 35008 Pala Temecula
Rd.
Pala, CA, 92059
Phone: (760) 891 - 3515
Fax: (760) 742-3189
sgaughen@palatribe.com

Cupeno
Luiseno

Pauma Band of Luiseno Indians
Temet Aguilar, Chairperson
P.O. Box 369
Luiseno
Pauma Valley, CA, 92061
Phone: (760) 742 - 1289
Fax: (760) 742-3422
bennaecalac@aol.com
Pechanga Band of Luiseno
Indians
Mark Macarro, Chairperson
P.O. Box 1477
Temecula, CA, 92593
Phone: (951) 770 - 6000
Fax: (951)695-1778
epreston@pechanga-nsn.gov

Luiseno

Quechan Tribe of the Fort Yuma
Reservation
Jill McCormick, Historic
Preservation Officer
P.O. Box 1899
Quechan
Yuma, AZ, 85366
Phone: (760) 572 - 2423
historicpreservation@quechantrib
e.com
Ramona Band of Cahuilla
Joseph Hamilton, Chairperson
P.O. Box 391670
Anza , CA, 92539
Phone: (951 ) 763 - 4105
Fax: (951) 763-4325
admin@ramona-nsn.gov

Cahuilla

Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians
Cheryl Madrigal, Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer
One Government Center Lane
Luiseno
Valley Center, CA, 92082
Phone: (760) 297 - 2635
crd@rincon-nsn.gov
Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians
Bo Mazzetti, Chairperson
One Government Center Lane
Luiseno
Valley Center, CA, 92082
Phone: (760) 749 - 1051
Fax: (760) 749-5144
bomazzetti@aol .com
San Fernando Band of Mission
Indians
Donna Yocum , Chairperson
P.O. Box 221838
Kitanemuk
Newhall, CA, 91322
Vanyume
Phone: (503) 539 - 0933
Tataviam
Fax: (503) 574-3308
ddyocum@comcast.net
San Luis Rey Band of Mission
Indians
San Luis Rey, Tribal Council
1889 Sunset Drive
Vista, CA, 92081
Phone: (760) 724 - 8505
Fax: (760) 724-2172
cjmojado@slrmissionindians.org

Luiseno

San Pasqual Band of Diegueno
Mission Indians
Allen Lawson, Chairperson
P.O. Box 365
Diegueno
Valley Center, CA, 92082
Phone: (760) 749 - 3200
Fax: (760) 749-3876
allenl@sanpasqualtribe.org

This list is current only as of the date of this document. Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of statut ory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of
the Health and Safety Code. Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code.
This list is only applicable for consultation with Native American tribes under Public Resources Code Sections 21080.3.1 for the proposed City of Corona
Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County.
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Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla
Indians
Steven Estrada, Chairperson
P.O. Box 391820
Anza, CA, 92539
Phone: (951) 659 - 2700
Fax: (951) 659-2228
mflaxbeard@santarosacahuillansn.gov
Soboba Band of Luiseno
Indians
Scott Cozart, Chairperson
P. 0. Box 487
San Jacinto, CA, 92583
Phone: (951) 654 - 2765
Fax: (951 ) 654-4198
jontiveros@soboba-nsn .gov

Cahuilla

Cahuilla
Luiseno

Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay
Nation
Cody Martinez, Chairperson
1 Kwaaypaay Court
Kumeyaay
El Cajon, CA, 92019
Phone: (619) 445 - 2613
Fax: (619) 445-1927
ssilva@sycuan-nsn.gov
Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla
Indians
Thomas Tortez, Chairperson
P.O. Box 1160
Cahuilla
Thermal, CA, 92274
Phone: (760) 397 - 0300
Fax: (760) 397-8146
tmchair@torresmartinez.org
Viejas Band of Kumeyaay
Indians
John Christman, Chairperson
1 Viejas Grade Road
Alpine, CA, 91901
Phone: (619) 445 - 3810
Fax: (6 19) 445-5337

Diegueno

This list is current only as of the date of this document. Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of
the Health and Safety Code, Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code.
This list is only applicable for consultation with Native American tribes under Public Resources Code Sections 21080.3 .1 for the proposed City of Corona
Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County.
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April 6, 2020
Angela Elliott Santos
Chairperson
Manzanita Band of Kumeyaay Nation
PO Box 1302, Boulevard, CA, 91905
619-766-4930

Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Elliott Santos,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. Th e project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelbv@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Allen Lawson
Chairperson
San Pasqual Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
PO Box 365, Valley Center, CA, 92082
760-749-3200
al lenl@sanpasqualtribe.org
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Lawson,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Gra nt.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within :
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Anthony Morales
Chairperson
Gabrieleno/Tongva San Bagriel Band of Mission Indians
PO Box 693, San Gabriel, CA, 91778
626-483-3564
GTTribalcouncil@aol .com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Morales,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3 100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultu ral concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecti ng areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regard ing the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~(J-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps {1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Andrew Salas
Chairperson
Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians - Kizh Nation
PO Box 393, Covina, CA, 91723
626-926-4131
admin@gabrielenoindians.org
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Salas,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive . Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760- 294-3100
www .redta i le nvi ronmenta I.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultu ral concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~(J.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Amanda Vance
Chairperson
Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians
PO Box 846, Coachella, CA, 92236
760-398-4722
hhaines@augustinetribe.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Vance,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100

www .redta i le nvi ron me nta I.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com . We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Bo Mazzetti
Chairperson
Rincon Band of Luise no Indians
One Government Center Land, Valley Center, CA, 92082
760-749-1051
bomazzetti@aol .com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Mazzetti,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was posi tive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~~-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Charles Alvarez
Gabrielino-Tongva Tribe
23454 Vanowen Street, West Hills, CA, 91307
310-403-6048
roadkingcharles@aol.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Alvarez,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Ra nge 7 West Sections S, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map with in:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Un sectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Cheryl Madrigal
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians
One Government Center Land, Valley Center, CA, 92082
760-297-2635
crd@rincon-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Madrigal,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.S' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M .A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Cody Martinez
Chairperson
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation
1 Kwaaypaay Court, El Cajon, CA, 92019
619-445-2613
ssilva@sycuan-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Martinez,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project Is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o
Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o
Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o
Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o
Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o
Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o
Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o
Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.S' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o
Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File w ith the Californi a Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Informat ion Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760- 294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regard ing the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~/J.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Daniel Salgado
Chairperson
Cahuilla Band of Indians
52701 US Highway 371, Anza, CA, 92539
951-763-5549
chairman@cahuilla.net
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Salgado,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological stu dy for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Ra nge 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Ra nge 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Ra nge 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Doug Welmas
Chairperson
Cabazon Band of Mission Indians
84-245 Indio Springs Parkway, Indio, CA, 92203
760-342-2593
jstapp@cabazonindians-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Welmas,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona' s Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portion s of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portion s of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive . Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tri bal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~

Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Donna Yocum
Chairperson
San Fernando Band of Mission Indians
PO Box 221838, Newhall, CA, 91322
503-539-0933
ddyocum@comcast.net
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Yocum,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps :
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Ra nge 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within :
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Un sectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was posi tive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100

www.redtai le nvi ron me nta I.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via ema il at
Shelby@redtailenv1ronmental.com . We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Erica Pinto
Chairperson
Jamul Indian Village
PO Box 612, Jamul, CA, 91935
619-669-4785
epinto@jiv-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Pinto,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5; 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request addit ional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you wou ld wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, plea se contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Fred Nelson
Chairperson
La Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians
22000 Highway 76, Pauma Valley, CA, 92061
760-742-3771

Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Nelson,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3 100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redta1lenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Gwendolyn Parada
Chairperson
La Posta Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
8 Crestwood Road, Boulevard, CA, 91905
619-478-2113
LP13boots@aol.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Parada,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USG5 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the Californla Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~~-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
John Christman
Chairperson
Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians
1 Viejas Grade Road, Alpine, CA, 91901
619-445-3810

Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Christman,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 61 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Jeff Grubbe
Chairperson
Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians
5401 Dinah Shore Drive, Palm Springs, CA, 92264
760-699-6800

Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Grubbe,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Gra nt .
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba land Grant,
o Un sectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Ea stern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Joeseph Hamilton
Chairperson
Ramona Band of Cahuilla
PO Box 391670, Anza, CA, 92539
951-763-4105
admin@ramona-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Hamilton,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Ra nge 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Un sectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Jill McCormick
Historic Preservation Officer
Quechan Tribe of the Fort Yuma Reservation
PO Box 1899, Yuma, AZ, 85366
760-572-2423
historicpreservation@quechantribe.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. McCormick,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan . The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~~-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Javaughn Miller
Tribal Administrator
La Pasta Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
8 Crestwood Road, Boulevard, CA, 91905
619-478-2113
jmiller@Lptribe.net
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Miller,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectloned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~~-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Lisa Cumper
Preservation Officer
Jamul Indian Village
PO Box 612, Jamul, CA, 91935
619-669-4855
lcumper@jiv-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Cumper,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area Includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294- 3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Matias Belardes
Chairperson
Juaneno Band of Mission Indians Acjachemen Nation - Belardes
32161 Avenida Los Amigos, San Juan Capistrano, CA, 92675
949-293-8522
kaamalam@gmail.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Belardes,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to t he California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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Apri I 6, 2020
Michael Garcia
Vice Chairperson
Ewiiaapaayp Tribe
4054 Willows Road, Alpine, CA, 91901
619-445-6315
michaelg@leaningrock.net
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Garcia,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Recla imed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, Californi a. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o - Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map w ithin:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with t he California Native American Heri tage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental .com

April 6 1 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

.hw;a.~

Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Michael Linton
Chairperson
Mesa Grande Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
PO Box 270, Santa Ysabel, CA, 92070
760-782-3818
mesagrandeband@msn.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Linton,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and wil l assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.S' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com . We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~(J.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Mark Macarro
Chairperson
Pechanga Band of Luiseno Indians
PO Box 1477, Temecula, CA, 92593
951-770-6000
epreston@pechanga-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Macarro,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request addit ional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecti ng areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a,.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Robert Dorame
Chairperson
Gabrielino Tonvoa Indians of California Tribal Council
PO Box 490, Bellflower, CA, 90707
562 -761-6417
gtongva@gmail.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Dorame,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and t he city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Recla imed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections S, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Ra nge 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsecti oned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760 -294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Ralph Goff
Chairperson
Campo Band of Diegueno Mission Indians
36190 Church Road, Suite 1, Campo, CA, 91906
619-478-9046
rgoff@campo-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Goff,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map w ithin:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections S, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map with in:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Cast ells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Robert Martin
Chairperson
Morongo Band of Mission Indians
12700 Pumarra Road, Banning, CA, 92220
951-849-8807
dtorres@morongo-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Martin,
Red Tail Environmenta l (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Recla imed Water
Proj ect (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan . The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Ra nge 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections S, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within :
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
WV-.JW.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information rega rding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Robert Pinto
Chairperson
Ewiiaapaayp Tribe
4054 Willows Road, Alpine, CA, 91901
619-445-6315
wmicklin@leaningrock.net
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Pinto,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Rive rside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Wate r Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map w ithin:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A reco rd search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294- 3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultura l concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a.~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Shane Chapparosa
Chairperson
Los Coyotes Band of Cahuilla and Cupef\o Indians
PO Box 189, Warner Springs, CA, 92086-0189
760-782-0711

Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Chapparosa,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Un sectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sect ion 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Un sectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M .A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Scott Cozart
Chairperson
Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians
PO Box 487, San Jacinto, CA, 92583
951-654-2765
jontiveros@soboba-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Cozart,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area incl udes the entire
City of Corona and the city' s sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona' s Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Darn Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within;
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant .
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant .
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map with in:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the Cal ifornia Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 St ate Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironment al.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments : Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Steven Estrada
Chairperson
Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla Indians
PO Box 391820, Anza, CA, 92539
951-659-2700
mflaxbeard@santarosacahuilla-nsn.gov
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Estrada,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riversi de County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map w ithin:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of t he La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
1
USGS 7.5 Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294- 3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
Cit y of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on t he enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if yo u have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Sh elby@redtailenvironmental. com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~rJ.~
Shelby Castells, M .A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Shasta Gaughen
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Pala Band of Mission Indians
PMB SO, 35008 Pala Temecula Road, Pala, CA, 92059
760-891-3515
sgaughen@palatribe.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Gaughen,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located with in the City of Corona, Riverside County, California . The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona' s Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Gran t.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental .com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvlronmental.com . We appreciate any input you may have on th is project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Sandonne Goad
Chairperson
Gabrielino/rongva Nation
106 1/2 Judge John Aiso St. #231, Los Angeles, CA, 90012
951-807-0479
sgoad@gabrielino-tongva.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Goad,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the Cali fornia Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.S' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yor ba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.S' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Comm ission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments : Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020

San Luis Rey Tribal Council
San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians
1889 Sunset Drive, Vista, CA, 92081
760-724-8505
cjmojado@slrmissionindians.org
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

To Whom It May Concern,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o
Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com . We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~a-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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April 6, 2020
Temet Aguilar
Chairperson
Pauma Band of Luiseno Indians
PO Box 369, Pauma Valley, CA, 92061
760-742-1289
bennaecalac@aol.com
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Aguilar,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and will assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Ra nge 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail also conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental .com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, please contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com . We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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Figure 1. Project Area
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April 6, 2020
Thomas Tortez
Chairperson
Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians
PO Box 1160, Thermal, CA, 92274
760-397-0300
tmchair@torresmartinez.org
Re:

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Mr. Tortez,
Red Tail Environmental (Red Tail) is conducting an archaeological study for the City of Corona Reclaimed Water
Project (project), located within the City of Corona, Riverside County, California. The project area includes the entire
City of Corona and the city's sphere of influence. The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and w ill assess the environmental impact of the City of Corona's Reclaimed Water Master Plan. The City of
Corona is the lead agency. The project area is shown on the following USGS 7.5' Quad Maps:
•

•

•

•

•

USGS 7.5' Prado Dam Quad map within :
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 30,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 25,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Black Star Canyon Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Sections 32 and 33,
o Township 3 South Range 8 West Section 36,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Section 5,
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona South Quad map within:
o Township 3 South Range 7 West Section 33,
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Sections 5, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22,
o Township 4 South Range 7 West Sections 5, 9, and 10,
o Unsectioned portion s of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Lake Matthews Quad map within:
o Township 4 South Range 6 West Section 22,
o Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De Sa Jacinto Land Grant.
USGS 7.5' Corona North Quad map within:
o Unsectioned portions of the La Sierra Yorba Land Grant,
o
Unsectioned portions of the Sobrante De San Jacinto Land Grant.

A record search of the Sacred Lands File with the California Native American Heritage Commission was positive. Red
Tail al so conducted a record search at the Eastern Information Center.

328 State Place, Escondido, CA 92029 • 760-294-3100
www.redtailenvironmental.com

April 6, 2020
City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project
Page 2 of 2
We are contacting you to request additional information regarding the Project area, if you are aware of any issues
of cultural concern regarding the area shown on the enclosed map. In particular, we would like to know if you have
knowledge of any Traditional Cultural Properties, Sacred Sites, Tribal Cultural Resources, resource collecting areas,
or any other areas of concern of which you would wish us to be aware. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the proposed Project, plea se contact me at the address or phone number listed below, or via email at
Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com. We appreciate any input you may have on this project.

Sincerely,

~G-~
Shelby Castells, M.A., RPA
Director of Archaeology
Attachments: Project Area Maps (1-10)
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Red Tail Environmental Mail - City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California
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Shelby Castells <shelby@redtailenvironmental.com>

by Google

City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California
1 message
Quechan Historic Preservation <historicpreservation@quechantribe.com>
To: Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com

Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 2:39 PM

This email serves to inform you that we wish to make no comments on this project.

H. Jill McCormick, M.A.
Historic Preservation Officer
Ft. Yuma Quechan Tribe

350 Picacho Road
Yuma, AZ 85366
Office: 760-572-2423
Cell: 928-261-0254

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians
CULTURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
One Government Center Lane I Valley Center I CA 92082
(760) 749-105 I I Fax: (760) 749-8901 I rincon-nsn.gov

April 20, 2020

Sent via email: Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com
Shelby Castells
Redtail Environmental
328 State Place
Escondido, CA 92029

Re: City of Corona Reclaimed Water Project, Riverside County, California

Dear Ms. Castells,
This letter is written on behalf of the Rincon Band of Luisefio Indians ("Rincon Band" or "Band"), a federally
recognized Indian Tribe and sovereign government in response to your request for additional information on the
above referenced project.
The Rincon Band wishes to inform Redtail Environmental that the location identified in the transmitted project
documents is situated within the Territory of the Luisefio people and within the Band's specific Area of Historic
Interest (AHI). As such, Rincon is traditionally and culturally affiliated to the project area.
After review of the provided documents and our internal information, we have identified Luisefio place names
within the proposed project area but no known Tribal Cultural Resources (TCRs) or Traditional Cultural Properties
(TCPs) have been recorded within or surrounding the project area. However, the Band believes that the potential
exists for cultural resources to be identified during further research and survey work. Therefore, the following is
recommended:
• An archaeological/cultural resources study be conducted by a Secretary of the Interior qualified
archaeologist for this project, to include an archeological record search and complete intensive survey of
the property;
• A final copy of the study to be provided to the Rincon Band for our review and comment
It is important to note that the Band is not opposed to development projects per se, but is opposed to direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts that projects may have to TCRs, TCPs, and sovereign lands, and requests that the Redtail
Environmental also clearly address these types of impacts to cultural resources in the final environmental report.
Furthermore, Rincon requests from Redtail Environmental inclusion of appropriate provisions for inadvertent
discoveries as required by every major Federal and state law (See CEQA (Cal. Pub. Resources Code §21083.2(i);
14 CCR §15064.S(f)); Section 106 (36 CFR §800.13); NAGPRA (43 CFR §10.4)). Please also include language
outlining the fom1al State process for the discovery of human remains and grave goods for the final report (CA
Health and Safety Code §7050.5; Cal. Pub Resources Code §5097.98).

Bo Mazzetti

Tishmall Turner

Laurie E. Gonzalez

Alfonso Kolb, Sr.

John Constantino

Chairman

Vice Chair

Council Member

Council Member

Council Member

The Rincon Band reserves its right to fully participate in the environmental review process and to review and submit
additional information after the above documentation has been received during our consultation meeting(s) with the
lead agency. The Band thanks Redtail Environmental for submitting this project for Tribal review and
thoughtfully addressing the Band's requests and recommendations in the final cultural resources report.
If you have additional questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our office at your convenience at
(760) 297-2635 or via electronic mail at cmadrigal@rincon-nsn.gov. We look forward to working together to protect
and preserve our cultural assets.
Sincerely,

Cheryl Madrigal
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Cultural Resources Manager

Red Tail Environmental Mail - City of Corona Water Project
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Shelby Castells <shelby@redtailenvironmental.com>

Powcrcd by Google

City of Corona Water Project
1 message
Croft, Katherine (TRBL) <kcroft@aguacaliente.net>
To: "Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com" <Shelby@redtailenvironmental.com>

Tue, Jun 9, 2020 at 2:04 PM

Greetings,

A records check of the Tribal Historic Preservation Office's cultural registry revealed that this
project is not located within the Tribe's Traditional Use Area . Therefore, we defer to the other tribes
in the area. This letter shall conclude our consultation efforts.

Thank you ,

Patricia Garcia Plotkin
Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians
Director of Historic Preservation

*Due to COVID-19 the THPO is operating remotely with a reduced staff. Please send all correspondence to our
department email address ACBCI-THPO@aguacaliente.net

https://mail.google .com/mail/u/0?ik=b9c39502c0&view=pt&search=all&penmthid=thread-f%3A1669056845779663018&simpl=msg-f% 3A 16690568457...
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Appendices

APPENDIX C: CONFIDENTIAL MAPS, CULTURAL RESOURCE LOCATIONS
(provided separately)

Corona RWMP - Cultural and Tribal Cultural Resources
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